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:ivan e to comb· • 

hen ~ain, some thou,___ 
Lltnitrb and ycerin. 

If you own a Mac® you may already your report It's as simple as it sounds. 

~ 
know what a phenomenally powerful piece of Of course, because we are talking about 
software Microsoft~ Word is. the BIG presentation here, you'll want to go the 

And, most likely, you're also aware of how extra step and blow them away. Enter Microsoft 
powerful Microsoft Excel is. Well here's PowerPoin~ It's the easiest way to create atten-
something you probably don't know: *2 tion-getting overheads and slides in 

When Word and Microsoft Excel [ut *" black and white or color. Just cut and 
are combined, they're even more power- ~::~e :~ paste data from Word or Microsoft Excel 
ful. In fact, they're nothing short of ex- ~~o~~ ,..8 into your presentation, draw, color, 
plosive. Pun intended. shadow, and take a bow. 

Because together Word and ~~:!:~~··· •K As you probably know, Microsoft 
Microsoft Excel allow you to exploit the show.. 88' and the Macintosh have an unusually 
Macintosh.,s operating system in a way close relationship. We've been involved 
that has never been possible before. updotp unt ~n with the Mac since the beginning Which 

We call this unprecedented fea- ~f!,e:l:#{,f:;!:tJe1:/t~ means we know how to get the most out 
" 1·nk , B u'll b ~lelrnk from Word s f. S if ture warm 1 s. ut yo e more wlh:':!:~::fca~c;;;:,~: o 1t, now. o, you want to coax ever 

inclined to call it the best thing elsewhere. more capability from your Macintosh, 
for revising documents since white out. depend on these and the rest of the Microsoft 

Here's how warm links works. Imag- line of business applications, that are always 
ine it's the end of the day and tomorrow's designed to get a powerful reaction from each 
the BIG presentation. You've been working other. And your Macintosh. 
with the sales manager to incorporate his For a free brochure that describes how 
Microsoft Excel projections into your you can improve productivity by using 
report. You're finally done. But wait Suddenly Microsoft's Mac applications 
he makes one of his famous last-minute together, call (800) 541-1261, 
changes to the spreadsheet. Dept. K29. Ask about The 

This is where warm links saves the day Microsoft Office-four of 
(or the hour). No more antiquated manual Microsoft's best-selling 
moves of opening and closing your document, business applications at 
cutting, pasting and praying. With warm a great price. I 
links, you simply op~n your Word doc~ent MrUwtso .. z· 
and select Update Link. Word automatically ftlll ~ _ It 
finds the latest Excel data and updates Making it all make sense~ 

Customers inside the SO United States. call (8001 54H26l.ln Canada. call (4161 673·763& Outside the U.S. and Canodn,call (206) 882·8661. ~Copyright 1989 Microsofi Corporation. All rightsrese"'ed. Microooft, the Miaoooft 
logo and 1\>werPoint are registered t rndemarks and Malti•g it all mak< stns< is a trademark of Mi<rosofi Corporation. Mac and Macintosh are regiStered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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CRICKET GRAPH; 
EXCE[AND 
WINGZ~ USERS! 
Save time, 
im~rove data access 
with Data Merge ... 
a unique, easy-to-use data management utility 
that will save you time assembling and imerove 
your access to tabular data. A "must have for 
every tabular data user. 

With Data Merge you can: 
1 Quickly merge data from different sources 
1 Easily merge selected columns or rows from 

different tabular data sources 
1 Transform data imported from other computers 
1 Target your output to specific applications 
1 Quickly make your tabular databases available 

to all your text-handling applications 

Data Merge is designed to support CricketGraph, 
Excel, Wingz, MacSpin~ StatView:M Kaleida
graph:M and other stmilar applications. 
User comments: 

"DataMerge saves me hours assembling graphs 
from my research data." 

Dr. Beverly Pierson 1 Tacoma, WA 
On downloading UNIX files ... "DataMerge 
changed a tedious task into a simple process." 

Mr. Allan Brockman 1 Windsor, CT 

Only $99 with a 30-day, money-back guarantee. 
Don't wait-order now, call206-322-3123. 
Dlll ... t 1111 lawob lrt lriii1Urtl tl SawoU llmlyiii•L All t1W Willie•• 
ptllltcl a- era l,..tUrtllf 1111....., lrlllt•rtllf llt1lr rupactln 1111•111. 

Circle 490 on reader service card. 
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Seawell MicroSystems 
P.O. Box 22030 
Seattle, WA 98122 
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Developer since 1984 
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Network 
Productivity 

Is No 
Longer An 
Ethff/Or 

Proposition. 
If you have EtherTalk™ in so workstations on either side 
your office, you'll appreciate can access a printer, plotter 
EtherGate™ - the first truly uni !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:::::!! or just about any other serial 
versal productivity solution for EtherTalk!M You device. Or use the serial port and a modem to 
no longer need one box to serve as a gateway, an- connect to a remote EtherTalk or LocalTalk 

other to share serial devices internet. You can even dial in to your internet 
and a a third to connect to through EtherGate from a remote Mac or PC and 
remote networks. EtherGate a modem. EtherGate gives you complete access 
does it all. Now you can control and security features , too. Network pro-

connect an EtherTalk LAN and two LocalTalk ductivity is no longer an Ether/or proposition. 
LANs to create a fully-functional internet. Link If you have EtherTalk, you need EtherGate. For 
an EtherTalk/LocalTalk internet to a serial port, more information call Shiva at 1-800-458-3550. 

EtherGate· 
b._yShiva 

Wl3're Putting Networks To Work0 

Shiva Corporation, 155 Second St. , Cambridge, MA 02141 
All product rwnes attlltdemarks ol lbdt rtSp<dh~ manuW:twm. 

Circle 421 on reader service card 





RADrus PREsENTS THE 
Two MoST CowRFUL 
PAGES IN THE HlsmRY 
OF MAciNmsH. 

Now for the first time in the history of Macintosh, you can work 
across two full pages with the photographic quality of 24~bit color. 
Introducing the Radius DirectColor"' Series. 

Completely compatible with Apple's 32~bit QuickDraw, it's the pre~ 
cise electronic medium for working with real colors, real type and real 
photographs across two full pages. 

With simultaneous access to every one of Macintosh's 16.7 million 
colors, our Radius DirectColor/24"' is the perfect tool for retouching 
color photographs or producing high quality color publications. 

If you don't require the full palette of Macintosh 
color, the Radius DirectColor/16"' lets you 
work with 32,768 colors simultaneously. 

And, upgrading to the Radius DirectColor/24 
is as simple as adding video RAM. 

For those of you who use only 256 of the 
Macintosh colors at one time, there's the 8~bit 
Radius Color Display"' System. 

No matter which Radius color system you 
choose, you'll be working across two flicker~free, 
paper~ like pages that give you 30% more working 
area than commonly seen on other 19 inch dis~ 
plays. Which means your work is never cropped 
off at the sides or chopped off at the bottom. 

Naturally, you'll also reap the benefits of all 
the classic Radius Ware"' features. 

TM Radi"' Color Displtry showing rwo 
full pogts. (1152 x 882 pixtls) 

Including Tear~off Menus in every applica~ 
tion. The ability to capture any portion of your 
image as a Pier file. Small or large menu bars. Orh.rcolormonironcropoffri.Lsidtsand 

And direct control panel access. chop off U,. borrom. 
0024 

X ?6B pix tis) 

So if you've been waiting to work with real colors across two real 
p~ges, visit a Radius Authorized Dealer. You can find one near you by 
calling 1~800~ 227~ 2795~ 

And get ready to make some colorful history of your own. 

radits· 
Intelligent Hardware"' Circle 46 on reader service card 

•If you ~ve oucside the continental United Sllltes, call 1-408-954-6852 for the name of a Radius International Distribu10r. 

This image was scanned with a Howtek Scanmaster, imported in10 Quark XPressand displayed by and photographed on a Radius Color Display 
with a Radius DirectColor/24lnterface. 

© 1989 Radius In<., Radius, me Radius logo,lruelligeru Hard~·are. Radius OirtctColot Radius Dirtct Color/16 ard 24. Radius Color Display ard RadiusWare 
an: tratkmatb or regimrtd trad.marla o( Radius Inc. All OO..r bnnd names or tradanatb or registered trademarks are the properry of their reopecUI'< holdtrs. 
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If your statistical software 
is limiting your vision, 

who knows what 
you might be missing? 

You may not know it, but most statistical software won't 
let you see in color Even if it's made for a color display. 
So you might overlook something you really need to know. 

But with Data Desk, the color you see isn't just for 
decoration. In fact, it's pan of a visual approach to data 
analysis you won't find anywhere else. One that reveals 
your data in surprising new ways. So you see solutions and 
opportunities that were never visible before. 

Whether you've got a color or monochrome 
Macintosh7 find out how Data Desk can improve your vision. 
Calll-800-323-5423 today. In Illinois, 312-498-5615. 

And see the truth you n 1- D k 
may have been missing. ua ,a es . 

(@) Odesta Corporation. 4084 Commercial Avenue. Nonhbrook. IL 60062. 
C> 1989 Odesta Corp. Data Oesl is a registered trademark of Data Description. In~ Macintosh is a registered trademark ol Apple Computet Inc. 

Circle 162 on reader service card. 
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half a chance. 
Rapport 
• Lowest cost 720K MS-DOS data exchange 
• Upgrades 512e, Plus & SE to SWlM'w capability 
• Use with Drive 2.4, Apple BOOK & Super Drive"' 
• Cuts number of back-up diskettes by Vs 

Don't be left behind by Apple's new Mac disk stan
dard. Rapport provides the processing power to con
nect "super" 3.5" floppy drives and more. 

The Rapport module also enables Mac to read 720K 
MS-DOS, 0812, and BOOK Pro DOS disks with the inter
nal BOOK drive. Rapport with an external Apple BOOK 
drive can read and write those alien formats. Fbr back
up, Rapport can increase disk capacity to 1.2Mbytes 
using BOOK diskettes. 

the other half 
Drive 2.4 
• Supports all Apple & IBM 3.5" Fbrmats 
• Lowest CosUHighest Performance HD Drive 
• Direct connect on SWIM'" equipped Mac 
• Back-up 20Mbyte with 5 or 6 HD diskettes 

Rapport's other half; Drive 2.4 takes you beyond 
Apple's "state of the art" High Density floppy drive. In 
addition to supporting all current 3.5" disk formats by 
Apple and IBM, Kennect's Drive 2.4 supports two new 
Very High Density formats which furnish 1.2 Mbyte 
user space on standard density media and 2.4 Mbyte 
on High Density diskettes- up to 4Mbyte using the 
included FASI'BACK II utility. 

One drive does it all - Quite a trick. 

" .. .lruniferTingjilesbetween PCsand Macs? ... Ketu~cthascoTTUJout wilhabrilli{mtadditionto the genre + + + + 
-Rapport. It~ stMI.~ bulpacks a bigpundl ... Rapport is a dynamilll paclwge."-Mac User Maga..-ine, July '89 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

@ ~~"' ·~cr ... ~ 1\J. Call: 1·800/662-1232 or Inside Calilomia 408/370-2866 
I 1 L 111, L 1 For lhc dealer nearest you: 

_!8 TECH N 0 L 0 G y 120-A Albright Way, Los Gatos, CA 95030 FAX: 408/370·0484 Link: 02997 
KEP*.IECT and RAPPORT ... r~ d KENHECT TEOiNOl.OGY ~ ~ 512e. PM. SE. ~ Dn¥e. SWIM and PYoOOS welrademar'ks ol "'"* (;omp.Jiec. r.c.. MS-00$ is a~ d MlcrOIOh Corp. 

FA.STOACK tllsalradlmlt'lo' Ftllho.nttallonSystems. he. IOM ll atr~ol t8M Corp. 

Circle 503 on reader service card 



To be chosen the best from a large crop 
of drives requires more than good looks. We've 
worked hard to make our drives the best, inside 
and out, because we know that your reasons for 
choosing a drive run more than skin deep. 

You should know that many other drive 
manufacturers' concern with quality stops with 
the case. At La Gie we don't think that's what value 
is all about. That's why we only use the best drive 
mechanisms and components- and we can 
prove it. We offer the fastest, quietest and smallest 
drives and the only 5 year manufacturer's 
warranty in the industry. 

Our attention to details makes us 
better. Silverlining "' is one more example of that. 
We wrote it, we own it, MacWorld recommends it: 
"La Cie drives include the best software we 
tested.'' What does it do? Silverlining performs 
formatting, interleave setting, programmable 
SCSI addressing, true partitioning, resizing of 
partitions without initializing, diagnostics, pass
word protection, defragmentation and much 
much more. We're proud to point out that 
Silverlining \vas the first partitioning software 
available for the Macintosh. 

Next time you purchase a drive be sure 
you experience the difference ... experience the 
cream of the crop- La Cie. That's your right. 

Superior Drives 

Capacity 
Internal 

External 
(SB,IICX,U) 

42mb s599 S659 
84mb S899 s959 
105mb S999 S1Q59 
201mb Sl599 S1599 

613mb S3099 S3099 
Macll only 

Mechanism 

Quantum 
Quantum 
Quantum 
Maxtor 
Hewlett 
Packard 

Includes Silverlining;~ Silverserver ;" 5 mb of 
public domain software, Cordura carrying 
Cl!_Se and 30 day money back guarantee. 

... 

---... 

---

---
- -. 



Mac World, May 1989. 

Mass storage and productivity 
solutions for the Mac offtce. 

19" La Cie LaMonz Color Systems: 72dpi, 
1024 x 768 resolution, anti-glare screen and 
tilt/swivel base. 8 or 32 bit for display of256 or 
millions of colors. 
• 8 bit card with monitor- $4399.95 
• 32 bit card with monitor- $6199.95 

Cirrus 600MO Magneto-Optical Drive: 600 
megabytes of erasable, removable data storage. 
Includes superior Sony drive mechanism, plus 
our own Silverlining and Silverserver software. 

La Cie Modems: 
• 2400 baud Internal data and fax modern for 
·· the·portable Mac - $249.95. 
• '2400 baud Internal modem for Mac n-

$299.95 
• 2400 baud E.xtemal modem- $169.95 
• 9600 baud External modem- $819.95 
Introductory offer! All modems include 
MacKnowledge;r" La Cie's Silverplatter,... 
software and cables. 

Phone Line Manager: Automatically routes 
and sends voice, FAX and modern calls over a 
single line. Answers incoming calls and con
nects to the correct device automatically or by 
caller-entered access codes. 

Call Us Now! 1-800-999-0143 

Cirrus Removable Cartridge Drive: 
45mb cartridges offer limitless storage 
with floppy convenience and nard disk 
speed. Includes La Cie's Silverlining and 
Silverserver software. 

Panther SEA PostScript Printer: 5pprn, 
30dpi, 35 PostScriptT>I fonts, 2 auto feed 
bins for all business letters and envelopes. 

• 
~D 

16285 SW 85th, Bldg. 306 
Tigard, OR 97224, (503) 684-0143 

Prices shown are cash prices and do not include shipping. Add 3% for \1SA, Mastcrcard1 5% for American ExpreSS. Xdd 7% for rush handling. Cirrus, La Cle, Sllverllnlng, Sllvcrscrver and Silrerplaner arc 
trademarks of La Cie, Lid. Macintosh is a trademark or Apple Computer. Prices and speciflcaUons shown are subject to changewllhout nollce. Comparisons drawn from MacWorld revi!l\1-'S; call for further details 
Product and company names are trademarks ofthelr respecth-e companles. 
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The Original AnthroCart. Mobile. Compact. 
Incredibly strong. So many ways to solve your space 

and equipment problems! 

Start with our smallest cart. Customize it. Choose from 30 options ... 

need a bit more room. We have carts 25" wide to 48" wide ... 

Call us for a complete catalog or to place an order: 

800-325-3841 

• Prices start at $299 for the 
smallest AnthroCart 

• All AnthroCarts easily hold up 
to 150 lbs. (all steel frame 
construction) 

• Available for OEM 
applications 

• Made in U.S.A. 

6:30a.m. to 5:00p.m., PST 

Anthro® 
Technology Furniture® 
3221 N.W. Yeon St. 
Portland, Oregon 97210 
(503) 241 -71 13 

Anthro and Technology Furmture are reg•stored trademarks of Anthro 
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Software 'lkntures presents the all new 1!}90 model: 

MicroPhone II version 3.0 
A "Stunning" Achievement in Software Engineering 

The software that takes the hassle out of telecommunications. Like a finely crafted 
European touring sedan, MicroPhone II offers you unsurpassed power and allows you to 
communicate with style and agility. 

Here are seven reasons why, if you're serious about telecommunications, you should consider owning 
MicroPhone ll: 

Power train. MicroPhone II is charged 
by the most powerful scripting engine for 
telecommunications, offering variables, 
string and math functions, arrays and file 
manipulation. You develop scripts with either 
the program's learn mode or its point-and-click 
script editor. 

Design. Surprisingly, with all its 
unparalleled power, MicroPhone II is simple 
to use. Menus, dialog boxes and on-screen 
controls are well organized and pleasant to look 
at. Its ''outstanding'' manual is easy to read, 
clearly laid out and contains a thorough index. 

Speed. Routinely clocked at 18,000 bits 
per second over ordinary telephone lines, 
MicroPhone II is the fastest telecom software 
around. Its flle transfer protocols- XMODEM, 
lK XMODEM, YMODEM, YMODEM-G, 
Kermit and ZMODEM- are all optimized 
to make your files fly across the country or 
around the world. The intelligent ZMODEM 
negotiates the most treacherous channels 
of a packet-switched network and resumes 
broken transfers with no loss of data. 

Color options. MicroPhone II lets you 
assign color icons to your scripts, thus 
turning the icon bar, shown here, into your 
control panel. The icon bar can be scrolled, 

~ 
Get Mail 

Editor 

~ 
Cut , 
File 

resized and placed vertically or horizontally 
anywhere on the screen, awaiting your next 
click. Choose icons from the large collection 
provided with the software, or create your own. 

Cruise control. Flexible scripting means 
that MicroPhone II can run on automatic 
while you're taking care of other important 
business. Whether collecting your electronic 
mail in the background, or calling Paris at 
midnight to transmit the daily sales report 
in French, the program is always at your 
service, saving you time and money. 

Reliability. Because Software Ventures' 
engineers value your time on-line, they 
spend countless hours applying the most 
rigorous testing procedures to ensure that 
the program is crash-resistant. In the words 
of The Macintosh Buyer's Guide, MicroPhone 
II is ''the most reliable of all the telecom 
programs we tested." 

Test drive. Software Ventures so firmly 
believes in its superior technology that it 
gives you an unprecedented chance to test 
drive MicroPhone II for 30 days risk free. 
If for any reason you wish to return the 
program, you may do so for a full refund of 
your purchase price directly from Software 
Ventures - no questions asked. 

But enough talk. Start using MicroPhone II today and find out for yourself why Jim Seymour and John Dvorak are 
the great communicators. After all, having invested all this money in the best hardware in the world, don't you 
deserve the best software? 

Jim Seymour: 
'' ... arguably the best communications software ever written.'' 

John C. Dvorak: 
'' ... stunning. Fast, slick; it does everything except slice bread.'' 

c 
SOFTWARE 
VENTURES 

MicroPhone is a trademark of Software Ventures Corporation. Copyright © 1989 Software Ventures Corporation. 
2907 Claremont Avenue Berkeley California 94705 (415) 644-3232 
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It's evetl easier to itiStall 
Adobe Type Manager. just 

a few mouse clicks and 
your Mad11tosh' display 
will look better than ever. 

111ese unretouched 
photographs make it 
easy to see what a dif

ference Adobe Type 
Manager makes. 

Introducing 
Adobe 
Type 

Manager. 

Introducing 
Adobe 
Type 

Manager. 

It's easy to get your hands 
otl Adobe Type Manager" 
at your nearest Adobe 
Authorized Dealer. And at 
$99, it's hard to pass up. 

But the easiest part of all 
is seeing how Adobe Type 
Manager improves your 
Image Writer' text.]ust 
commatld it to Pritlt at1d 
watch what happetiS. 



I 
FYOU HAVEN'T read 
the page on the left, 
please do. 

We'll wail 
Welcome back. You 

now know everything 
you need to know to use 

Adobe Type Manager. 
But if you still need to know 

more, allow us to elaborate; 
although it's not going to be as 
easy as one, two, three. 

Because to understand how and 
why Adobe Type Manager was 
created, you'll have to understand 
what came before it 

Prior to 1984, most people 
thought of computers as exces
sively complicated, overly techni· 
cal and, in most cases, far too 
intimidating. 

But that all changed with the 
computer called Macintosh. 

The introduction of the Macin
tosh was followed a year later 
by the arrival of the LaserWriter~ 

Before 
Adobe 
Type 

Manager. 

Before Adobe Type Manager, if you had 
a /ow-cost printer, you had to settle for 
low-quality output. Brtt ~row this is just 
a page from the past. 

statement. Yet, the initial excit~ 
ment about desktop publishing has 
now given way to higher expecta
tions from Macintosh users 
everywhere. 

Users just like you. 
No longer the first laser 

printer to rely 
on a complet~ 
lynew"page 
description lan
guage:' The 
PostScript' 
language 
from Adobe 
Systems. 

Suddenly, 

is it simply 
enough to gen
erate different 
type styles and 
sizes on your 
Macintosh 
display and 
printed pages. 

You now 

Adobe Type Mmzager puts Adobe's i•rdustry
standard PostScript /anguageteclmo/ogy 
right 011 your display-where it's easy to see 
there really is no comparisoll. 

want the text on 
your displays to be clear, smooth 
and legible. You want what you see 
on your display to correspond as 
closely as possible to what the 
printed page will look like. And, 
most importantly, you want to be 
able to print high-quality text on 
your low<ost printers. 

the desktop publishing revolution 
was born. 

Simply stated, PostScript stores 
descriptions of font characters 
as smooth outlines comprised of 
mathematical formulas, rather than 
the more typical bitmaps. So, no 
matter how jagged the type might 
look on a Macintosh screen, it 
comes out crisp and clean on a 
PostScript-equipped laser printer. 

To say this new technology 
changed the face of computing 
would be a monumental under-

Adobe Type Manager satisfies 
all those demands. 

When added to your system soft
ware (System 6.0 or later) , it builds 
individual characters at any size 
from PostScript outline fonts-

RRRR 
(Far Left) Cumntly, the majority of 
personal computers, including 
Maci11tosh, store text characters as 
a pattern of dots (known as a bitmap). 
(Middle Left) But outli~re fonts
which were pioneered by Adobe- store 
the shapes of each character as easil~ 
modified mathematicalfonnztlas. 

(Middle Right) Scaling a bit mapped 
font is a less precise process, making 
the charader less accurate and more 
difficult to read. (Far Right) Wizen 011 

outli~re[011t is used, the computer scales 
the out/i1ze to the precise size and shape, 
011d fills it with dots. Tiris results ill a 
smoother, more accztrate character. 

the same fonts used by PostScript 
printers. 

Adobe Type Manager is actually 
based on the PostScript language's 
capability to create and scale fonts 
to different sizes. So it's very fast 
and very compact. 

And, at just $99, it's very afford
able. In fact, at that price, Adobe 
Type Manager probably offers 
more value than any other Macin
tosh software. 

It's also very easy to install and 
operate. 

You see, Adobe Type Manager is 
completely transparent to both you 
and your software applications. 

So all you'll see is a better image. 
Once it's installed in your Sys

tem Folder, Adobe Type Manager 
intercepts QuickDraw'M font r~ 
quests and generates the screen 
bitmaps (at the requested size) 
from a PostScript outline font So, 
whether your text is regular, bold 
or italic, it looks smooth and read
able from the largest point sizes 
to the smallest. 

Then, when you print to your 
Apple Image Writer or Hewlett
Packard Desk Writer, Adobe Type 
Manager automatically generates 
the requested printer font bitmap 
to produce beaut:i- ,..,__ 
ful,letter-quality '- ~ 
text from any 
application. 

enable you to produce the kind 
of high-quality text from your 
lmageWriteror DeskWriteryou 
thought only came out of a laser 
printer. 

If you want to add more fonts, 
you can pick up the AT~ Plus 
Pack, giving you the 22 additional 
outline fonts from Apple's Laser-

Times* 
Romnn./rolic, Bold & Bold Italic 

Helvetica* 
Regular. Oblique, Bold & Bold Oblique 

Courier 
Medium, Oblique, Bold&BoldOblique 

ABX6E~rHIO§XWl>£l 
Adobe Type Ma11ager includes higlz
qualityoutlilze versions of these 13 most 
popular Maci11toslzfonts. You call also 
add OilY PostScript outli11e[011ts, includ
illg those from the Adobe Type Library. 

Writer llNT and llNTX laser 
printers. And, until December 31, 
1989, ATM Plus Pack is priced 
at just $198. 

Adobe Type Manager also 
works with other Adobe PostScript 

language fonts, includ

That's because 
Adobe Type Man

ing the more 
than 500 typ~ & faces from the 

~~} Adobe•Type Ubrary. ager is compatible 
with virtually all -s>._. J We could go on, but 
major Macintosh soft
ware-from programs for 
word processing and spread
sheets to page layout and 
presentations. 

Which means it won'tchange 
the way you work. 

Just the way you look. 
And every Macintosh user can 

look better, because Adobe Type 
Manager requires just one mega
byte of memory. That way, every 
Macintosh from a Plus to a Ilcx can 
take advantage of its unique out
line font technology. 

you probably have the 
picture by now. Suffice it 

to say, Adobe Type Manager is 
a lot better to look at than it is to 
read about. 

Because, quite frankly, words 
don't do it justice. 

So call us at 1-800-344-8335 (out
side tl1e U.S.A and Canada, call 
your local distributor) for the name 
of your nearest Adobe Authorized 
Dealer. 

When it comes to improving 
your image, itdoesn'tgetany 
easier than this. 

l003~ Adobe Systems Incorporated 

Speaking of 
fonts, every 
copy of Adobe 
Type Manager 
includes high
quality outline 
versions of the 
13 most popular 
fonts. They'll 

l ook1or this symbol on computers, printers and other 
products that Include PostScript software I rom Adobe 

'!!!!.-~-==~...;,~,..- i;ystems .. lt"s your guarantee ol qualityandoompatlblllty. 

Adobt,IMAdobt\oQO.PoslSc:riP:.-v:iN~IoQ3.,.,~tradem&tJtsandAttobeTypeManagttat'ldATMartlrademMkloiAdobeS~emsiAc;:orpcnt.edlntheU.S.A. AR*. tmaoe"~er.l..aMIWrilefancs~M~tr~andOUdd>rawil artdetN1110f~ 
~. In:. 'lielvetieaaMTlmts.,.tf1ldemltlollofl.lnolypeAGIIID'Ofits~01989Adobe5yaWms~ated..AI~reutYed. 



"Best package for rendering, thanks 
to power and ease of use." 

InfoWorld Oct. 2, 1989 

Sophisticated 3-D GraJ!hics With 
Macintosh Simplicity. 

Introducing STRATA VISION 3d.™ 
Whether you're designing the smallest of parts 

or the largest of buildings; adding a simple texture to 

"A visualization tool that doesn't 
get in the way of creativity." 
Ed Levine, Dir. of Visual Arts 
Program MIT 

a scene or creating a complex 
visual masterpiece, STRATA
VISION 3d can turn your Mac 
into a 3D graphics powerhouse. 

Get your most creative 
ideas out of the computer and 
in front of the client with 
impresssive photo-realism. 
Quickly. Simply. And with the 
intuitive friendliness and 
Circle 504 on reader service card 

simplicity ofMacintosh~ 
STRATA VISION 3d comes complete with tools 

for modeling, texturing, and detailed rendering. 
Tools that let you create new and exciting visual 
concepts, alive with possibilities. 

All for just $495. 
Call our toll-free number and see just how easy 

it is to own the simplest approach 
to sophisticated graphics. 

£ 
S T RAT A™ 

1-800-869-6855 ext. 200 

Macintosh is a registered trademarl<o!App!e Computer. Inc. Strata and STRATAVISION 3d are trademarks of Suata, lnc. 249 E. Tabernacle.Swte 201, St. George, Utah84n O. Falcon model byGraphsoh. 



MAC 8 U L L E TIN 
INDUSTRY NOTES 
1-Megabit DRAM 
Production Slows 
In September major Japanese semicomludor 
makers such as Toshiba, Hitachi, and Mitsu
bishi Eledric began trimming their output of 
/-megabit dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM) chips by 10 percent. According to 
industry analysts, the produdion slowdown is 
on attempt to stave oH a potential glut of 
DRAM that the companies believe is likely 
toward the end of the year. Japan now 
supplies approximately 90 percent of the 
world's /-megabit DRAM chips. 

Claris Bundles 
MacWrite II Twice 
Ooris Corporation is oflering, through Janu
ary 30, two sohwore bundles incorporating 
MocWrite II. The first bundle combines Moe
Write II and MocDrow II, which together will 
hove a suggested retail price of S499. The 
second bundle oflers MocWrite II with File
Maker II, at a suggested retail price of S399 
for both. Both bundles knockS/50 oH the 
normal retail price. Buyers of either bundle 
get o coupon good for S50 toward the 
purchase price of the third application. 

Caere Goes Public 
Coere, publisher of the OmniPoge optical 
choroder recognition (OCR) package, hos 
filed with the Securities and Exchange Com
mission for on initial public stock oflering of 
I. 9 million shores of common stock. The 
company expects the shores to sell for be
tween SIO and Sl2. Coere con be reached at 
408/395-7000. 

Wanted: Software Pirates 
The Sohwore Publishers Association has in
stalled a toll-free number to toke reports of 
illegal sohware copying. Reported pirates 
will first be approached with cease-and-desist 
letters, but the SPA has filed numerous 
lawsuits against violators. The number is 
BOO/JBB-7 47B. 

Quantum Hard Disks Failing 
Apple has confirme d that an unusually high number of popula r 40MB and 80MB ha rd disks it bought 

from Quantum Corpora tion a re failing . A combination of high humidity, temperature, and other 
factors thicken the lubricant in some Quantum hard disks and cause the actuator to stick. The result 
is intermittent booting problems or a dialog box that says "Cannot Locate Finder." Other companies 
have also been affected. "Some of our customers are seeing the problem, some aren't: said o 
Quantum representative. "Ourfeeling is that it affects o very small percentage of drives overall." 
As o solution, Quantum has developed o revised PROM, which Apple is offering via its dealers 
through a repair program slated to run through October 1991 . (Users who paid for out-of-warranty 
exchanges after April 1, 1989, may be reimbursed; for details they con coil Apple customer 
relations ot 408/252-2775.) Quantum says it is working with oil of its customers to help them 
implement repair service. Current Macintosh disk production is unaffected and Apple says it 
"continues to hove full confidence in Quantum products." 

Driver Gives Mac Access to Low-Cost HP Printer 
As Hewlett-Packard recently introduced its low-cost Loserjet liP, Insight Development Corporation 
announced that on upgrade to its MocPrint printer driver software will let the printer work with the 
Mac. The Loserjet liP lists for only $1495 and is widely expected to hove o street price under 
$1000. The printer produces four pages per minute at 300 dpi and includes 512K of RAM, 14 

internal fonts, o slot foro font/ printer-emulation cartridge, and a 50-sheet adjustable input troy. 
Two other slots support memory upgrades. 

Versio n 1.2 of Ma c Print supports the Laser Je t liP, as well as other printers compatible with HP' s 
PCL printer language. MacPrint version 1.2, which comes with four font families, will retai l for 
$149. Current users con upgrade for $40 Both the printer and MocPrint 1.2 ore available now. 
For more information, coli HP ot 800/752-Q900, or Insight Development ot 800/825-4115. 

Virus Utilities Can' t Examine or Fix Compressed Files 
Warning: Antivirus utilities such as HJC's Virex, Symontec's SAM, and !stAid Software's Anti-Virus 
Kit cannot detect or eliminate viruses in nonstandard file formats. This includes Stufflt archives, 
applications that come compressed (such os FoxBose+/Moc 2.0) or on multiple disks (such os 
PogeMoker 3.0 and RagTime 3.0), and most backup utilities' formals. As Virex author Robert 
Woodhead puts it, " If it's locked away in s ome specia l fo rmat, w e ca n't touch it." According to 
Anti-Virus Kit programmer Bob Reese, however, "If the virus is in a stole that you can't detect then it 
can't infect in that stole either-for example, inside o stuffed file. You'd hove to unstuff the [applica
tion] and then execute it" by launching il. Before launching anything newly copied to your hard 
disk, you con check it for dormont viruses and eliminate them. When cleaning up on infected hard 
disk by restoring from o backup set, you hove to check the hard disk from o locked system disk 
after restoring, but before opening any file on the hard disk; if the hard disk is still infected, the 
backup set is most likely infected even though virus utilities may not detect problems in the backup 
set. At press lime, the publishers of the three antiviral utilities mentioned above planned to revise 
their documentation to explain this situation. 

Applelink Personal Edition Goes Online with New Name 
The mysterious, now-you-see-it-now-you-don't fate of Apple's online service for the Macintosh-using 
public is finally resolved. Quantum Computer Services is rolling its long-standing Apple 11 system into 

the new Mac system and naming the combined service America Online. By early 1990 it will also 
(contin11es) 
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INDUSTRY NOTES 
MacroMind Offers Developer 
and Trainer Programs 
MacroMinci, maker of Video Works II and 
MacroMind Director animation/ multimedia 
produdion software, will host a series of 
seminars lor anyone who wishes to become a 
certified MacroMind developer or trainer. The 
four-day seminars will be helcl in San Fran
cisco and New York Oty intermittently 
through January. For more information, call 
MacroMind at415/ 442-D200. 

Apple Names New President 
/an W. Diery, an 11-year veteran of Wang 
Laboratories, will be the new president of 
Apple Pacific, replacing Delbert W. Yocom, 
currently both president of Apple Pacific and 
Apple senior vice president. Yocom earlier 
announced his departure from Apple, effec· 
live November 21. Diery will be responsible 
for Apple's marketing, sales, and support 
operations in Australia, Canada, Japan, the 
Far East, and Latin America. 

Macs to Help Build 
Space Station 
Apple has won a contract to supply 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation's Space 
Systems Company (SS(} with 1000 Mac /lex 
computers. Apple's SSC contrad win follows 
NASA's purchase of up to 250D Macs for the 
Johnson Space (enter. 

Fax Modems Shared 
Solutions is developing FaxGate, an appli· 
cation that works with its BackFax fax 
modem software to let users on Microsoh 
Mail and QuickMail servers share any fax 
modem supported by BackFax. FaxGate will 
list for 5245; BackFax lists for 5245. For 
more information, contad Solutions at 
802/ 865-9220. 

Cheyenne Inks Distribution 
Agreements 
Cheyenne Software has signed agreements 
with distributors Tech Data Corporation, 
Gates/F.A. Distributing, and PCDistributing to 
carry Cheyenne's line of network software. 
Cheyenne produces NetBack, a utility for 
Novell networks that does integrated 
backups and restorations of data on both 
Macintoshes and DOS machines on Novell 
networks. 
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accommodate IBM PCs. The new system boosts o color interface and provides multiployer games, 
news and stock quotes, software libraries, moil and messaging , conferencing, and access to 
Apple's online technical library. Rates ore $5.95 per month , including one hour online, and $10 
per hour during the day or $5 per hour evenings and weekends. Access software is free with 
membership, and Quantum is offering o lifetime 20 percent discount to those who join before 
january 31. For more information, contact Quantum at 703/ 448·8700. 

Consulair Opens 020/030 to Assembly Programmers 
Consuloir has announced a new version of its assembly language development system that gives 
programmers access to the full addressing a nd complete instruction s ets of the Motorola 68020 and 

68030 p rocessors. All models of the Moe II and the SE/30 use either o 68020 or 68030. The 
new assembler supports the 020's 68881 moth coprocessor and 68851 Paged Memory Manage· 
ment Unit, and the 030's 68882 moth coprocessor. The Consuloir 68020/ 030 Assembler lists for 
$130 and includes on editor, d linker, and examples . For more information, contact Consuloir at 
208/726·5846. 

Persuasion, the Art Form 
Among Pe rsuasio n 2 .0 's new features is the a bility to import a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation 

saved in Scrapbook format , interpret its text, and convert it into o Persuasion outline. The new 
version con also outomoticolly convert a presentation to another format (for example, from slides to 
overheads); generate and overlay multiple charts from one set of numbers; edit imported PICT and 
PICT2 files; produce superscript and subscript text; and transition effects between slides such as 
wipes or dissolves. Persuasion 2 .0 is shipping ot $495, and upgrades for users who bought 
Persuasion before August 10 will be $75 . For more information, contact Aldus at 206/628·2320. 

QuarkXPress Opens Doors to Guest Code 
New capabili ties can be added to QuarkXPress version 2 .12 by simply dropping add·on programs, 
called QuorkXtros, into the Quark folder. About 140 exte nsions are curre ntly under development, in· 
eluding utilities for character kerning; botch-processing books and other long documents; laying out 
information from o database; and even designing crossword puzzles; as well as filters for exchong· 
ing files with several minicomputer publishing systems. Prices for QuorkXtros range from $147 to 
$4000. Quark will make extensions for importing Microsoft Word 4.0 and MocWrite II available 
free of charge on the major electronic bulletin board systems. For more information, contact Quark 
ot 303/934·22 1 1. 

Wingz Adds Some New Feathers 
Wingz 1 . 1 odds a number of minor features and offers complete ly rew riHen documenta t ion, 

includ ing a 600-page manual covering HyperScript. Among the spreadsheet program's new features 
ore the ability to read linked files when converting Excel or Lotus SYLK files , custom number formats 
that con be saved and reused, the ability to print directly from the page view, improved perfor· 
monee on the Moe Plus and SE, lockable ob jects including graphs, ond many new commands in 
HyperScript. The list price remains $395. Registered users will receive version 1 .1 with release 
notes for free, or con purchase a complete set of new documentation for less than $30. For more 
information, contact lnformix at 91 3/ 492·3800. 

Letraset Bids for Professional Market 
Letra set is launching a new group o f products aimed at sophisticated users. Dubbed Studio Line, it 
will include five packages plus odd·ons. The central product is a $795 poge·loyout application 
called DesignStudio, which is upwardly compatible with ReodySetGo and odds many new feo· 
lures. The other Studio Line products include the already available lmogeStudio ($4951; the long· 
awaited ColorStudio, which will list for $1995; FontStudio, listing for $595, for creating typefaces 
and symbols; LetroStudio ($4951. which is already available; and a collection of display typefaces 
that will be compatible with FontStudio and LetroStudio. Letroset plans to continue supporting 
ReodySetGo and StandOut, and will incorporate them in a second group of products to be called 
Business Line. For more information, contact Letroset ot 201 /845·61 00. 1:1 
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Users Won't Know 
The Difference. 

0 DimDrive40 by ]awine -
699 

But Buyers Will . 
~ 

$499 
Ehman /15MB ,;, · '•.;- -;.-_ _,_ 

I 

According to a recent article in Mac\Vorld Magazine, 
"There is very little to distinguish one hard drive from another, 
otherthan speed, software, and price." We agree. 

On! y a very few milliseconds of access speed separate 
the Jasmine and the Ehman hard disk drives, and both include 
utility software programs free. Both come with two year 

warranties and a 30-day money back 
guarantee. And both companies 

enjoy a reputation for manufactur
ing high-qualiry produces. 

That brings us to price. 
As you can see, the Ehman 45MB hard 

drive is $200 less than the Jasmine 40MB. 
That's a difference users may not notice, 
bur buyers certainly will. Ehman's low 

Rocky Mountain overhead always means lower prices. 
With all Ehman produces, you get a 30-day money 

back guarantee, a lengthy warranty, and our optional24-hour 

.., 

Ehman 

,,..... 
-. .;:.-,:~~jJ;,;;;p;~<c~-· ;.i_ ,. -~ 

express service replacement service policy. 
The Ehman drive is a better buy. But don't take 

our word for it. Mac\Vor/d Magazine called the Ehman drive 
"a real bargain." Call us today and see the difference for yourself. 

Visa, MasterCard, American Express welcome. 

Hard Drive Prices 
Sizr!MB! !merna! External 
20 $329 $399 
30+ $379 $449 
45 $449 $499 
60+ $499* $579 
80+ $579* $649 
105 $799 $899 

$899 $999 
ISO $1,099 $1.199 
45 Removable $799 

Ehman 
1-800-257-1666 

'Good onJy on Macintosh U models. SE dnves also available. Utility software not available oo 20 MB All P"oduct names mentioned are trademarks ollheir respec:ttvo hOlders. Pnces subfecl to change Without noiiCO and may not reflec1 
Mmiled·lime pricing. 3% Surcharge on Amtrlean Express. 
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.~ASHTON ·TATE '¥¥+±' 

FuLIWRITE 
PROFESSIONAL 
!he complete 1Macintosb writing environment 

One of the best arguments for owning the 
new generation of Macintosh* personal computers is 
the new generation of Macintosh software. 

Presenting FullWrite Professional"' and Full 
Impact"' from Ashton -Tate~ 

FullWrite Professional combines a full featured 
set of powerful writing and publishing tools with 
an interface thaes so easy-to-use, it could only have 
been written for the Macintosh. 

Full Impact brings the promise of Macintosh 

.~ASHIO\I·TATE 

FuLL IMPACT 
the power spreadsheet for 
presentations tbatmean business 

to reality for the users of spreadsheets. Full Impact's 
accessible power lets you quickly place charts, graphs, 
text and numbers all on one page. All at one time. 

Together, FullWrite Professional and Full 
Impact let you take full advantage of the full power 
of the Macintosh II ex. For a free sampler of either 
FullWrite or Full Impact, calll-800-437-4329, ext 2102~ 

And who could argue with that? 

~ AsHTON ·TATE* 
,\~\ MACINTOSH DIVISI ON 

'In Colorado ca/1.(303) 799·4900, t.tt. 2102. 0 1989 Asb011·TaJtCotpomtion, Af:p}t Olm{XJttr.ln~ Asbon·Taltand tbtAsbon·Tatt /qJoart rWstmd tmdtmaris and Fu/Ntitt Pro{tlSiOt•al and FuU·Im{JO<t art' tmdnnarisof Asbon·TaJt 



The Macintosh Ilcx is our newest member 
of the Macintosh family. It's sleek. It's powerful. And 
it's exceptionally versatile. But and best of all, it's 
a Macintosh. Which means you already know how 
to use it 

But to truly appredate the Macintosh Hex you 
have to see it at work. Blazing through spreadsheets. 
Or creating professional quality documents that look 
like they came from a publishing house. 

And the best way to do just that is to call 

1-800-538-9696 for the name of an authorized Apple* 
reseller who can give you a demonstration of the 
Macintosh Ilcx 'With Ashton-Tate's FullWrite Pro
fessional and Full Impact software. 

W:!'re sure that one demonstration 'Will resolve 
any arguments you may have been having about 
which computer you should have. ,_ 

® 

The power to be your best"' 

Ccrpomlion.A{f>k,tbt A{r1IP "WW, Macintosh and Macintosh 1101 are registmdtmdtmarlls and 7be pou~ to /x> )''" ' b2st Is a tnldtmarll of A{fJk Computer, Inc. 



the Macintosh has powerful 
yet simple accounting 

J Software ... '' New Accountant Magazine 
February 1989 

this is the 
to heaven... · · for " 

"I've died and go~c:n I've been walt~n~ . 
accounting progdent cactus comPu::e;:: 

Vicki Laii\P~ris Pr~~cGuide & Macuser =---
Published Revtewer. 

High-Speed Small Business Account.iP.g 

atOnce!"' represents the next generation in 
accounting software. So easy to learn, the majority 
of business managers will be completely at ease 
doing their own accounting. So fast and flexible, 
professional accounting and bookeeping firms can 
now use the Macintosh'® as their platform of choice 
for handling numerous companies and volume data. 

All modules (and up to 26 periods!) can be open 
simultaneously! Use atOnce!'s built-in financial 

·nfon1181i011 
call tor sales 1 , ~ disk 

and u()IIJ' ~·nand\ing) 
'l$9.95postage 4436 

1-800·622· 
Layered '"~'A o2~ 29 t. easton. 4 

529 Main Stree 0 • App\elin\<.:0025 
sH-242-770 . . 

• 

Customizable Forms 
Now you san chai}Qil fonts stY.~S~izes, _ 
names ana graph1cs on yoar cfiecKs, 
inv0iBes aotf statements. ---MultiEinderTM compatibility wit true 
background o:peratlon _:.. 
Performs trua-6ackground o eratiorrs 
including printing the report queue:-

reports or customize your own. Queue your 
reports and batchprint them --in background! Full, 
context-sensitive help means "click" on any field, 
any button, anywhere, for instant "Help" and 
"Rules of Thumb". Use the mouse or keep your 
hands on the keyboard. We're talking productivity 
here, and that means power ... especially when you 
can do it all ... atOnce!T'"' 

The First Family in Macintosh Accounting 

<01989 Teknon Corporation. atOnce! is a trademark of Layered Inc. Macintosh is a registered 
trademark of Apple Computer. Multifinder is a trademark of Apple Computer. 
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0 
ver the space of a few days in 
September, the entire world of 
personal computing underwent 
the equivalent of an earthquake. 

And like any disaster, it's taking us all a 
while to determine exacrly what rook 
place and how much damage was done. 

One evening during the week that 
shook the industry, Jim Davis (Apple's di
rector of system software, product market
ing) and I sat together munching on 
dinner at a Silicon Valley restaurant not fa r 

The Trouble from the ever-expanding Apple 
campus. Jim quietly inquired as to 
whether I was going to the press 

with Fonts 

How Microsoft ond Apple 

learned to live without 

PostScript (ond how we'll hove 

to suffer through it) 

by Jerry Borrell 

conference the following day. Because 
the press conference announcing the 
Portable Mac and the Mac Ilci was two 
days away, I assumed that jim was asking 
if I would be attending the press event in 
Los Angeles celebrating the new machines. 

"I'm not going to Los Angeles," said I. 
"No, I'm talking about the announcement 
at the airport Hilton tomorrow from Bill 
Gates and john Sculley," said Jim. If you 
know how corporate PR people treat pub
lic outings of CEOs such as Sculley and 
Gates, you'll understand the gravity with 
which I received this information. Ordi
narily we get notice of their appear
ances akin to those for visiting royalty-

R.S.V.P. invitations 
with several weeks' 
notice, and confirm
ing phone calls. But 
this time Sculley and 
Gates had decided to 

hold their own event 
one day before a 
media blitz over two 
new Apple comput
ers. Something was 
definitely up. 

THE MICROSOFT 
POSTSCRIPT 

As it turned out, the notice was so short 
that the airport Hilton evem was lacking 
representatives from most major publica
tions outside of the San Francisco Bay 
Area. Well, I missed both the Los Angeles 
and the airport announcements. But the 
next morning, at the Seybold Comput!'!r 
Publishing Conference in San Francisco, I 
went to the opening panel session, com-
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posed of Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, and jolm 
Warnock. (Just that morning I had noticed 
the latest copy of Fortune in my in-box. 
On the cover, ever so confident, was Steve 
j obs poised next to cover type that said, in 
effect, How Steve j obs Found jesus wirl1 
IBM, and Gave It to Bill Gates Real Good. 
Irony can be such a wonderful thing
Jobs's PR machine had cranked up some 
major press coverage about how he is suc
ceeding in a big way.) 

Actually, I was not prepared for what 
happened at the session, despite knowing 
the substance of the earlier Apple-Micro
soft press event. I arrived at the confer
ence just in time to hear Bill Gates talking 
about the Apple-Microsoft announcement 
How the two had agreed to an exchange 
of basic technology. Apple is to license its 
new ourline font-rendering technology to 
Microsoft, and the latter will share its page 
description language with Apple. (Micro
soft had earlier bought a company called 
Bauer that arguably produced the best 
PostScript clone on the market PR people 
say politely that it is a superset of Post
Script's capabilities, all the better to avoid 
another lawsuit.) Finally, Gates indicated 
that third parties (type vendors and type
setter manufacturers) were lining up to 
work with the two companies. He said 
that the world would be a better, friend
lier, more cost-effective place now that 
Apple and Microsoft would provide a 
more competitive market (Tell that to 
your local service bureau or the Fortune 
100 companies that have invested millions 
in PostScript fonts and typesetters.) 

Gates was doing his best Martin Short 
imitation, head bobbing, smiling as though 
the re were some internal conversation 
going on in his mind, and in general 
enjoying the mayhem that he was creating 
among the hundreds of attendees. As he 
described how the new Royal (Apple's 
name for its font format) fonts would 
appear in all copies of IBM's OS/ 2 and the 
advantages that would be created, the 
other two panelists were suffering. When 
the moderator called Gates's software the 
"Microsoft PostScript," he at once identi
fied a source of trouble for us all and 
caused Adobe president john Warnock to 
put his head on the table. 
(continues) 
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At Microtech, we make it our business to take ~are of your 
business. Our commitment is to offer you not only quatity 
products, but real business solutions. Solutions you can count 
on. Because tbemore you demand,.the·more we deliver. 

Only top-of-tli~~line components are used in manufacturing 
Mjcrotech products to ~sure product solutions worth raving 
abOut. Like our NOVA 80, which Macworld rated "the cream of 
the crop ... the fastest and least expensive external drive ... ". With 
unprecedented reliability, NOV A hard drives can work for any 
business solution. 

For security and unlimited storage capacity, the high per
fonnance Microtech R45 .r~movable cartridge drive is the perfect 
solution. Our Tape Backup Systems provide lightning fast, 
reliable solutions for archiving. 

And only Microtech drjves come with the longest warranties 
in the industry at no extra cost. Like five years on our external 
and internal hard drives ·and two years on our removable and tape 
backups. No one else offers that kind of confidence. No one! 
In addition, you'll gefhundreds of~o~ worth of free software, 

including MacTREE PLUS, DS Backup, and a number of useful 
public domain programs. And now all of our hard drives come 
with demos of 4TH DIMENSION and SHOWCASE F/X. 

We understand that along with great products, great service 
must follow. Before and after the sale, our dedicated customer 
service representatives are on hand to provide you with know
ledgeable and friendly support. Toll free! And for 24-hour 
service, our MicroLinkTM BBS provides technical support and 
software updates. Taking customer service a step further, Micro
tech offers the exclusive Step-UpDI Expansion Program, an easy, 
affordable upgrade path designed to help you keep pace with 

. today' s technology. 

Quality products. Fantastic prices. Unequaled warranties. 
Dedicated customer service. These are the solutions you demand, 
and Microtech delivers. Takin' care of your business is our 
business, too. Call Micro tech today. 

1-800-325-1895 



• Nova Hard Drives 
External Internal 
N20 - 20MB N40i - 40MB 

$ 520 
N8lli ~ 8~~ N40 - 40MB 

$ 649 $ 9 
NBO - BOMB NIOOi - 100MB 

$1019 $ 999 
NIOO - lOOMB N15lli - 150MB 

$1099 $1399 
N150 - 150MB N320i - 320MB 

$1469 $2699 
N650i - 650MB 

$3430 

MICRDTECH 
I N T E R N A T I 0 N A L , I N C. 
158 Commerce St., Ea st Haven, CT USA 06512 

NTI50- 150MB 
$1099 

• Removable H111d Drives 
R45 - 45MB 

$1099 

0 1989 Micnlccch lnlanalional.lnc. AU prodUCI names and logos arc lrldcnwts 0< registmd lrldcnwts of !heir '"'('Cdive """""· The S yw limiud wamnry is offered oo honl disk drives sold and 
delivatd in lhc U.S. or Canada. Certain restrictions and utlll$i01\$1j>ply. Terms and conditions o( lhe 5 yar wamnry are available upon ""~""~- Prices and spcdfatians subject to clunae wiiMut no6c:e. 
MasterCard and Visa accepted at no extra charge. 
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Jobs took sidelong note of Warnock's 
reaction and remained passionless, star
ing out at the audience. It was a cartoon
like picture, missing only the bubble 
caption, the one saying "I wonder what 
my next move is?" For Jobs, you may 
recall, has tied the future of Next to the 
PostScript language for both printing and 
display. That timely Fortune cover was 
now beginning to appear Pyrrhic. Ill
timed. The kind of thing that can ruin a 
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man's legend in his own time. 
John Warnock's presentation followed, 

and it was, at the least, Shakespearean. He 
peered, Lear-like, down from the podium 
and predicted chaos. And unfortunately, 
in the passion of the moment, it appeared 
as though the announcement had caught 
him unawares. In reality, the issue of mak
ing the PostScript standard available at no 
cost to third-party developers has been a 
long-standing topic of debate at Adobe. 
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Warnock proceeded to announce that 
Adobe would indeed make PostScript a 
public standard. (Afterward several people 
could be heard on the phones outside 
placing sell orders for Adobe stock.) 

Warnock accurately stated that Post
Script is too important a standard to aban
don and told the audience that he would 
not allow the standard to dissipate into a 
quagmire of competing font-rendering and 
printer languages. It was as highly emo
tional a moment as I have seen in ten years 
of working with this industry. And only 
several years passing will tell if the moment 
was truly historic, or merely histrionic, a 
public argument. 

Jobs's presentation contributed one 
useful insight into the dilemma being 
faced by the world of electronic publish
ing: it will take Royal two years to become 
as useful as PostScript is today. It took a lot 
of chutzpah, but Jobs also managed to 
announce that Apple was making a mis
take, and claimed that IBM, d1e perpetual 
fat lady, would be the true determining 
factor in this market. It was a real treat to 
see Nick Donofrio, the president of the 
advanced workstation division of IBM, 
later go to the podium and successfully 
avoid saying whether his company would 
bless e ither Royal or PostScript. In other 
words, all options are being preserved. 

The next morning I had breakfast with 
the president of Agfa Compugraphic, Ken 
Draeger, who, as leader of the largest 
typesetting equipment manufacturer in 
the United States, has credibility in these 
arenas. Ken shed some light on one be
hind-the-scenes issue when he pointe-r! 
out that a certain loser in this fight has 
been Hewlett-Packard, which has lobbied 
long and hard for Microsoft to adopt its 
printer language, PCL. Agfa Compugraph
ic's Intellifont type format had also been 
considered by Microsoft, but it too was 
passed over. Neverthe less, Agfa Compu
graphic stands to do well , as it plans to 
make Royal-format typesetters and to 
maintain its line of PostScript and lntelli
font typesetters. Ken added a comment 
that the announcement was good for 
Macintosh users, but he wondered just 
what it would mean for IBM in the long 
term, if Microsoft succeeds in bringing 
(continues) 



THEBEST45. 
REMOVABLE 

ON THE 

DataPak-voted by you and industry experts as the 
hands down winner for the best new storage system 
for the Macintosh. With today's large applications 
and massive data files you need a system that grows 
with you, and megabyte for megabyte DataPak is 
your best value. 

• Low-cost Ex.pandability 
45Megabytes on a removable cartridge. Just pop in 
another cartridge whenever you need more storage. 

• High Perfonnance 
The DataPak is actually faster than many fixed drives 
with its 25ms access time and 1:1 interleave. 

• Portability and Security 
Padlok software provides password protection and 
volume partitioning. And because DataPak cartridges 
are removable you can take them with you, or lock 
them up for ultimate security. 

• Easy Backups 
Our KopyKat software makes the DataPak ideal for 
backing up all your files. 

• Selection 
Choose a DataPak, DataPak II or the new DataPak llcx 
to match your system. Available in single drive, dual 
drive, or combined with a fixed hard drive. 

• Award-Winning Quality 
W ith all these features it's no wonder that DataPak is 
the only product of its kind to win three awards for 
outstanding quality and performance. 
"Best New Storage System" -MacUser 
"Best Alternative Storage System" -Mac World 
"Best New Hardware Peripheral" -Mac User Europe 

The DataPak family- all the convenience of a floppy, 
all the performance of a hard drive. 
Calll-800.522·7979 for the dealer nearest you. 

ML\~S 
microsystems 

Circle 207 on reader service card 
DotoPok, DotoPok II, DotoPok llcx, Podlok, KopyKot and MASS Microsystems ore trademarks of MASS Microsystems, Inc. 550 Del Rey Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Macintosh is o registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 



THE NEW BERNOULLI 
SECURITY FOR YOUR DAI 

SECURI1Y computmg \BERNOUW\ The por~able 

~:fouR DATA .. world isn'~ 
very forgiv-

ing. The moment you grab 
your portable computer 
and walk out the door, 
your data is at risk. One 
bump. One wrong 
step. One clever 
thief. And your 
valuable data 
could be gone 
forever. But 
thanks to 

the rugged, removable 
design of the new Bernoulli 

Portable 44 for Macintosh: 
you'll never have to face that 

prospect. 
Engineered for the new Apple• 

Macintosh Portable, the light
weight, battery-powered Bernoulli 

Portable protects data from the 
shakes and jolts inherent in travel. 

Unlike hard disks, patented Bernoulli 
Technology• makes the Bernoulli 

Portable virtually head-crash free. And 
44MB removable Bernoulli Disks can with

stand shocks of 1 OOOGs without data loss. 

See us at COMDEX Booth #1628 



PORTABLE 44 MEANS 
~ NO IFS, ANDS, OR PLUGS. 

Bernoulli Disks also allow you to 
remove your data from the drive and carry 
it separately and safely, in case 
your hardware is 
stolen or damaged. 
Beyond that, Bernoulli 
provides 
unlimited 
storage 
and backup 
capacity, with 22msec effective access time, 
and Reed-Solomon data protection that's 15 
times more effective than that used on a typ
ical hard disk. 

As the leader in removable mass storage, 

Iomega also has a complete line 
of single-and dual-drive 44MB 
Bernoulli products that offer the 
same benefits for Macintosh as 

well as mM· users in desktop 
environments~ 

So make sure your data 
arrives with you. Contact 
an Iomega representa
tive or calll-800-777-

6649 for complete specifications on the 
Bernoulli Portable 44 for Macintosh. And dis-
cover what it means to 
have secure data. No 
matter where you go. 

-l•:M.5'GA' 
Ne.ereOOing storage solutions. 

• Bernoulli File Exchange software allOws data migration between IBM and Macintosh. Bernoulli and Bernoulli Technology are registe<ed ~aclemarl<s and BernouRi Means Security Rlr Your Data is a uade
marl< ollornega Corporation. Apple and Macintosh are registered uaclemarl<s ol Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered uademarl< of International Business Machines. 
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IBM into this partnership and Royal is 
made available to OS/ 2 users. 

SO WHATS IT ALL MEAN? 
Despite the turmoil that the week's ~vents 
may have engendered, they at least re
mind us that the personal computer indus
try remains alive and subject to change in 
the face of competing technology. It's 
possible that Apple and Microsoft will 
rethink their cross-licensing strategy, but 

maomo .. ,.._,. .... ... 

• 
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not very likely. As TV weather reporters 
say, the forecast is mixed: two standards 
are likely, and we have every prospect of 
a long, painful transition. 

What's it mean for Adobe? Adobe is 
producing Adobe Type Manager, a prod
uct that will allow all applications to have 
high-quality screen fonts at all point sizes. 
Just drop ATM in your System Folder and 
jaggy fonts will never appear again. If that 
sounds similar to what Apple has said it 

Mlb Doerr: Fighter pilot, Del Mar, CA 
Buslneu: Aimstar Corp., Aerospace R&D 
Word Proceuor: Nisus"' 

Maneuverabillty. It's what you want 
in a fighter plane and it's what I get 
with the Nisus word processor. 

My company does a lot of R and D 
on aircraft survlvabillty. That means a 
lot of reports, a lot of technical graphics. 
Imagine my surprise when I didn't have 
to put all the graphics on one page. 
When I needed a figure or a table, 
Wham! I just put it right into the text. 
Now, when the text Is done, the graphics 
are done. 

The macros that come with Nisus 
are so easy to use, but If you want to be 
a tech-head just go ahead and program 
your own. Then you can really fly. 
Thlk about powerfuli'Illke the unlimited 
undos. They save a ton of time. 

Thanks to Nisus, we're putting out 
better papers than ever. No doubt about 
it, Nisus Is a big boost to my business 
survivabillty. 
Nisus (nisus): Footnotes/endnotes, 
10 clipboards, thesaurus/spelling 
checker, Easy Grep, index all/find 
indexed word, mall merge, open Nisus 
files with any word processor, automatic 
repaginatlon, text pattern search/replace, 
32,000 undos, Zap Gremlins, user 
styles, tile windows. 

·~~~~ 
JJi! millie good illeiiS wori. 

990 llighland Dr., Suite 312 
Solana Beach, CA 92075 

(619) 481-1477 Outside CA (800) 922-2993 
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will do with Royal font rendering in Sys
tem 7.0, you're right. Has any third-party 
developer succeeded long term in writing 
system software for a Mac? No. 

Can PostScript fonts run on printers 
supporting the Royal font format? Yes. But 
the real question is, will they? Will Adobe 
develop a product that allows that to 
happen? Possibly. Does it have any other 
choice than to try? Yes. Will Apple assist 
Adobe? Not likely. Will Adobe develop 
fonts in the Royal format? Not likely. Will 
Adobe survive the loss of its lucrative 
royalties on PostScript? Yes, albeit as a 
different type of company. Will Adobe 
continue to be a strong developer for the 
Macintosh? Consult again later. 

If Apple and Microsoft successfully 
adopt a PostScript clone as their standard, 
what will happen to PostScript? Who will 
determine what the standard is? If Adobe 
licenses PostScript, how can it maintain a 
standard when everyone will be able to 
modify PostScript willy-nilly? There's the 
rub. Unless PostScript or some PostScript
like product becomes a standard, we will 
devolve into the same kind of chaos as the 
printer marketplace on the IBM side of 
personal computers. Application devel
opers will spend more time working on 
drivers for developers than on advancing 
technology. Shades of the PC market. 

So fonts are changing. What does that 
mean for desktop publishing programs? 
Some developers are already looking at 
System 7.0 as though its code name were 
Freddy Kreuger. It means that developers, 
especially those who use their own print 
mechanisms and drivers (companies such 
as Aldus, Quark, and Letraset), will have 
major headaches. And that means you and 
I will be reduced to playing the role of beta 
testers. Imagine that. "We'll have a rev out 
real soon, Mr. Jones, that fixes those bugs 
that crash your system, prevent you from 
printing, won't let you cut and paste ... " 
But in the end, DTP and other kinds of 
applications will be better for all of this, 
won't they? That's the idea, but it's still a 
good question. The crystal ball reads .. . 
·consult again later. 

And one fmal question: Did Apple and 
Microsoft bury the hatchet on other mat
ters before coming to this agreement? I 
wouldn't be surprised. 1:'1 



SEE 1HE MOVIE. 
See how professionals from leading corporations have 

integrated the number one database technology with 
the number one user interface: ORACLE for Macintosh. It 

may give you some 
big ideas. 

Like how to make 
every computer in 
your organization a 
peripheral to your 
Macintosh. Like how 
the data on all your 
computers-main-

Dan Shafer, Attlborof G11y KatiKlS(tk~ Presidl!ltl 
llyperta/kProgramming, ofAGUS. developers of frames, miniS, WOrk-

4ihdiml!ltsion. stations, LANs and 
WANs-can appear to reside on your l\ll <,.~.nr·ncn 

See all of this free, in the ORACLE for 
Macintosh video. And once you see 
the movie, we think you'IJ buy 
the books. 

,------ --
1 FreeVideo 

Oracle Direct . 20 Davis Drive 
I Belmont, CA 94002 

I 1-800-0RACLEl, ext. 7879 
L- --- -- ---- ------ -- ~ 
• Accessing database software on other machines requires a separate protocol 
handler and gateway software for the other machine. Call for additional 
information. 
Or«W fo'jt.IIIC'i~ttosb Rcqu:ira M.JQ\tO!Ih SEot II whh 2 M~"'tts:d RAM. S Mcpb)1o turd dbk~Ooppy dM 
dri•~ .... ll),..caroi.Z. InctudeiJO.<loyln!blboiOo-ORAQ.E.,_, II)1Xf"SQL(II),...c.rd lnom""~ 
SQL"PIIl\00andPro•C(MaciDl05bPrQw2mft1C't'•"'orbhop isrtQUircd(orJM"'ODfnm~~}.S)':\olcmSucband 
f.;xamracS.acb lnciuda SQL "Net (for lbul».sc rommunlcatkw).. Mync. ~270, DECNC1, TCPIIP support. All$~ S)'Ml'fn) 
TSSnc1 OECntc procex'OI.tnd drh'n'S:a.nd Kinetic's TCf\N-1 TCIVU' pt(Mocol md drhu . 

Copyri#l1 0 1989 b)• Ondc Corpondon. ORAUE b a fq;blnnl cr.Klmurlr.:ofOr:k'k. l 'hc: ochtrrompanfn mcruklfl«< 
own nu.merou.' u..cknurb. TRB.\ 

BUY1HE BOOKS. 
We wrote the book on databases. It's received rave 

reviews and comes with diskettes, for only $999.* 
See the movie, or buy the books. ORACLE for Macintosh 

lets you communicate with ORACLE® data qr even ffiM's 
SQUDS and DB2,MacUsergives it a four-star review. 
june 1989 H!! 
And our money-back guarantee 
says we think you will, too. 

ORACLE~ 
OPEN • PORTABLE • DISTRIBUTED · INTEGRATED 

Caii1·8DO·ORACLE1, ext. 7879 today. 

r- - ----
1 $999 

ORACLE for ..... " .... JLIUL •• "'"' ...... " 

Oracle Oirc:ct . 20 Davis Drive. 
Belmont, CA 94002 

I wan Ito take over corporate, and understand I have a 30-day money-back 
guarantee. Enclosed is my 0 check or 0 VJSAI[] MOO Am EX credit card 
authorization for: 

S - - - S999 ORACLE for Macintosh Networking Version·• (includes 
an unrestricted license of ORACLE for Macintosh and SQIJNct 
Networking Software and protocols for Macintosh) 

$ - - - Please add appropriate sales ta.~. 
S - - - S 15.95 Shipping & handling 
S _ __ Total (Otfervalid only inUSA) 
Name Title ___ ___ _ _ 
Company ________ ____________ _ 

Street ( No PO boxes, please) - -------------
City State ___ Zip _ __ _ 
Telephone ___ ____ ___________ _ 

Credit Card Number(ifapplicable) - -----------
Crcdit Card Expi.ration Date ___ __________ _ 
Signature Date ______ _ L_____ ____ __ --- ~~~ 
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Special 
lnniversary 

Offer 

YEARS 
5TRONG 
Were celebrating our fifth year 

anniversary. Join us for incredible 
savings on every issue of 

Macworld. 

Discover Macworld with a 
)pecial Anniversary Savings Rate! 

121SSUES 
JUST$24 

v~ACWORLD 

Each issue is packed with powerful techniques, straight-shooting reviews, 
tips and how-tos. 

0 YES, send me one year (12 issues) for 
only $24.00. That's almost 50% off the 
annual cover price of $47.40. 

0 Even bigger savings! Send me two years 
(24 issues) for just $37.90. 

Name ______________________________ __ 

Company ____________________________ __ 

Address-----------------------------

City/State/Zip ---------------------------
T his rate limited to the USA and its possessions. Basic subscription pr ice is $30 for 
12 issues . T he annual cover pr ice is $3.95 per issue, $47.40 for 12 iss ues. Please allow 
6 weeks for de live ry of the first issue. 

4ANV8 

D Please Bill Me 

D Payment Enclosed 

MACWORLD 

Develop an understanding of the Macintosh with thought-provoking articles and 
insightful features. 

0 YES, send me one year (12 issues) for 
only $24.00. That's almost 50% off the 
annual cover price of $47.40. 

0 Even bigger savings! Send me two years 
(24 issues) for just $37.90. 

Name ____________ ~------------------

Company ____________________________ __ D Please Bill Me 

Address ----------------------------- D Payment Enclosed 

City/State/Zip ---------------------------
This rate limi te d to the USA and its possess ions. Basic s ubscr iption price is SJO for ~CWORLD 
12 issues. The annual cover price is $3.95 per issue, $47.40 for 12 issues. Please allow 
6 weeks for delivery of the first issue. 

4ANW6 

User-friendly hints and applications to make using the Mac more fun and productive 
than ever before. 

0 YES, please send a one year subscription (12 issues) to my associate or fr iend listed below 
for only $24.00. That's almost 50% off the annual cover price of $47.40. 
0 Please Bill Me Later. 
Send Gift To: Send Gift From: 

Name ____________ ~----------- Name ________________________ _ 

Company ____________________ ___ Company ____________________ ___ 

Address ----------------------- Address-----------------------

City/State/Zip - ----------------- City/State/Zip -------------------
This rate limite d to the USA .and its possessions. Basic s ubscript ion price is $30 for 
12 issues. The ann ua l cover price is $3.95 per issue, $47.40 (or 12 issues. Please allow MACWORLD 6 weeks for del i very of the first issue. 

4ANX4 
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When You 
Subscribe Today! 

No other magazine helps you like 
Macworld. Powerful, Intuitive and 
Friendly. Macworld is a wealth of 
information which keeps you up to 
date on the latest products, news, tips 
and tactics. Dedicated exclusively 
to the Mac II, SE and Plus. 

We look out for your interests. We 
tell you what's new for the Mac. What 
it does. Who it's for. Compare similar 
products-and name names! Discuss 
pros and cons. Assess value for mone~ 
for both hardware and software. 

Macworld helps you make the most 
of your Mac. 

~ 
MAIL THE 

AnACHED CARD 
TODAY! 



Say Goodbye to Financial Hassle! 

So Long, Tedium Hello, Quicken 
The World's #l Best Seller Try Quicken FREE for 30 Days 

Order from the coupon below, and if you're W hy waste time doing your finances? 
Quicken slashes rime and effort 
every month ... perfectly organizes 

your finances ... and provides instant insight 
into your money mauers. 

Breeze Through Financial Chores 
Quicken takes the drudgery out of routine 

finances. It automates everything from bill pay
ing to bookkeeping ... reconciliation to reporting. 
Quicken does in minutes what used to take hours. 

Quicken is the best selling business and 
personal finance software in the world. Ken 
Landis of MacUser gives Quicken the 

11~ highest rating of fi ve mice \jil 
~ and says, "Quicken is a 

great program ... the indus- _,. 
try standard!' Broadway 

not completely satisfied for any reason, simply 
re turn it for a fu ll, no-questions-asked refund. 
So, why wait? Say good riddance to financial 
hassle, and order Quicken today. 

Sendinthecoupon, orcall 
1-800-624-8742 U.S. and Canada. 

Quicken actually learns your regular bills. 
Just confirm payment amounts, and in seconds, 
Quicken performs 14 bookkeeping steps, cate
gorizes expenses, and hands you printed checks 
addressed for mailing. And, Quicken keeps perfect 
records of all your handwriuen checks. 

A Bigger Picture with Smaller Effort 
Quicken auto matically organizes your 

finances. Imagine always knowing how much 
money you have ... and exactly where it's going. 
At the click of a button, Quicken generates 
insightful reports such as Income and Expense, 
Cash Flow, Budget vs. Actual, j ob Costing, 
and more. 

Relax at Tax Time 
Stop dreading tax time. Quicken keeps 

important tax data at 
your fingertips auto-

NEW VERSION 1.5 

I\1Atll.m playwright ("Marne") Robert 
E. Lee remarks, "This astonishingly 

simple program ... is truly true to its name. 
Indeed, it does quicken the time required for 
routine bookkeeping:• 

No Computerese or 
Accounting Mumbojumbo 

Quicken is so easy, you're up and 
running in minutes. That's because the 
whole program looks and works just 
like the paper checkbook and register 
you've always used. Quicken doesn't 
change how you do your finances, 
only how fast you finish them. 

Powerful Business Features 
Over half of Quicken's cus

tomers use it for small business 
bookkeeping. Quicken pro
duces financial statements such 
as P&:L, Tax Summary, and o ther useful manage-

ment reports. It forecasts your cash 
now, and tracks A/ R,A/ P, payroll, jobs, 
clients, properties, and more. matically. In seconds, 

you can print an 
itemized list support
ing your deductions. 
Plus, Quicken links 
directly to top selling 
tax software like 
MaclnTax~ 

FAR MORE THAN A CHECK WRITER 

• Far more flexible reports: 
· Muhi-column reports show spend

ing and profit trends over time 
·A/ Raging and customer histo ry 

reports 
· A/ P reports by supplier 

• "Modeless" reports recalculate 
automatically on screen 

• Improved payroll handling 
• More ways to split transactions 
• New wallet-size and laser voucher 

checks 
• New Canadian dates and tax 

categories 

SPEOACATIONS 
Sortvr.lrt CompatibUity. ExporlS toSYLK. Tc:xt, Excel~ 
H~rd:"' and MaclnTax. 
ltardwarc:Com~l lbUuy: All MKintoshc:s wnh at le-ast ~12K 
RAM Works wuh your printtr and monilor. wt gwn.mtt tL 
Capacity: Unlimited number of bank accounts :and 
tr.an.sacllons(subjcct to available disk spac.e). Ma.ximum 
amounto. 10 S9,999.999.99. 
Othu: Unlimited FREE tcc.hnlc.al supporL Not copy
protecttd Checks arc prcapprovtd by all ftnanci.allnstnu
tions 10 the U.S and Canada. SJ;mplc chtt.ks and order 
form arc cndoscd In Quicken pac.kage. Also a~ibble for 
IBM and romp:attblc:s :md Apple II (featu~ wts vary). 

Qutckcn lS a~llable at most computer 3nd sohW'o~rc stores 

V:es I w .. m to sny goodbye to Onancial has~ It and t ry Quicken. 
1.' If I'm noc complctdys:uisO~. I may return it within 30da}'S 

for a full rc?und, Quicken Vcrston 1.5 for "-hcln tosh. US. S59.9), indudes 
fru: shipping by :dr. C:lllfomta residents, please add S3lcs tax. For roupon 
order!~-, allow 10 da~ for delivery (longer to Canada) 

Mr I Ms I M1ss I Mrs I Dr (pltase clrciC') 

o\ddras 

St3te Zop 

O;~yumC' l'honc { ) 

PrtfC'rrn.l payment method (check one) 

O Check enclosed (no purchase: orders or COD. pluse) 

OVtsa 

Card No 

0 Ma.su~rCard 0 Amenc.m F..xprt.:ss 

Exp Date 

Signaturc'-------:::---::-:--:-:-:--::--::::-::---
M•il oo: Or, call: l -800·624·87421n U.S. 

and Unatl:t ro r c lwrgc card orders. 

Curren t Qulcktn users: 
To upgradC',calllhc. 800 number above. 

-"'lntud: 
66 Willow Place 
M~1ll0 Park, CA 94025·3687 G-MWI 2 



The 
fastest way 

to learn 
Macintosh 
software 

is to 
play it 
by ear 

The fastest way to learn software is to have an 
expert sit beside you and talk you through the 
program, step by step. Wi lf"your hands on the key
board, trying each new s 'II as it's explained, learn
ing is a snap. 

So Personal Training ystems gives ~ou that 
expert-on an audio cassette. Each 90:mtnute tuto
rial contains the cassette, example files on a disk, 
and a quick reference ear-d~lt's like having your own 
private tutor . .. only this one works anytime, any
where, and doesn't charge by the hour. 

In addition to training on the Macintosh itself, 
tutorials are available for Microsoft Excel, Word and 
Works; Aldus PageMaker and Persuasion; Adobe 

C3 YF.S, please send me information on 
Pe sonal Training for: 

• Macintosh 

• Excel 

•Word 

• PageMaker 

• Illustrator 88 

• FileMaker 

• HyperCard 

• Persuasion 

• Works 

• Freehand 

Illustrator 88; and HyperCard. Since we offer begin
ning, intermediate and advanced levels for each 
software program, there's sure to be one that meets 
your needs. 

All our tutorials are unconditionally guaran
teed. You'll learn how to use your Mac or favorite 
software program-without opening a book or 
attending a class-or your money back. 

So if you're looking for a fast, convenient, 
affordable way to learn, contact Personal Training 
Systems by calling 1-800-TEACH-99, or -.. 
mail in the coupon below. Because _ , _ ) 
we know you have better things r ~ 
to do with your time. -... .. .!.~ • - · -
Name-------- ------
Company ____________ _ 

Street _____________ _ 

City ______ __ State ___ _ 

Zip Telephone No. ____ _ 

PERSONAL TRAINING SYSTEMS 
4()8.559-8635 • P.O. Box 54240 • San Jose, CA 95154 

80(}. TEACH·99 
MW1 289 

Circle 42 on reader service card 



A forum for Mocworld readers 

Why Jean-Louis Is Smiling 

W hy is Jean-Louis Gassee 
smiling on your August 

1989 cover? Because he has 
successfully segregated the 
low-end Mac user (1MB RAM 
and less) from the big-bucks 
user, by the issuance of Sys
tem 7.0. He knows where the 
gold is. Now the computer for 
the rest of the world will be 
the computer for the rest of 
the world w ith large bank ac
cou nts. This ersatz j oker has 
pulled another fast one on us 
computer hacks at large. 

This wholesale planned 
obsolescence has permeated 
the software w e use since the 
beginning and is now affecting 
the very hardware we cherish. 
It never really hit home until I 
installed System 6.0.2, but by 
then it was too late. Half my 
applications would not launch 
due to out-of-memory bombs.· 
I experienced the great fund 
drainage so many others have 
faced while feverishly updat
ing applications. 

I supported the Macintosh 
when it was a lowly 128K pup 
and patiently wa ited through 
its initial gangliness. I even 
went so far as to purchase one 
of the first SEs to hit the mar
ket. Little did I realize that an 
even bigger dog-the Mac I I 
in all its pedigreed glory-was 
tied to the lamppost around 
the corner. Imminent clones 
sporting cheaper price tags 
notwithstanding, recent events 

LETTERS 

threatening to pollute the sanc
tity of Macintosh have caused 
me to revile those who were 
so bold as to steal the golden 
fleece. However, I find it di f
ficult to defend Apple's contin
u ing arrogance while I'm 
struggling w ith ID=25. 
David F. 'f'ongay 
Tustin, California 

What About System 10? 

W hy all the hoopla about 
System 7.0, when the 

b ig news now is all about 
System 1 0? The ultimate in 
Mac technology, System 10 is 
scheduled for introduction as 

the Mac Odyssey in the year 
2001. System 10 w ill be so hot 
that w ith the proper software, 
your Mac w ill be able to 
make corporate mergers, 
write novels and speeches on 
its own, and even walk your 
dog. Only one major draw
back exists in this upcoming 
Apple Garden of Eden. With
out a memory upgrade, your 
Mac won't be able to find its 
way back home before the 
clog does. 

Unfortunately, the 16MB 
Mac Pzazz that you w ill have 
purchased in the year 2000 
won't be capable o f running 
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System 10. To make it work, 
32MB of RAM will be a must. 
The 32MB upgrade package 
should be available for about 
$1680. In the meantime, does 
anyone have a spare Mac Plus 
2MB upgrade that will run 
System 7.0? 
Kenneth E. Grabner 
Notre Dame, Indiana 

. . . . . . . . . . 
Correctio11s 
The address for Multi-Tech 
Systems (Where to Buy, july 
1989), maker of MultiModem 
V32 and MultiModem 696E, is 
2205 \Vooda/e Dr., Mounds 
View, MN 55112; 6121785-
3500; 800/328-9717 outside 
Minnesota. 

The address for RGB Tech
nology (Where to Buy, Sep
tember 1989), maker of Video
link 400 and Videolink 
400/Gen/ock, is 2550 Ninth 
St., Berkeley, CA 94710, 
415/848-0180. 

The address for Genius 
Inc., maker of g igaPix, a 
device that digitally 1'f!cords 
Mac graphics on 8mm video
tape (Where to Buy, Septem
ber 1989), is 3958 Van Noord 
Ave., Studio City, CA 91604, 
818/905-8866. 

7be Linotronic L200 has a 
maximum resolution of 1693 
dpi, not 1270 ('~I Your Ser
vice (Bureau)," October 1989). 

The phone number fo r The 
Electronic Clip An Company 
("The Clip An Buyer's Guide, " 
(continues) 

3S 



Now the person 
the ~entation can 

• 

the presentation. 
The old adage, "If you want something 

done right, do it yourself;' couldn't be more 
true than when youre making a presenta
tion. Or, right now, more possible. 

In fact, all 
you'll really need 
is Microsoft® 
Power Point® 
software and an 
Apple(I)Macinta;h® 
to run it. 

It's the easi
est, most cost
efficient way 
to assemble a 

PowerPui111 2.0./he best-selli11g desktop professt'onal
prese,tatiulls program for /he Maci11losh, 

lakes /he stress Oil/ of crealillg looking ese 
preselllll/iOIIS-1!£'1!11 when )'Ott /woe /as/· Pfi n-

mimtlechanges. tation from 
conception to completion, right from your 
own desktop. 

Power Point gives you the power to 
create your own picture-perfect overhead 
transparencies, flipcharts, 35mm color 
slides, speaker notes, and audience hand
outs. In such record-breaking time that 
there'll be nothing for you to do the night 
before the big day but sleep. 

Its built-in word processor (complete 
with spelling checker) and drawing tools 
allow you to mix text and graphics in 
countless ways. You can use different 
typefaces, logos, special effects like 
shaded backgrounds, dropshadows, and 
diagrams. Or you can copy charts, tables, 
and illustrations from other programs, like 

Microsoft Excel and Adobe lllustrator 88'" 
with a simple cut and paste. 

You can also standardize a fonnat auto
matically. And you can easily make global 
changes with the Slide Master, which 
instantly executes your revisions throughout 

At any point along the way, the Slide 
Sorter feature lets you view slides one by 
one or scan your entire presentation at a 
glance, or simply rearrange the order with 
a point and click 

Then, wheneveryotire ready, you can print 
out all your presentation materials-from 
attention-getting overheads to handy speaker 
notes-without ever leaving your desk 

If 35mm slides are in order, simply send 
your presentation to the nearest Gem
graphics® center, the leading presentation 
graphics service bureau, and your slides 
will be on their way in 48 hours. 

And remember, the best part of doing 
a presentation all by yourself comes after
ward. When you get all the credit 
r----- - ---------------, 

I want to do it myself. Please send me a FREE Working 
Model of Microsoft PowerPoint for the Macintosh. 
Name: _ __________ _ 

Address: ___ _ ______ _ 

City: _ ____ State: ___ __ _ 

Zip: Phone: _____ _ 

Call (800) 541·1261 Dept 1<26. Or mail to Microsoft, 
Attention PowerPoint Working Model, One Microsoft 
Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399. 

Mictosoft· 
Making it all make sense· 

L---------------------~ 

For more information, call (8001 541·1261. Dept. K26. Outside the U.S. and Ca nada, t:tll (206) 882·8661. C 1989 Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft. the Microsoft logo 
and 1\>Werl\lint are registered trndemarks and Making it allmakf sense is a trndemark of Microsoft Corporation. Apple, Macintosh. and Mac are regi;tered trndemarks of 
Apple Computer. Inc. Genigrnphics is a registered trademark ofGenigraphics Corporation. Adobe lllustrator 88 is a tradema rk of Adobe Systems Incorporated. 

• . 



A NEW TRADE ROUTE 

.tftay 

us 
us 

Mare Oceana 

p Cipang:e!JfiSpania 

• 'E 
g. . . 
·.~ s 

A direct route should be possible by 
sailing westward 

• Shorter, therefore faster and safer 
• Hitherto unexploited by the 

English or Portuguese 

'lew World Expeditions ---- March J4, J49J 

With artfully desig11ed PowerPoi11/ overheads, your preselllaliollwill be /he ceuler of al/mlio11. 

The Power Poi til Slide Sorter 
leis you put your preselllalioll i11 order 

with a simple poi11/ allll click. 
You'll creole 35mm slides i11 your choice of l6.8milli011 decorator 

colors with a Mac" II. 

The Slide Show feature /ums your 
Maci11/osh i11lo a projector-for quick rehearsals 

or slick Oll·screetl preselllaliolls. 

-

m 
tO---

ADVANTAGES R>R SPAL"' 

ESTIMATED 8\JOCET .......... 
n me 

""" ..... -
, .... ,............... D ...... 

~.......,U/141141911 D JDQ.OI» 

0---

. -·-

• R.~ k) bow k:l bobela one! ferdinand 

• ~ Nm on,.._ 1tcen1 vidor)' 
O't'fllth.Moorl 

· "G<oowdh"-_"'_ .... ........... 
• R.m;nd ~ lhoJ a MW wortd is WOI<"gll 

With PowerPoi11/ it's easy to pri11t out your 
speaker 110/es, or ha11douts with up /o two, three, or 

six slides ofyour presm/atio11 011 a page. 

EXPEDffiON SCHEDULE 

"'"" en"' en., 

""""""""' """" ..... 1-.... _ 
•II 

Wt~:Jlnd.ia -r'lc*uppd • SaiJb.ti;toSpm -(~--- .... , .. , .. , 

Your audience will flip over chorls like this, 
created e11tirely with PowerPoi111. 



~ 
----------- LETTERS -----------

I NITS FOR EVERY OCCASION 
Product 

Capture 

SPAMM 

SuperlaserSpool 

Company 

Mainstay Software 
818/ 991-6540 

Bravo Technologies 
415/ 841 -8552 

SuperMac Technology 
415/ 964-8884 

Price 

$79 

$149.95 

$79.95 

Description 

Replaces Mac 
screen-shot utility 

Speeds up arithmetic 
operations 

Provides background 
printing 

software; parts of HyperCard 
were said to be destined for 
the next generation of Mac 
ROM. 

Where is the all-commands
can-be-buttons support for all 
applications, or even a handy
dandy icon editor? Is a frame
work being laid for, say, 
universal "sticky notes"? Any
thing like a Find command 

a different direction than was 
previously plotted. Has Apple 
outgrown its Hyper-active 
behavior? 

with direct access to data 
Here is the information as it should hove appeared lor these three system-replacement forks and their text strings? 

But HyperCard isn't the 
only software path that seems 
to vanish in the woods. Mac
Terminal never appeared 
under the Claris label because 
Apple wanted to merge some 
of its functions into the Mac 
operating system. According 
to Claris. Little goodies like 
MacroMaker and the Map 
CDEV were offered as hints of 
wonders yet to come, and 
they evidently remain such. 
The long-hoped-for everyday 
user's ResEdit hasn't come on 
stage. The much-screamed-for 
evolution of Virus Rx into the 
foundations of an immune 
system for the Mac hasn't ar
rived either. 

utnltles in the table on page 164 ol the Odober 19891ssue ("Start with Utilities"}. Animation enhancements, 

October 1989), publisher of 
The Electronic Clip Art Digest, 
is 6161342-5461. Also the 
author meant to place a star 
by D. V Franks (indicating 
a recommendation), whose 
artwork is shown in the 
October 1989 table of 
contents. 

. . . . . . . . 

The U11told. Story 

L on Poole's preview of Sys
tem 7.0 was a masterpiece 

of clarity- a crystalline distil
lation of hundreds of pages of 
Apple techspeak. That said, I 
was struck by the words not 
dwelt upon, such as Hyper
Card. A couple of years ago, 
this was considered system 

perhaps as simple as a set of 
wipes and dissolves? Wider 
roles for XFCNs and XCMDs? 
Does the idea of distinct 
levels of user-empowerment 
apply anywhere in System 
7.0, or in the stack-of-cards 
metaphor? 

HyperCard's unique 
quirks aren't visible any
where. System 7.0 is a leap in (continues) 

hammerDlsk600 hammerTape h ammer OAT 

38 

Hammer storage systems have always utilized only the 
most striking technology available. Techno logy that is 
not only new, but that has impact. Our removable 
storage systems embody this obsessio n for innovatio n. 
hammerDisk600'" erasable optical drive represents the 
ultimate in permanentarchivingandonlineserverbackup, 
combining random access versatility with endless 
storage potential. hammerTape '" dedicated backup 
systems, available at 150and 300MB capacities, can store 

upto250 and500MBpercartridgeat ratesof7and 14MB 
per minute. And for those who need more backup 
capacity, the hammerDAT" system utilizes the latest 
digital tape technology to backup 1.3 gigabytes onto a 
single cartridge at 11 MB per minute. These removable 
systems are AppleShare ® &A/UX® compatible . For infor-

mation on our striking tech- ~ FWB" 
nology, contact your dealer 
or call usat(415)474-8055. ; n co r p o rated 

<0 1989. FWU, Inc .. 2().'f0 Po lk St. Sui!C 21S. s~n Fr:li)Cisco, CA 94109; FAX 4 1 5~77 ')~2 1 25. All trademark!<~ and rcgbtcrcd tmdcmar~ :1re the sole propcny of their respective companies. 

Dealers Circle 372 on reader service card End users circle 373 on reader service card 
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Announcing The 1~ 

./Leaves hair silky and bouncy 

../Contains 100°/o oat bran 
~A premium performance printer interface 
;; Cholesterol free 
v"Leaves no sticky film 
v"High speed, microprocessor driven, attractively priced 

O.K. so itwon'tdo all the above, 
but it is new and improved, and 
it will let you use the printer you 
want with your MacintoshT". 
Announcing the Grapplel""'' LX, 
the latest advance in Macin
tosh printer interfacing! Over 
the past 9 years, the Grappler 
name has been synonymous 
with innovation and excellence. 
This tradition has now created 
the pinnacle of Macintosh 
printer compatibility and per
formance. 

Faster Print Speed 
We've optimized the speed and efficiency of the Grappler 
LX to insure that you get peak performance from your 
laser, inkjet, or 24 pin dot matrix printer. The Grappler LX 
adjusts to the printer in use to provide the best possible 
output in the least possible time. 

Includes Free Autolnstaller! 
To ensure quick, trouble-free installation, the Grappler LX 
includes a new Auto Installer. Just point and click, and the 
Grappler LX will be ready to print from any Macintosh 
Plus, SE, SE/30, II, llx, or llcx computer in just a few min
utes. 

Enhanced Printer Compatibility 
The Grappler LX provides you with the freedom to choose 
which printer is used on your Macintosh. The Grappler LX 
supports any HP®..compatible laser printer, DeskJetT"' or 
DeskJet PlusT"' , even Epson®-compatible 24 pin dot 
matrix printers! 
With virtually all printer technologies supported, the Grap
pler LX can serve your every interfacing need! 

More Fantastic Fonts! 
Five fonts are included as stan
dardwith the GrapplerLX. You'll 
be able to enhance documents 
and clarify correspondence with 
new emphasis and flai r. You 
can now use Swiss, Courier, 
Dutch, Garamond, and Zapf 
Chancery Medium Italic in a va
riety of sizes. 

Orange Port m and other 
Orange Micro Products 
The new OrangePort allows 
Grappler users to print over 

AppleTalk networks. Now an entire network can share 
Grappler-compatible printers. The Grappler 9 Pin provides 
owners of Epson-compatible dot matrix printers a cost
effective method of printing directly from the Macintosh. For 
economy-minded Hewlett-Packard LaserJet and DeskJet 
Plus owners, the Grappler LS provides Macintosh printer 
compatibility. For additional fonts, try AlphaBits, a collection 
of seven popular typefaces. 

With nearly 1 million Apple printer interfaces sold, Orange 
Micro sets the pace in compatibility solutions. Call a local 
Apple Authorized dealer or Orange Micro today to receive 
additional information or to order the Grappler LX. 

liOrange ffiicrd 
- inc. 
1400 N. Lakeview Ave .. Anaheim . CA 92807 

(800) 223-8029. InCA (714) 779-2772 

Grappler, Alphabita and Orange Port are trademarkl of Orange Mic.ro. Inc.: Maclntolh 
and APPle Talk are ttademarita ol "P9t• Computer, Inc.: O.lkJet and Oeak.Jet Plu. are 
trademarks of The HewSen-Pac:katd Co. COranga Miao,lnc., 1989 
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Jasmine Celebrates 
Its ThirdAnniversan: 

With The Savings Event Of 1989. 
Three years ago Jasmine set the standard for 

value by bringing the first affordable external 
hard drive to the Macintosh market. Today we're 
pleased to celebrate our third anniversary with a 
spectacular savings event - Jasmania!! Buy direct 
from Jasmine before December 31, 1989 and save. 

The Award Winning 
DirectDrive Series. 

Jasmine continues to set the quality standard 
with the hard drives that swept the 1989 Macworld 
World Class Awards. Macworld readers selected 
Jasmine #I in the "80MB or less" category, and 
in every single ranking (that's all 5) in the "above 
80MB" category! 

Jasmine DirectDrives are also the value 
standard. Every drive is bundled with DriveWare~ 
Jasmine's exclusive formatting and partitioning 
software which insures your data by performing 
drive diagnostics and error corrections on the fly; 
SUM II by Symantec"' which lets you recover data 
from a mistakenly-initialized hard disk; DemoWare~ 
a collection of demonstration versions of some 
of the most popular programs available; plus 5MB 
of public domain and shareware software. 

All jasmine DirectDrives Feature 
0 2 Switched, Surge Protected, AC Outlets 
0 Precision Ball Bearing Fans 
0 Removable Air Filters 
0 External Push Button SCSI Switch 
0 Dual Power On and Data Access LED Indicator 

Capacity 

20MB 

40MB 

80MB 

lOOMB 

130MB 

180MB 

Regular direct price 

$549 

$699 

$999 

$1199 

$1349 

$1599 

jasmania direct price 
(thru 12/ 31/89) 

$399 
$599 
$849 

$1099 
$1199 
$1499 



DirectServe File Server. 
Now you can liberate your Macintosh from the mundane task of 

network file serving. 
DirectServe is a combination of hardware and software that's 

designed specifically to be a high-performance, low-cost file server. 
DirectServe can support up to 255 workstations with Mac Hex speed, 
for less than the cost of a Mac Plus and AppleShare software! 

DirectServe plugs right into your LocalTalk"' or twisted-pair 
network, is 100% AppleShare/ AFP 2.0 compatible, and comes complete 
with Installer and Administrator software. Now you can purchase 
DirectServe bundled with our highly-reliable (70,000-hour MTBF) 
DirectDrive 130 or 180 at special ]asmania direct pricing. 

The DirectPrint Page Printer. 
Now everyone can afford the printer MacUser called the "Best 

New Output Device'' in their 1989 Editors' Choice Awards. DirectPrint's 
crystal shutter technology is PostScript•-compatible and provides 
deep velvet blacks with super sharp 300 dpi output. Thanks to a 4 MIPS 
RISC processor and 3MB of RAM, DirectPrint is 
up to 5 times faster than the competition and 4 a 
comes complete with 39 resident fonts. 

• 72 Hour Shipping Guarantee • FREE Telephone Support 
• 30 day Money Back Guarantee • Call 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. (PST). 
• 2 year Parts and Labor Warranty • Visa, MasterCard and 

(1 year for DirectPrint) American Express accepted. 

0 Jasmine 
Calll-800-347-3228 

© J~'minc'IC<hnni<>Kics. l nc. INOArmySoreco,San Fnnclsco, C.\ 94124. Olre<!IJriw, llire<! Prlno, llinccL'ic"~· IJrh~Warc and UcmoWarc arc 
tradcmarks n(Jasmhu: Thchmi~~~~ .. 'S. M:aclntosh :mdApplcSh:tre arc fl'R,istered trndcmarks or Apple Computer, II)(, All Clthcr pnK!uct nanu:s ;an: tr.ulcmark.~ 

c1r rcglstcrt'tlt rJdcmarksorthcir rcsr«th'C m:t!lu(acturcrs. 
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Expanded choices, extraordinary 
support, professional features. 

Meet Mac' langelo/24:" It's the 
24-bit color board that puts the 
power of pinpoint color accuracy 
on practically any Mac II color 
screen. Large or small. 

In fact, Mac' langelo/24 offers the 
widest range of compatibility and 
the most in-depth support for the 
monitor of your choice. 

Support like color-correction 
tables selected for each monitor. 
And 72 dpi on 13", 16" and 19" 
models. Even a five-year warranty. 

How about applications com
patibility? Mac'langelo/24 runs 
32-bit QuickDraw. It lets you 
switch between 1, 8 and 24 bits 
per pixel without having to reboot. 

And it gives you 100% function-key 
customization. 

Mac' I angelo's Zoom magnifies 
your work up to 400%, and Pan lets 
you quickly see anywhere within the 
expanded desk of its Extended 
Screen feature. 

Mac'langelo/24 from National 
Semiconductor. It's the true-color 
board that makes a full-featured 
professional out of practically any 
monitor. 

(800) 538-8510 
In California (800) 345-4006 
Outside U.S. (408) 562-4719 
National Semiconductor, 
Compatible Products Group, 
750 Central Expressway, M/S 34-10, 
Santa Clara, CA 95050-2627. 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 

~ National 
~ Semiconductor 
COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS GROUP 
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The most interesting sto
ries are often those not told. 
System 7.0 looks like it will be 
a journalistic cornucopia. 
Pierce R. Butler 
Gainesville, Florida 

Computer Literacy for All 

B oth articles by Brita Meng 
[MacWorld News, April 

19891 and Steven Levy [ 71Je 
Iconoclast, August 19891 on 
the Project Strive and Playing 
to \Xfin programs were very 
much to the point. Computers 
will empower a generation of 
deprived kids, as well as offer 
adults the means to join or 
rejoin society with knowledge 
and dignity. 

Another similar program is 
operated by Planned Parent
hood of New York City in the 
Bronx at The Hub (212/292-
8000), which is a comprehen
sive center for teens that pro
vides computer tra ining along 
with health and social ser
vices. As a board member who 
has watched the program in 
action, I can tell you it is one 
of the most exciting and 
empowering programs in 
New York. 
Sarah A. Crane 
Brooklyn, New York 

Addressing the Issues 

T hank you for your review 
of my programs Label 

Manager and Easy Enve lopes 
Plus in your September 1989 
issue ["Signed, Sealed, and 
Delivered"]. I would like to 
point out several inaccuracies, 
though. Neither program is 
published by Preferred Pub
lishers; they're both distrib
uted as shareware (Easy Enve
lopes Plus is Sl5 and Label 
Manager is $19.95). 

Some of the confusion may 
have been caused by the fact 
that Preferred Publishers has 
just released a program I wrote 

called Direct Mail, a desk ac
cessory that we're bill ing as 
the complete correspondence 
solution. 
Andrew Welch 

Film Recm·der Cotztroversy 

I n your film recorder com
parison ["From Screen to 

Slide," July 1989), your in
correct use of the Mirus 
FilmPrinter resulted in an in
accurate evaluation and a mis
leading report to Macworld 
readers. 

You stated that "the 
softvvare is awkward to use" 
and "to set up your itnages 
you must go through more 
steps than with any other 
software.·· Mirus's Chooser 
Driver is a unique and easy
to-use approach to the slide
making process. You simply 
select the Mirus FilmPrinter 
from the Chooser, as you 
would a Laser\Xfriter, and print 
directly from the software 
application. The statement, 
"The software won't run 
unless you have the Fi lm
Printer attached," is false. 
As with any Chooser-driven 
device, you select the Film
Printer from the Chooser 
but need to attach the Film
Primer only when actua lly 
itnaging film. 

Because you used ASA 
100 film, your recording-time 
results were also misleading. 
Mirus is unique il} its support 
of higher-speed fil m and 
recommends ASA 200 film, 
since it produces high-qual ity 
slides with 30 to 40 percent 
time savings over 100 ASA. 
Finally, contrary to your 
claitn, the FilmPrinter does 
support 24-bit images-when 
using 32-bit QuickDraw and 
compatible software. 
jeff Wilbur 
Mirus C01poration 
Santa Clam, California 

Now you can back up 
without slowing down. 
Protect the invaluable 

work on your hard disk. 
lnjust minutes each day. With 
o.ur DiskFit"'backup 
and restore program. 
So in the event of 
a crash, you can 
restore all your work. 
Quickly and easily. 

No other 
backup program 
works as efficiently. 
A single backup makes 
a complete record of your 
files. Then, only new or 
modified files are copied. 
Old versions are deleted. 
So you won't waste space 
storing outdated versions. 

Or time, re-copying files. 
And, files are backed 

up in Finder-readable forma~ 
so you can access them 

directly off a \\~de 
range of backup 
media. Floppies, tape, 
cartridges, other 
hard disks. Even the 
new Applc•FDHD'" 
high-density floppy 
drives. 

Also available
Network DiskFie''Ib back 
up AppleShare•and TOPS" 
networks. See DiskFit and 
Network DiskFit now, at 
your SuperMac'"software 
reseUer. 

The first. And still champion. 

~,~ ifRMAC 
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The Mirus FilmPrinter offers numerous (and 
often confusing) settings, which must be 
rechecked before printing, yet there is no way 
to view all settings of once. To print Pia files 
from o variety of opplicolions, you must go 
through the FilmPrinter's awkward botching 
process. Chooser-level printing is not o viable 
option with film recorders, since each image 
tokes so long to print and ties up the Moe. And 
in spite of Mirus's daims, we could never get the 
software to run without the Film Printer attached. 
As to the issue of speed- all film recorders run 
foster with higher-speed film. We chose ASA 
I 00 film because it provides o higher-quality 
image than does ASA 200. Finally, because 32· 
bit OuickOrow was not available when the 
article was written, we were unable to test the 
filmPrinler's support of 24-bit imoges.-fd. 

Prese11ta tion Look-Alikes 

T hom Hogan's column in 
the August issue about 

presentation programs ["The 
Show Must Go On," State 
of tbe Mac] struck a very 
tender nerve . After spend-

ing the last three months 
using and evaluating over 
a dozen presentation pro
grams for both the PC and 
the Mac, I occasionally find 
my brain turning to guava 
jelly at the mere thought 
of a slide. 

I agree with Hogan on 
several points. A good out
liner does not make a good 
presentation tool. Audiovisual 
design has its own internal 
logic that can be guided by a 
good outline, but to rely too 
heavily on the outline form 
makes for very boring pre
sentations. Nothing is more 
deadening. for an audience 
than some guy droning on 
while endless word slides slip 
by on the wall. 

As for using the templates 
supplied with the better pack
ages, there is one major fly in 
(continues) 
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that ointment: wait for the 
day when you attend a con
ference and six guys from 
six companies show up with 
six diffe rent presentations
all designed using the same 
Persuasion template. The 
audie nce won't be able to 
tell one from another, and 
the presenters will feel like 
they all showed up for the 
prom wearing the same dress 
with matching pumps. The 
point is, templates should be 
used as learning tools from 
which to develop one's own 
individual style. 
Mike Talman 
C01porate Images, Inc. 
San Francisco, California 

Color and Video 

A !though we agree with 
the basic premise of "The 

Proliferation of Buses" [State 
of the Mac, September 1989), 
we have managed to turn this 
potential problem into a ma
jor advantage. At the Mac
world Expo in Boston, we 
exhibited a video card called 
ScuzzyGraph that works with 
four generations of Macs, 
including the SE, the Plus, 
the 512KE, and even the Lisa 
(Mac XL). In addition, the 
video card brings color 
capability to these black-and
white Macs. 

Although virtually every 
Mac has a different backplane 
bus, there is a bus that's 
common to all Macs--the 
SCSI bus. Why not connect 
an intelligent exte rnal video 
card via the SCSI port, teach 
the microprocessor on the 
video card about QuickDraw, 
and write a small INIT file 
that sends QuickDraw com
mands to the video card via 
the SCSI bus? The card uses 
a standard bus with standard 
physical connectors and 
electrical signals. Graphics 

support is off- loaded from 
the Mac to a 40-megahertz 
graphics microprocessor. 

When upgrading to a 
new Mac, you simply discon
nect ScuzzyGraph from the 
old Mac and plug it in to the 
new one. Upgrading is a 
matte r of reprogramming the 
microprocessor via an INIT. 
You can also upgrade mon
itors up to 1280 by 1024 on a 
19-inch color monitor by 
adding more video memory 
to ScuzzyGraph. 

So, Mr. Hogan, American 
ingenuity lives. You can now 
give your accelerated Mac 
something worth accelerat
ing-large-screen color 
graphics. 
Lee Otsubo 
Aura Systems 
Carlsbad, California 

Lightning Labels 

Y our recent comparison of 
label software ("Signed, 

Sealed, and Delivered," Sep
tember 1989) made no men
tion of one of the best prod
ucts-Lightning Labels from 
MaxStax+. The review com
mended Mail Dex and Fast
Label for their ability to re
arrange fields from imported 
files, but Lightning Labels 2.0 
can do the same thing- yet at 
$25, it's half the price of Mail 
Dex and one third the price 
of FastLabel. In addition, 
Lightning Labels has some 
features not found in other 
labeling software, such as the 
ability to utilize a partially 
used page of labels. It also 
has no trouble printing 5 lines 
on all 33 labels; your review 
did not say whether the other 
labeling software had this 
capability. 

Lawrence Stevens' state
ment that "HyperCard-based 
addressers ... don't really 
have an advantage over 

Work in harmony 
with yom printer. 

SuperLaserSpool"-our spooler offers so many control 
best-selling printing control features. Works faster. Or more 
software-lets you work and easily. 
print at the same time. SuperLaserSpool works with 
Automatically. Regard- virtually all Macintosh• 
less of how long or software, including 
detailed your docu- PageMaker.-And it 
mcnts. Or how many. supports all Apple~ 

SuperLaserSpool compatible printers. 
lets you send Plus theres the 
multiple jobs to the new SupcrLaserSpool 
printer. Reassign Five-Pack. And 
the order in which they11 SupcrSpool~exclusively 
print. And determine if jobs for JmageWriter"printers. 
have printed. You can even Whichever you choose, 
preview jobs. And zoom in on any you11 see a big jump in your 
part of a page for a close-up view. productivity. See them now at 

SuperLaserSpool is the your SuperMac•software 
industry standard. No other roseller. 

The first. And still champion. 

Slit'! RMAC 
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DAs . . . " is remarkable. Are 
there really DA labelers that 
can match the functionality 
and price of Lightning Labels 
for printing standard 33-
to-a-sheet labels on a 
LaserWriter? 
Bruce Long 
Tempe, Arizona 

Video Overlay Software 

I n the recent article entitled 
"Mac TV Tools," by Lon 

Poole September 1989], Poole 
mentions that some hardware 
manufacturers do not provide 
software that uses the video 
overlay features of their cards. 
I am pleased to report that 
Truevision is now shipping 
and updating all custome rs 
with new software that offers 
straightforward keyboard 
or menu control of video 
overlay in 8-, 16-, and 32-
bit modes for NTSC and 

PAL scan rates. 
Additionally, Truevision 

has lowered the list price 
of its NuVista videographics 
boards for the Macintosh 
II , Ilx, and Hex as follows: 
NuVista 1M $2995; NuVista 
2M $4495; and NuVista 4M 
$6495. 
Steve G. Kukla 
Market Development Manager 
Ttuevision 

MacDraw Il's Hidden 
Commands 

I n response to "Draw, Pard
ner" (August 1989), I would 

like to clarify a point made by 
Steve McKinstry, as he cri
tiqued one of my favorite pro
grams, MacDraw II. 

He states that MacDraw II 
lacks :!€-key equivalents such 
as Ungroup, whe n in fact, it 
uses a variety of such com
(continues) 
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TheFust Color/Gmy-Scale 
Scanner For Under $2200! 

Microtek presents the MSF-3002. 
The one scanner that can do it all: color, 
gray-scale, drawings and text. All for a 

price that until now, could barely buy you 
gray-scale capabilities. 

Hard to believe, but it's true. You can scan 
vivid color images into your computer for desktop pub
lishing, presentation graphics or pre-press work. A full 
16.8 million colors at a time. 

If you don't have a color application yet, this unique 
scanner captures gray-scale as well as black and white. 
So you can start working today. 

Images can be scanned in 256 gray-scale mode and then 
retouched, scaled or rotated. And printed on a laser printer 
or phototypesetter with outstanding results. 

Charts and drawings are quickly scanned in single bit -per-
Circle 427 on reader service card 

pixel mode then imported into your favorite publishing or 
word processing program. You can even bring words into 
your computer without retyping by adding OCR software. 

Interface kits include sophisticated color, gray-scale and 
black and white image editing software and are 
available for the Macintosh ($500) and the IBM 
PCorPS/2 ($400). 

If you need a scanner 
for your personal computer, you 
need Microtek's MSF-3002 
Color/Gray scanner. Call 
(800) 654-4160 or in California 
(213) 321-2121 today to find 
your nearest Microtek dealer. 
After all, at this price, you can 
hardly afford not to. 

' 
~ 

::~··,<>l 

~-: 
~ 

The MSF.JOOZ Color/Cray scannr.r tsjust 
one manWo/a whole f.omllyof lnnova
uw sunnt:rs aval1.11b!e from Mkrotek. 

MICROTEK 
Better Images Through Innovation 

•Microtck Lib, Inc. , 680 Knox Strut. Torrence. CA90502. (213)321-2121 (800)6S4-4160•tr.Ucrotck ln tc:matlonallnc.,llo. 6 1ndustry East Road 3. Sdence·Sascd Industrial Park. HslnchuTalwan 300n. R.O.C .. 886-35· n2t55 
•N icrotck Elccttonlc:a Eu~. GmbH., Grafcnbc~a ADee 2n. Stapdmann·Haus, 4000 Da..ssc.ldorf I , F.R. Germany, 49·21 1·6790051• 0 1989 Microtck lab, Inc. AD rtghts rtstrwd. Madntosh Is a trademark of Appl~ Computer. Inc. IBM, 

XT.AT and PS/2 arc tm.dcmarks of International Businas Mac.hinu Corporation. AU oth~J trademarks or rcgistened tr&danarks arc the propenyofthtfr rc.s~ctlvt hoJdr.n. 
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mands that are not necessarily 
listed in the me nus (activated 
by using a Shift-3f: sequence). 
For example, to group objects 
you would select them and 
press 3f:-G. To ungroup items, 
press Shift-3f:-G. To unlock 
items, press Shift-3f:-H; to 
access the Save As command, 
press Shift-3f:-S. There are 
many other combinations that 
control such features as 
Alignment, Move To Back/ 
Front, and Unsmooth. Users 
who are not aware of 
MacDraw's Shift-3f: feature are 
missing out on a great benefit. 
Douglas M. Pawloski 
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 

Calculatiug Thoug hts 

R egarding Allan Bonadio's 
letter ["Reinventing Mathe

matics") in the September 
1989 issue in which he ac
cuses Wolfram of claiming 
undue credit for developing 
computer algebra, says he 
knows Apple's reason for not 
incorporating Mathematica 
into the ROM, and claims that 
Wolfram wants to milk the 
users of Marhematica: 

Eight codevelopers of 
Mathematica are listed along 
with Wolfram, and a large 
number of software systems 
are cited. 

It doesn't make any sense 
to place Mathematica in the 
ROM . As for the decision not 
to bundle the program with 
Macs, neithe r I nor Bonadio is 
privy to the considerations 
that take place within Apple. 
However, his assertion that 
Wolfram's motivation for 
seeking this arrangement is to 
be able to "milk the users for 
all the cash they have" is 
simply defamato1y. 

Even in the absence of 
bundling arrangements, I ex
pect Mathematica will become 
a standard throughout the 

computing community. That's 
because a well-designed and 
well-implemented symbolic 
manipulation program that is 
also a general mathematical 
programming language and 
that works on many different 
computer systems, offers the 
greatest potential for further 
development both by its 
authors and its users. This will 
indeed provide a service to 
our large community of scien
tists, mathematicians, and en
gineers, since it will free us 
from the tedium of calculat
ing, and we-as well as Bona
clio-will undoubtedly benefit 
from having additional time 
for thought. 
Richard}. Gaylord 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, !1/inois 

What's Your M. O.? 

The feature "Hard Disk Al
ternatives," by Charles 

Seite r Uuly 19891, while a very 
positive article that adds to 
the visibil ity of magneto
optical rewritable drives in the 
mass storage market, conta ins 
some erroneous information. 
Seiter states that the current 
M.O. drive manufacturers are 
Maxtor, Sony, and Ricoh, and 
that M.O. media were in
vented by 3M and are avail
able exclusively through 
Sony. Actually, only Maxtor 
and Sony manufacture M.O. 
drives, and M.O. technology 
was jointly developed by 
KDD and Sony, both of Japan. 
Sony worked with 3M to 
make 3M media compatible 
with Sony's M.O. drive. 
Akyra Pagoulatos 
Sony Co1poration 
Tokyo, japan 

The Missp elled Word 

I just received the September 
issue of Macworld and im

mediately noticed the first ad 

Keep your sensitive 
material off the record; 

Documents on your 
Macintosh•desktop are just like 
tl\e ones lying on your desk. 
Vulnerable to prying eyes. 

So quickly lock up all 
your confidential information 
with our Sentinel"'data 
encryption program. 
Using any of three 
high-speed encoding 
techniques.lnclud
ing one of the fastest 
available imple. 
mentations of DES~-~ 
tl\e&S. govern- v 
menti's official data 
encryption standard. "' 

Convert documents or 
folders into secure code. 

And open them with passwords 
you define. Or create' special 
sets of frequently used flles 
and folders. Fbr quick, easy 
access with just one password. 

You can ev(m oopy, back 
up or transmit enooded files. 

Or automatically 
track anflock all un
encrypted documents 
at once. 

o o erdata 
E¥JG on ppgram 
off~ ou greater 
~ecu CQnven-
Jen~-antl peace 
ofTQind. 

Seeit today atrour 
Supe ac"'so~are reseller. 

SJfTRMAC 

485 futrero A\"ellue • S~ CA 9-1086 
408 • 245 • 2202 (IJepL 300) 

01989Supmbc~ All~-!<! 
SupcoMaeard8tftuoeilll1'~rtSupcdllt~ 

lLlclrcoshlso ~ tndemarl<rt-.lpple OJmi>JIN,Jnc • • ,...,Wll>onboln the US. and Canada. 
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"For heavy users of the 
English language" exto lling 
the virtues of Microsoft 
Word 4.0. Apparently spell
ing is not a major concern 
for those heavy users ar 
Microsoft. Word 's spelling 
checke r obviously missed 
an error in the chapter title 
of one of the examples, 
name ly, "Chapter 4- Steller 
Opacity." Pe rhaps human 
proofreading still has 
some merit. 
David Szymkowski 
University Park, Pennsylvania 

Global Trespass Becomes 
Moriarty's Reve~zge 

S ince your review of Glo
bal Trespass [Reviews, 

November 1989], the game 
has been significantly en
hanced and has been re
named Moriarty's Revenge. 
It's a detective game in 

which players must track a 
suspect around the world 
using clues they uncover in 
each city. It now features 
digital sound effects and a 
computerized detective's 
notebook. 

Moriarty's Revenge is 
published by Bull City 
Software and retails for 
$59.95. 
Robert S. Capon 
HJC Software 
Dut·ham, Norlh Carolina 

LeNers should be moiled to lellers, Mocworld, 
501 Second St., Son Frondsco, CA 94107, or 
sent eledronicolly via (ompuServe (10310,102) 
or MC/ Moil (addressed to Mocworld). Include a 
return address. We regret that, due to the high 
volume of moil received, we're unable to 
respond personally to each leNer. We reserve 
the right to edit all leNers. All published leNers 
become the properly of Mocworld. 1!1 
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Your one-stop 
Mac shop. 

Whether you need the latest word 
processor, a hard disk, a scanner, a hot 
new game, diskettes, an accel-
erator board, or just 
about anything else 
for a Mac, go no 
further. And if you 
don't see what you 
want listed here, call. 

Symantec 
S.AM.: 
Symantec Anti
Virus tor Mac. 
S.U.M.: 
Symantec Utilities 
for Mac. 
S.A.M. & S.U.M .. 
an unbeatable 
combination for 
Virus protection, 
data recovery, 
sure & speedy 
disk operation. 

S.A.M ..... ... $65./S.U.M./1 .. .. .... $94 

Electronic Arts 
Powerful color 
paint program. 
Gives a broad 
range of customi
zab/e tools. Pro
vides sophisti
cated selection 
techniques. pow
erful distortion 
functions. and an 
intuitive 30 Per
SPective. Many 
other features. 

Studio/8 ................... ........ . $296. 

Antic 
A library of over 
70 professionally 
developed busi
ness forms for 
Macintosh. Fill 
in, print, and file 
business forms 
easier than ever 
before. Also 
available: ver
sions suitable for 
use with Aldus 
PageMakel@. 

FlexForm ........ ............. .. .... CALL 

TGS Systems 
High level. picto
rial, object ori
ented program
ming environ
mentw/Applica
lion Builder tor 
WYSIWYG crea
tion of user inter
faces. Supports 
complete soft
ware develop
ment, from de
sign to debug-
ging. 

Prograph 1.2 ...... ...... .... .. ..... CALL 

Software 
3GGraphics 
Images w/lmpact 
Business 1 .......................... 64. 
Graphics & Symbols 1 ........ 49. 

A. Bonadio & Associates 
Expressionist 2.03 .............. 78. 

Dufek Link II ........... $48. 

Smith Micro Software 
Simplicity without compro
mising power. Easy to use 
communications program. 

Aatrix 
CheckWriter 2.0 .................. 36. 
Payroll 3.5 .......................... 94. 
Payroll Plus ....................... 149. 
Timecard ............................ 99. 
TimeMinder 2.1 ................ 145. 

AC/US 
4th Dimension 2.0 ............. 465. 

Adobe 
Illustrator 88 ..................... 278. 
Streamline ........................ 238. 
True Form ......................... 248. 
Type Manager ..................... 57. 
Adobe Postscript Fonts .... CALL 

Advanced Software 
Docucomp .......................... 89. 

AEC Management Systems 
AEC Information Mgr. ....... 409. 
FastTrack Schedule ........... 115. 

Affinity Microsysfems 
Tempo 11 ............................. 74. 

Aldus 
Freehand 2.0 ..................... 348. 
PageMaker 3.02 ................ 398. 
PageMaker Color Ext . ........ 149. 
Persuasion ........................ 374. 

ALSoft 
DiskExpress II ..................... 55. 
Master Juggler .................... 59. 
MultiDisk ............................ 41. 

Altsys 
FONTastic Plus ................... 51 . 
Fontographer 3.0 .............. 278. 

Apps 
Exposure ............................ 63. 
MiCfO lV ........................... 295. 

Ashton-Tate 
dBASE Mac ....................... 294. 
Full Impact ........................ 248. 
FuiiWrite Professional ....... 264. 

Bedford 
Simply Accounting ............ 178. 

Berkeley System Design 
After Dark ........................... 24. 
Stepping Out 2.01 ............... 51. 

Blyth Software 
Omnis 5 Single User ......... 355. 

Bootware Software 
Resum~Writer - Pro ............ 58. 
ResumeWriter- Student ...... 18. 

Borland lntemallonal 
Reflex Plus ........................ t 88. 
SideKick 2.0 ........................ 67. 
Turbo Pascal1 .1 ................. 67. 
Turbo Pascal Tutor 1.0 ........ 49. 

Bright Star Technology 
Hyper Animator 1.5 ............. 98. 

Brederbund 
PosterMaker Plus ................ 34. 

Overnight~ 
Delivery 
$3 Dollars 

Print Shop .......................... 35. 
Caere 
OmniPage 2.0 ................... 558. 

Casady & Greene 
OuickDEX ........................... 31. 

CESoftware 
CalendarMaker 3.0 .............. 31. 
Disk Top .............................. 31. 
In/Out (5 Users) ................ 145. 
In/Out (10 Users) .............. 209. 
MockPackage +Utilities ...... 31. 
OuicKeys 1.2 ....................... 64. 
OuickMail 2.0 (5 Users) ..... 169. 
OuickMail2.0 (10 Users) ... 255. 

Central Point Software 
Copy II Mac 7.2 ................... 20. 
PC Tools Deluxe .................. 42. 

Chang Labs 
C.A. T. ................................ 228. 
Check Mark Software 
Cash Ledger ...................... 124. 
MultiLedger 1.3 ................. 254. 
Payroll .............................. 187. 

Claris 
Claris Cad ......................... 598. 
File Maker II ....................... 228. 
MacDraw II ....................... 298. 
MacPaint 2.0 ....................... 97. 
Mac Project II 2.0 ............... 377. 
MacWrite II ....................... 179. 
SmartForm Designer ......... 299. 
CompuServe 
CompuServe Navigator ....... 42. 
Connect 
MacNet ............................... 39. 
Connectlx- VIrtual 
For Mac II & 030 Macs .... CALL 
For Mac 111'1/PMMU ........ CALL 
Cricket Software 
Cricket Color Paint ............ 169. 
Cricket Draw ..................... 167. 
Cricket Graph 1.3 .............. 115. 
Cricket Paint ....................... 65. 
Cricket Presents ................ 285. 
Pict-O-Graph ....................... 79. 

Dantz Development 
Retrospect ........................ 154. 

Data VIz 
Maclink Plus PC 4.0 ......... 135. 
Dayna Communications 
DOS Mounter ...................... 59. 

Deneba Software 
Big Thesaurus ..................... 58. 
Canvas 2.0 ........................ 165. 
Coach Professional ........... 114. 
Comment 2.0 ...................... 54. 
Dig/talk 
SmalltalkNmac ................. 128. 
Dubi·Ciick Software 
WetPaint (Volumes 1 - 18) 
Any two volume set ..... each 43. 
World Class Fonts (Vols. I - 8) 
Any two volume set ..... each 43. 
World Class Laser Type 
Volumes 1 - 9 .............. each 43. 

Electronic Arts 
Disk Tools Plus ................... 30. 
Studio/1 .............................. 96. 
Studio/8 ............................ 296. 
Thunder II ........................... 51. 

Emerald City Software 
Smart Art 1, 2, or 3 ...... each 84. 

Fara/lon 
PhoneNet Check Net ........... 64. 
Phone Net- DB-9 or DIN-8 ..... 32. 
PhoneNet- DIN-8 (10 Pack) 215. 
Phone Net Star Connector .... t 9. 
Repeater ........................... 315. 
Screen Recorder ............... 129. 
Star Controller ................. 1089. 
Timbuktu 3.0 (30 User) ... 1389. 
Timbuktu 3.0 Single User .... 99. 
Timbuktu Remote ............. 139. 
Timbuktu Remote/9600 V.32 
Modem Pack ..................... 895. 
T raHic Watch .................... 128 

Fifth Generation 
Disk Lock .......................... 114. 
Fast Back II ....................... 107. 
PowerStation 2.5 ................ 34. 

Pyro! 3.3 ............................ 14. 
Suitcase II ........................... 44. 

Foundation Publications 
Comic Strip Factory ............ 38. 
Comic People (Vol. 1) ......... 21. 

Fox Software 
FoxBASE+IMac 2.0 ........... 252. 
FoxBASE+ Mu~iuser .......... 359. 
FoxBASE+ Runtime ........... 195. 

Free Soft 
Red Ryder 10.3 ................... 49. 
Red Ryder Host 2.0 ............. 99. 

Generic Software 
Generic CADO Level l ......... 84. 

Hayes 
Smartcom II 3.1 .................. 87. 

Help Software 
Desktop Help for Excel ........ 52. 

High Performance Systems 
STELLA 2.1 ....................... 385. 
HJC Software 
Virex ................................... 55. 
/COM Simulations 
HyperTMON ........................ 59. 
On Cue 1.3 .......................... 35. 
TMON 2.8.2 ........................ 89. 
Individual Software 
101 Macros for Excel .......... 36. 
101 Scripts & Buttons for 
Hypercard .......................... 36. 
lnformlx 
Wingz ............................... 259. 
lntosphere 

Address Book Plus w/ 
Leather Binder ........ $83. 
Power Up/ 
The complete business con
tact managment solution. 

Liaison .............................. 178. 
Innovative Data Design 
Dreams ............................. 268. 
MacOraft 1.2b ................... 144. 
Insight Development 
MacPrint 1. 1 ....................... 75. 
Insignia Solutions 
Soft PC ............................. 245. 
Intuit 
Quicken 1.5 ........................ 36. 
IPT 
PSN (Pe~. Server Netlv.) .. 119. 

Kent Marsh 
MacSafe ............................. 87. 
Night Watch ........................ 87. 
OuickLock ........................... 64. 

Layered 
At Once! ........................... 289. 
Insight Expert .. . 
... Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable, General Ledger, Gen
eral Payroll, General Time Billing, 
or Inventory ................. ea. 408. 
Letraset 
lmageStudio ..................... 274. 
LetraStudio ....................... 274. 
ReadySetGo! 4.5 ............... 274. 

Lexpertlse U.S.A. Inc. 
Mac Proof 3.2.1 ................ 114. 

Loop Software 
Picture Book ....................... 39. 

Lundeen & Associates 
Works Plus Command 2 ..... 84. 
Works Plus Spell 2 .............. 56. 
MacMaster 
FEdit + ................................ 28. 
MacroMind 
MacroMind CD ROM ......... 149. 



We're so excited 
about the new 
ColbyMac SE30 
that we're 
giving them 

Actually, we're givng one away. The rest we're selling at terrific prices. You see, 
MacZone is the only mail order company offering the Colby Mac. The only one. And we're pretty 
proud of that. 

Why did Colby choose MacZone? For the same reasons you should-because no mail order 
company knows Macs better than we do. 

Our Mac expertise means we can help you with everything from selecting the right products 
to installing a network. Have questions about a product before you buy? Give us a call. Need 
help installing the SIMMs you bought from us? Dial us up. You'll get the kind of in-depth assis
tance you can only get from people who know Macs inside and out. 

You'll also get cheerful acceptance of qualified purchase orders (such as from a university, col
lege, school systE;m, or government agency), $3 overnight shipping, and convenient hours. 

So if you want tp go portable, place an order and we'll automatically enter your name in our 
ColbyMac SE30 contest. If you'd rather not wait for the drawing, simply order your Colby Mac 
SE30 now. Available by mail order exclusively from the MacZone. 

Fuji DiskeHes: $5 Rebates! 
Now's the time to stock up on 

diskettes. This special offer from 
Fuji saves you up to $20 on four 

boxes of high quality disks. Limit 
four $5 rebates per customer. 

Adobe Type Manager $57 
Now the text on your screen can be 
smoother and more legible than ever before. 
And, it also dramatically improves printed 
text on your ImageWriter, too. Works 
invisably in the background on all Macs. 
A must for any Mac owner! 

Product Guarant"s: 
If you are not completely satisfied with a 

purchase. many of the products we sen come 
with a 30 to 60 day money back guarantee. 
Ask for details when you place your order. 

Double-sided $13 
Rebate :S5. 
Final Cost $8 

High Density $28 
Rebate :S5. 
Final Cost $23 

1·800..248~800 
Inti: (206) 883·1975 Canada: 800·248·0344 FAX (206) 881·3421 

Our savings are huge. Our advice is free. 



P.O.s accepted here. 
Universities, colleges, school districts, 

g<>v.emmerit agencies, corporations-if 
)'our organiza~on issues purchase orders, 
we"il gladly accept them (some corporate 
P.O.s require credit 
. approviU). Just fax or 
mail your P;.O. for
J:;heerfi}J, speedy 

Infinity 40 Turbo 
$1098. 
Removable hard 
disk for backup, 
data storage, and 
best of all, data 
security. 
Infinity Optical 
Drive •••• $3998. 
All the advantages 
above, in a high 
capacity, erasable 
optical disk. 

PLI (Peripheral Land, Inc.) ............ . 

Tlmeworts 
The new standard 
in Desktop 
Publishing Soft· 
ware. Allows 
both profession
als and non-pro
fessional busi
ness communi
cators to write, 
design, and pro
duce dynamic, 
sophisticated 
documents. 

Publish It! ..... . .... ... .. ..... ...... $247. 

Avery 
Afraid to put label 
stock in your 
LaserWriter for 
fear of peeling 
labels, printer 
jams, or other 
unspeakable hor
rors? Become a 
fearless laser 
label printer with 
Avery Laser
Writer labels for 
every business 
need. 

Avery LaserWriter Labels ... .. ... . CALL 

Tactic Software 
Sound Clips: Add 
sound to Hyper
Card, SuperCard, 
or PLUS stacks. 
Over 150 sounds 
per package. 
ICON-IT!: add 
custom icons to 
applications to 
represent your 
most frequently 
used DAs, menu 
items, fonts, etc. 

Sf!und Clips ... .. $521/CONIT! ...... $42. 

F 
9am-9pmEST, 6am-6pmPST, S&S 

Design a MacZone Drive 

Let the Zone put together your perfect drive. Pick a drive. Pick a 
platinum or black case, or internal kit. We'll putittogether, testit and 
gurantee it with the loner Loaner Program, and a 1 or 2 year drive 
warranree and send it our ro you roday tor de/Nery tomorrow! 

External Enclosure Kits 30meg St-t 38n-1 .............. 365. 
Half Height ........................ 195. 45meg St-157n-1 .............. 398. 
Full Height ........................ 250. 65meg St-177n-1 ............ CALL 
With Key Lock add .............. 50. 80meg St-1 096n-1 ... ....... CALL 
lntemal Kit -All Macs ........... 39. CDC 5.25" Half & Full Height 

CDC 3.5" Half Height 
CDC 135meg ................... 1795. 
CDC 172meg ................... 1995. 

Connor 3.5" Half Height 
100meg Cp-3100 .............. 788. 

Quantum 3.5" Half Height 
Quantum 40meg ............... 419. 
Quantum 80meg ............... 790. 
Quantum 105meg ............. 898. 

Seagate 3.5" Half Height 
20meg St-125n-1 .............. 325. 

PLI (Peripheral Land, Inc.) 
Removable hard disks 
Infinity Turbo 40 ............. 1098. 

SmaiiTallr/VMac .....• $128 
Dig/talk, Inc. 
11 Best selling Object-ori
ented Programming System 
(OOPS) for Mac. 

Infinity Turbo 40/40 ......... 1998. 
Infinity Optical 600Mb ..... 3998. 
TurboFioppy 1.4 ................ 345. 
Syquest Removable Disks 
44Mb Cartridges ............... 109. 

MONITORS & CARDS 
NEC 
MacSync 14' Color ............ 655. 
MultiSync XI 20' Color ..... 2695. 

RasterOps 
ClearView 19' SE Monitor & 
16MHz Board .................. 1595. 
RasterOps/Trinitron 19' ... 3398. 
TrueCapture 324 ............. 1995. 
TrueCapture 324 w/Composite 
Video Option ................... 2398. 

RasterOps Co/orBoards 
108+ ............................... 1249. 
108+ (for SE/30) ............. 1439. 
224 (32 Bit Color) ........... 3995. 
264 (24 Bit Color) ............. 785. 
264 SE/30 (32 Bit Color) ... 1 038. 

150meg Full Height ......... 1398. 
300meg Full Height ......... 1945. 
600meg Full Height ......... 2885. 
170meg Half Height ........ 1595. 

Mlcropolls 5.25" Half Height 
150meg (Model1375) .... 1198. 
330meg (Model1578) .... 1995. 
675meg (Model1588) .... 2998. 
Seagate 5.25" Half Height 
60meg St-277n-1 .............. 485. 
80meg St-296n ................. 545. 

Syquest 45 removable Call 

Sony- Color Mull/Scan 
14' 1304 HG ..................... 795. 
16' HG ............................ 2498. 
19' HG ............................ 3198. 
Taxan - Crystal View Monitor 
For Macintosh SE, SE/30, II, llx, 
llcx & llci ........................ 1395. 

SCANNERS 
Abalon 
300/GS (8 Bit - 256 Grays) 1495. 
300/S (4 Bit- 16 Grays) ..... 1198. 

Log/tech 
Scan Man ......................... 339. 
Sharp 
JX 300 Color Scanner ...... 3995. 
JX 450 Color Scanner ...... 5995. 
Thunderware 
Lightning Scan .................. 378. 
ThunderScan 5.0 ............... 187. 

Xerox (Oatacopy) 
Datacopy 730GS .............. 998. 

MODEMS & NETWORK 
HARDWARE 
Abaton 
lnterFax 12/48 ........ .......... 289. 

David Systems 
Please call for prices and infor
mation on Twisted Pair Ethernet 
Equipment 

Oayslar 0/g//al 
FS 100 MC File Server ....... 548. 
FS 100 PC File Server ........ 458. 
LT 200 MC LocaiTalk ......... 279. 
LT200PCLocaiTalk ......... 179. 

Dove 
FastNet Ethernet Products 

Overnight~ 
Delivery 
$3 Dollars 

Cont"t Rulea; 1) Entries must be redved on or before 1131190. 2) Winners selected in random 
drawings by anomies forMultip~e Zones, lnc.(MZ), whose decisions are final. 3) Colby computer 
subject to availability. MZ reserves the rights to substitute wholesale cash value up to $6,000. 4) 
Winners responsible for taxes. Odds of winning depend on number of entries. All prizes will be 
awarded. 6) MZ will announce the winners on or around 212&'90. Winners will be notifies by mail. 
Oates subject to chanoe at descretion of MZ. 11 unable to contact any winner. an alternate will be 
selected by random drawing. 7) Contest is open to U.S. residents, exef:pt where prohibited by taw. 
Employees of MZ and suppliers not eligible. 8) Prizes • One Mac Colby SE30 computer. 



MacroMind Director .......... 448. 
VideoWorks II ................... 168. 
Mainstay 
Capture 2.0 ......................... 42. 
MacFiow 3.0 ..................... 125. 
MacSchedule .................... 112. 
Think 'n Time ...................... 57. 
V.I.P . .................................. 87. 

lnvolc/1 .. ............... $52. 
Survivor SoftwBm 
Small business accts. re· 
ceivab/e & invoicing module 
for use w!MacMoney. 

Meca 
Managing Your Money ...... 124. 
Medlagenlc 
Focal Point II ..................... 118. 
OuickLener ......................... 74. 
Reports 1.2 ......................... 68. 
Micro Planning Software 
Micro Planner Plus 6.1 e .... 325. 
Mlcrolytlcs 
Electronic WordRnder ......... 74. 
GOfer 2.0 ............................ 46. 
WordFinder ......................... 32. 
Mlcroseeds 
I NIT Picker .......................... 27. 
Redux ................................. 51 . 
Screen Gems ...................... 39. 
WristMac Executive ........... 195. 
WristMac Pocket ............... 178. 
WristMac Standard ........... 148. 
Mlcrosofl 
Excel2.2 ........................... 249. 
File 2.0 .............................. 125. 
Office ................................ 548. 
PowerPoint 2.01 ............... 249. 
Quick Basic 1.0 ................... 65. 
Word 4.0 .......................... 249. 
Works 2.0 ......................... 168. 
Write ................................... 78. 

Monogram 
Business Sense 1.2 ........... 268. 
Dollars & Sense 4.1 ............ 79. 

No/OP/11$$ 
For The Record ................... 28. 
Will Maker 3.0 ..................... 32. 

Northedge 
nmeslips Ill ...................... 168. 
Odesta 
DataDesk Professional ...... 288. 
Double Helix Release 3 ...... 337. 
Double Helix · Multiuser .... 289. 
GeoQuery 1.0 .................... 198. 
0/duval SoftwB111 
MultiCiip ............................. 49. 
Plus 1.1 ............................ 114. 
Read· It! 2.0 ...................... 249. 
Read-It! Personal ................ 98. 
Orange Micro 
Alphabits ............................ 68. 
Paracomp 
Milo .................................. 158. 
Swivel 30 1.1 .................... 239. 
Paragon Coursewa111 
Nisus 2.02 ........................ 255. 
OUED·M ............................. 98. 
Personal Bibliographic 
ProCite ............................. 198. 

PLI SoftwBre 
Turbo Back ......................... 49. 
Turbo Cache ....................... 59. 
Turbo Optimizer .................. 25. 
Turbo Spool ........................ 59. 
Turbo Bundle (Gache, Back, 
Optimizer. & Spool) .......... 120. 
PowerUpl 
Address Book ..................... 58. 
Address Book w/Leather 

Notebook Holder ................. 83. 
Fast Forms .......................... 89. 

Pmfef111d Publishers 
DAtabase ............................ 68. 
Vantage .............................. 54. 
Pro Plus Softwam 
Wall Street Investor ........... 395. 
Prometheus 
Macknowledge .................. 124. 
Pro VUE 
Panorama 1.1 ....... ........... 204. 
Quatt 
QuarkStyle ........................ 169. 
XPress 2.11 ...................... 485. 

Sa bastian Software 
Image Grabber .................... 24. 
Select Micro ~/ems 
Exstatix 1.2 ....................... 214. 
Map Maker 3.0 ................... 214. 

Silicon Beach Software 
Digital Darkroom ............... 248. 
Silicon Press ....................... 50. 
Super 30 2.0 (Color) ......... 315. 
Super card ........................ 128. 
Super Paint 2.0 ................. 128. 

SmethersBames 
Prototyper 2.1 ................... 198. 

Smith Micro Softwam 
Ouicklink ............................ 48. 
Softwam Ventums 
Microphone 1.5 ................ 109. 
Microphone II ................... 218. 
So/ullons 
backFax ............................ 124. 
Curator ............................... 72. 
SmartScrap & Clipper ......... 45. 
Super Glue 2.0 .................... 61. 
SuperMac Software 
Disk Fit 1.5 .......................... 58. 
Network Disk Fit ................ 225. 
Pixel Paint 2.0 .................... 224. 
Pixel Paint Pro ................... 398. 
Sentinel2.0 ......................... 88. 
SuperSpool5.0 ................... 58. 
SuperLaserSpool 2. 0 
Single User ......................... 85. 
Multi User (1 to 5) ............. 298. 
Survivor Softwam 
Invoice It ............................. 52. 
MacMoney 3.02 .................. 59. 
Symantec 
Just Enough Pascal ............. 49. 
Ughtspeed Pascal 2.0 ......... 92. 
More II .............................. 249. 
S.A.M . ................................ 65. 
S.U.M. II ............................. 94. 
Think C 4.0 ....................... 165. 

WorlBPius Spell ....... $56 

WorlBPius Command .. S84 
Lundeen & Assolcates 
Spell checker & macro 
maker tor use w/Wotts. 

Symmetry 
Acta Advantage ................... 64. 
HyperDA 1.2 ....................... 49. 
Key Plan ........................... 245. 
Picture Base & Retriever ..... 54. 

Synefl/'1 Softwam 
KaleidaGraph 2.0 ............... 169. 
Versa Term 4.0 ................... 89. 
Versa Term Pro 2.20 ......... 179. 
Synex 
MacEnvelope Plus ............. 179. 
T/Maker 
EPS Illustrations ................. 74. 
WriteNow 2.0 .................... 108. 
Tactic SoftwBre 
ArtCiip 1st Ed ...................... 52. 

ArtCiip 2nd Ed ..................... 68. 
ArtFonts 112/3 ..................... 52. 
ArtFonts Pak ..................... 129. 
FontShare ......................... 129. 
Icon-It ................................. 42. 
Sound Clips 1 or2 ....... each 52. 
Tlmewotts 
HyperWorks Organizer ........ 59. 
Publish It! ......................... 247. 
TMLSystems 
TML Pascal ll 3.0 ................ 56. 
TML Source Code Library ... 39. 
TOPS 
TOPS (DOS Version) ......... 114. 
TOPS (Mac Version) ......... 139. 
TOPS Aash Card ............... 158. 
TOPS NetPrint 2.0 ............. 117. 
Traveling Software 
Lap-Link Mac 2.0 ................ 81. 
Trendware 
XCAL .................................. 84. 
TruaBas/c 
3·0 Graphics Toolkit ........... 45. 
Business Graphics Toolkit ... 47. 
Scientific Graphics Toolkit ... 43. 
True Basic 2.02 ................... 56. 
U.s. Micro Labs 
FontSizer ............................ 69. 
VersaCad 
VersaCad Drafter ............... 598. 
WordPerfect Corp. 
WordPerfect 1.02 .............. 184. 
Xerox (Datacopy) 
AccuText ........................... 545. 
Zedcorlnc 
OeskPainVDeskDraw 2.0 ..... 65. 
ZBasic 5.0 ........................... 95. 

Hardware 
ACCELERATORS& UPGRADES 
Daystar Dlgl/al 
llci Cache Card ................ CALL 

Business Hours 
Our phone lines are open for orders: 

S£ Accelerators 
16MHz • 030 ...................... 975. 
25MHz · 030 ................... 1595. 
33MHz • 030 .................. . 2395. 

II or llx Accelerators 
25MHz .................... ........ 1798. 
33MHz ............................ 3098. 
40MHz ............................ 3748. 
50MHz ............................ 4498. 
Dove 
MacSnap Upgrades 
524 (512k to 1mb) ............ 192. 
548 (512k to 2mb) ............ 432. 
524e (512kE to 1mb) ........ 185. 
548e (512kE to 2mb) ....... .419. 
524s (524e w/SCSI) .......... 240. 
548s (548e w/SCSI) .......... 479. 
SCSI Port Adapter ............. 109. 
Marathon 020 S£ Accelerators 
MSE1 (68020 board ... ) ...... 429. 
MSE2 ( ... w/1 Mb) .............. 71 5. 
MSE3 ( ... w/68881 chip) .... 598. 
MSE4 ( ... w/68881 & 1 Mb) .. 895. 

Marathon 020 S£ Accelerators 
32MHz ·Mac II ................. 965. 
32MHz · Mac llx ............... 975. 
32MHz • SE/30 .................. 995. 

Irwin 
Excelerator XI 20 MHZ ...... CALL 
Excelerator Xl 25 MHz.. .... CALL 

Macintosh 
One Megabyte SIMMs ..... CALL 
256k SIMM Module ......... CALL 

Motorola 
Math Co-Processors 
68882 · 16MHz ................. 289. 
68882 · 25M Hz ................. 425. 
68882 · 33M Hz ................. 695. 
68882 • 40MHz ................. 748. 
Orchid Technology 
Mac Sprint II, Cache Card .. 249. 

EXTERNAL & INnRNAL 
HARD DISKS 
Dolphin 
Integra 20Mb External ...... 435. 
Integra 30 Mb External ...... 515. 

1mb SIMMs ........... CALL 
Samsung 
1 megabyte surface mount 
SIMMs suitable tor 
upgrading most any Mac 

Integra 45Mb External ...... 595. 
Integra 60 Mb External ...... 689. 
Integra 80Mb External ...... 695. 
Integra 100 Mb External .... 985. 
Integra 170 Mb External .. 1695. 
Dolphin 80·11cx Internal ..... 735. 
Dolphin (Speed Drive Line) 
Integra 40 Q External ......... 665. 
Integra 80 0 External ....... 1045. 
Integra 105 0 External ..... 1178. 

Everex • EMAC Harrl Disks 
Impact 40 Plus .................. 735. 
Impact 80 ....................... 1095. 

TAPE BACKUPS & 
REMOVABLE$ 
Dolphin 
Flipper 150 Tape Backup ... 995. 
Flipper 44 Removable ....... 975. 

Everex • EMAC Hard Disks 
60/60dtl Deluxe ............... 1495. 
601 Tape Backup ............... 658. 
150mb Tape Backup ....... 1199. 

NEC 
CD ROM Drive .................. 845. 

International Orders 
Mon • Fri: Bam to 1am Eastern Time 

5am to 1Dpm Pacific Time 

We accep! VISA, MASTERCARO, AMERICAN EXPRESS 
We Ship anywhere in the Free World, us ng the quickest & least 
expensive methods possible. 

Sat & Sun 9am to 9pm Eastern Time 
Sam to 6pm Pacific Time 

Ordering Information 
We aa:op! VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS & 
OPTIMA card IIOIUtrh1rpu dd1d. == 83 I! 
If we must ship a partial order, we never charge freight on the ship
men!S that comple!e !he order (U.S. only). 
Your credit card will not be charged until products ship. 
Personal and company cheeks under $1 ,000 clear immediately. 
Allow one week tor checks over 51,000. 
rortul'le 1.000 and Government ch«kl clear immediatety. 
Fonu11e 1,000, Government. School and Institutional PO's clea r 
Immediately. Other companies call . 
No sales !al<(excep!WA residents add S.t '!'. to !o!al lnd. shipping). 
AU prices subject to change without notice. 
All items subject to availability. 
MacZona18005 NE 68th Stree1. Su~eAt! D. Redmond, WA 98052 

Shipping Information USA 
All orders add $3.00 per order. We shlp a !I items Airborne Express 
overnight service. (Some rual areas require an extra day.) 

• Ordt rs plact d by 8:00pm Eastern Time 5:00pm Paclfle Tlmt 
(wttkdays) for • Jn stoc:k• ltamsship nm1 day (barring syst1m 
railurt, t tc .) t or onmlglrt dtlln ry. 
Ordar plactd on Saturday by 5:oo,m Eastern time 2:00pm 
Plclllc tlmt shlp same dar for Monday dt llft ry. 
APOIFPO orders shiped 1st class mail, charged by weight.. 
Alaska. Hawaii can tor special shipping infomaUon. 

2nd Day Afr Se'ke, available to most of Europe. Australlla, & Japan. 
Orders Ate Shipped by Fedex, TNT SkyPack. Pos!al S.Vice, Air· 
borne. & UPS Please Spod!y. 
Freigh! charged by weight 
Approx. Fre\gh! Charges. 1·3 Kilograms S50. 4·7 Kl~grams $tOO. 
If payment is made by check, please indude adequate shipping 
charge:s. we wil refund you the difference. 
All orders will ship complete unless otherwise stated. 
No Surcharve added 10 Sllipp!ng 
When ordering by Mail or FAX please include Phone# & Fax/. 
All Credit card orders must Include Shipping address & address your 
credit card bills come to you. 

Electronic Orders 
E·Mail us your orders or questions to us vta Compuserve 
(73667.3636) or GEnie (MACZONE). 
MaeZonc uses CE Sortwaro":s OulekMail to eheek our maU hourty 

Warranties & Guarantees 
All prOducts are covered by a 120 day limJted warranty ... 
Defective software replaced lmmedteately. Hardware replaced or re· 
paired at our diwetlon after flrst 30 days 
Mac Zone has a 30 day money·badt guarilntee on hardwue 
Software and hardware is subject to manufacturer's warranty. De· 
fective items will be repLaced Immediately with hke item 
All hardrives come with a Zooer loaner guarantee. l oan drives 
sub)ect !o mi~blli!y (USA Ontyl 
If you are not completely satisUed with a purchase, many ot the 
products we sen come with a 30 to 60 day money back: guarantee. 
Ask for details when you place your order. 
All returns must have an authorization number. 
can S00·24B·OSOO 
Mac Zo11e aims to please .... .. 

0 1989 Multiple Zones International 
The MacZone it a trademaric of Multiple Zones International 

1·800·248·0800 ~ DllllCI 
MAIII1111C &SSOCU.11011 

Inti: (206) 883·1975 Canada: 800·248·0344 FAX (206) 881·3421 



to a Macintosh 
;~-eli[D81rt, free. 

IO'l''uL;:ouits which product will do what 
need tO do? Talk to us before you 

t,· ·, 'Jl'~:t:.Y.<mrorder. You'll get the 
of the most 

'' krlOW1,e~e:able Mac 
mail order, 

,._,. "'L.u • .,only company 
business that 

entirely on Macs. 

Mlcroseeds 
Power data bank 
& digital watch, 
all in one. Info is 
easily exchanged 
between Wrist
Mac & your full 
sized Macintosh 
via the WlistMac 
HyperCard Stack. 
Comes in Wrist
watch, pocket 
watch & execu
tive styles. 

WristMac .... ................ see listings 

Dolphin 
Our best line of 
storage devices, 
including: Integra 
External hard disk 
drives, Ripper 
taps backup & 
44mb removable 
drives, Sonar 600 
removable optical 
read-write disk 
drive, and many 
more. 

Dolphin Hard Disks ........ see listings 

XDR Corporation 
You must restore 
order and pros
pelityto the 
Kingdom, but you 
have no experi
ence. To gain 
help, find the 
TaskMater, and 
with his guidance 
and your cour
age, the Kingdom 
might be saved. 

Task Maker .......................... $28. 

Penton Overseas 
"Audio flash card" 
system of 1,5()()+ 
common words & 
phrases. Recom
mendedbyeduca
tors world wide. 
Perfect bilingual 
aid for students, 
travelers, educa
tors and business 
people as well. 

VocabuLearn/ce ............ see listings 

FastNet AE ...................... 1249. 
FastNet A-1 Ethernet LAN/ 
68020 Accelerator SE ........ 895. 
Fast Net !!Intelligent Controller 
545. 
FastNet Ill ......................... 365. 
FastNet SCSI CheaperNet .. 759. 
FastNet SCSI Thickwire Ethernet 
849. 
FastNet SE ........................ 365. 
FastNet SE/30 ................... 369. 

Everex 
EMAC Md2400 Baud ......... 198. 

Advanced D & 0: Pool of 
Radlence ............... $32. 
Strategic Simulations 
Free AD&D T-shirt for the 
first one hundred orders. 

Hayes 
lnterBridge ........................ 648. 
Smartmodem 2400 ........... 429. 
Smartmodem 9600 V.42 .... 955. 

lncomm 
Turbo 9600 Baud V.32 ...... 635. 

Internals for Mac II series 
Midget 2400 Baud ............. 199. 
Turbo Mac 9600 Baud ....... 645. 

Kinetics 
Etherport ........................... 469. 
Etherport (Lattis Net) ........... 498. 
Fast Path ......................... 1945. 

Mac Tech - SmartL/nk Modem 
2400M (MNP 5) ................ .. 245. 
Smartlink 2400S .............. 139. 

National Semiconductor 
Maccelerate AIUX .............. 469. 

Nuvotech 
Turbo Bridge ..................... 345. 
TurboNet DB-9 or DIN-8 ..... 25. 
TurboNet ST DB-9 orDIN-8 .. 30. 

Orchid Technology 
MacFax Modem (9600) ..... 448. 

Shlva Corporation 
NetBridge .......................... 369. 
NetModem V2400 ............. 439. 
NetSerial ........................... 289. 
TeleBridge ......................... 348. 

Supra Corp. 
Supra 2400 Baud .............. 129. 
Teleblt 
T -1 000 9600 BPS .............. 699. 
T-2500 V.3219,000 BPS .. 1245. 

TOPS 
TOPS Flashbox .................. 123. 
TOPS Repeater .................. 128. 
U.S. Robollcs 
9600 HST Baud ................. 685. 

MISaLLANEOUS 
HARDWARE 
Asps Corporation 
Micro TV ........................... 295. 

American Power Conversion 
UPS 110SE ....................... 325. 

Colby Systems 
WalkMac SE .................... 5400. 
WalkMac SE/30 ............... 6600. 

Oayna Communications 
Oayna Talk Connector ....... 125. 

DaynaFile -Single Olives 
OF0100 (360k) .................. 525. 
OF0200 (1.2mb) ............... 605. 

Overnight~ 
Delivery 
$3 Dollars 

DF0300 (720k) .................. 605. 
DF0400 (1.44mb) .............. 685. 
DaynaFile -Dual Olives 
DF0102 (360k/1.2mb) ....... 729. 
DF01 03 (360k/720k) ......... 729. 
OF0104 (360k/1.44mb) ..... 798. 
DF0204 (1.2mb/1.44mb) ... 898. 

Summagraphlcs 
Bit Pad Plus - AOB ............ 324. 

Entertainment 
Access Software 
World Class Leader Board ..... 25. 

Accolade 
4th & Inches, FastBreak, 
Hardball, or Mean 18 ...... ea. 27. 
Grand Prix Circuit ................ 29. 

Ac/lv/s/on 
Cosmic Osmo ..................... 43. 
Manhole ............................. 29. 
Manhole CO Version ........... 35. 

Brl!derbund 
Ancient Art Of War .............. 26. 
Ancient Art Of War at Sea .... 26. 
Shuffle puck Cafe ................. 23. 
SimCity 1.1 ......................... 27. 
SimCity Color ...................... 49. 
Star Wars ........................... 26. 
Where In the Wortd, Europe, or 
the U.S.A. Is Carmen Sandiego? 
each 27. 

Bullseye Software 
P-51 or Ferrari Grand Prix ... 32. 
Casady & Greene 
Crystal Ouest 2.2 ................ 25. 
... w/Critter Editor ................. 41 . 
Centron 
Casino Master - B & W ........ 44. 
Casino Master- Color ......... 49. 

Data East 
Super Hang On .................... 26. 

Discovery Software 
Arkanoid ............................. 26. 

Electronic Arts 
Bard's Tale .......................... 32. 
Chessmaster 2100 .............. 32. 
Chuck Yeager ...................... 31 . 
Panzer Battles ..................... 28. 
Patton Vs Rommel .............. 14. 

Epyx 
Sub Battle ........................... 29. 
Sub Battle (Mac II Only) ...... 29. 
lnllne 
Bomber ............................... 28. 
Medlagenlc 
Might & Magic .................... 35. 
Might & Magic II ................. 38. 
Quarterstaff ......................... 29. 
Shanghai ............................ 19. 
Universal Military Sim . ........ 29. 

MlcroProse 

Bomber ................. $28. 
lnllne 
HyperCard based game puts 
you in command of a 8-17 
over European skies. 

Pirates! ............................... 32. 
Mlcroson 
Aight Simulator 1.02 ........... 32. 

Miles Computing 
Fool's Errand ....................... 31. 
Harrier Strike Mission II ...... 31. 
Puzzle Gallery ...................... 26. 

Mlndscape 
Aussie Joker Poker, Balance Of 
Power 1990. Colony, Crossword 

Magic, Deja Vu, Deja Vu II, Gaunt
let, Shadowgate, Trust & Betrayal, 
Uninvited ....................... ea. 29. 
Origin Systems 
Autoduel or Moebius ........... 23. 
Ogre ................................... 16. 
Premier Software 
NetTrek ............................... 34. 
Strategic Conquest 2.0 ........ 34. 
Shodan 
Leprechaun ......................... 34. 
Silicon Beach Software 
Apache Strike ...................... 31. 
Beyond Dark Castle ............. 31. 
Dark Castle ......................... 32. 

Sir Tech 
Wizardry ............................. 35. 
Software Too/worts 
Cribbage King/Gin King ....... 38. 
Hunt For Red October ......... 31. 
life & Death ........................ 32. 

Sphere 
Falcon 2.0 ........................... 31. 
Gato orPT-109 ................... 26. 
Solitaire Royale ................... 19. 

I 
Casino Master B&W .. $44. 

Casino Master Color •. $49. 
Centron Software 
Inc. Blackjack, Roulette, 
Poker. Craps & Baccarat. 

Tetris (Black & White) ......... 19. 
Tetris (Color) ...................... 22. 

Spinnaker 
Sargon IV ........................... 26. 

Strategic Simulations, Inc. 
AO&D: Pool of Radiance ..... 32. 
Free T-Shirt to 1st 100 orders 
Three Sixty 
Warlock .............................. 28. 

XOR Corporation 
Lunar Rescue ...................... 33. 
Mac Racquetball ................. 36. 
MacCourses ........................ 18. 
MacGolf .............................. 32. 
MacGolt Classic .................. 52. 
NFL Challenge ..................... 49. 
Pro Challenge ..................... 28. 
Road Racer ......................... 38. 

Education 
Bible Research Systems 
The Word (KJV, NIV, NKJV or 
RSV) ................................ :164. 
Borland lntemallonal 
Eureka: The Solver ............ 127. 
Bright Stsr Technology 
Alphabet Blocks .................. 30. 
Talking Tiles ........................ 29. 

Bmderbund 
Calculus, Geometry, or Physics 
each 58. 
Type! .................................. 18. 

Davidson & Associates 
Math Blaster ....................... 26. 
Great Wave Software 
KidsMath, Kids Time, or Number 
Maze ........................... each 26. 
Leamlng Company 
Math Rabbit ........................ 32. 
Reader Rabbit 2.1 ............... 31. 

Mlndscape 
S.A.T JPerfect SCore ............ 45. 
Nordic 
Alphabetizer, BodyWorks. Clock· 



T/Maker 
Top rated word 
processing pro
gram in the 
Macintosh world. 
Powerful compo
sition software in 
a package made 
for even the most 
economically 
minded Mac us
ers. Easy to 
learn, easy to 
use. 

WrileNow ......................... . $108. 

,_;-J-/.J F --... 

~- for Excel 
/0 

Help Software 
A pioneer in pro
viding tools that 
helps users help 
themselves. Con
text sensitive 
online help sys· 
rem for use with 
Microsoft Excel. 
A useful desk ac
cessory compan
ion tor both nov
ice and expett 
users. 

Desktop Help for Excel ............ . $52. 

Portfolio 
Systems 
This full featured 
database organ
izer, a complete 
software & paper 
system, allows 
users of personal 
organizers like 
Rlofax, Day
Timer, & others 
to print their own 
double-sided 
address pages. 

Dynodex - Instant Address Book . CALL 

Caere 
Advanced optical 
character & page 
recognition soft
ware for use with 
Mac and scan
ners. Scans any 
page format, in
cluding multiple 
rows & columns 
oftext & graph
ics. Especially 
useful for desk
top publishers. 

DmniPage ........ ............. ..... $558. 

Mac Tech 
Complete intelli· 
gent data com
munication sys
tem. SmartLink 
2400S package 
comes with 2400 
baud modem. 
cable and Sitcom 
software. 
2400M includes 
the same AND 
MNP Class 5 er
ror correction. 

SmartLink 24005 .. $139!2400M .. $245 

works, CoinWorks, EarthWorks. 
FlashWorks, Lemonade Stand, 
Naval Baffle, Preschool Disk 1, 
Preschool Disk 2, Turbo Math 
Facts. Word Search 
................................... each 27. 

Penton Overseas 
Vocabuteam/ce 
French, German, Italian, or 
Spanish .............................. 30. 
Japanese ............................ 36. 
Simon & Schuster 
Typing Tutor IV ................... 34. 
Software Toolwotts 
M. Beacon Teaches Typing .. 32. 

Spinnaker 
Typing Made Easy ............... 25. 
TrveBaslc 
Algebra, Arithmetic, Calculus, 
Discrete Mathematics, Pre-Calcu
lus/Trigonometry, Probability 
Theory, TrueSTAT ............... 33. 

Music & Sound 
Ars Nova 
Practica Musica .................. 72. 
Bogas Productions 
Studio Session ................... .46. 
Super Studio Session .......... 65. 
Brass, Country, Heavy Metal, 
Sound Effects, String Quartet ... 
.................................. each 13. 

Brsderllund 
Jam Session ....................... 28. 
Coda 
Finale ................................ 399. 
Mac Drums ......................... 31 . 
Perceive .............................. 49. 

Electronic Arls 
Dlx Music Construction Set ... 84. 
Deluxe Recorder ................. 99. 
Farallon 
MacRecorder 2.0 .............. 164. 
Great Wave Software 
ConcertWare Plus ............... 38. 
ConcertWare Plus MIDI ....... 78. 
Mart 01 The Unicorn 
Professional Composer ..... 389. 
Professional Performer ..... 395. 
Passport Oeslqns 
Click Tracks ...................... 309. 
Master Tracks Jr .................. 89. 
Master Tracks Pro 4.0 ........ 355. 
MIDI Interface ..................... 89. 
MIDI Transport ................. 309. 
Note Writer II .................... 325. 
Prfmera Software 
Different Drummer .............. 58. 
Resonate 
Listen 2.1 ............................ 61. 

Accessories 
Abston 
Pro Point ADB ..................... 79. 

Addison Wesley 
Inside Macintosh 
Volumes 1, 2, 3, or 4 ...... ea. 2 I. 
Volumes 5 .......................... 23. 

SCSI Tester •...••••••.•• $69 
TheMacZone 
Use this to test daisy 
chained SCSI devices for 
proper termination. 

Cross Reference .................. 15. 
Programming Secrets ......... 19. 

Advanced Gravis 
MouseStlck ......................... 64. 
MouseStick (ADB) .............. 79. 

Bantam Books 
Illustrator 88 Handbook ...... 19. 
Mastering Wlngz ................. 21 . 
HyperCard Handbook .......... 22. 

Oataoesk 
Hyper Dialer ........................ 24. 
Mac 101 Keyboard 
for any Mac ....................... 135. 
Oatashleld 
MacDirector ....................•... 89. 

Ergotron 
Mac Tilt ............................... 68. 
Mouse Cleaner 360• .............. 9. 
Fuj/ Oisks 
Double Sided- 10 Pack ....... 14. 
Double Sided - Bulk 
(Units Of 50) .............. each 1 00 
High Density - 10 Pack ........ 29. 
Fujitsu 
800k Disk Drive ................. 149. 
Golden Ribbons 
lmageWriter II- 4 Color ........ 7. 
lmageWriter - Black .............. 3. 

Goldstein & Blair 
Macintosh Bible .................. 21. 
Kalmar Oestqns- Olsk File 
Teakwood (45 Disks) .......... 14. 
Teakwood (90 Disks) .......... 21. 
Teakwood (135 Disks) ........ 31. 
Kensington Micro ware 
Mac II Stand w/Cables ......... 64. 
System Saver Mac .............. 64. 
Turbo Mouse (any Mac) .... 108. 
Keytronlcs -Keyboard 
Mac Pro KB-105 ADB ........ 129. 

Premium 111-ADB ............... 49. 
OuickStick (512k & Plus) .... 39. 

Mac Packs 
Gray, Navy, or Wine 
lmageWriter Bag ................. 45. 
Mac Plus/SE Bag ................ 55. 
Mac SE Bag Xt 
(Extended Keyboard) ........... 69. 
Maclone 
7 Outlet Surge Protector ...... 24. 
Mouse Pad- Black, Blue, Gray, 
or Red ................................... 6. 
SCSI Tester ......................... 39. 
Tool Kit w/Ground Strap ...... 15. 
Zone Cable Kit DB-9 or DIN-8 
Teleconnector ..................... 17. 
Maxe/1 
150 Meg Backup Tape ......... 24. 
60 Meg Backup Tape ........... 19. 
Mlcrolytlcs 
Personal Organizer w/Mac 
Advantage ........................... 98. 
Microsoft Press 
Excel In Business ................ 20. 

Mobius 
Fanny Mac .......................... 59. 

MSC Technologies 
A+ Mouse (512k & Plus) ..... 59. 
A+ Mouse ADB ................... 79. 
Orange Micro 
Grappler C/Mac/GS ............. 78. 
Grappler Mac LO ............... 102. 
Grappler Mac LS ............... 102. 
Grappler Mac LX .............. CALL 
Grappler Spooler ................. 38. 

Somak 
Script Edit ........................... 49. 
Sony 
DC 2000 40 Meg. Tape ....... 19. 

SonyOisks 
Double Sided- 10 Pack ....... 14. 
Double Sided - Bulk 
(Units 0150) ..................... 1.29 
High Density- 10 Pack ........ 27. 
High Density Disks - Bulk (Unns 
Of 50) ............................... 3.25 
Targus 
Deluxe MarJSE Extended Bag 
Black, Gray, Navy, Wine ...... 72. 
lmageWriter Bag Black ........ 48. 
Mac/SE Bag Black ............... 56. 
Williams & Macias 
myOisklabeler (IW) ............ 28. 
Labels, 216 (IW) ................. 15. 
myOisklabeler (LW) ........... 33. 
Labels, 216 (LW) ................ 18. 

Kraft- Joysticks Sticky Business ................... 89. 

r--------------. 
1 Official Entry Form 1 

I MacZone Colby Giveaway I 
I 18005 NE 68th St. Suite A1 tO I 

Redmond, WA 98052 

I W~en you order by phone, tax or mail, you are automatically entered in the I I drawing. You can also enter by mailing us this coupon. I 
I Name I 
I Address Apt. -- I 
cty---- ~te-=-Zip -=P~e--- :_j 

Order 8 a.m.· 
1 a.m., E.S. T. ·rheMac Z)ne Those are our exceptionally 

convenient phone hours (that's 5 a.m. 
to 10 p.m. Pacific time). And if they're 
still not convenient enough, you can 
always fax your order to us 24 hours a 
day at (206) 881-3421. Circle 70 on reader service card 

Product Guaran!Hs: 
If you are not 

completely satislled 
with a purchase, many 

1 800 248 0800 
o~~~~~i~~~t~~~~osi~ 

day money back 
• • • guarantee. Ask for 

details when you place 
your order. 

Inti: (206) 883·1975 Canada: 800·248·0344 FAX (206) 881·3421 

Our savings are huge. Our advice is free. 



t's ntest! EXCELLENT 
VALUE 

1989 

Please. Compare 
Puhlish,..It! to the 
Industry Standard 
... PageMaker. 

A Annual report produced using PUBLISH~ ITI 

The same •.. produced with PAGEMAKER. * ~ 

Take a look. You'll see the difference! 
PAGEMAKER cannot rotate text, create fill 
patterns and slant margins. You'll need 
additional- and expensive-programs. 
With PUBLISH~ IT! -all you need is 
PUBLISH~IT! 

Make way for the new standard in DTP soft
ware, PUBLISH~IT! - the first completely 
self-contained desktop publishing program 
for Macintosh computers. PUBLISH~IT!
with 11 DTP "firsts" - combines word proc
essing, page layout, typesetting, graphics, 
and paste-up in one easy-to-master 
program. 
What Makes PUBLISH ~Ill the New 
Standard in Professional Business 
Communications? 
• It integrates advanced text, page layout, 

editing, and complete drawing and paint
ing features-a// into one program. 

• Includes 11 DTP firsts: text and graphics 
rotation in 1 degree increments; pat
terned text; integrated bit-map graphics 
editing; text wrap inside any object; 
slanted margins; true editable thumb
nails; 8 overlap modes; page magnifica
tion from 12% to 800%, and much, 
much more! 

• Contains more integrate'd word process
ing features -like a 240,000-word the
saurus and 160,000-word spell checker. 
You can import text from all popular word 
processors. 

• Allows you to edit scanned images after 
they're placed into your document. 

• A Quick-Start Mini-Manual; 70 built-in 
sample layouts; a unique on-screen help 
reference system. You'll produce your 
first document in less than 90 minutes! 

• It's designed specifically for the Mac. 
Written in Assembly language, it's faster 
across most functions, and requires less 
than half the disk and memory space of 
PAGEMAKER. 

Circle 418 on reader service card 

" ... brings ease-of-use to 
Desktop Publishing:• ~!~~orld 

• And, with all this, you'll spend a few 
hundred dollars less! PUBLISH~IT!'s 
suggested retail price is $395! 

Available for Macintosh computers~ 
Ask your dealer for a demonstration today, 
or call Timeworks for more information: 
1-708-948-9202. FAX:708-948-7626 

INUM .. 
SERIES 

444 Lake Cook Road 
Deerfield, Illinois 60015-4919 

708-948-9200 

• Page Maker version 3.02. 
Registered trademarks or their 
respectiVe companies. 

C 1988 T1moworka, lnc. and 
Foton Cotp. All r;ghts reserved. 



ART BEAT 
by Deborah Branscum 

This column examines the tools and the 
talent behind Macworld's graphics 

Artists: Ken Bringhurst , pres
ident of Strata, teamed up 
with Jim Gray, a graphic artist 
for Graphsoft , to create a 
tribute to New York's Chrysler 
Building for our feature on 
architects using the Mac. 
Tools: Bringhurst used his 
company's StrataVision 3d 
1.01, a rendering and model
ing program, running on a 
Mac IIx with a RasterOps 
Frame Grabber video board, a 
Jasmine 140MB hard disk, a 
Radius 24-bit color board, a 
Radius Two Page Display, 
and a Panaso nic Super VHS 
400-line reso lution camcorder. 
Gray used Graphsoft's Mini
Cad+ 2.0 and a Mac II with 
5MB of memory. 

How It Was Done: Our repro
duction of the Chrysler Build
ing was created in two parts. 
First, artist Jim Gray created a 
3-D wire model within the 
MiniCad+ CAD package. Then 
Ken Bringhurst completed the 
illustration by rendering it 
within StrataVision 3d. Gray 

kicked off the proceedings 
w ith a trip to the library for 
photo research. The illus
tration is not based o n a 
scanned image, however. "If 
you scanned in a pho tograph 
you could probably trace over 
it, but sooner or later you 
would have to turn it into a 
vector drawing , w hich can 
then be turned into a three
d imensional object," says 
Gray, explaining why he 
created a reproduction of the 
Chrysler Building by hand 
within MiniCad+. It took 12 
hours to create , extrude, and 
model the different parts of 
the building , a detail of 
which is shown here. 

MiniCad+ allows you to 
take any part o f a d rawing, 
give it a class identificatio n, 
and then make it invisible . 
"So I turned off everything 
except w hat I was working 
on," says Gray. Windows 
were identified as o ne class, 
each side of the building as 
another class, for example. 
Making established elements 
(continues) 

Affordable PostScript 
Typefaces Are Here! 

100 Display Typefaces 
·· . A.c.o mplete . $ ~~95 
PostScript display ·. -. -
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Diamond quality in 
SINGLE IN-LINE MEMORY MODULES 

for Mac Plus, SE, SE/30, II, llx, 2sx, 2cx 
• 256K, 1M, 4M • Easy to Install 
• Low Profile SMD CMOS • Lifetime Guarantee 
• Manufactured in USA • Static Protected 
• Nationwide Distribution • Same Day Delivery 

Expand your Mac memory by 1 to 32 megabytes with Diamond•Pac 
SIM modules, the Mac's "best friend". The many facets of 
Diamond•Pac include state-of-the-art CMOS DRAM surface mount 
technology, 100% testing, "fail safe" installation instructions, and a 
lifetime guarantee. All combined to ensure your Diamond•Pac's are 
forever. Get the best quality SIM modules, at competitive prices. 
Government & University PO's welcomed. Call Today. 

~ AMERICAN MICRO 
~ DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 

16897-D Algonquin, Huntington Beach, CA 92649 
714/840·5560 • 800-243-6654 • FAX: 714-846-0570 

MC VISA AMEX Discovery 
MacPius. SE. SE/30, II, llx, 2sx, & 2cx are trademarks of Apple Co""'uter Corp. 
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MathType 2.0 
Equations for Word Processing 
Create publication-quality results like this by using Math Type 2.0 with 
your word processor or desktop publishing program: 
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Unlike most other equation edi tors, MathType 2.0 automatically applies 
the spacing and fonnatting rules used by professional math typesetters as 
you build an equation using simple point-and-c lick editing. When used 
with LaserWriters and imagesetters, equations are output directly into 
PostScript, giving unprecedented quality and typographic control. 
MathType 2.0 features a new, customizable user interface and keyboard 
access to all functions. MathType 2.0 also includes a PostScript font 
containing characters used frequently in math and science but unavailable 
in standard fonts. 

Let us show you how Math Type 2.0 has set a new standard in equation 
editing. Ask for our brochure and free demonstration disk including 
mini-tutorial. MathType's suggested retail price is still only $ 149. 

•Design 
WScience 

Call or write for your 
FREE demo disk 

6475-B E. Pacific Coast Hwy .. Suite 392, Long Beach, CA 90803 • (2 13) 433-0685 
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------- ART BEAT --------

invisib le he lped speed up 
redraws as he created new 
e lements, and it e liminated 
screen clutter. 

Gray d id a test rendering 
w ithin MiniCad+ to make sure 
the 3-D w ire frame was fine 
before turning over the 1.5MB 
file to Bringhurst for his por
tion of the work. 

Bringhurst imported the 
MiniCad+ file directly into 
StrataVisio n. To render the 
image he created attributes, 
applied them, then set the 
scene. An attribute describes 
the factors d1at can be de
fined and applied to a sur
face. A single attribute can 
include color, called a color 
map; texture, called a bump 
map; transpare ncy levels; and 
more. Wrapping wood o r 
marble texture around a 3-D 
object is one example of ap
plying an attribute. Bringhurst 
says an attribute is "a lot like 
a font"; o nce created, you can 
use it in many different ways. 

To render the Chrysle r 
Building, Bringhurst selected 
a surface, created an attri
bute for it, then applied the 
attribute to the surface. The 
attribute for the surface con
taining triangular windows 
includes a gray colo r map, 
done in Pi.xelPaint Profes
sional, and a bump map for 
texture. "Normally you'd have 
to do that by using polygon 
objects, which creates a much 
larger file," says Bringhurst. "I 
made a bump map o f radiat
ing lines and horizontal lines. 
Where the bump map is light, 
the surface of the image ap
pears raised; where it's dark, 
it appears to be depressed." 

Bringhurst gave the pro
truding main arch a granite 
attribute fo r an interesting, 
varied surface. He says he 
used a Panasonic Super VHS 
format video camera to cap-

ture a headstone "because it 
was the best example of 
granite I could find. " The 
Panasonic's 400-line resolu
tion isn't lost by the Raster
Ops Frame Grabber board, 
which can accept either 200-
or 400-line resolutio n. 

The illustration was cre
ated quickly to meet produc
tion deadlines. "I didn't have 
time to use ray tracing to 
achieve a re flected look in the 
w indows, so I used digitized 
clouds as an attribute and 
simply mapped it to win
dows," says Bringhurst. "View
ers d1en make the assumption 
that it's a re flection." 

Once Bringhurst complet
ed mapping attributes to sur
faces , it was time to set the 
scene. With StrataVision 3d, 
"you can set where your view
point is, then adjust focal 
length, positio n, and o rienta
tio n, as well as the magnifi
cation of the image." Lig hting 
is a lso a part of setting the 
scene, but nothing fancy was 
used , according to Bringhurst. 
StrataVision has spot light 
and point light sources (light 
bulbs). Any of these light 
sources can be used as a pro
jectio n source, says Bring
hurst. In this case a d irection
a l global light source was 
used, representing sunlight. 
Bringhurst simply turned o n 
the global lighting overlay 
and then adjusted the direc
tion of the light source. 

"The file ended up being 
huge because o f resolutio n 
concerns," says Bringhurst. 
"The image was antialiased. 
It's by far the largest image I 
have ever made. For an 
image that size, a 2.5MB file 
would probably be sufficient." 

Bringhurst's portion of the 
project commanded seven 
hours. The large image "makes 
a b ig time difference." t!J 
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Wherever your Apple LaserWriter II is now perched, we offer this 
attractive alternative: The Organizer;" from CoStar. 

You may have a hard time determining where one ends and 
the other begins (as some Macintosh experts did), but that's not so 
surprising. The Organizer was created by a member of the design 
team responsible for the LaserWriter. It is the exact same color. And 
has the exact same finish. 

It is Apple to the core. In form. And function. 
Take those shelves for instance. Think of the reams of paper 

you could store there. The extra paper trays. And toner cartridges. 

There's even a special place in back for a hard disk drive. And a wire 
management system that keeps everything nice and neat. 

And those hefty wheels. T hey make it easy to move the 
whole operation down the hall . Or to park it in a closet overnight 
for safekeeping. 

T he Organizer from CoStar. We think it could do wonders 
for your organization. 

The Organizer comes with a Lifetime warranty. [<:.] 
To order one, or to find out the dealer nearest you, call STAR 
l -800-426-7827. (In Connecticut, call 66l -9700.) II'\ 

CoSrar Corp., 22 Bridge Sn-.:cr, Greenwich, Connccricur 06830 Fax: 1-203-661-1540 
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THE ICONOClAST 

I 
n the world of microcomputer soft
ware, there is an acknowledged 
triumvirate: the Big Three of Micro
soft, Lotus, and Ashton-Tate. All have 

made fortunes in the world of MS-DOS. 
But in the realm of Macintosh, there is only 
the Big One-Microsoft. So it was exciting 
news when Ashton-Tate decided to bite 
the Big One and compete , fu ll throttle, in 
the Mac market. 

Cynics sa id that a company so wired 
into the cretinous DOS mentality couldn't 

A h t ~ t compete in the innovative Mac world. s on-.I. a e The first test would be the Mac 
counterpart to its major product, 

dBase III. After a six-month vaporware 

Stumbles period, Ashton-Tare finally produced dBase 
Mac. The program hit the marketplace 
with a sour note not heard since Lotus Jazz 
went flat. Cynics 1, Ashton-Tate 0. 

But then the company quite reasona
bly attempted a differe nt tack: acquisition. 

Full wrong If it couldn't earn respect in the Mac 
market, Ashton-Tate would buy it. Making 

in the use of its mighty resources as one of 
software's Big Three, it made two terrific 

Macintosh market purchases. 
The first consisted of the people and 

products of Ann Arbor Software, a small 
by Steven Levy Mac publisher that apparently had gotten 

in over its head with the development of 
a gro und breaking 
word p rocessing 
product called Full
Write Professional. 
The auteur of this 
creation was a Mac 
wizard named Scott 
Weiner. The second 
purc hase was a 
graphically sophis
ticated spreadsheet 
that would be called 
Full Impact Profes
sional. Ashton-Tate 
also hired its creator, 

Randy Wigginton, a Mac pioneer who had 
written the first MacWrite. 

It was a bold initiative, and I picked up 
a feeling of optimism and ene rgy when I 
visited the San Jose, California, headquar
ters of Ashton-Tate's Macintosh division in 
October of 1988. Recently hired to head 
the divis ion was a bright young man 
named Te rry Garnen, formerly head of a 
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software company that sold a product 
called Lightyear, a "decision processor" 
that would have been wonderful-it gave 
great demo-except for the fact that it 
seemed virtually useless. 

TWO THOROUGHBREDS, ONE DOG 
This criticism could not be leveled at 
Ashton-Tate's Macintosh offerings. Even 
the only certified dog among them, dBase 
Mac, could perform productive tasks-its 
problem was that it wasn't really compat
ible with the millions of templates written 
in Ashton-Tate's MS-DOS product, and it 
seemed to be the slowest product in the 
Western world. (Significantly, a compet
ing product, FoxBase, had neither prob
lem, showing that outsiders understood 
Ashton-Tate's business bener than Ash
ton-Tate did. Ashton-Tate, apparently an 
adherent of tl1e "if you can't beat 'em, sue 
'em" school of competitive strategies, has 
accused Fox of copyright infringement 
and has taken the matter to court.) 

It looked as if Guy Kawasaki was right. 
As an Apple evangelist, Kawasaki had had 
proble ms dealing w ith Ashton-Tate; now 
heading his own database company, he 
pithily sums up his views in his recent 
book, 7be Macintosh Way. 

Ashton-Tate's behavior towards ... 
Macintosh ... reminded me of bald 
men who take their last wisps of hair 
and comb them unnaturally across 
their scalps to cover their heads. In 
the process they only bring more at
tention to their baldness. Ashton
Tate's baldness was a lack of alle
giance to the Macintosh, lack of 
knowledge about what was going 
on in their own company, and lack 
of understanding of Macintosh data
base needs. Ashton-Tate didn 't drink 
from t11e Macintosh well; it gargled. 

But wait: Ashton-Tate's oilier two ma
jor products, FullWrite and Full Impact, 
were state-of-the-art Macintosh products, 
created by people whose blood, when ob
served under a microscope, flowed in 
icons. Both programs not only operated in 
the Macintosh spirit but expanded their 
respective genres by imegrating the graph
ic mindset more fully into me applica
tion. So what if Ashton-Tate was roo pa
(conlinues) 
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thetically fixated on covering its head 
with the wispy tufts of its MS-DOS, char
acte r-generated heritage? It had gone out 
and bought the real thing. The question 
was, could the company work the Mac 
market well enough to sell the things? And 
the answer, at least in 1988, seemed to be 
why not? After all, Ashton-Tate was one of 
the Big Three! 

think we'll be a strong number two and we 
have a strong chance to eventually be 
number one." But his comment might 
have stood for Ashton-Tate's hopes for the 
Mac market in general. The company was 
gunning for Microsoft's lofty, lucrative 
perch in Macintosh software, no doubt 
about that. Gargle, gargle , gargle. 

And gulp. Despite its supe rior prod
ucts and its two brilliant architects, Weiner 
and Wigginton, the Macintosh division of 

Chairman Ed Esber was speaking spe
cifically of Full Impact when he said, "We 

~en~ 
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Ashton-Tate has negotiated the shoals of 
the marketplace with seaworthiness more 
reminiscent of the Exxon Valdez than the 
good ship Intrepid. According to Info; 
Corp analyst Bill Higgs, none of Ashton
Tate's products have sold as many as 
20,000 units; he guesses that half that 
amount would be more accurate. Another 
source says sales in the summer leveled 
off to fewer than 200 units per program. 
FuiiWrite and Full Impact, after promising 
starts, have disappointing positions be
hind their prime competitors. DBase Mac 
is stuck in the middle of the database pack, 
in general a weak category in the Macin
tosh world. So it probably was no surprise 
that just before August's Macworld Expo, 
the company announced that there would 
no longer be a Macintosh division. In
stead, Mac products would be integrated 
into a PC Applications group headed by 
one Bill Lyons, formerly a software execu
tive for IBM. Terry Garnett was no longer 
on the payroll, having left to pursue those 
ubiquitous other opportunities. 

STIFF UPPER LIPS 
Was this the disaster it seemed? Teny 
Garnett doesn't think so. He emphatically 
defends his former employer, as well as 
his own performance. "I feel very good 
about what was accomplished," he told 
me, noting that $40 million software 
companies are not created in a year. (I 

could have said, "What about Claris?"
but I shut up.) "Everyone's expectation 
was very high," he says, presumably to 
explain why most people think Ashton
Tate's performance was subpar. 

When I sat down with Bill Lyons and 
Scott Weiner during the Expo to hear the 
official story, I got much the same mes
sage: things weren't so bad. They empha
sized that folding the Macintosh division 
into a larger applications group did not 
represent a retreat from the Mac, simply a 
more efficient way to continue Mac devel
opment while simultaneously porting the 
better Mac applications to versions that 
would work in the MS-DOS world. This 
so-called cross-platform strategy would 
decrease the bureaucracy at the company, 
a bureaucracy that was potentially retard
ing development of the new, faster, even 
(continues) 



THE MOST INGENIOUS PORTABLE 
PRINTER SINCE THE PENCIL. 

M ost computer printers are sentenced 

by their own sheer bulk to lifelong 

confinement on a desktop. 

But now GCC Technologies" has cre

ated a printer for the Macintosh® with con-

you get much higher print quality than the 

Image Writer® II, for not much more money. 

All of this has obvious consequences 

for the highly mobile. Since WriteMove 

works off rechargeable batteries, you will 

day via overnight delivery for only $9. 

If after trying WriteMove for up to 30 

days you aren't completely satisfied, just 

return the printer and we'll cheerfully re

fund your money, no questions asked. 

siderably more freedom than that. It's called have direct access to letter-qualityoutput on 
One Year Warranty. 

WriteMove:'" the " biggest" printer ever to 

come in an incredibly small package. 

WriteMove weighs a scant three lbs. lt 

measures just 2"x 61h"x 103/4'! (Any smaller 

and you couldn't get the paper in.) 

But it's the only ink jet printer of any 

size that gives you unlimited freedom tore

duce and enlarge both type and documents. 

Because it's the only one with outline fonts 

-imaging software that provides function

ality usually associated with laser printers. 

High Quality Output, To Go. 

As a result, you can use Write Move to 

compose documents with word processing 

software like Microsoft® Word, or Excel. 

And then silently print them out on cut sheet 

orfanfold paper at 192-dpi resolution. So, 
In Canada, (BOO) 263.1405 C> 1989 GCC Technologies, Inc. 
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airplanes, in hotel rooms or even at that pop

ular weekend workstation called home. 

Which could bring a whole new mean

ing to the phrase "freedom of the press:' 

To exercise that freedom, use the num

ber below to order WriteMove today. Or 

ask for the authorized GCC Technologies 

dealer nearest you. Here's how. 

Toll-Free, Hassle-Free, Risk-Free. 

To order just call 800-422-7777 from 

9 to 9 on weekdays, or 10 to 4 on Saturdays. 

Finally, WriteMove carries a full one 

year warranty covering both parts and 

labor. We also offer repair service at any 

one of hundreds of GCC dealers. 

WriteMove Portable Printer$579. 

For the name of the authorized GCC 

Technologies dealer nearest you, or 

To Order, CaiiS00-422-7777. 

We are glad to accept MasterCard, 

Our expertly trained staff will be glad to Visa, American Express, or your company's 

answer questions, provide technical support, corporate purchase order. 

and offer advice on choosing and getting the 

most out of any of our products. Ask for our 

free catalog. When your order is received 

by 8:00PM (EST), it will be shipped the same 
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Peripherals With Vision:· 
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more featureful versions of Ashton-Tate 
software. As to the lackluster sales per
formance, Lyons and Weiner repeated the 
"Rome wasn't built in a day" defense, 
along with a reprise of the concept that 
the company was a victim of "too-high 
expectation," in Lyons's words. Anyway, 
they said, things were bound to get better 
now that the company had recently hired, 
for the first time, a sales force devoted 
solely to pushing the Macintosh prod-

THE ICONOCLAST 

ucts. The interview finished in a flour
ish of rah-rah, with Lyons promising 
that "we wi ll be a competitive player in 
the Mac market. " Weiner, apparently a 
student of professional wrestling, con
cluded by saying, "I want to kick some 
butt-it's become personal." 

Neither speaker directly addressed the 
real reason for Ashton-Tate's miserable 
performance: as Guy Kawasaki realized 
two years ago, the company doesn't get 

A MULTIPLE CHOICE 
QUESTION 

A Grappler® LS 

• 

B. 
C. 

MacPrint® 
(faster) 

JetLink Express rM 
(fastest) 

THE ANSWER IS OBVIOUS. • • 
JetLink EXPRESS 

The ultimate Macintosh® printer driver for 
the HP DeskJet"' series, UP LaserJet"' series 
and HP compatible laser printers. 
JetLink Express provides users with 13 outline fonts 
which are scalable from 3-127 points. Prints graphics 
and text up to 300 dpi. Features supported include: 
enlargement, reduction, accurate grayscale and pattern 
fills, font substitution and many more. 

The print samples were produced with Word 4 .0 & 
Canvas 2.0 using a Mac SE/30 and an HP LaserJet 
Series n printer. 

SUPPORTS ADOBE TYPE MANAGERT.M. 

• GDT Sojhvorb Inc. GDTS•ftrMbl~. 
P.O. Box 1865, Point Roberts, WA., 98281 Inquiries: (604) 291-9121 Orders: 800-663-6222 

JetUnk E1press 2nd the: GOT Star burst logo are trademark$ o( GOT Soft~rks Inc. Macinrosh is a regis&cred trademark d Applt Computer. lac. 
DcskJct and l..asc:rJet: are t~marb of Hewkn·Pxb.td . Adobe: l)'pe Manager is a tn~demark of Adobe Syw:ms. Inc. Can'-u is a tra«kmark of 
Denc:ba System.s. IlK. Mac Print is a rqi:ucrt:d lt'ldc:mart of Insight Devdopmcnt Corp. Gr3pPc:r i.s a rqisk:red tradem.art o( Orange- Micro. hK". 
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the Macintosh. People whose job it is to 
watch the computer industry haven't been 
fooled. "Ashton-Tate didn't understand 
the essence of the Mac- their heart wasn't 
in it," says Esther Dyson. Stewart Alsop 
concurs. "It's not d1e products' fault-you 
never really got the sense that d1e com
pany was committed to the Mac," he says. 
While Ashton-Tate was smart enough to 
buy good Mac products in the wake of the 
dBase Mac fiasco--sort of a "management 
by miscegenation," says Dyson-the 
company had no idea how to woo Macin
tosh users once the products came out. 

FullWrite, for instance, garnered more 
atte ntion when Ann Arbor Software was 
setting vaporware records than when 
Ashton-Tate finally released the product. 
At Macworld Expo in August 1988, people 
were approaching Ashton-Tate employ
ees and asking when d1e product-shipped 
three mond1s earlier-would finally be 
released. And compare the low-key rec
ognition of Full Impact-probably the 
most underrated program in the Macin
tosh pand1eon-with the splashy public
ity Informix generated for its Wingz 
spreadsheet. Even though the Wingz hype 
became something of an industry joke, 
the campaign guaranteed that people 
would look at d1e product when it fina lly 
shipped- and now Wingz is outselling 
Full Impact. 

One knowledgeable observer ex
pressed it succinctly: "Ashton-Tate wan
dered into the Mac market but didn't know 
how to do it." As a DOS company, it was 
ignorant about the Mac, but conventional 
wisdom dictated that Ashton-Tate diver
sify. Apple urged the company to do a 
unique Mac product, and management, 
possibly because it never took the Mac 
seriously, went ahead and did dBase Mac, 
a flashy product without the substance 
routinely provided to DOS customers. 
Predictably, everybody complained that 
the product wasn't compatible with dBase 
III. Then, after fina lly getting some good 
products and the good Mac people who 
created them, Ashton-Tate hired Garnett, 
who wasn't part of the Mac culture and 
who never got admitted to that e lite. 
Meanwhile , according to insiders, the 
company fa iled to hire marketing and 
(co/1/inues) 



FOR THOSE OBSESSED WITH 
PERFORMANCE, A HARD DISK THAT 

MATCHES YOUR OBSESSION. 
T oday there are any number of periph

erals designed to push the perform

ance envelope of the Macintosh.Q!) But none 

pushes harder than an ingenious new se

ries of hard disks from GCC Technologies:" 

Its name is UltraDrive'"S:a complete fam

ily of 40 to 175 MB hard disks that relegates 

all others to the status of underachievers. 

No Hard Disk Works Faster. 

Simply stated, UltraDrive Sis the fast-

utilities package featuring data recovery, 

deleted file recovery, DES encryption secu

rity, and a powerful backup program. 

You also get UltraWare,'" GCC's own 

software package which includes a disk 

management program featuring true SCSI 

partitioning (Disk Manager'"), a rapid print 

spooler (QuickSpool'" ), and over 3MB of 

selected shareware software. 

In sum, to anyone obsessed with per

formance, UltraDrive S provides an ideal 

est hard disk in its class. A distinction made vehicle for self-expression. And at a price 

possible by an on-board RAM cache that over 35% less than Apple'sQ!I hard disks, it 

speeds access to recent or sequential data even performs better as an investment. 

requests. By a capability called 'one-to-one 

interleaving' that feeds you data as fast as 
Toll-Free, Hassle-Free, Risk-Free. 

'L ... ~ .~-1:. - • 

return it and we'll cheerfully refund your 

money, no questions asked. 

Two Year Warranty. 

Finally, UltraDrive S carries a full two 

year warranty covering both parts and la

bor (ask for details). But that's not the only 

way we ensure your peace of mind. We 

also offer repair service at any one of hun

dreds of GCC Technologies dealers. 

The Ultra DriveS Series. 
.~- .- . 

MODEL EXTERNAL INTERNAL 

Ultra Drive 40 S .. .. .. $799 .. ... $649 

Ultra Drive 80S ..... $1099 ..... $949 

UltraDrive lOOS .... $1299 .... $1149 

your Macintosh can take it. And by amazing To order, call 800-422-7777 from 9 to Ultra Drive 175S .... $1799 .... $1699 

average access times as low as 12 ms. 9 on weekdays, arlO to 4 Saturdays. Our For the name and location of the GCC 

All of which is good news indeed for expertly trained staff will be glad to answer Technologies dealer nearest you, or 

anyone who works with large spreadsheets, questions, provide technical support, and 

sophisticated graphics or other data-inten- offer advice on choosing and getting the 

sive applications. 

No Hard Disk Works Smarter. 
;.,_,.l'::;,..~' .. l::;- • '•. -- .... 

most out of any of our products. Ask for our 

free catalog. When your order is received 

by 8:00PM (EST), it wi ll be shipped the 

Each Ultra DriveS hard disk comes with same day via overnight delivery for only $9. 

an extensive software library ordinarily re- What's more, we guarantee satisfoc-

ta iling for several hundred dollars. Including tion.lf after trying Ultra DriveS for up to 30 

Symontec'sQ!I SUM II, a comprehensive 
In Conodo,IBOO) 263·1405 C 1989GCC Technologies, Inc. 
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days you aren't completely satisfied, just 

To Order, CaiiS00-422-7777. 
._,:.__ ·:·. ·- . 

We ore glad to accept MasterCard, 

Visa, American Express, or your company's 

corporate purchase order. 

' 1~ GCC 
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Sensibl~ 
is fll'St in its class. 

Now anything you write, from a busi
ness letter to an annual report, can 
be stronger and clearer. With Sensible 
Grammar.n'A professional proof
reading program that u~es arti5cial in
teHigence to check your punctuation, 
usage, phraseology and more. 

Sensible Grammar scans your work 
for potential errors and automatically 
displays the sentences in which they ap
pear. It explains what~ wrong and even 
suggests corrections. Making changes 
is easy-a simple click of the mouse, 
and you can do anything from inserting 
proper punctuation to rewriting entire 
sentences using the built-in sentence 
editor. And your formatting informa
tion remains unaffected. 

Sensible Grammar compareS your 
text against a library of over 4500 
phrases to identify informal, vague, 
racist, sexist and other faulty language. 
It catches embarrassing typographical 
errors like misused capitalization and 
repeated words, and alerts you to mis
matched verbs and pronouns, need
lessly long sentences and more. It even 
provides a readability analysis. 

Sensible Grammar works with 
\VordPerl'ect, Microsoft Word, Works, 
and Write, Apple/Ciaris 1\JacWrite, 
T/Maker WriteNow and text Iiles. And 
it costs just $99.95. 

So get Sensible Grammar. And be 
the most effective communicator you 
can be. 

Also available: Bookends~· 
the reference management database 
and bibliography preparation system 
($99.95). 
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THE ICONOCLAST 

sales people who really knew the Mac 
marketplace and community. Overall, the 
history of Ashton-Tate in the Mac market 
is one of incompetence. The Mac never 
rivaled DOS in the heart of management. 

NOW, FOR THE REAL TROUBLES 
Of course, there is a very good reason for 
Ashton-Tate's continued fixation on MS
DOS products. Those products, primarily 
dBase II and III, are the overwhelming 
reason for Ashton-Tate's Big Three status. 
Therefore, the failure of the Mac products 
to get off to a fast start is a relative footnote 
in the larger corporate docket. The main 
stage in the Ashton-Tate drama is located 
at the corporate headquarters in Torrance, 
near Los Angeles-not at the Northern 
California offices where the Mac forces 
bivouac. 

And it is there that Ashton-Tate has run 
into troubles that make its Mac problems 
seem like a slight headache by compari
son. Last year the company belatedly 
introduced dBase IV, the new version of 
its cash-cow MS-DOS product. To say the 
least, the marketplace is not responding as 
planned. "They screwed it up," says indus
try analyst jeffrey Tarter of the program. 
Customers, no dummies, aren't buying in 
vast volume. "DBase IV isn't a success," 
says analyst Adam Green. As a result, the 
entire operation may be in danger. 

A week after Macworld Expo, news of 
a $20 million loss in the second quarter 
shrouded the company like a vile cloud of 
toxins wafting from Bhopal. The stock 
price, which was at $23 in February, was 
now below $13. Ed Esber announced that 
some 15 percent of the work force would 
be axed. Some analysts standing over the 
weakened company have begun a grim 
countdown. "Their future is in question," 
says Stewart Alsop. Tarter believes the 
company will survive, but only on the 
force of its previous successes. "It takes a 
long time to kill a dinosaur," he says. "The 
brain may be dead but the tail will be 
around for a long time.'' Esther Dyson 
muses over the possibility that "their stock 
price will get cheaper and cheaper" until 
either some white knight comes around to 
buy the tattered remains, or the company 
sells some of its products to stave off the 
reaper. Presumably, the Mac products 
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would be among the first to go. 
Ashton-Tate's Mac guru Scott Weiner 

has heard those rumors, but he disregards 
them. He still thinks that the company can 
hang on and, in particular, turn things 
around on the Macintosh. He envisions a 
hybrid family of applications bonding in 
gleeful incest, hot-linking data with ease. 
He promises that the next wave of releases 
will not only be more powerful, but also 
lean and mean enough to maintain a 
screaming pace on a Macintosh Plus. He 
implies that he, Wigginton, and other 
creative whizzes are cooking up concepts 
that will push the envelope of computer 
applications. And Weiner observes that 
the excitement from the in-house Mac 
wizards is winning over the holdouts in 
the company who had previously 
spurned the graphical interface. The in
novations in FullWrite and Full Impact 
will find their way to other platforms, 
inspiring a new generation of OS/2 and 
UNIX products. The Mac, he believes, 
might actually help revive Ashton-Tate. 

But while the Macintosh software 
architects toil in San jose, their employer 
struggles in Torrance to hold the company 
together. It's going to take money, exper
tise, and savvy for Ashton-Tate to ap
proach its goal of being a great Mac 
company. You have to wonder whether a 
company that couldn't provide those 
qualities during its good times is going to 
deliver them now, when stock analysts 
from hell are banging on the door, de
manding profitable quarters. 

Bill Lyons, the Ashton-Tate applica
tions czar with the IBM pedigree, assured 
me that, though it may not succeed in the 
next two years or so, Ashton-Tate has not 
abandoned its plans to unseat Microsoft as 
number one on the Mac. I don't know 
anything about Bill Gates's sleeping hab
its, but if anything does keep him awake 
these nights, it sure isn't Ashton-Tate. 
Unless he's bothered by the sound of a 
comb pulling thin wisps of hair across a 
bald pate. 1:1 

Steven Levy is a Macworld columnist. His 
most recent book, The Unicorn's Secret: 
Murder in the Age of Aquarius, will be re
leased in paperback by NAL next month. 



THE FUTURE OF POSTSCRIPl 
BY THE PRINTER 

THAT WILL TAKE IT THERE. 
"Two or three years from now, the typical 

laser printer wi ll be a lot like the Busi

ness LaserPrinter'": small, light, with a SCSI 

connectorfora hard disk, and inexpensive:' 

That's how Publish! described our Busi-

ness LaserPrinter (BLP), a true Adobe'" Posi

Scripl®printer for Macintoshes~ IBM s® and 

IBM compatibles. We'd only add that the 

future has arrived ahead of schedule. 

A Better PostScript Printer. 

Simply slated, the BLP is a better way 

to translate the language called PostScript 

into the graphics, words and numbers peo

ple use to communicate in the workplace. 

Better because the BLP lets you- or 

anyone else on your Apple Talk® network

produce high-quality text using 39 fonts (4 

more than our nearest competitor). 

Better because the BLP comes with 

expandable RAM (2MB expandable to 4), 

which lets you increase print speed. Be

cause it has a straight paper path that easily 

accommodates envelopes. And because 

it has a SCSI port, which lets desktop pub
In Conodo,l800) 263·1405 C 1989 GCC Technologies, Inc. 

l ishers·exlend the font· storage capacity·of 

the BLP via a hard disk. 

A Better Return On Investment. 

Best of o il, the BLP even takes better 

care of your bottom line. In fact, you can buy 

a BLP for34% less than a LaserWriler®ll NT. 

Someday, if Publish! magazine is right, 

other printers will offer all this. But if you 

prefer not to wait, use the toll -free number 

below to order the BLP today. Here's how. 

Toll-Free, Hassle-Free, Risk-Free. 
I 

Ordering your BLPfrom GCC Technol-

What's more, we guarantee satisfac

tion. If after trying the BLPforupto30days 

you aren't completely satisfied, just return 

the printer and we'll cheerfully refund your 

money, no questions asked. 

One Year Warranty. 

The BLP carries a full one year war

ranty on parts and labor (ask for detai ls). 

We also offer repair service at any Xerox® 

carry-in service center, or at any one of 

hundreds of GCC Technolog ies dealers. 
I 

Business LaserPrinter $3299. 

ogies is simplicity itself. Just call800-422- For the name of the authorized GCC 

7777 between the hours of 9AM and 9PMon Technologies dealer nearest you, or 

weekdays, or 10 AM and 4 PM on Saturdays. 

Our expertly trained staff will be glad to 

answer questions, provide technical support, 

and offer advice on choosing and getting the 

most out of any of our products. We' ll also 

send you our free catalog. 

When your order is received by8:00 PM 

(EST), it wi ll be shipped the same day via 

overnight del ivery for only $9. 

Circle 422 on reader service card 

To Order, CaiiS00-422-7777. 

We gladly accept MasterCard, Visa, 

American Express or your company's cor

porate purchase order. 
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-. And point reproduction so small you have-to 
. squint to believe it. · _ 

Obviously the PC LASER 6000/PS has a 
flair for the creative, but let's get doWn to 
busines5.When it comes to printing text, t~e 
PC LASER 6000/ PS can be switched from 
PostScript• to HP Laser Jet"' Series ll 
emulation .right from your computer. 

·: ~ 

The PC LASER 6QOO/PS will support a everything you want it to do. Prof~ • 
. wide.airay of Macintosh• softWare. It's also~ And artistically. There's one thatcanilo.ft all . 
. compatiblewitltt~ tBM .. PCLXTl" /AT·. to • The Ricoh PC LASER 6000/PS.It's grPJlt. 
~tandardAodit!s~veil. capabJe'of'ij~ a- ~ , .. For more information calll-SP0-4+RICOH -
small IrAN networ:k.Nosmall featfor in theU.S. ICll®®OO:-something this small. · ; -' 1-800-26- · -It · . . 

So, let's face it.lf you've been J~~ for RICOH in ~ · ~ · _ 
a persOnal PostScr ipt laser· printer that II do Canada. Where ~n Becc:-,·rn es-~~f'"! 

• . 4 
:.1 
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Don't Choke Your Macintosh 
With a 3.5" Hard Drive! 

An 18 ms Imprimis Half-Height MacWren Hard Drive 
is 66% Faster Than a 19 ms Quantum 3.5" Hard Drive. 

MicroNet Offers Imprimis 5.25" Half-Height Hard 
Drives That Are Power Matched For The /lex and /lei. 

105, 173, 303 and 404 MB 

Don't be fooled by access time alone. The difference between 19 ms and 18 ms is only a 
1 OOOth of a second. The ability of a hard drive to sustain high data transfer rates is far more 
important than access time. Mac Wren drives are industry known for their performance! 

The MlcroNet series of internal half-height hard drives 
are the fastest storage systems available for the 
Macintosh llcx and llci. Excellent for network servers. 
virtual memory. graphics. sound and with color sepa
ration systems. Our internal systems are shipped with 
easy to install brackets. cables and powerful SCSI 
utilities. Each system is fully tested and includes a one 
year warranty and is rated at 40,000 hours MTBF. 

MicroNet's SCSI software Is maintained by our own 
engineering department to be fully compatible with 
the latest system releases from Apple Computer. It 
supports up to 36 MacOS or A/UX partitions on the 
same drive. as well as. password protection. bad 
block spare. media verity and our unique overlapped 
seek algorithm that cuts access time in half on twin 
Wren drive subsystems. External systems available. 

"QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON" 
Call for data sheets and the name of your nearest dealer. Dealer inquiries invited. 

Manufactured By: 

MicroNet Technology, Inc. 
20 Mason • Irvine, CA 92718 • Tel: (714) 837-6033 
FAX: (714) 837-1164 Connect: MicroNet 
AppleLink: D 1656 • Compuserve: 76004,1611 

Distributed By: 

CAL-ABCO 

Moeh!QVI, Apple. MocY.'ren cn:t 
QuanTUm ere •-o~Peted trodomoncs 

6041 VarieiAvenue • Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Sales: (800) 669-2226 • (818) 704-9100 Ext. 311 
FAX: (818) 704-7733 • Canada: (800) 387-4345 

Circle 398 on reader service card 



CO NS PI CU OU S CO NSUMER 

A 
pple is robbing you blind. Not 
literally, of course, although it 
may not feel much different from 
having your pocket picked. But 

Apple's ploy is perfectly legal. It refuses to 
pass along the one-year warranties it re
ceives from hard disk suppliers, pocketing 
charges for replacement drives that Apple 
presumably receives for free. 

It's disturbing that Apple fails to offer 
the industry-standard warranty of one 

ALjJ_'P l 
D l year. But it's outrageous that the e r ta "' s c~mpany won:t pass along its sup

J phers' warranties to consume rs. 
Apple 's approach is in stark contrast to 

R b b that of most hardware companies. GCC 0 er Technologies, for example , receives a 
one-year warranty on the hard disks it 
buys from Seagate. Then GCC adds an 

B additional 12 months of coverage, for a a ron total two-year policy. Apple receives a 
one-year warranty on most, if not all, of its 
hard disks. Then it lops off several months 
and gives its buyers a 90-day guarantee. 

It's not theft-but it feels like it Consider the case of Stan Urban, a 

by Deborah Branscum 

Raytheon engineer who lives in Medway, 
Massachusetts. Urban's Apple 20SC hard 
disk failed 8 months after he purchased it. 
His dealer said repair would cost $400, 
and the hard disk would be exchanged for 

a rebuilt one . 
An unhappy Ur

ban looked for an 
alternative, because 
he wanted to save 
the data on his disk. 
No slouch w ith tools, 
he popped the drive 
cover and discov
ered it was a Sea
gate unit. Several 
p hone calls later, 
someone at Sea
gate's return facility 
told him the com-

Thanks to the 1200 plus readers who responded to 
Apple's warranty policy. Apple's reply: .awe appreciate 
the interest of Macworld readers in Apple's product 
warranty. Your concern in this matter is naturally our 
concern, and we are considering this issue carefully." 

pany would repair 
the drive for $185. 

The plot thick
ened when a diffe r
ent dealer told Ur-
ban his disk was 

probably still covered under Seagate's 
warranty. More phone calls revealed that 
the drive was covered by a warranty. 
Seagate told Urban that the drive's code 
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indicated that it 
was 50 weeks old 
at failure. By now, 
th e d r ive was 
more than a year 
old, but the com
pany agreed to 
re pa ir it unde r 
warranty if Urban 
would send in a copy of his receipt. 

So one man's story has a happy end
ing. Seagate abided by its manufacturer 
warranty, and Urban has a repaired drive. 
Unfortunately for the rest of us, Apple 
hard disk repairs don't look so rosy. Apple 
will not comme nt on its suppliers. But 
according to one source in the OEM (origi
nal equipment manufacturer) business, 
manufacturers are bound by contract not 
to accept any device for service that they 
sold to Apple. The practical implications 
are short and sweet, at least for Apple. 
With the exception of Seagate, all the drive 
makers I spoke to said they w ill not repair 
an Apple-labeled disk. Unless there's an 
independent service center in your area, 
you must take Apple products to an au
thorized dealer for service. 

The difference in price ca n be 
. enormous. Urban's Apple dealer wanted 

to charge him more than twice the Sea gate 
repair fee. By the way, Apple dealers 
aren't getting especially rich on repairs, at 
least in this case . Apple charges them $324 
for a rebuilt disk like Urban's, whether or 
not it's under a supplier warranty. 

Qu antum gives Apple a one-year 
warranty on all its hard disks, according to 
Ray Miller, vice president of quality and 
reliability. "Apple uses the warranty they 
have negotiated with us," he said. Accord
ing to one authorized dealer, 80 percent of 
the Macintosh hard disks he's seen are 
from Quantum. And Apple is Quantum's 
largest single customer, so it seems safe to 
assume that many Macintosh drives are 
covered by Quantum's one-year warranty. 
Other suppliers (Seagate, Miniscribe , and 
Imprimis) confirmed that Apple receives a 
one-year warranty on their drives as well. 
A Sony representative declined to com
ment on its agreement with Apple. (At 
least one vendor has negotiated a one
year warranty from Sony, which makes 
(continues) 
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Wanted for over 200 cou nts per in ch a nd operatin g without a 
cord. Also wan ted for bein g th e smooth est. fastest mouse 
available for a ny Macintosh . Armed with featu res and 
dan gerous to a ll other mice, it h as eluded captu re for even a 
mug s h ot. In the even t t h a t you come in contact with this 
mouse, be sure to purchase it immediately. 

For further info rmatio n. our agents are standing by. r&r Practical 
lli SolutionJ® 

©1989 Practical Solutions. Inc. All rights reserved. 
The Cordless Mouse is a trademark of Practical Solutions. Inc. 
Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 

(602) 322-6100 

Fax (602) 322-9271 
1135N. Jones Blvd .. Tucson .AZ857 16 

Circle 488 on reader service card. 
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Copy II for the Macintosh is a collection of 
three utility programs and a new desk 
accessory, Locate. Copy II combines 
powerful utilities which enable you to: 
maintain and repair your floppy and hard 
disks, create archival backups and allow 
you to install applications directly onto 
your hard disk. 

Here is what the experts say: "Irs a well
rounded collection of useful disk utilities 
that no Macintosh user should be without." 

and 

John Gillett 
Macworld 5/89 

·~ .. Copy II is now a utilities package whose 
components are powerful, useful, and, 
best of all, easy to use." 

Jake Paden 
MacUser 3/89 

SEARCH AND FIND 
Locate is a fast information finder in a desk 
accessory. You can search for full or par
tial file names, up to three key words, or 
both. Once found, Locate displays the 
information and under Multifinder will 
launch the application. 

Requirements: Mac 512e, MacPius, 
Mac SE, Mac II. Supports H.F.S., M.F.S., 
400K and BOOK disks, 1 or 2 drives, hard 
disks and all available memory. 

To Order: see your local dealer. 

$39.95 

Central Paint 
SofE£f!n!/io 

·l'owulrtlill /981-

15220 N.W. Greenbrier Pllwy., #200 
Beaverton, OR 97006 USA 

503 /690-8090 
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CONSPI CUOUS CON SUM ER 

Apple-labeled floppy drives and color 
monitors for the Macintosh, so Apple 
certainly could get the same kind of war
ranty if it wanted to.) 

Actually, negotiating warranty cover
age from suppliers is no t at all unusual. 
j asmine, SuperMac, and Radius are among 
the companies that receive manufacturer 
warranties and pass them along in some 
form to consumers. Why doesn't Apple do 
the same? Accord ing to Mike Torgersen, 
manager of customer service, there are 
several reasons. Some components are 
made by Apple, not suppliers. And the 
warra'nties from suppliers vary, he says. 
'' I t's usually our pmctice to negotiate the 
warranties out of the various relationships 
with suppliers. And it doesn't always 
happen, but we'd prefer to get the prod
ucts without a warmnty on them [and get 
them) at a lower price." 

Perhaps. But sev-

eral suppliers already It's outrageous 
give Apple a one-year 
warranty . And Apple that Apple won't 
certainly has the clout 
to negotiate consistent pass along 
warranties across sub-

systems, such as hard its suppliers' 
disks and monitors. 
So the company could wa11anties to 
offer a decent war-

ranty on subsystems consumers 
alo ne. Apparent ly 
Apple is unwilling to offer different war
ranties on different components. "We want 
to presem ourselves as a company that is 
marketing a product with consistent poli
cies that we pass on to the customers," 
says Torgersen. "Right now that policy is 
a 90-day warranty." 

That fact alone is turning some users 
away from Apple-labeled drives and pe
ripherals to third-party companies. 

"I am so glad I didn't pay Apple for my 
CMS 60M13 hard disk," writes Richard M. 
Citron of Culver City, California. "If I had, 
I would have had to pay Apple when it 
crashed after 90 clays, rather than have 
CMS fix it for free because it was within 
theirone-yearwarranry. Conversely, when 
the internal CMS 20MB hard disk in our 
Macintosh SE crashed at work after 90 
clays, my company had to spring for a new 
(continues) 



AHordable CADD. And it't 
only the beginning. 

The CADD stands for Com
puter Aided Design and 
Drafting. With a suggestec 
retail price of just $149.95, 
Generic CADD Levell mak 
the power of real CADD 
affordable. And it's just par 
of a family of Generic CAD 
products that will make you 
more productive than ever 
before. 

Standard Mac interface f• 
ease of use. 

Now you can produce ace 
rate drawings with real wo1 
scale on the Mac Plus, Mac 
SE, or Mac II. You can edi1 
multiple drawings in separa 
windows and cut and paste 
between them. CADD Leve 
is also multifinder compatibl 

Symbol Libraries boost 
productivity. 

From office furniture to spe
cialized electronics symbol 
our Symbol Libraries save 
you the time of redrawing 
repetitive elements every tir 
you need them. 

Add the power of real CAl 
to your Mac. 

Move your Macintosh drav 
ings into the real world . Cal 
us atl-800-228·3601 for 
your free CADDalog or the 
name of your Generic dealt 
And find out why we say th 
the only thing generic abou 
us is the price. 
1989 Generic Software, inc. Generic CAOO 
level I is not copy proteCied and comes with 
6().doy money bock guarantee. Registered U! 

get free technica suppon from Generic. 
Levell and Generic CAOO are rrodemorb of 
Generic Software, Inc. Macintosh is o rradem 
of Apple Computer, Inc. 

11911 North Creek Parkway South, Bothe!l, V\ 
98011 
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DESIGN 
100 EPS Images 
Volume I Headlines. borders, mor tices and 
oth_"'ef elements for design consHuction. 

DESIGN --"''fii 
20 Sets of Hot Type 

Digit-Art Volume 

I BOOK Disks 
MacEPS 
Mac PICT 

PCEPS 
PC TIFF 

Price 

Oigit·Art MAC by Image Ctb Is vector based PostS<:fipt dip art that can be used with any popular Macintosh applications such as PageMaker, ReadySetGo, X·Press, 
Crictc:etOraw, FreeHand. and Illustrator. You can maximize printing detail with any PostScript laser printer mclud1ng a Unotronic for typesetting sharpness. Image Club 
~git-Art is easy to customize or add color to for separations when used with Adobe Ulustrator or Aldus FreeHand. Unlike jaggy edged. 300 dpi scanned bit-map clip 
an {edited only with paint Jl'ograms). Dlgit·Art is PostScript (EPS}. You will experience scal1ng and edJting fleXIbility without any loss of image quality. Your Image Club 
art is oKpenly rendeted by our staff of in-house artists and is equivilent to the very best in line art when reproduced on a PostScnpt printer. Digit-Art is available on 
the ArtRoom CD-ROM end in diskeue pacl<ages as featured above. 
Digit· Art PC for PostScript printets is compatabla with PageMaker, Ventura or any other program that will accept EPS formal graphics. There is even a \'ersion of 
Oigit·Art that will print on oon·PostSaipt printers such as the HP Laser Jet (PC Tiff). Digit-Art PC Is available on the ArtRoom PC CO-ROM or in diskette pad<ages. 
Also on dist • the Image Club Typeface libr-ary· 600 licensed PostScript typefaces for Mac or PC. Call for a catalog. 

1 1&2 1,2&8 4&5 3&6 7 8 9 10 9&10 13 14 

10 

$99 $99 $168 S199 $149 S99 sss $168 S99 $199 $99 $99 $149 $99 S199 S99 $99 
This ad - color and all · was created with knage Ctub cfrp art and typefaces using a Mac I, PageMaker 3.0.1, U1ustrator 88 and FreeHand 2.0. Color separations were output as negatives on a Unotronic. 
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600 Typefaces 
They just won"t fit onto one poge. This is the lmoge (lub 
PostScript Typeface library. 600 licensed 'brood nome' type
faces comparable with your Moe or PC ond any PostScript 
printe1. Thttypefomoreavoil
oble on floppy diskettes in sepa
rate families as illustrated here 
or the ent ire lilxory of 600 
fO<es on our new letterpress CO 
ROM(avoiloble for the /IIJ( only). 
Desktop Typestore 
The letterpress CO ROM fea
tures a special program developed by Image Club that unla<ks 
typefaces as they ore required on the CO RQM. The letterpress 
CO con be obtained for as little as $199 including 10 fonts. 
Purchasing additional fonts from )Our letterpress is as easy os 
making o phone call. We will prOYide o key number that is used 
to unlock the new iypefoces from the disc. 

GOL DI\VSB Luballn...,."" llfililut 

ilii!tJfUr 

Estro 
!iihtGIII!Ii 

Eurostil 

PostScript Art Files 

iiiiR@!i. 

Gorilla 

Goudy OtOsmt 

Goudy'"'"" :uue 

Also included with every foot is a PostScript artwork file 
that you con use with Adobe Illustrator 
01 Aldus freeHand. Modify. rotate, 
s!retch, customize and create 
your""" headlines, logos ood 
type based artwork. 
Prices & Discounts 
Whethe: you buy fonts on disk· 
ette or from the letterpress CO 
ROM, our pricing ond discount 
schedule will :MI:.e it even easier. 

Each foot $2S. Minimum purchase SSO. 
Please note that typeface families coMot be split up. 
Oiscooot schedule: 

10-30 fonts 20% off 
31-70 fonts 2S% off 
71-130 fonts 30% off 

131·210 fonts 3S% off 
211·300 fools 40% off 
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Letterpress CD ROM • 
letterpress CO ROM full disc (all 600 foots) S4999 
letterpress full disc with NIC CO ROM drivt SSS99 
lettSipress TypeVendor $199 

li«ludufO IIIIJIJ wirh6I!Oil#ltrrodrroCIIIociJ 
Ordering 
To•iew the Sfltlre library of 600 fonts(osingle page just c111't 
do It). call for your free catalog or order with our toll free line. 
Image Club accepts VISA, Moster(ord and American Express. 

For a Free Catalog or O:ders Outside USA Call 
(403} 262-8008 
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Save even MORE wHh Apple's 
New "Ci" Package Special 
• 5mb Ram Memory 
• 1OOmb Fast Hard Drive 74 88 
• 101 Extended Keyboard $ 
• 13" Color Monitor 256 IJst $11,000. 
• New SuperMac Color Board S.S3~ • ImageWrlter II Printer · 
• 1.44 Super Drive 

Circle 361 on reader service cord. 
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SERVICE 
recently purchased MacProof ver· 

sion 3.2.2. When I tried to use it, 

my poor Mac would bomb every 

time," writes Alan Brandon of Westford, 

Massachusetts. "So I called Lexpertise. Right 

away I was impressed because their cus· 

tamer service had an 800 number. I was 

given prompt, courteous, and professional 

help." Although Lexpertise could not un· 

cover a problem, the company sent Bran· 

don a new copy of the program and pa· 

tiently talked him through another installa· 

tion. "Now MacProof is up and running on 

my Mac thanks to the folks at Lexpertise, 

and at no additional cost to me." 

Sun Remarketing gets kudos from Kathy 

one, because we bought the CMS hard 
drive from Apple. If we had bought direct 
from a retailer, CMS would have fixed it 
for free. The really sad fact is that a 
number of hard drives in our SEs fa iled
all with the same consequences-Apple 1, 
Customer 0." 

One source in the component busi
ness defends Apple's position. "Longer 
warranties don't come free," he says. 
"The re's cost involved. As a large user of 
Macintoshes, I'm impressed by the relia
bility of the equipment. My problem as a 
user is that I have a lot of third-pany 
equipment that is attached to my comput
ers. A lot of smaller companies don't have 
the quality but use the warranty to attract 
customers." This insider says he would 
rather buy good products with short cov
erage than equipment with a two-year 
warranty that breaks down and is our 
several weeks fo r repairs. 

"What Apple does well is test the 
incoming quality of what their vendors 
send them and then testing what comes 
out, the finished product," he continues. 
"Apple does a ma.velous job at both ends 
of the scale. But that costs them some
thing; it costs them a lot. I can't te ll you 
how many [companies) aren't interested in 
quality but in price." 

I would like to believe that Apple 
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HEROES 
Morgan of Tok, Alaska. Morgan's mother 

ordered a used Lisa with a 20MB hard disk 

and software that emulated a Mac Plus. 

Morgan carefully read through the instruc· 

tions for installing the hard disk, but it 

didn't work. "A service man determined 

that the problem was with the drive itself, 

not my installation; volunteered to get a 

new drive en route immediately; and re· 

quested that we return the malfunctioning 

drive when the replacement arrived. Again, 

delivery was very prompt, and this time 

the hard disk worked like a charm. We 

highly recommend Sun Remarketing for 

those who want a Mac but can't afford 

new equipment." 

knows how to test, tests its products well, 
and produces quality products. But no 
matter how hard Apple tries, there will 
always be some failures. Many people had 
problems with power supplies in the o rigi
nal Mac and the Mac Plus. Apple's initial 
AppleFax Modem had incompatibilities 
that were corrected by new ROMs five 
months after the product was de livered. 
And, as I write this, Apple has announced 
a repair program for problematic Quan
tum 40MB and 80MB hard d isks (see Mac 
Bulletin in this issue). This repair action 
follows an earlier program necessitated by 
Seagate disk fa ilures. 

It isn't scandalous that Apple some
times produces lemons--every company 
has its share of flawed merchandise. But it 
is a scandal that Apple can actually profit 
from selling bad drives. Because if your 
drive dies after 90 days and is still covered 
by a manufacturer warranty, your Apple 
dealer will charge you several hundred 
dollars for a rebuilt drive. The bad drive 
will be sent to Apple, which can swap it for 
a replacement unit supplied by the manu
facturer. Then Apple can sell the new 
drive back to a dealer. 

Apple is a Fortune 500 company. Its 
net income for the third quarter of fiscal 
1989 was $96.1 million. Extending the 
(continues) 
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""'!.£-I'U""··'" Micro delivered the first 
erasable, optical storage 

systems for the Macintosh. 
The RE0-650 is a single drive, SCSI 

system. The RE0-1300 is a dual-drive 
system. Up to 1.3 gigabytes of facts 
and figures at your fingertips! 

Each optical cartridge holds up to 
650 megabytes of precious memories. 
Graphics. CAD files. Databases. Images. 

You can write, erase and rewrite data ... 
file by file ... a million times or more. 

Interface kits give you the flexibility to 
use Pinnacle drives with the workstation 
of your choice: Macintosh. Sun. HP. 
IBM-XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles. 

Software provided with each kit 
supports a host of working environments: 
UNIX, Xenix, Novell Netware 2.1, and 
many more. 

Removable, erasable, optical. The new 
standard in mass storage and file server 
technology. Available now from Pinnacle 
Micro, 

Call today for the location of your sales 
representative or authorized dealer. 

({) (800) 553-7070 

PINNACLE{~ICRO 
15265 Alton Parkway • Irvine, CA 92718 • InCA (714) 727-3300 • FAX (714) 727-1913 



R amsesll was not one to mince 
words. When it came to getting a 
point across, he was very direct
what was written was in fact 
etched in stone. 

If he ruled today- in this excit
ing Information Age-he'd feel 
compelled to update his method 
to input and retrieve informa
tion. Being the meticulous type, 
Ramses would choose page recog
nition software that was accurate, 
fast and above all, flexible. 
Ramses would definitely choose 
OmniPage® to get the job done. 

Let's face it, some scribes have less 
than perfect ''chipmanship." 
Rarnses would require the most 
versatile page recognition soft
ware-one that could scan any 
font or font size, even multiple 
columns of text-no matter 
which scribe created iL There's 
nothing more frustrating than 
a misplaced hieroglyph. He'd 
definitely want it to support 
MacWrite•w and Microsoft Word~w 
two of the most popular word 
processors within his kingdom. 
When it comes to page recogni
tion software, he'd want the 
very best product at the best 
possible price. 

He'd want OmniPage! And who 
would argue with the Pharaoh? 

When you think about it-can 
you really blame him? There's 
just no substitute for a powerful, 
full-featured page recognition 
package. How can you afford 
to make a mistake when your 
entire "dynasty" depends on it? 



So It Is "\ljitten . • • 
So It Shall Be. 

Means that OmniPage can read virtually any Reads and outputs underlines, 
bold faces and italics. font, in sizes that range 

from 8pt.to72pt. 

This unique landscape 
feature means that 
spreadsheets and finan
cial documents are only 
a scan away. A great 
addition to your royal 
granary if storing and 
accessing numerical 
data really counts! 

Multiple column feature 
means that complex, 
compound pages of text 
and graphics can be 
handled- automatically. 

Transitional Editor"' 
lets you re~;ew scanned 
text before exporting 
it to a file. Cut, copy, 
paste, insert and delete 
text- or take advan
tage of the powerful 
search and replace 
tools which allow you 
to modify a page. 

OmniPage 2.0 now available! 

Supports the most popular 
word processing programs 
for the Macintosh, includ
ing Microsoft Word and 
MacWrile. 

Supports 11 of your favorite 
Indo-european languages, 
including French, German 
and Spanish. 

WYS/Scan'" interface 
takes full advantage of 
Macintosh's incredible 
ease-of -use. 

Omnifbge 2.0 has even 
more features than ever 
before - this translates 
into the most com pre· 
hensive page recognition 
software available
anywhere -for any 
dynasty -at any price. 

T he bottom line in page 
recognition software

eliminating excessive key 
strokes• for all time. 

- · er 
2lf.1 r .. 
13p. 
~Jt : 
{~: 
tJ} ,....,. 
,~,. 

~'r. lt -L ... 
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~··. 

~~· 
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•Egyptian scribes had a real time of it when it came to excessive key strokes. Each letter, or hicro· ·; ;, 
glyph, had to be individually etched into stone. And we complain today about writer's cramp? • 

OmniPage is a registered trademark of Caere Corporation. Tron .. itional Editor and WYSIScan Caere Corporation I e 
are trademarks of Cacre Corporation. Apple and Macintosh arc registered trademarks of Apple 100 Cooper Court r· 0\EHE 

Computer, Inc. Microsoft Word is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. MaciJ1rite is a licensed L G CA 
95030 trademark of Claris Corporation. Egyptian bust of Ramsesli courtesy of the Rosicrucian Society 08 atos, ·; • • 

of San Jose, California. C>Copyright 1989 Caere Corporation. All rights reserved. l-800-535-SCAN l......-
.. -.... ..,.W:~--·;;;r·~·= -·....-w---,- -- ------~~:~·.·:·::·,·~o,~ 
~~la..'!.)~~~~~~:z;~~-o~~5:~t!1~03~~-~~,r\~~5~~~~.~ ·~ 
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You need a gray scale scanner for your 
Mac. So you go to your ImageWriter.® 
Pop out the ribbon cartridge. Snap in 
ThunderScan.® Insert your artwork. 

And quicker than you can say Van Gogh, 
you're already going. 

ThunderScan lets you import quality images into all 
painting, drawing and desktop publishing programs. 

Contrast and brightness are fully adjustable. 
And now ThunderScan 5.0 loads TIFF files and lets 

you display and edit grays on your Mac II. 

Priced at just $249, ThunderScan proves you can become 
an artist, with just a little change. 

~· 7/uuJtrc~ ~ 21 Orinda way, Orinda, CA 94S63 

Thunderware<t 41SI2S4·6S81 FAX• 41S/ZS4·3047 

ThundcrScan Is compatible with the Macintosh 512K enhanced, Plus, SE and Mac II and all ImageWriter 
models except the LQ. Use on the Mac II requires our ftJwer Accessory for MaclmosiJ II. 

ThundcrScan. Thundc"Tware and ItS logo are trJdemarks ofThundcrwarc, Inc. M.1clmosh and lmage\Vriter 
ore tmdemarks of Apple Computer, Inc. C t989 11JUnderware. Inc. 

/magcW'i'irl·r II 
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warranty will not bankrupt the company, 
but it will make good on the claim, made 
in its 1988 annual report, that "the individ
ual is at the center of everything we do." 
No amount of feel-good rhetoric and vi
sionary videos can explain away a sub
standard warranty. 

Apple, do the right thing. Change your 
policy. 

In the meantime, owners of Apple
labeled Seagate hard drives have a choice. 
I spoke to a Seagate representative at the 
company's repair center in Delray Beach, 
Florida. "We take back anything that's 
out of warranty," she says. For a 20MB 
Seagate model 225 drive, the flat fee is 
$155 for a rebuilt drive. You get a 90-day 
warranty, and there's a turnaround time of 
two to four weeks, according to Arm
strong. You can call the repair center at 
800/669-5522. Better hurry, though- ! 
have a feeling Apple may be discussing 
this matter with Seagate. 

If your drive is less than a year old from 
date of manufacture, don't think you'll get 
lucky like Stan Urban. According to Julie 
Still of Sea gate, Urban's drive was repaired 
by mistake, because Seagate is respon
sible only to Apple for repairs under its 
manufacturer warranty. Seagate can do 
repairs for users on out-of-warranty drives, 
but Still advised against it. "We will not 
refuse," she said, "but we strongly, strongly 
suggest that the user rake advantage of 
the programs available through Apple." 

Unlike Sea gate, Mirror Technologies is 
actively competing with Apple in the 
repair business. The company claims a 10-
day turnaround time and offers a 90-day 
warranty. Costs vary; call 612/633-2105 
for more information. 

LIBRARIANS, TAKE NOTE 
The Apple Library Users Group has pub
lished a 102-page book devoted to articles 
on using Macintoshes in libraries. This 
terrific resource has 18 chapters covering 
such topics as "Enhancing Library Services 
with the Macintosh" and "Use of the 
Macintosh in the Reference Section." It has 
several case studies and an entertaining 
afterword of MacProverbs compiled by 
Rick Fenstere r, a library media specialist at 
the Liverpool, 1ew York, public library. 
(continues) 



Never underestimate the 
importance of a great backup system. 

just how risky is running a hard disk system without backup, anyway? 
Would you believe almost a half-million dollars? Srudies indicate 

mar's how much it could cost to resrore a typical90 megabyte hard disk 
of business or engineering dara. Of course, that doesn't include loss of 
income while you find another job. 

You can avoid the sinking feeling rhat accompanies clara loss by 
using MaxSrream:" the convenient, affordable Macintosh• rape backup 
system from Archive. 

MaxSrream's built-in error correction and dara verification guaran
tees that even if your hard disk rakes a dive, your data will have a soft 
landing. 

A sizzling 6 megabyte-per-minute transfer rate leaves or her rape sys
tems in the dust. And easy-ro-use backup and resrore fearures include 
scripting for auromatic, unattended operation, storing up ro 150 mega
bytes-a network full of data- without intervention. 

MaxSrream's Universal Tape Format"' even lets you use cartridges to 
transfer data between your Macs and IBM PCs~ Calll-800-237-4929, or 
write: Archive Corporation. Data Srorage Division, 1650 SunOower Ave., 
Cosra Mesa, CA 92626 for the name of your 
nearest MaxStream dealer. 

And make the jump to better backup. 

Why trust your 
data w anyone else?"' 

Archive i5 a registered trademark. and ~bxStream. Universal Tape format , and \Vhy trust rour ddta to anyone else? 
are 1rademarks of Archi\'C Corpora! ion. Maclmosh Is a "&ISimd 1rademark of Apple Cemplll<r, lnc. IDM PC Is a regis1ercd 1r.1dcmark oflmcrnalional Business Machini!S. 

Circle 3 on reader service card 



I The NeXT"' Computer 
System is the first com
puter in the world (and 

so far the only) to use read/ 
write/erasable optical storage. 
While PCs today are typically 
equipped with Winchester 
drives that store 20 to 40 MB, 
a single optical disk can store 
256 MB. Plus, it is removable, 
for portability and added se

curity. This 
dramatically 
new tech
nology pro
vides storage 
that is simul
taneously 

vast, reliable and cost-effective 
-a combination unmatched by 
computers of any size. 

2 NeXT has made the 
power of UNrx· usable 
by mere mortals. 

UNIX is the high-performance 
operating system used by 
workstations to achieve true 
multitasking and superior net
working. Unfortunately, it has 

always been the 
antithesis of user
friendly. NeXT has 
given UNIX a revo
lutionary new inter
face-one that is 
both visual and intu
itive. Now computer 
users of every level 
can instantly wield 
this tremendous 
power, with no tech

nical knowledge whatsoever. 

3 To achieve the power 
needed for the 90s, 
NeXT bypassed tradi

tional workstation architecture 
and went directly to that of 
a mainframe. This eliminates 
bottlenecks and attains an 
extraordinary level of system 
"throughput"-the true mea
sure of computer performance. 
Only through the use of VLSI 
(Very Large Scale Integration) 
technology could this architec
ture be reduced 
in size so that 
it could fit 
inside 
a desk-
top com
puter. Its 
a mainframe on two chips. 

4 WhilePostScript•has 
long been the industry 
standard for printing, 

NeXT has made it fast enough 
to also be used on the display. 
This ''unified imaging model" 
ensures that what you see on 

I~ 
the display is precisely what 
you will get on paper. All your 
work, in any size type and any 
degree of rotation or magnifi
cation, appears with perfect 
92-dots-per-inch clarity on the 
NeXT Mega Pixel Display. 
And with laser precision at 400 
dpi on the NeXT Laser Printer. 

IN THE 90s.WE'I 
ONLY TEN REAL BREAKTI 

HEREARESR 

I II' #' • ~ .;: I# ,a I. • ... ~ - .... ._., - "' , .,.,, ~ • - - .. .. ~ ~ ... . .. _... .... . . , ,. .. -- - -- _.. . .. -- -- ' . - - - .. - - - . -- ·- .. .. 
- - -- -- -----------



5 The NeXT Computer 
System is the first to be 
capable of producing 

CO-quality sound. Without re
quiring any additional equip
ment. This feat is made possi
ble by a chip that has been 
specifically designed for the 
task of manipulating sound
the Digital Signal Processor 
(DSP). Because this processor 
is standard 
m every 
NeXT 
machine, 
software 
developers 
will be able to call upon its pow
er to enrich programs we use 
every day. Now computers 
will not just be seen, but heard. 

6 NeXT Mail takes elec
tromc commumcattons 
beyond anything you\re 

seen on a personal computer 
before. Now you can send and 
receive multimedia mail-in
cluding text (with varied 
type fonts, styles and sizes), 
graphics and voice messages. 
And despite its high level of 
sophistication, NeXT Mail is 
so intuitive, you may not ever 
need to open the manual. 
NeXT Mail is built into the 
system, along with Ethernet 
and TCP/IP, so the NeXT 

~ .,.lfjjl 
.:.::::.:J Lip Service ~ 

machine can quickly become 
a part of existing networks. 

7 Programmers can 
create software on the 
NeXT Computer up to 

ten times faster than on any 
other computer -the result of a 
breakthrough called NextStep~ 
It gives software developers 
the power to create the graph
ical user interface portion of 
their applications (often the 
most time-consuming and dif
ficult part) 
without ~ Fieid:r--r 

any pro- Button 1 Title ~ 
gramming sv.4tch...J [ Box l 
at all. QRadio .,.. 

Th
. 0 Radio • i~-' 
ts revo-

lutionary environment means 
we will see more programs, and 
better ones, in less time than 
ever possible before. 

These seven breakthroughs 
will change the way we use 
computers in the 90s. Which is 
why Businessland, the leading 
supplier of computers to 
corporate America, chose the 
NeXT Computer System as 
the workstation they will offer. 
Call us at 800-848-NeXT, and 
we'll send you a 28-page bro
chure describing the NeXT 
Computer. We'll also give you 
the address of your nearest 
Businessland Center. There, 
you can experience for your
self lhe first seven 
breakthroughs 
of the 90s. And 
get a good idea 
where the next 
three will come from. 

L PROBABLY SEE 
IOUGHS IN COMPUTERS. 
CNOFTH 

Circle 485 on reader service card 
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CONSPICUOUS CONSUMER 

DECEMBER -APPLE WARRANTY WATCH 

72 Months 
of Inadequate Wa"anty 

My favorite proverb: "The number of 
potholes in the road proportionally in
creases in relation to the amount of data 
stored on the hard disk in your trunk." 

How do you get this tome? Write or 
call Monica Ertel, Apple Computer, 10381 
Bandley Dr. , #8C, Cupertino, CA 95014; 
408/974-2552. It's yours for the asking. 
When I spoke to Ertel about the book (also 
available as a HyperCard stack), she warned 
me that many Mac users assume that the 
library in her group's title refers to soft
ware libraries. As a service for the con
fused, let me spell it out. The Apple Library 
Users Group actually concerns itself with 
conventional, traditional libraries where 
paper is still a valuable commodity. 

USER GROUP NEWS 
There are 8 million stories in the naked 
cosmos, and quite a few user groups as 
well. The Arizona Macintosh User Group 
is one you shouldn't miss. Contact AMUG 
through Mit:hael Bean, president, 718 E. 
Campbell, Gilbert, AZ 85234, or via Apple
Link at UG0116. 

In other news, the Cowrown Mac User 
Group changed its phone number after 
the user group directory went to press. 
The Fort Worth,.Texas, group can now be 
reached at 817/ 457-7667. 

Okay, I admit it, I have a tough time 
thinking of online forums as actual user 
groups, but those in the know tell me such 
groups are just as official as the real-time, 
real-space versions that meet once a month. 
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With that in mind, the Mac Symposium of 
Connect should have been included in the 
directory (along with some others, I'm 
sure, who should get in touch with me so 
I can. publicize them). Stuart Gitlow, M.D., 
is the contact person; reach him at 303/ 
674-7765, via AppleLink at D3207, or via 
Connect at GITLOW. The old-fashioned 
can write to 5839 Lone Peak Dr., Ever
green, CO 80439. 

The National Macintosh Computer 
Society can be reached at P.O. Box 26713, 
Tamarac, FL 33320, or via AppleLink at 
UG0019. The group's president, Darryl 
Lewis, wants to hear from user groups 
who are interested in joining with his 
group to make health insurance available 
to members. 

"Many members of our executive board 
are self-employed and are having prob
lems getting affordable health insurance," 
says Lewis. Other types of clubs offer 
health benefits, so it occurred to him that 
user groups might offer them as well. In 
addition to making insurance more afford
able, such a program might help retain tl1e 
longtime members who tend to drop out, 
says Lewis, who hopes a larger user group 
may be able to help out with organizing 
the coverage. Interested parties can reach 
him at 305/741-7097. 

APPLE EXTENDS REPAIRS 
Apple has issued a service notice that adds 
additional drives to the Apple Hard Disk 
40SC repair program. Dealers will replace 
an internal 3 1/2-inch 40MB disk at no cost 
if the serial number fa lls within the ra nge 
of 335507 to 1250863. (The number is 
located on the rear of the 50-pin SCSI 
connectors.) As I mentioned last month , 
Apple will reimburse customers who have 
paid for repairs outside of warranty; call 
customer relations at 408/252-2775 for 
deta ils. This hard disk exchange program 
is effective through June 1990; tell your 
friends and neighbors about it if they're 
having problems booting their disk. Cl 

Send nominees for sainthood to Service Heroes, Macworld, 
501 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107 or via Apple link 
(Macworld1) or Canned (Branscum). Conversely, drop 
Conspicuous Consumer a line if a company is ignoring you. 
I will help solve your problem, if I can. 
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BUSINESS 
SOFTWARE 

Fast, powerful, easy to 
learn word processor 

Puts it all together in 
one package 

Works 2.0 
Works 2.0 integrates the most
needed office applications: 
spreadsheet, database, word 
processor and terminal software. 
Works provides a significant degree 
of convenience for anyone who 
needs to share data among several 
applications, but hasn't the RAM 
necessary to run Multi-Finder. 

The spreadsheet. with 230 col
umns and 9,999 rows, behaves like 
Multiplan or Excel. The word 
processor looks and acts like Word 
with Short Menus selected. The new 
version now Includes the Spellswell 
spelling checker. The word processor 
has a MacPaint-like Draw command. 

The database manager offers a 
solid selection of standard "flat file" 
manager functions. You can select 
and sort records in a variety of ways, 
and the module supports a useful set 
of mathematical functions for 
computed fields. 

The simple, easy to use terminal 
module supports MacBinary transfers 
for error-free data transmission and 
reception. Winner of the 1988 
Macwor/dWorid Class Award. 

BUS0014 NCP 
Publisher: Microsoft 
Suggested Retail: $295 $185 
Handy tool for technical 
writers 

Formulator 
Use Formulator to create mathe
matical equations and scientific 
formulas - then paste them into a 
word processor or DTP document. 
Special symbols. from Greek charac· 
tars to integrals and radicals are all 
built into Formulator. It makes the 
distinctions among super and sub· 
scripts, and normal characters at 
different levels, and selects the ap· 
propriate point size. 

WR00027 NCP 
Publisher: ICOM Simulation $ 8 9 
Suggested Retail: $149.95 

Bigger, better, and more 
powerful than ever 

Excel 2.2 
Excel 2.2 delivers a host of 
Improvements and new features. 
Excel can now use the full memory of 
your Mac - up to 8 Megabytes. It 
recalculates up to 40% taster and 
empty cells consume no memory at 
all. Cell annotation lets you add notes 
to any cell and auditing functions help 
you trace cell references. 

The new Search and Replace 
function makes global changes. 

An old favorite gets better 

Word 4.0 
Word 4.0 adds new page design 
capabilities to the feature-laden 
previous versions. Create newslet
ters with multiple columns, or even 
movie script-style 
documents. Design 
pages with 
different numbers 
of columns on the 
same page. Place 
sidebars exactly 
where you want 
them. Word auto· 
matically wraps 
text around 
graphics. For 
creating graphics. 
Word 4.0 includes 
SuperPaint at no 
extra charge. 
Tables are a 
breeze. Just teU 

Charting is improved'- just double· 
click anywhere on a chart to see the 
dialog box for all the chart formatting 
commands. Charts are now 
dynamically linked to the original 
worksheet, so the chart automatically 
reflects any changes in the 
spreadsheet. Excel 2.2 also 
supports "warm links" to Word 4 .0, 
so changes to your spreadsheet data 
automatically appear in your Word 
documents. 

BUS0003 NCP 
Publisher: Microsoft 
Suggested Retaii:S<l'!JS $249 

Word how many rows and columns 
you need, and it generates your 
table, with automatic text wraps 
within cells. Word even has facilities 
for creating mathematical formulas. 

Word 4.0 has a spelling .:.hecker. 
hyphenation. Style Sheets, a 
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Brimming over with 
new capabilities 

MacWrite II 
MacWrile II now offers multiple 
columns, mail merge, foot notes 
and end notes, multiple documents, 
font sizes from two to 500 points, 
direct imporVexport of files (for MS 
Word, MS Write, MS Works, and 
WriteNow), plus the ability to search 
and replace by font, size and style. 

WAD 0026 NCP 
Publisher: Clans 
Suggested Retail: S249' $185 
Microsoft's basic, "no-frills" 
word processor 

Write 1.0 
Microsoft Write is great for people 
who like Word but don't need all 
its fancy functions. Microsoft calls it 
·a streamlined subset of Word." Write 
is fast, and full of useful functions, 
such as a spelling checker with an 
expandable 80,000 word dictionary, 
footnoting, the ability to embed 
graphics in text. multiple columns, 
page preview mode, and suppression 
of headers and footers on title pages. 
If you don't need mail merge, out
lining, glossaries, or style sheets 
Microsoft Write is right for you. 

WRD0014 NCP 

$79 
t,, .. _ 

glossary, automatic indexing, mail 
merge, and an integrated outliner. It 
is compatible with the MS-DOS 
version of Word, and with Page
Maker (both Mac and PC versions), 
so you can exchange files among all 
four formats . Version 3.0 won the 
1988 MacUser/Europe Victor, and 
the Macwortd World Class Awards. 

WRD 0022 NCP 
Publisher: Microsoft 
Suggested Retail:~ $249 



CUTI INii lDii£ 

Quality, performance and 
dependability at a low price 

Cutting Edge Hard 
Disk Drives 
The Cutting Edge series of hard 
disk drives (both Internal and exter· 
nat versions) plug directly Into your 

Removable cartridges for 
extra security and protection 

Cutting Edge 
45MB Removable 
Hard Drive 
The Cutting Edge 45 megabyte 
removable hard drive provides 
incredible flexibility. It features a 
SyQuesl'w mechanism, excellent 
driver software and an average 
access speed of 25 milliseconds. 
This high performance drive is actu· 
ally faster then many fixed drives 
and provides low cost expandability. 

Inexpensive, dependable 
external disk drive 

SOOK Disk Drive 
The Cutting Edge BOOK External 
Disk Drive makes any Mac easier 
to use, even if you have a hard 
disk. it reads and writes both single 
and double sided floppy disks with 
equal ease. If you find yourself jump· 
ing through hoops every time you 
need to copy a floppy, you'll appreci· 
ate the convenience of having a sec· 
ond floppy disk drive. Just drag the 
first disk's icon over to the second 
disk, and let the Mac copy the con· 
tents. If you've suffered through the 
nuisance of trying to boot up a 
crashed system with a dysfunctional 
hard disk when you have only a sin· 
gle floppy disk drive, you'll appreciate 
the extra disk drive. At this price, why 
putitqff? 

The Cutting Edge disk drive is 
quiet, sturdy and reliable, and carries 

Mac's SCSI port and are pre-for
matted, so they're ready to use, 
right out of the box. They're fast, 
compact, virtually noiseless, and use 
components from Seagate Technoio· 
gy (the world's leading manufacturer 
of hard disk drive mechanisms). 

The design is not only attractive, 
but also functional, because it creates 

Just replace the 45 megabyte car
tridge with a new one whenever you 
need more storage. Since the car
tridges are removable you can take 
them with you or lock them up for 
security. The Cutting Edge remov
able hard drive is easy to use, the 
cartridge just inserts into the recep
tacle like a tape player cartridge. 
Ejection is automatic, just use the 
eject command or drag the icon into 
the trash can. Cutting Edge remov
able cartridge drives make backing 
up and archiving files simple and 
easy to retrieve. You can share data 
with any Macintosh computer that is 
equipped with a Cutting Edge 

a full one year warran· 
ty from the manu· 
facturer. An LED 
indicates disk 
access, 
just 

like a 
hard disk 
drive. For extra con
venience, it even has a front 
panel disk eject button, so you don't 
have to fool around sticking paper 
clips through that little hole to retrieve 
a stuck floppy disk. It's compatible 

a convection cooling current, just as 
the Mac does. The steel alloy case 
also helps to radiate heat. All of that 
means Cutting Edge drives can use a 
smaller, quieter fan to assist the natu
ral cooling process. A back panel 
SCSI address switch, plus a second 
SCSI plug, make daisy-chaining sim
ple and convenient. You can connect 
up to seven SCSi devices (including 
scanners and printers) to the Mac, 
and the address switch tells the Mac 
where to look for your hard disk on the 
loop. For greater convenience, the 
back panel has an extra AC plug. 

The internal drives work on the 
Mac SE, II, llx, and llcx. An LED for 
the front panel indicates disk access. 
The drives connect directly to the 
internal SCSI port, so they do not 
need an address switch. They do not 
have fans, because the Mac SE and II 
already have fans. Their rear mount 
bracket means that you can keep your 
double internal floppy disk drives. 

All Cutting Edge drives carry the 
manufacturer's one-year warranty, 
plus a lifetime warranty on the cables 
and switches. Also, they come with a 
generous amount of public domain 
software, the current Apple System 
and freeware hard disk drive utilities, 
HD Backup, and a personalized copy 
of the TCE Manager (formatting and 
diagnostic software), and an anti-viral 
package. 

20 Meg Under the Mac 
Drive 
DRI01 57 $ 
Manufacturer: Cutting Edge 43 9 
Suggested Retail:~ 

45 
Megabyte 
Removable 
Hard Drive. 
Now trans
ferring 
large vol
umes of 
data 
between 
systems is 
as easy as 
passing a 
cartridge 
around. 

with 
the 

Mac 
Plus, SE, 

and Mac II, 
(but won't work 

with the old 128K 
or 512K Mac unless 

you've upgraded it 
with the new ROMs to a 

512KE). 

DRI0042 $ 
Manufacturer: Cutting Edge 149 
Suggested Retail: $-1-65 
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HARDWARE 
HARD DISK 
DRIVES 

30+ Meg Under the Mac 
Drive 
DRI 01 58 

Manufacturer: Cutting Edge $499 
Suggested Retail: .sm 

45+ Meg Under the Mac 
Drive 
DRI0159 $ 
Manufacturer: Cutting Edge 549 
Suggested Retail: $829' 

65+ Meg Under the Mac 
Drive 
DRI 01 60 

Manufacturer: Cutting Edge $629 
Suggested Retait:$899 

80+ Meg Under the Mac 
Drive 
DRI 0161 
Manufacturer: Cutting Edge $7 3 9 
Suggested Retail: $.W99 

XL 30 Internal 
DRI0110 $ 
Manufacturer: Cutting Edge 469 
Suggested Retail: .$599 

XL 45 Internal 
DRI0111 $ 
Manufacturer: Cutting Edge 645 
Suggested Retail:.$ff!9 

DRI 0!62 $899 Manufacturer: Cutting Edge 
Suggested Retail:~ 

I'm Nancy, call me 

MaM•m•a 
1-800-255-6227 

(1-1011-All-IIACS) 
INQUIRIES: 1-201·317-G448 

CAIWIA:1-100-255-1447 

b a 

as 
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HARDWARE 
PRINTER 
INTERFACES 
Need to hook up a parallel 
printer to your Mac? 

Grappler Interface 
The Orange l'.licro Grappler 
interface card connects your Mac 
to most parallel printers. Just plug 
the Grappler into the serial port, and 
it converts the output to the 
Centronics parallel format. If you 
have an old daisy wheel or dot matrix 
printer sitting around the office 
unused, put it to work and alleviate 
the traffic jam on your LaserWriter. 

ACC0227 
Manufacturer: Orange Micro 
Suggested Retail: $.H9" $79 
Highly intelligent printer 
interface 

Grappler Interface 
L/Q 
The Grappler LQ connects your 
Mac to any 24-pin dot matrix 
printer, or HP-compalible laser or 
ink jet printer- as if they were 
Image Writer LOs. Just set the 
switch for the printer you want to use. 
For dot matrix printers, you can use 
any Mac, but for laser and ink jet 
printers, you'll need a Mac Plus, SE, 
or II, and a hard disk. Grappler does 
not recognize PostScript commands 

ACC0237 $ 
Manufacturer: Orange Micro 1 0 3 
Suggested Retail: $M9 

Connects your Mac to most 
serial printers 

Grappler LS 
The Grappler LS works with serial 
Hewlett-Packard (and compatible) 
printers. Now you can print Mac 
documents on the HP ink jet printer, 
plus laser printers such as the 
LaserJet, Okidata, Kyocera, and 
Blaser. Grappler cannot print 
PostScript files. 

ACC 0284 $ 
Manufacturer: Orange Micro 1 0 3 
Suggested Retail:~ 

HARDWARE 
INPUT 
DEVICES 
The more keys the better 

Mac-101 
Keyboard 
The only extended keyboard 
available for the Mac 512, 512KE, 
and Plus. Includes macro software. 

INP0043 $ 39 Manufacturer: DataDesk 1 
Suggested Retail:~ 

Retire your mouse 

New Turbo Mouse 
Kensington's New Turbo Mouse 
speeds up Mac use, and saves 
desk space. The Turbo Mouse is 
like an upside-down mouse. or a 
track ball, so you only need to move 
the ball in its socket, not the whole 
assembly. Nudge it for tiny 
adjustments. or give it a good spin to 
dash across the screen. The auto· 
malic acceleration sensor is like a 
two-speed automatic transmission. It 
speeds up cursor movement when 
you move faster, and slows it down 
for precise positioning. A second 
button is a click lock, and you can 

High-tech alternative 
pointing device 

QuadLYNX 
Trackball 

Mac-101 Keyboard ADB 
For the Mac SE. 

~:n~~a~urer: DataDesk $13 9 
Suggested Retail:~ 

assign one of seven common 
functions (Close. Save, Print, etc.) for 
both buttons at once. This well
designed mouse alternative won the 
1988 Macworld World Class Award. 

New Turbo Mouse 512, 
Plus 
For the Mac 512, 512KE, and Plus. 
INP0059 $ 
Manufacturer: Kensington 1 0 9 
Suggested Retail:~ 

New Turbo Mouse ADB 
For the Mac SE or II. 
INP 0060 
Manufacturer: Kensington 
Suggested Retail: $.169:95 $109 

to give you precise fingertip 
control over cursor movement. 
This device offers much greater 
precision in cursor placement than 
the standard-issue Apple mouse. 
Just spin the trackball and the cursor 
fl ies across the screen, quickly and 
accurately landing where you want it. 

If you're using a large screen 
monitor, yo•; need a trackball. It's 
also great for desktop publishing, 
CAD/CAM, graphics, and arcade 
games. 

QuadL YNX Trackball 
For the Mac 51 2, 512KE, and 
Plus. 
INP 0050 
Manufacturer: Lynx Computer 
Suggested Retail:~ 

$69 
QuadL YNX Trackball 
ADB 
For the Mac SE or II. 
INP 0051 
Manufacturer: Lynx Computer 
Suggested Retail: S99:9S 

$69 
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Mac-101 Keyboard Macll 
For the Mac II. 
INP0048 $ 
ManufaC1urer: Data Desk 13 9 
Suggested Retail:~ 

Enter the world of optical 
mousing 

A+ Mouse 
The A+ Mouse has no moving 
parts, except for the mouse itself. 
It uses an infrared LED and a 
reflective plastic mouse pad to deter
mine its position. The mouse glides 
over the glassy smooth surface of 
the pad. Anyone who works with 
graphics or CAE/CAD applications 
will appreciate the convenience and 
precision of an optical mouse. 
Comes with manufacturer's lifetime 
warranty. 

INP0044 $ 
Manufacturer: Mouse Systems 6 3 
Suggested Retail: $00' 

A+ Mouse ADB 
For the Mac SE and II, connects to 
the Apple Desktop Bus. 
INP0045 
Manufacturer: Mouse Systems 
Suggested Retail:~ 

Combo joystick and mouse 
for precise cursor ontrol 

Kraft QuickStick 
The button placement ensures fast 
action and comfortable use, 
whether you're playing an arcade 
game or working on a complex 
page layout. Precision gimbals and 
dual-axis fine-tuners give you 
complete control over its operation. 
Comes with manufacturer's five-year 
warranty. 

ACC 0015 
Manufacturer: Krait 
Suggested Retail: $59:95 

Kraft Premium Ill 
Joystick 

$39 

The Kraft Premium Ill Joystick is the 
same as the QuickStick, but it 
connects to the ADB port of the Mac 
SE or Mac II. It also works with the 
Apple llgs. 
INP0064 
Manufacturer: Kraft 
Suggested Retail: SZ9:95 $51 



Run your SE up to four times 
faster with an accelerator 

MaraThon 020 
Accelerator Boards 
MaraThon 020 Accelerators are equipped 
with a 68020 chip running at 16 MHz. 
They rival the Mac ll's performance. for a 
fraction of the cost. Because MaraThon 020 
Accelerators use a programmable Logic 
Cell Array controller, you can re-configure 
them to accommodate future hardware 
upgrades or to optimize them for specific 
tasks. The on·board expansion slot gives 
you back the expansion slot you gave up to 
install the accelerator. 

MaraThon 020 
Accelerator MSE1 
ORI 0098 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: $699 

MaraThon 020 
Accelerator MSE2 

$429 
Includes one megabyte on·board memory. 

ORI 0125 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: SHll9 

Bring your Mac up to 
date - inexpensively 

MacSnap 
Memory for 
Older Macs 

$719 

MacSnap memory expan
sion kits give your old Mac 
(512, Plus, or SE) the power 
to run the new generation 
of software. Using MulllF'UJd. 
er. keep several applications 
open, and swilch from one to 
another Without quming and 
launching. Or, explore the 
exciting world of HyperCard. 
You'll need at least two 
Megabytes to run System 7.0 
when It arrives. So modernize 
your old Mac with more mem· 
ory. It's cheaper than buying a new computer. 
MacSnap 524E 
Expands enhanced Mac 512KE to one Mb. 
DRI 0120 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail:$299 

MacSnap 5245 

$187 
Expands enhanced Mac 512KE to one Mb. 
Includes SCSI lnlerface and external SCSI 
connector. 
DRI 0065 
Manufacturer: Dove 
5uggoctod Rorail : $3!19 $239 
Affordable Ethernet connections 
for the Mac 

FastNet Ethernet 
Adaptors 
FastNot connects your Macs to Ethernet 
LANs. It supports TCPIIP, EtherTalk, 
DECnet, and other protocols, so you 
can talk to mainframes and minis at Eth
ernet speeds. The FastNet SCSI and 
Fast Net II are intelligent controllers. woth 
their own 68000 chips and RAM buffers to 
lake the processing load off your Mac. 

FastNet SCSI 
FastNet SCSI is an external Ethernet adap
tor that works with any Mac with a SCSI 
port. It Is an Intelligent controller with Its 
own 68000 chip and 512K buffer RAM, but 

MaraThon 020 
Accelerator MSE3 
Includes 68881 Math Co·processor. no 
memory. 
DRI 0126 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: $9!9 

MaraThon 020 
Accelerator MSE4 

$599 
Includes one megabyte on·board memory 
and 68881 Math 
Co·processor. 
ORI 0127 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail:~ 

MacSnap 548E 

$899 

Expands enhanced 512KE Mac lo two Mb. 
DRI0121 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: SSW 

MacSnap 5485 

$439 
Expands enhanced 512KE Mac to two Mb. 
Includes SCSI inlerface and external SCSI 
connecror. 
DRI 0068 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suooesred Retail:~ $499 
Is not as fast as the Fast Net NuBus cards. 

ORI 01 42 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail:~ 

FastNet II 

$785 
FasrNer is an intelligent NuBus card for the 
Mac II, with 512K RAM. 64K ROM. and a 
68000 chip. 

ORI 0143 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: 6699 

FastNet Ill 

$565 
FastNet is a NuBus card for Mac II. but 
without on·board intelligence and buffering. 

ORI 0144 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: $699 $375 

Enjoy maximum speed 
with an accelerated 
68030chip 

MaraThon 030 
Accelerator 
Boards 
The MaraThon 030 Accelerator 
Boards make your Mac 11, llx, or 
SE/30 sing. They employ a 
68030 chip running at 32 MHz, 
which has its own 256K data and 
instruction caches on the chip 
itself (selectable through the Con· 
trol Pane~. Just remove your old 
68020 and plug the compact 030 
Accelerator card into its socket. 
The Logic Cell Array controller is 

programmable for future upgrades or to 
optimize operations for a specific task. 

MaraThon 030 
Accelerator Board 
For the Mac II. Plugs directly into the 68020 
chip socket to provide you with a 69030 
chip running at 32 MHz. A 68882 math CO· 

processor is available as an option. 
ORI 0130 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggesled Retail:~ 

MaraThon 030/ SE 
Accelerator Board 

$969 
For the SE/30. Available options include up 
to four Megabytes of on· board memory, and 

Unleash your Mac -
and save money 

MacSnap CMOS 
Memory 
MacSnap CMOS memory expansion kits 
require less power, so they run cooler 
than standard RAM chips. Don't senre lor 
lhat one Megabyte Mac you bought because 
you couldn't afford the deluxe model. 
Upgrade it to full power With inexpensive. 
high· performance MacSnap memory. 

MacSnap 2S CMOS 
Expands Mac Plus or SE to two Mb. using 
one Mb. surface mount CMOS chips; 
expandable to four Mb. 
DRI 0122 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Relail: $4'76 

MacSnap 4S CMOS 

CALL 
Expands Mac Plus, SE or II from one Mb. 
to four Mb., w1th one Mb. surface mount 
CMSOchips. 
ORI 0123 
Manufaclurer: Dove 
Suggested Relaif: $952 

MacSnap 85 CMOS 

CALL 
Expands Mac II from one Mb. to eight Mb. 
using one Mb. surface mount CMOS chips. 
ORI 0124 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggesled Retail:~ CALL 

the 68881 Math Co-processor or the 68882 
Floating Point Unit. 

DRI0151 $ 
Manufacturer: Dove 12 50 
Suggesled Retail: $4-599 

MaraThon 030/ X 
Accelerator Board 
For the Mac llx. 

ORI 0152 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Relail:~ $999 
MaraThon Racer 
A high· speed cache card with accelerator· 
like performance designed for the Mac II, 
plugs into the existing 68020 socket on the 
Molherboard. 

DRI 01 81 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: $259 $162 
Open your Mac in a snap 

MacSnap Tool Kit 
The essential tools for opening up your 
Mac 512, Plus, or SE to Install memory 
upgrades, adaptor cards and fans. 
Includes the required hex screw driver, 
case spreader. and a static strap. 

ORI 0040 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail:~ 

MacSnap Plus 2 

$15 
Expands Macintosh Plus from 1024K to 
2048K using 256K DRAM. 
Not expandable. 

ORI 0036 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail:~ 

MacSnap 2SE 

$312 
Expands Macintosh SE from 1024K to 
2048K using 256K DRAM. Not expandable 
but tully compatible with internal 
expansion cards. 

ORI 0099 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Relail: $499' 

FastNet SE 

$312 

Plugs directly into the SE's slot, and 
has 64K RAM and 64K PROM. 

DRI 0145 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: $599 

$375 
FastNet SE/ 30 
Plugs directly into the SE/30's slot. 
and has 64K RAM and 64K PROM. 

ORI 0146 
Manufacturer: Dove 
Suggested Retail: $6S9 

$375 



MacGolf Classic (XOR Corp.) 
MacGolf now offers color and improved 
screen image detail. This premium ver
sion has five enlargement options for dose
up viewing. nine practice greens. and a 
driving range. ThegamecomeswithaD six 
available MacCourses. Best of aD. you can 
install this v ersion on a hard d isk. 
(entertainment) $53. 

ACCESSORIES 
Apple 
Toner Cartridges LaserWriter ......... 109. 
Avery Labels (full line available) 
Color Coded 3.5 Diskette ................... 4. 
Laser 3.5 Diskettes ........... .............. . 29. 
Laser File Folders .............................. 6. 
Laser Transparencies ...................... 22. 
Basic Needs, Inc. 
HardTop Keyboard Covers .............. 15. 
HardTop lmageWriter Covers .......... 17. 
Keyboard Flip ..................................... 6. 
Dust Covers - grey Nylon Ripstop 
lmageWriter or LaserWriter ..... ....... . 12. 
Mac Plus and keyboard ................... 11 . 
Mac SE and extd. or reg. keyboard 11. 
Mac II and extd. keyboard ............... 12. 
Universal Laser Printer Stand .......... 29. 
Computer Friends, Inc. 
Maclnker (JW & IW II) ....................... 41. 
Curtis 
Computer Tool Kit (52 pc.) ............... 49. 
Curtis Clip .......................................... 6. 
Disk Holder (holds 40) ....................... 9. 
Jewel Surge Suppressors ............. Call. 
Ergotron 
MacTi~-SE ....................................... 68. 
MacTm 11-RGB ...................... ........... 75. 
Golds tein & Blair 
The Macintosh Bible ........................ 20. 
1/0 Designs 
lmageware II Carrying Case ............ 49. 

Macinware llcx Carrying Case ......... 89. 
Macinware Mac II Carrying Case ..... 99. 
Macinware Plus Carrying Case ....... 64. 
Macinware SE Carrying Case .......... 75. 
Monitorware Apple RGB Case ......... 79. 
Ribbons black .................................... 4. 
Ribbons color ..................................... 5. 
Kalmar 
Rolltop Teak disk holder 45 .. ........... 14. 
Rolltop Teak disk holder 90 ............. 2 1. 
Rolltop Teak disk holder 135 ........... 3 1. 
Kensington 
Anti-Glare Filter ................................ 33. 
Apple Security Kit ............................. 34. 
Mac II S tand w/Cable Kit ............... ... 65. 
MasterPiece Mac II ........................ 1 05. 
PowerBacker 360 UPS Line .......... 269. 

~;~?~ ~~~~tii:i5 ............................. S4. 

Fanny Mac QT ................................ 60. 
SE Stlencer ...................................... 39. 
Polaroid 
Circular Polarizing Filter ................... 35. 
Read-Write 
CompuDuster ................................... 29. 
Kleen & Dry CRT Pads ...................... 5. 

Adobe ljpeManager 

~ . em 

Adobe Type Manaaer (Adobe) 
Gives your Image Writer or Hewlett Pack
ard DeskWriter the professional edge by 
taking the jagged edge off printed text. 
Allows you to print the kind ofhigh quality 
outline fonts you thought only came out 
of a laser printer. Adobe Type Manager 
also dramatically improves the text ells
played on your Macintosh. making it 
smoother and more legible than you ever 
thought possible. Adobe Type Manager 
is completely transparent to you and 
virtually every major Macintosh appUca
tion. Works with every Adobe PostScript 
printer and aD Adobe PostScript language 
fonts. (fonts) $57 

Computer Care Kit .......................... .45. 
Smack-a-Mac 
Smack-a-mac ..................................... 9. 
SoundSight 
FastKeys 2.0 .................................... 35. 

Maclnware CarrytnJI Caae• (VO DeolJins) 
The 1/0 family of carrying cases protects your 

Mac and it's peripheral against damage 
whenever you need to take your Mac on the road. 

The outer covering is made of luggage quality 
lightweight w oven nylon with 

web strap reinforcement. 
Also has an inside 

padded compart
ment that can ac
commodate 
extended keyboard. 
The Interior is 
padded to protect 
the equipment. 
Comes In Black and 
Navy. 
(accessories) Mac 
SE with extended 
keyboard $75. 
FuU line available. 

MaraThon Racer 
(Dove) 
The MaraThon Racer cache 
card is a cost effective 
accelerator solution for 
the Mac II. MaraThon 
Racer will give you 
accelerator-like 
performance. Maximum 
processing speed and 
ul timate system 
flexibility. just plug In the 
Racer and drive through 
your favorite drawing. 
spreadsheet or 
w ordprocessing 
applications. For p rice 
and performance, Racer is 
a lap ahead of the 
competition.(accelerators) 
$162. 

Targus, Ltd. 
Deluxe Plus/SE-XKB Case (black) ... 69. 
lmageWriter II Case (black) ............. 49. 
Mac Plus/SE Case (black) ................ 59. 

ACCOUNTING 
AND 

PERSONAL FINANCES 
Aatrlx 
Checkwriter ...................................... 37. 
Payroll 3.5 .............. ...... ....... ...... ..... 115. 
Payroll PLUS orTimeMinder .... ea.175. 
Bedford (Computer Associates) 
Simply Accounting ......................... 219. 
Brown-Wagh Publishing 
MacLedgers ................................... 159. 
Service Industry Accounting .......... 209. 
DAC 
Dac·Easy Light ... .............. ...... .......... 42. 
Intuit 
Quicken 1.5 ........ ............. ................ 36. 

~~b~~~· -~~~: .................................. 295. 
MECA 
Managing Your Money ................... 125. 
Monogram 
Business Sense ............................. 269. 
Dollars and Sense ............................ 81. 
Nolo Press 
For The Record ................................ 29. 
WiiiMaker ............................. ............ 32. 

PLUS 1.1 (Oiduval) 
HyperCard-compatible 
Multimedla Software Toolkit 
that brings you 256 colors. 
animation • cards and win
dows of any size, irregularly 
shaped and w ord buttons. 
full text styling and even 
database fields, to a famil
iar , HyperCard-compatible 
environment. FuUy pro
grammable using PPL. Use 
for presentations. educa
tion. multimedia, database 
applications. personal pro
ductivity, or j ust plain fun! 
Package incl. PPLreference 
guide, intro. to program
ming, Online help, exter
nal commands, functions 
and sample stacks. (desk
top publishing) 
$115. 

Reality Technologies 
WealthBuilder .............................. ... 165. 
ShopKeeper SoftWare 
Bill-It 2.0 ........................................... 99. 
Softvlew 
MaclnTax 89 .................................... 69. 
Taxview 1040 .. ............... ................ 309. 
Survivor 
MacMoney 3.5 ................................. 60. 

BLANK MEDIA 
B.A.S.F. made in U.S.A 
DS/DD (box of 1 0) ............................ 15. 
DS/High Density (1.44 Meg) ............ 29. 
Peripheral Land, Inc. 
T urbo 40 Cartridge ......................... 11 5. 
Sony 
DS/DD (box of 1 O) ............................ 15. 

BUSINESS AND 
PRESENTATION 

A Lasting Impression 
ResumExpert (word vers.) ............... 49. 
Adobe Systems, Inc. 
TrueForm SetUp ............................ 229. 



S~IIIISfDal (hpll:lbc) 
S direct Connect fmaaeWdl· 

asandSuperl.aserSPOOiforaDnetwodled 
or non-networked Apple pdnters, are 

best-selling print spoolers that let you 
work and pdnt at the same lime. 
Fastest spooler.; available. Can 
handlelargeandcomplexgraph· 
lcs, spreadsheet or database 
documents. Special desk ac
cessory aDuws you to see and 
manipulate the print queue; 
delete documents, re-order 
documents to anothe r 
printer. (utWtles) Sapu
~1 $59.or 
Supcri.ucr5pool $89. 

OFFICIAL ENTRY COUPON - - MWM9Cl 
Mac Warehouse Portable Computer Giveaway I 
1690 Oak Street, P.O. Box 1579, Lakewood, NJ 08701 I 
When you order by phone or mail, you are automatically 
entered in the drawing. You can also mail this coupon or I 
call our contest entry line, 1-800-367-0787. I 
Name ___________________________________ I 

Address----------- - -- Apt. _ ____ _ 

City -------------- State ------- Zip --------

I 
I 

lmportsandlrnprovesyourpresentHyperCardstacks, 5aperCarlf (SIIIcoa lleacla) \ 
Use SuperEdit to create your own stand alone appli
cations that run without Supe!Card. Have multiple 
stacks and types of windows, re-sizeable windows, 
and color graphics and use different text fonts and 
styles within a Beld. Any object can be a button, with 
an attached satpt. The paint and draw tools Include 
SIBcon Beach"s AutoTrace. Bring your applications to 
life with animation, sound, custom menus and dialog 
boxes. (hyperware) $129. 

I'm Keny, caU me at: 

;. . ~ ; I I ~"'"'4 

1-800-255-6227 
( 1-800-All MACS) 
Inquiries: 201-367-0440 
Canada: 800-255-6447 
FAX# 201-905-9279 

MONDAY TBRU fRIDAY 
8 A.M. TO 11 P.M. (Eastern Time) 
SA11JRDAY 
BA.M. TO BP.M. (Eastern Time) 
OPEN SUNDAYS! 
BA.M. TOB P.M. 
(Eastern Time) 



Synchronicity 
A mood-altering software ex
perience that"s powerful and 
fun. This high-order tooVgame 
helps you make strategic and 
personal dedsions with wis
dom based on liming. Great 
for relationships, skillful nego
tiating, and stress reduction. 
Beautiful art, animated water
fall . and Random Frogs"". 
Easy, effective, and never bor
ing. Enjoy.{education) $39. 

Manalllni Your Money 
A fully Integrated software 
program addressing every 
aspect of personal and small 
business finance. Write and 
print checks. set up a 
personal budget, estimate 
your taxes and more. 
{finance) $125. 

Balance of Power 1990 
Be the leader of the U.S. or the 
Soviet Union, your main objec
tive is prevent a war. A scary 
and accurate simulation of the 
difficulties of improving your 
country's influence while main
taining world peace. Remem
ber: if war breaks out, the 
game is OVER.{entertalnment) 
$30. 

Laser Printer Stand 
Free up your valuable desktop 
space by raising your printer 
four inches. 11lis lets you store 
two extra cartridges, supplies, 
or just paperwork conveniently 
underneath your printer. It is 
made of strong durable steel 
and comes in an attractive 
platinum design. {accessories) 
$29. 

PageMaker Color Extension .......... 179. 
Broderbund 
DTP Advisor .................................... .47. 
Data Translation 
PhotoMac ....................................... 609. 
Emerald City Software 
Smart Art I, II, or Ill ................... ea. 85. 
lcom Simulations 
MacKern ........................ ................. 119. 
Letraset 
ColorStudio or FontStudio ............. Cal l. 
lmageStudio .......... ......................... 275. 
Ready,Set,Go! .............................. . 275. 
Olduvai 
Pius 1.1 .......................................... 115. 
Read-It! 2.1 (OCR) ......................... 249. 
Read-It! Personal ........................... 139. 
Read-It! TS (Thunderscan) .............. 79. 
Quark 
QuarkStyle ..................................... 175. 
Xpress ............................................ 495. 
Springboard 
Springboard Publisher II ................ 109. 
TimeWorks 
Publish-it! ....................................... 239. 

DISK DRIVES/ BOARDS 
Aristotle Industries, Inc. 
HardPac Mac 20 Meg .................... 479. 

HardPac Mac 40 Meg .................... 755. 
HardPac Mac 80 Meg .................. 1099. 
HardPac Mac 105 Meg ................ 1235. 
CMS 
MacStack 20 Meg .......................... 529. 
MacStack 30 Meg .......................... 545. 
MacStack 45 Meg .......................... 625. 
MacStack 60 Meg .......................... 699. 
MacStack 80 Meg .......................... 799. 
Cutting Edge 
BOOK External Floppy Drive ........... 149. 
SyQuest Removable 45 Meg ......... 899. 
Under the Mac 20 Meg .................. 439. 
Under the Mac 30+ Meg ................ 499. 
Under the Mac 45+ Meg ................ 549. 
Under the Mac 65+ Meg ................ 629. 
Under the Mac 80+ Meg ................ 739. 
Dayna Communications 
Dayna File Single 360K (5 1/4") .... 529. 
Dayna File Dual 360K & 1.44M .... 729. 
Dolphin Systems Tech 
Integra 20 Meg ............................... 499. 
Integra 30 Meg ............................... 595. 
Integra 40 Meg ............................... 719. 
Integra 60 Meg ............................... 778. 
Integra 80 Meg ............................... 995. 
Flipper 150 Meg Tape Backup ..... 1439. 
Kennect Technology 
Drive 2.4 ......................................... 359. 
Rapport .......................................... 219. 
Mobius 
MultiScreen Video Card ................. 315. 
PCPC 
MacBottom Hard Drives ................. Call. 
Peripheral Land, Inc. 
lnfimty Turbo 40 Meg ................... 1119. 
Turbo Floppy 1.4 ............................ 359. 
Quantum 
Quantum 40 MB Raw Drive ........... 525. 
Quantum 80 MB Raw Drive ........... 869. 
RasterOps 
RasterOps Colorboard 264 ............ 760. 

Want a faster set of keys for Christmas? 

Shortcut {Aladdin 
Syatems, lac.) 
Raymond Lau, au
thor of Stuffit, has 
created another util
i ty that you cannot 
Uve without. Short
cut-the ultimate disk 
utility-appears in 
every application's 
OPEN and SAVE 
dialog with a menu 
full o f vital com
m ands. A find 
command will locate 
lost ftles, you can 
instantly access fre
quently used fdes 
and folders with a 
single menu selec
tion. create new fold
ers, rename or de
lete files/folders , 
(utilities) $59 

EDUCATIONAL 
PERSONAL 

BrlghtStar 
Alphabet Blocks 3.01 ....................... 30. 
Talking Tiles ..................................... 27. 
Bootware Software 
ResumeWriter Pro ............ ............... 58. 
Davidson 
Math Blaster ..................................... 27. 
~rr;n~t~ader 11 ............................... 36. 

The Dinosaur Discovery Kit ............. 27. 
The Puzzle Storybook ...................... 27. 
The Rhyming Notebook ................... 27. 
Fair Tide Technologies 
Navigate! mono .............................. 199. 
Great Wave 
Kids Time 1.2 .................................... 26. 
NumberMaze ................................... 26. 
Learning Company 
Reader Rabbit or Math Rabbit ......... 31 . 

Macintosh SE/Plao w/Extea ded :Keyboard 
Carryinll Case {Tarauo) 
Pamper your Mac with a Targus carrying 
case made of Zillcone treated nylon to give 
you waterproof durabUity and an impact 
absorbing high-density foam layer with a 
son protective lining for complete 
protection. Cushioned shoulder pad and 
handles provide extra comfort and 
convenience. Plus there's room for 
everything from your Mac, a hard 
disk drive, and the extended 
keyboard to pockets for your 
mouse, floppies, cables, and 
pens. {accessories) $75. 
Full Targus Madntosh line 
available. 

~ 
e:>' 

Touch
Sensitive 
Keypads 

Bring tire ke;tboard to your fingertips 
witlt these Simple peel and sticil lteypad.•! 
Stick them on your mouse, trackball, 
or draw pad and cut and without 
reaching for the ~ 

Micro Tech 
Elementary Signer ........................... 49. 
Finger Speller ................................... 29. 
The Software Toolworks 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ........ 32. 
Visionary Software 
Synchronicity .................................... 39. 
Voice & Video Instruction Videos 
HyperCard or Pagemaker 3.0 .... ea. 35. 
Word 4.0 Video Tape ............... ........ 35. 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Access Software, Inc. 
World Class Leader Board ............... 27. 
Artworx 
Bridge 6.0 ......................................... 24. 
Daily Double Horse Racing .............. 19. 
GraiiQuest ........................................ 19. 
Broderbund 
Ancient Art of War At Sea ........ ........ 27. 
Shufflepuck Cafe ......................... .... . 24. 
Where In the World is Carmen ......... 27. 
Bulls City Software 
Moriarity's Revenge ......................... 36. 
Bullseye 
Ferrari Grand Prix or P51 ........... ea 32. 
Fokker Tri-plane ............................... 24. 
Centron Software, Inc. 
BlackJack or CrapsMaster .......... ea 27. 
CaslnoMaster (5 pack) ..................... 49. 
Discovery SoftWare 
Arkanoid ........................................... 26. 



AEC Management Systems 
FastTrack Schedule ................. ...... 115. 
Aldus 
Persuasion 1.0 ............................... 375. 
Antle Software 
FlexForm Bus. Temp Volt or 2 .. ea. 49. 
Ashton-Tate 
Full Impact ..................................... 249. 
Avery 
list & Mail ........................................ 79. 
Clarls 
MacProject II .................................. 379. 
SmartForm Designer w/Assistant .. 299. 
Cognition Technology 
MacSMARTS PRO ..... ................... 249. 
Cricket (Computer Associates) 
Cricket Graph 1.3 .................... ...... 115. 
Cricket Presents ............................. 285. 
HyperPress Publishing 
Intelligent Developer ...................... 225. 
lnformlx 
WingZ .................................... ......... 259. 
Microsoft 
Excel2.2 or PowerPoint2.1 .... ea.249. 
The Microsoft Office ...................... .499. 
Works 2.0 .............................. ......... 185. 
Power Up 
Calendar Creator ............................. 38. 
FastFormsl ....................................... 89. 
Preferred Publishers 
Direct Mail .................................... .... 54. 
ProPius 
Wall Street Investor ........................ 469. 
Satorl 
Bulk Mailer 3.2.3 .............................. 78. 

MacEnvelope 4.1 or MacEnvelope Plus 
(Synu) 
Envelope and label printing in one 
package! MacEnvelope 4.1. combines 
aU of the features of envelope and label 
printing In one easy ·to- use package. 
Import up to 1600 addresses per file. 
Unique Postal Bar Coding speeds deliv
ery and saves money on postage (for 
bulk mailers). Over fifty prefonnatted 
ready-to-use label and envelope styles. 
Create/save layouts, print graphlcs, mes
sages, fonts and color . $55. MacEnvel
ope Plus saves up to I 00,000 addresses 
per file. Provides list management fea
tures such as comments, flags. multi
level sorting and print range. (business) 
$149. 
Softstream International 
Endeavor .......................................... 99. 
Symantec 
More II 2.01 ........................ ... ........ 249. 
Symmetry 
KeyPian .......................................... 339. 
Synex 
MacEnvelope 4.1 ............................. 55. 
MacEnvelope Plus ......................... 149. 
Vertical Solutions 
Fastlabel ......................................... 49. 

CAD/ CAE 
Clarls 
ClarisCAD ...................................... 599. 
Generic Software 
Generic CADD Level 1 .................. ... 85. 
Graph soft 
Blueprint ......................................... 349. 

HardPac Mac Drives 
(AristoUe) 
Portable hard disk drive. 
Store your data andj usl 
unplug thls compact, 
selfo<:ontalned unit, luck 
it Into your briefcase. 
and take your data with 
you. The sturdy Injec
tion molded case, shock 
mountilng, and auto· 
malic head parking pro· 
teet the drive w hlle it's 
in lransi t.Quanlum 
drive on the 40/80 / 
10 5mb with access 
time of 19ms. 20mb 
uses a Mlniscribe with a 
65ms access time. A 
SCSI device with an 
input/output port for 
daisy-chaining. (drives) 
40 meg $755. 
MiniCad+2.0 ................................... 519. 
Innovative Data 
MacDraft ........................................ 144. 
Dreams .......................................... 269. 
I.S.I. 
Precision ........................................ 199. 
Strata 
StrataVision 3D .............................. 375. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CE Software 
In/Out (1 to 5 Users) ...................... 129. 
QuickMail2.0 (1 · 10 Users) ........... 259. 
CompuServe 
CompuServe Navigator 3.0 ............ 45. 
CompuServe Subscription Kit ........ 9.95 
Data VIZ 
Maclink Plus w/Cable 4.1 ............. 139. 

Aclus 

DATABASE 
SOFTWARE 

4th Dimension 2.0 ......................... 549. 
AEC Management Systems 
AEC Information Manager ............. 409. 
Blyth 
Omnis 5 .......................................... 369. 
Clarls 
File Maker II .................................... 229. 
Fox Software 
FoxBASE+/Mac ............................. 255. 
FoxBASE+/ Mac MultiUser ....... ...... 355. 
Microsoft 
File 2.0 ........................................... 125. 
Odesta 
Double Helix Ill .............................. 349. 
GeoQuery ..... ................................. 199. 
Pro VUE 
Panorama ...................................... 205. 

Maclink Plus/Translators 4.1 ......... 109. DESK ACCESSORIES 
Dow Jones Casady & Greene 
~::~~~trieval Membership ............ 24. QuickDEX ........................................ 3 t. 

JAM Software 
Red Ryder 10.3 ................................ 52· Smart Alarms & Appointment Diary .49. 
Hayes 
Smartcom 113.1 ................................ 88. SSmartrt AAI

1
arms (

5
1 - 4

8 
users) ....... ....... 

1
.
4
9

9
9. 

lnfosphere ma arms ( - users) ............. . 
Lf·a1·son 175 Smart Alarms (9 - 16 users) ..... ...... 199. 

.................... ....... ....... .......... · Preferred Publishers 
k";~'J,nda(~~~ltl~ons 249 DAtabase ......................................... 72. 
MetaComet ............................. · Vantage .. .......................................... 55. 

AccuWeather Forecaster ................. 58. Solutions 
Prometheus SmartScrap & The Clipper 2.0 ....... .45. 

Acknowledge .................................. 289. DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
MacKNOWLEDGE ......................... 149. Aapps 

Software Ventures Micro TV ............. ............................. 289. 
Microphone II v.3.0 .............. .......... 219. Aldus 
Traveling Software 
Lap-Link ........................................... 83. PageMaker 3.02 ....................... .... .. 389. 

• VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. No surcharge. MWM9 
• Your cred~ card will not be charged until your order Is shipped. 
• H we must ship a partial order. we pay the freight on the remaining ponlon. 
• All U.S. shipments are insured at no extra charge. 
• C.O.D. orders accepted (add $6.00 Including shipping)- $1.000 maximum. 

cash, money order, or cashie(s check. 
• Corporate purchase order accepted subject to credit approval. 
• All products are covered by a 120 day timhed wananty. • 
• CT residents add 8% sales tax. NJ residents add 8% sales tax. 
SHIPPING 
• AD onlefs add $3.00 per order. We ship Airborne Express overnight unless 

UPS ground delivers overnight. (Some rural areas require an extra day.) 
• Orders placed by 7:00 pm Eastern time (weekdays) for "'n stock" hems ship 

same day (barring system failure, etc.) for overnight dellvefY. 
• C.O.D. orders ship via UPS (Blue Label if you are more than 2 days from us 

via UPS ground). Charge Is $6 Including shipping. 
• Alaska, Hawall, outside conllnental U.S .• APOIFPOcall20t-367-0440 for 

Information. 

'Defedlve sol!wate ~ fmmedialely. Hanlware repjaCed Of repaored al our dosaa!IOn. 

1-800~2'55:6227 
(1-800-All-MACS) 

1690 Oak Sttee~ , P.O. Box 1579, 
Lakewood. Jlij 08701 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 8 A.M. TO 11 P.M. (Eaatem Time) 
SATURDAY 8 A.M. TO 8 P.M. (Eastern Time) 
OPEN SUNDAYSI 8 A.M. TO 8 P.M. (Eastern me 

C>Copyright 1989 Mic:oWarehouse,lnc. Ma<:WAAEHOUSE"' is a division of Mlc:to\Yarehouse, Inc. 
are trademntks of MicroWarehouse, Inc. Item avaitabinty and price subject co change Without notice. NeXT is a trademark of Next. Inc • ..................... 

AccuWeather Forecaster 
Reliable weather information 
direct from the nation's # I 
w eather service . Quickly 
download national weather 
data by modem, then display it 
In easy to read maps, graphs. 
charts and forecasts. Updates 
avallableforeveryregion. Ideal 
for aviation, boating, construc
tion and travel (commun
ications) $58. 

A+ Mouse 
Uses an Infrared LED and a re
flective plastic mouse pad to 
determine position. Anyone 
who works with graphlcs or 
CAE/CAD applications will 
appredate the convenience and 
predsion o f an optical mouse. 
$63. A+ Mouse ADB: ForSE 
and U connects to Apple Desk
top Bus. 
(Input/output) $83 

FutLabel 
End label hassels with Fastl.a
bel - the revolutionary way to 
print labels on the lmagewriter 
and laserwriter. Prefonnalting 
instantly creates labels. One 
step text loading from any 
commerdal database. Save 
hours of your valuable time! 
(business) $49. 

Lap-Link Mac 
j ust connect the Lap-Unk 
Mac universal cable to the PC 
and the Mac and you're 
moving files In both 
directions. Comes with 
translators. cable. 3.5' and 
5.25' diskettes. 
(communications) $83. 
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'"""'"' WordMaker 4.0 (New Horizons) 

Electronic Arts 
Chuck Yeager Adv. Flight Trainer .... 32. 
Miles Computing 
Fool's Errand .................................... 32. 
Puzzle Gallery .................................. 27. 
Mlndscape 
Balance of Power, Deja Vu ........ ea. 30. 
The Colony or Gauntlet .... ...... .... ... ... 30. 
Nemesis 
Go Master ........................................ 49. 
Joseki Tutor ..................................... 30. 
PCAIIXOR 
Lunar Rescue or MacGolf 2.0 .......... 34. 
MacGolf Classic ............................... 53. 
Road Racer ........... ........................... 39. 
NFL Challenge ................................. 54. 
Spectrum HoloByte 
Falcon 2.0 ........................................ 31 . 

FUeGuard Extended Ed!Uon (A.S.D.) 
Protect your hard drives from unauthor
ized access (including security bypass 
with a system diskette), copying, and 
erasure: Applications and fdes from un· 
authorized access, deletion, and/or illegal 
copying ; Desktop (including system 
folder) from alterations by unauthorized 
users. $309. FUeGuard 2.0: Protects ftles 
from unauthorized access, deletion, and/ 
or illegal copying. Upon saving a new 
document, FileGuard gives you the op
tion to password-protect it. Encryption Is 
performed automatically upon quitting 
your application. Opening a protected file 
is just as easy and automatic. 
(security) $125. 

The new high performance. personal 
word processor for the Macintosh. 
WordMaker"s intuitive design makes 
it easy to learn and to use. It has a 

fast WYSIWYG display, headers and 
footers for both left and right pages, 
color capability, multiple docu
ment support. a 100,000 word 
spelling checker. print merge, 
and more! With WordMaker 
you canevenwraptextaround 
irregularly shaped graphics. 
It reads and writes MacWrite 
files for compatibility with 

o ther programs. 
(word pro· 

cessing) 
$69. 

Tetris color version ........................... 24. 
Springboard 
Hidden Agenda ........................ ........ 36. 

The Software Toolworks 
Chessmaster 2100 .............. ............. 32. 
Life & Death .................. ................... 32. 
The Hunt for Red October ................ 32. 

FONTS 
Adobe 
Adobe Type Manager ...................... 57. 
Fonts (full line avail.) ...................... Call. 
Forms and Schedules .................... 289. 
Newsletters .................................... 239. 
Presentations .............. ................... 289. 
Textures, Fills, and Patterns .......... 139. 
Altsys 
Fantastic Plus 2.02 .......................... 52. 
The Art Importer 2.0 ......................... 89. 
Letraset 
LetraStudio ................ ......... ........... . 275. 
LetraFonts (various) ............ ... .... ea. 69. 
Tactic SoftWare 
ArtFonts Vol.l or 2 .... ................. ...... 55. 

~l~hna~~t~.i-~-~~-............... ................... 69. 

GRAPHICS AND DESIGN 
3G Graphics 
h.tages w!lmpact 
Graphics & Symbols 1 ... ...... ............ 52. 
Busmess 1 ....................................... 65. 
Adobe 
Illustrator 88 ................................... 289. 
Streamline ................... ................... 229. 

~~g~c~::~~~~~~: .. 1.~.~." ••.•••••••••.•• 199. 
Aldus 
Freehand 2.0 .........................•........ 349. 

Broderbund 
Drawing Table ......................... ......... 75. 
TypeStyler ...................................... 129. 
Casady & Greene 
Vivid Impressions Vol. 1 ................... 67. 
Clarls 
MacDraw II .......... ...... ............ ......... 299. 
MacPaint 2.0 .................................... 99. 

g1;:~\~;~~~~i~~r--~~~~~~~~-~-~!. ... 179. 
Cricket Draw .................................. 167. 
Deneba 
Canvas 2.0 ..................................... 169. 
Dream Maker 
Cliptures, Business Images ............. 69. 
MacGallery ....................................... 27. 
Electronic Arts 
Studio/1 ....................... ..................... 99. 
Studio/8 ........... ................ ............... 299. 
MacroMind 
MacroMind Accelerator .................. 149. 
MacroMind Director ............. ........... 449. 
VideoWorks II ................................. 175. 
Miles 
Mac The Knife (all volumes) ............ 32. 
Mlndscape 
ZING ...................... ... ..................... 139. 
Multi Ad Services 
ProArt: Bus., Sports or Holidays ea.95. 
NuEquation 
NuPaint ............................................ 89. 

Precision (I.S.I.) 
Predsion is a high performance 2- I/2D 
CADD solution for the Madntosh. This 
full featured package offers extensive 
drawing and editing features such as 

global replace symbols, in-depth 
analysis. powerful macro files and 

complete dimensioning ca
pabilities. Predsion at no 
extra charge includes a com
plete range of plotter drivers. 
import/export utilities for DXF 
and IGES fdes. 800phone sup
port and over 1000 architec
tural and mechanical symbol 
fde kit. (cad/cae) $199. 

Parac,omp 
ModeiShop ........... ............. ............. 399. 
Swivel 3D ....................................... 259. 
Select Micro Systems 
MapMaker 4.0 ................................ 245. 
Silicon Beach 
Digital Darkroom ............................ 249. 
Super 3D 2.0 .................................. 319. 
SuperPaint2.0 ............................... 128. 
SuperMac 
Pixe1Paint2.0 ................................. 229. 
PixeiPaint Professional .................. 399. 
Tactic SoftWare 

~~u~~~ip-5·::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::: : ::::::::::~~: 
Zed cor 
Deskpaint 2.0 ................................... 65. 

Fokker Trlplane Flight 
Simulator 
Flown by the Red Baron, this is 
the realistic simulation with fun 
inmind. Vou"ll beabletoOyand 
land this aircraft. No need to 
spend hours studying compli
cated instructions. Includes 
dogfights. bombing, balloon 
busting, and a bridge. Runs on 
all Macs. (entertainment) $24. 

SmartOne Modem 2400/1200 
Receive Electronic mail. check 
out stock portfolios or flight res
ervations. Features include 
Quicklink, MacNet, Compu
Serve, auto dial and a two year 
warranty. (modems) $145. 

SmattScrap 
&~Clipper " 

:::;c.~ 

---.., "" 
_)/ -r. 

SmartScrap II< The Clipper 2.0 is a 
pair of desk accessories used to 
store and resize graphics. 
SmartScrap is an improved scrap· 
book w ith multiple scrapbooks, 
scrollbars, a visual Table of Con
tents. Marquee and Lasso. The Oip
per provides cropping and scaling 
tools to any program you 're 
using.(desk accessories) $45 

Flex Form Business Templates Volume I II< II 
(AnUc Software) 
A library of professional business forms. Now you can 
electronically fill-in business forms and man-
age business form data quickly and 
easily. Built in help, automatic 
field suggestions, and logic make 
filling in forms fast and error free. 
On-line database allows quick 
search and sort on any form
field(s). Import your own 
company logo or graph-
ics. For data analysis. 
export form data for use 
with other programs. Vol-
ume I : Billing, Collecting, 
Delivery, Sales, Production, 
Stock Keeping and General 
Office. (business) $49. 
Volume II: Accounting, Dis-
persing . Payroll, Human Re
sources, Purchasing, and Gen
eral Business. $49. 
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Mac-101 Keyboanb (Data Desk IntemaUonal) 
Features I 0 I keys including a 
numeric keypad. a separate 
T-shaped cursor keypad. Can
cel Key. Option and Command 
keys at both ends. definable 
function keys, plus scrolling, 
page control, and zooming 
keys. Manufacturer's two year 
warranty. International Ver
sions also available. 
(input/output) $139. 

Hyper Bible 
Put new life into your study of 
the Bible. Over IOO.OOOnotes 
and cross references. Easy 
word and phrase search of 
scripture. Ready made stud
ies for meetings. Available In 
the New International Version 
$179. or the King james 
Version (hyperware) $149. 

New HyperDA Version 1.2 
Gives you access to Hyper· 
Card stacks within any appli· 
cation or the Finder. Stacks 
work as they do In Hyper· 
Card. Change your stack 
screen to an expandable • 
scroUablewindow for easy ac
cess. Add or modify text in the 
existing text files, while saving 
new or modified Information 
to the original stack independ
ently of HyperCard . 
(hyperware) $49. 

HARDWARE AND 
PERIPHERALS 

Cutting Edge 
Two Page Monochrome Monitor .... 999. 
DEST 
Dest PC Scan Plus ........ SPECIAL 699. 
General Computing Company 
Write Move Ink Jet Printer ............... 585. 
Magnavox 
Color Monitor 14" ........................... 599. 
Microtek 
Microtek MSF-300GS Scanner .... 1589. 
Qume 
Crystal Print Publisher ................. 3445. 
Seikosha Americ:. 
Seikosha Printer (dot-matrix) ......... 235. 

Two Page Monochrome Monitor 
(CutUng Edge) 
Every Mac SE and n user 
can now justify the expense 
of a big screen with the 
new Cutting Edge 19' Two 
Page Monochrome Display 
System. The Cutting Edge 
Monitor includes the inter
face card and matches just 
about aU the features of 
other big screen display 
systems costing twice as 
much. It has a flicker-free 
refresh rate of70 herz and 
a high resolution of72 DP!. 
Like all Cutting Edge prod
ucts it comes with a one 
year warranty and a 30 day 
money back guarantee. 
(hardware) $999 

Sharp 
The Wizard ..................................... 249. 
ThunderWare 
UghtningScan ................................ 379. 
ThunderScan 5.0 ........................... 189. 

HYPERWARE 
Activision 
Focal Point 11 .................................. 11 7. 
Reports for HyperCard ..................... 69. 
Bantam 
Complete HyperCard Handbook ..... 23. 
Beacon TechnoloQies 
HyperBible International Version ... 179. 
HyperBible King James Version .... 149. 
BrainPower 
ArchiT ext ........................................ 199. 
Bright Star Technology 
Hyper Animator 1.5.1 ....................... 99. 
DataDesk International 
:i:~~~~lai.iO'ii!i ........................... 26. 

HyperTMON ..................................... 59. 
MicroMaps 
Hyper Atlas ....................................... 59. 
Power Up 
~~Fce~~u~C:ac'ti .......... · ............. · · ......... 29. 

SuperCard ...................................... 129. 
Softstream International 
HyperHit ......................................... 125. 
Springboard 
Family Matters ................................. 28. 
Symmetry 
HyperDA 1 .2 ................................... 49. 

SUM D and SAM offer safety and 
security from data loss due to disk 
failure and viruses. SUM II Is an 
award winning disk utility that 
performs crashed disk and 
deleted file recovery. 
backup, encryption for 
confidential files and fold
ers, and disk optimization. 
$95. 
SAM is designed to keep a vi· 
rus from infecting your Macin-
tosh. SAM automatically scans 
floppy disks when they are in· 
serted. and will automatically scan 
your system folder when you start 
upyourMac. SAMcandetectknown 
and unknown viruses and can repair 
files infected with a known virus. 
(utilities) $63. 

TimeWorks 
HyperWorks Organizer .................... 60. 
Trendware Corporation 
HyperTools #1 or #2 .................. ea. 52. 
XCAL ................................................ 79. 

INPUT / OUTPUT 
Cutting Edge 
CE-105 ADB Keyboard .................. 125. 

DataDesk Inti. 
Mac 101 Keyboards ....................... 139. 
Kensington 
New Turbo Mouse .......................... 109. 
Koala 
MacVision 2.0 ............................... 219. 
Kraft 
ADS Joystick Premium Ill (SE&II) .... 51 . 
QuickStlck ........................................ 39. 
Kurt a 
IS/ADS Tablet 8 1/2 x 11 ............... 255. 
Mouse Systems 
A .. Mouse (SE/11) ............................. 83. 
A+ Mouse (512/Pius) ....................... 63. 

~~~~a~r~r~~ ............................ 325. 

LANGUAGES 
Digitalk, Inc. 
Smalltalk/V MAC ............................ 129. 
Microsoft. 
QuickBasic ....................................... 65. 
Shana Corporation 
Inside Out ....................................... 369. 
SmethersBarnes 
Prototyper ...................................... 189. 
Symantec 
THINK'S C 4.0 ................................ 159. 
THINK'S lightspeed Pascal ............. 85. 
Zed cor 
ZBasic 5.0 ........................................ 95. 

MEMORY UPGRADES/ 
ACCELERATORS 

1 MEG SIMMS 
low Profile, 100ns High Quality 
Single In-line Memory Modules 
for MacPius, SE, II, llx. 
2 yr. Warranty ..... New low price $119. 

Dove (full line available) 
MaraThon 030 Accelerator ............ 969. 
MaraThon 030X ............................. 999. 
MaraThon Racer ............................ 162. 
MacSnap 2S .................................. Call. 
MacSnap 4S ..................... ............. Call. 
MacSnap 8S .................................. Call. 
MacSnap 524E .............................. 187. 
MacSnap 524S .............................. 239. 
MacSnap 5485 ............................. .499. 

MODEMS/ FAX 
Abaton 
lnterFax12148 ................................. 269. 
Best Data Products 
SmartOne 2400/1200 ..................... 145. 
Hayes 
Smartmodem 1200 ........................ 295. 
Smartmodem 2400 ........................ 429. 
Smartmodem 9600 (V series) ........ 985. 

HyperDlaler (Data Desk) 
Connect your Mac to your existing tele
phone for automatic diaUng with Apple's 
HyperCard. HyperDialer is designed spe· 
dlicaUy for HyperCard's touch-tone dialing 
capabilities and works with-line business 
phones. Automatically dials HyperCard, 
SideKick, Focal Point, C.A.T .. SuperCard 
and QuickDex phone numbers. It requires 
no modem and no expensive , dedicated 
phone lines; connects to Mac speaker port 
- not a precious serial port. (hyperware) 
$26. 



Omnia 5 (Blyth) 
A comprehensive program for de
veloping business data manage
ments applications. It is a multi
user. multi-platform database 
management system for the Macin
tosh and IBM compatible personal 
computers. SQL connectMty al
lows Omnis 5 to conned to the 
VAX o r m ain frame. Omnis 5 
supports full color graphics pro
ducing totally "Mac-like" applica
tions. Omnis Hypercard access 
allows HyperCard stacks to read 
and write to Omnis 5 data files in 
both single and multiuser installa
tions. (database) $369. 

Prometheus 
ProModem 2400 SE Int. .............. ... 209. 
ProModem 2400M ......................... 199. 
Supra 
Supra Modem 2400 ....................... 139. 
US Robotics 
Courier 9600 Modem ..................... 699. 

MUSIC AND SOUND 
AI tech 
MIDI Interface .. .................................. 59. 
Bogas Productions 
Super Studio Session 2.0 ................. 69. 
Coda 
Finale .............................................. 479. 
Mac Drums ......................................... 31. 
Perceive ............................................ 50. 
Electronic Arts 
Deluxe Music Construction 2.5 ......... 85. 

94 

GOfer (Mlcrolytlcs) 
Gofer 2.0, a powerful software 
utility for searching. finding and 
retrieving text, is now 50% fas ter. 
Works with bestselling word proc
essors, DTP files and utilities. GOfer 
retrieves text fro m a public file on 
popular ftle servers without need
Ing file or folder names. With GOfer 
you can quickly access scanned 
Information from OCR applications. 
(utilities) $47. 

Esthetic Engineering 
Music Mouse ........................ ........... 49. 
Farallon Computing 
MacRecorder (records sound) ........ 164. 
Screen Recorder ............................. 129. 
First Byte 
Smooth Talker .................................... 33. 
Great Wave 
Concertware+MIDI 4.0 ...................... 78. 
HIP Software 
Harmony Grid ........................ ............ 59. 
Intelligent Music 
OvaiTune ............................. ............. 95. 
Passport Designs 
Master Tracks Pro 3.0 .................... 259. 
NoteWriter ....................................... 325. 
Passport MIDI Interface ........ ............ 89. 
Prlmera Software 
Different Drummer ............................ 59. 
Repertoire 
Music Publisher .............. ................. 375. 
Resonate 
Usten 2.0 ........................................... 62. 

NETWORKING 
PRODUCTS 

Connect Inc. 
MacNet .............................................. 47. 
Dove 
FastNet SCSI .................................. 749. 
FastNet 111 ........................................ 375. 
FastNet SE or SE/30 ................ ea. 375. 

Farallon 
Timbuktu 3.0 .............................. ....... 99. 
Timbuktu Remote 1.0.1 ................... 195. 
TrafficWatch ....................... ............. 135. 
PhoneNET PLUS .............................. 35. 
Phone NET Repeater ....................... 325. 
Phone NET Star Controller ............ 1 095. 
Mlcrocom Software 
Carbon Copy Mac ........................... 11 9. 
Shlva 
Net Bridge ........................................ 339. 
NetSerial X232 .................... ............ 279. 
TOPS 
NetPrint ........................................... 119. 
FlashBox ......................................... 125. 
FlashCard ....................................... 159. 
Repeater ......................................... 129. 
Teleconnectors .................................. 29. 
TOPS .............................................. 145. 
TOPS DOS .............. ........................ 115. 

SECURITY AND 
VIRUS PROTECTION 

ASD Software, Inc. 
FileGuard 2.0 .......................... ....... 125. 
FileGuard Extend (office 5-pak) ..... 309. 
TWINS ................ ................. ....... ... 109. 
HJC Software, Inc. 
Vi rex 2.1 ........................................... 59. 

Chec:brrtter (Aatriz) 
Enter recurring transactions 
and it reminds you to write 
checks and enter depos
its. Print your own ledg
ers, debits/credits and 
tax sheltered trans
actions. Unlimited 
number of 
checking ac
counts and 
transactions 
per account. 
Lets you de
sign your own 
check and stub, 
and wUI write 
them too! $37. 
PayroU Plus 
Made for larger 
companies; will 
hanclle many em
ployees, plus spe
cial accounting for 
restaurants. contrac
tors. and commis
sioned sales people. 
Can manage payroll 
from up to I 0 income 
sources. Prints checks, 
itemizes. accumulates 
orr and can prorate 
sick I vacation pay. 
(accounting) $175. 

SoundOipa 
(TacUc Software) 
Why prepare a presen
tation only half-way? 
Add high-quality pro
fessional sounds. Over 
115 sound effects in 
each Vol. for a wide 
variety of uses. Bring 
MultiMedia presenta
tions closer to the main 
stream of Macintosh 
users. SoundOipaVol 
1 includes 118sotmds, 
airplanes, w ind. 
coughs, modem cllaJ, 
fax. laugh, cry, adding 
machine. hacksaw. 
etc ... Vot.2 includes 
122 sounds. gla ss 
break, baby cry, dog 
bark, hammer. cork 
pop. sax, seas, night 
train, taps, door open/ 
close. etc ... (graphics) 
$49. 

Caalno Master (Cetttrott) 
Become a Master of 
Casino Gambling! Ftve 
separate casino games 
include BlaciiJack .Ike, 
Crapamaster, Roulette 
Master, Poltermaater, 
aod Baccarat Muter. 
Exact table simulation . 
betting, bankroll, stored 
win/lose statistics and 
manual included. Now in 
dazzling color on 
the Mac 01! 
Recommended 
and used by 
professional 
gamblers! 
(entertainment) 
$27. each 
game or 5 
game Casino 
Master 
Package for 
$ 49. or 
Deluxe Mac II 
color version 
for $55. 

Kent Marsh 
MacSafe or NightWatch ............. ea. 87. 
Quicklock ........................................ 57. 
Mainstay 
AntiToxin .......................................... 59. 
Symantec Corporation 
S. A. M ............................................. 63. 

SPELLING/ DICTIONARY 
THESAURUS CHECKERS 

Deneba Software 
Big Thesaurus ........... ........................ 59. 
Spelling Coach Pro ........................ 115. 
Electronic Arts 
Thunder 11 ......................................... 52. 
Lexpertlse 
MacProof 3.2.1 .............................. 115. 
Mlcrolytlcs 
Electronic Word Finder .................... 75. 
Word Finder 2.0 ............................... 36. 
Sensible Software 
BookEnds or Sensible Grammar ..... 53. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Abacus Concepts 
Stat View II ...................................... 295. 
StatView SE+Graphics ..... ....... ...... 225. 
BrainPower 
StatView 512+ (requires 512k) ...... 149. 
0 2 Software 
MacSpln 2.0 ................................... 189. 



CompuServe"' 
You can now contact MacWAREHOUSE or place orders with us in 

the Electronic Mall on CompuServe. The MacWAREHOUSE GO code 
is GO MW. As alwa s , 'l,OU'U get fast, dependable overnight service and 

you can leave messages for Kerry or any of our support staff. 

BaekMatle (Maate Soflware) 
Because the most important work is the 
work in progress, backing up once a week 
may not be enough. BackMaticwill backup 
your hard drive every day when you select 
Shut Down. BackMatic will copy your 
work to floppy. hard drive or network 
server. If you never ShutDown, Back· 
MaUc's automatic timer will do backups at 
preselected times. Even if you already 
own a traditional backup program, you11 
still want BackMaUc to help backup be
tween backups. BackMatic - fast, simple 
and totafly autom atic.( utilities) $50. 

Odesta 
Data Desk Professional ................. 289. 
Paracomp 
Milo .......... .... .................................. 159. 
Select Micro Systems, Inc. 
Exstatix .. ........................................ 219. 
Wolfram Research 
Mathematics (SE) ......................... .450. 

OTILITIES 
Abbot1 Systems 
CanOpener ............ .......................... 65. 
Affinity 

lf:~~~'sy-~·i~;;;5 ·i~c: ...................... 79. 

Programmefs Assistants ................. 99. 
Shortcut .......................................... .. 59. 
ALSo It 
DiskExpress II ................................ Call. 
FonUDA Juggler .............................. . 42. 
MultiDisk .......................................... 49. 
Master Juggler ................................. 64. 

NEW Vcrs.lon 1.51 Qulc:lten (Intuit) 
Forget finand al hassles with Quicken, the 
world's # 1 selling finance software. It's the 
absolute fastest, easiest way to do your 
personal or sm afl business bookkeeping. 
Quicken slashes the tim e you spend on 
your fmances by automating an your rou· 
tine flnandal tasks, from printing recurring 
checks without typing, to providing de
tailed tax deduction summaries instanta
neously. Aexible, comprehensive fman· 
dal reports on screen or on paper, income 
and expenses by category, budget vs. ac
tual comparisons. and more. (finance) 
$36. 

===- ::-_: = --- --

Berkeley System Design, Inc. 
~~~~~~~~~II ................................. 50. 

Disk Top 3.0.2 .................................. . 32. 
QuicKeys 1 .2 .. ...... ............................ 65. 
Caere 

g~~n~~f~~i~i.siitiWiir~ ................. 555' 
Copy II Mac (with MacToois) ........... 24. 
PC Tools Deluxe For Mac ................ 46. 
Dantz Development 
Retrospect ..................................... 155. 
Emerald City Software 
Lasertalk 1.0 .................................. 159. 
Afth Generation 
FastBack II or Disklock ............ ea.t 08. 
PowerStation 2.5 ............................. 34. 
Pyro .................................................. 15. 
Suitcase II ........................................ 45. 
GO Technologies 
Mac Tree Plus .................. .............. ... 46. 
!COM Simulations 
On Cue .... .... .................................. ... 35. 

~=~~~~nP.~.~.~.~.~~~~~t ....................... 79. 
Magic Software 
AutoSave II ...................................... 29. 
BackMatic ........................... ............. 50. 
POWERicons or POWERmenus ea. 39. 
Mainstay 
Capture 2.0 ...................................... 49. 
Microly11cs 
GOfer ............................................... 47. 
Olduval 
ClipShare ....................................... 139. 
MultiCiip ................................. .......... 51. 
PCPC 
HFS Backup 3.0 .................. ............. 54. 
Peripheral Land, Inc. 
TurboBack ........................................ 55. 
TurboCache or Turbo Spool ..... ea. 73. 
TurboOptimizer ................................ 39. 
Preferred Publishers 
Exposure .......................................... 54. 
SuperMac 
DiskFit 1.5 or SuperSpool 5.0 .... ea. 59. 
Sentinel 2.0 ...................................... 89. 
Superl aserSpool 2.0 ....................... 89. 

~~~a~~~~~.~~~.~~~~~·i·~·~ ...... ....... ...... 95. 
Tactic Software 
FontShare 2.0 ................................ 149. 
Williams & Macias 
DiskFinder .............. .......................... 27. 
myDisklabeler ................................. 34. 
StickyBusiness 1.07 ......................... 89. 
XTree Company 
XTree Mac ....................................... 52. 

WORD PROCESSORS 
AND OUTLINERS 

DeltaPoint , Inc. 
MindWrite 2.1 ................................... 95. 
Ashton-Tate 
FuiiWrite Professional .................... 259. 
Claris 
MacWrite II ..................................... 185. 
Microsoft 
Word 4 ........................................... 249. 
New Horizons Software 
Word Maker ...................................... 69. 
Niles & Associates 
End Note .......................................... 75. 
Symmetry 
Acta Advantage w/DA .............. ........ 65. 
T/Maker 
WriteNow 2.0 ................................. 109. 
WordPerfect Corp. 
WordPerfect ................................... 189. 
Working Software 
Quickl etter .................................... ... 73. 

CONTEST RULES 1. Entries must be received on or before 
4!JOI90. 2. Winners selected in random drawings by attor· 
neys for Micro Warehouse Inc. (MWH), whose dectsJons ore 
final. 3. Mac Portable Computer prize subject to availability. 
MWH reserves the rJght 10 substitute wholesale cash value 
up to 56.000. 4, Winners responsible for taxes. 5. Odds of 
winning depend on number of entries. All pt1zes will be 
awarded. 6. MWH will announce the winners on or around 
51J1190. Winners notified by mail. Oates subJect to change 
at the dlscreUon of MWH. If unable tocontact anywlnnor, an 
ahemate will be selected by random drawing. 7. Contos! 
open to US residents, except where prohibited by taw. 
EmplOyees ol MWH and suppliers not etigi~e. 8. Prlzet : one 
Mac Portable with 40MB hard disk and 150 aottware and 
media prizes. 

Talk to Kerry -FREE oo CompuServe®l 
Now you can contact MacWatehouse•• or place ocdas with us In the ElecUcnlc loiiD on Cot!lpuSerw®. 
And there's no time charge October 15 thru Dearnber 31. 

The MacWarehouse'" Go Code Is GO W'. As always. you'D gel~. dependablt. omnlifll savice 
and you can leave messages for Kmy or any or cur support stlfr 

And if you're not ye! a CompuSem subsaiber. MacWarehousc ~youtHs~ o8erc 

SAVE$30.00 
CompuServe subscription ldt - jut $9.95 

You save S30 ofT lhe regular re!ai pnc:e AND gel $25 worth 
of free CompuServelirre, plus free access 10 lhe Mac· 
Warehouse'" store October 151hru December 31. Tht 
subscrip!ron kit also includes lhe 250 page user manual. 

CompuSetve puiS an on·line database at your service. 
You can search tiS tiles for any information you need -
complele text from majOr pubikatiOns. encyc:opedias. 
stock data. book and movie reviews, ere. 

There's never been a tlmeltke now 10 jOI!l CompuSetve 
To onltr caD Kmy 11: 



ToiDorrow's 
Upgrade For Your 

Mac Is 
A MacWarehouse Memory Expan
sion Kit will dramatically increase 
the power of your Mac. And our 
fast, reliable, overnight service 
will have your Kit in your 
hands tomorrow! 

MORE BRAIN POWER 
FOR YOUR MAC 
Never again will you 
have to quit your 
word processor 
just to answer a 
question about a 
spread-sheet. Install 
extra memory and you can 
leave your letter open while you 
refer to last month's sales figures. You can 
edit those monstrous scanner files with 
advanced graphics applications or develop 
your own custom HyperCard stacks. More 
memory means more power at your 
fingertips. 

PUUGININSTALLATION 
Adding memory doesn't require techni
cians in lab coats. You don't even need a 
soldering iron. j ust open your Mac, slide 
out the main circuit board, and plug in 
your memory card. Complete installation 
instructions are included with each 
memory kit. 

WHAT DO 
I NEED? 
Our helpful sales 
and technical 
staff is standing 
by to answer any 
questions and 
take the mystery 
out of memory 
upgrades. Mem
ory cards come 
with one mega
byte on each 
card and are usu
ally sold in pairs 
- (2@$119). 

The chart explains exactly 
what you need to achieve 
the desired level of 
performance. 

To upgrade a 
4-socket Mac Plus 
or SE to this amount 
of memory 
2MB 

2'h MB 

4MB 

To upgrade an 
8-socket Mac ll, llx, 
llcx, or SE30 to this 
amount of memory 
4MB 

5MB 

8MB 

Do this: (install In mulllples of two 
only) 

Remove all lour existing 256K SIMMs, 
install two 1M SIMMs. leave two sock
ets lor future expansion. 
Remove only two 256K SIMMs. install 
two 1M SIMMs. 
Replace all four 256K SIMMs with four 
1M SIMMs. 
Do this: (install in multiples of lour 
only) 

Remove all four existing 256K SIMMs. 
Install four 1M SIMMs. leave remaining 
sockets for future expansion. 
Keep existing 256K SIMMs. Install four 
1M SIMMs in remaining sockets. 
Remove all lour 256K SIMMs install 
eight 1M SIMMs. 

To open your Mac Plus or SE, you'll need 
a specially designed tool - it's ava ilable 
from us as part of a handy tool kit for 
just $15. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Memory chips come factory-installed on 
plug-in cards, called SIMMS (Single In
line Memory Modules) . Each one mega
byte SIMM card holds eight top quality, 
memory chips. We carry chips by all the 
major manufacturers like Texas Instru
ments, Intel and Sarnsung. We also carry 
the full line of Dove memory products. 

*Prices can vary a lot, based on qual
ity, speed and demand. At press time 
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our price for 1MB, 100 ns Samsung kits 
is $119. Please call for the very latest 

prices and availability. Our sales 
staff will tell you what you need 

and help make your choice an 
easy one. 

SPEED 
Do you need 80,90 

or 100 Nanosecond 
(ns) chips? Nano-

seconds are bill ionths 
of a second, so an 80 ns chip 
responds faster than a 100 ns 
chip. The original Mac used rela-

tively slow 150 ns memory 
chips. The 68020 processor 

needs 120 ns (or faster) chip, and the 
68030 Macs like the speedier model. 

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 
Place your order by 7:00p.m. (E), week
days and we'll deliver overnight for just 
$3.00. There's never been a better time 
to consider a memory upgrade. Call our 
toll-free number now and tomorrow 
morning your Mac will be off to a brand 
new start. 

1-800-255-6227 
Mon- Fri 8:00a.m. - 11:00 p.m. (E) 

Weekends: 8:00a.m. -8:00 p.m. 
Inquiries: 1-201-367-0440 

Fax: 1-201-905-9279 
C 1989 Micro Warehouse Inc. 

MACWAREHOUSE 
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

If, for any reason, you are dissatisfied with your 
MacWarehouse Memory Kit, you may return it 
for a full refund within thirty days of purchase. 
All you have to do is call us for a return authori
zatton number and retu rn the product, postage 
paid, in its original condition, with the original 
packaging and documentation. 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY. MacWarehouse also 
guarantees its Memory Kits against manufac
turer defects for one year from the date of pur
chase. We will repair the item or replace it at our 
discretion. 



Introducing 
Adobe Type Manager 

From 
MacWarehouse 

$57. 

NO MORE JAGGED EDGES! 
Now you can make the output of 
your Image Writer or Hewlett-Pack
ard Desk Writer look just like a laser 
printer, thanks to this sensational 
new program. But don't stand in line 
to pay $99 at your local software 
store. Pick up the phone now, and 
for just $57 (plus $3 s&h), we'll 
rush your copy by overnight 
delivery! 

Believe it or not, Adobe Type 
Manager solves the problem of jag-

Adobe Type Adobe Type 
:ua.t fl'l1!M>· .rr ,1, ,....;.·oc ... 

:f'\1'~ •· I , .. ,. '-,. 

ged edges on screen fonts, too. Now, 
what you see on your screen will 
more closely resemble what you get 
from any PostScript printer - no 
more 24-point headlines that look 
like brick piles on screen. It's almost 
like having Display PostScript on 
your Mac- for only $57. 

Adobe Type Manager is compati
ble with vinually every major appli
cation, and it's easy to install on any 
Mac (running System 6 or later) 
from a Plus to a llci. just a few clicks 

with your mouse -
install it and forget it. Because you'll 
only need one size of a screen font 
installed in your System, you can 
also save megabytes of space on your 
hard disk. You won't need any addi
tional memory, either. 

If you have a non-PostScript laser 

Introducing 
Adobe 
Type 

MaiiageL 

printer, like Apple's LaserWriter 
USC, Adobe Type Manager will give 
you PostScript - quality type, 
without the PostScript expense. 
And Type Manager includes high
quality outline versions of l3 
popular fonts, so it's easy to pro
duce the kind of text you thought 

only came from a PostScript laser 
printer. 

Our friendly Mac Warehouse staff 
of Mac fanatics is standing by to help 
with any questions you may have. 
Remember, nobody beats our fast, 
dependable, overnight service for 
Adobe Type Manager or any of the 
other fine Adobe products. 

1-800-255-6227 
Mon - Fri 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. (E) 

Weekends: 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Inquiries: 1-201-367-0440 

Fax: 1-201-905-9279 
C 1989 Mtcro Warehouse Inc:. 

Special Offer 
Adobe Type Manager Plus: Available for a limited 
time only. Contains 22 additional typefaces- Adobe 
Typeface Packages 1-5 and Helvetica Narrow. (These 
are not induded with Type Manager.) Retail value if 
purchased separately- $885. MacWarehouse price 
$113. 

Circle 78 on reader service card 
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PERIIJIPS THIS WILL fXPI.IUN WHY J04QOO PROFESSIOIIAI.S LOVE MORE. 
MORE II is the fastest way to create everything you 

see here. Nothing else even comes close. 
Why? Because MORE II was designed for profession

als like you; professionals who organize, plan, manage, and 
report. For example, MORE II lrnows that most business 
communications follow a concise, condensed format. So its 
powerful outline structure indents, spaces, and numbers 
your line items and paragraphs for you. In essence, it auto
mates the basics, organizes the details, and shows off 
your results. 

In fact, all six documents above were created instantly 

from a single To-Do list outline using software templates 
available from Symantec .*The templates supply profes
sional-looking typestyles, spacing, centering and sizing.** 
You just type in the text. 

With output this fast, you'll have extra time for input. 
And that, in a nutshell, is why 100,000 professionals love 
MORE. 

FREE DEMO DISK 
(800) 228-4122 Ext. 763G 

SYMA.I·~HC 

Symantcc Corporation, 1020 I l orre Avenue, Cupert ino, CA 95014. 4081253·9600. 
•Gmphs imporltd/romMicrosoft Exctl. ••Ttmplatn shoum willbtatVlilabkfr« lousm r~,jsttringafttr/)urnzbtr I. 1989. lVhiii'SII/1Plits last .• \fORE tlnd 
MOH£ II (lft lradtmJOTksoJSymmtltcC:orpomtion. () 1989Synumltl'Corporalttm 
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Filling in 
the gaps 

Touring on exhibit 

that commemorates 

Apple's lapses 

by lhom Hogan 

STATE OF THE MAC 

W 
e're nearing the end of a year 
of dramatic change in the 
Macintosh world, a year in 
which Apple made a giant 

leap from the increasingly archaic per
formance of the 68000-equipped Plus and 
SE, to the high-performance color graph
ics world of the 68030-equipped Mac II. 

Apple has delivered most of the major 
goodies it promised, and the next year will 
be a quiete r one in terms of introductions. 
Sure, there'll be a few new machines, 
larger hard d isks, some high-perfor
mance printers, and so on. But I don't 
expect any big changes or major surprise, 
and neithe r do most o ther Apple-follow
ers I've talked to. 

The obvious question, therefore, is 
what's still missing from Apple's new Macs 
and the (soon-to-be-re leased) new system 
software? !}re the re pieces of the puzzle 
Apple hasn't been able to solve? Are there 
gaps in the lineup? In a perfect world, 
what would we have now that Apple 
hasn't yet managed to provide us? 

A lot, as it tu rns out. Just to list a few 
items in no particular order: color inter
face guidelines; any meaningful extension 
of HyperCard; Apple-sanctioned (read 
sta ndardized) real-time video, 32-bit 
alphachannel definition, or TSC frame 

grabbing; any sort of 
color output device 
other than a moni
tor; a protected mode 
for the operating sys
tem; and-my favor
ite lapse-truly inte
grated peripherals. 
Fortunately for you, 
I've been named 
curator of the Mu
se um of Missing 
Macintosha nal ia. 
This issue of Mac-
world e ntitles you to 

one free admission to the museum, so let's 
take a walk, shall we? 

EXHIBIT A 
Just inside the massive front doors you' ll 
find a small exhibit dedicated to Macin
tosh software in need of upgrade or re
placement. Right now the exhibit features 
Apple Computer exclusively, but we do 
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someday expect to start a Claris wing. 
The centerpiece of the software ex

hibit is, of course, HyperCard, which still 
awaits dozens of enhancements (color 
capability, selectable window size, mul
tiple windows, a HyperTalk compiler, full 
built-in control of the Macintosh interface 
as opposed to using XCMDs, and much, 
much more). I've repeated the list of 
missing features here since it's difficult to 
read the fine print displayed by the com
puter- unfortunately the exhibit's stack 
was done for free by Apple employees 
using HyperCard on a Mac Plus. Half the 
HyperCard window is taken up by graphic 
e lements donated by Apple, while the 
remainder of the screen is used to display 
the list itself in 9-point Geneva. 

It also took us quite some time to get 
a printed, formatted report from the stack. 
HyperCard doesn't have any really useful 
report-formatting features yet. We're hop
ing that Bill Atkinson stops by some day to 
take a look at the exhibit and bring along 
an update, but we're not holding our 
breath. (Curiously, a little San Diego outfit 
did stop by the other day and showed us 
what we could do with our exhibit if we'd 
just transfer it to its SuperCard product.) 

The empty binders on the left repre
sent products we thought we'd be getting 
any day, but have yet to see. There are a 
few things in the System 7.0 binder now, 
but they're all labeled preliminary. There 's 
a C++ binder and a binder for the new 
version of MacApp. You'll also find a 
binder with 27 versions of the only
recently-officially-released-ResEdit. The 
QuickDraw Professional Extensions binder 
(which should contain rotated text, half
tone screens, and so on) is also e mpty. 
The big binder in the center of the display 
is for protected-mode additions to Multi
Finder. Originally promised to appear in 
System 7.0 Qean-Louis Gassee and Sculley 
didn't think our memory went back that 
far, did they?), these extensions are neces
sary to provide multitasking (a Ia U 'IX 
and OS/ 2), but apparently won't appear 
until System 8.0. 

So little has happened to CUl since 
Apple bought this remote database proto
col, we considered adding it to a "what 
the hell" display. But because of Apple's 
(continues) 
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recent announcements, we've moved it to 
the binders for System 7.0. That may not 
be a permanent home, however- we're 
waiting for more information from Apple 
about this one. 

THE HARDWARE HALL 
Moving on, we come to the bulk of the 
museum collection, the hardware exhib
its. For some time, we thought that 32-bit 
QuickDraw was going to deserve just a 
brief mention in Hardware Hall, but as it 
turns out, there's ample opportunity to 
catalog Apple's omissions in this category. 

Notice over here how we have a nicely 
done presentation on the so-called alpha 
channel. You see, 32-bit Color Quick
Draw is really only 24-bit Color Quick
Draw with 8 bits of spare change. Apple 
doesn't need any spare change, thank 
you, so it has thoughtfully donated this 
extra space to budding video companies. 
Unfortunately, it forgot to tell them what 
to use it for. A few companies are using it 
for controlling video overlays, others for 
controlling special effects. Someday, per
haps, the smartest of these manufacturers 

rans ·1 ~s . ERS -1 ~ en1or (" 
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will get together and figure out a standard 
for the alpha channel. Until then, we'll 
keep adding new notions about what the 
alpha channel is for as they're discovered. 

The 32-bit QuickDraw also goes along
side other missing video abilities. Apple's 
video interface cards are capable of NTSC 
output (which means you could record 
the Mac's display onto a video cassette re
corder, for example), but Apple provided 
neither the connector nor the software 
driver to do so-and muttered privately 
something about legal liabilities if users 
fried their machines by doing something 
wrong. But failing to provide the software 
and connectors is really quite trivial 
compared to the bigger problem: Apple 
hasn't done anything about video at all. 

On the left are storyboards from the 
Desktop Media campaign Apple spent 
millions of dollars on last year. See any 
mention of Apple-supplied real-time video, 
frame grabbing, SMPTE sync (a profes
sional protocol), and so on? No, you don't. 
That's because Apple doesn't have them. 
just think how many millions Apple might 
have spent on the ads if they did. 

We were going to include a small 
space dedicated to Apple's missing color 
interface guidelines, but we found we 
didn't have room in this hall. (Apple's 
defense goes like this: we looked at what 
people were already doing with color and 
found that nobody did it the same, so we 
decided not to impose standards.) For an 
exhibit of related items, like the missing 
Kolar CDEV, the missing topics in the 
Apple Human Inteiface Guidelines book, 
and so forth, take a look at the missing
products binders in the software section 
we visited earlier. 

Part of the point of using color video, 
of course, is getting copies of it into print. 
That's why you'll find our monument to 
the missing Apple color printer here in the 
color section. We have Gassee's famous 
quote about when Apple might produce a 
color printe r ("just as soon as someone 
can meet our technical requirements and 
price point .. . ") in big, bright letters for aU 
to see-notice how we made the word 
and stick out by printing it in red? 

As an exercise, we've put together a 
list of all the color printer technologies 
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currently available, a list of their originat
ing manufacturers, and a list of all the 
color printer products that have been 
made from these underlying technologies. 
As you can see, the binder containing the 
lists is slightly bigger than the one that 
contains the Macintosh Programmer's 
Workshop stuff. In fact, you can even find 
Apple's name in the binder under the 
heading of investor for several companies. 
The one you're probably most likely to 
know is Mirus, but there are others. 

In the meantime, if you'd like to take 
a sample of Apple's wonderful world of 
color with you, step over to the Image
Writer II and ask for a copy. The ribbon 
wears out quickly, so don't complain if 
your copy is a little dull and lifeless. We 
can't print it out on overhead materials or 
film due to the complexity of getting those 
items to feed correctly through the 
ImageWriter's mechanism, but we're 
working on it. Also, we're preny much 
limited to a half-dozen colors. But notice 
how we did get the red into Gassee's 
quote and into the faces of all the expec
tant Mac II owners. 

PERIPHERALLY SPEAKIN G 
My favorite part of the museum is our 
newest exhibit: The Missing Truly Inte
grated Peripheral. If you've got a Macin
tosh in your office, take a good, hard look 
at it. Now look carefully at the things 
you've got connected to it. In my office 
there's a fax modem, a regular modem, a 
scanner, a laser printer, some extra drives, 
a connected IBM PC, and a host of other 
goodies. Let's just concentrate on the first 
four. Besides the fact that they all connect 
to the Mac, is there anything else you can 
see that makes them alike? 

You bet there is: each contains a 
processor, lots of memory, and some 
dedicated 1/0. And of course, each has a 
power supply, a case, and connects with 
cables. Now, let's put our thinking caps 
on: what if we put one processor, lots of 
memory, modem 1/0, and a power supply 
into one box with a laser printer engine 
and a scanner engine? Why, we'd have an 
office copier, a fax machine, and a plain
paper PostScript printer all in one box. 
That's exactly one cable to connect to the 
Mac and ooe box to take up desk space. 

Now, let's compare that to what Apple 
has given us so far: separate printer, 
modem, fax modem, and scanner. Can 
you connect all of these items at once to 
your machine? No, the Mac has only two 
serial ports. Are you paying for unneces
sary components? You bet you are, since 
each of these devices has a CPU, ROM, 
RAM, power supply, case, and 1/0 proces
sors. Will putting each of these things into 
a single box make it so that you can't 
use multiple items simultaneously? Sort 
of, but it's rare that a user needs to print 
something and modem something else si
multaneously. This single box-I like to 
call it Skippy- would look like anything 
else on the LocalTalk network. If it were 
busy receiving and printing an incoming 
fax, attempting to print would get you the 
message "Skippy busy." If you use Multi
Finder and its background printing, you 
wouldn't even see this message unless 
you pulled up the Print Monitor. 

This is not to say that Apple shouldn't 
still build separate components. Some 
Mac users do not need faxes or scanners, 
(continues) 

The little yellow box brings you 
hrutdreds of features for just $9.95 a month. 

Who says good help is hard to f"md? 
The PRODIGY® Service Start-up Kit is your 

key to a world of helpful services at a price 
that won't eat you out of house and home. 

After you purchase your Start -up Kit, all it 
takes is a flat S9.95 a month, with no on-line 
charges, to bring you and your family 
hundreds of features:" Now, shopping is 
easy, banking is a breeze, plus you can get 
the latest news, send messages, book your 
own flight, play games that are fun and 

educational, and that's just the beginning. 
Up to six family members can choose 

their own personal password and then 
customize the PRODIGY service to fit the 
way they want to use it. Weather forecasts, 
member clubs, stock quotes, plus the 
features you like are all waiting for you. 

The PRODIGY Service Start-up Kit 
comes complete with everything you 
need to get on-line easily. There is also 
a Start-up Kit with a Hayes® Personal 

Modem 2400 at a great price. 
To find out where to get your Start-up 

Kit, just calll-800-822-6922, ext. 594. 
Once you're on-line, you'll find that good 
help is not 
only easy to 
find, it 's 
affordable. 
Avallable fo r 
Macintosh~ IBM'" 
and compatible 
computers. 

Calll-800-822-6922, ext.594, for a dealer near you. 
'Tbt PRODIGY mvice is avallabl< in stlecttddtl!$1hrough a loa! phon< call. Addllional lee applies lor banking. PRODIGY lsa repstered strvice mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company. 

Hayes Is a registered trademuk of Ht)'eS Microcomputer Produru, Inc. IBM Is 1 registered trademark of IBM Corpontlon. M:acintosh is a registered tndemark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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Results:Winning Trades 
$191,380.00 profit in 1 month. 

Prit'l' incrl'asl' l'ITl'l'li\l' .Jan I. 191Jil 

03/11/89 
Short 

Cbte Oooj 11\Ree Pritt PrOlg S-R 

921. 07/(/5/89 lied 701 BIN $297. 14 1.01 Rising 
07f'Xl/89 1lr Hold $297.:59 0.45 Rising 
07/ffl/89 Fri Hold $n1.79 3.20 Rising 
07/10/89 llln Hold ~.88 2.09 Rising 
07/11/89 Tue Ho ld $304.41 1.53 Ris ing 
07/12/89 lied Hold $305.48 1.07 Ris ing 
07113/89 1lr Hold $305.49 0.01 Rising 
07/14/89 Fri Hold ~7. 18 1.69 Rising 
07117/89 llln Hold ~7.91 0.73 Rising 
07/ 18/89 Tue Hold $X6.91 · 1.00 Rising 

375 07/ 19/89 lied Hold $311.61 4.70 Rising 
3~ 07120/89 1lr Hold $310.08 · 1.53 Rising 
377 07/21/89 Fri Hold $313.46 3.38 Rising 
378 07/24/89 llln Hold $310.49 ·2.97 Ris ing 
379 o1mm Tue Hold $310. 16 ..0.33 Rising 
380 07126/89 lied Hold $313.96 3.80 Ris ing 
381 07fl7/89 1lr Hold $318.09 4. 13 Ris ing 
382 07128/89 Fri Hold $317.66 ..0.43 Ris ing 
383 07/31/89 llln Hold $321.44 3.78 Rising 
384 08/01/89 Tue Hold $317.93 · 3.51 Rising 
385 08102/89 lied Hold $318.?? 0.84 Ris ing 

288 298 JOB 318 328 338 318 386 08103/89 1lr Hold $318.89 0. 12 Rising 

Doy Number 387 08104/89 Fri Hold $318.65 ..0.24 Rising 
388 08107/89 llln Hold $324.52 5.87 Res Ris ing 

Purc:h Purch Cora.ra Or l g Se ll COIMI Todov's 
Oale Quant Price /BWJ Cos l Pric:• /Se ll Value P / L --·---------------------------------·---------------·-·------------------·-----------------

OEX-HT Calls 7/11/80 100 $ :5 . 7 :5 $271 . 2:5 $ :57 771. 2:5 $2:5 .00 $848 . 7:5 

If you didn't make big profits during this rally, you need our software! 

The Right 1lme™ computerized trading 
system was developed by an expert portfolio 
manager for his own personal use. Over the 
last nine years of in-market use the software 
has been perfected and made easy to use. 
Now it's available for any smart trader who 
wants to make quick profits from quick de
cisions. 

Not only is TI1e Right Thne"'1 the best 
decision support system ever devised for 
traders, it's the only software that analyzes 
volume/price, support/demand, and global 
market trends - all at the same time. 

Amazingly Precise. 
The RigbtTmteTM programs run on ffiM 

(and compatible), Apple II and Macintosh 
personal computers. The software is easy to 
use, amazingly precise, and very, very clear 
in its signals. 

It's also fast. You can update all of your 
stocks, commodities, indices or mutual 
funds from Dow Jones or Warner in less than 
four minutes per day. 

What's more, you can play "What If' 
~ames with individual stocks, commodities, 
mdices, funds or options with results in 
about one second. 

Results: WinningTrades. 
There are seven Right 1lmcT"' programs 

available to help you make the nght deci
sions at the right time. 
Stock Prognun; "The program is amaz
ing. Profitable trades have developed out of 

nowhere!" M.C., brokerage firm vice presi
dent. 
Index Proaram; "Computer whiz finds 
program for success. This proliram really 
works." A.G. financial colummst. 
Futurc.'i Proamm; "Very profitable with 
four out of five winners. Paid for 'itself the 
first trade." B.L., investment advisor. 
Mut.ual Funds Pro(lram; "Accurately 
picked my last seven profitable trades. I 
couldn't trade without it." L.S. , individual 
investor. 
Stock Proamm/Lon[,! Tenn; "Exactly 
what I've been waiting for from T.B.S.P .. 
Perfect for our more consen ,ative clients." 
G.M., stockbroker. 

For More Information. 
Call (714) 548-2874 for our free sixteen 

page brochure. Each program costs $449, 
any two $699, any three $999, any four 
$1299 or all five for $1499. We also have 
working demos for just $49 (each)- includes 
manual and sample data. 

100% Rebate Program: Software is vir
tually free when trading through Jack Carl/ 
312 Futures or London Zurich Securities. 

Circle 135 on reader service card. 
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and so should not have to pay for them. 
But imagine the flexibility of the ultimate 
Macintosh peripheral: you could buy the 
base unit as a printer, a nd then add 
scanning, fax, and communications facili
ties as needed. 

The question most people ask w he n 
they see this exhibit is, Why should we 
expect Apple to come up with a Skippy 
workalike? The answer is quite s imple. To 
date, Apple has provided state-of-the-art 
personal computing solutions. Skippy is 
state-of-the-art. Apple is dedicate d to keep
ing its machines' impact on the desktop to 
a minimum (thus the small , na rrow classic 
Mac and the highly compact Ilcx). Skippy 
certainly falls into the category of desktop
cluner reduction. And Apple is highly 
involved in proprietary technology. Ge
neric scanners and faxes are not proprie
tary in any manner of speaking. Skippy 
would require proprietary technology, 
both to control it internally (Skippy's start
up ROM) and to handle the d ata transfers 
between it and the Mac it is connected to 
(perhaps an exte nsion to LocalTalk). In 
short, Skippy fits all of Apple's re quire
ments for a new product. 

Indeed, many of us feel Skippy is an 
absolute necessity. That's w hy we hope to 
put reprints of this article he re dn The 
Missing Truly Integrated Periphe ral ex
hibit, so that you can scribble the words "I 
want a Skippy" in red at the top a nd send 
it to your favorite Apple employee. 

In fact, if this museum ever stops 
expanding, it w ill be because users have 
forced Apple to produce some of the 
products referred to here. That's fine by 
me. I certainly have e nough to do w itho ut 
running this museum as well. Even as I 
w rite this, I hear from my contacts at Apple 
that I need to make room for "the laptops 
that never were" a nd several other impor
tant exhibits. So, if you 've seen-or no t 
seen-something he re you like, be sure to 
let Apple know. After all, we'd love to go 
out of business. Cl 

1bom Hogan is president of Macreations, 
a Macintosh software developer; publisher 
of The Macintosh II Report; and author of 
Programmer's Macintosh Sourceboo k 
(Microsoft Press, 1989). 





A Big Screen Monitor 
Now Makes Big Sense. 

Ellman 

sagg 
------------~-------11 19"MonochromeMonltor 

Up to now most Macintosh users considered a big 
screen monitor a luxury purchase. Something desirable, 
but a purchase which could be put off until prices 
came down. 

Surprise! They just did. 
Introducing the Ehman 

19" Two-Page Monochrome 
Display System, the first 

affordable big screen monitor. At just 
$899, including card, cable, Stepping 
Out II software, and a tilt and swivel 
base, the Ehman monitor means finally 

doing away with scrolling, squinting and scrunching. 
The Ehman monitor matches all the major 

AI ptOduct nameo montloned are tradtmal1<s ollhelr respoctive holders. Prices IUtlject 10 mange Wilhoot ~-

features of other big screen monitors costing twice as 
much, including a high resolution of76 DPI, and a 
flicker-free refresh rate of70 herz. 

As with all Ehman products, you get a 30-day 
money back guarantee, a minimum one-year warranty, 
and our optional24-hour express service replacement 
policy. We've even thrown in a $25 dealer installation 
coupon for quick and easy set -up. 

It's the big-screen monitOr you've been hoping for. 
So srop waiting for prices to come down. At Ehman rhey 
already have. 

Ehman 
1-800-257-1666 
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MACWORL D NEWS 
by Dan Littman a nd 

Tom Moran 

Adobe Readies Type 
Manager 

At press time, Adobe 
planned to go ahead 
with its PostScript 

screen font-generating utility 
Adobe Type Manager (A TM), 

even as sudden changes in 
the font market eroded much 
of Adobe's foundation. 

Apple and Microsoft re
cently announced a technol
ogy swap to provide Apple 
with a non-Adobe PostScript 
clone, which Apple could use 
in the LaserWriter, and to pro
vide Microsoft with Apple's 
font technology for use in 
OS/2 for IBM computers. The 
loss of the Mac and OS/ 2 
markets throws t11e furure of 
Adobe's PostScript into ques
tion, but A TM remains an in
expensive way to extend the 
usefulness of Adobe fonts. 

ATM, which costs $99, 
intercepts the Mac's instruc
tions to draw fonts on the 
screen and renders them di
rectly from PostScript infor
mation in the downloadable 
fonts. With A TM installed, the 
Mac displays fonts exactly, at 
any size, without jaggies or 
distortion, and sends accurate 
PostScript renderings to non
PostScript printe rs such as 
ImageWriters and t11e Apple 
LaserWriter IISC. ATM works 
only with Adobe Type 1-com-

patible fonts, which include 
fonts from Linotype, Mono
type, Agfa Compugraphic, 
Autologic, Varityper, and 
Adobe; ATM does not sup
port fonts developed with 
PostScript clones, such as 
Bitstream's fonts, or fonts 
designed with Fontographer. 
However, since Adobe has 
announced plans to release 
the formerly secret hinting 
information (the special rules 
for drawing curves), fonts 
developed with PostScript 
clones may be upgraded to 
work with ATM. 

ATM requires a Mac Plus 
or bette r machine and does 
not support non-roman 
typefaces. It also requires 
that at least one size of the 
QuickDraw-based screen 
font be installed, and ATM 
requires tl1at the PostScript
based downloadable font 
be resident on the Mac, 

even for LaserWriter IINTX 
users. Most PostScript laser 
printers for Macs have a set 
of 35 reside nt fonts that 
users normally don't insta ll 
on their Macs, so Adobe is 
selling downloadable ver
sions of the 35 fonts with a 
copy of ATM for $198. Ado
be head John Warnock claims 
ATM is faster than Quick
Draw and will not slow 
down type rendering. For 
more information, contact 
Adobe in Mountain View, 
Californ ia, at 415/961-4400. 
- Dan Littman 
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Adobe Type 

Manager reads 

your PostScript 

printer fonts and 

displays them on 

screen. 

Apple Offers Rebates, 
Trial of Hardware 
and Software 

In what is probably 
the company's big
gest promotion to 

date, Apple Computer will 
offer qualified customers free 
tryouts of Apple systems and 
peripherals and will give re
bates to those who buy both 
systems and peripherals 
between October 14 and 
December 31, 1989. Apple 
(co11tinues) 
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The soaring prices of video cards can keep you from 
getting the highest graphics performance from your 
Macintosh*. 

That's why at Micron, we've brought the high price 
of brilliant color and outstanding resolution down to 
earth with our Xceed ~ video cards. Now you 
can exceed the graphics limits of your 
Macintosh II, Ilx, Ilcx or SE/30 without 
exceeding your budget. 

Xceed video cards give you all the 
performance features you expect such as 
1, 2, 4 and 8 bits per pixel, 256 
simultaneous colors from a palette of 
more than 16 million, 640 x 480 or 
1024 x 768 resolutions and full 
Macintosh software compatibility. 
Plus we include 8/24-bit 

MacroPaint~ software and a gamma color correction 
desk accessory- a package worth $149.00 -
absolutely free! 

In fact, the only feature we don't offer is the high 
price tag. 

And like all Micron memory products, Xceed 
video cards are supported by our comprehensive 

customer service program and toll-free hotline. 
So call us today at 1-800-642-7661 for 

the name of your nearest Micron 
dealer. And enjoy brilliant color 
graphics without the high flying price. 

Micron. Working to improve your 
memory. 

Xceed and MacroPaint are t rademarks of Micron 
Technology, Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark of 
Apple Computer, Inc. 

2805 E. Columbia Road, Boise, Idaho 83706 208-386-3800 
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has also arranged for an im
pressive list of software 
companies to offer free trials 
of their Mac software. 

Those who want a free 
trial of a system first have to 
qualify for Apple financing, 
and then pick up the system 
from the dealer between 
October 14 and December 31. 
Those who decide not to 
keep the equipment must 
return it between January 1 
and January 15, 1990. 

Customers who make 
an outright purchase of a 
selected system between 
October 14 and December 
31 will receive a rebate on 
qualified peripherals. For ex
ample, if you bought a Mac 
Plus and a qualified Apple 
peripheral, you would send 
in a rebate form and later 
receive a check for $200. The 
rebate for an SE is $250, for 
an SE/ 30 it's $250, and for a 
llcx it's $300. Pe ripherals that 
qualify for the rebate plan 
include the ImageWriter 11 
and LQ; the LaserWriter IISC, 
NT, and NTX; 2MB and 4MB 
RAM upgrades; the HD/20 
hard disk; the Apple CD 
ROM; the Apple Scanner; and 
the Personal Modem. Rebates 
add up if you buy more than 
one system, so if your com
pany bought ten llcx systems, 
it would receive a $3000 
rebate on one or more pe
ripherals. Those who opt for 
the free trial do not qualify 
for a rebate unless they buy 
before December 31, and 
then the rebate is limited to 
$100 per system, regardless 
of which model it is. 

Software companies that 
have agreed to offer free trials 
of their software-only with a 
trial computer under Apple's 
plan-include Microsoft, 
Claris , Aldus, Acius, Ashton
Tate, Symantec, Informix, 

~ 
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NEC's CDR-35 is a portable CD ROM player that weighs less than 3 

pounds when detached from its base unit. 

Mediagenic, SoftView, Versa
CAD, T/ Maker, Fox, Great 
Plains, Intuit, MacroMind, 
Oracle, WordPerfect, and 
Intergraph, among others. 
Apple said it will provide 
stickers to dealers to identify 
the software packages in
cluded in the promotion. It's 
important to note that you 
must return the system in 
order to return the software. 

Apple is also including the 
Apple llGS in the free trial 
and the rebate promotions. 
Apple will pay all interest on 
financing for the trial systems 
until February 15. For more 
information, contact your 
local Apple dealer. 
-Tom Moran 

Portable CD ROM 
Reader Weighs Less 
Than 3 Pounds 

II 
A CD ROM reader 
that weighs a mere 
2.2 pounds was in

troduced in early November 
by NEC Home Electronics. 
When powered by an option-

al NiCad battery pack for use 
as a portable device, the 
CDR-35 and battery togethe r 
weigh just under 3 pounds. 

The CDR-35 will work 
with the Macintosh or with 
IBM PC and PS/2 compat
ibles. A $99 interface kit with 
software and cable is required 
for the Mac, while the inte r
face kit for the IBM-compat
ible systems will go for $199. 
The CDR-35 unit itself will 
carry a suggested retail price 
of $599. 

The CDR-35's portability 
and price do not come with
out a trade-off, however. The 
reader's average access time 
is stated by NEC as 1500 milli
seconds, better known to 
most humans as 1.5 sec
onds--considerably slower 
than usual. The data-transfer 
rate is 150K per second. 

The CDR-35 can read 
either 3-inch or 5-inch CD 
ROMs, and can also play 
standard audio CD disks. 
The device has a capacity 
of 540MB on a 5-inch disk, 
or 180MB on a 3-inch disk. 
The unit can operate from 
the battery for 90 minutes of 
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continuous use or 2 to 4 
hours of intermittent use . 
After 5 minutes of nonuse, 
the player automatically stops 
spinning the disk to conserve 
power. The NiCad battery 
takes 15 hours to recharge. 

The CDR-35 for the Mac 
was slated to ship in Novem
ber or early December. For 
more information, call NEC 
in Wood Dale, Illinois, at 
800/ 366-3632. -T. M. 

Play It Again, Scott 

II 
Though RagTime has 
been successful in 
Europe, bad support 

and weak distribution chan
nels have given the integrated 
page-layout package a less
than-friendly welcome in this 
country. Now RagTime is 
back in feature-packed ver
sion 3.0, and with new 
distributors. 

The new version adds a 
completely new charting and 
graphing module to the 
spreadsheet, word processor, 
and page layout of earlier 
versions. Graph types include 
2-D and 21/2-D pie charts, line 
graphs, and several types of 
bar and area graphs; and 
multiple data sets can be dis
played as overlays. Graphs 
are tied to spreadsheet frames 
that can be displayed or 
hidden away on other pages; 
text ff".tmes can also incorpo
rate numbers directly from a 
spreadsheet, and changing 
the spreadsheet updates num
bers in both graphs and text. 
The spreadsheet frames, with 
a maximum size of 16,000 
rows by 253 columns, can 
now be pipelined like text 
frames, so that if you fill or 
shrink a spreadsheet frame 
the numbers in it can over
(continues) 
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No Mac is an island. 
Especially if you're hooked up with a copy 

of WordPerfect®. 
Because with WordPerfect, the Mac not only 

stands alone, but works as part of a greater 
business team. 

Macintosh, MSDOS, VAX, DG, and UNIX 
systems are all trying to connect. And 
WordPerfect offers more common ground than 
any other word processor. 

Through your network, WordPerfect makes 
it easier to use the same document on different 
machines. That's because WordPerfect shares 
compatible file formats on these different 
systems. 

So once you've transferred a file, you'll find 
that most of your format settings -like 

columns, margins, bold, and underline
remain intact from system to system. 

And because the WordPerfect commands 
and functions are similar from one computer 
to another, you'll feel comfortable using 
WordPerfect no matter what system you're on. 

So if you need to share your work, putting 
WordPerfect on your Macintosh is a smart 
decision. Because with WordPerfect, you'll 
never work alone again. 

Unless you want to. 

WordPerfect 
CORPORATION 

1555 N. Technology Way Orem, UT 84057 
Tel (801) 225-5000 Telex 820618 FAX (801) 222-5898 

11001Perfect is a registtred u.dern3tl< of 1\bn!Perfect Cotjlontion. AD other bnnd and product names are tnldernarl<s or registete<ll13demarts of tlleir respecti1·e companies. 
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OWN A MODEM? 
Test a New Macintosh 
Online Service for Free 
If you own a Macintosh® computer and a modem, we invite you to participate 
in a nationwide test of a new online service designed especially for Macintosh 
computer owners. 

We'll give you everything you need to access the service, including special Mac-specific 
telecommunications software and free usage time so you can test the service. All we ask is that 
after you use the service, you take some time to tell us what you think 

This revolutionary, soon-to-be-announced 
online service features: 
• A technically sophisticated, yet easy-to-use, Macintosh interface. 

• Fast, intuitive navigation through use of graphic icons and pull-down menus. 

• Software libraries full of Macintosh programs, and a full range of services designed especially 
for Macintosh computer owners. 

Join us in this exciting opportunity - simply complete and mail the application form 
below. 

(Detach and mail today.) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
APPUCATIONFORPARTICWATION 

ONLINE SERVICE TEST 

Name: - -------------------- --- HorneA~: -----------------------------------

City, State, Zip: - --------------------------------=---- Phone"":------------------

1. Brand of your computer: 
0 Macintosh 512 or 512e 
0 Macintosh Plus 
0 Macintosh SE or SE30 
0 Macintosh n 
0 Other (please specify) --- ---

2. National online services you are 
aware of: 
0 Applelink-Personal Edition 
DCornpuServe 
0 Dow Jones News Retrieval 
0 GEnie 
0 MacNet 
0 Prodigy 
0 Other (please specify) ----

3. National online services 
you have used: 
0 Applelink-Personal Edition 
0 CornpuSetve 
0 Dow )ones News Retrieval 
0 GEnie 
0 MacNet 
0 Prodigy 
0 Other (please specify) ----

4. Type of modem you own: 
0 300baud 
0 1200 baud 
0 2400baud 
0 9600 baud 

5. Your primary use of online services 
(please check only one): 
0 Downloading software 
0 Computer support 
0 Infonnation Services 
0 Electronic mail 
0 Business 
0 Entertainment/Hobby 
0 O:!at 

6. Who typically pays the bill for your 
use of online services? 
0 I do (personal use) 
0 Organization I work for 

(business use) 
Quandliesare/imiJed. OfferexpiresDecember31, 1989. 5 177 



A11'EM10N: MODEM 0 
Help us test a new online service 

designed especially for Macintosh com.puters. 
See reverse for details and application 

POSI'AG£ Will. BE PAID BY ADDBESSEI! 

Tdecommunications Oearinghouse 
8619 Westwood Center Drive 
Vienna, VA 22182-9706 

t •• t.t .. l.t ... II J •• I ... J.JI.I •• I ... III .... IJ .... tl.l 

NO POSTAGE 
NE<:::E$ARY 
IFMAIIID 

IN1HE 
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flow into another frame. 
Another nice touch is the 
addition of complete text
formatting controls for 
spreadsheet frames, greatly 
improving the appearance of 
tables and forms. Text in 
spreadsheet cells can also be 
searched by content and 
attribute just as in text frames, 
and type-formatting macros 
act as style sheets. 

RagTime 3.0 supports 
24-bit color and can drive a 
scanner. The program lets you 
adjust color in RGB, CMYK, 
and HSB formats, and the de
velopers plan to add Pantone 
support and color-separation 
capability. 

Ragtime 3.0 takes up 
1.2MB of disk space, requir
ing a hard disk, and under 
MultiFinder it asks for 1600K 
of memory. The program lists 
for $595. The color separator, 
which may not be ready yet, 
will retail for $100. Version 
3.1 will add hooks to Main
stay's unreleased text-archiv
ing system code-named Marco 
Polo. For more information, 
contact Migrant Software in 
Narberth, Pennsylvania at 
215/667-9781.- D.L. 

Perception's 
Greatest Hits 

II In 1973, the Swedish 
psychologist Gunnar 
johannson attached 

small lights to people dressed 
in black body suits and filmed 
them walking, dancing, and 
t:xt:rcbing against a black 
background. The films re
vealed no human shapes, 
only the small points of light 
attached to wrists, elbows, 
ankles, knees, hips, and 
shoulders. Nevertheless, film 
viewers perceived people in 
motion, walking and dancing 
and so forth. They even dis
tinguished one person from 
another as tl1e points of light 
mingled. Abstract, dynamic 
structures, Johannson sug
gested, were all the mind 
needed to recognize people 
and other biological forms. 

This is only one of the 
groundbreaking perception 
studies included in The Active 
Eye Stack, a HyperCard stack 
of 50 animations exploring 
how the mind sees and struc
tures the world. New York 
University professors Michael 

Ouraalea agentacouhi • U..Sl Mala in Jul. , 39418a11lnAUJ. 
and 34S sea11 in Sept. 

The hijbeat bookina factor .In 1hla quuwwu ss~ . 

With character-level formatting in spreadsheet cells, RagTime 3.0 

lets you really fine-tune the look of your tables. 

Mills and William Schiff 
created this stack because 
they were tired of using static, 
flat media-the printed page 
and the chalkboard-to 
illustrate how we perceive 
dynamic three-dimensional 
objects in time. By combining 
HyperCard, VideoWorks II, 
digitized video, scanned 

media techniques, but this 
project uses multimedia to 
explore a particular subject. 
Though designed primarily 
for teaching psychology at 
universities, this stack will 
also be of interest to students 
of visual art, graphic design, 
architecture, computer graph
ics, and machine vision. 

Psychologist M ichael Mills combined HyperCard and VideaWorks 

to animate tools for studying perception of motion. 

images, and text, they created 
an elegantly organized inter
active stack that is fun even 
for those without the time 
or inclination to study the 
science of perception seri
ously. Apple was so im
pressed bY tl1e stack that it 
invited Mills, who is on leave 
from NYU, to work on inter
face design at Apple. 

The Active Eye Stack 
shows how multimedia is 
coming of age. Most earlier 
projects have been largely 
exercises in exploring multi-

The 6-disk set requires 
2MB of RAM, HyperCard, and 
a hard disk. The set costs 
$99, including a 150-page 
guidebook. Educational site 
licenses are $750 for 30 sets 
of disks and 10 guidebooks. 
A free 10-minute video 
sampler is also available. 
For further information, 
contact Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates in Hillsdale, New 
jersey, at 201/666-4110. 
-Ann Garrison 

(continues) 
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Now you can have page 
layout, freehand drawing, and 
presentation graphics capabilities 
in one studio, the Kurta Studio:" 
Take the menus and two-handed 
keyboard commands out of your 
creative environment. The new 
Kurta Studio for Aldus® products 
brings all the power of three of the 
most popular graphics programs 
right to your fingertips. Access all 
your tools, typefaces, or menu 
commands in PageMaker, Free
Hand, and Persuasion, through one 
intuitive, easy to use interface. 

User friendly. 
The Kurta Studio template is 
designed to follow the Aldus 
screen menus making all com
mands easily accessible to even the 
Circle 83 on reader service card 

casual user. The preprogrammed 
template incorporates Aldus' most 
commonly used commands, so 
you don't have to revert to the 
keyboard for shortcuts. The Kurta 
Studio even lets you program your 
own custom routines right on the 
template. 

Features for freedom. 
Every detail of your creativity has 
been tended to including: 
• Cordless 3-switch pen, 4-button 

cursor, and corded 2-switch pen, 
for your freedom of expression. 

• Large 12" x 17" worksurface with 
programmable function keys. 

• Custom template for Aldus 
software to save you hundreds of 
keystrokes. 

• Zip area for quick and easy 
cursor movement. 

• Drawing area for freehand 
sketching and tracing. 

•Free Quickeys® Software V2.1 for 
creating your own custom 
command sequences. 

• A Lifetime Warranty on the tablet. 

If it's time to get back to creating, 
it's time to let Kurta work for you. 

Call now to get yours. 

® 

••••••••••••••••• 
1-800-44 RURTA 

1988 
Hardware 
Product of 
the Year. 

1-lURTR ® 
3007 East Chambers 
Phoenix, Arizona 85040 
(602) 276-5533 
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Illustrator 88: 
\ut tlJ>s ah\! examples. My also contains an appendix found in Adobe's manuals). 
olli~ 'complaint is that it lacks that describes the DrawOver Although the book is compe-

The Books \ ~~ .. ,, utility, another that deals with tently written, its cluttered a ossary. 
Expe~ Advisor ls divided Adobe Separator, a glossary, layout doesn't enhance the IJI Adobe IIIU,tmtm \ls mid four sections. Part I, and a quick reference guide. authors' credibility as design 

comes in a hefty wfilbh descrlbes the pro- Expert Advisor lives up to its experts. 
package (hat conial~ ~·s too1s, starts right in name; as an intermediate Of the three books, Expert 

a training video, a tut6rial 1 1\ t.lseMt tips (for example, Illustrator user, I learned Advisor: Adobe Illustrator was 
disk and manua11 a user wli.~n desd-iblng the Blend many tricks that weren't my favorite, followed closely 
guide, and a co'lor guide. too!, lhe ~tlthors advise covered in Adobe's copious by Adobe Illustrator 88: 
With all those n!ferences1 8d 1'~bh pHHting to a 300-dpi documentation. The Official Handbook for 
you also need a 300-page Designers. Mastering Adobe 
book to he lp you learn he Illustrator 88 might prove a 
program? If you want to good supplement for begin-
benefit from the tips of arfls ners, but it pales in compari-
and designers wl\o know the son to the other two books. 
progf'.tm inside 6th, the -Eifert Fenton 
answer is yes. 

To date there are three 
books that promise to fake tl'p Barco, Radius 
where Adobe's 'docutnenta- Introduce Color tion leaves off: Adobe ~Jusfl.l 
tor 88: The Official Handboo Calibrators 
for Designers, by desktop 
publishing gums Tony Bove1 With more concern 
Fred Davis, and Cheryl focusing on matching 
Rhodes (Bantam Computer colors precisely, both 
Books, $24.95); Expert Radius and Barco Industries 
Advisor: Adobe fllustrato't) have devised color-calibration 
by Diane Bums, S. Veni~ techniques for their monitors. 
and David Smith (Addison- Barco has introduced Mac 
Wesley, $22.95); and Master- interface software for its Cali-
ing Adobe Illustrator 88, by brator, a high-end monitor 
Deke McClelland and Cf.iig with calibration capability for 
Danuloff (Dow )ones-itWili, applications where color ac-
$24.95). curacy is essential. The Cali-

Adobe Illustrator 88 ts brator uses an external fiber-
compactly organized into §ix optic sensor that attaches to 
chapters. Chapter 1 is an m- Ia~r pr\nl~~~ 25 blends are Mastering Adobe Il/ustra- the screen with a suction cup. 
traduction to lllustrato ss ba t u~tl~\iy adequate tor creating tor consists of 16 chapters, The unit's internal electronics 
features; Chapters 2 hrough ~ a &~I:Iua\ cinslclon from an appendix that introduces allow a wide variety of set-
provide step-by-step desdip- hlR; to bhiCk"). Part II de- PostScript, and a glossary. rings, including color temper-
lions of how professiomi\ sen'b~s eacii menu command, While 16 chapters sounds ature, geometry, brightness, 
artists created various types er .. t" I if" like a lot, the first 8 chapters and picture level. The Calibra-a'gat oli'e ng lips or wam-
illustrations, from charts ~nd \ . M ... t • are pretty elementary stuff; tor is also designed to have mgs 1el'e appropnate. Part 
maps, to decorative and cmh- in is \he fi i'St step-By-step I didn't fmd much in these the same sharpness in the 
mercia! graphics. Chapter 5\' seCUMh; \i ~ttres clear, weti- chapters that wasn't covered corners of its screen as in the 
describes the program's oo s ilio~'imted lb~tntdions on in the program's documenta- center, according to Barco. 
and commands in detai11 c'ioi}\~ eV'eryll1ing train draw- tion. In Chapter 9 the book The Mac interface soft-
while Chapter 6 is an intra- thg a \1ve-pb\nted star to starts in on a fairly complex ware, a desk accessory called 
duction to PostScript p~o- t\ ···t1i1 ·~ . k d illustration, but even this and Calibrator Talk, lets the Cali-rea t S pa ms, mas s, an 
gramming. The book is ~ lex\ ~!feels. Part IV provides subsequent chapters don't brator intelligent monitor 
organized; is written in a siep-l5y-sie~ tlescriptlons of have much information for work with a Mac II series 
straightforward, friendly style: hlne t:lrawings created by pro- experts (to its credit, the book computer in native Mac 
and contains numerous help- tessldhal artists. TI1e book does have some tips not (continues) 
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Whether you run a small business or 
your knowledge about computers happens 
to be less than monumental, Microsoft8 

Works 2.0 has you covered. 
Microsoft Works 2.0 is actually five 

tools in one: word pro
cessing, spreadsheet, 
database, drawing 

communications. 
as far as you're 

concerned, ifs one 
integrated program
so ifs easy to move 

~....-.~" between the different 
productivity tools and 
use them together. 

In fact, from the moment you take it 
out of the box, Microsoft Works 2.0 is easy 
to use. It comes with an animated training 
program written in HyperCard8 format. As 
well as on-line help and unlimited phone 
support to help answer any questions you 
may have about Works' features. 

No matter how varied your projects 
are, Microsoft Works 2.0 can handle the job. 
Its newest feature, the drawing module 
(with page layout), can take an otherwise 
dull, fact-filled document and tum it into 
one full of compelling graphics. 

The word processor can create every
thing from a simple memo to a detailed 

report-and it even includes a spell-checker 
aimed at eliminating typos. 

Of course, if your document needs to 
be supported with numbers, you can always 
jump over to the spreadsheet to compute 
and analyze data And then transform it all 
into easy-to-read, easy-to-understand charts. 

As for information that keeps your 
business going, the database is indispens
able for keeping track of clients and orders. 

And you can count on the communi
cations module to bring information to your 
desktop through a modem. 

If you'd like to learn more about 
Microsoft Works 2.0, just call (800) 541-1261, 
Dept I76 for the 
name of your 
nearest dealer. 

No wonder .,.11_ 
Microsoft Works 
2.0 is the best sell-
ing application 1;~~~~~~~~ 
in its class. Aside "' 
from being a 711 help get you started, weile illcluded 

an animated training program writ/ell in 
great Value, HyperCaidfomrat. 

Microsoft Works 2.0 is one program that can 
handle a myriad of business needs. 

Ifs that simple. 

Afictosoft· 
Making it all make sense· 

Customers in Canada call (416) 673-7638, outside North America, (206)882·8661. © 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo 
are registered trademarks and Making it all make se11se is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. HyperCard is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 



HOME FRONT 
I~ d f ',r \, ' , t, •r tl·~ (, 1 .11~ r \ f" n ( "flllllllllll\ Po~hh,hul h: \1 rtrn Rc.dl) 

Lowtst Lending Rntes Slntt 19831 

•Lasl: week moc1PJC lntc:re.st tttes reached 
a five-year aU-tin» low. F"wt Mmg;3ge of. 
rem~ • ;»ycar, 9$ pm:ent new-home Jean l l 

8.5 p<l'<enr wid! no polnu. Unhunl olin ,... 
""">...,._ 

ReAle of hclroes bas jumped 13 J><I'CO'II 
over ..tcs tt<Xlfdcd durinJ !be: ume pcricd 
lutyc::~r. 

New Home uies are up 17 pc:rttru. 
Se .. ·en) loca!IC:ndcn have pottO&tther .spe. 
ciaJ new hornc:.flnandna packAJt' in~ 
c:radon with JocaJ COOU'Ictor1. Call our Aspen 
olf""'' (426) 838-2961 ror dcails. 

Crown Con.strucllon Optns Thb 
Ytnr'sAiplntWoodsDtvtlopmtnt 

The Alpine. Woods developmc11:t v.ill be 
opc:r1 for public Wut'l from July l5until 
Au' gam 21. Eac:h home repre.senLJ a disdnct 
ltyle from comemporary to Ptcrx:h proviocial 
- all honq:eneously placed 10 crea.&c a 
uniquely aiiJ1Ciivc ndJbborllood. 

AlplM Woods 

Eoch borne bas bun fully dcconl<d by. 
ioeLI irucrior dnlsn finn and e.acb h dna:u· 

just lboppin&: for idc:u. we recommend this 
yeats Alpine Woods devr:lopmenL 

You can park ll the Denny Shoppfna 
Ccnw:r and take a tour bu.s from there be· 
twetn 9:00 a.m. and &.00 p.m. d4ily. 

HOME OF THE MONTH 

Laktf'ront Country House: 
Designed for Entertaining! 

This lovely brick and cedar country house: 
can be found jus1 fiftecr~·mlnutet from down· 
IOWn AJpen. Nesded in Jlanl firs, II repre-. 
Stnts uue Colorado £tykl 

1be muter bedroom suite futur« 1 

pooonmk: view oC l..aJo: DWnond. The 
muter su1tc: also bas hll-and·hm walk-in 
tbstu.. a scpanr.e vanity, and a ttunnlnJ 
shower .... made o( ,~us bri<b. 

Thellvi.nJ: rooni,.study, family room, and 
"""-ns (2+) rearun: hand·polllhed red· 
wood JW)elllng and skyll.shts. 

The. 1hree-car pnae-has spcdal W111· 
mounted $ki rxts and an e.xtt1·1iud chlrd 
sullaoacrommodate up co a 24-foocbooL 

Two additiomJ twhs. a •~ ti~pla«. 
800 square feci of dcekinc. thfft. •'OOded 
aeres. and a private dcx:t eompk&e this rural 
dream hM.-

TheHorv:!lh Family 
445 28th Strm 
SL Louis. MO 811990 

David Doyle 
6767 Diamond Place 
Aspen. co 545$5 

The-Fcnlly 
44528lhS.,.. 
Sr. Louit, MO 88990 

The Horvath Family 
44528d>Su.a 
SL Louis. MO 88990 

?c»H~ 
Dos10n.MA 31222 

Kadwyn Wandi
MalnSUV' 
SaliJtA 

David Doyle 
6767 Diamond Pllcc: 
Aspen. co 54555 

David Doyle 
6767 Dbmood Pllcc: 
Aspen. co 54555 

... ... 

July 28, 1988 

GuyltldU11EUiot 
5334lhS-
0en;er, CO SI5S6 

Dear GaJy and u... 

•!'"rf&:'ll'YCC.\T 
l'(('(lt.(lk'-CIOSI:I'• 

Ut~ 

This Saturday, J look fOf'Wilf'd to showins you a fewof ahequslity homcJ in chc Aspen 
commUJ1hy. 

Peroorphooe convemtlons. we will be looldnJ 111 fwnlly hornet with 11. minimum of four 
bedrooms, two-and·a·h#lf bcuhs, 2 f3mily room. and a thtee-c.u a~Je. It sounds like you are a 
prcuy acrivc family, to I've abo chosen hclnes whh a .. mud room" f«chanJinJ wet booes. ec~. 

One issue ttw we ham'l'l tUlly discussed Is schools. Bef(lf'e Satunby, you nd&ht want to JOl 
down a few prioridcs. Public. private, pzroctdan Levd needed-from pre-school co colkae. ADd 
2ny ~p«bl nc:cdJ your c.hUdn:n ~my have, ru:~ poximicy co an indoor pool or IYfL 
Scc!u~or~,.r~~~~1~any~orpnlz:adoosyoumay be intaUtcdln likeTheBoy 

~~~~~~~"t~~yr.·1s:1 ~n=~;:n..::.)'OU -Mil need mblesot • 
Since you plilll10 be: hel'CI for the whole wce.keod, lee me know if I ean be or 11.111 help whh hotel 

ttlttY&tions or acdvlles. J ca.n IJT'ana:c for anythln& from cheatte tickeu to a riding k:uoo. 

w~!:=ffi~~~~!i\'e"h:~~~~J:W::'r!.~;:r0~~-

Slnccn:ly. 

oo:flle 

COMMISSIONED SALES REPORT- J UNE 

Salt'S Ptrson -r,,. Chedc Amt. 

Stumnoo Pins COtnmerdaJ $275, $88,000 s 344.00 
Liu 00211 ReJldenllal $320,000 $120,000 $3600.00 
Pe.lcr Cohen Rcsldenclal $230.000 $100,000 $3000.00 
ftobbie Ross COmmercial $500,000 $340.000 $13600.00 
Mike Lucero Retldcndal $130.000 565,000 $2600.00 
Os.ryGiJOI Rclidcnllal 7.~ $700.000 S260.000 $18200.00 
Milt)' Freemsn Residential 3.11011> $430,000 $60,000 $2280.00 
JOln McAnbur Resldcntl.al 2.- Sl.IO.OOO $99.000 $2.S74.00 
Dvb2n MlUtr Commen:fal 3.~ Sl.IO.OOO $130.000 $3900.00 
Robyn Komaeht Commercial 2.801'1> $780,000 $2.40.000 $6720.00 

Rtsldrntlal 704.000 
New 325,000 46.16'.11> 
Ptev. Owned 2.50.000 35.51'.11> 
Land Only 129.000 18.32'.11> 

'"iOii:OOi 

Breakdown of Reelde nl.lal Sales 

IIJ New 46.2% 

35.5% 

• Land Only 18.3% 

Everything you see above was created usi1zg some combination of the five tools within Microsoft Works 2.0: word processing, spreadsheet, database, drawing 
and comtmmicatio11. As you ca11 see, the real power of Microsoft Works 2.0 comes into play when all/he tools are used together. 



THE MAC-EXPBESS 
ADVAlft.AGE 
• FREE SHIPPING on all products. • 

• LOWER PRICES on most items. 

• Great TOU.-FREE customer support. 

• Our no·frills ad allows us to pass the savings 
to you. 

• We have on·staff specialists in the video and 
animation fi ~lds to better serve you. 

• MAC-Express is internat ional with many 
INTERNATIONAL TOLL-FREE lines. Check our 
international information box for details. 

• If you see a l ower price on any item in this 
magazine, give us a call. We probably \\ill be 
able to offer you a better deal. 

ACCBBSOpTBS 
Orr PAD PWi ADB •••••• 324.00 
CADLE MAC 11/MULTSYNC 17.00 
Cl.f.ANING KIT L\RGE .... 15.00 
DESIQh'T Ol.K CARTRIDGE 15.00 
DISiiETl'ES, 50 PACK ••.•. 65.00 
n.GPPI' DISK WAUET ...... 8.00 
IIYPERDIAJ.ER ........... 24.00 
tiALIWiltAK 135 DISK ••• 30.00 
.11.\C·IOI tiEl'BOARD .... 13&00 
MACDIRECTOR ......... 105.00 
MOUSE MATS .. ........... 9.00 
MUSIO IOUSE .... . .... .. 49.00 
POWER STRIP, l lm:REX 19.00 
SO~'Y COLOR DISIIITl'ES 19.00 
SO~'Y DISK 10 PACK ...... 17.00 
SO~'Y DISK 15 PACK •••••. 25.00 
ltAK·TECII CASE/120 •.•• 32.00 
ltAK·TECII DISKCASE/60 26.00 
1Uit80 MOUSE •.•••. . .• 10').00 

BUBlliBSS 
PBODUO'.l'IVI'l'i 

ACTA 1'2.0 .............. 42.00 
AWARD MAKER PWi . . . .. 28.00 
BACK TO BASICS PRO. . . • 159.00 
UIG 111ESAURUS 1.0 .. .... 59.00 
OUSI~ESS CARD MAKER ••• 36.00 
BUSINESS CLASS •...••. •• 29.00 
BUSINESS fiLEVISIOS .• . • 101.00 
em· TO cnv .... .. ..... 29.oo 
CUCKOS WORKSIIEET •.•• 46.00 
C0ACI1111ESAURl5 ...... 31.00 
COACII V 3.0 ...... ...... 52.00 

MICROSOFT ~·oRKS VZ.O 201.00 
MICROSOFT WRITE VI.O 79.00 
MIND~'RITE EXPRESS .. • 129.00 
MIND~'RITE VZ.O .. .. .... 95.00 
MOCK PACKAGE PU.5 •• .• 18.00 
MORE.. . .. • .. .. • .. .. .. 168.00 
MORE II VZ.OI .... ..... 249.00 
.IIULTIUSR lASER SPOOL 205.00 
0\'ER\l!E \'2.1 ......... 153.00 
PAGE!IAXIII V3.01 ..... . 389.00 
PERSO,'IAL ACCOUNT A. \I 29.00 
PO~ POI~'T\'2.0 .. ... 245.00 
PRt.\T SHOP, 111E .... ... . 35.00 
QUICK DEX V1.4A ........ 31.00 
QUICKEN .. ............. 32.00 
RAGTIME Vl. l .. . .. .. ... 220.00 
READY SET GO! V4.0 • •• . 275.00 
REfii.EX PUIS ..... .... .. 175.00 
RE.IIS l~VESTOR 2000 ••• 230.00 
RE.IIS I~VESTOR 3000 ... 463.00 
REPORTS-mE COMPLEAT 58.00 
RO~lliiP! ...... ........ 29.00 
SCOOP VI.OI .. .. .. .... 216.00 
~SIBLE GRA.~!L\R VI. I 52.00 
SEI\"Il~'El VZ.O ...... ... 153.00 
SIIIJFil£ PUCK CAFE ..... 23.00 
SIUCOS PRESS ...... .... 44.00 
SPElUNG COACH V3.1. ... 52.00 
SPEUSWEU. MEDICAL .. .. 53.00 
SPRINGBOARD PliBUSII 109.00 
SUPEaCARD.. .. .. .. .. .. 125.00 
SWIVEL 30 ...... ...... 299.00 
TRAPIZE VZ.I .. .. • .. .. • 149.00 

APACIIE STRIKE .... ..... 25.00 
AUSSIE)OKER POKER .. ... 30.00 
OAI.ANCE Of PO~ ..... 26.00 
OAJ.A.~CE OF POWER, 1990 34.00 
BEYOND DARK CAS11.E •.. 31.00 
BEYOND ?.ORK ........ .. 29.00 
CIIESSliASTER 2000 .. .... 27.00 
COLO~'Y. lltE .......... . 34.00 
CROSSWORD MAGIC ..... 29.00 
CRl~AL QUEST ...... ... 25.00 
CR\STAL QUEST V2.2 ..... 39.00 
DIJUi CASlU .... ....... 20.00 
DE!1.\llER Of CRO'Mi .... 30.00 
DE).\ VU/A NIGIITMARE ••• 30.00 
FAlCON VZ.O ............ 35.00 
FUGIIT SIMULATOR •••.•• 35.00 
GATO ..... ............. 30.00 
GRAND SLA\1 ...... ...... 26.00 
11\RDOAlJ. . .......... . .. 28.00 
HAJIRIER STRIKE II ..•.•. 26.00 
JET ....... ............. 32.00 
KING'S QUEST ........... 29.00 
lilliG'S QUEST II .. .. ..... 29.00 
lilliG'S QUEST Ill .. ...... 29.00 
UFE & DEAllt ........ ... 27.00 
ur.wt llESCUE ...... .... 34.00 
.II.~C COURSES ...... ..... 20.00 
.II.~C GOLf ...... ........ 34.00 
M.~C PRO FOOT8AlJ. VZ.O 29.00 
MAC RACQUETBAlL ...•.• 34.00 
MA.~IIOLE .... . ........ . 30.00 
MIGIIT & MAGIC ........ . 35.00 
~'TL CIIAU.ENGE •.•.•... . 52.00 
OUGOPOLY ............. 26.00 
POUCE QUEST .......... 29.00 
PRO CIIAIUNGE ....... . 26.00 
SARGON IV ........... .. 29.00 
SCRABOLE ............. . 24.00 

SIIAOOII'GATE ......... .. 29.00 
SIIA.~G IIAI .. ............ 23.00 
·StBOOHRUST & 8E111AY 30.00 
STRATEGIC CONQUEST+ 35.00 
SUO BATTLE SIMULATOR 29.00 
SUPER liANG-ON ...... ... 27.00 
TETRIS/MAC II .. .. ...... 27.00 

co.~}tENTI'2.o .......... 59.00 
CRICKET PRESESTS VZ.O 279.00 
DAC·EASY UGIIT ........ 42.00 
DATADESK PROFESSIOSAL 289.00 
DBASE MAC VI.O .. ..... 295.00 
OOUARS & SEI\'SE 4.0 • . • . 87.00 
DOUBLE IIEUX II •. . •.•. 339.00 

NEW MA.S.T. DBIVE! 

DTP ADVISOR ........... 47.00 
fii.E.ILIXER 4 .... ....... 188.00 
fll.E..~R 4 N~1WRK PK 398.00 
fOCAL POINT II .. .. .. .. 110.00 
FOR.IISET BUSl~ESS ED. 49.00 
FOR.IISET BliSI.\'ESS FORM 50.00 
FOIL~ PERSO!\Al. FOIL\! 50.00 
FOXOASE+ R~"llME .... 170.00 
FOXOASE+ SI ~GLE USER 205.00 
FOXOASE+/ MAC RUNTIME 269.00 
FOXBASE+/ MAC Vl.l .. .. 350.00 
FUll IMPACT VI.O .. .... 249.00 
FUll WRITE PROFESS . . . . 249.00 
FUlLWRITE PROF. Vl.l 259.00 
GEO QUERY .. ........ .. 199.00 
GOFER \'2.0 ............. 45.00 

Fully compatible 11ith all MAC 5 12K, $145 
MAC PlUS and MAC SE computers. 
Super slim-line external 3'1z floppy drivel 

llAllD DBIVESI 
QUANTUM 40MEG ( 19/llms SCSI) • • ••• ' 848 
QUANTUM 80MEG ( 19/llms SCSI) ••• • • ' 869 
MAXTOR or CONNER 

I OOMEG (28ms SCSI ) ............. ' 699 
CONNER 180MEG ( 12 ms SCSI ) •••••• '1398 
TIJeSe internal drives do not include solm:.re or ables. 

VERSA TERM PRO V3.0 ... 175.00 
II'ORDfiNDER VZ.O •.•.. . . 36.00 
WOROPERftCT Vt.O .... 185.00 
II'ORKSI'Wi SPEll Vl.l ••• 47.00 , 

EARLY GAMES ... •••••• •• 27.00 
fiRST lEITERS & ~'ORDS 30.00 

mE GAMESWI~'TF.R EDIT 29.00 
USMRSAL MILTARY SIM 34.00 
II'ARI.OCK ........ ...... 28.00 
11-llERE IS CAlL~~ SA.\ll. 27.00 
1111.ARDRY .. ...... ...... 35.00 
XERJON ................ 27.00 
l'EAGERS .WI'. FUGIIT .. .. 30.00 

ZORK TRILOGY .......... 29.00 

GBAPJUCS 
CANVAS DA VZ.O ..... .. .. 65.00 
CMVAS VZ.O ........ ... 159.00 
CUCK'JIT 
MANYTnUS .... ....... O.U. 

CRICKET COLOR PAII>'T 175.00 
CRICKET DRAW Vl.l .... 168.00 
CRICKET GRAPH Vl.3 ... 115.00 
CRICKET PAJ.VT ••.• ••. •• • 99.00 
CRICKET PRESOOS . •••• 285.00 
DIGITAL DARKROOll ••• . 259.00 
ORA\\' IT AGAIN SAM •••• • 79.00 
EASY 3-0 .. ...... ..... .. 57.00 
FO~'TS PUIS .......... .. 206.00 
FUll PAINT ..... ... ..... 66.00 
GENERIC CADD LEYEJ. I 84.00 
GRAPIIIC WORKS 1.1 ..... 87.00 
GRAPIIICS MAGICIA.~ . . . . • 29.00 
IMAGE STUDIO . ......•. 275.00 
KEY CAP FO~'TS .. ........ 79.00 
MACDRAW .. .. .... ..... 133.00 
.11.\CPAINT 2.0 ......... .. 85.00 
.11.\CROMIND DIRECTOR 429.00 
MACilSIO~ \'2.0 .... .... 219.00 
MODElL~ AR11ST ........ 110.00 
PICT.().GRAI'H 1'1.0 •.•. . . 97.00 
PICTURE BASE .... ...... 51.00 
PIXEL PAI~T ......... .. 256.00 
PIXEL PAINT PROf . ..•.. 389.00 
PIXF.L PAINTVI. l ....... 219.00 
PIXEL PAINT VZ.O ....... 199.00 
S~ ART 1 ............ 85.00 
SUPER 30 VZ.O •• • •• •••• 325.00 
SUPERPAINr Vl.l .. ...... 84.00 
SIIPERPAL\'T 1'2.0 .. ..... 127.00 
SY14BOIS UBRARIES .. ... 39.00 

\1DEO WI7.ARD, lltE .... . 35.00 
VIDEOII'ORKS II \'2.0 .... 175.00 
VIDEOWORKS 11/ACCELER 118.00 
VIDEOII'ORKS 11/IIYPERCD 59.00 
WET PAI~T 
MANY TnUS .... .. ..... CALL 

WORLO CLASS FOI>T 3&4 31.00 
WORLD CLASS FONTS 1&2 3 1.00 
II'ORLD CLA.'\5 FO~'TS 5&6 42.00 

KAJUJW.Allll 
I MEG SIMMS •••• ••• • •• 139.00 
20ll8 RAW LVf. HD ••• •. 329.00 
45MB RAW INT. ltD •••• • 485.00 
AUDIO DIGIT/ 

SOUSDWAVE .....•.••• 135.00 
BERN 44MB F.xT 

DUAL DR.. ........ .. 2149.00 
BERN 44MB EXT 

SGL DRV .. ...... . ... 1349.00 
CD·RO.~ I~'TERIACE KIT 75.00 
COLORBOARO 108+ .. . 1119.00 
COLOROOARD 108+/ 

S£30 ............ ... 1299.00 
COLORBOARD 232 ..... 1995.00 
f~TNET ETIIERNET II .. • 565.00 
fASTNET ElliEIL~ET Ill 375.00 
fASTNET ElllEIL~ET SCSI 785.00 
HAl1 PAGE SCA.~'ER .... 369.00 
ltARDPAC MAC 105 MEG 1349.00 
11\RDPAC MAC ZO MEG 539.00 
11\RDPAC MAC 40 MEG 299.00 
HARDPAC MAC 80 MEG 1185.00 

INFINITY TURB 40 MEG I 230.00 
MAC II COLOR MO~TTOR 599.00 
MACSSAP 524E.. .. .... . 185.00 
.II.'CSS.\1' 524S .••••••.• 239.00 
MACSSAP 548S ...... .. . 579.00 
MACSSAP SCSI L\'TRFACE 109.00 
MACSTACK 20 MEG liDO 519.00 
MACSTACK 30 MEG liDO 535.00 
MACSTACK 45 MEG liDO 615.00 
MACSTACK 60 MEG ..... 689.00 
MACSTACK 80 MEG ..... 789.00 
MAGNAI'OX COLOR .liON 549.00 
MAGNAVOX PROF DISP 599.00 
M.UAntOS 020 MSEI ... 529.00 
MAIL~ntos 020 MSE2 •• • 969.00 
MARA1110N 020 .IIS£3 .. . 759.00 
MARA1110S 020 !IS£4 1059.00 
MARA1110N 030 

ACCEL30 ....... .... . 969.00 
MARA1110N 030X ACCEL 969.00 
MARA1110N t.AN 020 Ml 1119.00 
MARA1110N WI 020 M2 1399.00 
MARAlliON WI 020 ll3 1349.00 
MARAlliOS I.Aii 020 M4 1699.00 
MARAlltOS M\Jlll.CO.IIM 315.00 
MIDI BASIC/ALTECII •• • •• 30.00 
MIDI INl'ERfACE/ALTECII 59.00 
MUlllSCREEN ~lDED ... . 310.00 
NEC lC SILENT WRITER 3495.00 
NEC MACSYNC MONITOR 599.00 
~'EC MULTISY!iC 2A . . .•• 649.00 
h'EC MULTISY!iC 30 . •. •• 799.00 
PAGE SCANNER ......... 769.00 
PANASONIC WV 1410 .... 225.00 
PANASONIC \I-VI500 .... 320.00 
SIIIVA ~'ETORIDGE •• .••. 349.00 
SIIIVA NETSERIAI. X232 279.00 
SUPRA 2400 MODE.\1 .. .. 129.00 
Th\'Y TIGER 30!18 DRM 599.00 
Th~'Y TIGER 40MB-Q .... 749.00 
~'DER .11.\C 20 MEG . ••• 429.00 
~llER MAC 30+ MEG ••• 489.00 
IIII'OER MAC 40+ MEG •.• 549.00 
Ulll>ER MAC 65+ MEG . . . 625.00 
Uli'OER MAC 80+ MEG . • . 735.00 
Z88 POCKET MODE.\1 .... 219.00 
ZOOM 2400 MODE.~ .... 129.00 

P.BOGBAJIMTl!IG 
& 'UTIL1TIB8 

101 MACROS FOR EXCEL 39.00 
40 R~'IDIE.. ........ . 188.00 
BASIC COMPILER Vl.O .. . 183.00 
BASIC I~TERPRETOR V3 62.00 
BEIL~OIILIJ fiLE EXCH. 121.00 
BOOKMARK .. .. .. ..... .. 57.00 
CALCULATOR CONSTRUCT. 46.00 
CAPPS PRIME VI.O .. ..... 43.00 
CO.IISERVE .. .. .. .. .... 152.00 
COPI' 111>\AC V7 ......... 25.00 
CURATOR ...... ......... 77.00 
DISK TOOlS PWi VI.OI 30.00 
DISiifTI' 1.4 ............. 59.00 
OS BACKIJP+ .. .. ........ 42.00 

Elllfi(A; 111£ SOLI'ER ••. 133.00 
fASll!ACK 1.0 .. ... .. .... 51.00 
F01111A.~ COMPILER V2.2 183.00 
1101.5E!iEEPU . ......... 30.00 
lt'iPER DA Vl.l .......... 33.00 
tnmnuroR ...... ... .. 29.00 
tNBOX/ MAC CO~'NEC110N 71.00 
INBOX/MAC STARTER KIT 199.00 
LAPUNK MAC ... ...•.•••. 82.00 
LASER SERVE (5 PACK) 229.00 
LASER SERVE (SINGLE) ... 74.00 
LASERSPEEO OffiCE PAC 284.00 

PI'RO ( 10 PACK) ..... .. 130.00 
Q\IICK KEYS ...... ....... 65.00 
Q\IIOOI.AJL VZ.0/ 5 USER 175.00 
Q\110."\IAIL \'2.01 ••••..• 259.00 
READ m ............... 94.00 
READ m VZ.O ......... . 244.00 
s.A.M ...... ........... .. 65.00 
SIDEKlCK VZ.O .... ...... 68.00 
SI\'Y TRAVEL ............ . 41.00 
S.IWIT ALIR.IIS MULTIUSR 87.00 
S.~TCO.IIM II V3.0 87.00 
SliAJI'JSCRAP & CUPPER 39.00 

MAC-EXPBESS IS 
mTEDATIOIAL! 
INTERNATIONAL TOU.·FREE ORDERING POUCI F.'i: Minimum 
oroer S I 00 U.S. Order.; ooly ple>se. Absolutely no product inquiries, 
or any shipping inquiries, " iU be l2len 0\~r lhc toll-free phone 
lines. for 21\y olhcr inlonnation. plea.<e all (213) 370.3330. 
lie ha\'1! operator.; •-...eel in English, Frtndl, and Sp:lnish. only. 
Shipping p~ '~'l' and m quoted I.UO..ing your order. PaJmenl 
Is 1112dt \ia ntdit card or el<ctronl< lund tr.wler. for any other 
inform2tion, ple:l!e an our regubr toll lines fedenl Expt!SS 
and lntemadonal Shipping a"aib ble. 
I~'TF.R.\AllONAI. PilOSE ~'UMBERS, Canada 1·80().548·2512; 
lOtty 1678·74086: IJnited Kingdom 0800-89·1 178; frwe t9-j)590· 
1099; II'. Germany 01 ·.10-81~66; )2p111 0031·11· 1351: Ausuolia 
0014-800·125·712; lietbertands 06-022-8613: No"'•Y 050·120lY; 
Denrruul< 0434-0297: S•itzerbnd ~6-05 ·3420. 

LASERSPEED SliGL USER 56.00 
LASERSTART VZ. 5 .... .... 56.00 
LASERTALK FOR TilE MAC 153.00 
LIAISON ............ ... 179.00 
UGIITSPEED C V3.0 ..... 139.00 
UGIITSPEED PASCAL 2.0 90.00 
M.\C L~ USE VZ.~ ....... 42.00 
.IIAC SQZ! ............... 46.00 
MACIIL~ ..... .. .... . .. 799.00 
.IIACLINK PUIS .. ....... 119.00 
MACUNK PUIS/TRANSLAT 99.00 
MICROPIIONE II V3.0 •• .• 219.00 
MICROSOFT MAIL 1·1 0 310.00 
MICROSOFT MAIL 1·20 465.00 
MICROSOFT MAIL 1·32 590.00 
MICROSOFT MAIL 1-4 ... 186.00 
loiJCROSOFT Q\IICK BASIC 68.00 
MOCKPACKAGE PWi tml 32.00 
NA11G.~TOR .... .. .. ..... 45.00 
lilmi"ORK DISKfi'T V1.4 205.00 
~''ELOPE VI.O ........... 38.00 
PI.OTSTART VI/CABLE .... 73.00 
POII'ER UP ...... ........ 33.00 
POWEROISK VZ.O .. ...... 42.00 
POII'ERSTA110~ VZ.4 ..... 31.00 
~l'VIORKS FOR DAIS'i11i' 56.00 
PRI.\1'\I'ORKS LASER ...... 84.00 
PRL\n 'ORKS V3.2 .... ... 44.00 
PROTO'I"t'PER ....... .. .. 74.00 

soNAR .. .............. m .oo 
SVTI'CASE VZ.O .... .... .. 31.00 
SUM (SYI4 tml MAC) .... 65.00 
SUPER EXPERT .. .... ... 117.00 
SUPERGWE .. ...... ..... 50.00 
SUPERLASER SPOOL \'2.0 78.00 
SUPERSPOOL V5.0 .. ..... 55.00 
TEMPO V1.2 .... ........ 54.00 
llll~l.TA.\'K VZ.O .. .. .... 122.00 
lltUSDER Vl .l .... ...... 30.00 
11MIIUK11J 30PACK 2.0.1 1275.00 
TIMESUPS Ill .......... 117.00 
TOPS FOR MAC 2.0 .. .... 145.00 
1Uit80 PASCAL Vl.l ...... 63.00 
VIREL ...... .... .... .. 64.00 
WlliGz ... . ............ 255.00 
II'ORD fiNDER .. ........ 33.00 
WORKSI'Wi COMMA.\ll . .. 60.00 
WORLO BUILOER ........ 44.00 

KUBIC 
CONCERTWARE + MIDI ••. 75.00 
CONCER'IWARE + V4.0 .. . 39.00 
DEUIXE Ml!iiC CONSTRCT 84.00 
Dlfi'ERE.\T DRUM.IIER •• • • 59.00 
)All SESSION ...... .. .... 29.00 
~\22 ... .... . ... ....... 281.00 
tJSTEN \'2.0 .... .. .. ..... 62.00 
MAC DRU.IIS VI.OI ....... 30.00 

IIYPER~·oRKS ORGA.~IUR 60.00 
IS IIOUSE ACCOlNTA.\T 117.00 
!~TALK VZ.II .... .... .. 102.00 
1~\'ESIME.\'T AD\lSOR •• .. 87.00 
MAC OIW!OARD ......... 18.00 
MAC f.AlC 1'1.2 .... ...... 83.00 
MACUIWT Vl.28 .... .. . 148.00 
MACLEDGERS ... .. ... .. 159.00 
MACUGtmt~G 1'2.0 ••••• 58.00 
MACUGtmtSG 111ESAURS 29.00 
MACRECOROER 1'2.0 •• . • 164.00 

fiRST SllAPES ........ ... 30.00 
KID TALK ...... ...... ... 30.00 
MAC TYPE ... .. .. ..... .. 31.00 
MASTERTYPE ........ .... 30.00 
MAm BLASTER .... ...... 30.00 
MAllt TALK ..... .... .. .. 30.00 
MAm TALK FRAC110~ ••• 30.00 
MAVIS BEACHON TYPI~G 33.00 

(800)222-2808 
MACSERI'E .. .. ......... 130.00 
MACSPEU. + .... .. .... ... 46.00 
MACTREE ............... 39.00 
MA~'RITE 5.0 .... . .... . 85.00 
MA.'IAGI.~G YOUR MOSEY 125.00 
MC\IAX .. .... ......... 172.00 
MEGAFOR.I I PUIS ....... 153.00 
MICROSOFT CllART Vl .2 78.00 
MICROSOFT EXCEl V1.5 249.00 
MICROSOFT fi LE .... ... 121.00 
MICRO.<;()FT MULTIPlAN 121.00 
MICROSOFT ~'RPOI~T 249.00 
MICROSOFT WORD V4.0 249.00 
MICROSOFT WORXS Vl.l 183.00 

READER R.AOBrr ..... .... 34.00 
S.\100111 TALKER .... .... 33.00 4451-B BEDONDO BEACH BLVD. • LAWNDALE, CA. 90260 
SPElLER BEE .. .. ...... .. 30.00 
TAU\l~G M.\111 R.AOBIT . •• 34.00 
TAU\l~G READER RA88IT 34.00 
TURBO PASCAL TUTOR •. • 44.00 
TYPE! .. ................ 19.00 
TYPl~G TUTOR IV .... .... 31.00 
WORD ATTACK ........ .. 26.00 

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED: We accept Visa, Masterl:ard, American 
Express and Discover. 

[3=1biiSJ 
No surcharge on Visa or Masterl:ard, 1% surcharge on Discover, 4% sur· 

GAIIJI8 charge on American Express. 

4nl & INCIIES · · · • · • · • • · 27.00 WE DON'T CIIARGE YOUR CARD Ul\'llL '111E PRODUCI' SIIIPS! 
AIRBORNE! ... ... .. ..... 20.00 
ANCEI\T ART Of II'AR·SEA 28.00 C.O.D. ORDERS: Add S3.00. Cash, money order, and cashier 's check only. 

Circle 498 on reader service card 

*SIIIPPING: Shipping and insurance 11ithin the continental United States 
by UPS G;-ound are FREE. call for other shipping methods aod rates. 

California residents (only) add 6'1!% for sales tax. 

lntemational, .APO, and FPO orders accepted aod shipped by USPO. 
Alaska aod Ha\\:Ui orders - please call. 
MAIL-IN ORDERS: Please send money order or cashier's check. Personal 
checks allow up to I 0 days to clear. 

CONDffiONS: Prices are subject to change without notice. All items sub· 
ject 10 availabiUty. We rcscn•e the right to refuse the sale to anyone. 



mode. Calibrator Talk also 
lets you save different moni
tor configurations for different 
situations, so you have stable, 
accurate, and repeatable 
images. It downloads the 
specific values of the Calibra
ror display to the Mac, which 
then calculates absolute 
gamma corrections. 

Intended for such applica
tions as electronic photogra
phy and retouching, elec
tronic prepress, and textile 
design, the 20-inch Calibrator 
monitor and the Calibrator 
Talk desk accessory are 
shipping now for a combined 
price of $8660. 

Radius's new product is 
the PrecisionColor Calibrator, 
a combination of a fiber
optical sensing device and 
software that works with the 
Radius Color Display System, 
the company's existing two
page color monitor, and an 8-
bit, 16-bit, or 24-bit Radius 
display adapter. Designed for 
the Mac II series, the Preci
sionColor can also calibrate 
the Apple 8-bit color system 
or the Radius Gray Scale Dis
play System. After you select 
the PrecisionColor icon from 
the Control Panel and attach 
the sensor to the screen, it 
takes about three minutes 
for the ADB device to cali
brate the monitor to match 
Pantone colors. 

~ 
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Barco's Calibrator 

is a combination 

of intelligent 

monitor, optical 

sensor, and colar

calibration 

software. 

A user can select and 
store color preferences, so 
that several workstations at 
several locations can faithfully 
reproduce the same output, 
according to Radius. The set
tings can include color tem
perature and gamma correc
tion. Slated to ship in Novem
ber, the PrecisionColor Cali
brator has a list price of $695. 

For more information, 
call Barco in Smyrna, Georgia, 
at 404/432-2346, or Radius 
in San j ose, California, at 
408/ 434-1010.-T.M. 

HP Color Printer and 
Interface Support 
32-Bit QuickDraw 

Hewlett-Packard re
cently introduced the 
Paintjet XL color 

printer, which is a faster 
version of its existing Paintjet, 
and an improved Mac inter
face that will work with both 
Paintjet models. The HP 
Color PrintKit for the Mac 
supports 32-bit QuickDraw, 
outputting 16.7 million colors 
on the Mac 11, llx, llcx, and 
SE/ 30, when those systems 
have 24-bit color display 
adapters installed. 

The HP Color PrintK.it will 

used with software such as 
Cricket Paint, which supports 
color-picking on noncolor 
systems. The kit also includes 
13 LaserWriter-matching out
line fonts that can be scaled 
from 6 points to 250 points. 
The fonts are compatible with 
Apple outline fonts and will 
work under Adobe Type 
Manager. HP is offering 25 
other LaserWriter-matching 
fonts. 

The HP Color PrintK.it 
supports background printing 
and incorporates HP's own 
version of Print Monitor. 
Available now, the HP Color 
PrintK.it retails for $125. 

The Paintjet XL is up to 
three times faster than the 
existing Paintjet when print
ing full pages of graphics and 
can handle larger paper, up 
to B size. The Paintjet XL also 
offers front-panel control, 
a larger print buffer, and 
longer-lasting ink cartridges. 
Both printers produce 180 dpi 
and work beaer with paper 
and transparency film from 
HP. The Paintjet XL is now 
shipping at a retail price of 
$2495. HP also said it is look
ing at all its PC-compatible 
peripheral products and con-

sidering whether or not to 
convert them to the Mac in 
the way the company did 
with the DeskWriter, a com
pletely Mac version of the PC
compatible Deskjet printer. 
For more information, call HP 
at 800/752-0900. - T.M. 

Narrowing the 
Information Gap 

• 

A project at the 
University of Texas 
at Austin is taking 

Mac-mainframe connectivity 
beyond the realm of dumb 
file servers and print spoolers, 
with Userlnfo, an INIT that 
watches what Mac users at 
campus locations are doing 
and keeps the Computation 
Center's host machines 
informed. 

When a Macintosh user 
wants a service, such as laser 
printing, that is provided by 
the Computation Center's 
UNIX-based VAX 11/780s, he 
or she opens the Chooser and 
clicks on the service desired. 
A dialog box requests name 
and password, and Userlnfo 
then sends that information to 
(continues) 

also allow a Mac Plus or SE to HP's PaintJet XL connects to Macs via an optional interface kit. The 

produce eight colors when printer can produce 16.7 million colors on 24-bit systems. 
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Moving Write Along ... 
PLI has been making Macintosh drives since 1985 and we're moving write along with next generation drive 
technology. PLI features award winning solutions for your storage and connectivity requirements, with 
performance software to improve productivity. 

Infinity 40 Turbo 
Of all the removable storage systems, 
there is only one that gives you what 
you need ... The PLI Infinity 40 Turbo. 

With winning advances in Winchester 
drive technology, all the benefits of 
hard disk drives and floppy diskettes ... 
plus unlimited storage and high 
reliability ... the Infinity 40 Turbo is the 
"Best New Storage Device of 1989." 

Get a better connection using PLI 
DOS Transfer to read MS/DOS 
files on your Mac! 

With the Infinity 40 Turbo's 
unlimited storage capacity, 
you can write again and again 
and again ... 

TurboFloppy 1.4 
TurboFloppy 1.4 a breakthrough in drive technology enabling 
unequaled flexibility for MS-DOS file integration with a 
dramatic increase in floppy disk capacity. 

TurboFloppy 1.4 reads, writes 
and formats high-density 3.5" 
Macintosh and MS/DOS 
diskettes for 1.44 MB 
capacity 
(twice the 
capacity of 
conventional 
floppies). Turbo 
Floppy 1.4 will keep 
you moving write along. 
Apple, Macintosh, IBM XT I AT and PS/2 are trademarks of their respective companies. 

Peripheral Land Incorporated 
47421 Bayside Parkway, Fremont CA 94538 
(415) 657-2211 • FAX (415) 683-9713 

. 

. 

Infinity Optical 
Fitting a non-standard optical disk into another drive is like 
fitting a square peg in a round hole. Luckily, the removable 
experts at PLI have introduced the Infinity Optical according 
to the ISO standard. 

The Infinity Optical combines unlimited storage capacity and 
Sony reliability with optical rewritability and the convenience 
of removability. 

Interface kits are avail
able for the Macintosh, 
IBM-XT, AT, PS/2, 
compatibles and A/UX. 
With a650 MB 
single or 
1.3 Gigabytes 
twin, you can write 
a lot again and again and again . 

Turbo Ware 
TurboCache 
Upgrade and increase the speed of your system 
by up to 300%, depending on the system or ap
plication. 

TurboOptimizer 
Defragment data and speed up retrieval. Files 
you access the most are put where they can 
be retrieved the fastest. 

Turbo Back 
This is the back-up utility designed for people 
who don't like to back-up. Back-up is as easy 
as dragging an icon. 

TurboSpool 
Get the fastest print spooler available. Turbo 
Spool lets you get back to work while your 
documents print. 

Call 415-657-2211 for more information, or the PLI 
dealer nearest you. Don't wait to Move Write Along, 
see the full line of PLI products today. 

PLI 
Circle 214 on reader service card 
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University of Texas programmer Chris Johnson wrote Userlnfo to 

simplify providing mainframe services to campus Mac users. 

the VAX. The VAX checks the 
person's account, spools the 
printing, and debits the print 
job in the university's ac
counting system, which runs 
across VMS machines, an IBM 
mainframe, a Cyber main
frame, and other dissimilar 
machines. 

According to Chris 
j ohnson, the programmer at 
the university's Computation 
Center who wrote the Mac 
side of Userlnfo, "some 
assembly is required" on 

laser printer called 100% 
Cotton and Macintosh users 
will see the new "printer" 
appear in the Chooser. User
Info can be made to manage 
other services besides printing 
and accounting. For example, 
johnson says, "Userlnfo has 
the mainframe send a useful 
message if a print job gets 
messed up, or if you want to 
tell everyone in a computer 
lab that the lab is closing for 
the night." 

Turning Numbers 
into Art 

ml FoxGraph/Mac is a 
new graphing pack
age from Fox Soft

ware that can create a wide 
variety of colorf"Ul 2-D and 
3-0 graphs with astou nding 
special effects. FoxGraph's 
intuitive interface makes cre
ating and perfecting graphs 
sin1ple. In addition to tables 
and text charts, it provides 20 
kinds of 3-0 graphs, including 
thick ribbons; surface maps 
and flying carpets; surface 
nets; bars and connected 
bars; floating cubes; and 
pyramids. FoxGraph/Mac's 60 
styles of 2-0 graphs include 
many variations of bar, line , 
pie, area, histogram, and 
o ther standard 2-0 graph 
types. The 3-0 graphs can 

FoxGraph/ Mac's use of 
color and imported graphics 
is its most in1pressive feature. 
A wide variety of color 
washes can be applied to 
background and foreground 
objects, and you can stretch 
or duplicate an in1ported 
PlCT, PICT2, or EPS file; map 
it to bars and other objects; or 
apply textures such as wood, 
marble, chrome, or fabric to 
any part of a graph. Com
pleted designs can be saved 
as number-ready templates. 
FoxGraph/Mac saves in PICT, 
PICT2, and EPS, and can print 
on film recorders, color 
printers, and any Chooser 
device. Graphs and text charts 
can also be displayed on 
screen in a slide-show format. 

FoxGraph/Mac is for 
creating graphics, not for 
manipulating data. The 
program can import data in 

the UNIX side to send the 
accounting information where 
it belongs. What is actually 
going on, johnson explains, is 
that by building on a public 
domain package called the 
Columbia AppleTalk Package, 
Userlnfo is presenting the 
mainframe itself as a Chooser 
icon. "We want to add color 
laser printers and different 
kinds of paper," j olmson 

johnson hopes the Uni
versity of Texas will license 
Userlnfo wid1 source code 
and examples at no charge, 
but no decisions have been 
made about distributing to 
public agencies or private 
companies. johnson, who 
also wrote the public domain 
virus-blocker Gatekeeper, 
hopes to develop a VMS ver
sion at some point. For more 
information, contact UT's 
Manager of Microcomputer 
Technologies, Morgan Wat
kin, at 512/471-3241.-D.L. 

The vast array of special e ffects possib le in FoxGraph/ Mac is sure 
to lead many graph makers beyond the limits of good toste. 

says, "and that's easy to do. 
All we have to do is tell the 
UNIX machine it has another 

be rotated about all axes, 
stretched, and distorted, and 
they redraw quickly. Both 2-0 
and 3-D graphs provide great 
control over data scales, 
labeling, and text formatting. 
Basic tools are available for 
drawing boxes and arrows 
and annotating a chart. 
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standard formats into a 512-
by-512 grid, but it provides 
no calculation capability at 
all, and creating and compar
ing multiple graphs from one 
chunk of data is cumbersome. 
It is best to finish manipulat
ing your numbers and figure 
(continues) 
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out what you want before 
starting to graph. FoxGraph/ 
Mac should ship by the end 
of this year. For more infor
mation, contact Fox Software 
in Perrysburg, Ohio, at 
419/ 874-0162.-D.L. 

A Slew of Erasable 
Optical Drives 
Materializes 

Erasable optical (EO) 
storage is finally 
proving itself as a 

practical reality in the micro
computer field, as shown by a 
number of recent introduc
tions. Advanced Graphic Ap
plications (AGA), Maxcess, 
Microted1 International, PLI 
(Peripheral Land), and Super
Mac Technology all an
nounced EO drives based on 
Sony's mechanism. Storage 
Dimensions introduced a 
series of drives based on a 
design by Maxoptix Corpora
tion, a subsidiary of Maxtor, 
Storage Dimensions' parent 
company. Pinnacle Micro be
gan shipping an optical d rive 
based on the Sony e ngine 
earlier this year. All of the new 
drives use the SCSI inte rface. 

The AGA drive, called the 
MacDiscus, is currently avail
able at $6495 for external 
drives. The Maxcess 600L, 
also shipping, reta ils at $5995 
including Retrospect archiving 
software. The Microtech 
OR650, which comes with 
public domain software and 
demo versions of Microsoft 
Excel, 4th Dimension, and 
Aegis Development's Show
case FIX, is available at a 
suggested reta il price of 
$4795. PLI's Infinity Optical 
includes a collection of back
up and utility software as well 
as Casady & Greene's AME 

~ 
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Big Statistics for 
Little Computers 

Statistical Package for 
the Social Sciences 
(SPSS), considered 

Erasable optical drives from Storage Dimensions (left) and Periph

eral Land store huge amounts of data. 

by many to be the premier 
tool for statistical analysis on 
mainframe computers, will 
soon be available on the Mac. 
SPSS is not intended for the 
casual dabbler in statistics. 
The basic module, which may 
be all that many users need, 
lists for $795 and requires 
6MB of disk space and at 
least 2MB of RAM. Twice that 
much RAM and a math co
processor are preferable, 
however. Four add-on mod
ules (for multivariate analysis, 
time-series analysis, conjoint 
and correspondence analysis, 
and preparing stub and ban
ne r tables), which boost the 
total disk space requirement 
to 17MB, are available for 
$395 each. 

security program; now ship
ping, it retails for $5695 or for 
$11,995 for a two-drive unit. 

In addition to its $6999 
DataFrame RS Optical drive, 
SuperMac introduced the 
$4999 DataFrame XP600 and 
the $4899 DataFrame XP600i, 
external and internal 600MB 
hard drives. All three products 
come with SuperMac's disk
management software and 
utilities and were expected to 
ship in September. 

Storage Dimensions' entry 
is the LaserStor family of one
and two-drive devices for the 
Mac, DOS machines, PS/ 2s, 
and the Novell Netware net
work operating system. The 
Mac version uses Storage 
Dimensions' Mac Installer 
software, which lets the drive 
act as the boot device. The 
outstanding feature of the 
LaserStor drives is their 35ms 
average access time. They 
can use either a 1-gigabyte 
cartridge or a 650MB car
tridge. The latter is compat
ible with the ISO standard for 
optical media. Although the 
ISO standard is designed to 
provide interchangeability 
between different companies' 
drives, several vendors 

disagree as to the practical 
degree of interchangeability 
currently possible. 

Scheduled for volume 
shipments beginning in Sep
tember, a single-drive Laser
Sta r for the Mac will retail for 
$7995. For more information, 
call Storage Dimensions in 
San j ose, California, at 408/ 
879-0300; AGA in New York 
City at 212/ 337-4200; Maxcess 
in Philadelphia at 215/ 386-
2208; Microtech in New 
Haven, Connecticut, at 800/ 
626-4276; PLI in Fremont, 
California, at 415/ 657-221 1; or 
SuperMac in Sunnyvale, Cali
fornia, at 408/245-2202.-TM. 

For this investment you 
will gain 100 percent of the 
functionality of SPSS's main
frame sibling, wrapped in a 
user interface that also re
mains true to the mainframe 
version. SPSS provides some 
charting and layout capability, 
(continues) 

! /FILE•fl lel 
!/INITIAL•<volue l lst> l 
! /CRITER IR•!CLUSTER< (2"•) >I INOINITIAL I 

(k ) 
! NOUPOATE II 

!/PRINT•!INITIAL-1 !CLUSTER ! ! ID<uarncae>l 
!DISTfliCEI !RIIOOJR I !NONE II 

!IOUTFILE•f llel 
! /SRUE•!CLUSTER(\IQr',....e)J !DISTRNCE<""""""">II 

Default I f the subc:OIIIIDCind Is 011l lled . 

Help with SPSS: the left window lists all the SPSS commands, and 

the right window lists all possible parameters for each command. 
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Put the NFL 
at your 

fingertips. 
Hands-on pro football excitement 

is as close as your keyboard with NFL 
Challenge from XOR. This exciting, 
action-packed computer game gives you 
updatable rosters of all28 NFL teams, 
offensive and defensive playbooks, and 
true-to-life realism with penalties, inju
ries, substitutions, and more! 

Operating on the IBM PC, PC-XT,PC
AT, and their compatibles as well as the 
Apple Macintosh, NFL Challenge puts 
you at the heart of the action as you 
select the starting lineups, drive down
field against the clock, and go head-to
head against the league's most innovative 
offenses and formidable defenses. 

Kick off your home season with this 
software classic now at your local com
puter store. Or caii1-800-NFL-CHAL 
TOLL FREE. Be sure to check out PRO 
Challenge~ Basketball Challenge~ 
Oligopoly~ and Bermuda Square:• 
examples of some other First Class 

Software from XOR. -· _ 
NfL · :. -' 

A premium edition of the 
best selling Macintosh 

game in the world. 
MacGolf Classic puts you into 

a full perspective 3-D simulation of 
realistic golf action. You match your 
skills against fairways, roughs, sand 
traps, water hazards and trees . 

MacGolf's two courses are 
together with the four MacCourses :M 
for a total of 108 holes, all in vivid full 
screen color on the Macintosh II. 

MacGolf Classic gives you a 
player's eye view and an aerial over
view of each hole with close up options. 
You have complete control of your 
position, ball placement, ball speed 
and direction, and selection of alll4 
clubs. Spectacular digitized graphics 
and sounds add to the excitement. 

MacGolf Classic is so close 
to the real thing it will improve your 
golf game. Every challenge should 
be this spectacular. 

lxloiRI~ 
C ORPORATION 

7607 Bush Lake Road 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435 

(612) 831-0444 

Circle 291 on reader service card. 

TaskMaker 
The Ultimate 

Action Adventure 
The world has plunged into 

depression and devastation ... the once 
mighty Kingdom is no longer. You must 
restore order and prosperity to the 
Kingdom, but you have no experience. 
To gain help, find the TaskMaker, and 
with his guidance and your courage, the 
Kingdom might be saved! 

As you attempt to complete the ten 
tasks assigned by the TaskMaker, you'll 
use weapons to fight monsters, search 
for trap doors and dark pils, find 
precious jewels, decipher cryptic 
messages, explore secret passages, and 
much morel 

Operates on the Apple Macintosh 
Plus, SE, SE30, or II, with two disk drives 
or a hard disk. TaskMaker puis you in 
control of the action. 

Pick up a copy of TaskMaker at 
your local computer store- or call TOLL 
FREE 1-800-635-2425. Be sure to 
check out other examples of First Class 
Software from XOR. 



but it is primarily a text
based, programming-oriented 
product. 

You can build command 
flies point-and-click style 
rather than by typing com
mands, and SPSS outputs an 
editable text file, which is 
convenient for transferring the 
results to other applications. 
SPSS even provides a rectan
gular cut-and-paste feature 
that enables you to select 
individual columns from 
tabular text. There is also 
extensive online help and a 
glossary. Of the othe r statisti
cal packages currently avail
able for the Macintosh, only 
Systat offers comparable 
breadth and power. For 
analysis of variance, the 
newly released SuperANOVA 
(from Abacus Concepts) com
bines similar high-end capa
bilities but with a much more 
graphics-oriented interface. 
DataDesk Professional from 
Odesra and JMP from SAS 
(which has not yet been re
leased) use graphing to em
phasize exploratory data 
analysis. 

For more information, 
contact SPSS in Chicago at 
312/329-2400. 
- Ted landau 

When TV Meets 
High-Tech 

Apple's corporate 
television station, 
Apple TV, had two 

goals when it began produc
ing shows in October 1988: to 
provide corporate services, 
such as long-distance video 
conferencing and training 
videos (for example, Apple 
TV has produced videos for 
educating dealers about 
AppleTalk networks); and to 
showcase Apple's technology 

~ 
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The command center at Apple's in-house television facility. Hyper

Card interfaces drive much of the studio's equipment. 

with Macintosh front ends for 
sophisticated TV equipment. 

Macs are integrated into 
all stages of Apple TV's video 
production process. During 
preproduction the Mac is 
used for storyboarding and 
for scheduling faci lities and 
managing projects. In produc
tion, a HyperCard stack drives 
the 96-channel Strand lighting 
controUer, and even the Tele
PrompTer mns on a Mac that 
can receive instant updates 
over the network. HyperCard 
also controls two DMSAT 
Satellite Communications 
dishes used for distributing 
programming by satell ite. 

The really fun toys at 
Apple TV are used for editing 
tapes, mixing sounds, and 
adding special effects in post
production. From one elec-

tronic piano keyboard at
tached to a Mac II and a 
proprietary minicomputer, a 
New England Digital Syncla
vier synthesizer can play 
back, create, and edit sound 
effects and music, and then 
time the sound track to the 
video. For editing the video 
footage, an A vid/1 Media 
Composer plays back video 
stored on a hard disk. Icons 
represent scenes, and the 
editor arranges them by drop
ping them into windows, 
where they can be over
lapped, shortened, zoomed in 
on, and so on. When the final 
arrangement is ready, the 
software generates an edit 
decision list, and special 
equipment (or a pe rson) 
makes the changes on tape. 
Even the router contro ller, the 
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master device that controls 
the studio's 64 video and 
sound channels, can be con
trolled with HyperCard from 
any Mac in the station. 

One important piece of 
equipment lacks a Mac inter
face. Apple TV's Digital FIX 
system provides a wide 
variety of special capabilities 
including overlaying captions, 
painting on images, and ani
mating objects. It uses a 
Windows/386 front end, but 
the company is committed to 
mnning on multiple platforms 
and, with Apple as part 
owner of Digital FIX, it may 
not be long before a Mac II is 
driving that key component 
as well.- D.L. 

Micro TV Supports 
Soaps on a Mac 

1!1 
One of the most in 
teresting recent add
in products for the 

Mac is Aapps Corporation's 
MicroTV, a board that puts a 
small black-and-white tele
vision window into your 
Mac's display. MicroTV comes 
in versions for the SE and the 
Mac II series. It gets its video 
input from a cable system, 
VCR, video camera, laser disk, 
or other standard NTSC video 
source. You select the video 
source, channel, and volume 
through software. MicroTV 
can also capture any dis
played video image in real 
time. 

MicroTV also can work 
concurrently with applica
tions, so you could use it to 
display a training tape next to 
instmctional text, for ex
ample. Several of the devices 
can be used on a network for 
group instruction, according 
to Aapps. 
(continues) 
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Tecmar Offers You The Best 
Tape Backup For Both 

Regardless of what world you live 
in, Tecmar delivers the dependable, 
cost-effective tape backup systems 
you're seeking. 

Mac World 
Tecmar's QT-Mac80'M and 

QT-Mac40'M are the proven choice 
for SCSI tape backup for the pure 
Mac environment, with network sup
port for effective backup and archiv
ing under TOPS:s> AppleShare® and 
Novell.® Including our exclusive 
QuickTum'M Quality Service and 
two-year warranty. you couldn't ask for 

Applications Guide 
~~:~=h· JBM•t 

Com~ atibles 
Plus SE II nx PC PS/2~ 

~Mac40 
MB SCSI • • • • ~-Mac80 
MB SCSI • • • ~Mac150* 
OMB • • • NuLink • • Interface .. 

TEe-MAR 
a better Mac tape backup solution. AREXONCOMPANY 

Mixed World 
We've even bridged the gap 

between PC Bus, Micro Channel TM 
Bus and NuBus'M with our new 
QT-Mac150'M and NuLink'M inter
face board, which now, for the first 
time ever, give you a single-drive 
solution for mixed environments. 

So get the best for both worlds. 
For the name of your nearest dealer, 
call us today at (216) 349-1009 
or toll-free at (800) 624-8560. 
Tecmar, Inc. , 6225 Cochran Road, 
Solon, Ohio 44139-3377. 

All Tccmar products art trademarks or rtgisttrtd trademarks o{Tt,mar. Inc. OtMr brand and proda~et names are trad~marks or rtgbttrtd trademarks of thtir rtsptctivt companits. 
CCopyright Tecmar, Inc .. asubsidiary of Rexon. Inc .. 1989. All rights "'served. Circle 321 on reader service card 
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The video window 
measures about 1.3 inches 
high by 1.7 inches wide and 
has 128 levels of gray scale 
and resolution of 128 by 96 
pixels. An optional memory 
upgrade supports 192-by-256-
pixel resolution. The board 
incorporates a 98-channc::I, 
cable-ready tuner. It is also 
available in PAL and SECAM 
formats for use outside the 
United States or in profes
sional video applications. 

ware, and program filters. And 
MicroTV Professional will sup
port HyperCard XCMDs, cap
ture of full video resolution, 
and special effects. Its price 
had not been finally set at 
press time, but was expected 
to be $595. If so, an upgrade 
to MicroTV Professional from 
MicroTV will cost $200. For 
more information, call Aapps 
in Mountain View, California, 
at 415/ 961-4033, or 800/ 446-
6393 outside Califomia.- TM. 

Micro TV from Aapps displays a small black-and-white TV picture 

(upper left of monitor screen). 

MicroTV has a retail price 
of $395; the Mac II version 
was scheduled to begin ship
ping on November 1. Aapps 
hopes to ship the SE version 
by the end of the year. Aapps 
also announced MicroTV 
Professional, which is not ex
pected to be available until 
after February. With four 
times the resolution and four 
times the window size, the 
MicroTV Professional board 
will add selectable screen 
sizes, developer's toolkit ex
tensions, Exposure-Pro soft-

The Closer Look 
Aperture is one of a 
new generation of 
visually oriented 

database and design packages 
that are most useful for plan
ning and managing facilities 
and for tightly integrating 
documentation with design. 
This full-featured 2-D CAD 
package is tied to a fla t-file 
database, so that as you lay 
out an office you can experi
ment with placing the person
nel and furnitu re that will 

Aperture combines a database and design capabilities so you can 

track and manage facilities-like this Mac llcx at someone's desk. 

occupy it, o r as you draw up 
an organizational chart you 
can enter what projects each 
person is involved in. Each 
object in a design can have 
multiple records in an Aper
ture database, and records are 
not restricted to information 
about size and location, so 
you can, for example, track 
your office computers' serial 
numbers or how much it costs 
to equip each employee's 
workstation. (The database 
lacks the full relational power 
that would let you estimate, 
say, the cost of relocating all 
the employees at your com
pany who need access to a 
plotter or film recorder.) A 
style sheet for graphics makes 
it possible to modify all 
copies of an item at once ~nd 
update text on the drawing 
from within the database. 

Among Aperture's CAD 
features is an unusual line 
tool that uses two complete 
mouse clicks to ftx a line. 
This might take some getting 
used to for Macintosh regu
lars, but it lets you start a line 
and then change the scale, 
move to a different layer, 
look in tl1e database, or do 

whatever you need to do be
fore ending your line. You 
can assign objects from the 
symbol libraries to any com
bination of the program's 256 
layers, and display layers in 
any combination. Objects' 
attributes can be named, 
saved as styles, and reused. 
Measurement units range 
from angstroms to parsecs, 
though Aperture's zoom 
range of 30 million prevents 
working on quite that scale; 
you could instead use its 
button feature to link draw
ings of sites in far-flung 
galaxies. 

Aperture reads DXF and 
PICT formats. It saves only in 
its native format but can send 
PICT information to the Clip
board, and it can output to 
laser printers and plotters. An 
upcoming version will save in 
PICT and DXF. 

Aperture lists for $795, 
and a self-running demo that 
uses live Aperture files is 
available for a sma!J shipping 
fee. For more information, 
contact Aperture Technolo
gies in Stamford, Connecticut, 
at 203/975-7587.- D.{ 
(continues) 
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Big-league stats for 
tbe serious player. 

When you want more data 
analys•s power from your 
Macmtosh~ the only game in 
town is SP~s~ 
When you've got to know the score, you 
need more than an ordinary stat 
package. You need the most powerful 
data analysis software ever created for 
the Macintosh: SPSS. 

Only SPSS for the Macintosh 
gives you all the same analytical 
capabilities as our legendary SPSS 
mainframe and workstation software. 

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS· 
198 2 ~~~ SP~S data analysis syst~m on 

. . mainframe for customer surve 

$
Eliminated outside costs of more tho~· 
75,000. 

1984 De· d I I . sJgne so es- eod tracking system 
uhJng SPSS data management and , 
c arts. Slashed overhead costs-and 
~ave more accurate results in half the 
time. 

1986 Pr?moted to Manager of corporate
Wide _reseon::h and strategic plonnin 
staff, In recognition of outstanding g 
contributions to overall profits 

1988 p M · 
ut ~ on employee desktops, 

dramatically boosting productivity. 

So you get more ways to turn data into 
knowledge. 

Our Macintosh user interface puts 
you in control of data and file 
management. Basic and advanced 
statistical procedures like time series 
analysis and forecasting, nonlinear 
regression, discriminant analysis and 
more. Plus award-winning presentation 
graphics and tables to let you display 
your results. 

In short, you get more statistical 
methods and features with SPSS than 
with any other Mac software. 

And SPSS also gives you one other 

vital feature: the SPSS support team 
that's come through for over a mil lion 
users in the last 20 years. 

So if you're serious about winning, 
don't settle for anything less than the 
power you need. Find out more about 
SPSS by calling 

[312] 329-3323. 
And get the knowledge to be first in 

your field. 

SI'SSinc. 
Best in the fins/analysis. 

444 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
SPSS International BV: Avelingen West 80, 

P.O. Box 115, 4200 AC Gorinchem, 
The Netherlands 

SPSS is a registered trademark ol SPSS Inc. Mac1ntosh 1S a reg1stored lrademark ol Apple Compuler. Inc. VAX is a uademark ol D1g11al Equ1pment Corporation. 

Circle 210 on reader service card 
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Jasmine has added 130MB and 180MB hard d rives to its Di
rectDrive, lnnerDrive, and BackPac series. 

Jasmine Introduces 
High-Performance 
Hard Disks 

Jasmine Technologies 
recently announced a 
pair of 130MB and 

180MB hard disks that the 
company rates at a MTBF 
(mean time between failures) 
of 70,000 hours of operation. 
The high-performance devices 
w ill be incorporated in Jas
mine's DirectDrive, Inner
Drive, and BackPac series of 
hard disks for the Mac line. 

Both new hard disks offer 
a 20ms average access time, 
and peak data-transfer rates 
of 2.5MB per second. The 
disks include an advanced 
cache design with a ring buf
fer to improve access times. 

The 130MB unit will cost 
$1349 in DirectDrive form, 
$1299 in InnerDrive form, and 
$1449 as a BackPac hard disk. 
The 180MB device will cost 
$1549 as a OirectDrive, $1499 

as an InnerDrive, and $1649 
as a BackPac model. All in
clude DriveWare, Jasmine's 
system-management software; 
SUM and other disk utilities; 
encryption software; demo 
versions of popular applica
tions; and 5MB of public 
domain software and share
ware. All the models are 
currently shipping, Jasmine 
said. For more information, 
call Jasmine in San Francisco 
at 415/282-111 1.-T.M 

Reader Survey: 
Networking 

Fifty-nine percent of 
responding readers 
who use Macs at 

their place of business said 
that the ir Macs are networked 
with o ther computer-related 
hardware. When these same 
respondents were asked 
which Macintosh model tl1ey 
use most often for business, 
47 percent said a model 
in the Mac II series, 42 

percent cited the SE, 20 
percent named tl1e Plus, 7 
percent said the SE/ 30, and 4 
percent said the Mac 512K 
and 512KE. The numbers add 
up to more than 100 percent 
because some respondents 
use more than one model. 

Also among respondents 
whose business Macs are 
networked, 67 percent said 
they use Apple's LocalTalk, 30 
percent said Farallon's Phone
Net, 15 percent cited Ethernet, 
and 15 percent have anotl1er 
scheme. Eighty-six percent of 
the same respondents said 
their business Mac networks 
support file sharing. For file
sharing software, 60 percent 
of readers whose network 
supported file sharing said 
they used TOPS, 32 percent 
said AppleShare, 10 percent 
said MacServe, 5 percent said 
Novell's NetWare, 3 percent 
said 3+ for Macintosh, and 1 
percent said DaynaShare. 

Multiple answers were per
mined in the cabling hard
ware and file-sharing software 
categories. 

Readers whose business 
Macs are networked reported 
using them for the following 
applications: peripheral shar
ing, 74 percent; information, 
file, or program sharing, 72 
percent; E-mail, 35 percent; 
multiuser applications, 26 per
cent; network modems, 26 per
cent; and distributed databases, 
22 percent. Trailing behind 
were online services with 7 
percent and facsimiles with 6 
percent. 

Forty-seven percent of the 
same respondents said they 
had 5 or fewer nodes in their 
network, 22 percent reported 
6 to 10 nodes, 10 percent said 
11 to 20 nodes, 4 percent said 
21 to 50, 3 percent said 51 to 
100, and 11 percent said they 
had more !han 100 nodes 
connected.- T.M. t'll 

FILE-SHARING PROGRAMS 

DaynaShare 

3+ for Macintosh 

Novell NetWare 

MacServe 

AppleShare 

TOPS 

Other 

Which 

file-sharing 

programs do 

you use on 

your 

Macintosh 
network? 

Respondents whose business networks support file-sharing 

indicated that TOPS and AppleShare are their favorites. 
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ere is a Connection 
WILL IT WORK ON MY MAC???? Good 
question. You see, most Mac users are now 
working on machines that have 1 Meg of RAM 
and the 128K ROM chips (i.e. a Mac Plus, SE, 
or an earlier Mac that's been upgraded to that 
level). For that reason, a great deal of 
hardware and software requires at least that 
configuration. So, if you own an earlier Mac 
128K or 512K you should always tell us, when 
placing your order. That way we can tell you 
right away if what you want is compatible. 
And, if it's not, we can explain to you the 
different options for upgrading. 

The majority of products we carry are now 
covered by 30-60 day Money Back 
Guarantees (as listed here in red). If you're 
not happy with one of those products, call us 
for an authorization and return it with all of the 
original packaging within the guarantee 
period for a refund check (or credit on your 
credit card). 

Version numbers in our ads are current at 
press time. You will receive the latest version 
when you order, because that's all we sell. 
Also, all software is not copy-protected, unless 
indicated otherwise by (CP). Finally, please 
refer to the four-digit number next to the 
product when ordering. Thanks! 

Chang Labs ... 60 day MBG 
Rags to Riches 3 Pak Special- One of the Mac's 
first and best accounting packages. Includes 
AR, A~ & GL. Buy before Dec. 31, 1989, and 
receive your choice of Professional Billing or 
Inventory Control FREE! ......... .. $289. 

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 

* Aatrlx Software ••• 30 day MBG 
5872 Checkwriter 2.0 ... . .. . ... . . .. . 37. 
3976 Aatrix Payroll 3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109. 
3958 Aatrix Payroll PLUS 3.1 . . . . . . . . . 149. 
4021 Aatrix TimeCard 2.0 . . ...... . . . 105. 
4020 Aatrix Time Minder 2.1.2 . . . . . . . . 149. 

Bedford Software 
4977 Simply Accounting 1.04 . . . . . . . . 219. 

*Chang Labs •• • 60 day MBG 
1613 Rags to Riches Ledger 3.1 . . . . . . 118. 
1614 Rags to Riches Payables 3.1 . .... 118. 
1617 Rags to Riches Receivables 3.1. . . 118. 
1622 Rags to Riches 3-Pak 3.1 . . ..... 289. 
1612 Inventory Control2.6 .. .. . .... . 235. 

Chang Labs ... 60 day MBG 
CA. I 2.0-A lightning-fast relational database 
for managing your contacts, tracking facts, 
figures, events, projects, writing letters, and 
performing mailmerges ............ $229. 

1615 Professional Billing 2.9 . . . . . . . . . 235. 
1616 Professionai3-Pak . . . . . . . . . . . . 355. 
1618 Retail Business 3-Pak . . . . . . . . . . 355. 

*CheckMark Software •.. 60 day MBG 
5861 CashLedger 1.3A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119. 
5862 Payroll4.02 ........ .. .. . ..... 179. 
5863 MulliLedger 1.3 .. . ...... . .. . . 239. 

*DacEasy Software ... 60 day MBG 
4502 DacEasy Light 1.0 .. . ..... . .... 42. 

*Dow Jones ... 30 day MBG 
1786 Market Manager PLUS 2.0 ... ... 189. 

*Intuit . .. 30 day MBG 
2425 Quicken 1.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36. 

*Layered ... 30 day MBG 
5207 atOnce! 1.0 .......... .. .... . 289. 
2609 Insight Expert AP 2.02 .. . . . .... 399. 
2610 Insight Expert AR 2.2 ... . .. . . .. 399. 
2611 Insight Expert GL 2.1 .. . .. . .... 399. 
2612 Insight Expert Inventory 1.01 . .... 399. 
5643 Insight Expert Payroll1.0 . . . .. . . 399. 
2614 Insight Expert Time Billing 2.01 ... 399. 

*MECA •.• 60 day MBG 
2796 Managing Your Money 2.0 . . . . . . 124. 

*Monogram ••• 30 day MBG 
2780 Dollars & Sense 4.1 C . . . . . . . . . . . 81 . 
2779 Business Sense 1.2 . . . . . . . . . . . 269. 

*Niles & Associates ..• 30 day MBG 
5101 Grant Manager 1. 75 . . . ...... . . 249. 

*Nolo Press .•• 60 day MBG 
2981 WiiiMaker 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 

*North Edge Software .•• 30 day MBG 
2986 Timeslips 1111 .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 

Pro Plus Software 
4310 Wall Street Investor 3.0 . . .. . . .. . 449. 

*Survivor Software •. . 30 day MBG 
3289 Mac Money 3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60. 

NUMBERS & DATABASES 

*Abacus Concepts ••. 60 day MBG 
4482 StatViewSE+Graphics1 .03 . .. . .. 199. 
4481 StatViewll1.03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285. 
5840 SuperANOVA 1.0 (for Mac Plus/SE) . 465. 
5904 SuperANOVA 1.0(forMacll) .. . . . . 465. 
5906 SE + Graphics/SuperANOVA bundle 595. 
5907 StatView 11/SuperANOVA bundle . . . 695. 

* Aclus ••• 30 day MBG 
5618 4th Dimension 2.0 . .... . . . .. . . 469. 
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4024 4th Dimension Runtime 1.06 . . . . $229. 
Blyth Software 

5492 Omnis 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349. 
5855 Omnis 5 (Additiona/1 user) . . . . . . . 75. 

*BrainPower . •. 60 day MBG 
1532 DataScan 1.03 . .. .. . .. ... .... 109. 
1535 DesignScope 1.15 . . .. .. .. . . . . . 119. 
1534 MathView Professional1 .1 . .. . . . 129. 
1537 StatView512+ 1.2 .... . .... . . . . 149. 
3960 ArchiText 1.03 . . . .... .. special 159. 
4066 The Analyzer Bundle (indudes DataScan, 

DesignScope, and StatV!ew 512 +) . . 299. 
*Bravo Technologies ••. 30 day MBG 

1539 MacCalc 1.2D ......... .. ..... 79. 
*Chang Labs • .. 60 day MBG 

1611 C.A.T. 2.0 .......... . ... . . .. . 229. 
Clarls 

4196 FileMaker 11 1.1V2 ........ . .. .. 225. 
1125 MacProject 112.0 ...... . .... ... 375. 

*Fox Software . •. 30 day MBG 
5572 FoxBASE 11/Mac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295. 
4580 FoxBASE +/Mac Runtime 2.0 . . . . 179. 
4844 FoxBASE +/Multi-User 2.0 . .. . .. . 399. 
5579 FoxBASE +/Multi-User Runtime .. . 295. 

Individual Software 
4720 101 Macros for Excel 1.5 ..... . . . . 35. 

lnformlx 
4955 Wingz 1.1 ..... .... .. ... .. ... 259. 

*Microsoft ••• 30 day MBG 
2866 File 2.0A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
2884 Works 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185. 
2865 Excel 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249. 
5454 The Microsoft Office (includes Excel, 

Word, PowerPoint, and Mail) . . . . . 529. 
*Nolo Press ... 60 day MBG 

4228 For the Record 1.03 . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 
*Odesta ... 30 day MBG 

3014 GeoOuery 1.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198. 
4211 DataDesk Professional 2.0 . ... . . 288. 
5621 Double Helix Ill ...... . ..... .. . 339. 

Paracomp 
4664 Milo 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158. 

*Preferred Publishers ... 30 day MBG 
4780 DAtabase 1.12 ... . . ... . .. . .... 69. 

*ProVUE ... 60 day MBG 
4582 Panorama 1.1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202. 

*Rubicon Publishing ... 60 day MBG 
3272 Dinner At Eight-Encore Edition (CP) 45. 

Mindscape 
Gaulllflt-Survive the dungeon while collecting 
valuables and destroying evil creatures . . $30. 
Ba!atta of Powu: The 1990 Edition- Global politics 
and power struggles with multipolar level and 
80 country participation .... . ........ . 30. 
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lnformix 
\Vingz 1.1-The largest, fastest and most 
versatile spreadsheet for any microcomputer
version 1.1 includes a 525 page HyperScript 
volume, new features, enhanced 3-D graphics 
and more ..................... .. $259. 

Sa tori 
3320 BulkMailer 3.25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78. 
3321 BulkMailer Plus 3.25 . . . . . . . . . . . 189. 

*Softstream int'l., Inc . ... 60 day MBG 
5439 Endeavour Planner 1.0 . . .. .. . .. . 99. 

*Synergy ... 30 day MBG 
3129 KaleidaGraph 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145. 

GRAPHICS & DESIGN 

*Aegis Development ... 60 day MBG 
4956 Showcase FIX 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . 199. 

Altsys 
1194 FONTastic Plus 2.02 . .. .... .. .. . 51 . 
5425 Art Importer 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92. 

Bright Star Technology 
3962 Hyper Animator 1.5 ............. 99. 

Broderbund Software 
4065 PosterMaker Plus 2.5B . . . . . . . . . . 35. 
1427 Print Shop 1.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 
4501 Drawing Table 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75. 

*Casady & Greene .. . 60 day MBG 
1575 Fluent Fonts 2.0 . ............ .. 27. 

Claris 
1123 MacPaint112.0 . . .. .... .. . .. . .. 95. 
1117 MacDraw 111.1 ... .. . ......... 295. 
4815 Smart Form Designer 1.01V ... . . 295. 
4814 Claris CAD 1.0 . .......... . ... 595. 

Cricket Software 
1667 Cricket Draw 1.1.1 .... .. special 139. 

*Deneba Software ... 30 day MBG 
1769 Canvas2.0 .................. 169. 

*Dream Maker ... 30 day MBG 
4088 MacGallery (MacPaint format). . . . . 27. 

Dubi·Ciick Software 
3972 World-Class Fonts! Originals . . . . . . 42. 
3973 World-Class Fonts! Stylish ..... .. . 42. 
3974 World-Class Fonts! Giants. . . . . . . . 42. 
5131 World-Class Fonts! Triples ........ 42. 
3964 WetPaint Classic Clip-Art (1 & 2) . . . 42. 

3965 WetPaint For Publishing (3 & 4) . . . $42. 
3966 WetPaint Animal Kingdom (5 & 6) . . 42. 
3967 WetPaint Special Occasions (7 & B) . 42. 
3968 WetPaint Printer's Helper (9 & 10) . . 42. 
3969 WetPaint Industrial Revol. (11 & 12) . . 42. 
3970 WetPaint Old Earth Almanac (13 & 14) 42. 
3971 WetPaint Island Life (15 & 16) . . ... 42. 
4940 WetPaint All the People (17 & 18) . .. 42. 

*Electronic Arts ... 30 day MBG 
5289 Studio/1 1.0 ...... ..... ....... 97. 
4315 Studio/8 1.0 ..... ... . .. .... . . 299. 

*Emerald City ... 30 day MBG 
5168 Smart Art 11.0 .......... ...... . 85. 
5602 Smart Art II 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85. 
5603 Smart Art 1111.0 ........... .... . 85. 

*Enabling Technologies ... 30 day MBG 
1871 Pro3D1 .2 ................... 279. 

Enzan-Hoshigumi USA 
1879 MacCalligraphy 2.0 .... .... .. .. 99. 

*Foundation Publishing ... 60 day MBG 
2385 Comic People . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 . 
2384 Comic Strip Factory 1.6 . . . . . . . . . 38. 

*Generic Software ... 60 day MBG 
4319 Generic CADD Level1 1.1 ...... 84. 

*Graphsoft ... 30 day MBG 
4993 MiniCad+ 2.0V4 ......... . .. . . 519. 

*Great Wave ... 30 day MBG 
2272 Crystal Paint 1.0 .. . . ..... special 25. 

Innovative Data Design 
241 7 MacDraft 1.2B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143. 
4707 Dreams 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265. 

*Linguist's Software ... 60 day MBG 
Over 100 language fonts. . . . . . . . . call 

2636 MacKanji 6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59. 
2641 LaserHebrew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79. 

*MacroMind ... 30 day MBG 
4953 VideoWorks II 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175. 
4952 VideoWorks II HyperCard Driver 1.2 60. 
4954 VideoWorks II .Accel. 1.1 .. special 99. 
5087 MacroMind Director 1.0 . . . . . . . . 445. 

Altsys 
An lmponu 2.0-(Formerly KeyMaster) creates 
high-resolution PostScript fonts. Use company 
logos, symbols, signatures, graphics and pictures 
as typeface characters. Each font supports up 
to 256 graphic characters . . . . . . . . . . . . . $92. 

*MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG 
5516 MacAtlas (Paint version) .. . .. . .. $45. 
5514 MacAtlas (EPSF version) . . . . . . . . 105. 
5513 MacAtlas (Professional version). . . 105. 
5515 MacAtlas Presentation Pack . . . . . 105. 

Mindscape 
5768 ZING 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 

*NuEquation ... 30 day MBG 
5428 NuPainl 1.0.4 . ...... . ...... . .. 79. 

Paracomp 
4597 Swivel 3D 1.1 ........ ..... ... 239. 

Thunderware ... 30 day MBG 
17twuiuScall 5.0-Turns your Image Writer into 
a 32 true gray scale, high resolution scanner. 
Software includes PostScript printing effects, 
rotation, framing, captioning, shaping capabili-
ties and image editing tools .......... $187. 

*Silicon Beach ... 60 day MBG 
3504 Silicon Press 1.1 ............... 52. 
3506 SuperPaint 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128. 
3980 Digital Darkroom 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . 249. 
3507 Super30 2.0 .. . .............. 315. 

*Solutions lnt'l. • .. 60 day MBG 
3446 The Curator 1.05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 

*SuperMac Software . . . 60 day MBG 
3380 PixeiPaint 2.0 .......... . ..... 229. 
5625 PixeiPaint Professional 1.0 . . . . . . 395. 

*T/Maker ... 30 day MBG 
3632 ClickArt Business Images . . . . . . . . 28. 
3636 ClickArt Holidays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 
3633 ClickArt Christian Images . . . . . . . . 35. 

*3G Graphics ... 30 day MBG 
3942 Images with Impact: Graphics 1 . .. 52. 
4583 Images with Impact: Business 1 . . . 65. 

*Timeworks ... 30 day MBG 
5908 Publish-it! 1.0 ......... . . .. ... 225. 

*Zedcor ... 60 day MBG 
3986 DeskPaint & DeskDraw 2.01 . . . . . . 65. 

PUBLISHING & PRESENTATIONS 

Adobe Systems 
5750 Adobe Type Manager ........... 57. 
1138 The Collector's Edition . .. . ...... 79. 
4816 The Collector's Edition II . . . . . . . . 129. 
5001 Streamline 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229. 
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'1\H"'.tr.l·• .. ••• 30 day MBG 
Fkxfom1 BusitllSS Temp/ailS I & U-Create business 
forms with flair! Each contains over 35 profes
sionally developed business forms templates. 
Can also be used with Smanforrn Designer 
to meet your specific needs . . . . . . . each S49. 

5605 True Form 2.0 ........... ... .. 225. 
5606 True Form FiiiOut 2.0 ..... . ... .. 169. 
1137 Adobe Illustrator '88 1.9 ........ 279. 
1142 Newsletters/Publishing Pack 1 ... 229. 
4565 Forms and Schedules Pack 2 . . . . 279. 
4566 Presentations Pack 3 . . . . . . . . . . 279. 

MacConnection carries the entire 
Adobe Type Library (volumes 1-106). 
Listed below are Adobe's newest 
typefaces at press time. 

5239 84 Concorde . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
5240 85 Gothic 13 ....... . . ... .. .. . . 95. 
5241 86 Cochin. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 125. 
5242 87 lTC Bauhaus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
5243 88 Saban . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
5244 89 Hiroshige ......... .. .. .... 239. 
5245 90 Arnold Bocklin ............ . 125. 
5246 91 Dam Casual. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 
5247 92 Post Antiqua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 
5248 93 Folio . . ...... . .... ........ 125. 
5249 94 Linoscript. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 
5250 95 VAG Rounded . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
5675 96 Akzidenz Grotesk .. ... ... ... 125. 
5674 97 lmpressum ..... . ....... . .. 95. 
5673 98 Bauer Bodoni. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
5672 99 New Aster . ... ... .. ...... . 239. 
5671 100 Adobe Garamond .... .. ... 179. 
5670 101 Adobe Garamond Expert CoiL 125. 
5669 102 Candida ............. .... . 95. 
5668 103 Franklin Gothic No. 2 . ....... 95. 
5667 104 Utopia . ... . .. .. . ........ 179. 
5666 105 Utopia Expert Collection. . . . . 125. 
5665 1061TC Berkeley Oldstyle ....... 239. 

* Aldus .. . 30 day MBG 
1330 Freehand 2.02 ........ .. ..... 345. 
4751 Persuasion 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369. 
1331 PageMaker 3.02. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385. 

Altsys 
1195 Fontographer 3.0 (CP) ...... ... 249. 

* Antle Software ... 30 day MBG 
5756 FlexForm Business Templates I . . . . 49. 
5760 FlexForm Business Templates II . . . 49. 

* Casady & Greene ... 60 day MBG 
4839 Vivid Impressions ...... . ...... . 67. 
1576 1 Bodoni ... . .... .. .... . . . ... 46. 
1587 2 Sans Serif .... .... . . .. . . .. . . 46. 
1588 3 Ritz ................ . ...... 46. 
1589 4 Monterey ..... . .... .. ..... . 46. 

aysstands 
1590 5 Calligraphy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $46. 
1591 6 Prelude. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46. 
1592 7 Coventry-Zephyr ............. 46. 
1593 8 Oorovar-Gregorian ..... . . . ... 46. 
1594 9 Cyrillic .... . ..... ... .. . . .... 46. 
1577 10 Bodoni Ultra .. . .. . ... . .... .. 46. 
1578 11 Sans Serif Bold . . . .... . .. ... . 46. 
1579 12 Sans Serif Extra Bold .. . .. .. .. 46. 
1580 13 Gatsby Light .......... . .... 46. 
1581 14 Micro . . . ........ ... .. .. . . . 46. 
1582 15 Micro Extended .. . .. .. .. . .. . 46. 
1583 16 Galilee Roman ..... . ... . .... 46. 
1584 17 Campanile-Giotto ...... . . .... 46. 
1585 18 Alexandria ...... ...... . .... 46. 
1586 19 Jolt ............. . .... .. .. 46. 
4204 20 Gazelle & Kells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46. 
4205 21 Paladin-Abalene . . . . . . . . . . . . 46. 
4206 22 Collegiate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46. 
4838 Quill Pack (Vol. 8 & 20) . . . . . . . . . . 89. 
4836 HeadlinePack(Vol. 10-12) . . .. .. . 125. 
4837 Modern Pack (Vol. 7, 14-18) .... .. . 159. 
4834 Distinctive Pack (Vol. 8, 19-22). . . . 159. 
4833 Classic Pack (Vol. 3·6, & 13). . . . . . 159. 

Microlytics ... 60 day MBG 
GOfer 2.0-A powerful software utility for 
searching, finding and retrieving text1 is now 
50% faster. Works with best-selling word 
processors1 DTP files and utilities ...... S47. 

Cricket Software 
1668 Cricket Graph 1.3 ............. 115. 
1670 Cricket Presents 2.0 . ...... .... 285. 

*DreamMaker ... 30 day MBG 
4840 Cliptures: Business 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 69. 
4841 Cliptures: Business 2 . ... .... ... 69. 

Dubi-Ciick Software 
World-Class LaserType VoL 1-9 . ea. 42. 

*Faralion Computing ... 30 day MBG 
4684 ScreenRecorder 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 129. 
2199 MacRecorder 2.0 ............. 164. 

ICOM Simulations 
5682 MacKern 1.0 ....... ...... ... . 115. 

letraset 
2621 Ready,Set,Go! 4.5 ... . . . ...... 275. 
2619 Image Studio 1.5 ...... . ...... 275. 
4709 LetraStudio 1.0 . . .. ........... 275. 

Mansfield Systems 
5892 Table Tools 1.0 ................ 269. 

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG 
2878 PowerPoint 2.01 .............. 249. 

*Postcraft lnt'l. ... 60 day MBG 
3157 Laser FX 1.7 .......... . ..... . . 99. 

*Preferred Publishers ... 30 day MBG 
5751 Exposure 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54. 
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Quark 
4621 QuarkStyle 1.0 ........... ... $175. 
3230 Quark XPress 2.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 479. 

*Softstream lnt'l. , Inc . ... 60 day MBG 
4996 UltraSpec 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 

*Springboard . .. 30 day MBG 
3530 Certificate Maker 2.0 ..... .. .. ... 22. 
3532 Certificate Library .. . . . ......... 18. 
4497 Top Honors 1.01 .... . .. ... . ... . 59. 
4500 Springboard Publisher II ....... . . 89. 

*T/Maker ... 30 day MBG 
3635 EPS Illustrations ........ .. .. . .. 74. 
5167 EPS Business Art .............. 74. 

PROGRAMMING & HYPERMEDIA 

Apple Computer 
1118 HyperCard 1.2.2 .............. 42. 

Bantam Publishing 
1403 Complete HyperCard Handbook . . 22. 

*Beacon Technology ... 30 day MBG 
4967 HyperBible (King James) 1.0 .... 145. 
4968 HyperBible (New International) 1.0 175. 

Borland International 
1511 Turbo Pascal1.1 ... . .. . .. . . .. .. 68. 
1512 Turbo Pascal Tutor 1.0 .. . .. . ..... 46. 

Broderbund Software 
5237 Whole Earth Catalog (CO ROM) . . . 89. 

*Digltalk ... 60 day MBG 
5166 SmaiiTalk/V Mac 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . 129. 

*DreamMaker ... 30 day MBG 
4115 MacGallery (HyperCard format) ... 27. 

*Emerald City ... 30 day MBG 
5728 LaserTalk 1.0 ............. ... . 149. 

Hyperpress Publishing 
5435 HyperOne 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
4233 leon Factory 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
5089 Script Library 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
4265 Script Expert 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45. 
5434 Intelligent Developer 1.0 ........ 219. 

ICOM Simulat ions 
4085 TMON 2.8.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89. 

Individual Software 
4719 101 Scripts & Buttons Hypercard 1.0. 36. 

*Manx Software ... 60 day MBG 
4317 Aztec SOB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63. 
4316 Aztec C UniTools ....... . ...... . 63. 
4069 Aztec MPW C 3.6B ..... . .... . .. 95. 

Great Wave ... 30 day MBG 
KidsMatlt 1.1-An exciting math educational 
program. Allows young children1 from 3 to 8 
years of age1 to play and move easily berween 
eight different games. Kids Math is designed to 
teach and reinforce basic math concepts. . S26. 



out from the pack. 
4075 Aztec C + SOB 3.6B .. . ... . .. . . $95. 

*MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG 
5512 Hyper Atlas . . ...... .. . .. .. . ... 59. 
5518 OuickMap . . .... .. .. . . .. .... . 59. 

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG 
4471 QuickBasic 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. 

Olduval 
5446 PLUS 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109. 

*Silicon Beach ... 60 day MBG 
5100 SuperCard 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128. 

*SmethersBarnes ... 30 day MBG 
1478 Prototyper 2.1 . .............. . 189. 

*Softstream lnt'l., Inc .... 60 day MBG 
5440 HyperHIT 1.0 .. .. . . .. . .. .... . 125. 

*Somak Software ... 30 day MBG 
5897 ScriptEdit 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51. 

*Springboard ... 30 day MBG 
4495 Family Matters 1.0 .... . . . . .. ... 28. 

*Symantec ... 30 day MBG 
4644 Just Enough Pascal 1.0. . . . . . . . . . 47. 
3421 THINK Pascal 2.0 .. . . . . ... . ... . 85. 
3420 THINK C 4.0 ....... . . . . . . .. . . 149. 

*Symmetry . . . 30 day MBG 
3318 HyperDA 1.2 . . . .. . .. ...... .. . 49. 

TENpointO 
1338 Reports! 1.2.2 .. ... . ... ... . . . . . 69. 
4638 Focal Pointll1 .0 .. .... ........ 117 

* Timeworks .. . 30 day MBG 
5905 The Hyperworks Organizer 1.0 .... 57. 

Abbott Systems ... 30 day MBG 
CanOptner 1.0-The one program to open all 
your files. You can search and retrieve text, 

pictures and sound &om anywhere. It even 
works with corrupted files . . . . . . . . . . . S65. 

*™L Systems ... 30 day MBG 
3548 TML Source Code Library II 1.1 .. . 39. 
4989 TML Pascalll3.0 {wlo MPW 3.0) . . . 57. 
3549 TML Pascal ll3.0 (w/MPW 3.0) . . . 109. 

Trendware 
5203 Stack Cleaner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
5202 Hyper Tools #1 1.02 ... . . .. .... .. 52. 
5199 Hyper Tools #2 1.03 .... . ..... .. . 52. 
5609 XCAL 1.0 .. . ......... ... . . . .. 79. 

True BASIC, Inc. 
3587 True BASIC 2.01 ....... ... . . ... 55. 

Thunderware ... 30 day MBG 
LiglwzingScan-Hand·held scanner with the 

features you need for 16 levels of true way scale, 
high resolution waphics. Powerful, user-&iendly 

software lets you scan &om within any app~ca
tion or use its image editing tools . . . . . . S369. 

3571 Algebra Utilities ....... .. ..... . 29. 
3580 Pre-Calculus(with Trigonometry) ... 29. 
3583 Scientific Graphics Tool Kit . . . . . . . 39. 

*Zedcor ... 60 day MBG 
3985 ZBASIC 5.0 .. . . .. . . . .... . .. . . . 89. 

UTILITIES 

*Abbott Systems .. . 30 day MBG 
5236 CanOpener 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. 

*Affinity Microsystems ... 60 day MBG 
1014 Affinifile 1.1 . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 45. 
1016 Tempo 111 .02 . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. 75. 

*Berkeley Systems ... 30 day MBG 
5737 After Dark 1.0 ...... . .... . ..... 25. 
1541 Stepping Out 11 2.01 . . .... . . . . . . 50. 

Beyond, Inc. 
4203 Menu Fonts 2.02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 

Borland 
1510 Sidekick 2.0 .. ... . . . . ... •.. .. . 68. 

*Bravo .. . 30 day MBG 
5404 SPAMM 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48. 

*Casady & Greene ... 60 day MBG 
2269 OuickDEX 1.4A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 . 

*CE Software ... 60 day MBG 
1727 CalendarMaker 3.0 . ......... .. . 32. 
1728 Disk Top 3.0.4 ..... . .. . ....... . 32. 
4689 MockPackage Plus Utilities 4.4 . . . . 32. 
1729 QuicKeys 1.2 . ... . .. . . . .... .. . 65. 

*Central Point .. . 30 day MBG 
5040 Copy II Mac 7.2 . ...... . . . .. . . . 24. 
5041 PC Tools Deluxe Mac 1.1 . . . . . . . . 45. 

Connectlx 
5727 Virtual 2.0 . . ...... . ... . .... .. 125. 

*Dantz Development ... 30 day MBG 
5255 Retrospect 1.0 . ...... .... . .. . 152. 

Dubi-CIIck Software 
1824 Calculator Construction Set 2.01 . . . 46. 

*Electronic Arts . .. 30 day MBG 
1843 Disk Tools Plus 1.01 (Batteries Incl.). 31. 

*Fifth Generation ... 60 day MBG 
4287 PYRO! 3.3 (screen saver) ... . .. . $14. 
3954 PowerStation 2.5 . . ... . . . . . .. ... 34. 
3955 Suitcase 111.2.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44. 
5178 FastBack 112.0 .. ... . . . . . .. . .. 107. 
5725 Diskl ock 1.0 .... .. ...... .. ... 108. 

*HJC Software ... 30 day MBG 
4803 Vi rex 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55. 
5885 Vi rex 2.1 (10 Pack) .. . . . . .... . . 349. 

ICOM Simulations 
4084 On Cue 1.3 .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . ... . 35. 

*Kent Marsh Ltd ••.. 30 day MBG 
5457 Ouicklock 1.0 . .. . .. .... .. .. .. 57. 
2591 The NightWatch 1.03 . . . . . . . . . . . 87. 
2592 MacSale 1.080 . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... 87. 

*Loop Software ... 30 day MBG 
5442 PictureBook . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . 40. 

*Lundeen & Assoc .... 60 day MBG 
2683 WorksPius Command 2.0 . . . . . . . . 57. 

MEDIAGENIC 
4591 Open It! 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49. 

*Microlytics ... 60 day MBG 
2732 GOfer 2.0 .. . ... . ... ... . .... .. 47. 

*Microseeds Pub . ... 60 day MBG 
4848 !NITPicker 1.0 .. . . .. .... .. . . ... 27. 
4210 Screen Gems 1.0 . .. . . . .... . . . . 39. 
2913 Redux 1.5 . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . .. . 51 . 

Olduvai Software 
4503 MultiCiip 1.01 ..... .. .. . . .. . . .. 50. 

*Software Innovations ... 30 day MBG 
5869 HandOff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 

*Solutions lnt'l . ... 60 day MBG 
3448 SmartScrap & The Clipper 2.1 . . . . 45. 
3449 SuperGiue II 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 . 

* SuperMac Software ... 60 day MBG 
3383 SuperSpool 5.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58. 
3382 SuperlaserSpool 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 88. 
3378 SuperlaserSpooi 5-Pack 2.0 ... . 295. 
3377 DiskFit 1.5 .. .... .. .... ... .. . . 58. 
3379 Network DiskFit 1.5. . . . . . . . . . . . 229. 

American Power . .. 30 day MBG 
1105£ Unimerruptiblt Power Supply- Ultra com

pact UPS, designed for M acintosh SE, Plus, 
512K or disk-less workstations. Will run 
M ac SE/Plus with external drive a fulllO 
minutes during a total blackout . . . . . . $269. 
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eyshipover 

Sensible Software ... 30 day MBG 
Sensible Granmw 1.5.4-Checks gramrnai; pluases 
(over 4,500)1 and punctuation. Works with many 
word processors including Mac Write fi1 Word
Perfect1 Word 4.01 Works 2.01 and more. Many 
other features and repons . . . . . . . . . . . . . S53. 

3381 Sentinel 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88. 
*Symantec ... 30 day MBG 

5176 Symantec Anti-virus for Mac 1.0 ... 63. 
5724 Symantec Utilities for Mac II . . . . . . 95. 

*Williams & Macias ... 30 day MBG 
3779 DiskFinder ................ . .. 27. 
3783 myDisklabeler w/Color 2.9.11. .... 28. 
3784 myDisklabeler w/LaserWriter 2.9.1 Ll. 33. 
3780 lmageWriter II Label Pack (Qty. 216) 15. 
3781 LaserWriter Label Pack (Qty. 216) .. 18. 
4976 Sticky Business 1.0. 7 ........... 89. 

*Xlree ..• 30 day MBG 
5177 XTreeMac 1.02 ................ 52. 

WORD PROCESSING 

*A Lasting Impression ... 30 day MBG 
5465 ResumExpert(reqs. MSWord3+). 39. 
5749 ResumExpert Cover Letters .... . . 39. 
5853 ResumExpert Sales and Marketing. 39. 
5852 ResumExpert Management . . . . . . 39. 

*Advanced Software .. • 30 day MBG 
5608 DocuComp 1.11 ......... ...... 89. 

*Aegis Development ... 60 day MBG 
1133 Word Tools 1.2 .......... . ..... 42. 

Ashton-Tate 
1324 FuiiWrite 1.1 .. . ......... . .... 259. 

Clarls 
1129 MacWrite II ..... . . ........... 185. 

*Deneba Software ... 30 day MBG 
4700 Big Thesaurus 1.0 .. . .. . .. .. .. . . 59. 
1767 Comment 2.0 ..... . ..... . . . .. . 59. 
1768 Coach Professionai3.0C . . ...... 115. 

*Electronic Arts ... 30 day MBG 
1543 Thunder 111 .01 (Batteries Included) 52. 

*Lundeen & Assoc .... 60 day MBG 
2684 WorksPius Speii2.0A ..... . ..... 57. 

*Microlytlcs ... 60 day MBG 
2733 Word Finder 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 
4870 Electronic Word Finder 220 . . . . . . . 69. 

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG 
2885 Write 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79. 
4969 Word 4.0 .................. . . 249. 

*Niles & Associates ... 30 day MBG 
5048 Endlink 1.0 ............ . . . .. . 58. 
4602 EndNote 1.2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75. 

*Paragon Concepts ... 30 day MBG 
5683 Nisus 2.03 ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 249. 

*Preferred Publishers ... 30 day MBG 
4781 Vantage 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $54. 

*Sensible Software ... 30 day MBG 
3375 Sensible Grammar 1.5.4 . . . . . . . . . 53. 

*Symantec ... 30 day MBG 
3422 More II 2.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245. 

*Symmetry .. . 30 day MBG 
4504 Acta Advantage 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. 

*T/Maker ••• 30 day MBG 
3639 WriteNow 2.0 . ........ . ...... 109. 

*WordPerfect •.• 60 day MBG 
3800 WordPerfect Mac 1.0.2 . . . . . . . . . 185. 

*Working Software ... 30 day MBG 
3790 Lookup 1.0C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
3788 Findswell2.0 ...........•.... . 36. 
3792 Spellsweii2.0G .......... . ..... 45. 
4693 QuickLetter 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73. 

Abacus Concepts ... 60 day MBG 
SuperANOVA 1.0-Analyzes virtually any 
general linear model used by researchers and 
engineers who perform ANOVA, ANCOVA, 
MANOVA, MANCOVA, and regression on 
their data. Revolutionary ease of !JSe . . $465. 

MUSIC & EDUCATION 

* Ars Nova .. . 60 day MBG 
1215 Practica Musica 2.1 ... . . ....... 72. 

*Bogas Productions ... 60 day MBG 
1461 Studio Session 1.2 SE ... . ....... 45. 
4255 Super Studio Session 2.0 . . . . . . . . 65. 
1459 Heavy Metal Rock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
1460 String Quartet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
1458 Country Disk . . ... .. ........ . . . 13. 
4832 Sound EHects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 
5719 Brass Disk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13. 

Bright Star Technology 
3961 Talking Tiles 1.0 ..... . ..... . . .. 27. 
1402 Alphabet Blocks 1.0 .. . ..... · . ... 30. 

Broderbund Software 
4314 Type! 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 
1423 Jam Session 1.1 (CP) . . . . . . . • . . . 29. 
1422 Geometry 1.2 (CP) ............. 58. 
4067 Calculus 1.2 (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58. 
1426 Physics 1.2 (CP) ... . ........... 58. 

Carina Software 
5726 Voyager 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69. 

Coda Music Systems 
4367 MacDrums 1.01 (CP) ........... 31. 
4483 Perceive 1.0 ........ . .. • . . • ... 50. 
5854 MusicProse 1.0 ............... 169. 
5604 Finale 1.2.6 .......... ....... 399. 

Davidson & Associates 
1734 Math Blaster! 1.0 (CP) ......... .. 27. 
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4978 Speed Reader 111.0 (CP) .. . ... . $27. 
*Electronic Arts ... 30 day MBG 

4619 Mavis Beacon Typing 1.2B (CP) . . . 32. 
1846 Deluxe Music Construction Set 2.5 . 84. 

*First Byte ... 30 day MBG 
5294 Puzzle Storybook 1.0 (ages 3·8) ... 27. 
5293 Dinosaur Discovery Kit 1.0 (ages 3·8)27. 
3941 Smooth Talker 2.1 .. ..... . ...... 32. 
3936 KidTalk 2.0 (ages 5-15) ... . . .. ... 32. 
3940 First Shape 2.0 (ages 3-8) . .. . ... . 32. 
3935 Speller Bee 2.0 (ages 5-12) . ...... 32. 

*Great Wave ... 30 day MBG 
2277 TimeMasters 1.0 (ages 4 +). . . . . . . 22. 
2276 Kids Time 1.2 (ages 3-8) ......... 26. 
5642 KidsMath 1.1 (ages 3-8) . . . . . . . . . 26. 
4334 NumberMaze 1.1 (ages 5·12) . . . . . 26. 
2270 American Discovery 2.3 (ages 9+) . 26. 
2273 ConcertWare+ 4.0 ............. 38. 
2271 ConcertWare+ MIDI4.0 .... . .. .. 78. 

*learning Company ... 30 day MBG 
2670 ReaderRabbit2.1 (CP)(ages4-7) . . 31. 
5453 Talking Math Rabbit 1.0 (ages 4-7) . 31. 

*Penton Overseas ... 30 day MBG 
5864 VocabuLearn/ce French (/eve11) . .... 30. 
5887 VocabuLearnlce French (/evel2) ..... 30. 
5865 VocabuLearnlce Italian (/evel1) ..... . 30. 
5889 VocabuLearnlce Italian (level2) ...... 30. 
5867 VocabuLearnlce Spanish (level1) . . . . 30. 
5891 VocabuLearn/ce Spanish (level2) . .. . 30. 
5868 VocabuLearn/ce German (level1) . ... 30. 
5888 VocabuLearn/ce German (level2) ... . 30. 
5866 Vocabulearn/ce Japanese (level1) ... 36. 
5890 Vocabul earnlce Japanese (level2) . .. 36. * Personalllalnlng Sys. ... 60 day MBG 

Excellerate Training Series 
4946 E1 Beginning Spreadsheets . ..... 29. 
5091 E2 Creating Business Graphs. . . . . 29. 
4858 E3 Intermediate Spreadsheets . . . . 29. 
5092 E4 Building Databases . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
5093 E5 Beginning Macros. . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
5094 E6 Linking Spreadsheets . . . . . . . . 29. 
5095 E7 Advanced Spreadsheets . . . . . . 29. 
5099 E8 Advanced Macros . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 

Excellerate 2.2 Training Series 
5573 XL 1 Beginning Spreadsheets . . . . . 39. 
5574 XL2 Intermediate Spreadsheets .. . 39. 
5575 XL3 Advanced Spreadsheets . . . . . 39. 
5576 XL4 Creating Business Graphics. . . 39. 

Cutting Edge ... 30 day MBG 
Cutti11g &ige Hard Drives are fast and reliable 
with access times as low as 23 milliseconds 
and a mean time between failure rating of up 
to 100,000 hours. An outstanding combination 
of quality and low price. . . . . see line listing. 
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Data Viz ... 60 day MBG 
Mac Link Plus/PC 4.1-Sends files between a 
Mac and any other desktop environment like 
DOS, OS/2, Sun and NeXT. Over 100 transla
tors insure quick and easy transfers. . . . S125. 
MacLink Plus!fratrslators 4.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . 99. 

Mac Teach Training Series 
5263 B1 The Basics (for 2 floppy drives) . . 39. 
5264 B2 The Basics (for Plus or SE w!HD) 39. 
5265 B3 The Basics (for Mac II w!HD) . . . 39. 
5266 B4 Beyond the Basics . . . ... . .... 39. 

Learn Word Training Series 
4947 W1 Beginning Level .. ..... . .... 39. 
4854 W2 Intermediate Level . . . . . . . . . . 39. 
5098 W3 Advanced Level . . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 
5418 W4 Additional Features .......... 39. 

LearnPersuasion Training Series 
5269 LP1 Beginning Persuasion ....... 39. 
5270 LP2 Intermediate Persuasion ..... 39. 
5271 LP3 Creating Auto Templates .... . . 39. 
5272 LP4 Creating Artwork ........... 39. 

HyperEasy Training Series 
5194 H1 Using HyperCard . . .. .. .... . 39. 
5195 H2 Creating Cards & Stacks ...... 39. 
5267 H3 Basic Scripting . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 
5268 H4 Advanced Scripting .. .. .. . . .. 39. 

Page Tutor Traing Series 
4852 P1 Beginning PageMaker. . . . . . . . 39. 
4853 P2 Intermediate PageMaker .. . ... 39. 
5096 P3 Tips & Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 
5097 P4 Advanced Features . . . . . . . . . . 39. 

MasterWorks Training Series 
5196 M1 Database & Form Letters ..... 39. 
5197 M2 Advanced Databases ........ 39. 
5273 M3 Spreadsheets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 
5274 M4 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 

LearnBB Training Series 
5259 A 1 Beginning Illustrator . . . . . . . . . 39. 
5260 A2 Intermediate Illustrator ........ 39. 
5261 A3 Creating Special Effects. . . . . . . 39. 
5262 A4 Precision Drawing Techniques . . 39. 

Learn FileMaker Training Series 
5278 FM1 Beginning FileMaker . ...... . 39. 
5279 FM2 Intermediate FileMaker . . . . . . 39. 
5280 FM3 Advanced FileMaker ... .. ... 39. 
5281 FM4 Tips & Techniques. . . . . . . . . . 39. 

*Simon & Schuster ... 60 day MBG 
3305 Typing Tutor IV 1.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . $34. 

*Spinnaker ... 30 day MBG 
2329 SAT Score Improvement 1.0 (CP) .. 57. 

*Springboard .•. 30 day MBG 
4493 Atlas Explorer (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 

*Think Educational ... 60 day MBG 
3615 MacEdge 111 .0 (CP)(ages 6-14) . . . 27. 
3616 Mind Over Mac 1.4 (CP) . . . .. . ... 27. 

*Unicorn ... 30 day MBG 
3751 Animal Kingdom (CP)(ages 6-12) . . 27. 
3756 Math Wizard (CP)(ages 5-10). . . . . . 27. 
3755 MacRobots (CP)(ages up to 6) . . . . 27. 
3754 Read-A-Rama (CP)(ages 5-B) . . . . . 32. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

Access Software 
4655 World Class Leader Board Golf. . . . 27. 

Actlvision 
4475 Quarterstaff (CP) . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 29. 
4486 Manhole ... . ................. 30. 
5127 Manhole (CD ROM) . .. • . ....... 35. 
5517 CosmicOsmo ..... · ... ... . . .... 42. 

Addison-Wesley 
4407 The Hobbit (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24. 
4474 Fellowship of the Ring (CP) ... .. .. 24. 

Broderbund Software 
5886 Star Wars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 24. 
4099 Shufflepuck Cafe (CP) . .. ... .• . .. 24. 
4111 Moebius (CP) ........ . ... .. ... 24. 
1421 Ancient Art of War (CP) . . . . . . . . . . 26. 
4540 Ancient Art of War at Sea (CP). . . . . 26. 
4229 Where/1Nor1d Carmen Sandiego? (CP) 27. 
5755 Where/EuropeCarmenSandiego? (CP)29. 
5233 Where/USA Carmen Sandiego? (CP) 29. 
4966 SimCity 1.1 (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 
4966 SimCity Supreme (CP) . . . . . . . . . . 48. 

*Bull City Software •.. 30 day MBG 
5841 Moriarty's Revenge ... .......... 32. 

Bull City Software . .. 30 day MBG 
Moriartys Revenge-An intriguing detective 
game. Track a suspect around the world and 
determine his characteristics to catch him. 
Increasing difficulty. Computerized detective's 
notebook and over 1,000 clues . . . .. . .. $32. 

Bullseye 
1545 Fokker Triplane 2.02 (CP) ... .... $24. 
1544 Ferrari Grand Prix (CP) .......... 32. 
4074 P51 Mustang Flight Simulator (CP) . 32. 

*Casady & Greene ... 60 day MBG 
2268 Crystal Quest2.2T . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25. 
4119 Crystal Quest w/Critter Editor 2.2T . . 41. 

Intuit ... 30 day MBG 
Quiclan 1.5-Automates routine financial 
tasks, delivers comprehensive financial reports, 
even links directly with Macln Tax. Perfect for 
anyone who'd rather spend their time earning 
money rather than keeping track of it. . . $36. 

*Discovery Software ... 30 day MBG 
4408 Arkanoid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 

*Electronic Arts ... 30 day MBG 
1850 Reach for the Stars ............. 26. 
1842 Chessmaster 2100 (CP) . .. ..... . 32. 
5554 Bard's Tale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 
4064 Chuck Yeager Flight Simulator .. .. 32. 
4588 Life & Death (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 
4945 The Hunt for Red October ...... . . 32. 
4981 Starfleet1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36. 

lnfocom 
5814 Journey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 29. 
5816 Shogun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 
4592 Zork Zero (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 
5815 ZorkZero (for the Mac II) ... . ..... 35. 

*lnllne Design ... 30 day MBG 
5870 Bomber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 

MicroProse 
4697 Pirates! (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG 
2868 Flight Simulator (CP). . . . . . . . . . . . 33. 

Miles Computing 
5253 The Puzzle Gallery ... ...... . ... 27. 
2765 Fool's Errand (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 
2767 Harrier Strike Mission II (CP) . . . . . . 32. 

Mlndscape 
4083 Balance of Power 1990 (CP) ...... 30. 
3987 Colony (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
4596 Deja Vu II (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
2743 Crossword Magic (CP) .......... 30. 
2749 Shadowgate (CP) ........... . .. 30. 
5252 Gauntlet (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
2751 Uninvited (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 

110C MacCOIIDeCtiori 
MacConnection, 14 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 1-800/334-4444 603/446-7711 FAX 603/446-7791 
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d they guarantee 

Targus ... 60 day MBG 
Mac SE & Exr. Keyboard Cast-Made of a dust 
& water-resistant material as strong as Cordura 
but smoother so it won't wear out clothes. 
Closed cell foam protects against jolts. . . $69. 
Image Writer II Carry Case- .... . ........ 45. 

2750 Siboot: Trust & Betrayal (CP) . . . . . . 30. 
Premier Technology 

5773 Strategic Conquest Plus 2.0 .. . . . . 35. 
5774 NetTrek-The Real Version . .. .. . . . 35. 

Sierra On-Line 
4161 Mother Goose (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 
3397 Leisure Suit Larry (CP) . . . . . . . . . . 23. 
3394 King's Quest (CP) . ............. 29. 
3395 King's Quest II (CP) . ........... . 29. 
3396 King's Quest Ill (CP) ........... . 29. 
3398 Police Ouest (CP) ............. . 29. 
3399 Space Quest (CP) . . . .. . ... . .... 29. 
3400 Space Quest II (CP) . . . .. . ... . .. 29. 

*Silicon Beach .. . 60 day MBG 
3502 Beyond Dark Castle ...... special 24. 
3501 Apache Strike .. ........ special 24. 
3503 Dark Castle . . . .. . .. .... special 24. 

Sir-Tech 
3347 Mac Wizardry (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 

* Softstream lnt'l., Inc ... . 60 day MBG 
4071 Mac• Man . ................... 23. 
4072 The Solitaire DA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23. 
4995 Cribbage Tutor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 
4073 Colour Billiards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 

*Spectrum Holobyte ... 30 day MBG 
4175 Solitaire Royale (for Mac SE) . . . .. . 19. 
4001 Solitaire Royale (for Mac II) . .. . .. . 19. 
3464 Tetris . . ...... .. . . ..... . ... ... 19. 
4472 Tetris (color version) ............ 24. 
3462 PT-109 ...... .... ......... ... 26. 
3460 GATO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 
3459 Falcon 2.0 . ..... . .. .... . . ..... 31 . 

*Spinnaker ... 30 day MBG 
2328 Sargon IV (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 

*Springboard ... 30 day MBG 
4988 Hidden Agenda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36. 

* SubLogic ... 60 day MBG 
4698 Jet (CP) .. . ....... . .. . .. .. ... 32. 

XOR 
3144 MacGolf 2.0 (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 
4320 MacGolf Classic (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . 53. 
4321 Lunar Rescue (CP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 
4517 Road Racer(CP) . . .. .... . ...... 39. 

NETWORKS & COMMUNICATIONS 

* Abaton ... 30 day MBG 
4589 lnterFAX Modem . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269. 

*CE Software ... 60 day MBG 
5817 QuickMail Remote .... . .. .. . . . $33. 
5174 OuickMail (5 user Pak) . . ... ... . 169. 
5173 QuickMail (10 user Pak) . . . ...... 249. 
5636 In/Out (5 user Pak) .... . ....... 129. 
5638 In/Out (10 user Pak) . .... ....... 189. 

*CompuServe ... 60 day MBG 
1676 CompuServe Information Service . . 24. 
1673 CompuServe Navigator 2.1 . . . . . . 45. 
1674 Standard Service/Navigator Bundle 59. 

Connect, Inc. 
5834 Connect 1.5 for the Macintosh . . . . 95. 

*DataViz ... 60 day MBG 
1823 Maclink PlusiPC 4.1 . . . . . . . . . . 125. 
4842 Maclink Plus/Translators 4.1 . . .. . 99. 

*Dove Computer ... 60 day MBG 
4939 FastNet Ill ... . .... .. ..... .. .. 375. 
4938 FastNet SE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 375. 
5624 FastNet SE30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 375. 
4937 FastNet SCSI .... .. . . ...... . . 749. 

*Dow Jones ... 30 day MBG 
5295 News/Retrieval Membership Pack. 24. 
1785 Desktop Express 1.03 .. . .. . . . . . 95. 

Premier Technology 

Nt 1iek-17ze Rtal \~z & Str~ COII'fllest Pills 2.0-
The first real-time space battle simulator and 
realistic strategic war game. Full color net
workable entertainment Challenge other 
networked users or your Mac ... . . each $35. 

*Farallon Computing ... 30 day MBG 
5707 Timbuktu 3.0 . . .... . . . ........ 95. 
4866 Timbuktu Remote 1.0.1. . . . . . . . . 129. 
4867 Timbuktu 30-Pack 3.0 . . . . . . . . . 1325. 
2201 TrafficWatch 1.08 . .. . .. . ..... . . 132. 
2202 PhoneNET to LocaiTalk Adapter . . . . 8. 
5664 PhoneNET StarConnector . . . . . . . 21. 
2203 PhoneNET PLUS (DIN-8) . . . . . . . . 33. 
2204 PhoneNET PLUS (DB-9) . . . . . . . . . 33. 
5251 PhoneNET CheckNET . . .. . .. . . . 65. 
4869 PhoneNET Connector 10-Pack . . . 215. 
4868 PhoneNET Repeater . . . . . . . . . . . 319. 
2206 PhoneNET StarController ...... 1095. 
2205 Star Wiring Kit (Punchdown) . . . . . . 65. 
5455 Star Wiring Kit (Harmonica). . . . . . . 65. 
5893 Portable Pack (incl. Jwo copies each of 

Timbuktu & Timbuktu Remote, two 
StarConnectors, and accessories). 375. 

*Freesoft ... 60 day MBG 
2219 Red Ryder 10.3 . .. ............. 51 . 

Hayes 
2300 Smartcom II 3.1 A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87. 
2307 Smartmodem 2400. . . . . . . . . . . . 429. 

Insignia Solutions 
4089 SoftPC 1.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245. 
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Intel Corporation 
5119 2400 Baud External Modem . . . . $179. 

*Microsoft ... 30 day MBG 
5858 Microsoft Mail 2.0 Workstation. . . . . 84. 
5856 Microsoft Mail 2.0 Server. . . . . . . . 255. 
5857 Microsoft Mail2.0 (20 Pack) .. . .. 969. 

*Nuvotech ... 60 day MBG 
3000 TurboNet ST (DIN-8) . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
3001 TurboNet ST (DB-9) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
5277 TurboBridge .. .. . . .... ...... . 319. 

*Practical Peripherals ... 30 day MBG 
3100 1200 Baud External Modem . .. ... 77. 
3102 2400 Baud External Modem . . ... 179. 
5285 PM 2400SA MNP Modem . .. . . . 209. 
3089 Mac Communications Pack 1 .5 . . 225. 

*Shiva ... 30 day MBG 
3444 NetSerial X232 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279. 
4347 NetBridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339. 
4942 TeleBridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339. 
3443 NetModem V2400 . . . . . . . . . . . . 439. 

*Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG 
3454 MicroPhone 1.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115. 
3455 MicroPhone 113.0 . . .... .. . .... 219. 

*Solutions lnt' l. ... 60 day MBG 
4308 BackFAX (reqs. Apple FAX modem). 124. 

*Synergy ... 30 day MBG 
3130 Versa Term 4.0 . .. . .... . . . . .... . 89. 
3131 Versa Term-PRO 3.0 . . . ... .. . . . . 175. 

*TOPS .. . 30 day MBG 
4188 TOPS Teleconnector (DIN-8) .. . ... 29. 
4189 TOPS Teleconnector (DB-9) . ...... 29. 
3726 TOPS for DOS 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114. 
4598 TOPS FlashBox ... . .. .. ... . ... 123. 
3725 TOPS Repeater .. .. . . . .. .... . . 129. 
3723 TOPS Mac 2.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145. 
3720 TOPS Flashcard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159. 
3724 NetPrint2.0 . .. .... . . .. . . . .. . . 115. 
4714 In Box Starter Kit 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . 149. 
4715 In Box Connection Mac 2.2 ....... 45. 

*Traveling Software .. . 60 day MBG 
3729 LAP-LINK Mac 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81. 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

*American Power ... 30 day MBG 
5895 110SE UPS . ..... .. .... . ..... 269. 

Caere 
4476 OmniPage 2.0 . ..... .. .... .. . 549. 

Datadesk .. . 30 day MBG 
Mac-101 Keyboard-Includes macro program, 
Masterstrokes, to assign keystrokes and mouse 
clicks to 15 function keys. Beige, platinum, 
or ADBversion ................... $139. 
Foreign keyboards are also available . . . . . cal1 



{{I've found the 'L.L. Bean' of software!' 
Dear MacConnection, 

There must be something in the New 
England air that makes companies 
profitable and friendly. Your new 
guarantee policy is beyond belief. I have 
always been impressed by your friendly, 
prompt, and extremely reliable service, 
but this truly sends you over the top! 

I have L.L. Bean's phone number for my 
personal needs, and MacConnection's 
phone number for my computer needs 
tucked into my wallet. Life can be 
simple! It's great to know I have found 
the " L.L. Bean" of software and hard
ware. Keep up the good work-I like it! 

Sincere!~ 

Cathlene E. Cant 
Bethesda, MD 

MacCOlllleCtiori 
MacConnection, 14 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 1-800/334-4444 603/446-7711 FAX 603/446-7791 

© Copyright 1989 PC Connection, Inc. MacConnection is a division and trademark of PC Connection, Inc., Marlow, NH. 

Just for the record, all the ads in this series feature photographs of real live MacConnection customers and the real live letters they wrote us. Really! 



(*All companies in red) 
*Avery ••• 60 day MBG 

4864 Disk labels 31/2" (Qty. 250) . ..... $13. 
5392 Disk labels- Laser 3 1/2" (Qty. 630). 29. 
5403 .Address labels Fils " x 4" (Q)i1(XX)) . . . 9. 
4865 .Addresslabels31/2" x •st.s" (Q)i3750) 15. 
4811 Transparencies 81/2" x 11" (Qty. 50) 22. 
4813 Round Labels 31/3" (Qty. 150) . .. . .. 7. 
4812 Laser Labels 1/2" x PI•" (Qty. 2000) . 7. 
4807 Laser Labels 1" x 25/a" (Qty. 3000) . 24. 
4808 Laser labels 11/2" x 4" (Qty. 1400) . 24. 
4809 Laser Labels 2" x 4" (Qty. 1000) . . . 24. 
4810 Laser Labels 81/2" x 11" (Qty. 100) . 24. 

*Basic Needs ... 60 day MBG 
5635 Keyboard Flip. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
5633 LaserWriter Printer Stand . . . . . . . . 28. 
5634 Large Screen Monitor Stand . . . . . . 38. 

*Computer Coverup ••• 60 day MBG 
1722 lmageWriter LO Cover ....... . ... 8. 
1723 lmageWriter II Cover ...... . . . . ... 8. 
1720 Mac Plus Cover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 
1724 Mac SE Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 
1725 Mac SE Ext. Keyboard Cover Set .. 10. 
4657 LaserWriter II Cover. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 

*Goldstein & Blair . •. 30 day MBG 
2267 The Macintosh Bible (2nd Edition) . . 19. 

*I/O Design ••. 30 day MBG 
2379 MacLuggage lmageware II. . . .. . . 49. 
2376 MacLuggage Macinware Plus . . . . 64. 
2381 MacLuggage Macinware SE . . . ... 75. 

*Kensington ... 30 day MBG 
MacConnection carries the entire 
line of Kensington's accessories. 
Partial listing below. 

2577 Mouseway Pad .. .. .. . . ... .. . . . . 7. 
2563 Mouse Pocket ADB . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
2569 Mac Plus/SE w/System Saver Cover . 9. 
2558 lmageWriter II Dust Cover .. ... . . .. 9. 
2589 Universal Printer Stand . . . . . . . . . 15. 
4970 Modem/FAX Protector 10 . . . . . . . . 15. 
4971 Modem/FAX Protector 20 . . . . . . . . 25. 
4126 LaserWriter II Dust Cover . . ....... 17. 
2580 Mac II Stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 
2545 Universal Copy Stand. . . . . . . . . . . 22. 
2573 TiiVSwivel (platinum) . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 
2578 Extra Long ADB Keyboard Cable . . 25. 
2579 Mac II Monitor Cable Extension Kit . 33. 
4972 Power Tree 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 
4973 Power Tree 20 . . . . ...... .. . . . . . 27. 

Kent Marsh ltd. ... 30 day MBG 
QuickLock 1.0-Automatic password screen 
protection with a cursor 11hot·spot11

1 or timeout 
period. Protects your network connections 
while allowing background processing . . $57. 

4974 Power Tree 50 . ... . . . . . .... . . . $54. 
2559 Apple Security Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 
2568 Maccessories SuperBase. . . • . . . . 34. 
2585 Printer Muffler 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43. 
2586 Printer Muffler 80 Stand .. .. .. .. . 24. 
4070 System Saver SE . . . .. . .. . . . ... . 52. 
2566 System Saver Mac (platinum) . . . . . 63. 
2567 System Saver Mac {beige) . . . . . . . 63. 
2546 A-B Box (DIN·B) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63. 
2556 Maccessories Anti-Glare Filter SE . . 33. 
5064 Apple Color Monitor Polarizing Filter 63. 
5065 Full Page Display Polarizing Filter . . 63. 
5066 Two Page Display Polarizing Filter . 135. 
4941 Mac II Monitor Stand .. ..... . .... 64. 
4643 Mac II Stand and Cable Kit ....... 64. 
2561 MasterPiece Mac II . . . . . . . . . . . . 105. 
5894 PowerBacker 360 . . . . . . ....... 269. 
5577 PowerBacker 450 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339. 
5578 Power Backer 520 . . . . . . • . . . . . . 399. 
5230 Power Backer 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 749. 
5228 PowerBacker 1200 .. . ... . . . . . . 949. 

*MacConnectlon ... 60 day MBG 
4623 Solid Oak Disk Case, made by New 

England craftsmen (holds 90 disks) . . 29. 

Farallon Computing ... 30 day MBG 
Portt~ble PtUk- Hardware, software & tools to 
network your Mac Portable. Includes two copies 
each ofTinlbuktu and Tinlbuktu!Remote 
screen sharing software, two PhoneNET Star
Connectors & accessories . . . . . . . . . . . . $375. 

*Mobius Technologies ... 60 day MBG 
4470 Fanny Mac QT . . .. . . .. .. .. ... . 59. 

*Moustrak ... 60 day MBG 
Available in blue or gray. 

2694 Moustrak Pad (standard 7" x 9") .. . 8. 
2692 Moustrak Pad (large 9" x 11 ") . . . . . . 9. 
2693 Moustrak Pad L/F (9" x 11") ..... . 10. 

*NoRad ... 30 day MBG 
5620 Shield for Mac Plus or SE (' 2524) . . 99. 
5622 Shield for Mac II ('2523F) . . . . . . . . 99. 

Ribbons 
Available in black. blue, brown, yellow, 
green, orange, purple, red, silver & gold. 

3255 lmageWriter II Ribbon . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 
3261 lmageWriter 114-Color Ribbon .... .. 9. 
3270 lmageWriter II Rainbow Six Pack ... 20. 
3260 lmageWriter LQ Black Ribbon . .. .. 17. 
4011 lmageWriter LO 4-Color Ribbon . .. 20. 

*Soprls Sottworks ... 60 day MBG 
4171 MaeSE Std. KeyboardCover (navy) . . 15. 
4019 Mac SE & Ext. Keyboard Cover (navy) . 15. 
4017 lmageWriter II Cover (navy) . . .. . . . 11. 
4018 LaserWriter II Series Cover (navy) .. 17. 
4012 High Trek lmageWriter II Carry Case . 49. 

Practical Peripherals .. . 30 day MBG 
Macimoslt CotttmrmiCAtiOIIS Pack 1.5-Extemal 
2400SA Modem, cable, and top-selling com· 
munications software. Hayes compatible, 
auto-answer. A superior value . .. . ... . $225. 

4013 High Trek Mac Plus Carry Case . . .. . 59. 
4014 High Trek Mac SE & Ext. Kybd. Case . 69. 
5877 Mac II Monitor Carry Case .. . . ... 59. 
5839 Mac llcx CPU & Kybd. Carry Case . 69. 
4861 SE Protection Pak (std. keyboard) . . 65. 
4862 SE Protection Pak (ext. keyboard) . . 75. 

*Targus ... 60 day MBG 
3618 lmageWriter II Carry Case . . .. .. . . 45. 
3617 Mac Plus/SE Carry Case . . . .. . . . . 55. 
4015 Mac SE & Ext. Kybd. Carry Case .. 69. 

OUR POLICY 

e We accept VISA and MASTERCARD. 
• No surcharge added lor credit card orders. 
• Your card is not charged until we ship. 
• If we must ship a partial order. we never charge 

freight on the shipment(s) that complete the order. 
• No sales tax. 
• All U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge. 
• APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail. 
• International orders U.S. $250 minimum. 
• Upon receipt and approval, personal and company 

checks now clear the same day for immediate 
shipment of your order. 

• Corporate P.O.s accepted subject to credit approval. 
• COD max. $1000. Cash or certified check. 
• 120 day limited warranty on all products. Defective 

software replaced immediately. Defective hardware 
repaired or replaced at our discretion. All items 
subject to availability. Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

• To order. call us anytime Monday through Friday 9:00 
to 9:00 EST. or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30 EST. You can 
call our business offices at 603/446· 7711 Monday 
through Friday 9:00 to 5:30 EST. 

SHIPPING 

Continental US: Barring massive computer failures 
and other natural or unnatural catastrophes. all 
credit card orders phoned tnto MacConnection 
weekdays by 8 PM EST wi ll ship Airborne the same 
night for delivery the next business day (i.e. not 
Saturday or Sunday). except for those within UPS 
Ground Zone 1 (which is also an overnight service). 
The total freight charge on any order placed with 
MacConnection is now $3. Backorders will also ship 
Airborne overnight at no additional charge. Some 
areas require an additional day delivery. 
Hawaii, Alaska and Outside Continental US: Call 
603/446-7711 for information. 



lOur money back.* 

TOPS ... 30 day MBG 
10PS for the Mac 2.1-1989 Mac World World 
Class Award for File Servers. Distributed server 
configuration allows for maximum resource 
efficiency. Received an outstanding 44% of 
the total votes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $145. 

*Cutting Edge .. . 30 day MBG 
3988 CE 105ADB Keyboard wiQuicKeys . 135. 

*Datadesk .. . 30 day MBG 
1818 HyperDialer .. . .. .. .... .. . .. . . 29. 
1819 MAC-101 Keyboard (beige). . . . . . 139. 
1820 MAC·101 Keyboard (platinum) . . . 139. 
1821 MAC-101 Keyboard (ADB). . . . . . . 139. 

Foreign keyboards available in French, 
German, Spanish, and the U.K. . .. call 

*Kensington ... 30 day MBG 
2576 Turbo Mouse for Mac Plus 3.0 . . . . 109. 
2547 Turbo Mouse ADB 3.0 .. . .. ... .. 109. 

Koala 
2593 MacVision 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219. 

*Kraft Systems . . . 60 day MBG 
2600 3·Button QuickStick . . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 
4082 3-Button QuickStick ADB . . . . .. . . 49. 

Kurt a 
2604 IS ADB 8Y2'' x 11" Tablet . . . . . . . 255. 
5161 IS ADB 12" x 12" Tablet . . . . . . .. 385. 
5162 IS ADB 12" x 17" Tablet ... . ... . 625. 
2605 Cordless 4 Button Cursor . . . . . . . . 65. 

*Logitech ... 30 day MBG 
5082 ScanMan Mac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325. 

*LYNX Computer ... 30 day MBG 
1211 LYNX Trackball .. .. . . . ..... . . .. 59. 
1212 LYNX Trackball ADB . . .. ... ... .. 59. 

*Microseeds Pub .... 60 day MBG 
4843 WristMac 1.0 . ..... . ...... . ... 149. 
5018 WristMac Executive 1.0 . . . . . . . . . 199. 

*Mobius Technologies ... 60 day MBG 
4846 MultiScreen ....... . ...... .. .. 315. 

*Mouse Systems ... 30 day MBG 
2808 A + Mouse .......... . .. . .. . .. 59. 
2809 A+ Mouse ADB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59. 

*Nutmeg Systems ... 30 day MBG 
2993 15" Monitor for Mac II .. . special 799. 
2992 15" Monitor for Mac Plus . . . .. . . 999. 
2994 15" Monitor for Mac SE ..... .. .. 999. 
4002 19 " Monitor for Mac Plus .... .. . 1195. 
4096 19" Monitor for Mac SE. . . . . . . . 1195. 
5680 19" Monitor for Mac SE30 . . . . . . 1195. 
4097 19" Monitor for Mac II ..... . ... 1195. 

Olduvai Software 
5138 Read·lt! OCR Personal 2.0 . . . . . . . 99. 
3034 Read-It! OCR 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245. 

*Orange Micro ... 30 day MBG 
4488 Grappler Spooler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 

3036 Grappler CIMaciGS 2.0 . . . . . . . . $78. 
4076 Grappler LQ 1.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103. 
4487 Grappler LS 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103. 

*PTI/DataShield ... 30 day MBG 
5254 MacDirector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109. 

Summagraphlcs 
4298 BitPad Plus ADB . .. . ... . .. . .. . 319. 

*Thunderware ... 30 day MBG 
3648 ThunderScan 5.0 with PowerPort . 187. 
4994 LightningScan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369. 
3645 Mac II Power Accessory . . . . . . . . . 45. 

MEMORY & DRIVES 

* 1 Meg SIMMs .•. 30 day MBG 
Low profile 100 nanoseconds SIMMs at 
the best prices. 2 year warranty. . . . call 

*Cutting Edge ... 30 day MBG 
3989 BOOk External Disk Drive (platinum) 149. 
5133 20 Meg Hard Drive ... . . . . .. . . . 439. 
3990 30+ Meg Hard Drive .. .. . . .. . . 499. 
3991 45+ Meg Hard Drive .. ... ... . . 549. 
5275 65+ Meg Hard Drive .... . ..... 629. 
5276 80+ Meg Hard Drive . .. .. ... . . 739. 
5456 44 Meg Removable Drive . . . . . . . 999. 
5736 44 Meg Removable Cartridge . .. . 119. 

*Dove Computer ... 60 day MBG 
1802 DoveTooiKit ...... .. .... .. .... 15. 
1801 SCSIInterfaceiPort .. .. . . . . . .. . 109. 
5879 MaraThonSeriaVParallel ... . . . ... 195. 
1807 MacSnap 524E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185. 
1809 MacSnap 524S .... . . . . . .. . . .. 239. 
1811 MacSnap 548E .. . ... . .• ... . . . 419. 
1812 MacSnap 548S ............ . .. 479. 
1800 MacSnap 2SE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 319. 
1797 MacSnap Plus 2 .. . . ... .. • . .. . 319. 
1804 MacSnap 2S .... .. . . ... .. . . . . 209. 
1805 MacSnap 4S .. . . .. ... . . .. .. .. 409. 

ACCELERATOR BOARDS 
1793 MaraThon 020 MSE1 .. .. ... .. . . 429. 
1794 MaraThon 020 MSE2 (1 Meg) . . . . . 719. 
1795 MaraThon 020 MSE3 (math chip) . . 599. 
1796 MaraThon020 MSE4 (1 Meg/chip) . 899. 
5192 MaraThon020 MSE5(4 Meg) .. . . . 899. 
5193 MaraThon 020 MSE6 (4 Meg/chip) 1099. 
4663 MaraThon 030 .Accelerator 32 MHz . 969. 
5878 MaraThon 030x kcelerator . . . .. . 999. 

Dove Computer ... 60 day MBG 
171l Mara Ihon Family of workstation products 
are designed to improve productivity and 
system flexibility. Included are high-speed 
cache card, performance accelerators, and 
seriaUparallel boards. Call to learn more. 

5880 MaraThon 030 SE/30 .Accelerator . $999. 
5623 MaraThon Racer ........... . . . 149. 

ACCELERATORS (020) W/£THERN£T 
5391 FastNet LAN 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1125. 
5390 FastNet LAN 2 (1 Meg) . . . . . . . . 1499. 
5389 FastNet LAN 3 (math chip) . . . . . 1349. 
5388 FastNet LAN 4 (1 Meg/chip) . . . . 1724. 
5387 FastNet LAN 5 (4 Meg) .. . . ... . 1499. 
5386 FastNet LAN 6 (4 Meg/chip) . . . . 1729. 

Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG 
MicroPitotllll3.0-New version of top-selling 
telecom software. Build graphic front -ends to 
remote services & corporate mainframes. Sup
ports XCMDs & XFCNs, ZMODEM, icons, 
European languages, color & sound . . . . . $219. 

Epson 
5132 40 Meg Raw Drive (25ms) . . . .... 436. 
5204 70 Meg Raw Drive (25ms) . . . . . . . 549. 

IOMEGA 
5552 44M Ext. Single Bernoulli II Drive. 1399. 
5553 44M Ext. Dual Bernoulli II Drive . . 2199. 

*Kennect Tech . ... 30 day MBG 
5631 Rapport .. . .. ... . .. . .... . .. . 219. 
5632 Drive 2.4 .. .. . . . . ..... . .. . ... 359. 

*SuperMac Tech .... 30 day MBG 
SuperMac drives include SuperSpool, 
SuperLaserSpool, Diskfit and Manager 

5452 Dataframe 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589. 
5447 Dataframe XP 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 699. 
5448 Dataframe XP 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 959. 
5449 Dataframe XP 100 . . .. ... . . . .. 1279. 

STORAGE MEDIA 

*Verbatim ... 60 day MBG 
3772 31f2" DS/DD Disks . .... . . . .... . 15. 
3773 3112" HD Disks (1.44 Meg) ... ... . 29. 

*Sony ... 60 day MBG 
3297 3112" DSIDD Disks .. . . .. . . ... . . 14. 
3298 31/2" HD Disks (1.44 Meg) . .... . . 29. 

*MAXELL ... 60 day MBG 
2792 3112" DSIDD Disks .. . .. . . . . . .. . 15. 
2793 31f2" HD Disks (1.44 Meg) . .. .. . . . 29. 

*3M ... 60 day MBG 
3943 DC2000 Tape Cartridge ... . . . . . . . 21. 
3944 DC600A Tape Cartridge .. . ... ... . 29. 

ACCESSORIES 

Apple Computer 
1113 Black lmageWriter Ribbon . . ... .. 10. 
1114 LaserWriter Plus Toner Cartridge . . 111. 
1115 LaserWriter II Toner Cartridge . . . . 119. 
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'liHE FORMER APPRENfiC:E 

GEARNS THE JOB ANI:) 

GETS ~ PROMOTION 

The outlines of this view of Frank Uoyd Wright's FaiHngwater 
were generated from a model of the house Steven Paul Snyder 
created in Architrion. Burt Monroy traced that outline in 
Illustrator 88 and then went to Adobe's PhotoShop, where he 
added all the color effects except the trees. These he created 
with an undocumented PixeiPoint 2.0 tree-drawing feature 
(using the Special Effeds palette, Option-click with the pena1}. 
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OLIVER R. 

making design 
process that begins with conceptual drawings and 
ends with a set of construction documents (see "Casa 
di Sogni d'Oro"). 

Moreland Christopher Myles can't be described as 
a typical architecture finn. It's twice the average size 
and far more receptive to automation techniques (a 
1987 American Institute of Architects survey found 
that only 20 percent of the AlA's members were using 
CAD). But the firm is representative of a new magne
tism developing between small, creative firms and the 
Macintosh. 

The first wave of computerization in architecture 
focused on drafting and secretarial functions, and it 
wasn't very exciting. Drafting comes after design and 
is done by lower-paid employees, most of whom are 
not architects. In computer terms, drafting might be 
called line processing. 

The new wave of computerization, which is being 
led by the Macintosh, is providing architects with a 
more creative tool that they can use earlier in the pro
cess. Architecture is art, and architects are first and 
foremost designers. Unless the computer can help 
them plan, dream, visualize, and model, it's irrelevant. 

But architecture is also part science and part 
business. Because most architecture firms are small, 



PA TNER 

most architects can't afford ro focus exclusively on 
any one aspect oft eir practice. Unless the compute r 
enables architeclS to shift quickly between major 
applications-without researching manuals-it's 
impractical. 

The Mac's weakness as a computer for architects 
has been its 2-D dr fting software. As line processing 
tools, Macs arc at least a year behind their DOS 
competitors. Most Macintosh CAD developers are still 
struggling with such basic problems as the creation 
and editing of para4el-line walls, the insertion of door 
and window symbols, and associative dimensioning. 
Nevertheless, conversations with architects through
out the country indicate that the Mac's creative orien
tation and versatility are filling a major void. In July 
1987, Macworldreported on the impact of the Macin
tosh on architecture unde r the title "The Arch itect's 
Apprentice." As the Mac learns its job, it is rapidly 
advancing to become the architect's partner. 

DESIGN 

Architecture begins with sketches. These early scribbles 
seldom have any artistic merit, but they are the basis 
of discovery in building design. An architect ofte n will 
be unable ro say whether an idea appeared first in the 
mind or on the yellow tracing paper affectionately 
called bumwad. 

Although architects are trained to think in 3-D, 
construction requires plans, specifications, and de
tails, which are a combination of text and 2-D draw
ings. Unfortunately, no program on any platform 
combines the immediacy and the precision needed for 
an architectural sketching tool. Paint programs lack 
precision. draw programs produce pre maturely stiff 
lines that don't look like sketches, and PostScript 
programs don't seem natural enough. 
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Jim Gray modeled this rendition of the Chrysler building in MiniCad 
and then exported it to StrataVision, where Ken Bringhurst used a 
400·/ine video camera and a RasterOps frame grabber to capture the 
clouds and granite texture from life. Both were then applied to the 
building via StrataVision's image-mapping features. 
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Coso dl Sognl d'Oro 
Arcbitrion tokes Robert 
S. Moreland all the woy 
from conceptualization 
to presentation. He 
begins by sketching in 
2-D and then moves to 
3-D mode to develop his 
ideas more fully. 
Because be likes presen
tation sketches that 
don't look too finished 
(a look that can make 
dients feel they can't 
make changes}, be plots 
his basic view using the 
computer (right}, and 
then traces over it. 
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THE ARCHITECT'S PARTNER 

Barry Isakson , AlA, a project architect for Neil 
Stanton Palmer in Torrance, California, is very pleased 
with his experiments in sketching with Dreams, a 
program that combines some of the precision features 
of a CAD program with the ease-of-use of a paint 
package. Like many architects, he prefers to start with 
loose shapes, called bubbles, to organize space. 
Dreams' principal advantage over pencil and paper is 
its fu ll range of computer conven iences, such as sym
bols, area calculations, and dime nsions as needed. As 
Isakson moves the boundary of a bubble, he can 
check the square footage inside to make sure he is 
within limits. He also likes the feeling of having 256 
colored pencils at hand . 

Robert C. White, AlA, of Fernandina Beach, Flor
ida, has also adapted his drawing technique to the 
computer. He now visualizes his design process as the 
assembly of functions into a building (see "Solving the 
Design Puzzle"). For example, a house might begin 
as a series of rectangles labeled master bedroom, 
nursery, kitchen, and so on. He then groups and 
sculpts these building blocks into a plan. "I'm as
sembling ideas rather than drawing ideas," White 
says. "For this, Dreams makes a great bumwad. If 
some mass is out of propo1t ion, r can enlarge or 
reduce it immediately without having to redraw the 
rest of the work.·· Rather than trying to make Dreams 
into a scribble roo!, he's willing to accept sketches that 
some might feel are prematurely finished-looking. 

White says this technique takes some getting used 
to, but then most architects need five years to learn to 
draw with a pencil. "Should you expect to learn a new 
tool immediately?" he asks. 
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Sharon Roe, a Minneapolis architect, says she has 
discovered a simple 3-D sketching rool-a concept 
that poses at least two conflicts in terms. The program, 
SpaceMaker, was still in beta testing when this was 
written; it enables her to construct, analyze, and alter 
simple 3-D shapes more quickly than on bumwad. 
Roe has also discovered that she can print out the 
individual faces of a building on a dot matrix printer, 
cut them out, and paste them on cardboard, to 
assemble a geometrically correct physical model with 
complex shapes in only a few minutes. 

The trouble with thinking in 3-D and drawing in 
2-D, which is, after all , what architects do, is that the 
two processes are simply different. ArchiCAD bridges 
this gap bet\veen thinking and drawing by providing 
instantaneous Lransitions between 2-D and 3-D views 
of a project. Martha A. Bell, AlA, of Palatine, Illinois, 
chose ArchiCAD because, she says, "it makes the 
connection between what I see [2-D] and what I think 
[3-Dl." She says she can create quickly in 2-D a 
drawing that can be converted immediately to 3-D, 
which is a much more effective medium to explain a 
design idea to a client. 

Although ArchiCAD permits the architect to move 
back and forth between 2-D and 3-D representations, 
editing must be done in 2-D. 

One of the reasons architects sketch on tracing 
paper is so that some aspects of a previous drawing 
can be incorporated in a new sketch by tracing rather 
than by redrawing. Martin E. Sell, AlA, vice president 
of the Hoffman Corporation in Beaver Dam, Wiscon
sin, uses the computer to realize the same economy 
with even less effort. He scans in an existing drawing, 
makes use of the autotrace feature incorporated in 
programs such as FreeHand and Adobe Streamline, 
and then begins to develop the new scheme. It bears 
tracing or redrawing by hand, he says. 

A special class of CAD program known as 21h -D 
offers some visualization tools without the drafting 
speed penalty exacted by a full 3-D database. Versa
CAD, for example, permits isometric and perspective 
views by extruding the lines of a floor plan straight up 
a specified distance. The program will even remove 
hidden lines. 

But 21h -D programs fa il a major litmus test of true 
3-D: they are unable to construct a sloping roof over 
walls of unequal height. o problem, says Samuel 
Cleveland, AlA, of Charlottesville, Virginia. Using 
VersaCAD, he simulated a sloping roof on a model of 
an octagonal house by creating a series of roof set
backs, each with an increasing height (see "Roofs in 
VersaCAD"). The simulation took three hours to 
create, but it filled the bill for an unusual situation. For 
Cleveland, 2 1h -D is sufficient. He'd rather get a fu ll 
perspective with hidden lines removed in 30 seconds 



than wait minutes or hours for a true 3-D program to 
deal with all the superfluo us geometry. 

DRAnJNG 

Although 3-D modeling and presentation represent 
CAD's more glamorous side, 2-0 drafting functio ns 
are the basic essentials. Until the vendors o f Macin
tosh CAD programs add more functionality, users 
are challenged to find creative ways to work around 
limitatio ns. 

O ne of the most basic features of an architectural 
CAD program is the ability to draw para llel lines 
representing the inner and outer surfaces of walls. At 
the corners, inner lines should be continuous and 
should not connect to outer lines. "The inability to 
draw parallel lines is the worst fai ling of many 
Macintosh CAD programs," said Frank Mascia, AlA, of 
Tucson. Mascia's technique is to draw his floor p lan 
in single lines. He then groups the walls, changes their 
line weight to heavy, d uplicates the walls, selects one 
wall line, and changes its line weight back to thin and 
its line panem to white. This gives a thin white line 
over a thick black line. The last step is to select both 
lines, choose align, and center the lines top to bonom 
and left to right. The technique also works for any 
feature that requires a double line, such as roads and 
streets. 

Since most a rchitecture firms are small and either 
unable to make large purchases or unaccustomed to 
spending money on computers, many of them try to 
make do with minimal equipment. But drafting with 
a Mac Plus p resents serious handicaps. To minimize 
memory limitations , Richard H. jenkins, AlA, of Ra-

f/ecrrldry House, 

Indeed 

Harte Rutter Assodates, 
in Bristo~ England, used 
ArchiCAD to generate 
the basic perspective lor 
this view. Anthony 
Lucas rendered the color 
image in Pixe/Paint 2.0. 
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CHITECT'S I 
FTWARE RESOURCE 

he following is a selective list of software of 
interest to archilecl5. Use it os a jumping-off 
place for further research. For contact infor· 

motion, see Where Ia Buy. Programs marked with an 
asterisk were still in beta testing at press time. 

INTEGRATED 2-D/3-D CAD 
PROGRAMS 

ArchiCAO 3.34 Architectural specific. Integrated 
2·0, 3·0, and bill of materials. The only CAD program 

that provides toll-free support. $3950. 

Architrion II Also architect-specific. Newest ver
sion adds color and shading. 52495, plus $295 per 
year for support. 

AutoCAD, Release 1 0 Doesn' t include AEC 
Architectural template and AutoShade, which are 
part of the MS·DOS version. $3000. 

•Facilities Optimized for facilities management. 

$4900, plus $495 for library, $495 for IGES transla

tor, and $735 per year for support and updates. 
MicroStation Mac Seamless interface to Inter

graph workstations. $3300. 

MiniCad+ 2.0 One of the original Mac CAD 

programs. $695 including two disks of symbols, plus 
$300 for plotter drivers. 

2-D CAD PROGRAMS 
Claris CAD1 .0v3 Well-thought-out interface, 

though the program locks basic architectural features 
such as associative dimensioning, parallel lines, and 
automatic insertion of doors and windows. $799, 

plus $229 for DXF / IGES translator. Advanced System 

Design sells a companion library of 2700 symbols, 
about half architectural, at 1/4-inch scale. $120. 
Dreams 1.0 Object-oriented sketching 

bility. $500, plus $249 for each of three 
libraries. 

Flexicad 1.2 Supports true digitizing 
the Apple Desktop Bus. $1495. 
Generic CADD 1. 1 Basic drafting tool. 
plus 15 symbols libraries at $24.95 to 
PEGASYS II 3.2.3 Includes smart 

mands. S 1795, plus $195 for each 
and S 195 a year for support. 

PowerDraw 2.0 Fast. $795, plus $ 
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()eun 

Upper Floor Plan Front (Ocean) Elevation 

Solving lhe Design 
Puzzle 
Design is like a 
construction process for 
Robert C. White. He 
prefers to start by 
creating forms that 
approximate the size 
and shape of the roams 
a project requires 
(insert); he then 
develops the plan by 
arranging these 
building blocks In 
various configurations. 
Dreams makes It easy 
ta change sizes and 
experiment. 

leigh, North Carolina, has discovered how to reduce 
the storage space drawings require by assembling 
architectural details from standardized parts. Rather 
than store 20 varieties of meta l door frames, for ex
ample, he stores the compone nts and selects those he 
needs for a given situation. It's not ideal, but it works. 

Computer speed is another important issue in 
drafting productivity. The Macintosh is comparatively 
slow in repainting the screen for a large drawing, 
according to Richard E. Sipin, computer manager for 
the DePalma Group in Chicago. His solution: he resets 
the colors to 16 so the Mac can redraw much faster. For 
most drafting fu nctions, Sipin has found, the operator 
does not need all 256 colors. 

Another one of Sipin's speed-up tricks is to create 
a RAM disk. This works best with CAD programs like 
PEGASYS that create large: tempora1y fi les on the hard 
disk. Sipin uses RamSnap by Dove. 

A hot topic among architects is whether AutoCAD 
on the Macintosh is bener than AutoCAD on a DOS
based computer. Early indications are that AutoCAD's 
Mac migration is causing at least some architects to 
switch allegiances. 

AutoCAD enthusiast James A. Lennon, AlA, of San 
Diego, has experimented with both platforms. He has 
decided that although he respects his DOS machine 
and isn't likely to abandon it anytime soon, he loves 
his Mac and will use it for future drafting projects. 
Lennon cited these advantages of AutoCAD on the 
Macintosh: 

• Tear-off menus are immediately available as 
icons. AutoCAD for DOS machines does not offer tear
off menus. 

• Under MultiFinder, AutoCAD can run simultane
ously with other applications, a major benefit for 
efficient drafting. 

• Drawings can be transferred to other applica
tions quickly and effortlessly. This is important be
cause AutoCAD lacks some featu res that are important 
to architects. For example, Lennon likes to use Canvas 
for shading, shadows, airbrushing, and background 
screens. With Studio/8, he can add translucent colors. 

• In Lennon's opinion, Macintosh networks work 
better than DOS networks. 

Lennon also notes a disadvantage: object snap 
takes significantly longer on the Macintosh. In fact, 
the program is generally slower on a Mac than its 
DOS counterpart. 

AutoCAD is one of the Macintosh CAD programs 
that doesn't do parallel-line walls. On DOS-based 
platforms, AutoCAD can draw parallel lines with the 
assistance of the AEC Architectural template, but the 
template is not available for the Macintosh. Lennon 
solved the problem by writing a 65-line routine in 
LISP, the programming language AutoCAD uses. 

But writing LISP code is not everyone's cup of tea. 
Jason Osgood, the sysop of a Seattle bulletin board 
run by Alacrity, authored a shareware LISP routine 
called Walls Arc. The code, which runs to 125 lines, 
can be found under the Files menu and downloaded 
at no charge from 206/643-5477. Jamie Clay, a product 
support analyst for Autodesk, has an edited version 
running to 64 lines. Clay also is the author of McMenu, 
an AutoCAD template that has many of the features of 
AEC Architectural- including parallel-line walls
and generally makes AutoCAD more Mac-like. Clay's 
template is available as freeware on CompuServe, 
under Go Adesk, Data Library No. 1, McMenu.Sit. 

OuTPUT DEvtcEs 
Hard copy output remains the Achilles' heel of Mac
intosh CAD. The cost/ quality ratio of devices like fi lm 
recorders and color printers has not quite reached 
mass-market potential, generating strong arguments 
over what constitutes the best compromise. One of the 
major issues is line quality. Architects prefer a fine, 
smooth line. 

Charles P. Barr, AlA, of Rockford, Illinois, is among 
many architects who choose the low-cost option of 
tiling pages, as opposed to purchasing an expensive 
plotter; he outputs to a dot-matrix printer, butts the 
pages at the edges, and copies the assemblage onto 
a large sheet. For example, with a wide-carriage 
ImageWriter LQ, Barr is able to create a 14-by-17-inch 
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drawing from only two pieces of paper, eliminating 
most alignment problems. For the small commercial 
projects that anchor his practice, this solution provides 
a satisfacrory sheet size. 

Samuel Cleveland agrees with Barr that it's pos
sible to do without a plotter but prefers LaserWrite r 
line qual ity. Of course, laser printers don't print to the 
edge of the page, which means Cleveland has to trim 
the sheets by hand. This adds a new layer of complex
ity to alignment problems that occur when lines con
tinue across pages. To make it easier to cut the paper 
accurately, Cleveland has created a template that 
overlays drawings with crop marks that print out and 
show precisely where to trim. (He'll supply instruc
tions for making the template if you send a self
addressed, stamped envelope mar~ed "Template" to 
him at 301 E. Market St., Charlottesville, VA 22901.) 

David ] . Johnson, AlA, of Chicago, also declines 
to buy a plotter but demands even bette r line quality. 
His preference is to output ro a 1250-dots-per-inch 
Linotronic typesetter at a service bureau. An 11-by-
17-inch sheet costs $20 and can be enlarged ro 24 by 
36 inches on a mylar sheet for another $20 or less. 
In addition ro superior line quality, Johnson can get 
special shading and fonts because the Linotronic 
accepts PostScript files. If color is required, he speci
fies a QMS ColorScript 100 at the service bureau, but 
this limits him to 11 by 17 inches. He rejects tiling 
because of the inconvenience and alignment prob
lems involved. Johnson believes plotters and the 
large drawings they produce are obsolete. Today's 
high-resolution output makes smaller drawings at 
least as legible as traditional-size drawings, and a lot 
easier to handle. 

Grand Style 

London architect 
Michael Gold used 
VIOl's Design Dimen
sions, Dimensions 
Presenter, and 
RayTrace Dimensions 
to model and render 
this entry for the 
Trofolgar Square Grand 
Buildings competition. 
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CHITECT'SI 
FTWARE RESOURCE 
cont i nued) 

utt1ity and $79 to S 199 for libraries. 

3.1 lnlefface similar to lntergraph. $395, 

$195 for lntergraph file exchange utility. 

ftr.ICICAD 2. 11 CAD-specific HyperCard stacks 

bill of materials, help, and database. S 1995 plus 

10 symbols libraries at $95 each. 

Vellum Extensive drawing-construction tools. $995_ 

3~0 CAD PROGRAMS 

Design Dimensions 2 .14 Family of 3-D visu

alization programs. S 1595, plus $595 fo r Presenter, 

$995 for Roy Trace, and $495 for a DXF translator_ 

DynaPerspective 1. 1 Optimized for design, 

rendering, and presentation. S 1495. 

MacPerspective 4.0 Produces 3-0 wire 

frames for rendering by hand. $295. 

ModeiShap 1.0 Intended for rapid prototyp

ing. $595. 

•spaceMaker 3-D sketching tool. $99. 

StrotoVision 3d 1.0 Designed for scene com

position ond rendering. $495. 

Super 3D 2.0 Creative interface. Tweening 

creates a specified number of steps between specified 

frames. $495. 

Zing 1.0 Successor to Pro3D. $199. 

ARCHITECT-SPECIFIC BUSINESS 

SOFTWARE 
AEC Information Manager Text-driven Gantt 

charts but no critical path charts. $695. 

• ArchAccount Accounting program to be released 
by the end of 1989. 

Clerk of the Works Full-fledged boc1kk•aepirig 

program. Follows AlA accounting guidelines. 

ules cost $595 to $1295. 

Fee Simple Cost-based system for 
design fees. Calculates multipliers, 

profit. Breaks down phase and person,nelel 

by d irect and indirect hours. Requires 

Overlays A.M.S. Lowest-cast full 
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Roofs In VersaCAD 
Sloping roofs are 
difficult to create in 
2'/2-D programs like 
VersaCAD, but not im
possible. Samuel Cleve
land has discovered 
that if he assigns a 
diUerent height to each 
ioist as it steps back 
from the eaves, the 
pro;ection simulates a 
sloping roof. 
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THE ARCHITECT 'S PA RTNER 

Kelly N. Talaat, of San Antonio, agrees. One prob
lem he's had, however, is that some CAD programs, 
such as MacPerspective, don't print as fine a line as 
PostScript printers can produce, and generate only 
segme nted curves. To improve the line quality of his 
output, Talaat exports drawings in EPS form to Free
Hand, where he smoothes the curves and adjusts the 
line weight. Fine lines are particularly important for 
complex drawings and for images that will be blown 
up to larger formats. 

But the majority viewpoint was expressed by 
Marshall ). Morena, AlA, of Evanston, Ill inois. He 
marvels that architects are willing to spend time 
cutting, tiling, sending out for xeroxes, and opaquing 
or e rasing shadow lines. "There's nothing like having 
every thing right here, under our own control when 
we're charetting a deadline," Maretta says. He praises 
the reliabil ity and affordability of his Houston Instru
ment plo tter. Morena provides his engineering con
sultants with a base sheer plotted in green. They dr.tw 
or plot in black on top of his drawing, so that when 
the sheet is reproduced, the base sheet shows fa imly, 
e nabling the architectural drawings to be distin
guished easily from the engineering drawings. 

Stickyback is architect argot for stock details 
pasted on drawings that are intended to be copied 
for distribution. Many architects dislike using sticky
back because the outlines of the extra pieces of pa
per can be picked up in the copy and cheapen the 
appearance of the drawing. Richard Sipin has dis
covered that a Mac detail can be printed backward as 
a mirror image on acetate. This permits the detail to be 
stuck to the back of a sheet of vellum or mylar. The 
mirror-image detai l reads correctly through the mylar 
and creates no extra lines when photocopied, and 
you can alter details easily. 
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(OMMUNICA liONS 

Clients, consultants, contractors, branch offices, and 
building sites are rarely in convenient proximity, so 
one of an architect's most serious problems is simply 
communicating graphic ideas. When problems arise, 
explanations by phone, mail, or FAX often fail to 
adequately describe the difficulty or the proposed 
solution. 

Creighton C. Nolte, AlA, of San Diego, has found 
the answer to this problem in a new communications 
system that permits interactive design on Macs across 
the miles. The system consists of a communications 
program, Farallon's Timbuktu Remote, a 9600-baud 
modem (anything less is roo slow), and a phone line. 

With the communications system installed at both 
ends, each operator can draw on both computers. 
One operator can explain the question or problem 
graphically and the other can present the solution. If 
the re's a second phone line, they can talk to each other 
as they draw. Moreover, each operator can take 
control of the computer at the other end. Thus the 
drawing file can be on one computer and the CAD 
program on the other, and each user can have access 
to both. 

Nolte has also found one of the least expensive 
means of direct file transfer between a Macintosh and 
a DOS computer. He connects one end of an 
ImageWriter printer cable to the Macintosh and the 
o ther to the DOS machine. Both computers must have 
communications software. 

Of course, if you have one of the newer Macs, you 
have an even easier way to pass files from a DOS
based computer to the Mac (though not tl1e o ther 
way). The Mac Ilx, Hex, SE/ 30, and even recent SEs 
equipped with 1.44 megabyte drives can use the 
Apple Fi le Transfer Utility to read 3 1/z-inch d isks 
formatted in DOS. 

THE FouNDATION Is LA1o 
As much as architects love the Mac, they worry about 
its potential for development as a CAD engine . For 
example, although QuickDraw provides a wonder
fully flexible base for general-purpose graphics, it is 
object oriented, while CAD is line (vector) o riented. 
Although the Clipboard enables you to move draw
ings smoothly from one application to another, the 
drawings move at screen resolution, which in some 
cases results in disappointing line quality and inaccu
rate dimensions. Of course, there are workarounds, 
but these are usually accomplished at the developer 
level, and they chip away at Apple's fundamental goal 
of creating a universal graphics platform. Apple has 
made it clear that improvin g graphics performance is 



a high priority, but the company is equally clear that 
it won't make improvements for CAD users at the 
expense of overall graphics capability. 

Still , the fundamental excitement that first brought 
architects and Macintoshes together continues to 
grow. Vendors of CAD programs discussed in this 
article report that architects accourt for a major 
portion of their sales, ranging from 25 percent for 
Generic to 80 percent for Gimeor. Even though 
VersaCAD for DOS compute rs offers full 3-D, which 
is not available in the Macintosh version, VersaCAD's 
director of communications, Scott Harlin, says archi
tects account for 45 percent of the sales of its Macin
tosh version, compared with 35 percent of the sales of 
its DOS version. 

At a reception sponsored by Apple for Chicago 
architects in late September, Curtis B. Juliber, engi
neering and scientific business development execu
tive in Apple's Chicago office, commented on the 
mood of the attendees: "There's a remarkable chem
istry here, and it affects large firms as well as small , 
nonusers as well as power users on other systems, and 
especially architects who are design oriented. The 
profile of architects who attend events such as th is 
indicates that we are reaching the entire profession. I 
anticipate that the percentage of architects who select 
the Macintosh will be higher than among all othe r 
business users." !:1 

See V<lhere to Buy for contact information. 

Oliver R. Witte covers computer-aided arcbiteclllrefor Archi

tecture, tbe magazine of the American Institute of Arcbitects. 

Building Illusions 
Architectural 
photographer F. Harlan 
Hambright created this 
bit of Mac magic by 
scanning in photographs 
of a building model 
(insert) onrl construe· 
tion site onrl then 
combining the two in 
LaserPaint. Hambright 
orlrlerl reflections by 
copying ports of the 
building to the 
neighboring windows, 
and printer/ the 
composite sites using a 
Matrix SlirleWriter. 
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CHIT E C T' Sl 
FTWARE RESOURCE 

(continued) 

Atelier Finance 

'-·'P41rs:Det=liv.•e for Architects Performs profit 

and loss analyses by project, time period, and client. 
$995. 

Timeslips Ill Desk accessory that tracks time and 
creates invoices. $299.95. 

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 

Frame Mac Analyzes and helps design 2-0 frames, 
trusses, and beams. $595. 

SimpleSpan and BackSpan Desk accessories. 
SimpleSpan sizes wood and steel beams. BackSpan 

deals with cantilevered beams and draws shears and 

moments. $149 for bath. 
Struclumber and StrucSteel Structural de· 
sign analysis. $425 each. 

ENERGY ANALYSIS 
Heatloss Analyzes and reports heat loss. S 125. 

Sunpas and Daylite Sunpas (5289) analyzes 
heating and cooling requirements. Daylite ($489) 

analyzes natural lighting ta facilitate design with 
daylighting. 

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATING 
Architect's Budget Estimator Four modules: 
Residential ($75), commercial($ 125),site ($7S),multi· 

family ($ 125). 

Atelier Interiors and Atelier 
Cost reports and bills of materials. Works with 
trion and DXF file formats. $875 each. 

of the Construction Specifications 

MasterSpec AlA Master guide 
the building industry. Quarterly upciCINISO:i 

$2000. 

tural production. 
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w i t h 

One of the oldest methods for backing up a hard disk

tape-is still the most widely misunderstood. In the past, tape 

drives were regarded as a necessary evil; they were trustworthy, 

but they were slow and cumbersome to use. New drive technol

ogy and improved backup software have changed the entire 

process for the better. Drives now come in a wide variety of 

capacities from 40 megabytes up to 2.2 gigabytes. And the 

software that comes with some of these drives is so good that 

by Tom Negrino 
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Teac drives make the 
best personal badcup 
units. Everex's EMAC 
Impact drive Is an 
excellent choice; Miao· 
tedr and Ruby Systems 
units are also solid 
performers. 
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there's just no excuse not to have a current 
backup of your data. 

Macworld Labs tested six types of 
drives-DC2000, DC600, Teac (60MB and 
150MB capacities), 9-track, 8mm video
tape, and digital audio tape (DAT). \Y/e 
found that if you need to back up an 
80MB or smaller hard disk, then the Teac 
60 or DC2000 units are your best bet. Hard 
disks with 100MB to 150MB are best 
served with a Teac 150 or DC600 tape unit. 
For heavy data transfer between Macs and 
mainframes, a 9-track drive is the answer. 
But if you need to protect the data on a 
300MB or larger file server, or if you want 
to back up a whole network, you should 
look at the 8mm units, which provide 
gigabytes of storage and blazing speed. 
DAT units also hold a lot of data, but 
currently have too many problems to 
make them practical. 

DC2000-ALMOST A STANDARD 
Popular and reliable, the DC2000 drives 
are good single-user backup options. 
DC2000 drives use small (credit card size) 
data cartridges containing 1/4-inch tape. 
The current standard data capacity of a 

BACKING UP WITH TAPE DRIVES 

DC2000 tape is 40MB (some drives, such 
as Apple's, only hold 38.5MB of data, 
meaning that you'll need more than one 
tape to back up a full 40MB hard disk). But 
with the introduction earlier this year of 
extended-length tape cartridges, and the 
new mechanisms that use them (such as 
those from 3M, Braemar, Tallgrass, and 
\Y/angtek), many drives now offer 60MB of 
storage. And by using different tape-for
matting schemes, some DC2000 drives 
can pack up to 120MB on an extended
length tape. 

Unfortunately, DC2000 tapes must be 
formatted before use. If you think it takes 
a long time to format a floppy, you'll be 
absolutely stir-crazy by the time a DC2000 
tape is ready-a standard 40MB tape takes 
about 40 minutes to format. Even worse, 
except for the Tecmar and Irwin drives, 
the units tie up the Mac while formatting 
the tapes. You can buy preformatted tapes, 
but they cost about 50 percent more. 

There is an advantage to the DC2000 
tape drives, however. They can find and 
overwrite given data blocks. Thus, instead 
of having to append all backed-up data to 
the end of a tape, you can overwrite files 
you no longer wish to archive. 

The DC2000 format is supported by 
many drive makers, including Apple. Al
though Apple's products usually become 
the de facto standard, the Apple Tape 
Backup 40SC hasn't made much of a mark 
on the field. The software is very poorly 
done-for instance, if you are backing up 
only selected files, you can't choose them 
from more than one folder. Apple's unit 
was also embarrassingly slow in Macworld 
Labs' backup and restore tests. 

Luckily, Apple's drive isn't representa
tive of the other DC2000 drives. Braemar's 
SX40 is a fine unit at an attractive price. I 
also liked Tecmar's QT-Mac80, with its 
excellent software, very good speed, and 
slim, attractive design. Using an extended
length tape, this unit holds 120MB. 

Irwin's units also stand out. They use 
a proprietary format to squeeze up to 
60MB on a 40MB standard-length tape 
and up to 120MB on an 80MB extended
length tape. The Irwin unit's software, EZ
Tape, makes good use of color for mark
ing files to be backed up. For instance, 
you can color all of the icons for crucial 
files in red, then tell EZ-Tape to back up 
only red icons. You get a backup set of just 
the most important files. 

HELICAL SCAN VS. LONGITUDINAL RECORDING 
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A) OAT and Smm drives use helical-scan recording techno logy in order to pack more data onto a tape. Tape heads are mounted in a 
dmm that rotates at 1800 rpm. The tape wraps around the dmm and is positioned at a 5-degree angle to the heads. The heads write 
3-inch diagonal tracks onto the tape, thereby packing more data in any given amount of space than longitudinal recording can. 

B) Conventional tape drives use a longitudinal method of writing data onto a tape. The tape moves past fixed heads, which record or 
erase data in parallel tracks that mn along the length of the tape. 
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DC600-THE BIG BROTHER 

The DC600 format is a big brother to the 
DC2000; DC600 tapes are twice the size, 
work 60 percent faster, and hold 150MB. 
(A few manufacturers have announced 
320MB-capacity DC600 drives.) Unlike the 
DC2000 drives, DC600 drives use stream
ing tape, so you don't need to format them 
before use. On the down side, streamers 
can't overwrite a given block; you either 
have to append new data to the end of the 
tape or start over from the beginning. 

DC600 drives are popular in the IBM 
PC world, and since Tecmar is a big player 
there, its Macintosh tape drive can read 
tapes recorded on its IBM PC tape drive 
and vice versa. You still need file-transla
tion software such as MacLink Plus to use 
the files, but even so, this is an easy way 
of moving data between IBMs and Macs in 
a mixed-computer office. 

Although the DC600 units we looked 
at were solid performers, the next cate
gory of drives, the Teac 150MB drives, 
hold just as much data, are considerably 
faster, and are less expensive. Given this 
kind of competition, it's difficult to justify 
the purchase of a DC600 drive unless you 
want a drive that can interchange data 
with a DOS machine or you need the new 
320MB-capacity units. 

T EAc-fAsT AND RELIABLE 

With their rugged composition, the DC2000 
and DC600 cartridges look like computer 
tapes. Teac tapes initiaUy appear to be 
standard audio cassettes, but a closer look 
reveals much better construction. Teac 
provides drive mechanisms to many 
manufacturers, and Teac drives are fast 
and reliable. These are streaming tape 
drives, and Teac offers mechanisms with 
capacities of either 60MB or 150MB. The 
150MB drive can read, but not write, the 
60MB format. 

The Teac drives were consiste ntly 
good-to-excellent performers in our speed 
tests. The 150MB units were particularly 
fast. Media costs are reasonable, too; a 
data cassette sells for around $30, as op
posed to $50 for a DC600 cartridge. 

MostTeac drives come with Nuvo Labs' 
FastTape software. This software isn't the 

DC2000 drives from Braemar and Irwin are good buys, but stay away from the slow Apple Tape Baclcup 40SC and 
the Tal/grass TG-4000. 

most feature-laden (I'd like to see timed 
automatic backups added), but it certainly 
lives up to its name, and it's easy to use. 
And since it comes with so many drives, 
you should be able to exchange tapes 
with other Teac drives that use FastTape. 

The Teac drives make excellent per
sonal backup units. The 60MB units work 
well for hard disks up to 80MB in capacity, 
while the 150MB units are well suited for 
backing up 100MB to 150MB hard disks. 
The Teac 60MB units are usually less 
expensive than their rivals in capacity, the 
DC2000 drives; and the Teac drives are 
much faster. The 60MB and 150MB drives 
from Everex's EMAC division, Microtech, 
and MacProducts are standouts; Everex 
for its sleek cabinet design, Microtech for 
its low price, and MacProducts for its 
software. 

NINE-TRACK-REELING IN THE YEARS 

Bad TV shows of several years back made 
us think that all computers had spinning 
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reel-to-reel tape drives. So it was with a bit 
of nostalgia that we looked at two 9-track 
reel-to-reel tape units. The first thing we 
noticed is that they're big and heavy; both 
the Qualstar and Blackhole drives re
quired two people to lift. 

Although they boast a reasonable 
capacity (the Blackhole unit offers 160MB 
to 240MB) and good speed, you're going 
to want one of these drives only if you 
frequently need to exchange data tapes 
with, or read data tapes from, minicom
puters or mainframe systems. It's certainly 
possible to back up a Macintosh hard disk 
with these units, but the Teac or DC600 
drives are much better (and cheaper) 
solutions. The Qualstar unit is easier to set 
up and use than the one from Blackhole. 
As you might guess, the software that 
comes with these d rives has features that 
demand extra knowledge of tape and data 
formats. So unless you need to know d1e 
wonders of EBCDIC and other such main
frame arcana, you're best off sticking wid1 
a more conventional unit. 
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TAPE DRIVE SPEED TESTS 
Measured in megabytes per minute 

Types of tape drives 

~ DC2000 

~ DC600 

~ TEA( 

~ Reel to reel 

c::=- 4mm DAT 

~ Smm videotape 

FILE-BY-FILE BACKUP 
........ 2 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I I 

··I -

r ,. - - T 

I 

2.32 
I 

1.94 

Fastest 0 

Ruby StarDrive 1 SOTX 

CMS Tape150 

Micra tech NTl 50 

Everex Impact 1 SO 

FWB hammer Tape 

Teunar QT-Mac80 

MacProducts Magic Tape 60 

MacProduds Magic Tape 1 SO 

Maynard MaynStream 60 

Tecmar QT-MaclSO 

Ruby StarDrive 60TX 

Mlcrotech NT60 

Everex Impact 60 

CMS Tape60 
Micro Net MT-1 SO 

Blackhole MacTape/ SCSI-4 

Dolphin Fhpper 
Oualstar Ministreamer 

Teunar QT-Mac40 

Braemar SX40 

Irwin 5080 
Relax 150MB Tape Plus 

Tallgrass TG-4000 

Apple Tape Backup 405( 

Slowest 

1.55 
1.18 

~0.95 

::JI 0.32 

3.04 

I 

4.61 
4.43 

4.43 

4.36 

4.04 

4.02 

4.01 

4.00 

3.88 

3.80 

3.79 

5.24 

5.23 

5.22 

5.20 
5.03 

4.98 

Micro tech NTl SO 

Everex Impact 1 SO 

Ruby StarDrlve 1 SOTX 

Tecmar QT-Macl SO 

CMS Tape150 

Teunar QT-Mac80 

MacProducts MagicTape 1 SO 

FWB hammer Tape 

Blackhole MacTope/ SCSI-4 

Microteth NT60 

Maynard MayaStream 60 

CMS Tape60 

Everex Impact 60 

Ruby StarDrive 60TX 

Micro Net MT-1 SO 

Dolphin Flipper 

MacProducts MaglcTape60 

Qualstar Minlstreamer 

Teunar QT·Mac40 

Irwin SOSO 

Braemar SX40 

Relax 1 SOMB Tape Plus 

Tallgrass TG-4000 
Apple Tape Backup 405( 

FILE-BY-FILE RESTORE 
0 3 4 

I 
4.93 

4.92 
I I 

I I 
4.83 

4.78 
I I 

4.77 

4.56 

4.11 

4.08 

4.05 

3.86 

3.84 

3.83 

3.83 

3.80 

3.78 
. r ~ . -· 

3.69 
L ·-

3.38 

3.02 
2.37 

·~ 
2.27 

1.93 

1.55 

p:-! 0.75 

P.o.s7 

To test rhe single-user tape drives, we backt!d up and 
restored a 36MB hard disk that included applicat ion:; and 
data files representative of those found on an average 
syste m. In genera l. the Tcac 150MB drives were the 

fastes t, followed closely by the Teac 60MB dri ve~. The 

Tecmar QT-Mac DC2000 and DC600 drives and the FWB 
hammerTape DC600 drive were as fast as the Teac 

l 50MB drives because they use custom SCSI routines. 
The Apple and TaiiGrass drives were painfully slow. 
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1lax I SOMB Tape Plus 

Micro tech NTl SO 

!uby StarDrive I SOTX 

Everex Impact I SO 

CMS Tape ISO 

FWB hammerTape 

Tecmar QT·Mac80 

Everex Impact 60 

Mlcrotech NT60 

!uby StarDrlve I SOTX 

CMS Tape60 

MlaaNet MT-1 SO 

Dolphin FApper 

Teanar QT·Mac I SO 

TaOgrass TG-4000 

Braemar SX40 

Tecmar QT·Mac40 

1ple Tape Backup 405( 

IMAGE BACKUP 
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I 
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2.39 

2.01 
I 

1.84 

1.17 

4 

i 

I 

I 

' 
4.30 
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4.28 
4.27 

4.21 

4.06 

3.99 
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5.04 

5. 
5. 

5. 

5. 
5. 

84 
74 

74 

74 
74 

For the image backup and restore tests, we used a 40MB hard 
disk, again crammed full of typical data. The list of drives we 
tested for image backup and restore is much shorter than d1at 
for the file-by-file tests because many drives do not include an 
image backup capability. As with the file-by-file tests, the Teac 

DATBACKUP 
0 10 12 14 

PCPC Jetstream ~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;112.2.2i27;-
Genlus 2Gig l== = ::::!• llil--- 8.72 

SUIIIIIUis GlgaTapt l==::=:r.ill!-- 6.81 
.."" 

smlne DlrectDigltal Tape 1=::::=~--~- 5.77 
Race! SA 12SO 

1 
5.77 

iigaTrend Gigapack·Mac 5.66 

ckhole Maclape/ SCSI-8 l=::m-• 3.38 

Since the 8mm videotape and 4mm OAT drives hold so much 
data and are so expensive, we separated them from the single
user Teac, DC2000, and DC600 drives for testing purposes. For 
these high-capacity drives we performed a file-by-file backup 

IMAGE RESTORE 
0 3 

5. Relax I SOMB Tape Plus 

Micra tech NTl SO 

CMS Tape ISO 
Everex Impact I SO 

Ruby StarDrive I SOTX 

FWB hammer Tape 

Tecmar QT·Mac80 

Tecmar QT·Mac I SO 

Everex Impact 60 

Mlcratech NT60 

CMS Tape60 

Ruby StarDrive 60TX 

MlaoNet MT-1 SO 

Dolphin FUpper 

TaUgrass TG-4000 

Tecmar QT·Mac40 

Braemar SX40 

I I I 
5.7 

85 
1 

0 

5 
5.7 

I I I 
5.6 

5.48 
T I 

5.14 

I 
5.06 

4.72 
I 

4.33 
4.29 

I I 
4.29 

I 
4.28 

l I 
4.23 

4.10 

2.64 

2.06 
2.05 

Apple Tape Backup 40SC i=:::=- 1.08 

150MB drives were the fastest, fo llowed by the Teac 60MB 
drives. Again Apple's unit was by far the slowest. TaiiGrass 
redeemed itself some\\•hat, although this unit is much slower 
than most of the drives. 

PCPC Jetslream 

Genius 2Gig 

Blackhole MocTape/ SCSI·S 

GlgaTrend Glgapack·Mac 

Jasmine DlrectDigital Tape 

Racet SA 12SO 

Summus GlgaTape 

DATRESTORE 

1======::::2-----· 9.48 1=:====311----· 9.14 l=::::ci ____ 5.65 

!====~--· 5.64 
I====~--· 5.64 
1==::::3-· 3.62 

and restore of 3025 files-that's 267MB of data. The PCPC 
jetstream is not only the fas test unit, but also has excellent 
software that lets you back up all the hard disks on a network 
at any predetermined time. 
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Tecmar's QT·MaclSO was a sta111/out among DC600 drives. Units from FWB, MicroNet, and 
Dolphin also fared well. 

DATAND8MM
fRoM HoME TO OFFICE 

regularly back up huge amounts of data. 
PCPC's Netstream backup program can 
even back up all storage devices anached 
to a network-and the program can do 
this at any predetermined time. 

OAT drives use cassenes with 4mm 
tape; these cassenes fit easily into the 
palm of your hand. But like the 8mm 

format, the 4mm format holds a lot of 
data- 1.3GB worth. Unlike with 8mm 
drives, however, there are currently two 
competing OAT standards- DDS and 
Data/OAT-each of which is supported 
by two different groups of drive manufac
turers. While each group claims its format 
is superior, it's really too early to tell which 
one will win the market. 

The GigaTrend, Jasmine, and Racer 
drives are all early Data/ OAT units , and 
they all use Racer's software. Their per
formance was adequate, but hardly spec
tacular. The software supplied with the 
drives lacks image-backup capability, isn't 
especially fast or flexible at file selection, 
and can't set automatic timed backups. 
Even worse, the drives are unreliable 
when restoring files and can't back up files 
across multiple tapes. In all fairness, these 
drives are pathfinding products, and their 
performance will no doubt be improved 
upon by future drives. In their current 
state, however, none of these drives are 
ready for use. 

DoEs THE SoFTWARE SHINE? 

Once you've determined which type of 
drive best suits your situation, you'll need 

Just as one consumer-entertainment
format compact disk has been adapted to 
computers with the CD ROM, two con
sumer tape formats-8mm and OAT
have been adapted for data storage. Both 
types of drives hold vast amounts of data , 
but currently cost a small fortune. The 
8mm drives are quite fast; the OAT drives 
are about 30 percent slower and are 
plagued by industry fights over which 
standard should prevail. 

The Bmm videotape units, such as those from PCP(, Racet, and Summus, hold over 2GB of data. PCPC's Jetstream 
drive indudes excellent software for boclring up a networlc. 

The 8mm tape drives hold an incred
ible 2.2GB (2.2 billion bytes) of data. 
That's the equivalent of a 30-foot-high 
stack of floppies. In the case of the PCPC 
and Genius drives that's fortunate , be
cause neither of these drives can back up 
data across multiple tapes. We registered 
the fastest backups using PCPC'sJetstream. 
Genius's 8mm drive, the 2Gig, is not quite 
as fast but offers a utility that allows you 
to exchange data between different kinds 
of computers, such as IBM PCs, Sun work
stations, and the DEC VAX. 

All of the 8mm drive mechanisms, 
except Racer's, are made by one manufac
turer, Exabyte. They are expensive ($5000 
to $7000) and likely to stay that way for a 
while, due to the lack of competition. Still, 
the 8mm format can't be beaten if you 
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to narrow down the choices based on the 
drive's software. Most backup software al
lows you to do image backups, which 
make an exact copy of a hard disk, includ
ing, unfortunately, blank areas and bad 
blocks. So, if you do an image backup of 
a 40MB hard disk and restore it to an 80MB 
unit, the Mac thinks you only have a 40MB 
drive. Image backups allow tape drives to 
run at their fastest speeds, since there isn't 
any overhead in reading the hard disk's eli
rectory to find specific files. 

All backup programs perform file-by 
file backups, which let you choose which 
files to copy. Since you copy only selected 
files, ftle-by-file backups generally take 
less time than image backups. Image 
backups, however, maintain folder and 
client privileges orr an AppleShare file 
server; a manufacturer has to do extra 
work to allow file-by-file backups to main
tain AppleShare privileges. Except for d1e 
GigaTre nd and Summus drives, aU of the 
drives also let you perform incremental 
backups. The software compares the tape 
with the hard disk and copies only those 
files that have been changed since the last 
backup. 

Other features you'll want to look for 
in tape drive software include: the ability 
to save a set of files for repeated incre
mental backup; flexible file search and 
selection; automatic unattended backups; 
and tape cataloging, so you can have an 
index of what a tape contains. You may 
also have special needs, such as tape 
interchange between different kinds of 
computers; the Tecmar and Irwin drives 
let you swap tapes with their MS-DOS 
counterparts, and the Genius drive lets 
you read 8mm tapes created wid1 any 
other computer. 

Tape drive software offers a wide 
range of interface designs; these will de
termine whether you greet the backup 
chore with dread or calm. For instance, 
with Tecmar's software, file selection is a 
snap-you either pick files manually from 
a list, or you describe files by name, date, 
or file type and let the software find them 
for you. You can create scripts that, for 
instance, launch the program at a preset 
time, back up one or more hard disks 
without interruption, and then shut down 
the Mac. Other well-designed utilities 

come from Irwin, PCPC, and Genius. THE BEST CHOICE 
Some ideas, such as Maynard's modi

fied Finder-style interface, work less well. 
Maynard's software copies the Finder too 
exactly- several times I could not easily 
tell whether I was looking at the backup 
program or at the Finder. In contrast, 
Irwin's software, which also uses a Finder 
metaphor for file selection, offers numer
ous visual clues to let you know that you 
are in a backup program. In general, some 
people will love these Finde r-style inter
faces because they are so familiar, and 
others will hate them because it takes 
longer to select files hidden in nested 
folders than it does to select files from an 
indented list (see "Browsing"). 

Which drive should you buy? Managers of 
medium-to-large networks with high
capacity file servers and lo ts of individual 
hard disks will find d1e 8mm video drives 
to be the answer. The PCPC (especially 
with the Netstream backup software) and 
Genius drives stand out here. The DAT 
drives promise to be strong contenders in 
me future, but beC{IUSe of their current 
high cost, lack of a clear format standard, 
and limited availability, I can't yet recom
mend one. 

If you have to have compatibility with 
the Apple tape drive, then a DC2000 drive 
from Braemar or Tecmar is a good invest-

EXTRA SOFTWARE, 
BETTER PERFORMANCE 

S 
orne of the drives that fared poorly in our benchmarks did so not because of hardware prob· 

lems, but because their software doesn't take the best advantage of the drive mechanism. A 

few companies have stepped in with products Ia boost the speed of sluggish tape drives. 

Nuvo Labs' FastTape works with DC2000, Teac, and DC600 drives and comes bundled with 
drives from several manufacturers. FastTape more than doubles the backup speeds of Apple's anemic 

40SC tape backup unit; and the program has many features that Apple's software lacks, such as script· 

ing, automatic shutdown after backup, flexible file selection, and password protection. Although 

FastTape works well on 1MB Macs, more memory means better performance. 

Fastback II from Fifth Generation works with DC2000, Teoc, and DC600 drives and should also 

work with OAT drives (Fifth Generation, however, has tested Fastback II only with the Jasmine drive). 

Like FastTape, Fastback speeds up slow tape drives and adds features such as a macro function, 

automatic unattended backups, and a compression algorithm that reduces the size of files. 

My favorite product, however, is an archiving program -Retrospect, from Dantz (for a more in· 

depth look at this product see Reviews, in this issue). The difference between this and a backup 

program is subtle, but important. Backup programs maintain a current image of a hard disk so you 

can restore it in case of a drive failure. If you do incremental backups, the backup set ends up 
containing several versions of altered files. To restore, the backup program figures out which version 
of a file is the most current, and restores that version Ia your hard disk. A Retrospect archive permo· 

nently maintains, and gives you access Ia, all of the different versions of your work, and provides you 

with the taals Ia sort through them easily. 
With Retrospect, it's also easy Ia take files you don't need every day, move them into an archive 

on tape, floppies, or a hard disk, and still have quick access Ia those files. The program also provides 
scripting functions ond supports automatic unattended backups. Retrospect performs very well with 

the different tape formats; in many cases it's foster than the manufacturer's software. For instance, 

it doubles the speed of Apple's tape drive. 
If you've bought a tape drive that lacks speed or features, any of these programs provides an 

inexpensive way to significantly upgrade your backup system. 
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BACKING UP WITH TAPE DRIVES 

4-DAT 
FWB hammerDAT FWB $3995 1.3GB internal • • 
GigoTrend Gigopock-Moc Rocel Computes 55950 1.2GB external 

Jasmine Technologies DlredDigitol Tape Racel Computes 56995 1.2GB internal 
Racet Computes SA1250 Racet Computes 55995 1.25GB external 
8111111 VIdeo 
Blackhale Technology MacTape/SCSI-8 Blockhale Technology 54995 2.2GB internal • 
Genius 2gig Genius 54995 2.2GB internal 
Maynard Electronics MoynStreom 2200 Maynard Eledronics $7495 2.2GB external • 
PCPC Jetslreom PCPC $5995 2.2GB internal • • 
Rocet Computes SA2300 Rocel Computes $7995 2.3GB external 
Summus Computer Systems GigaTope Summus $4995 2.2GB external • 
Tecmar THS-2200 Tecmor $6495 2.2GB internal • • 
DC2000 
Apple Computer Apple Tope Backup 40SC Ap~e Computer $1499 40MB external • 
Broemor Corporation SX40 Huvolobs $995 40MB/60MB external • 
GCC Technologies HyperTape II GCC& Dontz 1 $999 40MB external optional 
Irwin Magnetics 5040 Irwin Magnetics $1395 40MB/60MB 1 external • 
Irwin Magnetics 5080 Irwin Mognetks $1695 80MB/120MB' external • 
Jasmine Technologies Direct Tape Tecmor 5899 40MB external • • 
Tal~ross T ethnologies TG-4000 D-K Research 51195 40MB/60MB 1 external • 
Tecmor QT-Moc40 Tecmor 51395 40MB internal • • 
Teanor QT-Moc80 Te(IJl(Jr $1795 80MB/120MB 1 internal • • 
DC600 
Archive Corporation MoxStream 60/150 Archive 51395/52095 60MB/ 150MB external • • 
Dolphin Systems Technology Ripper Huvolobs 51895 150MB internal • • 
FWB hammer Tape FWB & Dontz 1 51B95 150MB internal • optional 
Max cess 1501 Dontz 1 $1795 150MB internal optional 
MittoHet Technology MT-150 Huvolobs $1695 150MB internal • • 
MittoHet Technology MT-320 Nuvolobs $2495 320MB internal • 
Rocet Computes SA150 Rocel Computes $1995 150MB external 
Relax Technology 60/ 1 SO Tope Plus D-K Research 5995/$1395 60MB/ 150MB external • 
Tecmar QT-Mad50 Tecmor 52395 150MB internal • 
Reel to Reel 
Blockhale Technology Maclape/SCSI-4 Blackhole Technology $10,500 240MB internal • 
Blockhole Technology MacTape/SCSI-5 Blackhole Technology sssoo 40MB internal • 
Quolstar Minislreomer Cyber 57995 180MB either 
Teoc 
CMS Enhancements Tope60/Tape 150 Huvolobs 5995/51445 60MB/150MB internal • • 
Crate Technology TapeCrate 60/1 SO Crate 5739/51049 60MB/150MB internal • • 
Everex Systems 1mpod 60/150 Nuva labs 5999/51699 60MB/ 150MB external • • 
MocPraduds USA Magid ape 60/150 Dantz 1 5695/5895 60MB/150MB external optional 
Maynard Electranks MaynStream 60/150 Maynard Electronics $1595/$1895 60MB/150MB external • 
Micra Net Technology MT-60/150 Nuvolobs $1095/5995 60MB/150MB internal • • 
Mittotech International HT60/150 Nuvolobs $799/$1099 60MB/150MB external • • 
ProCom Technology HiPerformance 60/ 150 D-K Research 5995/51495 60MB/ 150MB adjustable • • 
Ruby Systems StorDrive 60TX/150TX Huvolobs $779/5999 60MB/ 150MB external • • 
' With image baclcup anly. 1 For more infatmaffon an Oanll sahware, ste ' Extra Sahware, Better Pufatmance.' 1 Higher copacities are available with an extended-length tape. 
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• • • • • • 1 yeor 
• 1 yeor 

• 2 yeors Browtlng 
• 1 yeor Retrospect's Browser window illustrates a good inter· 

face for picking files to backup or restore. File names 

• • 1 yeor are Indented under their folders, and double·dicking 

• • • • • • 1 year on a file or folder check-marks it for Inclusion In the 

• • • 1 yeor backup set. The lines on the left side are a reduced 

• • • • • • 1 year view of the entire list; the dark line toward the bot· 

• • 1 year tom tells us where we are In the overall view. 

1 year 

• • • • 2 years mem. New tape lengths, formats, and 
mechanisms are increasing the standard 

• 90 days capacity of DC2000 drives from 40MB to 
• 1 year 120MB or more. But be aware that these 

• • • • • 2 years drives are usually slower than other kinds . 
• • • • 1 year The DC600 format is reliable, and it 
• • • • 1 yeor holds more data than the DC2000 drives . 
• • • • • 2yeors But it has little to recommend it over the 

• • • 3 yeors Teac 150MB units. Take a look at DC600 
• • • • • 2 yeors drives if you need to share tapes with MS-
• • • • • 2yeors DOS computers, or if you can use the new 

320MB units. 
• • • • • 1 yeor The Teac data cassette drives are my 

• • 1 yeor favorites. They're quick, they come in two 
• • • • • • 1 yeor capacities, and the widespread use of the 
• • • • • • 2 yeors FastTape backup software provides tape 

• • 1 yeor compatibility with other Teac drive own-
• • 1 year ers. These drives also have a very good 

• • 1 year price/ performance ratio. I especially like 
• • • 1 year Everex's Impact 150 for its small size, nice 

• • • design, and impressive speed . 
Even in the face of new backup tech-

• • nology, such as removable Syquest car-
• • 1 year tridges and WORM drives, tape backup 

• • • 90doys remains a proven, reliable means of pro-

• • 1 year 
tecting crucial data. And the range of tape 
drives is so wide that there's sure to be a 

• • • • 2yeors drive that will fill your needs. &'J 
• • 1 yeor 

• • • • • • 1 yeor See Where to Buy for contact information . 
• • • 1 yeor 

~ • 1 yeor ..... ... .. ........ . . 
• • 2yeors Tom Negrino Is a Macintosh consultant, and a 

• • • • • 1 year member of the board of directors of the Los 
• • 1 year Angeles Macintosh Group. He prefers to be asleep 

when his Mac backs up his hard disk. 
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Btack and white Pain . 11 
t: the next generat~o 

1 today's black-and-whz'te paint programs are 

truly third-genemtz'ott, as their mak(lrs tout them, then the original MacPaint is the granddaddy of 

them all. The family resemblance among the current brood couldn't be stronger; all seven sport 

Mac Paint's winning interface: an empty screen, a pattern palette, and a tool palette. 

Among those claiming to be MacPaint's rightful heir are Cricket Paint, Ful!Paint, 

NuPaint, DeskPaint 2.0, SuperP.aint 2.0, Studio! I, and of course, MacPaint 2.0. Some are aimed 

at the professional and others at the dilettante, and 
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Literally FuiiPalnt 
True to its name, the FuiiPaint drawing area can be 
the lull size of the Mac Plus or SE screen; you can 
even hide the title and menu bars. In this figure, the 
movable palettes have been dragged from their default 
positions at the left and bottom edges of the screen. 

Shadows of NuPalnt 
This map of Waikiki demonstrates two of NuPaint's 
strengths: its ability to generate drop shadows and its 
32-dot pattern size. The currently selected pattern in 
the palette at the bottom was used to create the hilly 
eHect in the map-a mountainous, irregular pattern 
that would have been too large to lit into a standard 
B·dot·square pattern. 
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each has its own personality. Still, anyone 
who is familiar with the original MacPaint 
will feel quite at home with any of these 
worthy descendants. 

OLD PAINT 

With all of these programs, you cl ick on 
a tool in one palette, and perhaps a pat
tern in another, and then you hold down 
the mouse button and drag to create an 
image on the screen. Individual pixels 
(dots) alternate between black and white 
as they are turned on or off. These ap
plications are known as bitmapped graph
ics programs. 

In an age replete with laser printers, 
color monitors, and large screens, why are 
so many companies still bringing out 
black-and-white, bitmapped pain~ pro
grams? The answer lies in the numbers: 
over a million Macs with small mono
chrome screens are still in use. 

Also, no object-oriented or PostScript 
graphics programs will ever quite achieve 
the straightforward simplicity of these 
two-bit programs. Nonthreatening and 
intuitive, they remind us of working with 
a pencil and paper: you draw, you erase. 
Any given point is either black or white. 
And today's best programs include fea
tures that he lp to overcome the traditional 
jaggies generally associated with bit
mapped printouts. 

OaJETS o' ART 

While the new paint programs offer few 
truly new tools, many of the original ones 
have been spruced up. All except for Full
Paint and MacPaint, for example, now 
substitute a more flexible airbrush for the 
spray can tool. Not only can you adjust the 
diameter and density of the paint flow, 
airbrushes continue to "spray" dots even 
when they are not moving. 

Also, black-and-white paint programs 
often let you edit that most crucial of tools: 
the paintbrush. Only MacPaint, Cricket 
Paint, and DeskPaint expect you to be 
hap py with their predefined brush 
shapes-surprising holdouts in this age of 
user-definable everything. 

Among the new tools that have been 
introduced, one of the most useful is the 
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blending tool, sometimes called a char
coal or smudge tool. Variations in NuPaint, 
DeskPaint, SuperPaint, and Studio/ 1 let 
you soften the edges of solid shapes for a 
mistier look. Another handy innovation, a 
symmetrical polygon tool in SuperPaint, 
Cricket Paint, and Studio/ 1, lets you spec
ify the number of sides for equilateral 
polygons. 

Anyone who's used a paint program is 
probably familiar with the secret dread 
that comes with using the paint bucket 
tool. A tiny one-pixel gap in an outline 
means that you will fill your entire screen. 
Of course, there's Undo for those who 
choose it quickly enough, but Studio/1 
and NuPaint both offer a much better 
solution-a masking function that con
fines the paint bucket's spillage to a pre
defined area. 

DE.JA Vu 
If your artwork often contains the same 
graphic elements, you will appreciate the 
advantage in having an element library. 
In Cricket Paint, for example, you can 
store any selected painting element in 
a slot in the tool palette; if you want to 
piece the object into your painting later, 
you can retrieve it by simply clicking. 
The principle is the same in Studio/ 1, 
except that the new drawing element is 
stored as a brush, which you can stamp 
like a branding iron or drag like a regular 
brush. And you can save it for use with 
other documents. 

Even the lower-tech NuPaint takes a 
nifty step toward storing frequently used 
elements. In most programs, patterns are 
composed of pixels in an eight-by-eight 
grid, but NuPaint lets you create patterns 
that are up to four times larger. That 
means there's room to draw entire mini
pictures, which the program lets you 
capture from the drawing itself into the 
pattern palette. Furthermore, NuPaint's 
palette is infinitely expandable; the more 
patterns you create, the more scrolling 
rows it creates to accommodate them. 

ZooMING ARoUND 

In the old MacPaint, Fat Bits mode magni
fied a drawing eight times for detail work. 



In the newer programs, this feature has 
evolved into a much more flexible mag
nify and edit scheme. In DeskPaint and 
Cricket Paint, for instance, you can zoom 
in or out from 6.25 percent to 1600 per
cent of the actual size, and you can edit all 
the way. 

If you use this zoom in/zoom out 
capability a lot, you'll appreciate the ad
vantage in having a resizable inset win
dow-a small frame that displays the 
magnified portion of a painting at its 
actual size. The otherwise splendid 
SuperPaint 2.0, for example, falls flat on 
this score. When you zoom in or out, fully 
half the screen is filled by the actual-size 
view. Without a large screen, you can see 
only a few square inches of the magnified 
drawing. Even Full Paint, which offers only 
a single magnification level, lets you move 
or even close the inset window for an 
unobscured view of your work. 

STROKES OF GENIUS 

Dozens of smaller touches dramatically 
affect the feel of each paint program. One 
of NuPaint's most charming features, for 
example, is the politeness of its palettes
they automatically vanish if you bump 
into them while painting. (They reappear 
when you're done with the stroke.) 

Users of the original MacPaint may 
fondly recall riding the tilde (-) key with 
one hand while painting with the other, 
and most of the new programs still let you 
tap the tilde key to undo your last action. 
Lf you become a SuperPaint, DeskPaint, or 
Studio/ 1 user, however, you'll have to 
learn to love :lf:-Z instead. 

Stuclio/ 1, however, more than com
pensates with other user-friendly touches. 
The most impressive example is its real
time interactive functions and settings, 
which you can change by pressing a key 
on the keyboard, even in midstroke. When 
you're using the paintbrush, for example , 
you can tap the arrow keys to change the 
pattern as you paint, leaving behind a 
multipatterned trail. Or you can zoom 
directly by typing 2, 4, or 8, even while 
you're moving the mouse to paint. When 
using the shape tools (the line or the 
polygon, for example), the ability to 
experiment with various patterns or copy-

ing modes before releasing the mouse 
gives you a try-before-you-buy flexibility 
that's addictive. 

MoRE fiNE STROKES 

The same spirit of experimentation drives 
Cricket Paint's FreshPaint feature. When 
painting with any of the shape tools, 
Cricket Paint initially creates an object
oriented figure, complete with handles. 
As long as these handles are visible, you 
can make changes to the object-reshape 
it, move it, or change its fill pattern or line 
thickness. It's only after you click outside 
the shape that the object "dries" into an 
immovable bitmap. The advantage, of 
course, is that you can make decisions 
about size, shading, and placement of an 
object after it has been placed in the 
context of the drawing. 

If the ability to change your mind 
frequently means a lot to you, award 
points to MacPaint 2.0, Studio/ 1, and Nu
Paint, which all offer some variant of the 
magic eraser. When you reach a conve
nient midpoint in the creation of your 
document, you can take a snapshot of the 
painting in its current state. As you con
tinue to work, you're essentially painting 
on top of the snapshot. If you make a 
mistake, you can use the magic eraser to 

wipe off the most recent layer, revealing 
the snapshot beneath. ote that, while it 
is not designed for this purpose, Super
Paint's object layer lets you achieve the 
same effect. (SuperPaint is a combined 
bitmap/object-oriented program.) 

SELECT TRICKS 

The act of painting is only half the battle. 
You often want to select an already cre
ated element in your artwork and then 
process it- move, copy, or trace it, for 
example. The original MacPaint offered 
two tools: the marquee, for selecting rect
angular regions, and the lasso, for wrap
ping like an elastic band around irregular 
shapes. 

Newer programs take the selection 
concept much further. Some programs 
offer additional selection tools that com
bine elements of the marquee and lasso in 
unusual ways. SuperPaint, for instance, 
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Cricket Paint's fresh Approach 
Cricket Paint's most useful feature is called 
FreshPaint. The white tepee with handles has just been 
created by dicking on the tepee image stored in the 
palette at left. By dragging the square hondles, you 
can move, resize, or shade the tepee without affecting 
the background. To "dry the paint," click the mouse 
outside of the shape itself. 

1S7 



MtuPalttt Maglt 

MacPaint's magic eraser is a step toward layering. It's 
being used here to erase the white postcard to reveal 
the landscape beneath. The Tool Palette has been torn 
olllrom the Tools menu; the Patterns Palette has not. 

Stannlng with DeskPalnt 

DeskPaint is particularly handy when used In 
conjunction with a scanner. This image has just been 
scanned; the left hall of the background has been 
darkened with DeskPalnt's Ughten/ Darken command. 
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sports a total of five selectjon tools, in
cluding polygonal and elliptical selection 
tools. FuJlPaint, SuperPaint, Cricket Paint, 
and DeskPaint let you select an entire 
object without having to drag around it 
with the lasso at all-you simply double
click or ag-click. 

Once you've selected something, what 
else can you do with it? Every new paint 
program (except, ironically, Mac Paint 2.0) 
incorporates a new set of transformation 
commands including Slant, Perspective, 
Distort, and Free Rotate. You don't get 
instant feedback with these tools in any of 
the programs- you have to wait a mo
ment for the computer to catch up with 
you-but the results can be stunning. 

The fundamental limitation of these 
commands, however, is that you can only 
apply one transformation at a time; most 
programs won't let you distort something 
and then ro tate it (without deselecting it 
and reselecting), for instance. Studio/ 1, 
and to a lesser extent DeskPaint, lets 
you perform multiple transformations on 
the same selection, howeve r. You can 
also use the transformation commands in 
Studio/ 1 and SuperPainr on a lassoed 
selection- a delightfu l change from the 
other programs, which only let you modi
fy rectangular selections. 

IN THE USER AGE 

Until recently, bitmappecl programs had a 
reputation for failing to take advantage of 
the high resolution of laser printers. Bit
mapped text, it was said, didn't print out 
well on the laser printer, because a paint 
program prints a jaggy version of each 
letter instead of accessing the actual laser 
font. Shapes- squares, lines, or circles, 
for example-created with a bitmap pro
gram traditionally print more crudely than 
those created with an object-orie nted one. 

In fact, those distinctions have begun 
to fade. The new breed of paint programs 
offers a number of laser-friendly enhance
ments. SuperPaint and Studio/ 1 both offe r 
a separate transparent '· layer" in which 
you can place real text (not bitmapped) 
that prints at your printer's highest resolu
tion. DeskPaint comes bundled with a 
companion desk accessory, DeskDraw, 
which offers similar capabilities. 
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The question of dots-per-inch resolu
tion has also been addressed. Except 
MacPaint and FullPaint, every new paint 
program lets you do your painting at 
resolutions up to 300 dpi. Because the 
Macintosh screen resolution is only 72 
dpi, you have to do your 300-dpi editing 
on a screen image that is four times actual 
size. While this may not prove ideal for 
working on posters, it is perfectly feasible 

l nttle 

sibling rivalry is 

perfectly healthy; 

Granddaddy MacPaint 

would be proud. 

for logos or cartoons. You maintain the 
advantages of a paint program- shading, 
smudging, and graduated fi lls-along with 
high-resolution output. 

SECRET IDENTITIES 

While all seven programs are quite similar, 
it is clear that programmers are slanting 
them toward certain kinds of artists. Cricket 
Paint, for instance, comes across as the 
Philip Glass of graphics because of irs 
obsession with repetition. early all of its 
new tools (and enhancements of the old 
tools) have to do with duplication. The 
Background Lines Tool draws hundreds 
of parallel lines. The Spiro Polygon Tool 
draws dozens of overlapping polygons. 
The Airbrush can be programmed £O spray 
not only doL<;, but also line segments or 
patterns, in endless repetitions. Even the 
traditional rectangle and oval tools have 
been modified so that they can paint 
nested concentric shapes. With little more 
than a single shift of the mouse, you can 
easily fill an entire page with abstract 
graphics. 

Two FOR ONE 

While many of SuperPaint 2.0's new fea
tures are state-of-the-art, its bitmap mode 



is fairly traditional. Behind the paint layer, 
however, there's a second graphics mode, 
an object-oriented (MacDraw-rype) layer 
with a palette and commands of its own. 
You can use the two layers together in 
interesting ways, including copying e le
ments back and forth between them. 
There's even an AutoTrace command that 
he lps you conve11 elements in the paint 
layer into smooth, high-resolution objects 
in the other layer. 

Desk.Paint and DeskDraw make up a 
desk accessory duo that offers much of the 
mix-and-match flexibility of SuperPaint, 
including autotracing abilities. Still, the 
fact that DeskPaint is a desk accessory is 
at once its best asset and its greatest 
liability. The interface includes not one 
but three cluttered palettes that suddenly 
change depending on what you're doing. 
The program's dangerous Quit command 
is another problem. If you close a docu
ment without saving first, you're offe red 
the fo llowing choices: Save, Discard, or 
Cancel. If you click Cancel, you won't 
even be asked to save the next time you 
close the document. 

Even so, the knowledge that you're 
only 1.5 seconds away from a new, open 
paint document, no matter what program 
you're in, can be a tremendous reassur
ance if you're a desktop publisher, artist, 
o r scanner user. And , in terms of the 
quantity of features. DeskPaint definitely 
holds its own. Despite its inelegance, 
you'll probably find yourself using it fre
que ntly for touch-ups and o n-the-fly 
sketches. 

STUDIO LIFE 

The program with the most striking dual 
personality, however, is Studio/ 1. A kid 
brothe r to Studio/8, the color paint pro
gram, Stuclio/ 1 is irresistible. Besides fea
turing nearly all of Studio/ 8's clever tools 
and enhancements, Studio/ 1 adds a full
fledged animation progr.:~m . 

Studio/ 1 generates animations- simple 
ones in particular-much more quickly 
and easily than other animation programs. 
The re are endless possibilities, seamlessly 
integrated with the paint features. For 
example. you can create animated paint
brushes-the shapes change as you drag 

across the screen. Then, to create an 
animation, you tell Stuclio/ 1 to paint each 
frame of an animated brush on a separate 
"page" as you drag across the screen. You 
can then flip through these "pages" to see 
the animated sequences. And, as an added 
bonus, it's easy to pop these animations 
into a HyperCard stack. 

PAINTING THE TowN 

When the pixel dust settles, the best of the 
paint programs is clearly Studio/ 1. Even if 
you're not interested in its considerable 
animation skills, Studio/ 1 is an exciting 
and powerful paint program, and it costs 
little more than MacPaint, Desk.Paint, or 
NuPaint. Its single design flaw- a jerky 
and unresponsive Brush tool-can be 
forgiven in light of its numerous useful en
hancements, such as the abil ity to choose 
a painting tool by typing its initial (B for 
brush, L for lasso, and so on). 

Second place goes to SuperPaint. Its 
object-oriented layer makes the program 
twice as flexible, but two infuriating inter
face problems keep Supe rPaint from 
matching Studio/ 1 's elegance. First, you 
can only enlarge or reduce half the screen; 
second, the most important and often
used painting tools (pencil, paintbrush, 
eraser, and so on) are inexplicably tucked 
into a subpalette in a remote corner of the 
screen. 

Third place goes to 
Cricket Paint. It does ev
erything it professes to 
do, and wi th pa
nache, but it sim
ply doesn't do 
as much as Stu
dio/ 1 or Super
Paint. And at $199, 
it costs much more than a 
purebred paint program shou~d. 

All three of these programs, 
however, have lost some of the 
innocent charm of MacPaint. If fea
ture count is less important to you 
than retaining the simple intuitiveness 
of the original, consider the inexpen
sive FullPaint, the imaginative NuPaint, 
or the polished MacPaint 2.0, which tie 
for entry-level honors. All have seri
ous limitations. uPaint and Mac-
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SuperPalnt Plugs In 
Tire stars in this picture, random in size anti placement, 
were created with one af SuperPaint 2.0's plug·in 
taals, located in a scrollfng mfnipalette at the bottom 
of the main tool palette. Many af the standard painting 
toals-pencfl, paintbrush, anti paint buclcet, for 
example-are hidden away in this subpalette, requir· 
ing you to scroll through the sets of plug·in tools to 
find them. 
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TWO-TO NE NEWS 

Sptclflcatlon 
Max. open documents limned by RAM limited by RAM 3 4 9 
Largest font size 127 point 72 point 127 point 127 point 48 point 72 point 
Shows full poge yes yes yes yes no yes 
Opens TIFF files yes yes yes no no no 
Max. window size screen size screen size screen size Moe SE screen size 8x lOin. 8x lO in. 
Max. document size 81 sq. h. Umaed by RAM limited by RAM 91/1, X JS/1 8x JOin. 8 X JOin. 
Highest resolution 2540 dpi 300dpi 4000dpi 300 dpi 72 dpi 300 dpi 
Time to launch 4.5 set 8 sec. I.Sset 3.5 sec. 6 sec. 4 sec. 
Time to perform perspective transformation 6 sec. Sset 1 sec. real· time n/o 2.5 sec. 

to full·meen complex graphic 
Selecting 
Losso.cfkk selects small object yes no yes yes no no 
Copy overlap modes 8 4 8 1 8 
Effects (~ant, distort, perspective, and so on) yes yes yes yes no yes 
Effects work with lasso selection yes no some no n/o no 
Multiple transformations on some selection no no yes no n/o no 
Marquee shrinks to enclose object yes yes no yes yes yes 
Duplicate command (preserves spacing) yes no yes no no yes 
Arrow nudge keys yes yes no no no yes 
Pointing 
PoHern poleHe size 120 +grays 1 128 228 38 38 limited by RAM 
Gradient/ radial fill no yes no no no no 
Variable airbrush yes yes yes no no yes 
Draw from center yes yes yes no yes yes 
Point bucket •spill• protection no no no no no yes 
Edit brush yes no no yes no yes 
Edit pattern yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Blend took no no yes no no yes 
Overlapped multiples (Spirograph effect) no yes no no no yes 
Adjust horiz. and vert. line thickness yes no yes no yes yes 
laser text yes no no I no no no 
Additional Features 
Store graphic elements yes yes no no no yes 
Autoscroll at window edge yes yes yes (except w/losso) no yes yes 
Move/ resize inset zoom window yes/no no/yes no/no yes/no yes/no no/ no 
Grabber page shih key Spoce Spoce Option Option Option Option 
1ilde key is Undo no yes no yes yes yes 
Mognifkotion levels 32 levek, from 1/1, 1/4, 1/1, 1/u, 111, 1; 4, 1/l, 8x 1/1, 2, 4, 8x 1/1, 2, 4, 8x 

1/n to 32x 2, 4, 8, 16x 2, 4, 8, 16x 
Rulers coordinates yes yes no yes no yes 
Mouse coordinates yes yes no yes yes yes 
•Revert Ia saved" eraser yes no no no yes yes 
Hide menu bar no no no yes no no 
Movable tool paleHes no yes no yes yes yes 
Command to hide tool poleHe n/o Tab Spoce bar Spoce bar Oose box Space bar 
Price 5299.95 S195 5129.95 599 5125 5139.95 

1 Becoll!e a Stvdio/ 1 document can be dislc buffere~ document size is limited only by disk space. 1 Additional pallern sell may be loaded separately. 1 OeslcOraw can be used far this pulpa18, however. 
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72 point 127 point 

YPI> yes 

YP1> no 
sueen size sueen size 

limited by RAM 
300 dpi 300 dpi 
7 sec. 9sec. 
8 sec. 4 sec. 

no yes 
4 4 

YP1> yes 
YPI> yes 
yes no 
YP1> yes 

YPI> (in objed Ioyer only) 

YP1> YP1> 

44 128 
yes yes (selection only I 

YP1> yes 

YP1> yes 
yes no 
YP1> yes 
yes yes 

YP1> yes 
yes yes 
yes yes 

yes (in text Ioyer) yes (in obje<t loyer) 

YPI> no 
yes yes 

yes/ yes no/no 
Control or Tub Space 

no no 

'/a,'/~. '/7. '/~. 2, 4, 8x 
2, 4, Bx 

yes yes 
yes yes 
yes yes' 

yes yes 
yes yes 

L 1·E I·H 
5149.95 $199 

• If the objed layer is IISed to store the first image. 

This table contains on overview of the features 
contained In the block·and·white point programs 
covered in this article. Although Canvas offers full· 
co/or capabilities along with Its object-oriented tools, I 
included It In the table because many users find It 
valuable in a block·and·white environment. 

Paint limit you to 8-by-10-inch documents, 
and FullPaint is showing its age; even on 
a Mac II, for instance, you can't make its 
window larger than a Mac SE's screen size. 

But MacPaint and FullPaint offer 
movable zoom inset windows; FullPaint 
and NuPaint have those nifty distortion 
and perspective commands; NuPaint and 
MacPaint offer the magic eraser for pseudo
layering. All three are simple to use. And 
at 599, Ful!Paint is less expensive than any 
other paint program. 

Finally, there's the clumsy-looking but 
feature-laden desk accessory, DeskPaint. 
Don't use it as your primary program. It is 
intended for quick touch-ups and handy 
sketches-tasks it performs gracefully, 
quickly, and conveniently. 

ART NouvEAU 
In the realm of black-and-white paint 
programs there's clearly still room for 
improvement. No program yet offers true 
layering, for instance. You can't paint 
trees on top of a mountain backdrop, or a 
pup tent in front of the trees, without 
losing what's behind. (The magic eraser 
tool provides a small step in that direction; 
the $299.95, primarily object-oriented 
Canvas is on the right track.) And no 
program has achieved the proper balance 
between the quantity of features and the 
immediacy and intuitiveness that made 
the original MacPaint so appealing. 

But if anything is certain, it's that we 
haven't seen the end of the proud MacPaint 
lineage. There will be a fourth generation, 
and a fifth. A little sibling rivalry is per
fectly healthy; Granddaddy MacPaint 
would be proud. 1:1 

See Where to Buy for contact information. 

David Pogue bought his first Macintosh half-price 

as a Yale student. Now living in New York, he's a 

writer, consultant, and conductor. 
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Studio/ 1 Is No Turkey 
The text being entered in Studio/ l is in a separate 
text Ioyer, where It remains fully editable at any time. 
Text entered on this Ioyer prints at full resolution on a 
loser printer. The turkey in this illustration, by the 
way, makes gobbling noises and twitches Its head, 
courtesy of Studto/ l's animation features. 
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thing? It was only at the last minute that he 
came out of his sulk. At first it was only to 
write up a couple of favorites. But being 
a pe rson of weak moral character, he 
softened as he kept adding new favorites 
to his list By the time he was done he had 
written up the winners for the Simulation, 
Adventure , Sports, Brain-Teasing, and 
Role-Playing categories. After tricking him 
out of his self- imposed exile, I fi lled out 
the collection by writing up the four re
maining categories. In the end, we redis
covered our faith in the Mac as a game 
machine. And we can personally testify 
that you won't be disappointed with any 
of the titans we admitted into the Hall this 
year. Several bright stars shine through 
the dim mist, offering sanctuary to other
wise neglected Macintosh game players. 
This year's inductees deserve special rec
ognition for providing moments of es
cape, and it is in honor of the creators of 
these games that the Game Hall of Fame 

SlmCity 
Godzilla crawls out of the bay and will maunder 
through Tokyo leaving a wake of destruction. The 
game l•gely unfolds in two map windows: the edit 
window (upper left) and the comprehensive window 
(/ower right). 

Pirates 
The complexion of Pirates changes depending on the 
action. At this point in the game, the player is oHered 
several choices for action after entering a French port. 
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carries on as a vigilant beacon, continuing 
to guide those who keep the faith. 

S I MULATION 

SIM(ITY 

Good simulations give you power over 
things that in normal life no one would let 
you get your hands on. SimCity puts you 
in control of an urban area. You are city 
planner, zoning board, budget director, 
and mayor. But your control is not total
like a real city, SimCity is an organism with 
a life of its own. j ust as in real life, you 
have to cope with the consequences of 
your actions: industrial zones generate 
pollution, crowded downtown areas cre
ate horrid traffic jams. If your city gets big 
enough, the population demands a sta
dium to entertain it Find the money! 
Bulldoze the area! Build the roads! 

There are two ways to play SimCity: 
the first is to use prebuilt cities like Toyko 
or Rio, and unleash disasters on them, 
testing your ability to rebuild . Godzilla 
attacks Detroit; an earthquake in Ham
burg. This method is for squids. Hip folks 
build from scratch, balancing opinion polls, 
and the charts that document their prog
ress, with the satisfaction of seeing a living 
concrete latticework spring up from earth
your kind of town. 

As you play you learn a lot about how 
cities work, how mass transit and parks 
and airports and police stations all affect 
the urban calculus. But it doesn't feel like 
learning-it feels like fun. That happens 
in great simulations, and SimCity qualifies. 

ADVENT U RE 

PIRATES 

Steve Jobs once said, "It's better to be a 
pirate than join the Navy." Now we can 
see why. Pirates is a tour de force of 
gaming, somewhat in the mold of the 
classic exploration game Seven Cities of 
Gold. Only this time you take the role of 
a pirate, choosing your identity from a 
selection of noted brigands who terror
ized the Caribbean in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. With a Gilbert and 
Sullivan swagger, you build your career, 
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recruiting pirate crews, plundering mer
chant ships, aiding your home country in 
military missions, and often pursuing some 
romantic Errol Flynn mission that unfolds 
over a period of many hours. 

The gameplay feels just right- this is 
no text adventure, but a hybrid, moving 
the plot along with dialog boxes but 
peppered throughout with arcade action. 
(The frequent swordplay does get te
dious, however, and courts carpal tunnel 
repercussions.) Best of all, as you play you 
find yourself compelled to learn more 
about the milieu of the pirate-plagued 
seas in the early days of the New World. 
During the rare hours you spend away 
from your computer screen you will bore 
your friends by prattling on about the dif
ference between a bark and a pinnace. 
You will give up on your friends, since the 
diversions they offer do not include accu
mulating plunder, sinking merchant ves
sels, or snaring a comely pirate wife . (A 
much more docile wench than my real 
wife, who is urging me to turn off the 
computer and go to sleep, already.) A 
truly excellent adventure. 

ROLE I'I.AYI:'\G 

HIDDEN AGENDA 

Nestled on the western coast of Central 
America, between Guatemala and Nicara
gua, is the small coffee-growing country 
of Chimerica. A junta has overthrown the 
repressive dictator, and the new leader 
must balance the seemingly irreconcilable 
factions contending for power. These 
include the land-reforming campesinos, 
the authoritarian right-wingers, the smugly 
powerful military, the aristocratic land
owning elite, the self-interested ambassa
dors, the global superpowers, and the 
radical reformers . . . the typical stuff of 
newspaper stories. Only this ain't the 
newspape r- the challenge of Hidden 
Agenda is for you to run the country and 
sort out this mess. 

It sounds like some dry simulation 
devised at the Georgetown School of 
Foreign Service, but Hidden Agenda is not 
merely a social studies lesson. By drawing 
you into intensely personal interactions, 
the game makes ruling a Central American 



country an emotional experience. The 
familiar litany of problems endemic to 
places like El Salvador-stuff like land 
reform, death squads, overseas influ
ences-cease to become abstractions as 
you come in contact with people who 
embody the human realities of these is
sues. A HyperCard-like interface briefs 
you on the folks you deal with, and 
photos of these characters make them 
even more vivid. You develop attach
ments to some, and grow to hate others
but the nature of your complex task leads 
you to ultimately placate your worst 
enemies and betray people you respect. 
You might even indirectly be responsible 
for their death by terrorists. 

Simply surviving, or letting your be
leaguered country survive for a few years 
without much bloodshed, is a victory 
here. In fact, the game might well be 
called Mission Impossible. But if there is a 
Hidden Agenda, it is this: playing the 
game is a fascinating, visceral way to 
grasp the complexities of a vital issue. We 
hope this program finds its way to Ollie 
North's Christmas stocking. 

SPOHT 

MICROLEAGUE BASEBALL II 
With the shipment of MicroLeague Base
ball, a tremendous gap in the Mac gaming 
market has been filled: at last we have a 
baseball simulation that uses real players 
and the statistics they accumulate. Finally 
we can use our Macs for a higher purpose 
than spreadsheets or presentations: gen
erating the events that occur in Wrigley 
Field, or Fenway Park, or Yankee Sta
dium. What better way to while away a 
month of evenings than to replay the pre
vious year's entire baseball season, only 
this time, you control the lineup and man
agerial moves of, say, the Texas Rangers. 
Isn't the price of a Mac Plus small change 
compared to the benefits of proving 
yourself smarter than Bobby Valentine? 

MicroLeague lets you do this and more. 
In contrast to the excellent HardBall, 1987's 
baseball Game Hall ofFamer, MicroLeague 
concentrates less on reflexes and game
play, and more on strategy as it pertains to 
the players, whose names and perfor-

mances are duly licensed from the Major 
League Baseball Players Association. The 
game includes a collection of all-star teams 
and famous squads in history (including 
my favorite, a grouping called Philadel
phia Phillies All-Time Greats, an oxymo
ron to be sure, but one that touches the 
heart of this homeboy), and you can order 
separately the entire major leagues as 
played a year ago. A General Manager 
function allows you to create teams of 
your own. If you are simply interested in 
seeing how these squads do against oth
ers, you can choose to play the game with 
lightning quickness-it runs by in a blur
and study the box scores at your leisure. 
Oh yes, one of the considerable virtues of 
MicroLeague Baseball is that it documents 
each game with a detailed box score and 
even knows when to bestow a save on the 
relief pitcher. 

But most people will play the game in 
real time, savoring each pitcher-batter 
confrontation and making key managerial 
decisions (pinch-hitting, infield position
ing, and so on). Yes, there are flaws, chief 
among them an annoying antipiracy 
measure that keeps you referring back to 
the manual for passwords. But this game 
is obviously a labor of love, filled with 
endearing details. For instance, before 
each game, prior to a line of the Star 
Spangled Banner, you hear a digitized 
snatch of the 1956 rhythm-and-blues clas
sic "Let the Good Times Roll." The good 
times roll indeed, with Doc Blanchard, 
Pete Runnels, Bobby Wine, Vida Blue, 
Carlton Fisk, Cesar Cedeno. The names, 
all part of a true American poetry, come 
alive in this digitized field of dreams. 

BRAIN TEASER 

THE PuzZLE GALLERY: 
AT THE CARNIVAL 

Cliff Johnson's epic of puzzle-solving, The 
Fool's Errand, was such a hit (as well as a 
Hall of Farner in 1987) that it was inevi
table that he'd follow up with another. But 
with The Puzzle Gallery, he has followed 
up with an entire system, geared to churn 
out version after version of new scenarios 
involving the wacky sorts of word games, 
jigsaw puzzles, mazes, jumbles, and de-
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Hidden Agenda 

You set your agenda in the opening scene of the game 
while reporters press you with questions. Your 
performance during the game will be ;udged by the 
answers you provide. 

Mlfto!eague Baseball 

The scene ot Shibe Parle as the Philadelphia Phi/lies 
All-Stars toke on the 19SS Washington Senators. Roy 
Sievers has ;ust hit a liner that Mike Schmidt is 
moving to snore. Note tbat you con see not only the 
boll but also its shadow-indicative of the game's 
attention to detail. 

The Puule Gallery: At the Carnival 

This word puzzle, based on o ride that assures 
destruction to the Gl tract, appears alter completing o 
pgsow puzzle. There are a couple of dozen of these 
screens to be completed, involving different challenges, 
before the overall mystery is solved. 

coding exercises that made his first effort 
so bedeviling. 

When you buy The Puzzle Gallery, 
you get the basic system and the first 
scenario, something called At the Carni-
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val. The Puzzle Gallery shows its superi
ority in many ways. Those with Mac lis 
will be delighted that it uses 256 colors 
with no complaint. But more significant is 
that the 180 puzzles, while addicting, are 
now so difficult that solving the whole 
enchilada is impossible without a hint 
book (at extra expense). Yes, that's right, 
180 puzzles. Anothe r major improvement 
is that the plot line for this one has more 
teeth: you are sampling the attractions of 
Hazard Park, an amusement mecca that is 
less than meticulous in dealing with cus
tomer safety. 

Sprinkled throughout the puzzles are 
ominous hints of a dark side to Hazard 
Park; some of the clues are humorous, and 
at times they border on sophomoric. But 
they add a cett ain pungency to an exer
cise that, even at its worst, gets the literate 
gamer hopelessly hooked. 

Halls of Montezuma 
One of the eight scenarios provided with the game is 
the battle for lwo lima. You can reenact the battle 
from the perspective of either the Japanese or the 
American viewpoint as you provide orders to your 
side's combat units. 

Shanghai 
The pyramid of three-dimensional tiles is called the 
dragon. The goal of the game is to remove all the tiles 
by matching pairs of tiles that ore unblocked from the 
right or the left. 
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STRATEGY 

HALLS or MoNTEZUMA 

Most strategy games are an interpretation 
of war. It's an unwritten rule that the more 
closely a strategy game attempts to simu
late warfare, the less fun it's likely to be. 
Most aficionados will agree that software 
war games have failed to provide either 
the visual appeal or more realistic simula
tion of traditional board games. If you've 
been a closet war-gamer you can come 
out now because there's finally a war 
game worth fighting for: Halls of Mon
tezuma. Halls of Montezuma is the first 
good war game I've seen running on any 
computer. This game is a milestone be
cause it strikes a balance between simula
tion and playability. 

Halls of Montezuma comes with eight 
preconfigured scenarios, tracing the his
tory of the U.S. Marine Corps from Mexi
co City to Hue. The game consists of a 
number of turns, which you can play 
against either a computer or a human op
ponent. Once you give orders for move
ment and other factors such as air support 
to each group of units on the map under 
your control, the battle is enacted. The 
computer handles the mechanics of move
ment and combat-grinding out the many 
factors that determine the attrition and 
final positions of the opposing forces. Like 
any good general, you must assess the 
many factors that shape the outcome of 
battle. Can you overcome the terrain? 
What is the enemy's disposition? Can you 
maintain your line of supply? How many 
squadrons of air support should you 
commit, and to which battalions? 

Halls of Montezuma also lets you 
devise your own scenarios with a game 
generator that lets you create different 
battlefields and specify the types and 
number of units involved, as well as other 
scenario specifics. The game is at its best 
in color because the multicolored terrain 
and barrie counters successfuily duplicate 
the visual texture of a printed board game. 
For those of you who don't have a Mac II 
or a color monitor, the game also comes 
with alternatively rendered scenarios for 
monochrome Macs. Whichever version 
you choose, you'll find that Halls of 
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Montezuma successfully combines the 
pleasure and realism of a board game with 
the convenience of a computer game. 

Strategy games was one of the few 
categories exhibiting any depth this year, 
with two well-deserving runners-up. The 
Ancient Art of War at Sea is a game of 
naval tactics using a system similar to that 
of The Ancient Art of War, already in the 
Hall of Fame (1986). Nemesis Go Master 
is another runner-up because it is an 
extremely well executed version of the 
ancient board game go. This computer 
version is a good way to learn how to play 
go, but it is also capable of challenging 
players with ratings up to 12 or 15 kyu. 

COLOR 

SHANGHAI 

Didn't you hate it when game vendors put 
the Mac version of a game in the same 
package that they used for the IBM PC, 
Amiga, and Apple II? Mac II owners have 
been tormented with color screenshots on 
package backs while being forced to live 
in the same black-and-white world en
dured by Plus and SE users. Fottunately, in 
the last year a small treasure chest of good 
color games have been released for the 
Mac II family (and with a color monitor, 
the SE/ 30 as well). Among these are some 
of this year's Hall of Famers, including 
Halls of Montezuma, The Puzzle Gallety, 
and SimCity. Even InfoCom has gotten 
into the act by including anractive color 
screens in its recent text adventure games 
such as Shogun and Zork Zero. 

But one gem sparkles brighter than 
the rest: Shanghai. If you've ever bought 
a book or a record album by its cover, you 
may find yourself in the same situation 
with Shanghai. When most people see th is 
game on screen for the first time it looks 
so good that they want to play it before 
they even know what the game is about. 
The pyramid of finely detailed color tiles 
presents a tapestry that's hard to resist. 

But Shanghai's beauty is more than 
skin deep-it is also an addictive and 
extremely playable game. Apart from sev
eral refinements, the game itself is the 
same challenging strategy game that 
earned it a previous spot in the Game 



Hall of Fame. Shanghai is based on mah
jongg-the 3000-year-old Chinese board 
game. There are 144 tiles in 7 suits. The 
tiles have a three-dimensional appear
ance, and when you remove a pair of tiles 
you hear a resonam cl ick, making the 
pleasant sensation of manipulating these 
beautiful riles all the more palpable. Suc
cessful removal of the tiles gradually un
covers one of three beautiful color back
grounds, rewarding the adept player with 
an image of a dragon, a tiger, or a pagoda. 
You can play Shanghai immediately be
cause the rules are so simple. However, 
after you play a couple of games you 
realize that Shanghai can be played at a 
more sophisticated level as you plot a 
well-planned order for removing tiles. 

The Colony gets an honorable men
tion. Last year it made the Hall of Fame. 
This year's addition of color makes the 
game more appealing and more playable; 
it's easie r to ide ntify objects and enemies. 

NETWORK 

N ETTREK 

There's a conspiracy afoot. Those same 
humorless marketeers who have trans
formed the computer "for the rest of us" 
into a capitalist tool are now busy sup
pressing the truth about network games. 
Why, if acquiescent node slaves ever 
discovered the corrupting influence of 
network games, corporate connectivity 
schemes might come apart like the Soviet 
republics under glasnost. But don 't listen 
to them. Play network games and decide 
for yourself. There's just something about 
decimating unseen opponents in a net
work melee that can't be beat-not com
puter opponems, but human adversaries 
that you can stump, scorn, frustrate, trick, 
swear at, threaten, and take revenge upon. 

This year the Hall is inducting Net
Trek, a space warfare game loosely based 
on the hit 1V series "Star Trek." Up to six 
players take command of a starship from 
one of three galactic empires: the Terrans, 
Klings, or Roms. The goal of the game is 
to deploy a base in all seven sta r cluste rs 
before your opponents do. At first, con
trolling the starship is a real challenge as 
you anempt to maste r the techniques of 

inertial movement (with both warp and 
impulse drive) while confronting adver
saries with phasers and photon torpedoes. 
As you gain mastery, you learn how to 
balance movement, weapons, and shields 
against the use of scanners, cloaking de
vices, and e nergy consumption. Since it's 
easy to get disintegrated by more adept 
players, it's wise to practice against the 
computer for several hours in a reasona
bly playable solitaire mode. 1 etTrek is in 
color, but the grttphics are primitive, using 
only simple 2-D views of stars, ships, and 
instruments. However, once you over
come the d ifficulties of handling a starship, 
the game successfu lly devolves into an 
addictive exercise in network atavism. 

INTERACTIVE STORYBOOK 

THE MANHOLE 

The Manhole lifted the cover on a new 
genre of computer e ntertainment. Last 
year we added rooms in the Hall of Fame 
for Mac ll games and network games. This 
year we've added a room for interactive 
storybooks. An inte ractive story book is 
like a graphics adventure game, but with 
no objective other than exploration. Strictly 
speaking, interactive storybooks aren't 
games. However, they are so entertaining 
that we didn't want to exclude them. 

The Manhole begins when you open, 
appropriate ly enough, a manhole cover 
and climb the beanstalk that begins grow
ing our of it. From here you step into a 
strange tw ilight world in which you dis
cover a va riety of enigmatic vignenes. 
Exploring the Manhole can pur you into 
an almost meditative frame of mind. The 
simply drawn black-and-white scenes let 
you bring your own imagination to each 
episode in a way that makes the explora
tion quietly personal. The Manhole's sto
rybook-like nature makes it especially 
suitable for children, but as whe n reading 
a· good children's book, you may find 
yourself just as enthra lled as your child. 

The Manhole is actually a construction 
of HyperCard stacks, and it is ava ilable as 
a CD ROM or as several floppy disks (a 
hard disk is required to accommodate 
them). Whe n the Manhole first appeared, 
most of us felt that it was the first example 
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Net Trek 
r wo starships engage in a dance of destrudion, 
exchanging phaser fire and photon torpedoes. The 
instrument panel to the right is used to control all 
aspects of a ship's operation. 

The Manhole 
The first scene of this interactive storybook presents 
you with-what else?-a manhole cover. Remove 
the cover and a giant beanstalk grows out, which yau 
dimb to explore a number of fantastic scenes. 

of an interactive storybook, and that we 
would see ma ny more. Already, the 
Manhole's creators have created a second 
offering called Cosmic Osmo. However, 
this cartoonish story received mixed re
views from the judges. While Osmo's 
\vhimsical humor was a delight to some, 
others did not feel that it had the magic of 
the Manhole . At any rate, if you want to 
see a new alternative in computer enter
tainment you should investigate the 
Manhole, an interactive story book that al
ready has the makings of a classic. 1:1 

See Where to Buy for contact information. 

Steven Levy is a Macworld columnist and the 

cwtborof The Unicorn's Secret: :vturder in 1he 

Age of Aquarius (Prentice-Hall Press 7988). 

Adrian Mello is senior editor at Macworld, which 

made it possible for h im to practice character 

assassination on Steven Levy. 
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PEED 
RIALS 

I s your network slower than mo
lasses running uphill in winter? Are the 
network users ready to resort to hand
delivering floppies-again? It's time to 
speed things up on the network. 

We took a serious look at two higher
speed alternatives to running AppleTalk 
over your LocalTalk cabling: Dayna 
Communications' DaynaTalk, and Flash
Talk from TOPS. While both offer some 
performance advantages over Local
Talk, to achieve optimal performance 
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Macworld Labs 

tests two ways 

to speed up 

your AppleTalk 

network 

BY DAVE KOSIUR 

AND KEE NETHERY 
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TOPS' FlosbBox allows 
Mocs and PCs to 
communicate ot speeds 
up to 768 kilobits per 
second over o Locorr olk 
or PhoneNet network. 
Because FlosbBox 
requires on external 
power supply, you need 
to make sure tbot 
there ore outlets near 
oil the network 
devices. 
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NETWOR K SPE ED TRIAL S 

each product must restrict a network's topology. 
These restrictions, unfortunately, may keep you from 
using DaynaTalk or FlashTalk, especially on preexist
ing networks. 

fiRST THINGS fiRST 

Not all network speed problems are due to the 
network's bandwidth. For example, plugging a Mac 
into a FlashTalk or DaynaTalk network won't make 
the Mac run any faster than a Mac on a LocaiTalk 
network. The Mac's own processor speed, disk access 
time, operating system, and application efficiency-

I ne advantage of both 

FlashTalk and DaynaTalk is that they 

use the same cabling as a LocaiTalk 

or PhoneNet network 

among other things-will impact any results you get 
with higher-speed networks. 

Does someone on the net always launch applica
tions from the server? Is someone always printing 
huge documents on the LaserWriter? Perhaps there's 
a multiuser database sitting on a slow server? Any of 
these problems might be solved by reconfiguring the 
network-adding routers or faster hard disks, for in
stance-or by analyzing the networking ca pabilities 
of your applications. But for the moment, let's sup
pose that you really need the increased bandwidth of 
a diffe rent network. LocaiTalk and PhoneNet can op
erate ar speeds of 230.4 kilobits per second (kbps). 
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FlashTalk, meanwhile, can run at 768 kbps, Dayna
Talk at 850 kbps. 

Aga in, it's important to remember that although 
these alternatives are three to four times faster than 
LocaiTalk, Mac network applications and file tra nsfers 
won't necessarily run three to four times faster. Raw 
data rates don't tell the whole story. 

Still, the re is an immediate benefit to higher-speed 
networks. Since data will travel from sender to recipi
ent faste r, data from another node can make it onto 
the network sooner. That's really what bandwidth is 
all about. Your machine may not be able to create data 
packets any more quickly, but those packets may get 
onto the net faste r, e nabling more network conversa
tions in a given unit of time. 

WoRKING WITH fLAsH TALK AND DAYNATALK 

First we'll take a look at the features of FlashTalk and 
DaynaTalk. Then we'U presem the results of our 
network rests. 

Both FlashTalk and DaynaTalk claim to offer 
greater bandwidth than LocalTalk without a signifi
cam increase in cost. They do this by substituting their 
own protocols for AppleTalk protocols. 

One advantage of both FlashTalk and DaynaTalk 
is that they are designed to use the same cabling as 
a LocalTalk or PhoneNet network. As a result, you 
don't have to totally rewire any existing network. 
You simply have to install the software (FlashTalk 
or DaynaTalk drivers), and put a hardware device 
between the LocalTalk or PhoneNet connector and 
the Macintosh. 

fLAsH TALK 

TOPS fi rst introduced FlashTalk on its FlashCard, an 
AppleTalk adapter card for the IBM PC AT and com
patibles. FlashCard allowed Macs and PCs to talk to 
each other at the regular 230.4 kbps LocalTalk speed . 
Two PCs with FlashCards, however, could communi
cate at a rate of 768 kbps using FlashTalk network 
protocols. Now, with the release of TOPS' Flash Box, 
Macs can get into the 768-kbps act. 

Because FlashTalk needs a combination of hard
ware and software to work, not all network devices 
have equal standing. If you've got a Mac equipped 
with FlashBox, or a PC with FlashCard, the Hercules 
Network Graphics Card, or TandyLink, you've got a 
FlashTalk-capable device that can interpret FlashTalk 
data. Some products, such as the TOPS Repeater, and 
Farallon's Repeater and StarComroller, cannot initiate 
FlashTalk communications, but can pass FlashTalk 
data at 768 kbps. TOPS refers to such products as 
FlashTalk-compatible. Then there are other products 



SENDING PACKETS 

Apple Talk 

Flash Talk 

DaynaTalk 

Sending computer 

Receiving computer 

/WI/ l.o!oiTolk speed (230.4 kbps) 

fiNN Flash Talk speed (76Bkbps) 

a OoynoTolk speed (850 kbps) 

Dolo pocket 

For two Macs lO L11k to each other on a network, the sending Mac must know that the receiving Mac is ready to receive. Before the 
sender transmits any data packets, it sends a Request lO Send signal to the receiver, and the receiver must respond with a Clear to Send 
signal. Data packets consist of header information, the actual data, and then trailer information. The header and trailer identify the 
beginning and end of data packets. Each of the network protocol suites tested (AppleTalk, PlashTalk, and DaynaTalk) transmit 
information differently on a network. In FlashTalk, the Request to Send and Clear to Send signals are sent at LocalTalk speed, as are 
header and trailer information. Only the data itself travels at d1e higher FlashTalk speed. DaynaTalk uses LocalTalk-speed Request to 
Send and Clear to Send signals to determine that both machines can operate at DaynaTalk speed. After that, all subsequent 
packets-header, trailer, and actual data-are transmitted at the higher DaynaTalk speed. AppleTalk packets moving over LocaiTalk are 
shown here for the sake of comparison. 

that cannot do anything with FlashTalk at 768 kbps. 
This list includes the Apple LaserWrite r, Hayes Inte r
Dridge, and Kinetics FastPath. 

At the moment, not a ll Macintoshes can use Flash
Talk. TOPS provides drivers for the Mac Plus, the SE, 
the II, SEs using the GCC HyperCharger, and SEs with 
Radius accelerators. Levco accelerators are not sup
ported; ne ither are any accelerators for the Mac II . 
TOPS has announced a fix that a llows you to use the 
FlashBox with 68030-based Macs such as the Ilx, Ilcx, 
and SE/30; this fbc should be available about the time 
you read this article. The FlashBox also requires an 
external power supply, so you should plan on having 
sufficient oudets near each Mac when you're installing 
FlashBoxes. And despite warnings in the user's man
ual, we found it too easy to plug the wrong connecting 
cable into the wrong socket of the FlashBox. We 
ruined at least one FlashBox unit this way. 

FlashTalk was initially designed to coexist with 
AppleTalk. In other words, devices on the network 
could use the same wire to transmit either 230.4-kbps 
(LocaiTalk) packets o r 768-kbps (FlashTalk) packets. 
However, that capability also meant that the two 
packet types could collide on the wire, losing data, 
slowing network response, and sometimes requiring 
to be re-sent. 

The problem is getting both types of nodes to 
recognize that legitimate traffic is on the network, 
even if data packets are being transmined at different 
speeds. A FlashTalk node must recognize not only 
FlashTalk traffic, but also AppleTalk traffic; similarly, 

an AppleTalk node must be able to know when both 
AppleTalk and FlashTalk traffic exists on the network. 
Otherwise, both types of nodes will try to transmit at 
the same time. Packet collisions result. 

To eliminate the multispeed collision problem, 
TOPS currently recommends creating FlashTalk-only 
networks. If you cannot put FlashBoxes and Flash
Cards on all of the machines in a net, you need to 
isolate the FlashTalk-capable network from the non
FlashTalk network (say, one with a LaserWriter, or 
some accelerated Macs). One solution is to use a TOPS 
repeater to isolate the non-FiashTalk net. The ex
pected ease of mbcing LocalTalk machines and Flash
Talk machines on one single network disappears. 

Dayna's SpeedGuard Collision Filters, which we'll 
discuss in more detail shordy, provide a second 
solution for mbcing FlashTalk and LocalTalk devices 
on the same network. Collision Filters also work with 
FlashTalk. So, if you've installed a Flash Talk network 
and need to isolate a Laser\Vriter, for instance, you can 
purchase the Dayna Collision Filte r to isolate it. 

RECOMMENDED CABlE lENGTHS 
Apple Talk Flash Talk' DoynoTolk 2 

(230 kbps) (768 kbps) (850 kbps) 

lO(oiTalk cable 1000 feet 400 feet 1000 feet 
PhoneNet cable 3000 feet 600 feet 1000 feet 

1 Recommended by TOPS ' Recommended by Ooyna 
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NETWORK SPEED TR IALS 

TESTING, 1 I 2 I 3 ... 

T 
he primary objective of the network tests 

that we ran was to determine the effi· 

ciencyof dato transfers across a network. 

Thus we were mostly concerned with the speed of 

file transfers and the behavior of multiple-file 

transfers in these higher-bandwidth networking 

schemes. 

To guarantee that we were, in fad, testing a 

network's bandwidth, we set up four individual 

AppleShare client-server pairs on one network 

(see "Network Speed"). By assigning each server 

only one client, rather than multiple clients, we 

could ensure that file transfers were not limited by 

the server's response to multiple requests. This 

way, we were able to regularly increase the 

network traffic (by successively odding a server· 

client pair to the net) without impacting a server's 

performance. 

Each client and server was a Moe II with 5MB 

of RAM. No competing applications were run as 

foreground tosks on the servers. As much as 

possible, we used hard disks with similar access 

times for each computer; we used SCSI Evaluator 

to test disk doto transfers . We formatted and 

initialized disks at the stort of the tests to guard 

against any fragmentation effects. 

ing the Moe's system clock, opening a file on the 

server, sending the clock value (in ticks) to the 

server's file, and then closing the file. This was re

peated 1 00 times and the results averaged. These 

small pockets represent network activity such as 

typing o few characters to o file, opening the 

Chooser DA and selecting o network resource, or 

working with o network modem. 

Mocworfd Lobs ran the tests as follows. First, 

we used a single server-client pair. Then, the some 

file transfers were run with two poirs, three poirs, 

and finally four pairs of servers and clients. These 

tests ore referred to in our results as one-station, 

two-station, three·stotion, and four-station tests. 

We ron the same test suite for both Loco IT alk and 

PhoneNet cabling. 

The big-packet transfers were generated by 

copying a 1MB file from client to server; these file 

transfers forced the network to send the doto in 

the largest packets AppleTolk allows, and they 

led to heavy network usage. Each file transfer was 

repeated ten times and the results averaged. All of 

the file transfers were controlled by a HyperCard 

stoclc written by Kee Nethery; all raw dato was 

also stored in the stocks (one for each client) for 
later analysis. 

We tested two types of dato transfer. The 

smoll·packet transfers were generated by read-

FlashTalk operates at higher frequencies than 
AppleTalk over LocaiTalk. As a result, signal losses 
due to the cable require that you use shorter lengths 
of LocaiTalk cable for FlashTalk than for LocalTalk 
(see "Recommended Cable Lengths"). 

DAYNATALK 

Dayna's foray into the field, DaynaTalk, offers features 
similar to those of FlashTalk. However, DaynaTalk is 
designed to operate at an even higher speed, up to 850 
kbps for Macs. The Mac II series, Mac SE, and SE/30 
can take advantage of that speed; Mac Pluses are 
limited to a maximum speed of 740 kbps. 

Like FlashTalk, DaynaTalk is a combination of 
hardware and software. And, like TOPS, Dayna offers 
a board for IBM PCs. PCs communicating with each 
other using DaynaTalk PC boards can transfer data at 
speeds up to 1.7 megabits per second. Unlike the 
FlashBox, DaynaTalk hardware doesn't require an 
external transformer or power supply. DaynaTalk 
hardware has the connecting cable for the Mac perma
nently attached to it. Thus, you avoid FlashTalk's 
problem of plugging the wrong cable into the wrong 
socket. 

DaynaTalk can be user-configured to run at differ
ent speeds, either to accommodate the different ma
chines on a network or to deal with poor-quality 
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wiring. (Dayna suggests running at only 600 kbps if 
substandard wiring is used.) DaynaTalk can run as a 
FlashTalk emulator, that is, at FlashTalk's 768-kbps 
speed. This enables DaynaTalk and FlashTalk devices 
to coexist on the same network. 

If you're running a DaynaTalk-only network, you 
shouldn't have any problem avoiding collisions. For 
networks that combine DaynaTalk and AppleTalk, 

I ile transfers when only 

two nodes are talking may take longer 

on a FlashTalk or DaynaTalk network 

than on a LocaiTalk network 

Dayna provides two methods to deal with multispeed 
collisions-SpeedGuard Timing and SpeedGuard Col
lision Filters. 

SpeedGuard Timing is a software trick that allows 
you to mix network speeds under very limited circum
stances. How limited? As an example, a DaynaTalk 
network with a Laser\Xlriter Plus mnning at LocaiTalk 
speed will work if you install only SpeedGuard 



NETWORK SPEED 
Measured as a percentage laster or slower than LocaiTalk 

Percentage slower than LocaiTalk ~ r Percentage faster than LocaiTalk 

Average ______ -5o __________ To __________ 5_o __________ 1o_o _________ 1_5o __________ 2o_o ________ -=25~o ________ ~3oo 

-61 

99 

119 

112 

DaynaTalk over PhoneNet 
-61 

99 

120 

114 t========~========~~:;::::::~:::::::=~~BE........ 255 
95 
I 

Flash Talk o~er locaiTalk 
-12 

-77 

82 

101 

102 t===~;:==~=========1~========r-...... 186 

-6 
0 

-36 

Flash Talk aver PhoneNet 

84 r----~==-.-- 109 

96 

109 

We set up a single network of eight Mac Us to test the performance of 
DaynaTa1k and FlashTalk running over both LocalTalk and PhoneNet 

cable. Four of the Mac lis were AppleShare seiVers, and four were 
AppleShare clients. Each seiVer had only one client logged in at a time. 
The graph above illustrates the results of our file-transfer tests. Each result 
is graphed relative to d1e time it took for the same file transfer to occur 

over LocalTalk cable with AppleTalk protocols. The upper part of each bar 
shows the fastest time it took to transfer a flle; the lower part shows the 

s lowest time. The red marker in each bar represents the average 
file-transfer time we measured over 10 tests (specified to the left of each 
bar). The different bar colors represent another client-server pair being 
added to the network. For more background see "Testing 1, 2, 3 ... " 
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Network test configurations 

Servers 

Clients 
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Wlren equipped witlr 
DaynaTalk connectors, 
Macs on a Loco/Talk or 
PlroneNet network can 
communicate over tire 
network at speeJs up to 
850 kilobits per seconJ. 
Dayna' s SpeeJGuarJ 
Collision Filter keeps 
slow network noJes
tlrose tlrat can only 
communicate at 230.4 
kbps-from interfering 
wltlr lriglr·speeJ 
DaynaTall 

NETWO RK SPEED TRIALS 

Timing. A DaynaTalk network with a LaserWriter II 
running at LocalTalk speed won't work with only 
SpeedGuard timing because of multiple-speed packet 
collisions. SpeedGuard Timing cannot be used if you 
run DaynaTalk at FlashTalk speeds, since FlashTalk 
knows nothing about SpeedGuard Timing. 

For mixed-speed networks, Dayna offe rs the 
SpeedGuard Collision Filter, a $60 box that you install 
on all 230.4-kbps nodes (LaserWriters, routers, net
work modems, and so on). This filter eliminates 

m nee you start adding 

network traffic, both FlashTalk and 

DaynaTalk show similar speedups 

in file·transfer times 

multispeed collisions by preventing the slower de
vices from interrupting high-speed transmissions. 
When the collision filte r detects high-speed data, it lets 
the slower speed device hear what sounds like 230.4-
kbps data. Since the slow-speed device hears that the 
network is busy, it does not generate a packet until 
after the high-speed data packet is through. 

As noted in the discussion of FlashTalk, not all 
network devices are capable of operating at speeds 
greater than LocalTalk's 230.4 kbps. In DaynaTalk's 
case, products like the PhoneNet Repeater or TOPS 
Repeater are unable to pass DaynaTalk packets. 
DaynaTalk nodes transfer data through repeaters at 
normal LocalTalk speeds. Older Kinetics FastPaths 
(before version 2) also had difficulties running with 
DaynaTalk on larger networks due to differences in 

i 
~~~----------------------------~_.~ ~ 
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LocalTalk electrical specifications. Farallon's Phone
Net StarController does support the higher transmis
sion speeds of DaynaTalk. 

WHERE' s THE Bm? 
Because both Flash Talk and DaynaTalk claim benefits 
for LocalTalk users, we devised a set of tests to 
determine how much each product improves on Lo
calTalk (see "Testing, 1, 2, 3 .. . ") . Our primary goal 
was to look at high-traffic situations and see if 
FlashTalk or DaynaTalk could provide any increase in 
file-transfer rate. We also wanted to see how Flash Talk 
and DaynaTalk allowed users to take advantage of 
higher bandwidths. The summary table shows what 
we found (see "FiashTalk versus DaynaTalk"). Except 
where noted, the fo llowing comments pertain to large 
file transfers. The size of our test file was 1MB. 

File transfers when only two nodes are talking (a 
single client and a server) may take longer on a 
FlashTalk network or a DaynaTalk network than on a 
LocalTalk network. This may be due to the arbitration 
necessary to determine if both machines are capable 
of communicating with Flash Talk or DaynaTalk proto
cols. Or Apple may have tweaked AppleShare to pro
vide the best performance possible at 230.4 kbps. 

Once you start adding network traffic, both Flash
Talk and DaynaTalk show similar speedups in file
transfer times. DaynaTalk and FlashTalk run about 50 
percent faster than LocalTalk. 

We also noted, in our multiple-server tests, that 
FlashTalk frequently locked clients out from commu
nications. This is reflected in the large differences in 
tl1e maximum transfer times when compared with the 
average transfer times. Only FlashTalk had ranges 
greater than the averages. 

TOPS specifies that LocalTalk networks have a 
maximum length of 400 feet when using FlashTalk. 
Dayna says that DaynaTalk works fine on the typical 
LocalTalk maximum Jengtl1 of 1000 feet. We found 
that the minute we extended a network beyond the 
400-foot limits recommended by TOPS, FlashTalk did 
not behave properly and slowed down considerably. 
DaynaTalk, on the other hand, worked fine on 1000 
feet of LocaiTalk cable. 

We also tested FlashTalk and DaynaTalk transfer 
rates with small blocks of data to simulate using the 
Chooser or network modems. In such cases, there was 
very little difference between the two products. 

During our tests, problems with component relia
bility reared their ugly heads. We had no problem with 
DaynaTalk units. However, we had to repeat some of 
our FlashTalk tests several times. On more than one 
occasion, TOPS' Flash Talk diagnostics program claimed 
that a FlashBox on our test network was defective. 



BIG PACKETS' 
l.o<aiTalk 17.51 17.27 17.67 73.34 52.18 86.12 117.26 18.15 218.80 150.14 
PhoneNel 17.57 17.33 17.80 72.78 41.50 109.89 114.22 35.00 197.05 156.01 
Oaynalalk on LocoiTalk 28.23 28.12 28.33 36.86 33.40 38.75 53.49 38.95 80.18 70.68 
Daynololk on PhoneNel 28.18 28.10 28.27 36.77 32.02 38.82 53.41 37.70 60.28 70.06 
Aoshlalk on l.o<oiTalk 19.63 17.40 31.00 40.31 27.88 55.92 58.20 42.20 85.68 74.26 
Aoshlalk on PhoneNel 18.53 17.53 23.90 39.56 35.08 45.70 58.09 45.80 70.65 74.81 

SMALL PACKETS 
l.o<allalk 0.1243 0.1000 0.1500 
Phone Mel 0.1255 0.1000 0.1500 
Oaynalalk on l.o<allalk 0.1372 0.1167 0.1333 
Oaynalalk on PhoneNel 0.1327 0.1167 0.1500 
Flash Talk on LocaiTalk 0.1515 0.1167 0.1667 
Aashlalk on PhoneNel 0.1610 0.1167 0.1667 

OuR REcoMMENDATION 

If your network activity consists mainly of small 
packets (brief E-mail messages, or typing in a word 
processor, for example) you won't benefit from switch
ing from LocalTalk to DaynaTalk or FlashTalk. 

On the other hand, network users who make large 
file transfers (graphics or multimedia files, for ex
ample, or page layouts), or network users who need 
to access applications or databases from a file server, 
can benefit from switching to an intermediate-speed 
alternative. Depending on your network configura
tion, you can expect an improvement of anywhere 
from 25 percent to 50 percent in file-transfer times on 
a FlashTalk or DaynaTalk network compared to a 
Loca!Talk or PhoneNet net. The degree of improve
ment depends on the types of devices you have on 
your network. Not every network node can commu
nicate at FlashTalk's top speed of 768 kbps and 
DaynaTalk's top speed of 850 kbps. So, for example, 
if your AppleShare server is a Mac Plus, the fastest it 
can talk to any other Mac--or any Mac can talk to it
on DaynaTalk is 740 kbps. You won't be able to spool 
documents to a LaserWriter any faster, s imply because 
a LaserWriter has to communicate at 230.4 kbps. And 
under no circumstances, we should emphasize, will 
you r LaserWriter print any faster. 

As our tests show, the more users you have t1ying 
to use the network, the bener results you will get. 
Both DaynaTalk and FlashTalk have obviously been 
designed to increase the ability of a network to 
respond to heavy use. 

0.1318 0.1167 0.4167 0.1467 0.1000 2.1167 0.1858 
0.1417 0.1000 1.8167 0.1515 0.1000 2.0500 0.2250 
0.1455 0.1167 0.1667 0.2165 0.1167 0.4333 0.2063 
0.1543 0.1167 0.4167 0.2145 0.1167 0.4167 0.2055 
0.1587 0.1167 1.5000 0.1628 0.1167 6.9333 0.1702 
0.1610 0.1167 1.4667 0.1743 0.1167 6.8000 0.1683 

There's still a catch, though. Using DaynaTalk or 
FlashTalk may mean physica lly reconfiguring the 
network. Simple networks that don't approach the 
maximum limit of LocalTalk cable should be fine. But 
if you're using unshielded twisted-pair cable like 
PhoneNet's ro create networks of greater than 1000 
feet, you have two options. First, look for ways to 
shorten the network; second, insta ll repeaters, which 
add to the upgrade cost. DaynaTalk has an advantage 
here, because it supports 1000-foot lengths of both 
shielded and unshielded twisted-pair cable. 

If you do decide to switch to either DaynaTalk or 
FlashTalk, expect to pay about $190 per intermediate
speed node and about $60 for each network node that 
must run at LocalTalk speed. 

Flash Talk's performance is in the range that TOPS 
claims-up to a 50 percent improvement over Local
Talk. DaynaTalk also offers a 50 pe rcent improve
ment, but with fewer errors, at both DaynaTalk and 
FlashTalk speeds. In addition, DaynaTalk puts fewer 
restrictions on network configurations. Considering 
that FlashTalk and DaynaTalk cost the same, Dayna
Talk is the better product. lZ.1 

Dave Kosiur is tbe editor and publisber ofConnections, a 
bimonthly newsleller on Mac counectivity. Botb he and his 

network are running fttsl enough, tbank you . 
Kee Nethery is tbe principal of Kctgi Engineering in Berkeley, 

California. He is waiting for someone to design the ulti
mate network device-a Net1itrboTokeii

StarTalkPius Connector. 
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14.95 336.90 
45.70 385.78 
40.67 82.40 
42:35 77.02 
54.43 120.45 
38.62 106.35 

0.11 67 6.9500 
0.1000 17.3167 
0.1167 0.4333 
0.1000 0.4333 
0.1167 8.233 
0.1167 6.9167 
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£X ( L US f V f: The following is a transcript of a 

cassette tape mailed to Macworld by a group 

identifying itself as the New pro Mischievous 

League. The voice on the tape is purported 

to be that of none other than computer 

mogul john SCSI as be dictates his holiday 

shopping list to his trusted aide, Scrumbley. 

""' There was no return address and I couldn't 

verify the authenticity of this attribution, 

but I did check all the items on the list-

twice-and I can assure you that whoever 

compiled this catalog of gift ideas knew how 

to put a twinkle in the eye of all the Mac

ophiles on his or her list. Casting journalistic 

caution into the wassail bowl, Macworld 

has decided to publish-as a public service

the full transcript of. .. 

' .' s 
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The tape begins with rmifjled scu./]ling 
sounds followed byaMacll stm·t-up chord 
and a f ew bars from the theme of Matt 
Gunn. After the sound of silver clinking 
against china, the voice-authoritative 
and with a slight New England twan~r 

begins. 
Ahem. ow, where did I bury that 

damn file? Ah, here it is in my Do It Now 
folder. 

Scrumbley, the holidays are moving in 
on us quicker than the boys at Big I3lue. 
I don't want to sound like some bah
humbug, but with the reorg meetings and 
all I just don't have time to e lbow my way 
through all those carolers and other per
sons of goodwill. So be a good fellow and 
see that these gifts are sent out in plenty 
of time for the holidays, will you' 

And listen, I'm noting the retail prices 
for each of the ite ms, but I'm hardly on a 
par with the Three Kings, so see if you 
can't scare up some better prices at the 
local discount outlets or at a mail-order 
house. 

DoN WE Now OuR MAc APPAREL 

Let's see, my wife complains that platinum 
is boring-unless it's the real thing, of 
course- and that the Mac doesn't fit in 
with her decor. Let's send he r a How
Now-Faux-Cow Mac Cozy from Future 
Studio to cover her SE. You'll find the 
order number in my reference copy of the 
Chicken Boy Catalog for a Pe1ject World 
Substitute the Nor-Really-Dalmatian or the 

Holidays Around 
the World 
Have you ever won· 
dered how other cui· 
tures celebrate the 
holiday season? CDclc· 
ing the mouse over the 
spinning globe in the up· 
stairs room of this doll· 
house in 8&8 Sound· 
works' HyperCard 
stack, A Country Christ· 
mas, brings up message 
boxes that offer brief 
glimpses into the tradi· 
tions of other countries. 
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Hula du jour Hawaiian print if you have 
to, but the fake cowhide should go well 
with the corrugated steel desk I've already 
orde red for her. 

And make sure you throw in a copy of 
the catalog. She'll get a kick out of the fact 
that those Mac-fanatic Future Studio kids 
rescued a two-story-tall cement chicken 
from the wrecking ball (their motto: "Too 
tall to live, too weird to die") and then built 
a whole entrepreneurial enterprise around 
the forme r fast-food mascot. (Mac SE 
cover $30; keyboard cover $15; Image
Write r II cover $30; prices for custom 
fabrics or unusual Mac configurations run 
a bit more .) 

I'm tickled that she's fina lly using he r 
Mac. She even took it to the islands last 
month. Said she was just writing some 
letters, but I peeked and it turns out she's 
working on a cyberpunk novel. Reads 
pretty well , too. Let's toss in a Macinware 
SE Extended Carrying Case from I/0 
Design. Maybe she'll surprise me with 
the finished product after our next vaGt
tion. (Case for Mac SE with extended 
keyboard $129.95.) 

And send Norma j ean, our reception
ist-! mean, area assistant-a Large 
Screen Anti-Glare Filter from Kensing
ton Microware for her screen. The way 
she frowns and squints at her Mac could 
give our guests the wrong message. The 
Mac II version is a great design; none of 
that Velcro mess, the cover just slides right 
onto the front of the monitor. ($99.95) 

And her posture is te rrible. Might have 
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Something Fishy 
You can edit the marine life in the animated start-up 
screen program, Fish. Besides being able to create 
new creatures and evolve the old, you can use the 
Motion command to define where your aqueous 
animations will appear on screen. 

something to do with th e workstation. 
Let's get her a MacTilt from Ergotron so 
she can adjust her monitor to a more com
fortable angle. She can swivel it a full 180 
degrees to the right or left and tilt it up or 
clown a to tal of 30 degrees. That should 
get her smiling again. (For Mac II $79.95.) 

'TIS TH£ SEASON 

Then I have to get something for old 
Gregor. In honor of his eternally tardy 
software releases, let's send a WristMac. 
It lacks the pizzazz of the old Dick Tracy 
model, 'but this modified Seiko comes 
with software that will let Gregor down
load his address book, appoi ntment 
schedule, and-more important in his 
case-To Do lists from his Mac. The data 
will have to fit into two 12-character 
lines, but the \VristMac can keep track 
of up to 80 screens. 

There's an edit button on the Wrist
Mac, but since Gregor isn't likely to bother 
cycling through the alphabet to change 
entries character-by-character, I don't think 
I'll throw in the Bi-Directional Adapter 
that would let him upload WristMac data 
back to the Mac. Be sure to get that snob 
the Executive version, the one with the 
gold accents on the face. (Executive $295; 
Pocket WristMac S260; Standard $225; Bi
Directional Ada ptor $45.) 

And let's send Esmeralda over at Try 
Again Software a Wizard Electronic Or
ganizer from Sharp along with Palm To p 



link for the Macintosh software and 
cables. Her products have been even 
slower ro hit the market than Gregor's, 
and she's always quoting one excuse or 
another. Because the Wizard is check
book size, its screen can display up to 8 
rows of data with 16 characters in each. 
Now she can catalog all her rationaliza
tions, and keep track of her daily, weekly, 
and monthly schedules, memos, and tele
phone lists, to boot. The Wizard also has 
a Calculator function that will let her 
figure the cost of her vaporware, and she 
can use the Secret function ro hide her real 
release dates from the rest of us. 

Esmeralda might input data using the 
Wizard's alphabetical keyboard and, us
ing the WizardLink software and cables, 
she can shuttle fi les, even those created in 
othe r Mac applications, back and forth 
between her Wizard and her Mac. (Wizard 
$299; WizardLink Mac $149.95, including 
software and cables.) 

And let's send each of our VPs one of 
those new Portable Packs from Farallon 
Computing. The hardware and software 
kits rea lly seem to live up ro their billing 
as the Swiss Army Network. Because tl1e 
Packs let you connect any Mac to any 
phone line, communication between our 
top execs ought to be a lot more stream
lined, even when they're on the road. 
Besides containing a couple of PhoneNet 
StarConnectors and extension cables, a 
PhoneNet to LocalTalk Adaptor Cable, 
and a handy selection of hardware acces
sories, it comes with two copies each of 
Timbuktu Remote and Timbuktu 3.0. Plus 
you get a handy multitool knife, and it all 
fits in a pouch about the size of a shaving 
kit. ($495) 

Kms FROM ONE ro NINETY-Two 
I guess I jumped the holiday season a bit 
when I gave Cosmic Osmo to Minerva, 
my six-year-old niece. It's a nonstructured 
HyperCard adventure, a lot like that other 
program from Activision, the Manhole. 
Minerva loved flying the bulbous space
ship between the various planets; she es
pecially enjoyed firing cotton-swab pro
jectiles at the Holy Mackerel. What kept 
her coming back, though, was the fact that 
she could write and record songs on the 

instruments she found lying around. Let's 
give one to what's-his-name's kid-the 
guy who just wrote that book that's sup
posed to tell all about our company. just 
to show there are no hard feelings. Better 
make sure they have a hard disk at home, 
though. Osmo takes up five 800K flop
pies. ($69.95) 

I worry about Minerva's brother, Max. 
The kid just seems to sit and stare. He used 
to divide his time between the television 
and his aquarium, but now he spends 
tl10se e ndless hours in from of his mom's 
Mac II watching the 
cursor blink. Of course, 
he's only four. Maybe 
what he needs is Fish, 
a CDEV from Tom and 
Ed's Bogus Software 
that turns the Mac 
desktop into an ani
mated sea scene. The 
minnows, sharks, and 
octopuses that come 
with the program 
sli the r behind any 
open windows in 2-, 
8-, o r 32-bit color, 
but I think Max is 
really going to like cre
ating his own anima
ted denizens of the 
deep (see "Something 
Fishy"). Maybe it' ll 
even encourage him 
to head for the beach 
and angle for some real 
fish once in a while. 
($19.95) 

Giving Tyler to 
my mothe r could be a 
bit of a gamble. All our lives she's bad
gered us into playing Scrabble with her. 
Once she gets her hands on this game 
with its three dictionaries and variable 
playing levels, we may never get her away 
from the screen again. If she starts taking 
after her father, who never lost a game of 
solita ire, she might want to explore the 
Cheating menu. Of course I've never 
explored those options ... (S50) 

And let's see ... ah yes, my niece Mag
gie-one of those teenagers who seem 
uncomfortable unless they're clutching a 
telephone receiver. I know that what 
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she'd really like is her own fax setup to 
send photos of her new dream boats to her 
friends, but I think I'll give her my favorite 
Rolodex-like application , QuickDex 
from Casady & Greene. This desk acces
sory's search abilities are fas ter than San
ta's reindeer, and-Maggie's going to 
love this-if you hold the phone receiver 
to the Mac's speaker, QuickDex will auto
matically dial a number by generating the 
necessary phone tones. She can share all 
or part of her list with select friends using 
the companion utility, PrintDex. 

The Mac II in this photo is equipped with Kensington's 
Large Screen Anti-Glare Filter and a Mac Tilt from 
Ergotron. The marbelized ExcecutirePad is from 
Computer Giftware and the floppy disk labels and pens 
came with MultiComp' s Label-Once kit. 

My only complaint with QuickDex 
used to be that it was incompatible witl1 
QuickFolder, a great !NIT. I like having 
the option to create a folder whenever I 
save a file. I'm glad the QuickDex bunch 
bought QuickFolder. Now, not only are 
the two compatible, they also come pack
aged together. ($60) 
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THERE ARosE SucH A (LATTER 

It's been tough picking out a gift for my 
boy, Teddy. He fancies himself some kind 
of performance artist. His "art" seems to 
consist mostly of moping in front of a slide 
projector and a tape recorder. Getting a 
Mac into the act might spark things up. 
With Farallon's MacRecorder sound dig
itizer he can record all the rude noises he 
wants and manipulate them to boot. The 
new HyperSouncl Toolkit will let him 
record and play back his sounds in stereo, 
and the 8:1 compression ratio means I 
won't have to toss a hard disk into the 
deal. (MacRecorder 2.0, microphone , 
cables, HyperSound Toolkit, and Hyper-

Farallan' s Portable Pack Is a boon lor Mac users 
on the go; as Is the checkbook-size Wizard Eledronic 
Organizer with its Palm Top Link lor the Macintosh 
software and cables. The WristMac is even more 
compact. Adding digitized sounds to your Mac is a snap 
with the MacRecorder, and the Discalculator just 
adds up to fun. 
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Sound and SoundEdit software S249.) 
And send him The Waite Group's 

Tricks of the HyperCard Masters 
(Hayden Books, 1989). This book, written 
by real scripting pros, is the best Hyper
Card resource around. If Teddy were 
projecting images and animations from an 
interactive stack, the act would certainly 
be more interesting. ($24.95) 

Of course, Teddy will never go for this 
if he has to key in all those scripts, so we'd 
better include Heizer Software's Tricks 
of the Hy p e rCard Masters: The 
Stacks. Besides being able to see ex
amples of all the stack ideas in the book, 
he can cut and paste the scripts into his 
own stacks. ($15 for each of the four 
stacks: Main Tricks; Sound and Front 
Ends; Developer's Tool; and Complete 
HyperTalk Reference. $50 for the set.) 

And what the heck, let's include the 
new interFACE. Like HyperAnimator, its 
precursor, it enables you to create ani
mated ta lking heads witl1 facial expres
sions that are synchronized to either dig-
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itized or Macintalk speech. We may as 
well include the royalty-free run-time 
driver, so if Teddy likes, he can distribute 
files with scanned images of his own face 
lip-syncing to his recorded monologues 
and he won't even have to attend his own 
performances. (InterFACE $499.95; run
time driver $500.) 

HEAVEN AND NATURE SING 

Truth is , my sister Maude is the only one 
in the family with an ear for music. She 
actually fancies herself a bit of a musicolo
gist and likes to point out that the earliest 
musical recordings were actually mechani
cal devices a lot like our present-day 
music boxes; they were a lot more compli
cated, though, with bells, plucked strings, 
and organ pipes. None of the instruments 
survived, but a couple of computer musi
cians, David Kraehenbuel and Christo
pher Light, did manage to re-create some 
pieces by the likes of Bach and Haydn 
and even Beethoven, using a Mac in con
junction with a Sequential Prophet 2002 
sampler and a Yamaha TXfll Z FM tone 
generator. Reminds me of carousel music. 
It's from Product Concepts and it's called 
the Ultimate Music Box. ($6.95 plus $2 
s/ h for the cassette tape; $14.95 plus $2 s/ 
h for the CD.) 

Send it along with Gorlllas in the 
Mix, an exotic patchwork of digitized an
imal sounds from Rykodisc USA. The art
ist, Bernie Krause, takes honest-to-gorilla 
zoological sounds and uses the Mac to 
juggle them into honking, squawking 
dance ditties. Maude used to really cut the 
rug. "Ape No Mountain High Enough" 
and "Trout from Ipanema" ought to get 
her old toes tapping. (Cassette $9.98; 
compact disk $13.98.) 

Her twins, Marilyn and Monroe, are 
nearly school-age now. I think they'll 
appreciate A Country Christmas from 
B&B Soundworks. It's a charming Hyper
Card stack that will keep them in the 
holiday spirit for days. It illustrates cus
toms around the world, quaint old-fash
ioned family scenes, a great snowball 
game, a very realistic dollhouse, and reci
pes; and carols play in many of the 
scenarios. Rather reminds me of my own 
youth. ($34.95) 



Ln NoTHING You DISMAY 

My niece, Thalia, was really shaken when 
some jokers broke into her dorm last fall 
and lifted her Mac and peripherals. I 
already replaced the equipment, but let's 
send her the Kensington Apple Secu
ritySystem. The cables, locks, and adapt
ers look pretty tough. Not exacdy a fun 
gift, but it could guarantee her some peace 
of mind. ($49.95) 

And while we're at it, let 's send her 
SUM ll. It's a utilities program from Sy
mantec that duplicates floppies in a flash; 
partitions and encrypts hard disk vol
umes; defragmenrs disks; watches for 
known viruses; and even keeps track of 
the hard disk directory. The new version 
will even back up her files, among other 
niceties. ($149.95) 

And for a more cheerful gift, let's 
include a few of those Custom Track
balls from Kensington. She can just drop 
one into her regular Kensington Trackball 
setup. I don't know if she'd rather have a 
red pearlescent ball or a green speckled 
one or even an e ight-ball, so send her a 
selection. (Colored balls $12.95 plus s/ h; 
for the eight-ball $17.95 plus s/h.) 

THE SToCKINGS WERE HuNG 

When you hand out the holiday bonuses 
to the folks down in sales, why don't you 
give each of d1em a Discalculator from 
The Computer Giftware Company, as well. 
It's kind of frivolous--a solar calculator 
that looks like a 3 1/z inch floppy-but I 
think it'll add a nice touch to their stock
ings. ($19.95) 

And for that image-conscious bunch 
down in marketing, why not pick out an 
assortment of faux-marble mousepads
ExecutivePads, from Computer Giftware. 
They come in several colors, fake granite , 
and even a burled wood look. ($14.95) 

As for the others out in the field, let's 
send all of them MicroStore Disk Wal
lets. I use one myself. I like it because it's 
made of heavy-gauge nylon and the disks 
don't fall out. (4-disk wallet $8.95; 12-disk 
$16.95; 32-disk $34.95.) 

And hand out boxes of DataRescue 
Diskettes from Polaroid's Magnetic Media 
division. Sounds like a great guarantee: If 

Besides oHering faux
cowhide Mac Cozies, 
Future Studio also makes 
leopard skin, Hawaiian 
print, anti even custom 
covers. Polaroid's Data
Rescue Diskettes provide 
one kind of tlato secu
rity; MicroStore Disk 
Wallets provide another. 
Anti the Macinware SE 
Extended Carrying Case 
proteds the Mac itself. 

the disks become unreadable for any 
reason-even if you spill industrial-strength 
coffee on them-Polaroid will try to re
cover the data and return the disk for free. 
The company says its success rate is 100 
percent with smoke- and liquid-related 
damage and 95 percent with hard logic 
errors such as accidental formatting or 
erasure. (Box of 10 Mac-formatted disks, 
S13 to $18, depending on distributor.) 

And I'm tired of getting floppy disks 
with illegible writing and scratched-out 
identifiers, so give everyone a LabelOnce 
kit from Multicomp. The Starter Kits come 
with disk labels that let you erase and 
rewrite whenever you like, as well as a 
pen, a spot eraser, colored stickers for 
coding and a small bottle of eraser fluid . 
(Starter Kits come with 50 labels, $13.95; 
other size kits available.) 

WHAT To Mv WoNDERING EYEs 
And see what you can do about getting a 
few packages of holiday clip art for Bill, 
the guy who does the office newsletter. 
The Moonlight Artworks Holiday Set 
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from Hired Hand Design comes with two 
disks crammed with 90 EPS illustrations. 
Could be good year 'round. Besides the 
wread1s, canes, menorahs, and angels, 
there are turkeys, bunnies, jack-o '-lan
terns, flags, and hearts. ($59) 

The Wet Paint Special Occasions 
disks from Dubi-Ciick are even more 
densely packed with holiday images, most 
of which are scanned from arcane sources. 
You may recognize some of these pictures 
(I know you all laugh at my memos), but 
there are three disks full of curious im
ages, so I doubt that anyone will com
plain. ($79.95) 

AND TO Au A Gooo NIGHT 

Well, Scrumbley, that's about it. Can't 
think of anyone I've left out ... oh yes, of 
course. Please ring downstairs and tell 
them to deliver that llci you've been 
hinting about. And let me know what you 
think-I've been too busy to spend any 
time with it. !:1 

See W'here to Buy for contact information. 
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Better is 
Buying our 16 11 MultiSync® 4D or 20 11 MultiSync 5D monitor for your 

Mac II Video Card plus other third-party cards. Both offer great 

resolutions-from standard Mac II Video Card to 1024 x 768, with the 

20 11 monitor also supporting 1280 x 1024. And both have micro- -

Compu1ers and Commun•cat•ons 



bigger. 
processor-based control systems that give you automatic screen config-

remember your preferred screen settings. The main difference? One is 

for large ideas. The other, for extra-large. For literature, call NEC at 

1-800-826-2255. For details, 1-800-FONE-NEC. 
Circle 257 on reader service card NEC 



* REVIEWS ------------

version of PageMaker. You can specify 
colors from a Pantone Matching System 
(PMS) library of over 700 colors, or you 
can use RGB (red-green-blue), HLS (hue
lighrness-saturation), or CMYK (cyan-ma
genta-yellow-black) models. These colors 
are now much more than spot-color 
models. With Color Extension, any of 
these colors can now be interpreted into 
process colors; you can now get four 
pieces of working production film off a 
high-resolution imagesetter like those from 
Linotype or Agfa Compugraphk. Color 
Extension begins to help PageMaker's 
color capabilities mature from a glorified 
coloring book to a powerful high-resolu
tion color palette. 

Aldus wisely includes the Process Color 
Card, which you hold up to the screen to 
determine how close you've come to 
matching a particular color. No color 
matches are guaranteed. Because of such 
variables as monitor and output-device 
discrepancies, the advi..ce on the Process 
Color Card should be taken to heart: you 
should consult with your service bureau 
and check your printer before producing 
output. 

The color output I produced from 
Color Extension files, separated through 
Adobe Separator, with film output from a 
Linotronic 300, produced color accurate 
enough for any top-quality magazine. 
Densitometer readings for discrepancies 
among screens fluctuated between 2 and 
6 percent, which is an entirely accepta
ble margin of error. 

Don't forget 

Stumbling Around 
While the overall results from the tests 
were encouraging, a minor problem arose 
that required me to second-guess Color 
Extension's meager documentation. 

For one test in particular, I needed 
type to reverse out of a color background 
(see "Don't Forget"). The type would not 
reverse out on Linotronic output until I 
discovered, when I called Aldus, that the 
new Cutouts check box in the Print dialog 
box needed to be checked to create the 
effect I wanted. 

While this proved effective for revers
ing type out of a color background, the 
problem persisted when I tried reversing 
white type, even with the Cutouts check 
box turned on. The workaround solution: 
specifying 1 percent for cyan, magenta, 
yellow, and black on the reverse (white) 
type produced the effect I wanted. 

The manual also says to uncheck the 
Include color images check box in the 
Print Options dialog box "if you are print
ing color separations." But color images 
that I'd intended to leave as black-and
white FPOs (for-position-only placehold
ers) disappeared on my Linotronic output. 

If there had been references in the 
manual to features like the Cutouts check 
box and more detailed descriptions of 
other new features, I could have saved 
both time and money. 

One other important new feature that 
comes with Color Extension is the ability 
to place and print color TIFF images to 
desktop color printers from within Page-

Note the checlr boxes 
in Color Extension's 
dialog boxes to ovoid 
missing art and color 
type. Checlr lndude 
color images in the 
PostSuipt print options 
to make sure your non
PostSuipt color images 
print as bloclr·ond· 
white placement hold· 
ers. If you hove color 
type reversing out of o 
color bockground, checlr 
Cutouts in the Print 
dialog box. 

0 Download bit- map fonts 

0 oownlood PostScript fo nts 
0 Use 4ef•ul1 POPCI lo4y 

186 

0 UiPw last en·or rneu~ge 
0 Moke Aldus PI ep pe1manen1 
rgJ Include color images-
0 Ti fF for position only 

181 Print PostScript to dlst : 
0 Normol ® EPS 0 For seporollons 
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Maker. Other neat commands enable you 
to place and see the choice of either high
resolution or low-resolution versions of a 
TIFF image, as well as to compress and de
compress the often mammoth TIFF files as 
they appear in a PageMaker document. 
However, you still cannot create color 
separations from TIFF files from within 
PageMaker; you need third-party separa
tion software. 

There's the Rub 
The ability to separate TIFF files from 
within PageMaker is an example of what 
I'd hoped for and did not get with this 
release of Color Extension. While Color 
Extension removes a step or two in the 
cumbersome color pre press production of 
pages in PageMaker, it still is not ideal. 

Aldus released Color Extension before 
work was completed on Aldus Separator, 
its own separation utility. Thus, the con
sumer is forced to rely on third-party 
separation products. Of more concern is 
the direction this development path will 
take PageMaker. Our dependence on Post
Script-compatible separators inextricably 
ties PageMaker to PostScript color, with
out including color separation of other 
formats, including color TIFF and color 
PICT. We can only hope that Aldus has a 
more encompassing strategy in mind. We 
might better understand that strategy when 
we can work with Color Extension's hooks 
to the Open Prepress Interface, a DTP stan
dard to link up to high-end prepress sys
tems. With OPI still in its infancy, there was 
no way for me to evaluate its potential. 

Publishing in the Hands of the People 
While Color Extension does a great ser
vice to the legions of PageMaker users 
who are now exploring the higher end of 
desktop publishing, a fu lly composed page 
with mechanical color, photos, and illus
trations, untouched by a human stripper's 
hands, still remains a dream. 

Nevertheless, Color Extension is an 
important product that continues to make 
high-end output more accessible to lower
end desktop publishers. Any product that 
helps to put quality publishing in the 
hands of PageMaker users is worth the 
$195.-Lttis Camus 
See Where to Buy or circle 704 on reader service card. 



Sky box 
To create this image, Ron Cobb used se11era/ of Pixe/Paint Professional's unique tools. He used transparency and 
the pend/in FatBits far the gradual buildup of the cloud tones. The antialiasing and the resulting subtle mit/tones 
were used to Increase the apparent clarity of the image. 

recorder, or create color separations with 
the program's PostScript Printing Control 
dialog box. 

PixeiPaint Pros and Cons 
I came across a few glitches when experi
menting with PixelPaint Pro. For example, 
the finger tool didn't work properly when 
I zoomed into a drawing; also, the pencil 
behaved erratically in the enlarged view. 
I couldn't get the enlarged view of the 
eyedropper to work. Finally, when I se
lected large areas when working in Multi
Finde r, the program occasionally froze. 

Also, several of my graphics programs 
didn't take kindly to 24-bit video; with 
SuperMac's Spectrum/24 board installed, 
MacPaint 1.5 crashed (MacPaint 2.0 works 
fine, however) and SuperPaint 2.0 refused 
to start until I removed the 32-bit Quick
Draw ftle from my System Folde r. With 
other graphics programs, such as MacDraw 
II and FreeHand 2.0, I had to remember to 
reset the number of colors to 256 in order 
to work in color. Depending on the hard
ware and software you use, you may have 
to experiment with color settings to get 
other programs to work properly. 

My wish list for PixelPaint Professional 
includes better text-handling (leading,. 
kerning, and so on), the ability to open 
multiple documents, and the ability to 
preview both images for positioning when 
merging two drawings. 

These complaints are minor, however, 
when Pixe!Paint Professional is viewed as 
a whole. The program's well-conceived 
interface and solid manual make it easy to 
learn and use, and artists can customize 
tools and color palettes to their liking. 
Features such as antialiasing, masking, 
and control over transparency make Pix
e!Paint Professional an ideal tool for cre
ating original artwork or for image pro
cessing. I wholeheartedly recomme nd this 
program. 

(A note for those who have 8-bit video 
boards: PixelPaint Pro works in 8-bit mode, 
though of course you can only use 256 
colors at a time. If you have an 8-bit 
system, you might look into PixelPaim 
2.0, which features numerous enhance
ments over the original PixelPaint, includ
ing masking, Pantone colors, and color 
separations.)-Eifert Fenton 
See Where to Buy lor contad information. 
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----------- * -----------
ALDUS PAGEMAKER 

COLOR EXTENSION 1.0 

DTP Color-Production Extension 

Pros: Simplifies and reduces steps in color pre
press work for PogeMoker users; almost exact 

accuracy in density of final output. Cons: Cannot print 
separations from within program; doesn't color· 

separate non-PostScript formats. Comp11ny: Aldus 
Corporation. Requires: Moe Plus; PogeMoker 

3. 0 or later version. Moe II with color 
monitor recommended. List prlte: S 195. 

In the desktop publishing wars, 
color prepress production has 
become the big issue. While 

ease-of-use, length of learning cwves, and 
degree of flexibility are debatable, being 
able to do color prepress work from a 
page-makeup program is definitive- a 
program either can or it can't. For Page
Maker users interested in getting color 
prepress work from their desktop, the 
program's inability to separate color speci
fied in type, tints, lines, and boxes from 
within PageMaker was the fortress wall 
that begged to be scaled. 

Scaling the Walls 
This is not to say that you couldn't get 
process color plates from the old Page
Maker. But that involved speccing color 
from within a color PostScript illustration 
program like FreeHand or Illustrator, plac
ing those color elements in PageMaker 
pages, encapsulating those pages indi
vidually, and separating the files with 
another program, like Adobe Separator. 
This process was tedious, and it soon 
became clear that at some point Page
Maker would have to let you specify and 
separate process color without relying on 
third-party applications. 

When Everything Old Is New Again 
PageMaker Color Extension merely ex
tends PageMaker 3.0's color capabilities. It 
comes with Install and Program disks that 
work only if you have PageMaker 3.0. 

Color Extension retains the identical 
Define Colors dialog box in the current 
(continues) 
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version of PageMaker. You can specify 
colors from a Pantone Matching System 
(PMS) library of over 700 colors, or you 
can use RGB (red-green-blue), HLS (hue
lightness-saturation) , or CMYK (cyan-ma
genta-yellow-black) models. These colors 
are now much more than spot-color 
models. With Color Extension, any of 
these colors can now be interpreted into 
process colors; you can now get four 
pieces of working production film off a 
high-resolution imagesetter like those from 
Linotype or Agfa Compugraphic. Color 
Extension begins to help PageMaker's 
color capabilities mature from a glorified 
coloring book to a powerful high-resolu
tion color palette. 

Aldus wisely includes the Process Color 
Card, which you hold up to the screen to 
determine how close you've come to 
matching a particular color. No color 
matches are guaranteed. Because of such 
variables as monitor and output-device 
discrepancies, the advlce on the Process 
Color Card should be taken to heart: you 
should consult with your service bureau 
and check your printer before producing 
output. 

The color output I produced from 
Color Extension files, separated through 
Adobe Separator, with film output from a 
Linotronic 300, produced color accurate 
enough for any top-qua lity magazine. 
Densitometer readings for discrepancies 
among screens fluctuated between 2 and 
6 percem, which is an entirely accepta
ble margin of error. 

Don' t Forget 

Stumbling Around 
While the overall results from the tests 
were encouraging, a minor problem arose 
that required me to second-guess Color 
Extension's meager documentation. 

For one test in particular, I needed 
type to reverse out of a color background 
(see "Don't Forget"). The type would not 
reverse out on Linotronic output until I 
discovered, when I called Aldus, that the 
new Cutouts check box in the Print dialog 
box needed to be checked to create the 
effect I wanted. 

While this proved effective for revers
ing type out of a color background, the 
problem persisted when I tried reversing 
white type, even with the Cutouts check 
box turned on. The workaround solution: 
specifying 1 percent for cyan, magenta, 
yellow, and black on the reverse (white) 
type produced the effect I wanted. 

The manual also says to uncheck the 
Include color images check box in the 
Print Options dialog box "if you are print
ing color separations." But color images 
that J'd imended to leave as black-and
white FPOs (for-position-only placehold
ers) disappeared on my Linotronic output. 

If there had been references in the 
manual to features like the Cutouts check 
box and more detailed descriptions of 
other new features, I could have saved 
both time and money. 

One other important new feature that 
comes with Color Extension is the ability 
to place and print color TIFF images to 
desktop color printers from within Page-

Note the check boxes 
in Color Extension's 
dialog boxes to avoid 
m lsslng art and color 
type. Chec/c lndude 
color images in the 
PostSulpt print options 
to make sure your non· 
PostScript color images 
print as black·and· 
white placement hold· 
ers. If you have color 
type reversing out of a 
color baclcground, chec/c 
Cutouts in the Print 
dialog box. 

PostStrtpt prtnt options 
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Maker. Other neat commands ena.ble you 
to place and see the choice of either high
resolution or low-resolution versions of a 
TIFF image, as well as to compress and de
compress the often mammoth TIFF ftles as 
they appear in a PageMaker document. 
However, you still cannot create color 
separations from TIFF files from within 
PageMaker; you need third-party separa
tion software. 

There's the Rub 
The ability to separate TIFF files from 
within PageMaker is an example of what 
I'd hoped for and did not get with this 
release of Color Extension. While Color 
Extension removes a step or two in the 
cumbersome color pre press production of 
pages in PageMaker, it still is not ideal. 

Aldus released Color Extension before 
work was completed on Aldus Separator, 
its own separation utility. Thus, the con
sumer is forced to rely on third-party 
separation products. Of more concern is 
the direction this development path will 
take PageMaker. Our dependence on Post
Script-compatible separators inextricably 
ties PageMaker to PostScript color, with
out including color separation of other 
formats, including color TIFF and color 
PICT. We can only hope d1at Aldus has a 
more encompassing strategy in mind. We 
might better understand that strategy when 
we can work with Color Extension's hooks 
to the Open Prepress Interface, a DTP stan
dard to link up to high-end prepress sys
tems. With OPI still in its infancy, there was 
no way for me to evaluate its potential. 

Publishing in the Hands of the People 
While Color Extension does a great ser
vice to the legions of PageMaker users 
who are now exploring the higher end of 
desktop publishing, a fully composed page 
with mechanical color, photos, and illus
trations, untouched by a human stripper's 
hands, still remains a dream. 

Nevertheless, Color Extension is an 
important product that continues to make 
high-end output more accessible to lower
end desktop publishers. Any product that 
helps to put quality publishing in the 
hands of PageMaker users is worth the 
$195.-Luis Camus 
See Where to Buy or circle 704 on reader service card. 



Don't Be A One-Mac Band. 
The largest group of Mac" users in the world 

shares its problems and solutions online every day in 
CompuServe's Mac Forums. And you can join them. 

Find out which Mac software lives up to its claims, 
which hard drive is best for your applications, how to use 
the new and exciting HyperCard.· Get support from 
Mac software authors and hardware vendors. 

Struggling with a complicated desktop publishing 
program? Ask someone who's been through it all. Can't 
make your word processing software work with 

PixeiPaint? Visit a CompuServe Mac Forum and 
get the answers. There's no better way to get more 
out of your Mac. 

To join CompuServe, see your computer dealer. 
To order direct or for more information, call 800 
848-8199. If you're already a member, type CO 
MACINTOSH at any ! prompt. 

Circle 319 on reader service card 
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SMART ART I, II, III 1.0 

PostScript Effects for Type and Graphics 

Pros: Desk accessory; lets you view effects on 
screen before printing. Cons: Doesn't work with most 
draw and point programs. Comp11ny: Emerald City 

Software. Requires: Moe Plus; PostScript-compatible 
loser printer. List prlte: $149.95 per volume. 

A PostScript laser printer has 
~ powerful text-manipulation fea
lJ!!!JJ tures built in to it. PostScript can 
perform all sorts of tricks with type: 
rotating it at any angle; filling letters with 
shades of gray; outlining, compressing, or 
expanding characters; adding a drop 
shadow; even setting text on a circle or 
arc. A fa t lot of good all that does you, 
however, if you can't access the effects. 

PostScript graphics programs such as 
Adobe Illustrator and Aldus FreeHand let 
you fill, skew, rotate, compress, expand, 
and otherwise reshape type. But what if 
you work with a word processor or page
layout program that doesn't offer these 
snazzy effects? That's where Smart Art 
comes in. 

Smart and Ubiquitous 
Each Smart Art volume (there are three at 
this writing) is a collection of 15 PostScript 
special effects, packaged as a desk acces
sory so that you can call up the effects 
from virtually any program. Volumes I 
and III offer text effects, while Smart Art 
II focuses on graphics. Say you're typing 
an announcement in Microsoft Word and 
want to add a drop shadow to emphasize 
a headline. No problem. Simply choose 
Smart Art from the Apple menu, open the 
appropriate effect, tailor it to your speci
fications, and paste it into the document. 

In the Smart Art window, you'll see a 
list of text attributes (see "Tinkering with 
Type"). Highlight a line and type up to 
255 characters of new information to 
change the sample's wording, font and 
font style, size, shade of gray, and other 
attributes such as shadow angle, charac
te r spacing, circle or arc size, or character 
width, depending on the effect you've 
selected. Smart Art's text effects work not 
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Big Sa\e\ 
Saturday On\~ 

Shop Till You n~a'9'\. 

Smart Art Sampler 
Shown here are some of Smort Art's eHects; Centered 
Arc, Starburst Text, Movie Title, Raised Text, and 
Distance Text. 

only with your printer's built-in fonts, but 
with downloadable PostScript fonts from 
Adobe and other type vendors. 

When you tl1ink you've created the 
effect you want, d ick the Reimage button. 
Smart Art carries on a dialog with your 
printer, which in turn performs the Post
Script calculations necessary for your 
custom effect. Unlike other text-effects 
programs, Smart Art doesn't leave you in 
the dark, wondering until you print it out 
what your effect looks like; the effect 
constructed by the printer is displayed on 
the screen as well. If you don't like what 
you see, you can adjust the effect, send it 
to the printer again, and preview it on the 
screen until you get it right. 

When you're satisfied with an on
screen effect, you can either cut it to the 
Clipboard and paste it into your docu
ment, or save the effect as an EPS (encap
sulated PostScript) file and paste it into a 
document created with any program that 
accepts EPS images (these programs in-
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d ude Cricket Presents, Aldus Persuasion, 
FreeHand, Illustrator 88, and page-layout 
programs). 

It's Smart, but Is It Art? 
Smart Art I's 15 effects fall into the basic 
categories of rotated text, text on a circle 
or arc, text in perspective, and shadowed 
text. Smart Art II offers 15 graphics effects, 
including 2-D and 3-D shapes that you can 
rotate, resize, fill with shades or patterns, 
and otherwise edit. Smart Art III adds 15 
text effects to the DA's repertoire, includ
ing drop caps, arched text, inlines and 
outlines, and flashy effects like neon, two
tone text, and outlined letters filled with 
text (see "Smart Art Sampler"). 

I found Smart Art I's effects somewhat 
limited in scope compared to those of 
PostCraft's LaserFX, another text-effects 
utility. While Smart Art III brings the total 
number of text effects to 30, it also brings 
the total cost to around $300. (PostCraft 
sells $50 add-on modules to augment the 
30 effects in its original $200 program.) 
Smart Art II's graphics effects are a mixed 
bag; many of the 3-D effects are impres
sive (you can move a light source , for 
example), but I was less than impressed 
by 2-D shapes such as the rectangle and 
the circle, which almost any graphic pro
gram could create. 

Smart Art requires a 300-dpi printer 
with Adobe's version of PostScript if you 
want to preview your effects on screen. 
According to Emerald City Software, 
however, the effects will print on a Post
Script-compatible printer or a Linotronic 
PostScript imagesetter, although you will 
not be able to preview the effects as you 
work on them. 

Although many of Smart Art's effects 
travel from printer to screen in less than a 
minute, be forewarned that the calcula
tion time can increase considerably if 
you're sharing a printer over a network. 
You should also bear in mind that Smart 
Art doesn't work with a few programs, 
notably SuperPaint, Canvas, MacDraw, 
and bitmapped paint programs; in these 
applications, an effect will print as a 
bitmap rather than as PostScript. 

In general, the program is easy to use; 
a graphics-oriented interface shows you 
(continues) 



Turn Your Titne 
Into Profits ... 
For Companies Who 
Bill Labor And 
Materials. 
Professionals: 

• Advertising 
Agents 

• Architects 
• Graphic 

Artists 
• Consultants 
• Engineers 
• etc. 

Trades: 
• Electricians 
• Contractors 
• Mechanics 
• Plumbers 
• Printshops 
• Maintenance 
• etc. 

Manufacturers: 
•HVAC 
• Signwriters 
• Glazing 
• Packaging 
• etc. 

And Others ... 

... with 

The Fastest, 
Easiest Way To 
Do Your Books. 
Ali-In-One Solution 

• Job Cards 
• Job Estimating 
• Job Costing 
• Billing 
• Accounts Receivable 
• Accounts Payable 
• Inventory 
• General Ledger 

Right From The Job 
Transactions are posted 
to the Sales, Inventory 
and Ledger books 
directly from 
the Job Cards
automatically. 

It's Real Easy 
No account numbers 
to create. No codes to 
remember. 

One Step Accounting 

Service Industry Accounting 
I SiiW:""~..,-
i 
' ,:; 

~ 
~ 

IBM • Tandy • Macintosh • Amiga 

Introductory Offer 

$395 
Call for FREE 

Demo Disk 

IBM Is a trademark of lnternallonal Business Machines. Inc .• Tandy Is a trademark of Tandy Corporation. 
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc .. Amlga is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines. 

Circle 505 on reader service card 

(800) 451-0900 
( 408) 395-3838 (in CA) 



how your changes will look as you mod
ify each effect. I have a beef with Smart 
Art I's use of the term track kerning, how
ever. Tracking adds or subtracts an equal 
amount of space between every letter in a 
word, while kerning lets you adjust the 
space between a single pair of letters in a 
word. Since the Smart Art option called 
track kerning adjusts the spacing equally 
between all the letters in a word, it should 
be called simply tracking. Fortunately, 
Smart Art III rectifies this problem, provid
ing true pair kerning as well as adjustable 
leading. 

Effective Effects 
On the whole, I found Smart Art I a 
pleasure to use. It's readily accessible 
since it's a desk accessory, it lets you 
tweak its basic effects, and-best of all
it lets you preview effects on screen before 
you print them. 

I encountered no problems placing 
Smart Art effects into documents created 
with Mac Write, Microsoft Word, Illustrator 
88, QuarkXPress, and PageMaker. If you 
already own a PostScript graphics pro
gram like FreeHand or Illustrator 88 you 
may not need Smart Art, since you can 
duplicate many of its effects with those 
programs. On the other hand, creating 
text effects is a time-consuming process, 
and even owners of graphics programs 
will appreciate having canned effects 
available under the Apple menu in any 
application.- Eifert Fenton 
See Where to Buy or cirde 839 on reader service card. 
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and style and shadow angle. 171e program then lets you 
preview your handiworlc on screen before printing it. 
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FASTBACK II 2.0 

Backup and Archiving Program 

Pros: Easy to use; fast floppy backups; allows 
differential backups. Cons: Slow tope 

backups. Comp11ny: Fifth Generation Systems. 
Requires: Moe 512KE; hard disk. 

List price: S 189. 

RETROSPECT 1.0 

Backup and Archiving Program 

Pros: Fast rope backups; one-step archiving; handy 
log file; file encryption. Cons: Runs out of 

memory at inconvenient times. Comp11ny: Oontz 
Development Corporation. Requires: Moe 

Plus; hard disk; System 6.0. list price: $249. 

Over the past two years, the 
Mac market has been inun
dated with new and revised 

" 

backup programs, each prom
ising to be a little easier to use 
than the rest and to make the 

backup process more tolerable. The dif
ferences between programs, however, 
have often been minor. Retrospect 1.0 and 
Fastback II 2.0 have much in common 
with other backup programs and with 
each other. Each offers full and incre
mental file-by-file backups, MultiFinder 
and AppleTalk network compatibility, 
scheduled backups, macros, and setup 
scripts. What's new is the device-inde
pendent support of these two programs 
and their archiving capabilities. 

Device Independence 
If your backup hardware isn't Finder
mountable (visible on the desktop) your 
only option has been to use the backup 
software that comes with the device. If it's 
easy to use, fast enough, and offers the 
options you need, you're in business. If 
there are shortcomings, all you could do 
until now was hope for an upgrade. 

Fastback II and Retrospect, however, 
work with almost any SCSI device (mount
able or not}-including tape drives, re
movable hard disks, Bernoulli drives, 
WORM drives, read/ write optical drives, 
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and floppy drives. Curre ntly, Fastback II 
does not work with the Apple Hard Disk 
20 serial (non-SCSI) hard disk and the 
Exabyte tape drive. Retrospect does not 
work with Digital Audio Tape (DAD or 
Video-8 drives. (According to both com
panies, these incompatibilities will be 
corrected shortly.) 

Benchmark Results 
Backup speed is a concern, particularly if 
you need to stay around during backups. 
"Fastback II vs. Retrospect" shows the 
results as megabytes per minute. I used a 
standard 1MB Macintosh Plus, an Apple 
Hard Disk 20SC with 14.3MB of data. I 
backed up to an Irwin 5080 (80MB) tape 
drive. To improve speed performance, I 
ran Fastback IT with a 64K RAM cache, 
with its error-correction feature turned off. 
(Most tape drives provide the ir own error 
correction.) 

Using no data compression, Retro
spect was almost twice as fast.as Fastback 
II. With compression the times were simi
lar. The maximal compression achieved 
by both programs was about 24 percenr, 
reducing the storage space from 14.3MB 
to about 11MB. Fastback II's minimal 
compression routine shrank the space by 
900K, but more than doubled the backup 
time. Backing up the same hard disk to 
floppies (no compression) took 20 min
utes with Fastback II and 27 minutes with 
Retrospect. The programs used 21 and 19 
disks respectively. (The greater number of 
disks for Fastback II can be attributed to its 
error-correction routine.) 

Times will vary depending on the 
amount of RAM available to the program 
and your hardware configuration. Tape 
can only move as fast as the drive allows. 
Backing up quickly with Retrospect re
quires that the drive be fed data continu
ously. The faster the CPU and hard disk, 
the more likely that the tape drive won't 
have to wait for data. 

Notable Differences 
Retrospect has been optimized for tape 
backups. Retrospect also offers several 
archiving features that set it apart from 
Fastback II. First, you can back up, verify, 
and automatically remove files from the 
(continues) 
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F ASTBACK II VS. RETROSPECT 
Measured in MB per minute 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Minimal compression 

Maximum compression 

Simple enayption 

lnuementol backup 

Flle comparison 

Complete restore 

Backup to floppies 

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

~ Fastbackll 
~ Retrospect 

I 

1.8 2.0 

Results from eight backup tests: a full backup (14.3MB) to tape without data 
compression, with minimal compression, and with maximum compression; a full 
backup with s imple encryption (no compression); a 550K incremental backup (no 
compression); a tape-to-hard-disk file comparison (maximum compression); a 
complete restoration of the hard disk (no compression); and backup to floppies. 

source hard disk as part of one backup 
operation. In Fastback II , files must be 
manually dragged to the trash. Having the 
trash as an optional part of the archiving 
procedure gives you a chance to retrieve 
files if you've deleted them by accident. 
Second, archived or backed-up files can 
be password-protected or encrypted for 
added security. SimpleCrypt (a quick 
encryption routine) and DES (the U.S. 
government standard for data encryption) 
are included in Retrospect. 

Retrospect also keeps a log file that 
automatically records all backup activi
ties. If you want to sec how last night's 
unattended session went, or you can't 
remember the type of backup that you 
made last Wednesday, the log quickly 
provides the answer. 

Fastback II does a reasonable job with 
tapes, but it works best with floppies. 
Even counting the time it takes to swap 
disks, it routinely handles between 750K 
and 1MB of data per minute. In addition to 
being fast, Fastback writes error-correc
tion information to each backup disk, 
allowing the backup disk to be recon-
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structed even if as much as 10 percent of 
the data on it has become corrupted. 

Both Fastback and Retrospect allow 
you to make incremental backups, copy
ing only those files that have changed 
since the last backup, regardless of whether 
it was a full backup or another incre
mental backup. Fastback II also offers 
differential backups, which copy any ftles 
changed since the last complete backup. 
Incremental backups often leave you with 
multiple copies of some files (each time a 
file has changed, it will be backed up), 
w hereas a differential backup copies only 
the most recent version of each file. 

Differential backups have several 
advantages. First, there is the space sav
ings. Because each backup complete ly 
supersedes the previous one, the same 
media can be used. Second, if a full restore 
of your hard disk is ever necessary, the 
procedure is fast and easy: restore the full 
backup, and then restore the last differen
tial backup. Finally, the full backup plus 
the differential represents the current 
contents of your hard disk. If you were to 
restore a series of incremental backups, 
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any files that you threw away after the 
backup would also be restored. 

Problems 
Although both programs are excellent, 
neither is perfect. Fastback II, at least with 
my equipment, is painfully slow when 
backing up large volumes to tape. I have 
a 102MB CMS Enhancements hard disk 
with 66MB of information on it-Fastback 
took 86 minutes to perform a standard 
backup without compression or error 
checking. Retrospect backed up the same 
volume in 45 minutes. 

Retrospect completed the backup and 
then ran out of memory while trying to 
create the backup catalog file. After I 
re111:oved some !NITs and rebooted, the 
program was able to reconstruct the cata
log. Still, the tail end of a backup is not 
where I want or expect to ftnd serious 
error messages. Also, when dialog boxes 
are closed, some areas of the screen are 
slow to update. Although annoying, it has 
no effect on performance. 

Recommendations 
The program that's best for you will depend 
largely on two factors: the amount of data 
you need to back up and your hardware 
configuration. If your backup needs are 
fairly prosaic and you have 30MB or less 
on your hard disk, either program may be 
overkill, particularly given their cost. You 
can probably do as well with any of the 
dozen or so less expensive and less fea
ture-laden programs. 

If you use floppies exclusively or are 
swayed by simplicity, Fastback might be 
the better choice for you. Although Retro
spect appears more flexible (particularly 
in file-selection criteria), tt's possible to 
get lost among the options. For routine 
backups, Fastback's dialog and menu 
choices are easier. 

For standard tape backups (no com
pression, no encryption) Retrospect is 
almost twice as fast as Fastback II. If you 
want to move into the realm of archiving, 
Retrospect offers more options and fea
tures. And if data security is an issue, only 
Retrospect offers password-protection and 
encryption.-Steven Schwartz 
See Where to Buy or drde 749 (Fastback II} or 830 
(Retrospect} on reader service card. 
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The new HP Desk Writer 
printer for the Macintosh puts 
laser quality on your desk
top. With its advanced inkjet 
technology you can print 
text and graphics, even scal
able outline fonts, at 300 
DPI. Just like a laser printer. 

But unlike a laser printer, the 

DeskWriter is priced so you 
can have your own. No more 
waiting in line for output. Or 
having your work scrutinized 
by the office busybodies. 

And at a compact 15"x 17"x8'~ 
the Desk Writer fits neatly next 
to your Macintosh. So call 
1-800-752-0900, Ext. 688E 

Circle 343 on reader service card 

for your nearest authorized HP 
dealer and see a demonstration. 
And keep the laser quality 
all to yourself. 

There is a better way. 

Ff/n- HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 



NOW, MACLI~LUS 
TRANSLATES EVERYlliiNG 

UNDER THE SUN 

The award-winning software 
package that transfers and trans
lates files between Macintosh and 
DOS or OS/2 programs now does 
the same for Sun worshippers. 
And for the NeXT world. 

With MacLinkPlus/PC, you can 
now send flles in either direction 
between Macintosh and virtually 
any other desktop environment. 
Files arrive in the new environ
ment with the correct styles and 
formats in place-just as if they 
had been created there. 

MacLinkPlus/Wang OIS and 
MacLinkPlus/Wang VS pro
vide the same bi-directional 
connectivity between 
Macintosh and Wang. 

TRANSFERS AND 
TRANSLATES 

The MacLinkPlus/PC package 
arrives with everything you need 
-software, manual, a direct 
connect cable (a Hayes modem or 
compatible also works), and our 
full library of over 100 translators.• 

If you don't need flle transfer 
capabilities (maybe your Macs 
and PCs already share a network 
or server), then simply order 
MacLinkPlusffranslators. It's the 
same package without the cable 

ties. And, it's the ideal software 
purchase for anyone with a 
Macintosh FDHD Super Drive 
or external drive that reads 
DOS disks. 

INSTANT PASSPORT 
TO EVERYWHERE 

Make incompatibility a thing of 
the past with the MacLinkPlus 
family of Databridge products. For 
the name of your nearest Data Viz 
dealer; call203-268-0030 today. 
*takes advantoge of special co1mectUms /milt into 
MacWrite• II from Claris ... 

and communications capabili- All product names are tralkmarks of their 

~ ~ 
manufacturers. 

IIC!.»>K 1 ~ IIIICL~ f IMtLIIWBI •• 

I I i DATAfiZ 
~ . !Z _ 1 THE OAT ABRIDGE SPECIALISTS 

Circle 281 on reader service card 
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THE ELECTRONIC WHOLE 

EARTH CATALOG 

CD ROM Whole Earth Catalog 

Pros: Easy to navigate; handy search and find 
capabilities; pleasing graphic interface; extensive sound 

samples. Cons: Only as fast as o CD ROM drive, unless 
you tronsfer the stocks to o 450MB or forger storage 

device. Comp11nr: Brederbund Software. 
Requires: Moe Plus; AppleCD SC or compatible 

CO ROM drive. Ust price: $149.95. 

The Whole Earth Catalog, the 
folio-size paperback with a 
distinctive black cover, first ap

peared in 1968. A comprehensive clear
inghouse, the catalog provided reviews 
and contact information for thousands of 
practical tools, services, periodicals, and 
books. By the early 1980s, The Whole 
Earth Catalog had grown to a ponderous 
5112 pounds. 

Its newest incarnation, the Electronic 
Whole Earth Catalog (EWEC), published 
by Br0derbund Software, weighs in at less 
than an ounce. HyperCard-based and con
taining multimedia information on near
ly 3500 products, this year's catalog 
would have filled more than five hundred 
BOOK floppies, but it actually arrives on a 
state-of-the-art CD ROM (compact disk 
read-only memory). 

Why a CD? 
The obvious question, when handed a 
thin, shiny disk rather than an oversize 
book, is whether there is any advantage in 
the new format? You can't thumb through 
a CD while lolling in a hammock, and you 
can't loan it to friends unless they have a 
CD ROM drive connected to a Mac. 

But there are advantages. If you'd like 
to know whether Zulu history and music 
are mentioned in the catalog, for instance, 
the Quick Search feature will fmd the 
appropriate index listing along with a 
count of the number of times the word 
Zulu appears in the catalog; it will also 
enable you to access those entries. Al
though the print version of the catalog 
contains cross-references, finding entries 
by topic is a tedious, hit-or-miss process. 
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Second, E\VEC not only reviews hun
dreds of recordings; it provides samples of 
many on the disk. Of the 420MB stored on 
the EWEC CD ROM, 360MB are sound files 
placed in the stacks using Farallon's 
MacRecorder. Among the more than 500 
sounds are j ack Nicholson and Bobby 
McFerrin narrating Kipling's The Elephant's 
Child, the mating sounds of frogs, authen
tic Pygmy marriage songs, and entire 
choruses of gospel tunes. This reminds me 
of the 1950s when consumers donned 
headphones in tiny sound rooms at the 
local record store to listen to records 
before buying them-truly a civilized 
practice. 

Sure-Fire Navigation 
The most noteworthy virtue of the EWEC 
lies in its ease-of-use. To find a specific 
entry, simply choose the Quick Search 
option from the screen menu; to browse, 
dick one of the 13 Domain buttons on the 
Table of Contents card. Each Domain card 
contains a number of Section buttons and 
Sections are further broken down into 
Clusters, each of which contains reviews, 
articles, and contact information for each 
product. In addition, a Cross References 
box appears at the bottom of each Cluster 
card. Click on any of the references to go 
directly to that topic. 

To get back to the Table of Contents 
card, click the Whole Earth button to the 
right of each screen. Below it are a card 
button that takes you to the next highest 

Birds of a featiJer 
As indicated by the numbers betweea the page-turner 
arrows in the lower right-hand comer ol the card, this 
is the 6th ol13 cards describing the Come// Labora
tory ol Ornithology. LJ1ce many ol the cards in the 
Electronic Whole Earth Catalog, it has a button with 
musical notes on it signifying that the card has a sound 
associated with it. Navigational buttons reside on the 
right and the pull-down menu Is at the top. 
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level in the catalog hierarchy, and forward 
and reverse buttons (see "Birds of a 
Feather"). Section and Cluster cards fea
ture pull-down menus that let you navi
gate your way back through the levels to 
the Table of Contents, or you can access 
the Help cards, the Domain Content cards, 
or an alphabetical index of the entire disk. 
From the menu you can also print the 
current article or an order form, enter the 
Quick Search mode, or quit. 

A Minor Gripe and Major Kudos 
My one complaint with the electronic 
catalog is more a function of the technol
ogy than of its implementation. If you 
can't download the catalog to a mass 
storage device with a capacity of more 
than 450MB you are at the mercy of the 
CD ROM's slow pace. It's not noticeable 
when moving between adjacent cards, but 
switching between stacks can be tedious. 
(The 13 Domains, the Index, and the 
Order Forms are linked stacks.) 

Still, the E\VEC is a delightful example 
of appropriate, well-designed hypermedia. 
Credit for t11e catalog's logical and elegant 
structure must be shared by the Point 
Foundation (the Whole Earth editors) for 
their graphic interface and fine editing, 
and Br0derbund for effective program
ming. Apple, too, must be commended for 
recognizing, even before the initial release 
of HyperCard, that The Whole Earth Cata
log, with its well-integrated modularity 
and potential for sound, would serve as an 
ideal model for commercial HyperCard 
and CD ROM applications. The realization 
of this project bodes well for the future of 
hypermedia.-Suzanne Stefanac 
See Where to Buy or circle 146 on reader service card. 
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The simple truth is, the 
business of business is to grow. The 

sad truth is, most 
accounting software 
can't handle that. 
Built -in obsolescence 
seems to be a 
standard feature. 

Which is the 
most compelling reason to consider 
ACCPAC® Simply Accounting® for 
your Macintosh. 

It offers all of the featUres 
you need to get up and running 
quickly today, as well as the more 
advanced options you'll need 
tomorrow. 

No other package can get you 
off to such a fast start. ''Easy to 
learn and a snap to use;' Info World 

called Simply Accounting, ''simply 
magnificent:' 

And unlike other accounting 
packages which come with just 
General Ledger, Accounts Payable 
and Receivable, Simply Accounting 
gives you more advanced modules 
as well, like Inventory, Job Costing, 
and Payroll. 

It all adds up to the best ail-in
one accounting software you can 
buy. And it's backed by the world's 
leading independent software 
company. 

Th find out more, calll-800-531-
5236. rn canada, calll-S00-663-6904. 

i:ftMPUTER''' 
.7\UOCIAFES 
Software superior by design. 

C 1989 Computer Associates International. Inc .. 1240 McKay Dr .. San )OS<'. CA 95131 
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MACRECORDER 2.0 

Sound Digitizer with Editing Software 

Pros: New software reduces memory and disk 
requirements for sound and provides 

superb HyperCard supporc excellent manual. 
Cons: None. Company: Faral/on Computing. 

Requires: For Soundfdit, Mac 512K; 
for HyperSound, Mac Plus. Mac Plus and hard disk 

recommended. fist prlte: $249. 

Don't you love it when a good 
ffi31 thing becomes even better? 
b:3 MacRecorder 2.0 is just as easy 
to use as its predecessor but provides 
significant new software features that 
reduce the storage requirements for digi
ta l sound and make it easy to add record
ing and playback capabilities to your own 
HyperCard stacks. (For background on 
digital sound and its applications, see 
"Getting Started with Digital Sound," 
Macwor/d, November 1989.) 

Four Easy Pieces 
The new MacRecorde r's hardware remains 
the same as before. A 21/2-by-41/2-by-1 1/4-

inch box, which connects to the modem 
or printer port, contains the sound-digitiz
ing circuitry (technically, an analog-to
digital converter) and sports a built-in 
microphone as well as jacks for an exter
nal microphone or stereo, te levision, VCR, 
or tape deck. The built-in microphone is 
convenient, but its sound quality is only 
slightly better t11an a telephone's. 

The real news in MacRecorder 2.0 is its 
greatly enhanced software, SoundEdit. 
With it, you can record, alter, and play 
back sounds. You can cut and paste 
portions of a sound using Edit menu 
commands, and you can process sounds 
using a variety of digital effects. SoundEd it 
2.0 provides the same effects as version 
1.0, but adds four types of reverberation 
that let you simulate being in an large, 
empty room; in a concert hall; in a sta
dium; or in outer space. 

Another remarkable new Tempo com
mand lets you change a sound's playback 
speed without altering its pitch . You can 
play back twice as fast (great for simulat-
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ing an auctioneer or that fast-talking Fed
eral Express customer) or twice as slow 
(handy for simulating the dying HAL 9000 
computer from 2001: A Space Odyssey). 

SoundEdit 2.0 adds two new features 
for visually analyzing the frequency com
pone nts o f a recorded sound. The 
sonogram display lets you get an overall 
picture of a sound's characteristics by 
displaying a graph that uses gray shades 
or color to depict the relative strengths of 
the frequencies in a sound. The spectro
gram display performs a similar task, but 
is better suited to analyzing small portions 
of a sound. 

Perhaps the most exciting new Sound
Edit feature is its ability to compress re
cordings so that they require less memory 
and disk space-two precious commodi
ties in the world of digital sound. SoundEd it 
supports four compression ratios: 3 to 1, 
4 to 1, 6 to 1, and 8 to 1. With the 8-to-1 
ratio, a 2-megabyte Mac can record rough
ly 8 minutes of audio; such a recording re
quires about 1.3MB of disk space. By 
contrast, when you record with no com
pression and use the MacRecorder's fast
est sampling rate, the same Mac can record 
only about 60 seconds, and that recording 
will require the same 1.3MB of disk space. 

Alas, the higher the compression ratio, 
the lower the sound quality. Sounds re
corded at the 8-to-1 compression ratio 
seem muffled. When fidelity counts, you'll 
want to use lower compression ratios (or 
no compression at all). 

Like its earlier incarnation, SoundEdit 
2.0 lets you save sounds in its own file 

AII·New HyperSound 
MacRecorder 2.0's HyperSound can record am/ play 
back sounds In compressed form to save memory and 
disk space. Other new features let you copy sounds 
from other stacks, rename sounds, and atJiust the play
back level using a Control Panel-like volume slider. 
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format, as SND resources (the format you 
need to use sounds as system beeps or 
play them from HyperCard or MacroMind 
Director), and as instruments for programs 
such as Br0de rbund's jam Session. 
SoundEdit 2.0 also adds support for the 
Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF), 
used by professional sound-editing pro
grams such as Blank Software's Alchemy 
and Digidesign's Sound Designer II . 

Stacks of New Features 
The original MacRecorder included a 
HyperCard stack called HyperSound , 
which lets you record sounds within 
HyperCard and then add them to your 
own stacks. MacRecorder 2.0 includes an 
aU-new HyperSound that lets you record 
sounds in compressed form and also 
provides new buttons that make it easier 
to copy sounds between stacks (see "All
New HyperSound"). 

For stackware authors, the most excit
ing feature in MacRecorder 2.0 is the 
HyperSound Toolkit, a collection of exter
nal commands (XCMDs) and external 
functions (XFCNs) that let you easily add 
sound-recording and playback features to 
any stack. The HyperSound Toolkit in
cludes XCMDs that let you play sounds 
recorded in compressed form (something 
HyperCard can't do on its own) as well as 
copy, duplicate, erase, rename, and paste 
sounds. There are also XFCNs for record
ing sounds, for listing the sounds in a 
stack, and for determining a sound's length 
and memory requirements. There's even 
an XFCN for creating an on-screen volume 
meter that lets you adjust MacRecorder's 
recording volume for best results. 

The HyperSound Toolkit stack is bliss
fu lly easy to use. You can try any XCMD 
or XFCN to see how it works, and you can 
copy any XC.MD or XFCN to a stack in a 
flash. There's no need to grapple with 
ResEdit or other hard-to-use resource
installation utilities. Online help screens 
describe the syntax and arguments re
quired by each XCMD and XFCN; they're 
also summarized in MacRecorder's attrac
tive, clearly written manual. 

Farallon requires no licensing or roy
alty fees for XCMDs or XFCNs. You can 
sell o r give away stacks containing them, 
(conlinues) 
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provided you include an appropriate 
copyright message somewhere within the 
stacks. 

Since the beginning, MacRecorder has 
fulfilled its mission of being a low-cost, 
easy-to-use tool for recording and playing 
back sound with surprisingly good fidel
ity. MacRecorder 2.0 costs $50 more than 
its predecessor, but the enhanced 
SoundEdit and HyperSound software are 
well worth it. There isn't a better way to 
economically add the dimension of sound 
to the Mac.- jim Heid 
SH Where to Bgy or circle 785 on reader servke card. 
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KODAK DATASHOW 480 

PROJECTION PAD 

LCD Overhead Projection Device 

Pros: Automotically adjusts to signals of 14 
different computers, including complete Macintosh line; 

gray-scale images stoy dear and readable, even 
on hot projedors. Co11s: Lower contrast than Kodak's 

Ootoshow HR/M; larger and heavier than HR/ M; 
adjusting controls con be confusing for occasional users. 
Comp1111y: Eastman Kodak. Requires: Moe II; 
stondord overhead projector. (ompod Mocs require 

wstom video port (available from Kodak). 
List price: $1895; interface cable $120. 

+ The Kodak Datashow HR/M Pro
jection Pad, introduced in 1988, 
set a standard against which to 

measure large-screen Macintosh projec
tion devices. Compared to the typical pea
green LCD (liquid crystal display) projec
tions of the time, Kodak's high-contrast 
black-on-white display was easier on the 
eyes--and more Mac-like. 

Even today, with many more high
quality LCD projection pads on the mar
ket, the Datashow HR/M is an excellent 
choice for projecting Mac Plus, SE, or 
SE/ 30 screens on boardroom or classroom 
walls. Now Kodak's added the Datashow 
480 projection pad for projecting from the 
rest of the Mac line too. 

Beyond the Compact Mac 
The Datashow 480 is compatible with 
signals from the complete Macintosh family 
of computers, and with signals from video 
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graphic adapters and enhanced graphic 
adapters in IBM-compatible computers. 
I've used projection pads that work with 
various computers before, but not without 
a great deal of frustration. I usually find 
myself having to repeatedly fiddle with 
the controls during presentations in order 
to keep a satisfactory image on the wall. 

With the 480, Kodak seems to have 
overcome most of the problems associ
ated with the one-size-fits-all projection 
pads. Kodak has built some intelligent 
circuitry into the pad that allows it to 
automatically recognize and lock onto the 
incoming video signal, and adjust display 
controls accordingly. The pad's micropro
cessors recognize 14 standard signals, 
including Macintosh, Apple, IBM, AT&T, 
Olivetti, and NEC signals. In addition to 
the 14 preset signals, the Datashow 480 
can store 3 computer signals selected and 
programmed by the user. Programming 
the unit with its 8 on-board buttons isn't 
difficult but does require the manual. 
Once these programmed settings are 
stored, they're automatically recalled when 
the unit is reattached to the computer 
you've configured it for. 

Sueen Tests 
When I tried the Datashow 480 with a Mac 
SE and an SE/30 (the 480 plugs in to the 
same add-in port that I use with the HRI 
M Datashow), the 480 displayed the 512-
by-342-pixel image in the center of its 740-
by-480 panel. Making no adjustments 
except for contrast, I was able to project a 
good image, although not quite as good as 
those projected by the HR/M. In order to 
accommodate the larger screen, it seems, 
Kodak had to reduce the contrast ratio 
from the impressive 20-to-1 of the HR/M to 
15-to-1. 

When used with a Mac II, the 480 
displays up to 8 shades of gray; colors are 
mapped onto those 8 shades: Although 
the standard mapping works well most of 
the time, it can't produce an optimal 
display in every case; quality has to be 
compromised when 256 colors are mapped 
onto 8 shades of gray. Kodak has built in 
several alternative color mappings for situ
ations where the standard won't do. Even 
so, I sometimes had to try many combina
tions of contrast and palette before I found 
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11re Kodok Datashow 480 Projection Pad 

one that produced a clear, flicker-free 
display. And even then, some of the color
mapping choices were less than ideal. 

The Datashow 480's added circuitry 
and controls make the unit relatively large 
(14 by 14 by 2.75 inches) and heavy (7.1 
pounds, plus 2 pounds for the power 
transformer). Normally that's just an in
convenience, but this added bulk can, 
with some projectors, stand in the way of 
a flawless presentation. For example, when 
I tried to use the 480 with an older 3M 
projector with a sharply-angled upright
mirror stand, I couldn't place the unit 
squarely over the projector lens because 
of its bulk, making it impossible to display 
the bottom of the Mac II screen. 

Ironically, that same old projector 
pointed out a strength of the 480. I've yet 
to find an LCD pad that could survive a 
long, slow cooking on that 625-watt beast 
without distorting the displayed image. 
Even my faithful Datashow HRIM shows 
phantom horizontal and vertical lines after 
a couple of hours on the heat. In contrast, 
the Datashow 480, with two built-in cool
ing fans, survived six hours on the old 3M 
with no noticeable aberrations. 

Projecting a Winner 
Kodak has another clear winner here, but 
it's not for everybody. If all of your pre
sentations are done with a Plus, SE, or 
SE/30, you're better off with the low-cost 
simplicity of the high-contrast Datashow 
HR/M. But if your needs go beyond pro
jecting from a compact Mac, the Datashow 
480 deserves a good, hard look. 
- George Beekman 
See Where to Buy or cirde 775 on reGder servke card. 
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More Color for Your Money. $2095 Complete. 
More Color 

Color P age 15,"' E-Machines' newest col01· display , gives you 
more room . A full page of r·oom. A third more than the 
Apple 13". At exactly 72 dpi , the same size as your printed 
page or presentation slide. 

More Value 
E-Machines' ColorPage 15 gives you sharp, colorful , 

actual size full pages. All at a price/performance 
that beats the Apple 13". 

More Features 
Only Color Page 15 has a per·

fectly fla t , flicker-free screen , 256 
vivid col01·s , tilt/swivel base and 
unique software to enhance 
viewing. And, we back our 
displays with MoreCare"' for the 

Circle 303 on reader service card 

best in quality, warranty and support. 
More Innovation 

Any way you look at it, E-Mnchines innovative display 
systems give you more color f01· your money. 

Find out wher·e to buy an E-Machines Color Page 15. Call 
us today at 503-646-6699. Or, write to us a t 9305 SW Gemini 
Drive, Beaver·ton, OR 97005. 

Color Page 15 ~ Full 
page 768 X 576. 
Apple 13"- 3/4 pnge 
6<U> X 480 . 

£-MACHINES 
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HYPERCOMPOSER 1.0 

HyperCard Music Composition Software 

Pros: Simplifies HyperCard's cumbersome 
musiciln/Ty system; expands HyperCard's limited note 

capacity; easy export/import of music and sounds. 
Cons: Sluggish response; no display of key 

or time signatures or bor lines. Comp1111ft Addison
Wesley Publishing. Requires: Moe Plus. 

Hard disk recommended. System 4.2 and Finder 5.3 
required (not compatible with later versions); 

HyperCard 1.2.1 List prlte: $69.95. 

Bill Atkinson and the HyperCard 
team richly deserve credit for a 
whole slew of program design 

and user interface innovations, but they 
dropped the ball when it came to music. 
Fortunately, HyperComposer should help 
remedy any frustration with HyperCard's 
primitive music-entry system and limited 
note capacity. But while HyperComposer 
streamlines stack music-making consid
erably, it misses many opportunities to 
further unfetter your muse. 

The biggest obstacle to making music 
in HyperCard is that you can only add 
music to a stack by scripting the notes with 
HyperTalk. Here's an example of the 
cumbersome, if reasonably straightforward, 
alphanumeric codes required, Play "darlnet" 
tempo 120 e4q. d4e c4q d4q e4q e4q e4h (did you 
recognize the first two measures of "Mary 
Had a Little Lamb"?) Sure, it doesn't take 
long to grasp that each three-to-five char
acter sequence after the fi rst four com
mands specifies a note, in terms of pitch, 
octave, and rhythmic duration. But Hyper
Talk is much less efficient than conven
tional notation, and if you already know it, 
it's silly to learn another nonstandard 
method . 

HyperTalk Translations 
HyperComposer to the rescue. To ente r 
notes, you pick them out on your choice 
of a musical grand staff (treble and bass 
clefs) or a screen representation of a piano 
keyboard. The process couldn't be easier, 
and since HyperComposer translates your 
sele~tions into HyperTalk for you, syntax 
or "spelling" errors are impossible. On the 
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other hand, you have to click on note 
duration first, then the note you want; and 
since HyperComposer responds sluggishly, 
entering notes with the mouse actually 
takes quite a bit longer than typing in the 
corresponding Hypeffalk codes-assum
ing you're fluent in musical HyperTalk. 

As you select notes, they appear in a 
separate editing window either in Hyper
Talk character codes or on a crude musi
cal score-again, your preference deter
mines which display you see. You can edit 
notes in either style with standard cut
copy-paste maneuvers. Oddly enough, 
though, there aren't any cut, copy, or paste 
buttons on the screen-HyperComposer 
makes you perform all three edit functions 
from the Macintosh keyboard, a burden
some requirement since the program re
lies on the mouse for every other function 
except naming files. And you can't change 
a note's pitch or duration once you've 

HyperComposl11g 

Durotton Oo OJ OJ -~ 0 ) 0 .1 
!]ill] Oo. OJ. OJ. OA 0 .1 0 .). 

Tire main HyperCamposer screen, showing the piano 
keyboard far selecting nate pitches at the top. 

placed it in your song. Instead, you must 
first delete it altogether and then insert a 
new note. 

In the case of the HyperTalk display, 
you can actually type in new note entries 
from the Mac keyboard if you like; used in 
this way, the only difference between 
HyperComposer's HyperTalk editor and 
the HyperCard message window is that 
you don't have to enter the play, voice, 
and tempo commands before the melody. 
As to HyperComposer's musical score 
editor, the window itself has room to 
display only two staves at a time and can't 
be enlarged. Another equally irksome 
limitation is that you see treble and bass 
staves and your notes, but nothing more
no beams, no key and time signatures, not 
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even measure lines. With nothing to orient 
you, reading through a long song to find 
a specific passage you want to edit is akin 
to trying to fmd a needle in a haystack. 

Longer Songs, Different Voices 
HyperComposer's next most important 
benefit is that it permits much longer 
songs than does HyperCard. Unaided, 
HyperCard can play only 256 notes per 
button, but HyperComposer expands that 
limit to a daunting 11,000 notes. What's 
more, you can play the song using any of 
the 30-odd sounds that come with Hyper
Composer, or with imported 'snd ' re
source voices created by programs such as 
SoundEdit. (With HyperComposer, im
porting a sound is a simple procedure that 
works flawlessly.) However, another 
HyperComposer shortcoming crops up in 
the playback department- play always 
starts from the beginning of a song. 

Once you're happy with a composi
tion, you can export it to any HyperCard 
stack with the click of a button and a waltz 
through a few dialog boxes; HyperCom
poser automatically creates a new button 
for the song in the destination stack. 
Within HyperCard, of course, you can 
extract the script HyperComposer creates 
and add it to other buttons. Although you 
can't change sounds during playback 
within HyperComposer, the program 
does let you export selected notes after re
assigning a new sound, so you can put 
together HyperCard songs using multiple 
sounds through a little export ingenuity 
and script editing. The export feature lets 
you export sounds as well as songs to your 
stacks. This feature comes in handy if the 
target stack doesn't already have the sound 
specified in your song. 

The ideal amateur composer's stack 
would let you synthesize and digitize your 
own new voices, and it might even trick 
HyperCard into playing polyphonically 
(more than one note at a time). Hyper
Composer doesn't cherish such lofty 
ambitions, but in its modest self-defmed 
role it still begs for some important im
provements. Even in this ftrst uneven 
release, however, HyperComposer is a 
major musical advance over HyperCard 
alone.-Steve Cummings 
See Where to Buy far contad information. 
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S imply stated, 

UltraPaint 

everything you want 

to today. And tomorrow. 

Run it on a MacPlus or SE 

and experience the ultimate in 

high resolution black & white 

painting, with the help of just 

imagine. And then some. 

Add depth to your composi· 

tions, using a complete set of 

advanced drawing tools to 

create up to 8 inde

pendent object-

layers. 

of Mry dot on your screen with multiple 
customized 256-color palettes, a 
programmable multicolor airbrush, 
advanced mask & lasso, and professional 
special effects like blended fills, color 
gradients, and more. 



Or open UltraPaint up on a 

Mac II and watch it come alive 

\\1th millions of colors and 

enough grey scale editing 

power to retouch, combine, or 

totally recreate images cap· 

tured by any scanner. 

GREY SCALE EDITING. Manipulate 
scanned images like a pro, using pa.verful 
tools and effects like contrast & brightness 
controls, water droplet, sharpen & blur, 
lighten & darken, charcoal, smear, and 
smart selecting & masking. Produce 
quality halftone printed proofs. 

UltraPaint's ultra·compati· 

ble, too, with built-in import/ 

export filters for MacPaint~ 

PICf 1/2, TIFF, Startup Screen 

& even MacDraw® I formats. 

And thanks to its break· 

through Open Architecture 

design, illtraPaint lets you add 

new tools, filters and effects 

by simply dragging them into 

a special folder - which 

means you'll never be stuck 

waiting for upgrades again! 

UltraPaint. We've made it 

easy. Flexible. Powerful. Infi· 

nitely expandable. And, at 

$199 list, definitely 

underpriced. 

£..,eneba 
S 0 F T W A A E 

3305 Northwest 74th Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33122 
1-800-622-6827 
In Florida: (305) 594-6965 
© 1989 Deneba Systems, Inc. 

B&W PAINTING. Work with all 
the traditional painting tools, plus 

72-600 dpi precision and sophisti • 
cated features like a true-to-life airbrush, 

flexible masking. and lightening/dark 
ening filters. Keep your tools all on their 

a.vn layer, if you wish. 

OBJECT DRAWING. All the basic drawing tools, plus 
advanced features including auto-tracing of bitmaps, 
Bezier & freehand curves with complete editing 
control, editable arrowheads & dashed lines, 256 
colors per drawing. WYSIWYG text and 600 dpi 
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HEWLETI-PACKARD 

DESKWRITER 

Ink-Jet Printer 

Pros: Fast dear output superior envelope 
handling; easy installation. Cons: Jaggier output than 

on laser printer. Company: Hewlett-Packard. 
Requires: Mac Plus. lllf price: $1195. 

+ At last, there's a non-Apple 
printer that can be used with a 
Mac without the need for awk

ward caveats or engineering expertise. 
The Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter is as 
easy to install and use as an Image Writer, 
has a better manual, and offers signifi
cantly better output besides. 

True, the output is not quite as good 
as that of a LaserWriter. Somehow, 300 
dots of ink seem not to be equivalent to 
300 dots of laser-primed black dust. 
Graphics, however, are dazzlingly clear, 
and the DeskWriter produces a perfectly 
inky midnight black; with a judicious 
choice of fonts and sizes you can get very 
near laser quality. 

Ught and Bright 
The Desk Writer is amazingly light-about 
what you might expect the weight of an 
elaborate paper tray to be-because the 
power supply has been placed in a brick
size transformer block on the power cord 
itself. This means that the same printer 
can be shipped internationally, with only 

The Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter 

a change of power cord, and all that 
weight and structural bracing can be left 
out of the printer housing. 

The DeskWriter has the most unobtru
sive non-Apple printer installation yet 
devised , simpler even than the third-party 
software-and-cable packages for using a 
Mac with HP's own Desk]et series. You 
just connect the standard Apple periph
eral cable and the power cord, load paper 
in the copier-style tray, drag the Desk
Writer icon to the System Folder, and load 
the set of HP-supplied fonts. Even bet
ter, the DeskWriter's manual affords a 
rare glimpse at documentation that's been 
done right. 

Your Type? 
The Desk Writer software package includes 
four optimized business-correspondence 
fonts: Times, Symbol, Triumvirate (a Hel
vetica substitute), and Courier. If you 
select Font Substitution in the Page Setup 

Renaluance 
Printer This is a built-in Courier 
Here are a lew 
examples of Desk
Writer text and 
grapbks. 
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Here is Boston Il 1 which doesn't corres 

And this is Helvetica Narrow) useful for quality printing 

This is an optional Palatino (called Palacio) 
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dialog box, you get exactly w hat you see 
on the screen o n your printed page. No 
special arrangements need be made for 
other old favorites like Chicago or Mon
aco-to make these scale properly, how
ever, you should install the desired size 
and one that's four times larger (the soft
ware uses this information to adjust screen 
output of 72 dots per inch to the printer's 
300 dpi, approximately 4 by 72, capacity). 
Since the DeskWriter is not a PostScript 
device, the printed output is slightly jag
gier than LaserWriter output, but it's not 
much jaggier, and output from HP's opti
mized font set looks quite good (see 
"Renaissance Printer"). They also print 
faster than non-HP fonts when the printer 
is used on an SE (it takes roughly a minute 
to organize and print a full page of Venice, 
compared to 40 seconds for CS Times), 
but on an 030 machine these differences 
are really negligible. 

An additional set of seven font families 
is available in the HP DeskWriter Font 
collection for $395. 

Ink on Paper 
When printing graphics with lots of solid 
black space, you should wait a minute or 
so before handling the paper, since the ink 
you're working with is wet. This, how
ever, is not a problem with text. The ink
jet process also puts a premium on paper 
q uality- good copier bond is recom
mended. Paper with pronounced fiber 
directionality can result in print that looks 
fine at first but grows fuzzier in time. Bulk 
low-quality paper of the kind often used 
for draft copies on a dot matrix printer 
gives even fuzzier results. 

You may as well use good paper, 
though, because the DeskWriter is really 
designed for light-duty personal use, at 
about 20 output pages a day. At that rate, 
paper is not going to be your largest 
expense (ink cartridges cost $18.95 and 
are good fo r only 400 pages). Considering 
the impressive print q uality you get with 
good paper, I think it's worth it. For 
correspondence, this primer has another 
striking virtue-envelope handling is 
simple and foolproof, using a slick special 
envelope guide to steer the envelope 
accurately through the paper path. 
(continues) 



WordMaker'": A New 
Direction In Word 
Processing 

Macintosh• word process
ing seems to mean giant 
features, giant memory 
requirements, giant com
plexity. These clumsy, slow, 
over-featured word pro
cessors that hog memory 
miss the point. You need 
to get things done quickly 
and efficiently. And desk 
accessories don't quite 
cut it. Whatever happened 
to simple elegance? 

Introducing Word
Maker from New Hori
zons Software, the first 
personal word proces
sor for the Macintosh. 
WordMaker has the per
fect balance of power 
and speed. 

Power, Speed, And Compatibility 
WordMaker has the power you need 

to produce documents quickly and easily. 
It has important features like paragraph
based formatting, spell checking, mail 
merge, and odd and even page headers 
and footers. And its unique method of 
handling graphics lets you position them 
anywhere on the page and even wrap 
text around them. There are also elegant 
niceties like document templates, auto
matic or fixed line height, sorting, and 
capitalization changes. 

WordMaker is fast. From its typing and 
scrolling speed to its spell checking, you'll 
never be left waiting. And WordMaker 

reads and writes Mac
Write• files for compatibil
ity with other programs. 

The Personal Touch 
WordMaker adds a per

sonal touch to word pro
cessing. Its intuitive design 
and logical layout will make 
WordMaker your personal 
performer No obscure 
commands to learn and no 
sluggish performance to 
tolerate. It's designed for 
your personal use every 
business day. WordMaker 
gives you perfect balance 
at a personal price: S124.95. 

Personal Word Processing l 
And A Money-Back I 
Guarantee For Just $40. 

1
1 

Fill in this coupon. Send it to us with 
any original MacWrite disk (version I 
5.0 or earlier) and a check for 840. 1 

I 
We'll send you WordMake[ Use it for 30 days. I 
If you are not convinced that it performs better 

I than Mac Write we'll return your Mac Write disk I 
1 and your !40 with no questions asked. 1 

1 
(Oflt!t'good iiJroUIJbMarcb /!)'.)(). 1~rnldentspiMSclncltuk 13. /0 st~/es ta.~) 

1 

I N~ I 
I I 
I SffiEET ADDRESS I 
I I 
LCJrr _______ m~--~--J 

NEW . . 

HORIZONS 
First In Personal Productivity And Creativity 
206 Wild Basin Rd., Suite 109/Austin, Texas 78746 

( 51 2) 328-6650/ FAX: ( 512) 328-1925 
Word.\ bk« b a l.r'admurltd New ltortzoru;~~. lnc. M:.\dru osh is :a rq;b.l:ard 

tradcnutt:d Appk Con.1pu1~ Inc. MxWtitc Is a rqistcrcd tradcnwk of OarisCurp 

Circle 499 on reader service card 



No Extra Effort 
Most low-to-medium-cost ways to use 
non-Apple printers with a Macintosh are 
rarely worth the extra interfacing effort 
and need for workarounds on common 
document types (see "Printer Tools," Mac
world, November 1988). The DeskWriter, 
however, requires no extra effort, prints 
any standard document beautifully, and 
costs a little less than a high-quality dot 
matrix printer-thousands Jess than a 
LaserWriter. This product is a true break
through.-Char/es Seiter 
See Where to Buy or circle 765 on reo4er service card. 

-----· 
ATONCE 1.0 

Small Business Accounting 

Pros: Easy to leom and use. 
Cons: User must purchase annual Payroll 

tax table updates from Layered. R••ulres: Moe 
Plus; hard disk. Comp11ny: layered. 

List price: Introductory $395. 

With the release of atOnce, Lay
ered once again sets the stan
dard, this time for low-priced 

general accounting programs. The pro
gram is loaded with features (some of 
which are not even found in high-end 
products), is highly sophisticated, and 
best of all, is easy to both learn and use. 

AtOnce competes to a limited extent 
with one-write programs, such as Great 
Plains' Plains & Simple One-Write, Lay
ered's Insight OneWrite, and the very 
simple, straightforward MultiLedger pro
gram by CheckMark. But atOnce's main 
competitors are Computer Associates In
ternational's Accpac Bedford Simply Ac
counring, Chang Labs' Rags to Riches, and 
Monogram's Business Sense. 

AtOnce Features 
AtOnce doesn't import or export data; nor 
does it offer concurrent multiuser capabil
ity, since it's not made up of separate 
modules. What you do get is General 
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts 
Payable, and Payroll functions in one 
integrated program. AtOnce allows for 
99 depanmenrs and 99 divisions (or profit 
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centers), a flexible 12- or 13-period fiscal 
calendar, autoreversals, recurring transac
tions, budgeting, up to 20 user-created 
General Ledger (GIL) journals, custom
ized reports, up to 20 checkbook ac
counts, automatic calculation of Accounts 
Receivable (AIR) and Accounts Payable 
(AlP) discounts, automatic sales tax calcu
lation, recurring invoices, flexible payroll 
processing, a liberal number of pay and 
deduction categories, automatic calcula
tion of taxes, all the reports needed for 
payroll taxes, multilevel passwords, an 
automatic decimal option (if you want to 
enter 137.45, you just type the numbers, 
13745, and the program supplies the 
decimal), context-sensitive help screens, 
imported graphics for checks and reports, 
and color screens. 

In addition, the program offers three 
options for reports: view on screen, print, 
or add to a queue that can be batch 
printed in the background. 

The Payroll segment doesn't offer data 
entry for hours on a single screen, as 
MultiLedger's Payroll does. So, for ex
ample, if you have a retail store with lots 
of employees working different hours 
each pay period, you'll probably prefer 
MultiLedger's entry scheme. But atOnce 
does almost as well by letting you review, 
in Manual mode, each employee's pay 
record before it processes the payroll, al
lowing you to edit any entries at that time. 
If you don't want to review every em
ployee before generating the checks, you 
can select Automatic processing, which 
enters payroll information without exam
ining the screen for each active employee. 

Using atOnce 
The HyperCard tutorial that comes with 
atOnce is thorough and walks you through 
the basics of accounting as well as through 
atOnce itself. The clearly written docu
mentation carefully guides you through 
every step of setting up and using the 
program. Data-preparation forms are in
cluded in the Guide to Getting Started 
booklet. 

When you set up a chan of accounts, 
you can choose from no less than 13 
default sets, ranging from Architects to 
Travel Agencies. I prefer to use the Quick 
Stan set and modify it to provide the 
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Accouats Payable BIII·Payment Screen 
AtOnce allows for flexible bill payment i• the A/ P 
ledger. all bills, all discounted bills, or all bills due by a 
certain date, or by using the Selection Criterion and 
highlighting Individual bills, you can poy bills one at a 
time. 

accounts my business needs. You assign 
a name and ID for your company and 
begin. 

You control the program from a pal
ette at the bottom-left of the screen, and 
the top menu selections change according 
to which icon you choose: G/L, AIR, AlP, 
or P/R. The company ID also appears to 
the right of the palette, which helps if 
you're working with multiple companies. 

The AIR customers, AlP vendors, and 
Payroll employees are assigned alpha
numeric IDs and are listed in a pop-up 
window. As an added convenience, atOnce 
lets you view the Lists in either number or 
name order in the window. The Chart of 
Accounts is numeric, but you can also put 
it in orde r by name. If you convert to 
atOnce in the middle of your fiscal year, 
the program allows you to input previous 
accounting information. 

AtOnce allows you to keep up to 26 
periods open. In addition to closing a 
period, it also offers the option of locking 
a period without closing it. For example, 
in May you could close all the first-quarter 
months and lock july to December, which 
would allow you to make entries only for 
April, May, and june. Or, if you prefer, you 
could lock just the ftrst-quarter months, 
and then unlock them if you discover any 
prior transactions to post. You can, of 
course, post future transactions by un
locking the appropriate month, making 
your entries, and then relocking the month 
to prevent accidental entries from being 
made. The program works in real time, 
(continues) 



For a Double Helix brochure or test flight ki~ call 
Odesta now at 1-800-323-5423. (In IL, 312-498-5615.) 
Current users, ask about our special upgrade offer. 

@odesla Corpo<alron, 4084 Commertral Avenue. NOf1hbrook. IL 60062 C 1989 Odesla Corporalion 
Oouble Helr1 rs a regrslered lredtmalt ol Od.,le Oll)l. Macrntosh is a regist81ed trademalt ol Apple Compu111 Inc. 
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The software that 
helps Federal Express· 

deliverbulldingsovenrlght 
Ric Honey, a project manager of new 

construction for Federal Express, knows a 
little about deadlines. 

"People say to me, 'We need this building 
next month: I say, 'But that's a J-year project.' 
They say, 'OK, 3 months: 

"Managing 4 or 5 projects like that can 
mean a paper trail of over 600 forms at a time. 
All with pen and paper. I knew r had to do 
something:· 

So Ric looked into a database program 
for his Macintosh~ "T chose Double Helix® 
because I didn't want to team a programming 
language. 

"I had a spreadsheet, and l knew it could 
do 'macros: But I couldn't. If I could tell it in 
English what I wanted, fine. But I'm an awful 
typist One finger. Try doing macros with that! 

"When they 
told me about 
Double Helix, 
I said 'You mean 
I don't have to 
read anything? 
AJI l do is drag 
around icons, 
pictures? This 
is great!" 

Only Double Helix lets you 
manage information your way, 

using simple 
on-screen 
symbols. 

"Double Helix 
makes sure all the big expanses 
come up for my approval:' 

Now Ric and his team run the Double 
Helix multi-user application he created. He 
reports it's already cut 25% off his paperwork 
time. 

"I just tell Double Helix what I want. 
And I get it. 

"I wish my whole life was like that!" 



which means you post (or save) each 
transaction immediately rather than hatch
ing them in groups for later posting. 

Some Minor Cautions 
There are a few caveats you should be 
aware of. First, a hard disk is a must, and 
you should keep at least 5 megabytes free. 
Even after I removed the HyperCard tuto
rial files, the main program, help program, 
and sample company file alone occupied 
about 2MB-leaving about 3MB for ex
pansion of company data files. If you have 
several companies, you'll need even more 
room. 

Another minor problem is that the 
program allows space for only 7-digit 
alphanumeric invoice numbers in Ac
counts Payable. In my experience, 8-digit 
numbers are not uncommon, and a few 
vendors insist on assigning invoice num
bers that are almost as large as the na
tional debt. 

My only major complaint is with Pay
roll, where Layered forces you to buy its 
annual tax table updates-at $99 for the 
federal tables and the first state, plus $25 
for each additional state. I would like to 
see Layered offer users the option of 
updating the tables themselves, which is 
not too complicated providing the tables 
are set up properly. 

From my past experience, I am leery 
of recommending new programs without 
strong qualification. But based on what 
I've seen, I would not hesitate to rec
ommend atOnce to my best friend . 
- Alan L. Slay 
See Where to Buy or drde 719 on reoder service card. 
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An atOnte Streen Report 
AtOnce oHers o variety of standard reports, os well 
as giving you th11 option of preparing Cf/Stom reports. 
You may send the reports to the screen, to the printer, 
or to a printing queue lor later boclrground printing 
while you are working on something else. 
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MACLINK PLUS PC 4.0 

File Transfer and Translation Program 

Pros: Easy to install and use; good dear 
documentation; new~ added support for several 

PC graphics file formats. Cons: PC side 
of the product has a spartan interface. 

Company: Data Viz. Requires: Mac Plus; IBM 
PC or compatible. List price: $195. 

MacLink has long been a reliable 
data bridge for moving ftles be
tween the Mac and IBM worlds. 

MacLink Plus PC 4.0 reinforces this useful
ness by adding support for a number of PC 
graphics formats, including Lotus 1-2-3 
(PIC), PC PaintBrush, and TIFF, plus trans
lators for Microsoft Works and WriteNow. 

To get up and running, you connect 
the PC to your Macintosh printer port or to 
modems with a cable. An adapter lets you 
connect to an IBM PC, AT, or PS/2 compat
ible. Installing the IBM and Mac software 
is also effortless. 

The opening menu has radio buttons: 
Set Mode, Set Communications, Set Trans
lators, and Select Files. To set up MacLink 
for the first time, use the Set Communica
tions menu to configure baud rate, parity, 
remote device (IBM PC, Mac, and so on), 
and the transfer method you'll be using 
(cable, modem, PBX, and so on). 

There are four Maclink Plus PC oper
ating modes: Maclink mode for transfer
ring and translating files from PC to Mac; 
Desktop mode for translating on the same 
Mac from one application to another; 
Tenninal mode, which provides a simple 
tenninal emulation for sessions with an
other machine (such as a mainframe); and 
Maclink Answer mode, a direct Mac-to
Mac link for transferring files from one 
Mac to another. 

Crossing the Bridge 
Translation is a one-step process that 
transfers the file and then automatically 
converts it to the format you've specified. 
Maclink Plus PC's translators work in 
conjunction with the Apple File Exchange 
utility, as well as a long list of fi le formats. 

The Set Translators radio button dis-
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plays a list of file formats in two side-by
side windows: the From file and the To 
file. You simply go back to the Set Trans
lators menu to reverse the direction of the 
file transfer (the default setting is PC to 
Mac). Once the computers are connected, 
the files on the IBM drive are displayed. 
You can easily toggle from drive C to drive 
D, or from one subdirectory to another 
(IBM subdirectories are similar to folders 
on a Macintosh). 

On my first try, MacLink Plus PC fault
lessly transferred and translated a Word
Star document from the PC to Microsoft 
Word on the Mac. The converted file was 
a clean conversion of the PC document, 
which included a number of print com
mands for boldface and underline as well 
as several font selections for a Laserjet. 
There were no eXtra carriage returns or 
misplaced tab or paragraph markers in the 
converted document. 

Translation parameters can also be 
configured and saved to a file. So if you 
frequently transfer and convert WordStar 
files from a PC to a Mac, just open a 
configuration file and you're ready to go. 
One shortcoming, however, is that you 
must transfer files individually. 

From the PC side the interface is spar
tan, with only one screen. The top half is 
reserved for setting connection parame
ters, and the bottom half contains a few 
options for sending and receiving files. 
You cannot select file formats for conver
sion or otheJWise initiate a transfer from 
the IBM side; instead, the software must 
be driven from the Mac. 

As a general-purpose file transfe r 
and translation product, Maclink Plus 
PC offers good value for the price. A 
well-designed Mac interface, good docu
mentation, ease of use, and support for 
more than 60 file-translation formats 
make this program a must for anyone 
contending with dual operating systems. 
If you already own Maclink Plus and 
upgrade to Maclink Plus PC, you'll receive 
the new manual and the capability to 
transfer and translate some PC graphics 
files (the upgrade price is $45). In either 
case, you'd be hard-pressed to find a 
more mature, polished file translator. 
-Ken Smith 
See Where to Buy or cirde 781 on reoder service card. 



RasterOps Monochrome 

OearVue/SE: The only SE big-screen display 
with an integrated 3x FREE Accelerator. 

The most technically advanced 
monochrome display for the SE gives 
you a choice of our 19" 1024 x 768 
display, or Apple's® 15" Portrait 
Display. It is the only display board to 
give your SE the performance boost 
you need to run big screen applications 
fast, for maximwn productivity. 

II6MHzAccelerator 
The ClearVue/SE adds a high speed micropro
cessor that immediately doubles the perfonnance 
of your SE from 8 MHz to 16 MHz. 

I Optimized RAM Interface 
Incorporating a tightly designed memory 
interface to take advantage of our 16MHz CPU, 
the ClearVue/SE pushes the perfonnance gain 
beyond 2x. With the vast improvement in our 
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) 
technology, faster DRAM speeds are now 
available. The ClearVue/SE takes full advantage 
of the faster DRAMs by reducing the number of 
CPU wait states for 1 OOns or faster parts, while 
still supporting the slower I SOns parts. 

I Optimized ROM Interface 
To take further advantage of the I6MHz CPU, 
a tightly designed ROM (Read Only Memory) 
interface was added, which reduces the number 
of CPU wait states. 

I Fliclrer-Free Display 
You get Apple's standard 72 dot-per-inch resolu
tion, so your screen display is accurate. This 
high-speed oscillator gives you a 72Hz refresh 
rate for a stable, flicker-free image- essential 
for long, intensive work sessions. 

Raslt!Ops RasltiOps Mooi1._ Apple Ponnil Display 
board 19", 1024 X 768 1S".640x870 

nHz.ndpi 15Hz. 80dpi 

ClcarV~E X X (wffree acceletalor) 

ClcarV~E.lO X X 
Clear Vue/ 11 X 

RasterOps has a complete line of Monochrome products 
to choose from. (Wizen purchased/or use with the Apple 

15"Ponrait Display, only the board is sold. Your 
panicipating Apple Dealer supplies the monitor.) 

TheCiearVue/SE givesyo1u SE tlzeabilitytodriveour 19': 1024 x 768 display (sJwwnabove, left), or Apple's 1 5" 
Ponrait Display (shown above, right). Either way,you gettlze convenience of 01u D110l Screen Zoom feature that 

lets you click on any area in yow big display and get an illS tall/ section on your SE screen (as shown on the 19" 
system above) or get on iiiStanr enlargement on your built-in SE display (as shown on the 1 5" system above). 

I Shadow RAM 
In order to draw to theSE's monitor and produce 
sound, some DRAM must be present on the 
slow, SE board which can create an access 
bottleneck. To improve perfonnance, the 
ClearVue/SE incorporates a shadow copy of the 
SE board's DRAM in its high speed, optimized 
DRAM so that writes are executed to both, and 
reads are executed from the shadow copy. This 
feature gives you a 50% perfonnance gain in 
accessing SE board DRAM. 

I Productivity Software 
To keep you as productive as possible , we pro
vide software for2x, 4x, and 8x zooming, large 
text presentation mode, and pop-up menus. 

Sound Protection 
Accelerators can distort the sound functions 
of SEs as a result of the speed increase. 
RasterOps provides special sound RAM so 
you get zero distortiort Your Mac SE 
sounds and acts completely as it did before, 
only much faster. 

I Floating Point Unit 
The standard SE forces the slow CPU to do all 
mathematical calculations. We provide an 
optional l6MHz 68881 Floating Point Unit to 
increase mathematical calculation perfonnance as 
much as 600%. 

I IntegratedDisplay/Accelerator 
RasterOps is the only company integrating 
display and acceleration circuitry on one board. 
This gives you several benefits: the speed you 
need to drive big-display applications like desktop 
publishing, graphics, or databases; reduced price 
through elimination of redundant parts and 
margin that multiple boards require; and a more 
reliable, cooler, single-board solution. 

---------, 
Foryournearestdealer I 
and literature on the most I 
advanced Macintosh I 
graphics products, call: 

:--.... ~~ Information Hotline: I 
1-800-952-6300. Dept. X28 _j 

----------

2500 Walsh Road, Santa Clara California 95051 USA 

AUSTRIA . Powal'llblish. (I) 5056411 AIJSTRAUA . Mitsui • (2)452 DIS2. BELGIUM - Mcgasek • (41) 52 08 69. CANADA· MacK.cnzX: Brown-(416) 821-9222 • Franld< (613) 523-n72. Dfl\IMARK · lntamae • (2) 
80()122 • JAI · (2) 91 88 88. FINLAND. Top Ccln1luter Tcchnologjcs. (9) 0 452 2188. FRANCE. RaslaOps · (I) 30 40 89 S7. W. GERMANY· Mlqprus • (0711) n 81 60. GREECE .!.,Cube· (I) 36 14 509. HOLLAND 
• Pooitronika·(Ol0)416355 ITAL V . lnfograf -(02)9522 724. JAPAN -Nihon BinaJy-(03)4079751 • Marubeni ·(03)507 4523, NORWAY -Softwatc Plus ·(02) 394696. PORTUGAL- Maclndex lnformalica ·(39)21221. 
SINGAPORE -Ow1ercd Bcctronia lnd. 7797621. SPAIN · HSC -(91)255 7900. SWEDEN -Softwarel'lus·(l l) 18 1270, SWITZERLAND -Comac-(056)20 1355, U.A.E. · ArabBusinessMachincs-{971X4)233438. 
U.K.. Gomari< Limiltd . (01) 731 7930. All registered and wvegistcred trademarks above are lhe sole property of their respective oompanies. Specifications and f~S~IUressubjed to change. 
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Mouse Alternatives 

A+ MOUSEADB 

Pros: Easy to dean; resistant to dirt; precise. 
Cons: Needs special mouse pod. Company: Mouse 

Systems. Requires: Moe Sf. List prlte: S 129. 

GRAVIS ADB MOUSESTICK 

Pros: A ioystick for playing games; very 
customizoble. Cons: Hard to use with programs 

other than games. Company: Advanced 
Gravis Computer Technology. Requires: Moe Sf. 

List prlte: S 129.95. 

TURBO MOUSE ADB 

Pros: Doesn't need much desk space. 
Cons: None. Compaay: Kensington Microwore. 

Requires: Moe Sf. List prlte: $169.95. 

If there is one aspect of the 
Macintosh that set it apart from 
other computers when it was 

introduced, it was the mouse. So it is not 
surprising that several companies are now 
manufacturing different mice to sell to 
people with different needs for game 
playing, precision, size, flexibility, or 
durability. Mouse Systems' A+ Mouse, the 
Gravis MouseStick, and Kensington's 
Turbo Mouse are three of these; each 
offers an alternative approach, and their 
target markets are as different as the 
designs of the mice themselves. 

A+ Mouse ADB 
Anyone who has used the mouse for a 
long period of time knows how the me
chanical parts can be corrupted by dirt 
and grime. The ball starts to stick more 
than roll, and the mouse loses its preci
sion. The A+Mouse ADB solves this prob
lem. The mouse sits on a special plastic 
pad; the mouse is easy to move because it 
has no rolling ball ro produce friction. A 
tiny light shines inside the mouse, and a 
photodetector measures the amount of 
light reflected off the pad. A gridlike 
pattern printed on the surface of the pad 
reflects light differently in different places, 
and the mouse can measure the change in 
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* REVIEWS ------------

position from the change in reflectivity. 
The mouse is quite sensitive and the pad 
is more than big enough. I used the mouse 
with a large monitor and rarely moved the 
mouse off the pad's edge. 

The A+ Mouse is the same length as 
the standard Apple mouse (33/4 inches) 
and slightly wider (2 1/2 inches versus 
21/4 inches). It is significantly lighter be
cause it contains no mechanical parts. 
Although its shape is not too different, its 
rouch is much lighter, so I began handling 
the mouse with more graceful and precise 
movements. 

Gravis ADB MouseStick 
When it comes to games, most people are 
content to live with a mouse and let it 
sin1lllate whatever controls they need. 
Some players, however, demand more 
control over the action; that's one reason 
why Advanced Gravis is selling its joystick 
for the Mac and calling it a MouseStick. 

The stick's shape felt comfortable in 
my hand; the stick is coated with a soft 
black plastic padding. Its tension is adjust
able, and d1e construction is solid enough 
to wi thstand exciting, white-knuckle 
battles. On the other hand, I tried using a 
MouseStick with my word processing and 
drawing applications but felt like a kinder
gartner with all four fingers wrapped 
around the pen. 

The ADB MouseStick comes with two 

From top to bottom: Gravis ADB MouseSticlc (two 
pieces}; Turbo Mouse ADB; A+ Mouse ADB 
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units connected by cables. The first holds 
the joystick and d1e buttons, and d1e 
second holds a processing unit that inter
prets signals and converts them into 
commands d1e Mac can interpret. The 
system accepts much more than left and 
right movements, and the MouseStick takes 
full advantage of this. The MouseStick's 
CDEV controlling software is probably the 
most customizable piece of software I've 
ever seen. You can adjust practically 
everything about the MouseStick. The 
fu nctions of the buttons on top of the stick 
and on the sides can be changed by 
resetting the CDEV software. Sensitivity to 
touch and the speed of the pointer's 
movements are also adjustable. You can 
also configure axes' scales and interchange 
xand yaxes. These parameter settings can 
be saved to disk, and the CDEV comes 
with several preprogrammed settings for 
games like the Falcon flight simulator. 

Turbo Mouse ADB 
Kensington's Turbo Mouse is really an 
upside-down mouse that the video game 
manufacturers call a trackball-a large 
ball sitting on top of three rollers that 
enable the ball to move freely in all 
directions. The rollers also sense the ball's 
movements and translate these into sig
nals that move the mouse pointer on the 
screen. There are two buttons for the 
thumb, at the left and the right of the bail. 
One works like the mouse button, and the 
second is a mouse-button lock that func
tions like the Caps Lock key on the key
board. You can also set the DIP switches 
of the mouse to generate special key 
commands when the two buttons are 
chorded, or pressed at the same time. 

There is a large difference between the 
action of a Turbo Mouse, where the fin
gers do all the work, and a regular mouse 
where the hand and arm move the con
trols. I often found myself using only my 
index finger to roiJ the ball when making 
precise drawings. One advantage of the 
Turbo Mouse: it's always in the same 
place, so there's no need to grope around 
for it. The Turbo Mouse is designed to sit 
harmoniously next to Mac keyboards. It's 
well made-the manufacturing is just as 
good as the design. The plastic is solid, the 
(continues) 



The best 32-bit Color 
QuickDraw card that you can buy: 

The ColorBoard 224. 
T his board sets the standard for 24-bit 
Macintosh® color. Drive a variety of 
monitors, from Apple's® affordable 13;' 
up to our professional, 19" Trinitron. 
Accelerate your work with selectable bit 
modes - from 1-bit to 24-bit. Use the 
full1024 x 1024 in 24-bitmode resolu
tion with our built-in pan and zoom 
features - no matter what size monitor 
you choose. And when you get ready to 
move into desktop video, just add our 
SFX'M Video System to the built-in 
adaptor, and you have a video studio. 

1300 Nanosecond Bus Cycle 
These 1 Megabit Video RAMs provide more 
memory in less space, and operate at I 00 nano
second speeds, providing the fastest possible 
read-write cycles available on the Macintosh. 

I Extra Screen Memory 
With the Color Board 224, there is actually 
enough on board memory to work with 1024 x 
I 024 of24-bit information in any application. 
Users can access this available display by "bump
ing" the mouse at the bottom of the screen to 
instantly reach the information not shown by the 
I 024 x 768 screen. The 224 also allows you to 
drop the bit depth of the display so you can define 
virtual screens of2048 x I 024 and 4096 x I 024. 

The RasterOps ColorBoard 224 is fully compatible with 
Apple's 32 ·bit Color QuickDraw. RasterOps is an 
Apple licei!Sed supplier of the Apple 32 ·bit color 

QuickDraw system software. 

I PowerDraw 
Power and heat. Your board draws its power 
through the NuB us. Apple specifies a maximum 
of2.1 Amps per slot at 5 volts. Other boards often 
violate the 2.1 restriction set by Apple. Amps 
mean heat, which is deleterious to your Macintosh, 
and a drain on the power supply. The RasterOps 
Color Board 224 needs less than 1.9 Amps. Your 
system runs cooler. You can use other slots with
out fear of overloading your power supply. 

I Set Gamma and DirectSetEntries 
Your ColorBoard 224 directly supports Apple's 
DirectSetEntries and SetGamrna Quick.Draw 
instructions in hard
ware. Instantly see the 
effectofchangesto 
yourcolorimage. You 
can watch the color 
tones change as you 
move the mouse. 
Without this dynamic 
support, you have to 
guess at the color cor
rection, enter the new 

The RasterOps ColorBoard 
224 is more than the industry's 

owstafl(ling 24-bit board. It 
also lets you expand imo 
advanced desklop video 

applications. Theon board 
connectors let you a"ach our 

SFX 1•ideo board, that delil'ers 
thefeawres of a multimedia 

sllldio on a single card. 
OnlyRasterOps. 

value, and wait for the new screen to repaint. 
No waiting with the 224. 

I Pan and Zoom 
Utilizing the advanced circuitry of the 224 Chip 
Set, the board is capable of instantaneous hardware 
pan and zoom. This function takes no CPU time or 
processor RAM and allows users to zoom in 2x 
and 4x while in any application in the blink of an 
eye. The panning rate is user-selectable and is 
initiated automatically when your mouse nears the 
edge of the screen. No more waiting for the screen 
to redraw to see the details of your work. 

I Triple Oscillators ---------, 
For your nearest dealer 
and literature on the most I 

I 
Information Hotline: I 

Three separate oscillators. One for use at a 
resolution of I 024 x768 with the RasterOps 
19" colorTrinitron monitor. The second 
oscillator for use at a resolution of800 x 600 
with theRasterOps 16" colorTrinitron Moni
tor. And a third for use with Apple's 13" color 
monitor at a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. I ~ 1-800-952-6300. Dept. X25 .J 

L----------

2500 Walsh Road, Santa Clara California 95051 USA 

AUSTRIA· Powcrl'ublish·(l) 5056411. AUSTRALIA . Mitsui • (2)452GI52. BELGIUM· Megatck ·(41) 5208 (f), CANADA· MacKenzie Brown-(416) 821·9222 • Frontek(613)523·7272. DENMARK ·lntemulC ·(2) 
80GI22·JAJ ·(2)918888. FlNLAND· TopComputcrTcchnologic:s · (9)04522188. FRANCE·RIISlC!Ops-(1)30408957. W. GERMANY -Magirus · (0711)7281 00. GREECE-L-Cube- (1)36 14509. HOLLAND 
-Positronika- (040)416355. ITALY -lnfogmf-(02)9522724. JAPAN -Nihon Biruuy-(03)4079751 . Mllnlbcni- (03)507 4523. NORWAY -Softw:tn:Pius -(02)394696. PORTUGAL · Maclndexlnformalica·(39)21221. 
SINGAPORE -Olancred Electronics lnd • 779 7621. SPAIN· HSC ·(91)255 7900. SWEDEN· Softw:trel'tus · (II ) 18 12 70, SWITZERLAND - CoolOC·(056) 20 13 55. U.A.E. · Ar.lb Business Machines~971X4)233438, 
U.K. · Gomar1< Limited • (01) 731 7930. All registered and unregistered trademarks above are the sole property of their respective companies. Specifications and features subject to change. 



According_ to Murphyk Law, if a 
floppy disk can fail, it will. Usually after 
you put a 90-page document on it. 

That's why you should use 3M 
diskettes. They're built to make 
things go right for a change.With our 

exclusive formlllation and Mark Q 
Manufacturing Process, they break 
Murphys Law )]]i]lions of times a day. 
Year in and year out. 

And our engineers have taken the 
same fanatic approach with all our 



' 

data storage 
products: 
diskettes, data 
cartridge tapes, 
computer tapes 
and optical disks. So when you get 

down to it, there are 
only two choices. 

Use 3M diskettes and break 
Murphy's Law every day of the 
week. Or use something else. And give 
Murphy's Law a chance to break you. 

fur more information about diskettes, calll-800-888-1889, ext. 10. 

Circle 402 on reader service card 



Introducing the new EMAC. Complete 

with new products, new programs, and a 

newattitude.Adynarnicnewattitudethat's 

reflected in our new logo and products. 

We're committed to giving you more for 

your Macintosh. More value. Value that 

stretches your computing dollars. Value that's 

built on quality, performance, and support. 

To prove it, we've intensified our research 

and development efforts to make you more 

productive today and tomorrow. We've 

beefed up our quality-assurance programs, 

so you can be confident that your EMAC 
UriAC.tM £MAC logo.a"d "A-tow for~'" M«" Q" tmdtmarksof Etvru Syslmrs. Inc. OtNr 
lmmd 1141'11t$ tmd prnJuct nanwsarr- trrlllnn~Jrks and rrgislmd tradntarks of thtir WSfWiir'lf rom;xmits. 

products will work right the first time and 

every time. And we bolstered our support 

group to help you get the most out of your 

EMAC products. 

If you liked EMAC products before, you're 

going to love them now. If you haven' t tried 

EMAC, now's the time. Because we've got 

serious products for serious productivity. 

To see how much more value is in the new 

and improved EMAC, calll-800-821-0806, 

Ext. 2222. We'll give you more for your Mac. 

AC 
More for your Mac 

Dealers Circle 110 on Reader Service Card 
End Users Circle 455 on Reader Service Card 
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ball rolls smoothly, and the precision of 
the mechanism is quite good. 

As You Uke It 
Each of these input devices offers an 
entirely different solution for people with 
particular needs. The A+ Mouse won't 
break down as readily as a mechanical 
version, but it requires a special mouse 
pad. The Turbo Mouse is really a trackball 
(and my favorite hecause I like using my 
fmgers). And the game-player who wants 
a joystick that is very customizable cannot 
go wrong with the Gravis MouseStick. 
-Peter Wayner 
See Where to Buy or cirde 708 (A+ Mouse ADB}, 761 
(Gravis ADB MouseStid}, am/ 863 (Turbo M011se ADB} 
0111eoder service ct11tl. 

--- ----- · --------
MACSCUBA 1.02 

Diving Simulator 

Pros: Realistic animation of equipment ond 
motion; emphasizes adherence to diving safety tables; 

colorful information on marine life. Cons: Scenery 
is repetitive; game features poorly documented; turns ore 

restricted fa 90ilegree angles. Company: Paradise 
Software Corporation. Requires: Moe 

Plus; second disk drive. List price: $49.95. 

~ If you'd rather tackle a tiger 
L/\_j shark in 100 feet of water than 
update a spreadsheet, your ship has come 
in. MacScuba, a black-and-white diving 
simulator from Paradise Software, pro
vides a good time for crusty divemaster 
and curious wader alike. 

MacScuba is both an educational tool 
and a game. The challenge is to gather 
treasure from a sunken ship while follow
ing the fundamental rules of diving and 
adhering to U.S. Navy dive tables. The 
program's effort to combine gold dou
bloons with decompression stops is some
times strained, but MacScuba's overall 
blend of realism and whimsy is refreshing. 

A Few Deep Breaths 
You begin your dive on the deck of a boat 
by clicking on a small window called Dive 
Bag. Shazam! You appear as a Diver in the 
window, ready to jump in the water. But 

* REVIEWS ----------- -

Deep Trouble 

MacScuba divers must be p1epared to handle dangerous 
situations. Feisty fish and faulty hoses might Iurie lD 
yout monitot. 

first, for survival's sake, check out your 
equipment. Be methodical, even ritualis
tic, and you'll fmd MacScuba does a nice 
job of introducing and reinforcing this 
safety procedure concept. The program 
rewards you with a realistic pssssshhhbht 
when you test your breathing instru
ments, and gives you 2500 pounds per 
square inch (psi) of pressurized air just for 
clicking on the Fill Tank box. In a true-to
life touch, if you have inflated your 
buoyancy control vest, you bob around 
after you jump in; otherwise, you sink 
like a stone. In either case, there's a 
gratifying splash when you enter the wa
ter. MacScuba's attention to these early 
stages of a dive is one of its primary 
strengths as a simulator. 

The Basic Diver level can be a snoozer 
unless you want to be religious about 
learning how to use the U.S. Navy dive 
tables (included in both the documenta
tion and the software) and how to com
pose an accurate dive plan. Although 
that's pretty much all you can do at this 
level, it might be worth postponing the 
Advanced Diver adventure if your goal is 
to bone up for a certification test. 

The Advanced Diver simulator involves 
scouring a sunken wreck for treasure 
while drifting through a maze of cham
bers. Compass navigation is essential for 
keeping your bearings. The animation of 
the ship's passageways becomes achingly 
repetitive, however, which defeats the 
simulation effect, as there are no true 
landmarks to go by. It's too bad the 
documentation doesn't include at least a 
rough map. To MacScuba's credit, it por
trays the inherent dangers of the situation 
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so realistically that you have to coolly 
resist the urge to bolt to the surface when 
you've been lost in the maze for a while. 

MacScuba's documentation discusses 
in detail the procedure for creating and 
filing a Dive Plan. You can choose mul
tiple dives with surface time in between to 
allow the nitrogen in your body to dis
solve; you can also plan deep dives with 
decompression stops on the way up. 

Underwater Adion 
Throughout your dive a large through
the-mask Diver window, an Action win
dow, and an information box are present 
on the screen. The Action window is a 
palette of movement options represented 
by hand symbols, allowing you to ascend, 
descend, move left or right, grab, go 
forward, and take the action called for, 
such as open a door. Navigation is cum
bersome, as you are restricted to turning 
at 90-degree angles only. 

There is also a mask for viewing ob
jects-double-clicking on an object gives 
you a brief rundown on it in the informa
tion box. The mask is the key to using 
MacScuba's database of marine life. As 
you dive, a number of nicely drawn sea 
creatures drift past your mask. Grab a 
squid and get the message, "Slippery little 
devil!" Click on a fish with the mask icon 
selected and learn the fish's scientific and 
common names, habitat, coloration, and 
other details. 

Useful information, and wry or silly 
comments, are woven throughout the 
dive adventure. While I admit that being 
chewed up by a hammerhead in the ship's 
galley was pretty exciting the first couple 
of times, there is a disturbing emphasis on 
shark attacks and knife wielding (pre
sumably to make this a more universally 
appealing adventure). Stabbing non
dangerous fish, however, results in a crisp 
rejoinder: you've been penalized 100 psi 
for wanton bloodletting. More marine 
life , less jaws II animation, and fewer 
cliched pirate flourishes would have been 
preferable. 

Nevertheless, MacScuba is a great 
opportunity to ditch that database, 
blow some bubbles, and get wet on a 
workday.- Annie j enkel 
See Where to Buy 01 cirde 786 on teoder service catd. 
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e one on the right 
is easier top Hsh. 

The image on the right is a copy. 
We scanned the photograph on the left with an 

Abaton Scan 300/GS 8-bit scanner, dropped it into our 
favorite desktop publishing program, and produced the 
image on the right using a phototypesetter. 

At first we were all a little leery. How can a $2200 
scanner for the Mac reproduce photographs well enough 
to run in an ad? The answer lies in the design of the 
Abaton Scan 300/GS. It's an 8-bit scanner capable of 
capturing 256 shades of gray, so it gathers 16 times as 
much infonnation from a photograph as a 4-bit scanner. 
That means more of the subtlety and richness of the 
original black-and-white photograph is preserved in the 
scanned image. And the Abaton Scan 300/GS even 
comes with l.etraset's Image Studio software, so you 
can clean up, change, or rearrange your image easily. 

Abaton also offers an 8-bit upgrade package for your 
4-bit Abaton and Apple scanners. The upgrade will be 
installed at your home or office in less than 30 minutes. 

Ahalon and •we Make Your ld<as Ea.itrto l'liblish" are trad<marict o!Evmo< Syslems. Inc. Otlle.-braOO 
names and product~Wne~ are trad<marict or reg;..- trad<marict of thdr retpe<.'tive ~ 

Dealers circle 289 on reader service card 
End users circle 294 on reader service card 

It's part of 
ment to making your ideas easier to publish. 

TheAbaton Scan 300/GS certainly makes our ideas 
easier to publish. With it, we can reduce the production 
time and costs. Perhaps equally important, the 
Abaton Scan 300/GS has eliminated a lot of headaches. 
Now our art directors can wrap text around black-and
white photos and not have to worry about accurate 
scaling or someone misinterpreting their scrawls. 

In the same amount of time, we can review more 
options because the art department spends more time 
on concepts. 

Who are we? We're Abaton's ad agency. And if 
you're a publisher like us- big or small- call Abaton 
at 1-8()().4.445321. And letAbaton make your ideas 
easier to publish. 

Abaton 
We Make Your Ideas Easier to Publish"' 
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ACCU-WEATHER 

FORECASTER 

Weather-Forecasting Software 

Pros: Fully automates downloading of data. 
Cons: labyrinthine documentation; not fully Multifinder 
compatible. Comp11ny: Metacomet. Requires: Moe 

Plus; modem. List price: $89 plus online charges. 

%_ Accu-Weather Forecaster lets you 
~ forecast the weather, via quite an 
· .. ·.:·:·.:·.·.:·. intuitive interface, by accessing 

data collected by the Accu-Data weather 
computers from over 1000 ground obser
vation stations around the United States 
and many more around the world. 

Every hour, over 1000 U.S. weather
reporting stations perform a standard set 
of weather observations that are transmit
ted to a database at the National Weather 
Service and then immediately transmitted 
to the Accu-Data database, where they are 
made available to the public. Accu-Weather 
Forecaster lets you predefine and focus a 
request for weather data by specifying the 
times and locations you want to query. 

The Defme Request dialog box prompts 
you with a list of choices for local (your 
nearest weather station), remote (stations 
elsewhere, which you can select individ
ually or by a region that you define by 
drawing a rectangle on a map), and na
tional weather summaries. In addition to 
the most current data, you can also choose 
the number of past hourlies to download 
for each location. 

After you define a request and log on, 
the rest is automated. Accu-Weather auto
dials the Accu-Data database in Pennsyl
vania, logs on, downloads the requested 
data, logs off, shuts down the modem, and 
converts the data into text and graphics. 

The Highs 
Once offline, Accu-Weather Forecaster 
archives the downloaded data for later 
use. A standard set of weather data
including barometric pressure, tempera
ture, dew point, wind direction, wind 
speed, wind gust, visibility, precipitation, 
cloud base, cloud amount, and fog- can 
now be manipulated in several ways. 

* REVIEWS ------------

The Overlay Graphs mode enables 
you to compare various types of infor
mation for a given station. For example, 
you could compare the barometric pres
sure, cloud base, and temperature mea
surements over a number of hours to 
demonstrate how the ir re lationship 
changes during the onset of a storm. 
Comparing different types of data helps 
in understanding how different forces 
shape the weather. 

The Maps command enables you to 
draw low-resolution maps for the entire 
United States or any selected region, and 
displays information eithe r as actual 
values or as contour shading. These are 
similar to the temperature-value maps 
shown on television, and they can be 
generated within minutes of actual obser
vations. A future release will incorporate 
isobars (lines connecting places with the 
same barometric pressure) into the map
ping functions, which should make read
ing the otherwise low-resolution maps 
a little easier. 

Using the Picture command you can 
request a cross-section of the atmosphere 
for a particular hour at a station, showing 
cloud conditions up to 15,000 feet, as well 
as temperature, dew point, barometric 
pressure, and wind direction. The List 
command shows actual number values for 
these measurements from stations around 
the country or a selection of stations. 

Accu-Weather Forecaster enables you 
to access simple as well as complex infor
mation. If you just want to know what the 
NWS thinks the weather will be like today, 
Accu-Weather gives you the same text that 
is read in countless radio and television 
station studios throughout the country. 

Tills map shows wind gusts in South Carolina just 
before Hurricane Hugo a"ived. Tile numbers show 
actual wind speed in miles per hour, and the shading 
helps you visualize the Information. 
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The Lows 
If you happen to live on the West Coast, 
making forecasts can be a bit tricky. The 
reason is simple: most weather travels 
from west to east, following the jet stream. 
Ground weather station observations for 
what's coming off the Pacific Ocean are 
nonexistent. Observational data from 
sources other than ground stations is 
available in the Accu-Data database but 
not through the Define Request com
mand's automated downloading feature; 
you must hunt for the data online, using 
Explore Accu-Data, which is not as easy as 
an autodownload. 

Another small complaint is that the 
Save Screen command for making screen 
shots of data and weather maps isn't 
compatible with MultiFinder. I found that 
after saving the fourth screen shot, the 
program would unexpectedly quit to 
the desktop. Metacomet suggested I use 
the Finder when making screen shots, 
and that seems to work fine. Lastly, the 
manual seems to be about twice as long 
as it needs to be. 

Pennies from Heaven 
The Accu-Data online billing system offers 
commercial, educational, and personal 
rates. The personal-rate structure , the 
lowest, includes an initial sign-up fee of 
$39.95 and a surcharge of $10 per month. 
(Metacomet includes demo data disks for 
you to practice with while you wait about 
ten days for your subscription and pass
word to arrive.) Online charges run from 
18 cents a minute for night use, to 38 cents 
a minute during the day. You must also 
add in the cost of the long-distance toll 
call , or use the 800 number for an added 
18 cents a minute. The typical download 
time of three to four minutes puts the 
average cost per call at around $2. All this 
can vary, of course, according to the time 
and the rate structure. 

Accu-Weather Forecaster is a useful 
and informative program that makes it 
possible to visualize a complex event
the weather- in simple ways. And Meta
comet has done an especially fine job 
organizing a vast amount of data into 
visual metaphors for rain, snow, sleet, and 
sunshine.-Donald Matthew Smith 
See Where to Buy or cirde 701 on reader service card. 
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11 Your Hard Drive 
Is Too Limiting 

0 DirectDrive 40 by Jasmine -
$699 ----~~~ 
Jasmine 40 MB 

Consider One That 
Has No Limits. 

$799 Ehman 

Ehman 45MB Removable 

With conventional hard disk drives there is a basic 
problem: When you run out of storage, you run out of 
storage. Period. To get more you'll have to buy another 
hard drive. 

Unless you consider the Ehman removable 
alternative. 

At just $799, our 45MB 
Removable Hard Disk Drive is 

only $100 more than the price of a] as
mine 40MB hard drive. But, the Ehman 
removable gives you two, three, ten, or 
twenty times more capacity just by 
adding $99 cartridges. The sky is the 

limit, but the price is down to earth. 

The 45MB is based on award winning SyQuest 
technology, with 25 millisecond access speed and a 
30,000 hour reliability rating. You're buying the best 
technology available at the best price available, 

As with all Ehman products you get a 30-day money 
back guarantee, a lengthy warranty, and our optional 
24-hour express service replacement policy. 

The Ehman 45MB Removable Hard Disk Drive is 
a better way to get the mass storage and computing 
capacity you've been needing. So why be limited by 
conventional hard drives, 
when you can have Ehman's Ehman 
unlimited capacity for just 
a few dollars more. 1·800·257 ·1666 

All product names mentioned are trademarb of their respective holders. Prices subject to change without notice and ma)l not reflect limi1ed·time pricing. Circle 500 on reader service card 
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QUICKEYS 1. 2 

Keyboard-Enhancement Utility 

Pros: Fast; macros con be assigned to any key; 
included utilities odd excellent value. Cons: Creating 

multistep macros con be tedious; not suited to 
recording reoJ.time events. Company: CE Software. 

Requires: 512KE. list price: $99.95. 

TEMPO II 1. 02 

Keyboard-Enhancement Utility 

Pros: Easy to use; macros ore very reliable, even 
when windows ore repositioned. Cons: Macros assigned 

to numeric keypad keys or the Esc key must include 
additional modifier key; less responsive than QuicKeys. 

Company: Affinity Microsystems. Requires: 
Moe Plus. List price: Version 1.026.1 $149.95. 

Macintosh gospel has it that the 
keyboard is a second-class input 
device, used only for entering 
text and issuing the occasional 
menu command. The mouse is 
supposed to be the primary link 

to the computer. But with a keyboard
enhancement utility you can break this 
commandment and turn the keyboard 
into a control center for issuing com
mands and replaying mouse movements. 
You can create your own keyboard short
cuts for choosing commands, recalling 
frequently used text, playing back repeti
tive tasks, and starting programs. Macro
Maker-which comes with the Mac's sys
tem software-lets you tackle some of 
these automation tasks, but you're likely 
to outgrow it. When that happens, look to 
CE Software's QuicKeys and Affmity Mi
crosystems' Tempo II. 

Both QuicKeys and Tempo II operate 
as !NITs, loading into memory during 
start-up. Both use memory sparingly: 
QuicKeys consumes about 48K, while 
Tempo II requires roughly 52K. 

But this common ground aside, each 
utility takes a different approach to key
board customizing. After several weeks of 
working with them, I have yet to decide 
on a favorite. In fact, I've become addicted 
to both. 

* REVIEWS ------------

All This and Tempo II 
On the surface, Tempo II works like 
MacroMaker: it adds its own menu to the 
menu bar and appears in all applications. 
To create a macro, you enter Tempo II's 
record mode, perform the tasks you want 
to record, stop the recording, and assign 
the macro to a key sequence (see "Setting 
the Tempo"). 

Behind the scenes, however, Tempo II 
works to create macros that are more 
reliable than MacroMaker's. For example, 
when you use MacroMaker to record a 
macro that chooses a menu command, 
MacroMaker remembers the command by 
its position in the menu, not by its name. 
If the position of the menu changes as the 
application runs (a common occurrence), 
the macro will not play back properly. 
Tempo II, however, remembers menu 
commands either by name or by position. 
The latter option is useful when you are 
working with menu commands whose 
wording changes (for example, Show 
Ruler/ Hide Ruler). 

Another example of Tempo II's intel
ligence surfaces when you're recording 
macros that start programs. MacroMaker 
simply records that you double-clicked 
the mouse at a specific point on the 
screen; Tempo II records that you started 
a specific program. If you move the pro
gram to a different location on the desk
top, the macro still works. 

When MacroMaker records, it doesn't 
keep track of the mouse pointer's path or 
of the time that e lapses between clicks or 
keystrokes. Many macros don't need this 
information, but some do--for example, a 
macro tl1at draws a specific shape in a 
drawing program, or one that waits a few 
seconds before typing text in a communi
cations program. With Tempo II, you can 
record the timing and mouse-path infor
mation. When you play back your macro, 
the Mac looks as if it's operating by re
mote control. 

I do have one gripe with Tempo II. To 
assign a macro to a key on the numeric 
keypad or to the Esc key, you must com
bine the key with a modifier key, as in 
Control-Esc or :}g-Clear. Therefore, you 
cannot create a macro that clicks on a 
Cancel button when you press Esc, nor 
can you turn tl1e numeric keypad into a set 
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Controlling QultKeys 
QuicKeys doesn't use Tempo 1/'s record-and-play·back 
approadr. Instead you select the type of event you 
wont the mauo to reueate by choosing commonds 
from QulcKeys' menus. 

of function keys. Both MacroMaker and 
QuicKeys, in contrast, let you assign macros 
to the Esc key and to unmodified keypad 
keys. 

The QuicKeys Difference 
QuicKeys doesn't use MacroMaker's and 
Tempo II 's record-and-play-back ap
proach, nor does it add a menu to the 
menu bar. Instead, QuicKeys uses a Con
trol Panel device (COEV) whose menus 
list the types of event tl1at QuicKeys can 
recreate (see "Controlling QuicKeys"). 

This difference in approach is most 
apparent when you want to create a 
macro that performs several steps, such as 
opening the Scrapbook, choosing Paste, 
and then closing the Scrapbook. With 
QuicKeys you must chain individual 
macros, each of which performs a specific 
(continues) 
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We couldn't claim that 
WEW FASTBACK II 

is the most powerful 
backup system 

on the market 
... unless we had some 

powerful data to back it up. 

11 Allowed to save l)leferences, not multiple setup files. 

And these are merely a few of the many exclusive features that make new FASTBACK II the fastest, easiest and most powerful 
backup software for the Mac you can buy. Only FASTBACK II gives you data compression and compatibility with virtually 

any HFS device. And you'll have data security features that assure the safest backup you can make. You'll have maximum file 
selection flexibility with powerful backup and restore options so you can easily tailor the process to your own particular 

needs. In short, you'll finally have a system that ensures regular backup. FASTBACK II. Specifically created for the Mac, 
and designed to fit smoothly into your corporate computing environment. 

~exchange offer~ 
page of all your current backup manuals 

'A8TBACIC U. CUrrent users of Fastback can 
~to change and expires Dec. 31, 1989. 

Number of FASTBACK //copies _ Foon of payment 0 Check 0 Money Order 0 VIM 0 M/C 0 Amex. 

Signature __________ Cheek # _ _ Amountendosed• _ _ 

Credit card 11--- -------- --Exp.date _ __ _ 
Name _ __________ Tille ______ _ 

Company· ___________ Phone _ _____ _ 

Address ____________ ______ _ 

City State ZIP-- -----,
Ma/1 ro: Aflh Generation Systems, Inc. • Fastback If Exchange/Upgrade Offer WIO 

11200 lndustrlplex Blvd. • Baton Rouge, LA 70809 ' Residents of CA. NY, LA. TX must fn~udo applicable til.\. 

Call about our !;; 
$40 exchange offer. 

1-800-873-4384 

FIFTH GENERATION SYSTEMS 
11200 fndustrfplex Blvd. 
Baton Rouge, LA 70809 

604·291-7221 

Olsl<fH Is I U-k of SuperMac ll!dlllofogy. 
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step, into a sequence. The process can be 
tedious. 

Creating macros that simulate mouse 
movements and double-clicks is also 
awkward in QuicKeys. Creating a macro 
that opens the icon of the start-up disk, 
for example, requires more than a half
dozen steps. You cannot create macros 
that record how the mouse moves across 
the screen, and it's difficult to create 
macros that tear off menus because Quic
Keys alters the menu bar when you're 
creating a macro. 

I also found QuicKeys less reliable 
than Tempo II for creating macros that 
activate palette tools in programs such as 
Aldus PageMaker, MacDraw II, and Mac
Paint 2.0. If you move a palette so that 
some of its tools disappear off the screen, 
macros that activate those tools won't 
work. 

But QuicKeys has its strengths. It's 
loaded with built-in macros that insert the 
time ·and date, scroll windows, select 
inactive windows, insert true opening and 
closing quotes, restart or shut down the 
Mac, and more. And you can assign a 
macro to any key, with or without a 
modifier key. If you like, you can re
arrange the Mac's entire keyboard lay
out. (QuicKeys includes a settings file for 
the well-known but little-used Dvorak 
layout.) 

The QuicKeys package includes some 
extra goodies as well. An INIT called 
DialogKeys lets you choose dialog box 
options from the keyboard. Another INIT, 
QuickTimer, lets you specify that Quic
Keys play back a macro at a particular 
time, at specific intervals, during start-up, 
or when you start up a given program. 
There is also a copy of Vaccine, which is 
a virus-detection utility, and an applica
tion that prints keyboard templates (ex
cellent for the extended keyboard's func
tion keys). 

Tempo II? QuicKeys? Or Both? 
Tempo II is a bit slower than QuicKeys, 
but it is easier to learn and use. QuicKeys 
is better suited to creating menu com
mand shortcuts as well as scrolling and 
window-navigation shortcuts. QuicKeys 
is the utility of choice for rearranging key
board layouts, and it's considerably less 

* REVIEW S---------- - -

expensive than Tempo II. If I had my 
druthers, I would combine QuicKeys' li
brary of canned shortcuts with Tempo II's 
recording talents and ease of use. For 
now, the only way to do that is to use both 
utilities. 

It sounds like I'm waffling, but there is 
no clear-cut winner here. If you're a key
board-shortcut junkie, you'll want both 
QuicKeys and Tempo II. But if you must 
pick only one, let the issues of mouse 
movements and timing be the deciding 
factors: if you need to record mouse 
movements and timing information, buy 
Tempo II. Otherwise, pick QuicKeys. 
-jimHeid 
See Where to Buy or cirde 826 (QuicKeys} or 853 (Tempo 
II} on reader service cord. 
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TURBOBRIDGE 1.0 

Network Router 

Pros: Fast, slowed only slightly by cross-network 
traffic; easy to set up. Cons: You can only 

configure one TurboBridge at a time; software does 
not recognize other routers or provide a list of 

assigned network numbers. Company: Nuvatech. 
Requires: Mac 512KE; Locoffalk cabling 

or equivalent. List price: $4 99. 

·riD:nJ:!j) Routers (formerly called bridges 
:.Q~ by Apple) are an important 
~ component of AppleTalk net
working because they enable you to 
expand AppleTalk networks beyond 
Apple's recommended 32-node limit for 
LocalTalk. One of the newest, and fastest, 
routers on the market is NuvoTech's 
Turbo Bridge. 

What' s in a Name? 
Like all AppleTalk routers, the Turbo
Bridge contains two ports, one for each 
connected network. Router initialization 
involves assigning a number to each net
work (if one hasn't already been assigned 
by another router attached to the net
work). Once you connect two networks 
with a router, the AppleTalk protocols 
allow you to assign a zone name to each 
network. Networks so linked are called 
an internetwork, or internet. 
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The TurboBridge configuration soft
ware is easy to use, as it only allows you 
to name the zones for each port and 
number the networks (see "Pick a Zone"). 
The simplicity of the software, however, 
makes it less useful than other routers for 
configuring larger internets. For example, 
you cannot give each router a name, as 
you can with the Hayes lnterBridge, Shiva 
NetBridge, or Solana !-Server. Because 
you can't name TurboBridges, you can 
only have one TurboBridge on at any time 
when you're configuring an internet-a 
distinct inconvenience for any network 
manager. 

The TurboBridge configuration soft
ware doesn't offer any network-manage
ment tools for dealing with multiple rout
ers. In addition to this limitation, during 
configuration the software doesn't recog
nize previously assigned network num
bers. It would be nice if the software 
would poll the internet and provide a list 
of assigned network numbers. As it is, the 
network manager has to rely on his or her 
own bookkeeping to guarantee that the 
TurboBridge assignments do not conflict 
with existing assignments. Router con
figuration software from other vendors 
does a much better job of accessing in
ternet information. 

The TurboBridge also suffers from a 
problem when used with other manufac
turer's routers. Apparently it cannot re
solve its zone names with those stored in 
other routers. This results in duplicate 
(continues) 

Zone ltii§IMI I Nelwork ~ 
nome : . . number : L___j 

® Zo.a uhlble 0 Zone lnulslble 

I Porl 8 Sel Up I 
Zone I Zone a I Nelwort ~ 
neme : . . number : L___j 

®Zone ulslble 0 Zone lnulslble 

Pltk 11 Zone 
Invoking the TurboBridge configuration software 
brings up just one display: you can assign networlc 
numbers and zone names. No other information about 
the internet is provided. As o security measure, you 
con dedore ozone invisible-only users within that 
zone wr11 see It in the Chooser DA; o/1 users outside 
the zone will not detect it. 
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[]
he more .¥OU work with 
numbers, the more you'll 

like working with Wingz. 
Wingz is the fastest, easiest way 
to transform your raw data into 
eye..-catching persuasive graphic 
presentations. What more can 
we say? Wingz simply has more. 
Which means every other 
spreadsheet has less. 

WINGZ HAS DRAWING TCDLS. 
The Wingz drawing 
tools give your work 
a finished look 
quickly and easily, 
without using 
another software ap
plication. Choose 
from line, arc, circle, 
rectangle or polygon 
tools. And after 
you've drawn the 
basic shapes, you 
can color, size, 
group and move 
them. 

THE GRAPHIC SPREA 

WINGZ 
HAs 3D 
GRAPHICS. 

3D graphs make your data 
more understandable and 
more impressive. 
And Wingz is the only 
spreadsheet with built-in 3D 
graphic capabilities. Wingz 

features 3D bar, 3D line, 3D 
layer, 3D step, 3D pie and 3D 
combination graphs. You 
can change the rotation, 
elevation and viewing 
distance of your 3D graphs. 

WINGZ HAS UNLIMITED COLOR 
AND FONT SELECTIONS. 

Color enhances the appear
ance of your data. 
And Wingz maximizes your 
use of color. In fact, the num
ber of color choices is limited 
only by your hardware. 

If you have a 24 bit color 
system, you'll have over 16 
million color choices when 
you enter our custom color 
mixing dialog box. 



HEET WITH HYPER SCRIPT '< 

WINGZ HAS HYPERSCRIPT. 
You don't have to be a rocket 
scientist to do powerful, 
work-saving programming in 
Wingz' HyperScript. 
(Although a lot of rocket sci
entists are using Wingz.) 
HyperScript unleashes the 
full power of the Macintosh~ 
HyperScript uses intuitive 
English language com
mands, not abstract jargon. 

For example, to hide the cell 
grid with Excel macros would 
require: 

=DISPLAY (false, false, true, 
true, 0) 

To perfonn the same action 
in HyperScript: 

HIDE CELL GRID 

It's that simple. 

WINGZ HAS HAPPY USERS. 
11~.-~=-~• o~mr. n , 11 

1 Wingz 
2 Excel 
3 Full Impact 
4 Other 
5 MacCalc 
6 Mult iPlan 

According to International 
Data Corporation (July, 1989), 
Wingz ranked number one in 
user satisfaction among 
Macintosh spreadsheet users. 

WINGZ HAS FuTuRE USERS. 
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The same survey found 
Wingz an eye-popping two
to-one favorite when people 
were asked which spread
sheet they intend to buy in 
the next six months. 

WINGZ HAS BUTIONS. 

Buttons can make your 
spreadsheet as easy and 
natural to use as the radio or 
the dishwasher. They're 

WINGZ 
HAs 
PAGE 
PERFEcr 
OUTPUT. 
When your reports and 
graphs look great, so do you. 

And unlike Excei,Wingz 
combines words, numbers 
and graphics all on one page 
with just one product. 

By the way, all the graphics in 
this ad were created with Wingz. 

easier and faster than menus 
or typing in commands. (You 
can also put other Macintosh 
controls, including radio but
tons, check boxes and slide 
bars, directly onto the work
sheet.) Just as important, 
buttons unleash the power of 
HyperScript. So you can 
attach lists of frequently used 
commands to buttons, and 
then execute them with the 
click of a mouse. 

~OW IFWINGZ HAS ALL 
~THIS, SHOULDN1T YOU 
HAVEWINGZ? 
Just call toll, free 
1,8()(),331,1763, ext. 
1000, to find the 
Wingz dealer nearest 
you. In Canada call 
416,566,7024. 
Circle 390 on reader service card INFORMIX® 
c:Qwig.hl. 19891nfornU Softwwe.lnc. 1nformlx .00 J-lypc:rSaipare ~ tndetnarblnd W-.zisauwbmrkdWortTU 
Softw=J:r.: "R>kond Moa-'"'~uodcsnodcsof "A>'< Carju<r.lno.: .u oc~Dtmdcnwb ....... rocw....
putpOSICSonlymd~tb::pqx:nyoftheit~~ ~ O..OJrponbon is lhcde~oftheinfortllDJn 
~uaurisf:w::tionad buymginlc:rlicm. 



zone names in a user's Chooser DA. 
Although this may look confusing to the 
user, it does not affect selecting network 
resources in any zone. 

Plugging In 
The TurboBridge already has Phone
Net-style connectors built into the box, 
but if you are planning to use the Turbo
Bridge with Apple's own LocalTalk con
nectors, you will have to buy LocalTalk
to-PhoneNet adapters. The TurboBridge 
does provide two connectors for each 
port so that you can place the router 
anywhere in a network, rather than just at 
one end of a daisy chain. The built-in 
connectors are self-terminating (some
thing the TurboBridge manual neglects to 
mention), which might be cause for con
cern if you are going to be mixing and 
matching connectors. 

Routing Traffic 
I set up a series of tests using two Ap
pleShare clients and two AppleShare file 
servers to test the TurboBridge's efficiency 
in routing packets between two connected 
networks. The TurboBridge is aptly named, 
being faster than any other router I've 
tested, with only a 5 percent delay in 
server access when compared to a net
work without the router installed. (In my 
tests, with other routers the delay was 
anywhere from 20 percent to 200 percent 
in the same network.) In addition, the 
TurboBridge exhibited the smallest addi
tional delay due to what I call cross
network traffic (that is, traffic from net
work A to network B competing with 
traffic from network B to network A). 
That's good performance. 

If you are setting up a simple internet 
of only two or three networks, then the 
TurboBridge definite ly deserves your 
consideration. However, in larger inter
nets I would hesitate to use the Turbo
Bridge because the configuration does not 
include software router naming. Although 
it's a good buy-particularly in terms of 
price and performance-the TurboBridge 
doesn't compare with the Shiva NetBridge 
(which also costs $499) when it comes to 
configuration support on large internets. 
- Dave Kosiur 
See Where to Buy or drde 862 on reader service card. 
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SYNCHRONICITY 2.0 

Tool for Intuitive Decision-Making 

Pros: Easy to fallow and use; soothing sounds and 
graphics effective for reducing stress. Co11s: Cannot 

use MultiFinder icon during program; no way 
to bypass instruction screens. Compt111y: Visionary 

Software. Requires: Mac 512KE, System 
6.0.2 orlater for sound. tist prlte: $49.95. 

:G.:: Now for something completely 
~ different-take a relaxing break 
~ without leaving your desk. En

joyable and intriguing to use, Synchro
nicity is an interactive program based on 
the ancient Chinese Book of Changes, also 
known as the I Ching, as well as on 
psychology pioneer Carl jung's law of 
synchronicity, which postulates that all 
things are connected and that so-called 
coincidence is meaningful. 

A Keyboard Ritual 
Type a question and Synchronicity pro
vides a response to help clarify and re
solve the issue. The response is selected 
from 64 main readings and over 266,144 
permutations, such as Enthusiasm, Tread
ing Carefully, and A Tempting Encounter. 
The program selects your reading ran
domly (or according to the law of syn
chronicity, depending upon your outlook) 
when you press any key or keys three 
times. Timing, rather than the specific 
keys you press, determines your re
sponse-as with a slot machine 's spinning 
rumblers. 

ReiiiJCIIIion Screen 

Imagine you're on a declc or a porch softly Ut by a 
candle, gazing out at the horizon. The waterloO flows 
realistically, and frogs croak at random intervals. 
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The responses I received generally fi t 
the questions-with at least as much accu
racy as I've found using the I Ching. In 
addition to providing useful answers, 
Synchronicity can be an effective reminder 
to relax while focusing on a question. The 
manual suggests that you ask a particu
larly thorny question several times in 
slightly different ways and then compare 
the answers. On several occasions, the 
answers prompted me to consider new 
aspects of a problem. The text of the 
readings is lighthearted and well written. 
Readings can also be saved or printed for 
future reference. 

Superb Aesthetics 
Although the program was developed in 
Think's Lightspeed Pascal, Synchronicity 
has a HyperCard feeling-no menus, just 
a series of artistically rendered screens 
with buttons for navigating. The art is a 
superb black-and-white drawing of a 
Japanese garden, including an animated 
stream. Transitions between screens on a 
Mac SE or Mac II with an Apple monitor 
are handled with a dissolve. Transitions 
on non-Apple monitors are less impres
sive, the transitional device being a col
lapsing and expanding iris. (I used an E
Madtines' Big Picture 17-inch monochrome 
monitor.) 

Visionary Software is promoting Syn
chronicity as mood-altering software; the 
program provides a soothing environ
ment with visual prompts to help you 
relax. Volume-adjustable sounds of water 
flowing, frogs croaking, and gongs ac
company the peaceful settings. Personal
ized prompts and answers make you feel 
as if you're talking to a friend. It was 
comforting, in the middle of a hectic day, 
to boot up Synchronicity and see the 
invitation, "What's on your mind, Mary?" 

Tool or Game? 
Synchronicity always responds in a per
sonal and friendly manner. I would rec
ommend Synchronicity to anyone who is 
open to the idea that software can help 
bring a problem into clearer focus and be 
fu n for the user. Synchronicity is entertain
ing software designed for serious use. 
- Mary E. Tasner 
See Where to Buy or drde 850 on reader service cord. 



WYSIWYP 
(What you see is what you project.) 

See these colors? 
They're bright. Brilliant. Vibrant. 

Because these colors are being proj
ected just as they appear on your 
computer screen. By the true-color 
LCD projection panel from In Focus 
Systems. The 480C PC Viewer."' 

What's more, its 640 x 480 high
resolution display works with IBM, 
compatibles, and the Macintosh 
family. 

So call In Focus today. And make 
your presentations look truly 
brilliant. 

IN FOCUS SYSTEMS INC. 
See it. Believe it. 

Circle 63 on reader service card 
7649 Southwest Mohawk Street, Thalatin, Oregon 
97062. 1-8()0..327-7231. In Oregon, 503-692-4968. 
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MULTI-AD CREATOR 1.2 

Display Ad Layout Program 

Pros: Easy to team and use; powerful set of ad 
layout tools, especial~ special-effect tools; many color 

output options. Cons: On~ supports singl~age 
documents; expensive. Company: Multi-Ad 

Services. Requires: Mac Plus; hard disk. Mac II 
recommended. List price: 5995. 

Many page-layout tools, such as 
PageMaker, QuarkXPress, and 
ReadySetGo, have improved the 

on-screen design and layout of multiple
page documents for publication; how
ever, the impact has been less than spec
tacular on display advertisements. 

One way to grab the reader's attention 
and interest is by employing unusual ef
fects. Until Multi-Ad Creator came along, 
designers using the Mac for ad layout had 
to resort to one application for rotating 
text, another for drawing a starburst, and 
yet another for drawing a novelty border. 

At first glance, Multi-Ad Creator re
sembles PageMaker or XPress, because it 
provides an electronic layout table for 
designing and arranging ads. Off to the 
sides of the ad board is space for keeping 
text and graphic elements that are not in 
use at the moment. Also on the desktop 
are two palettes: one containing ·a variety 
of drawing and manipulation tools, the 
other offering the means to assign color. 
To import text or graphics created outside 
Multi-Ad Creator, use the Place command. 
It isn't until you look closer that you begin 
to appreciate what sets Multi-Ad Creator 
apart from page-layout applications. 

The Big Advantage 
Multi-Ad Creator can automatically ar
range a given amount of text to fill a block. 
It also lets you rotate text at any angle to 
create special effects, as well as wrap text 
outside, around, and inside an object such 
as a rectangle or circle. The program is no 
slouch when it comes to graphics effects, 
either. It has tools to draw polygons, 
irregular polygons, and starbursts, along 
with more standard shapes like circles, 
ovals, squares, lines, and rectangles. Once 
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Colors and Tools Palette 
In the Multi-Ad Creator's worlc environment the Colors 
and Tools palettes augment a strong set ol menu com
mands. With the exception of some minor editing, 
Multi-Ad Creator generated this ad automatically. 

Malee MotriH 

Row s: I I 
Columns:~ 

Spacing: I Opl 9 

Spacing: I Opi 9 

Options: 0 Group 0 Delete origi nal 

®Scale to fit 
0 Proportional 
0 tldjust ~1uu:ln!J 

After OK, drug rec t angle for matriH. 

( Cancel ) n OK J) 

Matrix Command. 
Multi-Ad Creator's Matrix command takes any ele
ment in an ad and reproduces it a set number ol times 
both horizontally and vertically with great precision. 

an object is drawn, you can double-click 
on it to edit line width and style. And you 
can change a shape's size by entering 
exact dimensions in a dialog box, or by 
eyeballing it in the Layout window. A 
status bar indicates the object's position 
on the page. 

Useful drop-shadow options allow you 
to choose which side you want the shadow 
on, as well as what color you want the 
shadow to be. If you are drawing framed 
rectangles or squares, you can use any of 
nearly 50 built-in custom frames. Although 
you can't edit or add to Multi-Ad Creator's 
library of frames, a frame editor will be 
standard in the near future. 

Although Multi-Ad Creator has many 
special built-in tools and commands, you'll 
probably still need to import text and 
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graphics for most ads. It can read format
ted text files from Microsoft Word 3 and 
MacWrite , as well as Rich Text Format 
(RTF). It can also import MacPaint, RIFF, 
PICT, and EPS files along with several 
different TIFF formats, including TIFF files 
produced by MS-DOS scanners. 

Getting the Lay of the Land 
Perhaps the greatest joy in using Multi-Ad 
Creator comes when it's time to arrange an 
ad's text and graphics. The program in
cludes several tools that make it easier to 
manipulate each element, or group of 
elements, within an ad. For example, the 
program can center objects both vertically 
and horizontally, as well as align a group 
of objects; it also provides rulers and 
guidelines with options for snapping ob
jects to guidelines. Another helpful feature 
is the Matrix command, which allows you 
to duplicate one or more objects a speci
fied number of times, and then paste them 
in any orientation. This feature is helpful 
if you are laying out something like mul
tiple coupons on a page. 

Multi-Ad Creator even has a Suggest 
feature that asks you to assign relative 
weights of importance to specific text and 
graphic elements, after which the pro
gram helps you examine your ad from 
different vantage points by automatically 
creating several alternative layouts. Multi
Ad Creator can also duplicate your ad in a 
separate window for experimental pur
poses, without affecting the original. 

The Proof Is in the Pudding 
Color-separated output is one of Multi-Ad 
Creator's strong points. You assign the 
color for an element by using one of five 
color-modeling methods: the standard 
Macintosh color wheel; a CMYK (q,an
mageri.ta-yellow:black) or RG B (red-green
blue) percentage selection; a gray-scale 
percentage selection; or a set of editable 
patterns. You can also save an ad in PICT 
format for use in most other applications, 
including PageMaker and XPress. 

Anyone who has used a desktop 
publishing, drawing, or other object
oriented Mac application will have little 
difficulty getting started with Multi-Ad 
Creator. Initially you can rely on its inter
(continues) 



Those beautiful ideas in 
your head need to go on the 
overhead just as beautifully, 
but your artistic ability or the 
guy in graphics just won't 
cooperate. 

But the 4693DX Color 
Image Printer will. It uses a 
300-dpi thermal-wax process 
in 16.7 million colors so 
images and type are bright, 
glossy, and very impressive. 

And it prints on paper or 
transparencies for presenta
tions, overheads and comps, 
with infinitely more fiscal 
responsibility than pricey 
outside services. 

The Tektronix 4693DX. 
It's the perfect printer to Tektrontv.. 
have up your sleeve. Call ~ 

for more information, l-800- The best and the brightest. 
835-6100 Dept. l C, or fax to 
(503) 682-3408. 

~ ... ·c without the 
markers. 

~~-----------

~~-----~ 
AG-1 

CopynJhl C l989TektroniJ,I~. All riahti rncrvcd. Mac u a rCjhtered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Thedocu· 
mcnts m this ad were cuated by a blind·folded art dnec-tor wit hone hand tie-d behind hh back; Adobe Illustrator '88; 
a Mac II: and a Tektronix 469)0X<;:olor Image Printer. 
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in headers or footers. If, for example, you 
want a logo to appear at the bonom of 
every page of a document you must 
manually place the graphic on each page. 
WordMaker doesn't support multiple col
umns (but then, none of the low-end 
products do a really good job with col
urnns). Neither is there support for foot
notes or endnotes. Setting the leading (the 
space between each line) is awkward if 
you need something other than single-, 
one-and-one-half-, or double-line spac
ing, because you have to go through a 
sequence of hierarchical menus to get to 
a dialog box and then type in a new 
leading value-cumbersome if you're 
playing with leading to make a format 
look good. It's also hard to predict exactly 
where pictures will end up after you make 
editing changes to a document, though in 
many cases WordMaker makes the appro
priate adjustments. 

My biggest pet peeve is the im
plementation of Undo. Though Word
Maker supports Undo for most functions, 
some operations-such as Sort Para
graphs-cannot be undone. I found that I 
had to explore WordMaker's features 
with a bit more caution than I usually 
have when investigating new Macintosh 
applications. 

WordMaker also lacks extensive im
port and export capability. In addition to 
WordMaker documents, it reads only 
MacWrite and text files. WordMaker can 
save files in WordMaker, MacWrite, and 
text format, and also as stationery. (When 
a stationery document is opened, a copy 
is created for editing; the original docu
ment is a template that is not altered.) If 
you have done extensive editing in 
WordMaker, for example, and decide that 
you need to present the final document 
using a page-layout program, you will 
have to export through MacWrite: some 
formatting information and all graphics 
will be lost 

WordMaker is fast, reliable, capable, 
and attractively priced. Particularly for 
general business users who anticipate the 
need for flexible handling of graphics but 
who won't require a fu ll-blown page
layout program, WordMaker just might fit 
the bill.- Ron Risley 
See Where to Buy or cirde 871 on reader service card. 
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SHOGUN 1.0 

Interactive Fiction Gome 

Pros: Provides o feel for the culture, turmoil, 
and excitement of seventeen~entul}' Japan; excellent 

graphics. Cons: Those who've read the book on 
which game is based may find it too easy to win; user 
interface could be improved. Com,.,ny: lnfacom. 

Requires: 512K. tlst price: $59.95. 

After viewing the 15-hour televi
sion miniseries "Shogun," and 
reading James Clavell's book, it 

was with some reservations that I began 
playing Shogun. I was afraid it might 
trivialize what had been for me a fascinat
ing story about seventeenth-century Ja
pan. I'm happy to report that the game, 
which closely follows the book's story 
line, provides a pleasant recollection of 
that experience. While the game lacks 
Clavell's colorful prose, it does provide 
tantalizing tidbits of facts that contrast the 
clean, orderly, and obedient Japanese 
world to the dirty, anarchistic, supersti
tious Europe of the seventeenth century. 

It's Almost as Good as the Book 
The story takes place in 1600. Spain and 
Portugal, then the strongest imperialist 
powers, are being challenged in their co
lonial activities by two upstart Protestant 
countries: England and Holland. Pilot
Major John Blackthorne is on a mission to 
navigate the orient and create maps of the 

Beoutlful Gropltlts 
Sbiigun is filled with beautilvl images. This Is 
Blaclrtbome' s first view of Japan. Knocked unconscious 
during a storm at sea,. be wakes up in a small, immac
ulate Japanese house. Afttr eating and dressing, be 
looks out the paper door to an orderly Japanese garden. 

MACWORLD • DECEMBER 1989 

region for the Protestant countries. 
As Blackthome, you quickly become 

embroiled in the struggle of two compet
ing daimyos, or lords, as each side tries to 
use you to its advantage. To survive, you 
must play a subtle game of diplomacy 
while observing the behavior considered 
correct in structured samurai society. A 
faux pas such as speaking out of tum or 
neglecting to bow at the correct time can 
bring on your daimyo's wrath and result in 
your speedy decapitation. But being too 
passive or subservient could render you 
ineffective in achieving your goals. 

Something for Everyone 
While there is plenty of action in the 
game-storms at sea, land battles-for the 
most part, you win by subtle maneuvers 
that often require understanding the psy
chology of the characters. The story pro
gresses in a series of short scenes, most of 
which are introduced with a graphic. Your 
goal is to acquire as many points as 
possible in each scene, while avoiding 
actions that could lead to your death. Even 
if you do not die, you cannot move on if 
you reach the end of a scene without 
acquiring a certain number of points. If 
you die or lose a scene, you can restart the 
game from the beginning or from any 
saved position. 

While tl1e game is not copy protected, 
it requires that you refer to a paper map 
that comes with the package. When Rod
rigues, the captain of a slave ship , interro
gates Blackthome to determine if he is a 
pirate, you fmd the proper responses by 
studying the map. You cannot continue 
with the game unless you have the correct 
answer. 

This game provides a more interest
ing narrative than any other game I've 
played. There are frequent interludes in 
which no user response is required, and 
many times your actions are practically 
ignored while a scene is played out It's 
these times of user inactivity when the 
flavor of the book comes through strongly. 
For example, in one scene we see a j esuit 
complain about Japanese cleanliness
proclaiming that it is only necessary to 
bathe when you get married and when 
you die. 
(continues) 
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Introducing SOftware that thinks. There has never been 

personal computer design and drafting software this powerful, this fast or this intuitive. Vellum 

thinks. Its radical new technology automatically pinpoints and aligns geometry as you draw. 

Built-in intelligence allows you to draw virtually freehand, yet set predse dimensions at any 

time. Finally, the days of complex commands and weeks of training are gone: Vellum has 

made industrial-strength design click on the Macintosh. For a 

demonstration see your Ashlar, dealer or call ( 408) 746-3900. 
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in headers or footers. If, for example, you 
want a logo to appear at the bottom of 
every page of a document you must 
manually place the graphic on each page. 
WordMaker doesn't support multiple col
umns (but the n, none of the low-end 
products do a really good job with col
umns). Neither is there support for foot
notes or e ndnotes. Setting the leading (the 
space between each line) is awkward if 
you need something other than single-, 
one-and-one-half- , or double-line spac
ing, because you have to go through a 
sequence of hie rarchical menus to get to 
a dialog box and then type in a new 
leading value-cumbersome if you're 
playing with leading to make a format 
look good. It's also hard to predict exactly 
where pictures will end up after you make 
editing changes to a document, though in 
many cases Word Maker makes the appro
priate adjustments. 

My biggest pet peeve is the im
plementation of Undo. Though Word
Maker supports Undo for most functions, 
some operations-such as Sort Pa ra
graphs---<:annot be undone. I found that I 
had to explore WordMaker's features 
with a bit more caution than I usually 
have when investigating new Macintosh 
applications. 

WordMaker also lacks extensive im
port and export capability. In addition to 
WordMaker docume nts, it reads only 
MacWrite and text files. WordMaker can 
save files in WordMaker, MacWrite, and 
text format, and also as stationery. (When 
a stationery document is opened, a copy 
is created for editing; the original docu
ment is a template that is not altered.) If 
you have done extens ive editing in 
WordMaker, for example, and decide that 
you need to present the final document 
using a page-layout program, you will 
have to export through MacWrite: some 
formatting information and all graphics 
will be lost. 

WordMaker is fast, reliable , capable, 
and attractively priced. Particularly for 
general business users who anticipate the 
need for flexible handling of graphics but 
who won't require a full-blown page
layout program, WordMaker just might fit 
the bill.-Ron Risley 
See Where to Buy or drde 871 on reoder servia cord. 
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* REVI EWS------------

--------· -------
SHOGUN 1.0 

lnteradive fidion Game 

Pros: Provides a feel for the culture, turmoil, 
and excitement of seventeenth-century Japan; excellent 

graphics. Cons: Those who've read the book on 
which game is based may find it too easy to win; user 
interface could be improved. Co•p•ny: lnfacom. 

Requires: 512K. ilst price: $59.95. 

A,_ After viewing the 15-hour televi
' 9 ~ sian miniseries "Shogun," and 

reading James Clavell's book, it 
was with some reservations that I began 
playing Shogun. I was afraid it might 
trivialize what had been for me a fascinat
ing story about seventeenth-century j a
pan. I'm happy to report that the game, 
which closely fo llows the ' book's story 
line , provides a pleasant recollection of 
that experience. While the game lacks 
Clavell 's colorful prose, it does provide 
tantalizing tidbits of facts that contrast the 
clean, orderly, and obedient j apanese 
world to the dirty, anarchistic, supersti
tious Europe of the seventeenth century. 

It' s Almost as Good as the Book 
The story takes place in 1600. Spain and 
Portugal, then the strongest imperialist 
powers, are being challenged in their co
lonial activities by two upstart Protestant 
countries: England and Holland. Pilot
Major j ohn Blackthorne is on a mission to 
navigate the o rient and create maps of the 

BeGulllul Gr11pltits 
Shigun is filled with beautiful iiiiCiges. This Is 
Bloclcthome's first view of Japan. Knoded unconsdous 
during a storm at seo, he wakes up in a small, immac· 
ulote Japanese house. After eoting and dressing, he 
looks out the paper door to on orderly Japanese garden. 
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region for the Protestant countries. 
As Blackthorne, you quickly become 

embroiled in the struggle of two compet
ing daimyos, or lords, as each side tries to 
use you to its advantage. To survive, you 
must play a subtle game of diplomacy 
while observing the behavior considered 
correct in structured samurai society. A 
faux pas such as speaking out of turn or 
neglecting to bow at the correct time can 
bring on your daimyo's wrath and result in 
your speedy decapitation. But being too 
passive or subservient could render you 
ineffective in achieving your goals. 

Something for Everyone 
While there is plenty of action in the 
game-storms at sea, land battles-for the 
most part, you win by subtle maneuvers 
that often require understanding the psy
chology of the characters. The story pro
gresses in a series of short scenes, most of 
which are introduced with a graphic. Your 
goal is to acquire as many points as 
possible in each scene, while avoiding 
actions that could lead to your death. Even 
if you do not die , you cannot move on if 
you reach the end of a scene without 
acquiring a certain number of points. If 
you die or lose a scene, you can restart the 
game from the beginning or from any 
saved position. 

While the game is not copy protected, 
it requires that you refer to a paper map 
that comes with the package. When Rod
rigues, the captain of a slave ship, interro
gates Blackthorne to determine if he is a 
pirate, you fmd the proper responses by 
studying the map. You cannot continue 
with the game unless you have the correct 
answer. 

This game provides a more interest
ing narrative than any other game I've 
played. There are frequent interludes in 
which no user response is required, and 
many times your actions are practically 
ignored while a scene is played out. It's 
these times of user inactivity when the 
flavor of the book comes through strongly. 
For example, in one scene we see a j esuit 
complain about Japanese cleanliness
proclaiming that it is only necessary to 
batl1e when you get married and when 
you die. 
(continues) 
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Your word processor alone. 

Soon After 

Your word processor with 
Springboard Publisher II. 

New Springboard PublisherJI 
can turn ordinary pages into great Iool<ing pages. 

The same day you buy it! 
Extend the power of your word processor. 

Springboard Publisher II provides everything you need 
to tum ordinary pages into impressive. persua- \.0 ccefJ.\e 

1 
sive documents. u''eed "!1'' vpu 

It's easy! Start with your ,,,, ... ~0 ~9es \ 1\oWs. \S 
word processor file and then add 9t!l~e~~r;ub\\s\~~r,, 
page layout graphics and special \IJ()W, " b<>!lrd u ~tell"'' 
effects. Just point and dick to put what- s~"'"~c,WA9e ~0 t 

ever you want wherever you want '"e \1 ~ s~e~g 
whenever you want. c't\ez~oV-\:: 

EPS, PICT and paint graphics. ~ 
All the graphic tools you'll require are built 
right in ... no need to buy extra programs or 
switch applications. The text tools are there. too. including 
a speller. seardl and replace. hyphenation. and a unique 
typing window for speed. 

There's more. Six SmartArf PostScript effects from 

Emerald City Software"let you rotate text to any degree. add 
shadow or distance. make text arc or fade. even stretch text 
as big as your page. And you'll receive 500 pieces of dip art 
or 36 newsletter templates FREE when you buy- a 549.95 

retail value! 
Try before you buy. We'll send you a live. hands

on demo disk for just 59.95. refundable upon purdlase. 
And remember. all Springboard software is satisfaction 
guaranteed or your money back. Call 1-800-445-4780, 
Ext . 6101 and discover how quick and easy great pages 

can be. Only $199.95 

SPRINGBOARD 
~ =-=- - ~ -- - -=------- - - -- - ==== - ====: -----= --=----= ==== - === - - --
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1·be first Pos1Scrlp~ compatible prlntcr for 
the Mac 10 break the $3000 price barrier I 
Look familiar? II~ ba.o;<.--d around the popular Eddy 
Award winning Qumc d~ign. Loaded with 3MB 
RAM, 39 built-In fonts, 6 page! 
minute RISC technology and a 
:lOOdpi liquid (;rystal shuucr, it 
can out perform Apple!. best 
printers. We bundle it with our 
Mirror Publisher P:lck and back it 
with a 12 month 190 day ON· 
SITE '"arr.mty. Why would you 
buy It from anyone else? 
"$1500 less, and they didn't 
try 10 sell me a bunch of 
extra fonts l'U never use I" 
-Doug ClajJp, Autbor 

Our new "C" series drh-cs arc a mass storage and 
backuplarchivlogll<liution in a single cabinet. 
IndUStry lc:tding Quantum and Imprimis drive 
mechanisms arc the heart of these systems that 
race along at speeds to 16ms! 
Choose the 42MB removable or 150MB t:tpc for a 
.camlc:;s backup/archiving !>Oiutlon. C40142: 
$1497. C80142: $1897. C100142: $1997. C170/ 
42: $2597. C17Gn50: $2597. C290/150: $3397. 
C580/150: $3997. 

11tc DC600 technology ust.--d in our new T150 
tape drive can perform backups at 3 times the 
speed and with 3·112 time; the capacity of the 
Apple tape solution-all at a lower price! Our 
custom backup software allows for automated 
(unattended) backups, mirror image, Olc·by·Cllc, 
Incremental or custom backups. 

The Right Products 
Since 1985 our mission has been to deliver high performance solutions at 

the very best prices. It all began with the ancestor of this little workhorse, 
the RM.8, an 800k floppy that reviewers have loved for years. We've 
continued to improve it and have dropped the 
price to $147! From that beginning, we've 
grown to offer four removable technologies, 
making us the only company that can objectively recommend the right 
removable for your needs. 

There's no excuse for leaving your valuable data unprotected Our new 
Tl50 tape backup combines proven DC600 technology, our easy-to-use soft· 
ware, and an "excuse shattering" low price. 

We've joined forces with our Minneapolis neighbor, Imprimis, to intro
duce three new drives with capacities to 580MB. We chose Imprimis drives 
for rock solid performance and blistering speeds to 16ms. 

We were first to introduce a combination storage/backup solution in 
1986. Our new generation "C" series is comprised of seven solutions based 
around Quantum and Imprimis drives (the slowest being 19ms!) with a 
choice of 42MB removable or 150MB tape for reliable backup and archiving. 

Our new Mirrorlmage printer breaks the $3000 price barrier for Post
Script® compatible Macintosh printers! 

The Right Prices 
"tJ\\rror 1echno\og\eS has 
proven aga\n that h\gh ~:, 
perlotmance doesn't h3'1• 
to be pr\ced h\gher than a 
\(\te . . . factor'# d\rect sa\eS 
\(eeP the pr\ce \ow:' -MacGuide 

Thank you MacGuide! We 
couldn't have said it better our· 
selves. We've shown thousands of 
Macintosh users a better way 
to buy computer products. When 
you ouy direct from Mirror 
Technologies, you get Factory 
Direct pricing, our 30 day 
Love-It-or-Return-It guar
antee, solid warranties and 
answers direct from the 

source. (After all, for product 
information, who better to ask than its maker?) 

And our momentum lets us continue to drive prices down! 

Right Now! 
We've doubled our sales staff, established a 24 hour/ 7 days a week order 

hotline, and offer Federal Express delivery-all to make sure you never 
wait. So don't-order right now by calling 

1-800-654-5294. 

All prices/speclflcatioos subject to change without notice. CBll for current pricing, warranty, and promotional details. Mirror and Mirror/mag 



"The cream of the crop ... and are also ll1Iloog 
tbe leastexpenslvC:'-MacWortd 
Sleek, fast, quiet. Our M series hard drives feature 
an International power supply, external SCSI 
switching, cables, and whisper quiet fan. Drives 
ship formatted, tested and loaded with I OMB of 
utilities and shareware, and are backed with our 2 
year limited warranty. Our three newest drives 
feature high capacities ( 170,290, 580MB) and 
speeds to 16m.s! M20: $447. M30: $497. MP40: 
$647. M45: $597. M60: $667. MSO: $727. MPSO: 
$997. M100: $997. MPIOO: $1097. M170: $1897. 
M290: $2497. M580: $3297. (fliP designates 
premium 19ms Quatltum drives.) 

The RM20 operates as fast as many hard drives but 
with the integrity of a floppy. Utilizing disks and 
technology from Kodak, the shoCk resiStant media 
is guaranteed for life, making it perfect for archiv-
1 ng and backups. 
u ... faster (and $100 less] than the}asmlne 
drive" -MacUser. 

Our internal drives save you ~J'al.:c and IDOitt:y. 

~·,-e got internal solutions for the Mac SE, SE30, 
II, and II ex. SE owners- keep both floppy drives 
(or one floppy and one hard drive) with our 
unique mounting system. Drives ship formaued, 
tested and loaded with lOMB of utilities and share
ware, and are backed with our 2 year limited 
warranry.ltUOi: $377. M301: $427. M40: $527. 
MP40l: $557. M45it $527. MP80i: $927. MIOOI: 
$927. MPlOOi: $1027. (MP desigt~ates premium 
19ms Quantum drives.) 

Built around Eddy award winning Syquest tech
nology, the RM42 is faster than most hard drives. 

"The 45MB removables 
[42MB formatted] were 
among the fastest backup 
solutions I tested." 
-Mac World 
"For convenience, flexiblllty 
and speed, tbe 45MB remOV\l· 
ble is tbe clear winner:· 
- Mac World 
Auto head parking, self diagnosis, 
and a memory cache that allows 

optimum 1:1 interleaving on all Macs, make the 
RJ\.142 the right choice. 42MB/42MB (Combo) 
$1697. 

Our VS:SOO and 200 scanners deliver crisp text, 
line an, and dithered halftones at a fraction ofthe 
cost of most scanners. The dean, elegant design 
means a compact footprint, fewer moving parts, 
3-D capabilities, and no bulbs to replace. The 
simple to usc software saves in aU popular formats 
and operates as a Desk Accessory. ~ e>-en include 
DeskPaint for retouching! 
"lHtwere my money, I'd buy the Mirror ... Its 
price/performance ratio is unequaled" -Byte 
AND, for a limited rime, we'Ll also include FREE 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software 
from Olduvai ( S495 Value). VS200 (200dpl): 
$597. VS300 (300dpl): $797. 

Imagine securing your dri\-e or file server each 
night by just turning a key and sliding out a hard 
drive module, Our RD series are removable 
modules containing our best sealed hard drives, 
with capacities to I OOMB and speeds as fast as 
19ms. The obvious choice for high securlry appli
cations. R030: $747. R040: $867. ROP40: $897. 
RDP80: $1247. ROIOO: $1247. RDPlOO: $1347. 
(Prices inclUde RC chassis. RDP designates 
premium 19ms Qtumhtm drives.) 

2644 Patton Road 
Roseville, MN 55113 
(612) 633-4450 
fax: (612) 633-3136 

Technical Support Hotline: 
(612) 633·2105 
Hours: Mon-Fri 
8am-5pmCST 

•oo .iii 
Order Toll Free 

Our experts repair SupcrMac, GCC, W9, and 
MacBouom drives too. And we usually do it faster 
and cheaper! Give that expired drive a new life. 
20MB: $237. 30MB: $247. 40MB: S277 (SCSI 
emb<.'dded, internals higher). Call our lechnical 
Support Hotline for details: 6 12-633-2 105. 1-800-654-5294 

demarlcs of Mirror Technologies, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trade names of their respective holders. 
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Low Cost, Easy to Store, Easy to Carry 

MicroPak Transportable 
SCSI Hard Disk Drives 

20, 30, 40, 46, 80, 100, 105, 130, 172 and 200 MB 
Fast as 15 ms Average Access! 

For The Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, 1/cx and 1/ci 
And The Macintosh Portable 

Reliable, fast, cool, quiet, affordable, light weight design that does not require a fan or an 
internal power supply. The MicroPak obtains its power from the Macintosh's floppy port and 
data from the SCSI port and they weigh Jess than 3 pounds and measure 2 x 5 x 9 inches. 

The MicroPak design is revolutionary in size, speed, 
p rice and performance. Excellent for those who need 
to transport data from home to office or need to lock 
their data in a vault for security reasons. Uses the 
floppy port of the Plus, SE, SE/30, llcx and llc i for power 
with fast data access through the SCSI port. MicroNet 
offers the PowerPak, a universal power supply for use 
with the II and the llx or if the floppy port is being used. 

A BatteryPak option a llows any MicroPak drive to be 
used with a Macintosh Portable for long periods of 
t ime, supplementing or backing up the Portable's 
internal hard drive. Each system is tested and shipped 
complete with a ll cables, one year factory warranty, 
disk activity LED, external SCSI ID select switch and two 
50 pin connectors for daisy chaining to other devices. 
Optional custom designed carrying bag available. 

"QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON" 
Call for data sheets and the name of your nearest dealer. Dealer inquiries invited. 

Manufactured By: 

MicroNet Technology, Inc. 
20Mason • Irvine, CA 92718 • Tel: (714)837-6033 
FAX: (714) 837-1164 Connect: MlcroNet 
AppleLink: D 1656 • Compuserve: 76004, 1611 

Distributed By: 

CAL-ABCO 

Moctllosh, Mk::tOPok, Po.ortM'Pok ond 
ean~oreregi51ereatro0om::l1ts 

6041 Variel Avenue • Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Sales: (800) 669-2226 • (818) 704-9100 Ext. 311 
FAX: (818) 704-7733 • Canada: (800) 387-4345 
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The biggest problem Cia veil fans might 
have with the game is that it follows the 
book so closely that winning might be too 
easy. Even though I read the book over a 
decade ago, I often found myself remem
bering scenes and knowing exactly what 
to do. 

The only other problem with the 
game-like all Infocom games-is you 
can't use the mouse to advantage. If you 
type a sentence and realize you made a 
mistake in the first word, you can't move 
the mouse to that word but have to back
space, deleting the entire sentence. You 
also can't copy and paste text from previ
ous sentences. 

Despite these drawbacks, the game 
has a great deal to recommend it. Shogun 
offers something for everyone: James 
Clavell fans, history buffs, adventure lov
ers, and anyone who appreciates a game 
that is based on realistic events. 
-Lawrence Stevens 
See Where lo Buy or cirde 835 on reoder service card. 

----------- * -----------
APPMAKER 1.0 

Software Development Tool 

Pros: Quickly builds user interface; outomoticol/y 
generates application source code for MPW C 3.0, MPW 

Poscol2.0.2 or 3.0, Think C 3.01, and Think Poscol1.11 
or 2.0; includes o usefullibrory of support routines. 
Cons: Substondord documentotion; awkward user 

interface; requires considerable knowledge of Macintosh 
programming. Company: Bowers Development. 

Requires: Moe Plus. List price: $295. 

When was the last time you ac
tually wrote a Macintosh pro
gram from scratch? If you're like 

most programmers, probably not recently. 
Most likely you borrowed heavily from 
your earlier programs, fitting in new 
windows and buttons and changing the 
code to fit the needs of the new applica
tion. After all , about a quarter of the code 
for all Macintosh applications is remarka
bly similar. The main event loop that 
handles the menus and mouse clicks for a 
word processor is nearly identical to the 
main event loop for a paint program. 

A number of software developers' tools 

* REV IE WS ------------

are now available d1at provide a library of 
generic functions, or automatically gener
ate a ske leton program onto which you 
can build. MacApp, from Apple, is a 
monumental library of programming 
subroutines; Prototyper, from Smedlers
Barnes, generates a skeleton program 
based on a prototype of menus, windows, 
and dialog boxes that you design. Now 
Bowers Development Corporation has 
added AppMake r to the programmer's 
software tools. 

Customizable Code in a Minute 
To create a program, you first run 
AppMaker and create menus, windows, 
and dialog boxes right on the computer 
screen. You can select buttons, scroll bars, 
editable text fields, and a variety of other 
controls from a palette and place them 
where you want them to appear. Once 
you're satisfied wid1 the way your win
dows look, AppMaker generates a skele
ton program for you. Depending on the 
complexity of your design, AppMaker 
takes about a minute to write a program in 
either C or Pascal that you can then 
compile under MPW or Think. 

The visible components of the user 
interface for a Macintosh program-the 
menus, windows, butto ns, and scroll 
bars-are called resources and live in me 
resource fork of an application, separate 
from me program code. This separation of 
visible components from the program 
itself makes it easy to change the mes
sages, tides, or window layouts without 
actuaUy changing the program code. The 
document file, created by AppMaker when 
you create a prototype for your program, 
is a collection of resources used by your 
program to build the screen display. Thus 
you could use AppMake r to modify the 
visible resources of any application- to 
change the messages or me placement of 
text fields or buttons, for example. 

The program that AppMaker writes for 
you only handles the user interface items 
such as menus, scro ll bars, windows, and 
buttons. You have to write the functioning 
parts-such as the procedures that draw 
pictures in windows or do database 
searches-and add them to the skeleton 
AppMakcr created. But given the substan
tial amount of code it takes to handle 
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Contents and Fields 
In addition to the standard controls and fields shown 
here, you can also place user-defined controls such as 
thermometers, dials, and pictures. AppMaker does not, 
howe~er, pro~ide ony means for you to ueote the 
icons or pictures; you must ueate them with other 
software, such as ResEdit, and import the~~~. 

mouse clicks, window dragging, and menu 
selections, having nearly a quarter of the 
work done for you automatically is noth
ing to sniff at. 

How Do You Use This Thing? 
Creating the prototype windows, menus, 
and dialog boxes for your program with 
AppMake r is fa irly simple. You ask for a 
new window from a selection of window 
types, and then fi ll it with buttons, text 
fields, and o ther controls from a pull
clown menu. To add menu items, you 
type the names of new items into a 
window containing a set of pull-clown 
menus. Generally, everything works quite 
logically. 

Unfortunately, the logic is not always 
apparent, especially when you're first 
learning how to use AppMaker. For ex
ample, you can't create a pop-up menu by 
simply selecting the pop-up menu tool 
(continues) 
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''My boss didn't understand, 
until he saw my schedule ... '' 

Introducing MacSchedule 2.0 
Plan projects, fast. 
MacSchedule helps you create clear, graphic schedules ... fast! 
Schedules that took hours to draw now take only minutes. 
Revisions that meant starting from scratch now take only a few 
seconds. MacSchedule automatically manages a calendar and 
provides tools to quickly generate project 
task bars. Scheduling becomes so easy that 
you'll do schedules to keep all your projects 
on track. 

Include financial & resource data. 
Integrated spreadsheet and graphing 
capability ties data to schedule tasks. Budget 
expenditures and graphically track results 
against plans. Include manpower 
requirements and project their trend. 

Track status easily. 
Status tracking is also a snap. Work 
progress, early and la te starts and schedule 
slips are easily handled. Hierarchical 
organization links tasks on top level 
schedules to lower level schedules. 

Flexible format and output. 
Schedules can be quarterly, monthly, half-monthly, weekly, daily, 
hourly, quarter-hourly or custom. Days to go and elapsed time 
are also faci litated. Export the schedule to a desktop publishing 
program for proposals and reports. Modify the schedule or add 
graphics with a graphics program. 

See the big picture. 
MacSchedule is for the practical, top-down 
thinker who wants to see the entire picture and 
then make sure the job gets done. A direct 
approach, it's not complicated project 
management software. You' ll create your first 
schedule minutes after opening the program. 

Order MacSchedule. 
Improve your workstyle and boost productivity. 
Let the boss see how good you really are. See 
your dealer or contact Mainstay. 

Mainstay 
Track and display your project's progress and cost. 

531 1 B Derry Avenue 7 1 rue des Alrebales 
Agoura Hills. CA 91301 B·1 040. Brussels. Belgium 

(818) 99Hi540 3221733.97.91 
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from the palette. You must first create a 
special menu bar, then select the pop-up 
menu tool, and then select the previously 
created menu. It makes sense once you've 
done it a few times, but until then, it's not 
at all apparent what's going on. This is 
when you turn to the manual for help. 

Macintosh users turn to manuals only 
as a last resort. AppMaker's manual con
sists of a lengthy and boring tutorial called 
Quick Tour, followed by another lengthy 
and boring tutorial called Creating and 
Editing the User Interface, both consisting 
of simple, numbered, step-by-step instruc
tions with no explanations for what you're 
doing or why you're doing it. Somewhere 
in here you'll find out what steps you need 
to follow to create that pop-up menu. 

Love Them Modules 
While the prototype-building part of 
AppMaker is rather clumsy, the source 
code it generates for your program's skele
ton is quite elegant. A program created by 
AppMaker can open multiple copies of a 
window, and the way it's structured makes 
it easy for you to open multiple files. The 
code is well organized, compact, and 
without redundancies, so it's easy to fol
low when you're trying to figure out 
where to add your subroutines. It is also 
MultiFinder-aware, so the program you 
build allows other programs to run in the 
background. 

In addition to the generated source 
code, AppMaker provides a library of 
subroutines, most of which are used by 
the program skeleton that it generates. 
Together the library and generated pro
gram code provide a good example of 
Macintosh programming techniques. There 
are some problems with version 1.0, 
however. For example, it frequently cre
ates constants with identical names that 
you have to correct by hand. The prob
lems are minor, however, and easy to 
work around. 

Hate That Manual 
Macintosh programmers, unlike Macin
tosh users, Jive by their books. Again, the 
reference section of AppMaker's manual 
is only marginally useful. Although the 
material is technically correct, it is far too 
brief and cryptic. In particular, the de-
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scriptions of the library subroutines are 
too brief to be of any use. If you want to 
know how the program AppMaker cre
ated for you works, you'll have to print out 
and read the source code. 

Is It Worthwhile? 
For $295, you might expect a solid, well
documented product. Although it shows a 
great deal of potential, AppMaker version 
1.0 falls far short of that ideal. The user 
interface to the program could be im
proved to make it easier to understand 
and work with, and the manual needs to 
be rewritten. For a serious programmer or 
developer, however, AppMaker might save 
a couple of weeks of work and provide a 
solid foundation on which to build your 
program.-Ken Takara 
See Where to Buy or cirde 712 on reader service card. 

----------- · -----------
SERVICE INDUSTRY 

ACCOUNTING 

Spedalized Accounting Program 

Pros: Powerful and versatile. Cons: Potential 
problems with Australian terminology for U.S. users. 

Comp1my: Sybiz Editions from BrowrrWagh 
Publishing. Requires: Mac Plus; second disk drive; 

hard disk recommended. l.ist price: $395. 

Service Industry Accounting 
(SIA) is intended for small busi
nesses that bid for jobs and 

charge for time and materials. It targets 
those with specialized needs not met by 
general accounting programs such as 
Computer Associates' Simply Accounting, 
Monogram's Business Sense, or Check
Mark's Multiledger. 

Like the general accounting programs, 
SIA offers general ledger, accounts receiv
able, accounts payable, and inventory 
modules. But its best feature is its job
costing book, a unique feature among the 
programs I've seen. Simply Accounting, a 
similarly priced program that also has job 
costing, handles this segment by assigning 
job codes to your regular entries, so you 
can identify transactions connected to 
specific jobs. SIA, in contrast, separates 
jobs into a ledger entirely its own. 
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Job Costing 
The Job Book allows you to prepare and 
print estimates for specific jobs, enter all 
the actual costs for a given job (both 
inventory parts and labor), and then pre
pare your customer billing invoices-and 
all without leaving the ledger. The pro
gram offers four customer billing formats 
ranging from a standard invoice form to a 
letter-style invoice. 

The program's Job Estimate Card re
quires the same information you'd use to 
fill out a job estimate on paper. To create 
an estimate, you click on the customer 
name from the customer file (or create a 
new customer), and fill in your labor or 
parts costs by clicking on the name from 
an employee name file or the part name 
from your inventory file. You then enter 
the number of employee hours or inven
tory parts, and Service Industry Account
ing calculates the cost based on the hour
ly charges you entered for the worker or 
the retail price you entered for the parts. 
These figures may, of course, be changed 
if you desire. The number of employees 
and inventory parts are limited only by the 
size of your disk, but if you have over 
2000 parts, you will need more than the 
basic 1MB of memory required. 

Once you have entered your estimate 
data, the record is stored permanently 
under the job number you assign (see 
"The Book of Jobs") . If you're successful 
in getting the job, you calculate your 
costs, and print the customer invoice from 
(continues) 
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Tire Book of Jobs 
You enter estimates and actual invoices in tbe Job 
Book by clicking on the customer name, or adding a 
new customer name to the book. When you dick on 
the alphabetical tabs on the right, Service Industry 
Accounting brings you to that alphabetical section in 
the book. You may add pages to the book aay time 
you need to. 
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This face will change 
the face of electronic 

publishing. 
The beautiful reproduction you're looking at is the 

direct product of electronic publishing. Surprised? 
The photo is by Andrew Unangst, renowned for the 

graphic beauty of his work. The unprecedented resolution 
page is by the Nikon LS-3500 Film Scanner, soon to 

renowned for the graphic beauty of its remarkable, 
definition detail and color fidelity. 

Unangst worked with a Nikon F3. The LS-3500 worked with a Mac® ll. 
But any MS-DOS® or UNIX®-based system would have been equally adept. 

The original was a 35mm positive. But a 35mm negative, color or mono
chrome would have worked brilliantly, too. 

The crisp enlargement is the result of a scanning resolution that's far 
superior to any previously possible. A precision Nikon lens was conceived 
specifically for the task. The scanner has resident intelligence so operation is 
effortless. And our proprietary color separating software can be used easily by 
your receptionist and creatively by your Da Vinci's. All with unmatched 
precision, control and economy. 

The machine is about half the size of a Mac. And goes for about what 
it now costs you merely to compose film seps for a couple of ads just like 

this one. But then, they could never be quite like this one. 
Don't just take what we've said 

at face value. Find out more by 
writing: Nikon Electronic Imaging, 

Dept. EI-B, 101 Cleveland Ave., 
Bayshore, NY 11706. 

Nikon. 
ELECTRONIC IMAGING 

MacS U is a re¢stered trademarl< of Apple Computer. Int. MS.DOS•" a rt-$11stettd trademark oiMIO'C>!OI\ COIJ)Qr.ltion. Unu<•l• o registered trad<1narl< Ill AT&T 
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the actual job record. Service Industry Ac
counting stores both your estimate and 
the actual job information permanently 
until you close your books for the period. 

Receivables and Payables 
Accounts Receivable, located in the Sales 
Book is also simple and direct. You create 
invoices directly on screen, clicking items 
from your inventory file, while the pro
gram calculates prices (which you can 
override) based on the quantities you 
have entered. Invoices may be printed 
individually, or printed in batches. You 
enter payments under the open invoice 
method, so you can track full and partial 
payments. The inventory file is also auto
matically updated as you enter the items 
on your invoices. 

Accounts Payable, in the Purchase 
Book, allows you to track payables (also 
on the open invoice method). Service 
Industry Accounting lets you write checks 
to vendors directly from the program, or 
you can enter individual checks. All activ
ity from the Job, Sales, and Purchase 
books is automatically posted to the 
General Ledger immediately after entry. 
Unlike many general accounting pro
grams, SIA does not contain a payroll 
segment, so you'll have to enter this data 
manually in the general ledger. In all 
modules, inventory is updated as you 
work, and is valued using the weighted 
average cost method. 

Service Industry Accounting offers a 
good range of reports that should serve 
the needs of Mac users in small busi
nesses, including a sales journal; customer 
history; job cards (estimates and actuals); 
labor journal; job details and summaries; 
an inventory list; a reorder list; the usual 
AIR and AlP data (including aged re
ports); along with the usual GIL reports 
like income statement, balance sheet, 
general journal, and chart of accounts. 
You may also print mailing labels for your 
customers and vendors. You cannot cre
ate custom reports, but SIA provides an 
export utility that dumps data into a text 
file for use in spreadsheets and word 
p rocessors. The program does not 
import data. 

Like other accounting programs that 
work in real time (immediate posting to 
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the general ledger rather than batch pro
cessing), SIA's audit trail will be effect ive 
as long as you print out all the necessary 
reports, as specified in the documenta
tion, prior to closing each period. The 
program also offers two levels of pass
words, for file security. 

What's That, Mate? 
A potential problem for N01th American 
users is SIA's terminology (the program 
originated in Australia); it surfaces fre
quently in the menus and documentation. 
The customer is referred to in the accounts 
receivable section as the debtor, and the 
vendor in the accounts payable book is 
called the creditor. And inventory is called 
a stocktake. This may be a quaint experi
ence for users who are familiar with ac
counting terms, but for novices who are 
just entering the world of cash flow and 
income statements, these terms could be 
confusing. 

The way the program handles debits 
and credits to the general ledger may also 
cause problems. Most accounting pro
grams enter uel.Jit!> anu t:rt:dits on the same 
screen. Service Industry Accounting re
quires that you enter general ledger debits 
and credits on separate screens, making it 
much harder to see unbalanced entries. 
The program will check for unbalanced 
entries, but only when you finish entering 
your data, at which point you will have to 
find any errors and correct them. 

To Buy or Not to Buy 
Service Industry Accounting has much to 
recommend it to a small business. Its Job 
Book is botl1 powerful and easy to use, 
and should be a major buying attraction to 
businesses that estimate and bid on a job
by-job basis. The program's Sales (AIR), 
Purchases (AlP), and Inventory segments 
are as competent as those offered by 
most general accounting programs. The 
documentation is also adequate for learn
ing the program, and a set of sample 
company data is provided for the tutorial 
process. Service Industry Accounting's 
best attribute, however, is its Job Book, 
and if your business is job-oriented, you 
should certainly look at SIA. 
- Alan L. Slay 
See Where to Buy or cirde 833 on reader service cord. 
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READ-IT 2.1 

Trainable OCR Program 

Pros: VefY accurate after training; responsive, 
wei/;Jesigned user intelface; includes type 

tables for many common sources. Cons: Mediocre 
support for columns and other complex formats. 

Company: Olduvoi Corporoffon. Requires: Moe 
Plus; hard disk. List price: $495. 

TEXTPERT 3.0 

Trainable OCR Program 

Pros: VefY accurate after training, and acceptably 
accurate without training for many common 

typefaces; automaffcolly defines text areas to be read, 
even in documents with complex formats. 

Cons: Slow at scanning, translaffng, scrolling, and 
screen update. Company: aA. Requires: Mac 

Plus; hard disk. List price: $995. 

·~ 
With much more success than 
first-generation OCR (optical 
character recognition) packages, 
Olduvai's Read-It and CTA's 

: ! !~::::;;~! !~sX:oe: tl~tr:~~ ~:a:~~~~~~:~ 
thereby allowing you to import text from 
any printed source into Mac applications. 

Both programs work by combing 
through scanned documents to isolate dot 
patterns that constitute the scanned image 
of each character. This pattern is com
pared to hundreds or thousands of ex
(continues) 

faces 

!~~ead~lt! refers to 

Learning to Read·ll 
In Read-It's training window, the character image 
currently being leametl-in this case the R in "Read
It," -is shown by itself at the top left of the saeen 
and in context in the lower window. 
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CASH LEDGER 
' ->An "enlryoleveln, General Ledger prQgram for !hose who don'( ~eed 'payaples, 

receivables, or. Inventory tracking. Shsras many of !he same GI L features and ad:· 
vantages.ot Multi Ledger, /ncludfqg check-wrltlhg, )lank reconc/1/allon, and financial 
reports. Opgradab/e to Mu/1/Ledgel'lf more features sre needed In I he 'future. ';: "'\ . " 

"My favorite all-around accounting program is Check Mark Software's Multi ledger /Payroll set. 
It was the simplest and most logical I examined that provided a reasonably full set of capabil
ities. Its price I performance ratio represents an excellent bargain." 

Macworld I September 1988 

" Multiledger is ideal for the small business. It's easy to set up and use and has an amazing 
set of accounting features when compared to other programs that cost more and don't offer 
much more power." 

MACazine I March 1989 

"I don't know of any other Mac accounting software which contains so many features and 
modules for the price." 

Computers in Accounting I January 1989 

"A welcome and impressive bonus is the Payroll program which can be linked to 
Multlledger .... Multiledger and Payroll are a bargain for companies that don't 
need a networked system." 

MacUser I Apri/ 1989 

" Our favorite package was Multiledger .... it's the most elegant, usable and Mac-like of all the 
packages we reviewed .... CheckMark offers unlimited free telephone support to all users. 
This policy would lead to bankruptcy if the program were as confusing as others. " 

The Macintosh Buyer's Guide I Spring 1989 
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amples stored in type tables. When the 
match is close enough, the corresponding 
text character goes into an output file, and 
it's on to the next group of dots. 

Teaching a trainable OCR program to 
recognize a new typeface means con
structing a new type table. In this process 
you 're shown the dotty image of each 
scanned character one at a time, and 
you're asked to type in the correct key
board character or confirm the program's 
own guess. Once you've recorded several 
samples for each character in the font-a 
process that takes 30 to 60 minutes
you're in business. After training, both 
TextPert and Read-It are amazingly accu
rate, correctly identifying 95 percent or 
more of the characters they encounter. 

However, even with improved soft
ware accuracy and the flexibility of today's 
hardware, OCR still isn 't fast e nough to 
have a tremendous advantage over typing 
in text. You should test the waters very 
carefully before investing lots of money in 
an OCR system. 

Read-It 
Olduvai's Read-It sports a clean interface 
and responsive feel that make it a pleasure 
to work with. To get you started, the 
program comes with a good range of 
prefabricated type tables, including tables 
for the LaserWriter and Image Writer fonts, 
as well as common typefaces from news
papers and magazines such as the Wall 
Street journal, Newsweek, and even Byte. 
While the canned tables I tried performed 
fairly well, variations in scanning condi
tions require that you further refin-:: the 
tables for your own system for best results. 
In general, Read-It's character-recognition 
algorithms could be more flexible: they 
stumble over size and style variations. 

Read-It's typeface training process goes 
smoothly and quickly, however. The 
program fills most of the screen with an in
context blowup of the scanned character 
image being processed (see "Learning to 
Read-It"). As soon as you confirm the text 
translation for the image, the program 
moves on instantly to the next character in 
the document, allowing you to plow 
through the trainer page as fast as you can 
read and click. It's also easy to edit the 
resulting type table to remove mistakes. 

Training TeJdPert 
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While you train TextPert, you can see a close-up of the 
scanned charader in context, a window containing the 
scanned image at normal magnification, the output text 
file so far, as well as the training window itself. In 
the Scanned image window, the thick black lines 
indicate reading order for the text blocks. 

Documents with complex formats
columnar magazine layouts, for example
pose a challenge to OCR technology, 
since the flow of text may follow a tortu
ous path across the page. Read-It handles 
the problem by letting you define specific 
areas of the scanned image to be read. The 
program translates these blocks in the 
order in which you defined them, ignoring 
everything e lse on the page. You can then 
save the pattern of blocks, without con
tents, as templates to apply to other pages. 
This approach has its drawbacks-it takes 
time to define the blocks manually, and 
you must position each page exactly as 
you did the first one-but it does work. 

TextPert 
TextPert's best feature is a powerful built
in type table that needs no training to 
chew through almost any typeface. Un
trained, it can even read fancy display type 
and produce recognizable output. It also 
handles more conventional italic and 
boldface typefaces in a range of sizes with 
greater accuracy than does Read-It. Text
Pert's ability to scan text from many sources 
without training is a tremendous plus. 

Another TextPert strength is that it 
automatically recognizes columns and 
skips over large type and graphics. Of 
course, you're also free to define your 
own blocks and reading order. 

TextPert's training function lets you 
easily customize the program to improve 
accuracy over the built-in type tables 
alone, and t11e program has sophisticated 
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features for refining the type tables you 
generate (see "Training TextPert"). On the 
negative side, though, the training pro
cess is considerably slower tl1an the com
parable routine in Read-It, wit!1 an annoy
ing delay in screen redraw. The program 
suffered from sluggishness, at least on my 
Mac Plus, in most other areas as well. For 
some reason, scanning a page takes sev
eral times as long as in Read-It. Worse, 
TextPert also falls behind in reading docu
ments. In my formal tests, it required 9 
minutes to convert the same TIFF file that 
occupied Read-It for about 6 1h. What's 
more, menus open with languid hesita
tion, scanned images scroll lethargically, 
and the cursor seems to be strain ing 
against some unseen resistance as it moves 
through the output text. 

Shared Features 
In addition to being trainable , Read-It and 
TextPert share several other features. Both 
include drivers for many common scan
ners (I used a Hewlett-Packard Scan]et 
Plus for my tests), so you can scan docu
ments without having to exit either pro
gram. Both packages also include simple 
text editors that let you edit OCR output 
without having to move to a separate 
word processor. 

A Close Call 
Since TextPert and Read-It produce com
parably accurate translations when prop
e rly trained, the choice between them 
depends on other factors. TextPert costs 
considerably more, but it's the closest 
thing yet to universal OCR, and if you 
want to scan documents from many differ
e nt sources it's clearly superior. If you 
scan from a few sources repeatedly, 
however, and can invest in training time, 
the contest is a toss-up. TextPert's ability 
to define reading areas automatically is a 
big plus when you're dealing with colum
nar material, and it may save enough time 
and aggravation to make up for the pro
gram's otherwise slower performance. 
Read-It, however, wins the raw speed 
race and is clearly the better choice for 
scanning books and other simple-format 
mate rials.- Steve Cummings 
See Where to Buy or circle 828 (Read-It) and 854 (Text
Pert) on reader service card. 
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RENDEZVOUS 2.36 

Electronic Appointment Diary 

Pros: Easy input; search capability, visual 
and audible appointment reminders. Cons: limited 
control over display and output. Company: PMC 

Telesystems. Requires: 512Kf,' System 6.0. 
List price: Version 2.5 $200. 

CALENDAR CREATOR 1.0 

Custom Calendar Developer 

Pros: Creates nine different types of calendars; 
con combine different lists of events in one calendar. 

Cons: Does not hove appointment reminders; 
input of single event cumbersome. Company: Power 

Up Software Corporation. Requires: Moe 
51 2KE. tist price: 559.95. 

Both Rendezvous and Calendar 
Creator can be used to keep on 
top of appointments and tasks, 
but there are important differ
ences. Rendezvous provides the 
immediacy of a desk diary that 

lets you easily keep track of the myriad 
meetings and assignme nts that come up 
during the day. Calendar Creator, on the 
other hand, is best for creating clear and 
attractive calendars that help you plan the 
more routine and repetitive activities. 

Rendezvous 
The Day Page has two main fields: an 
appointment log (divided into 15-minute 
segments) and a Things To Do Today 
section. Both fields are scrollable, and a 
split-screen bar allows you to change the 
relative size of each field. 

After you've typed an entry into the 
appointment log, you can have the pro
gram display the appointment informa
tion (accompanied by a beep or melody) 
across the top of the Mac screen. Addition
ally, data typed in the line at the top of the 
Day Page flashes on the screen when you 
start up the Mac on the appropriate day. 

Besides Day Pages, Rendezvous also 
has a Year Planner, Year Calendar, and 
Month Calendar (see "Rendezvous's Cal
endars," Month Calendar is not shown). In 
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the Year Cale ndar, which displays a 
complete year at one time, you can access 
Day Pages by clicking on individual dates. 
The Year Planne r displays ten weeks at a 
time and allows you to place short mes
sages at each date. The Month Calendar 
has a scrollable field for each date and 
automatically posts Things To Do Today 
items from the Day Pages. 

Rendezvous also has a Search function 
that helps keep track of your next meeting 
with the boss, or your last visit to a 
particular client. 

Rendezvous's version 2.36 automates 
many functions that you had to do manu
ally in previous incarnations. For example, 

Rendezvous's Calendars 
The Year Planner displays 10 weeks on the sueea at 
a time. You can enter data up to two lines oil 5 
characters each in each cell. Each date that has an 
entry in the Year Planner is shown with a rectangle in 
the Year Calendar (bottom right}. While the Day Page 
(bottom felt) is divided into 1 S·minute segments, yau 
can have the alarm signal at any time by using a minus 
or plus sign. 

(uenl Name (w eekly [Hetutfue Meeting 

Time Jl! : ~ (;} .!!!:!, Unrlous 

Oar.o..., 0h~D~t~~®D¥o~•fYnk01"'11Mt.rnOvu«HW (Recurs ... ) 
.J.el'l l t10 , .. 1990 l'1v 1990 

Adding Events In Calendar Creator 
To enter a single event, type the event name at the top 
of the dialog box, select the Add button, type in the 
time, and in the cofendar click on the day the event is 
to take place. To specify ffoating dates (soy the third 
Tuesday of every month) use the Recurs button. 
Rendezvous has an analogous feature called Repeat, 
but that only allows you to repeat an event every set 
number of minutes, every week, or every month. 
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the Things To Do Today field now has a 
check box to indicate that a task has been 
accomplished and three priority buttons 
to assign an A, B, or C rank to each task. 
The Sort button arranges the list in the 
following order only: A tasks, B tasks, C 
tasks, tasks with no letter designation, and 
finally tasks with check marks. The pro
gram can also automatically forward all 
unchecked items from previous Day Pages. 

The higgest limitation is Rendezvous's 
display and print capabilities. The pro
gram doesn't allow you to select the size 
or style of font, or choo!Je the size of the 
printed calendar. And your choice of cal
endars is limited: one-day-per-page daily, 
monthly, and yearly. 

Calendar Creator 
Calendar Creator gives you a choice of 
nine calendars. The Daily and Two Day 
calendars have designated sections for 
each hour of the day and a space at the 
bottom for tasks not related to a specific 
time, much like Rendezvous's Day Pages. 
The Weekly-n orma l, Two-Wee kly , 
Monthly, and Six-Weekly calendars have 
small spaces (without designated time 
intervals) under each date for appoint
ment entries. The Weekly-schedule calen
dar is similar to the Weekly-normal except 
that it has designated time intervals. The 
Wide calendar is a planner-type chart that 
has the months along the left side and the 
dates horizontal. And the Yearly calendar 
provides a full year of dates on one page 
with limited space for events. 

You can choose the type of calendar 
you want in Calendar Creator, as well as 
control the layout. For example, you can 
choose the font size and style; change the 
day on which the week begins; enlarge or 
remove weekend boxes; and display or 
hide a tiny monthly calendar at the bottom 
of the Daily and Two-Day pages. 

Unlike Rendezvous-where you type 
events directly into the calendar-Calen
dar Creator consists of a Calendar docu
ment, which contains the calendar format, 
and an Event List document, which con
tains a list of events. While this method 
makes data entry more difficult than in 
Rendezvous, it does offer more control 
over the calendar. Whenever an Event List 
(continues) 



Nation's 
Most Popular Macintosh 

Training Workshops 
Now On Video 

DAYTONA BEACH, FL- Twenty MacAcademyn~ 
workshops are now available on video tape. This valu
able and exciting new video training series came as a 
result of a request from Helena, Montana. 

One day we received a call from a gentleman wanting 
more information on our MacAcademy training loca
tions. As you may know, MacAcademy teaches people 
how to use the Macintosh computer. We teach a lot of 
people, over 18,000 each year, in 65 major metro areas. 
We're proud of the fact that both beginning and ad
vanced Macintosh users, all over the country, have 
found MacAcademy to be an excellent, low priced, 
training solution. 

The gentleman wanted to know when we would be 
presenting MacAcademy in Montana. Sadly, I had to 
tell him probably never. There just aren't enough Mac 
users in Montana to make a workshop financially fea
sible. I told the caller he could attend in Denver or Salt 
Lake City, but he still didn't seem satisfied. Finally, he 
said that if we ever putthe workshops on video tape he'd 
be glad to invest in a set. What a great idea! 

Now our training videos are being used by thou
sands. Not just people who live in Montana, but by 
MacAcademy graduates, large corporations, school 
districts, and Mac users in all lines of work. 

Our 2-hour, VHS MacAcademy Videos are now 
available for only $49 each. A complete list of pro
grams can be found in the coupon below. 

MacAcademy Video Training tapes offer tremen
dous advantages for today's Macintosh user. When 
using our videos you actually see the steps take place on 
a Macintosh screen. A small inset will show you the 
instructor and the mouse or keyboard. Our instructors 
are MacAcademy's highest rated teachers and are highly 
trained and effective. 

Training videos offer the advantage of building a 
learning and reference library. If you ever want to brush 
up on a technique you simply go back to the video and 
review the technique demonstrated. Videos offer the 
unique flexibility of teaching both individuals or hun
dreds of people at one sitting. 

In addition to a super $49 price, our videos also carry 
a 30-day satisfaction guarantee. If you're not totally 
satisfied, simply send the tape back for a full refund. 

MacAcademy will continue offering the nation's 
highest rated live training courses in major cities. But 
in addition, you may also build your Macintosh train
ing library. 

Videos may be ordered by phone with credit card 
information, or by mail with check, credit card, or pur
chase order. You may also send orders by FAX. Your 
business is appreciated and your satisfaction is 
guaranteed. 

Circle 406 on reader service card 

r-------------------~~, 
I ,.tla.!\cademy Video Training Series I 
I 477 S. Nova Rd. Ormond Beach, FL 32174 I 
I 904-677-1918 FAX 904-677-6717 I 
I I Videos Only $49 Each (Add SI per tape Shipping&: Handling) I I 
IPiease send me the following training videos with your no risk guarantee. 
II have indicated how many of each video I wish to purchase: 

_Beginning Mac Advanced Mac 
I _Beginning Word Advanced Word 
I _Beginning FileMaker Advanced FileMaker 
1 _Beginning Excel Intermediate Excel 
I Advanced Excel _Beginning PageMaker 

I 
_Intermediate PageMaker _Advanced PageMaker 
_HyperCard Basics _ Works Integration 

I Notify me upon the release of the following video training tapes: 
1 _ WingZ _Word Perfect 

I _Adobe illustrator 88 _ QuarkXpress 
_Super Paint Aldus Freehand 

:Number of Videos: __ Number x $49.00: _____ _ 
I Add $1 Per Video Shipping: Total Price: ___ _ 
INAME nnE ____________ _ 

ICOMP 
I STREET (no P.O. Boxes please) _____________ _ 

lciTY STATE ZIP ____ _ 
I TELEPHONE ______________________ __ 

I I CREDIT CARD NO. CARD EXP. DATE. __ __ 

1 SIGNATURE TODA Y'S DATE -1 

._ _____________________ _ 



is opened, the items on that list appear on 
the open calendar. When an Event List is 
closed, the items disappear from the cal
endar. Because you can have any number 
of Event Lists open at one time, your 
calendar can contain any combination of 
events. Rendezvous allows you to have 
different Planners and Diaries, but they 
cannot be combined. 

Although it takes longer to enter single 
events into Calendar Creator than into 
Rendezvous (see "Adding Events in Cal
endar Creator"), it often takes less time to 
enter repetitive events. If you are con
stantly adding new appointments and 
tasks, you'll like the direct data input of 
Rendezvous and you'll also benefit from 
Rendezvous's alarm feature. On the other 
hand, if most of your appointme nts are 
long-term or cyclical, and quick data entry 
is not a major concern, Calendar Creator 
gives you much bener output. 
-Lawrence Stevens 
See Where to Buy or drde 829 (Rendezvous} or 723 
(Calendar Creator} on reader service card. 

----------- * -----------
NETWORK DISKFIT 1.5 

Ba<kup Utility for Networks 

Pros: Preserves AppleShore folder privileges; 
con create image backup; con save backup commands 

as SmortSets; recognizes ropes, disk cartridges, or 
floppies for multivolume backup; MultiFinder compatible. 

Cons: No log of bockedup folders and files for 
printing or perusal,· selected files con be restored 

only by dragging on the desktop, not via 
Disk Fit program. Company: SuperMoc Technology. 

Requires: Moe 512K. List prite: $395. 

When AppleShare first arrived 
on the Macintosh scene , its use 
of a folde r-based protection 

sche me caused some consternation 
among writers of backup software. Super
Mac Technology was d1e first to develop 
a product, Network DiskFit, that allows 
users to retain their folde r's access privi
leges during backup. 

Building on Older Brother 
Many of Network DiskFit's features are 
the same as those found in the DiskFit 
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software (see "A Clean Inte rface"). For in
stance, you can either perform a mirror 
image backup of one hard disk to another, 
o r a file-by-file backup. Image backups 
are useful if you 're planning to transfet 
data to a different hard disk. But if you 
need to reduce fragmentation on a server 
you should use the file-by-file strategy. 
Network DiskFit also recovers space ort 
backup disks when you perform incre• 
mental backups and replace old version 
fi les with newer ones. 

Unfortunately, Network DiskFit retains 
some of Disk Fit's bad habits, for example 
it doesn't let you select specific files for 
backup. Its newer competitors, HFS Backup 
and Redux, do allow selected file backups 
and full-disk and incremental backups. 

However, you can selectively restore 
files and folders from a fu ll or incremental 
backup. You can copy any file from a 
backup set to another disk on the desktop 
simply by dragging its icon. 

Network DiskFit splits large files to fit 
on your backup media (floppies, for in
stance). You can use the join option in 
Network DiskFit to fit the parts of any 
large file back together again on a hard 
disk. (Some users complain that they have 
not been able to join fi les, but I haven't run 
into any problems:) 

SmartSets are d1e basic means of set
ting up a backup strategy. You can create 
a SmartSet to back up only documents, 
applications, and System files, or only files 
that you own, which is important for 
AppleShare servers (see "just What Do 
You Want?"). Once you've created a 
SmartSet, Net'lvork DiskFit can use that 
series of selected options over and over 
again to perform subsequent backups. 

Are You Proteded? 
One of Network DiskFit's major advan
tages is its ability to retain a user's access 
privileges for AppleShare folders. The 
server administrator can back up d1e en
tire server, once it's been disconnected 
from all users and shut down. Although 
disconnecting the server is the best way to 
insure that no one changes a file as it's 
being backed up, other safety strategies 
should be possible with AppleShare 2.0.1. 

You do have to exercise some care if 
you're backing up the AppleShare server 
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I Proceed J ~ .. :.:
N t::! TUJOI"I>< Uisk Fit 

ln~trt/Stltct tht f irst dtsltnotlon <IItie 
Plcle Pfoc:eed to continue tnt Oocleug, 

A Clean lnterfate 

tletworlc Disk Fit's interlace is very simple and easy 
to understand. First, you seled the volume to be 
backed up, then you seled the destination volume lor 
the backup set. 

~ Creating a New Network SmartSet. 
~ logged In as user ·oaue·. 

(oroslng disk " DRI ROPRK") 

New ) 

Cancel 

I8J AppllcoUon.s Bock up epplfcotlons end system fHes. 
~ Oocumenh Bock up all other types or flies. 
0 Single rue Select end back up a single lafge fil e. 
181 Owned Only Only copy rues In owned ra iders. 

Nomotho sol lsmortSot · 717/ 89 

Just What Do You Want? 

When you're dealing with a server, you can choose to 
lmck up only documents, or applications and System 
files. That can save you space, since applications aren't 
likely to change from one backup to another. Selecting 
Owned Only means that you back up files that you 
alone are responsible for. 

and expect to reta in each folder's access 
privileges. Privilege information is retained 
and restored during a volume restore only 
if you use a complete SmartSet, in other 
words, you select documents, applica
tions, and System files from the Options 
list. If you use an incomplete SmartSet, 
you 'U have to reassign each restored folder's 
access privileges. 

Network DiskFit isn't restricted to use 
with AppleShare volumes; for example, 
it's good for backing up TOPS volumes. 
You can use either a SmartSet or Network 
Disk Fit's disk-duplication option. Because 
TOPS treats MS-DOS directories as old
style MFS directories rather d1an HFS di
rectories, you should be aware that you're 
backing up only one directory; subdirec
tories must be backed up separately. 

Saving Gra<es 
Although Network Disk Fit doesn't fit all of 
my backup styles (such as project-related 
backups), it's easy to use, both for net
(continues) 



After centuries of practice, 
mankind perfects engineering 

calculations: MathCAD. 
Announcing MathCAD: 
A Calculating Renaissance 
For Your Mac. 

What the historians will call it, 
only time will tell. 

Perhaps the Century of Speed, or 
the Era ofEase. But whatever the 
name, this is the age of Math CAD, 
the only math package that looks 
and works the way you think. 

10 

MathCAD mktsfit/Jadvtmtnge of the Maeinwsh"' 
intnfaee, with features that make it simple to enter 

operator! atul Gruk letters i11to equatilms. 

MathCAD is the best selling 
math software in the world be
cause it lets you perform engineer
ing and scientific calculations in a 
way that's faster, more natural 
and less error-prone than the way 
you're doing them now-whether 
you're using a scratch pad, calcula
tor, spreadsheet, or program that 
you wrote yourself. It gives you 
more control and more flexibility 
than ever before. 

MathCAD's live document 
interfu.ceft lets you enter equations 
anywhere on the screen, add text, 
and graph the results. Then print 
your analysis as a presentation 
quality document. 

And it has over 120 commonly 

used functions built right in, for 
handling all kinds of equations and 
formulas, as well as exponentials, 
differentials, cubic splines, FFfs 
and matrices. 

No matter what kind of work 
you do, MathCAD has a solution 
for you. In fu.ct, it's used by over 
50,000 engineers and scientists, 
including electrical, industrial, and 
mechanical engineers, physicists, 
biologists, and economists. 

But don't take our word for it. 
Just recently Math CAD was 
reviewed as being "everything 
you have ever dreamed about in 
a mathematical toolbox.' ' And 
when it was compared to the 

competition, it was "MathCAD 
by a mile." 

And if you work with an IBM"' 
PC or compatible, there's a 
MathCAD version designed exclu
sively for you. Or if you use both 
Macs and PCs, don't worry: 
MathCAD files are completely 
compatible between the two. 

Look for Math CAD at your 
local software dealer. Or call 
MathSoft at 1-800-MATHCAD 
(in MA, 617-577-1017) for more 
information or for a free demo disk. 

Speed, power and flexibility. 
Enter the new era of engineering 
and scientific calculations, with 
Math CAD. 

Syrrem RequimtJtnt:s: Apple Maeit~wsh Plus, SE or Il, 
with 11 mi11imum oflMB RAM. Supports all 
ImageWrit.m'" atul U=rWrir.m.• 

Math CAD® 
M athSoft, Inc. One KcndaiiSqua.n:, Cambridge, MA 02139 

Available for Macintosh and mM compat ibles. TM and® signifY manufacturer's trademark or manufacturer's registered trademark respectively. ME 

Circle 34 on reader service card 



worked servers and regular hard disks. It 
supports floppies, tapes, and removable 
cartridges, leaving the choice of backup 
media to you. Now that HFS Backup and 
Redux also save AppleShare access privi
leges, and Network DiskFit still lacks the 
ability to save a detailed log of backed-up 
files, I'll probably continue to use Net
work DiskFit's competitors.-Dave Kosiur 
See Where to Buy lor contact Information. 

- ----· 
RICOH PC LASER 6000/ PS 

300-dpi PostScript Loser Printer 

Pros: Fast; solid blocks; HP loserlet II 
emulation; economical to operate. Cons: Replacing 

toner con be messy; support personnel new to 
the Moe. Compc111y: Ricoh Corporation. 

Requires: Mac 512KE. List price: $4495. 

+ The whole idea behind Post
Script is that output from one 
PostScript device will match the 

output from any other PostScript device. 
Barring gross differences like varying 
resolution or page size, there is little to 
distinguish a page printed by one Post
Script printer from the same page printed 
by another. However, there are differ
ences in the features, quality, and support 
offered by various PostScript products. 
The Ricoh PC Laser 6000/PS differs from 
other PostScript printers in all three areas 
(see "Paging AJI Printers," October 1989). 

The 6000/ PS is similar in configuration 
to a LaserWrite r II.NT. It comes with the 
same 35 typefaces (from 11 families) as Ap
ple's printers, plus 2MB of RAM (upgrad
able to 4MB for $1145) and a 68000 pro
cessor. Its processor runs faster than the 
LaserWriter's: 16.75MHz versus the Laser
Writer's 11.2MHz clock. The improvement 
in speed is noticeable . The 6000/PS uses 
version 50.5 of Adobe's PostScript inter
preter; LaserWrite rs use an older version. 

No Canons, Please 
Unlike the LaserWriter and many other 
PostScript printers, the Ricoh printer does 
not use the Canon printer engine with its 
single cartridge that replaces toner and 
photosensitive element together. Instead, 
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Ricoh uses its own 6-page-per-minute 
LP1060 engine-the same one used in 
printers like the GCC PLP. The Ricoh en
gine features separate replaceable units 
for the toner and the photosensitive ele
ment. It isn't as convenient as the single
cartridge approach, but you don't have 
to replace the expensive photosensitive 
element every time you run out of tone r. 
If you can put up witl1 a slightly more 
complex and messier installation and 
service routine (made worse by tl1e d i
minutive drawings in the manual), you 
could possibly save some money, although 
calculating per-sheet costs using list prices 
and claimed lifetimes for disposable ele
ments doesn't indicate a great cost differ
e nce. At present, cartridge refills are not 
available for the Ricoh printer. The PC 
Laser 6000/ PS does produce excellent, 
high-contrast print, even on graphics with 
large areas of pure black. 

A potentially valuable feature for the 
increasing number of sites with both 
Macintosh and MS-DOS machines is the 
6000/ PS's emulation of the HP Laserjet II 
series of printers. Since many MS-DOS 
applications still don't work well with 
PostScript output devices, tl1is could prove 
convenient. You can leave AppleTalk and 
the DOS machines connected and switch 
from one to the other using the PC Laser 
6000/PS's alphanumeric front-panel status 
display. The printer even accepts HP Laser
j et font cartridges. 

The front-panel display is a nice touch. 
It continuously displays the printer status, 
and you can set the printer's operating 
mode (serial, parallel, o r AppleTalk inter
face; PostScript or HP emulation; no test 
page; and so on) through an intuitive se
quence of menus. Unfortunately, you have 
to practically get down on your knees to 

Rlcoh PC Laser 6000/ PS 
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read the front panel. And the legend that 
explains operation of the control panel is 
on the top of the printe r near the back. 
When you're positioned to read the front 
panel, you cannot read tl1e legend. 

The printer normally stacks output 
pages facedown, so that pages printed in 
normal order will be properly collated. 
With the addition of a $20 tray, the printer 
will also output faceup for those who 
prefer the reverse collating sequence of 
the original LaserWriter and LaserWriter 
Plus. The faceup option (which doesn't 
really require the tray, if you don't mind 
having your pages dumped on tl1e floor) 
provides a straighter paper path, so that 
labels and heavier paper feed more evenly. 
There's also a 250-sheet input hoppe r 
(available for $495). 

Support? 
Support for the Macintosh inte rface is 
adequate, largely because connecting to a 
Mac is so easy. Still , I had to figure out 
some operations-like how to properly 
feed envelopes-purely by trial and error. 

A new Mac user might find Ricoh's 
instructions for installing screen fonts a bit 
terse. Following PostScript printer ve n
dors' unfortunate trend, no PostScript 
screen fonts are supplied with the ma
chine; users are expected to get them from 
Apple or Adobe. As with other non-Apple 
laser printers, the 6000/ PS ignores the 
smoothing option in the Page Setup dia
log box, but a patch, available through 
user groups and online services like 
CompuServe's MAUG forum, can correct 
that problem. The Ricoh support staff is 
apparently new to the Macintosh market. 
They were friendly and attentive, but it 
took them several days to answer some 
questions. I expect they'll get better as 
they gain experience. 

Overc~ll I give the Ricoh PC Laser 
6000/PS high marks. It's a clean, speedy 
(for 68000 PostScript), well-featured im
plementation of a 300-dpi PostScript out
put device, with better-than-average print 
quality. In mixed DOS/ Macintosh envi
ronments the Laserjet 11 emulation can be 
a real lifesaver, and this printer currently 
lists for hundreds less than an Apple
labeled LaserWriter.-Ron Risley 
See Where to Buy or drde 813 Off reader service cord. 
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Macintosh SE 

~~ ••• M11n11ging Your Money 
is the Mercedes ol 

person11/lin11nte progr11ms. '' 
- Macweek, 9/ 13/ 88 

rneaJ® 
Software that makes your personal computer worth having. 

© 1988 ·MEGA • 355 Riverside Avenue • Westport, CT 06880 
For Macintosh Plus, SE, II, 512KE. Two disk drives (one being atleast800K). 

Circle 37 on reader service card 
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GET THE WHOLE PICTURE! 

PCPC lliD Series 
Internal Drives for Mac II 
MacBottom quality in an internal hard disk 
drive, with mounting hardware and Mac Bot
tom Utilities. 

MacBottom Hard Disk Drives 
The critics' choice, from 21-200 Mbytes. 
Includes all MacBottom Utilities. Optional 
built-in 1200 baud modem. 

TM 
PCPC HD-20 WSI (SCSI upgrade) 
Turns your Apple HD-20 into a SCSI drive! 
Easy installation boosts speed 5-8 times! 

SHADOW GRAPH 
Gray Scale System 
Crisp, clear, flicker-free 2-page monitors 
with video card, cable tilt/swivel base, and 
Stepping Outr"'II virtual screen software. 

TM 

PCPC II 8 Bit and 32 Bit Color 
Graphic Systems 
High-resolution, flicker-free 19" Trinitron™ 

, .·--_,r--1 
_L__, 

TM 
JETSTREAM Tape Backup 

. ·~-',:1•. 

Archive 2.2 gigabytes of data at a blazing 
14.4 Mb/minute. Comes with NetStream, 
SCSI cable, 2.2-gigabyte tape. 

NETSTREAM™ 
Network Backup Software 
Provides totally unattended "set and forget" 
network backup. There's no other like it! 

HFS Backup™3.0 Archive Utility 
The original. Simply the best single-user 
backup software anywhere! 

-- - \ ,., ... -..... .,., .... ,.,. ,. . . 
' ~ I - • 

. ' I 
' ' 

;s ' . j ' I • I .• . . ' -- . 

color monitor and video card, bundled with PCPC 8-bit &32-bit Color Graphic Cards 
cable, tilt/swivel base, and Stepping Out™II (CGC/2/8)(CGC/2/32) 
virtual screen software. 32-bit Color Quick- Create dazzling graphics with 16.7 million 
Draw™compatible. 16" Executive Trinitron colors! Fully compatible with Apple's 32-bit 
also available. Color QuickDraw.™ 

IF You'RE HuNGRY FoR THE BEsT, 
CHECK THE NEw ITEMS ON OuR MENu! 

No one offers you a better selection of the highest rated peripherals than we do. 

QuickDraw is a registered trademark of 

Apple Computer Inc . 

When you require the best, acquire the best ! 
Personal Computer 
Peripherals Corporation 
4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Building A-4 
Tampa, FL 33634 

Circle 223 on reader service card 800-622-2888 
813-884-3092 
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WINDOW SHOPPING 
This month /look of four HyperCard stocks- two 

that animate children's stories, one for aeoting scholarly 
reports, and one to help administer o school. 

Also, I review o program that aeates astrology charts. 

A Country Christmas 
My First Book of Poetry 
and The Dream Called Storm 
These nicely animated HyperCard-based 
stories for children from 13&8 Sound
works have as fine graphics and diverse 
sound effects as any stack I have seen. A 
Country Christmas, based on traditional 
Christmas poems and carols, succeeds 
better than the othe r stories, which are at 
times based on amateurish verse. 

A Country Christmas ($34.95) displays 
fields, a bam , and rooms in a country 
house. By clicking on screen e lements 
such as doors, windows, and staircases, 
you "walk" into other scenes. Many of the 
Christmas objects in each screen are actu
ally HyperCard buttons that when clicked 
create an animation with sound effects 
(see "A Screen Full of Buttons"). 

You can decorate the snowman, or 
select a tree to chop down and decorate 

A StrHIJ Full of lufloas 
Most of the objects here are adoally HyperCard buttons that 
trigger animllfions. Clicking on tire toy train causes a mouse 
to scamper out of a bole, jump on the train, and drive it around 
the room. ctrck on the helicopter, am/ controls appear that 
allow you to guide its flight. AnJ when you click on the 
typewriter, that lets you drow on the saeen using knobs, 
buttons, and i111ls. 

by lawrence Stevens 

with a variety of ornaments. And-the 
best part, I think-at the bottom of each 
carol are a piano, a violin, and a harpsi
chord. If you click on any one of them, the 
program plays the carol with the selected 
instrument. 

My First Book of Poetry and The 
Dream Called Storm (packaged together 
for $29.95) work the same as A Country 
Christmas. The animations and illustra
tions are just as appealing, but unfortu
nately, the poems aren't as interesting as 
in A Country Christmas. For example, The 
Dream Called Storm is based on the fol
lowing poem: Upon a giant mountain
side/ Lay a little purple form/\Xlhen came 
upon us/ A terrible, dreadful storm. 

My First Book of Poetry contains five 
poems. Some of the words are actually 
buttons that trigger an animation. For 
example, in the poem A Crow Named Fred 
is the stanza: An old black crow/ Named 
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Fred/ Flew through the air/ But fell on his 
head." If you click the word Flew, a crow 
caws and flits around the screen. 

Both packages will keep your child 
fascinated for about as long as most good 
toys (the company does not recommend 
age level, but my guess would be from 5 
to 12). But A Country Christmas, with its 
recipes, prose, tu nes, and instmctions for 
making ornaments, is a great holiday 
present with the potential of entertaining 
even after the children grow tired of 
mousing around the Mac. 

Chart Interpreter 1.2 
If you're satisfied with your Sunday news
paper supplement or a book like Linda 
Goodman 's Sun Signs to provide astro
logical interpretations, you 'll probably find 
this program overwhelming. On the other 
hand, if you've been thinking about going 
to a professional astrologer to have your 
chart drawn and interpreted, or if you are 
a professional astrologer and want to cut 
five or six hours off the time it takes to 
create a report, Chart Interpreter, from 
Time Cycles Research, might be just what 
you need. 

You input the day, time, and location 
of birth into an Info Card. If you were born 
in almost any North or South American or 
European time zone (including past ones 
such as Eastern War Time), the program 
will automatically translate that into 
Greenwich Mean Time; if you were born 
in Asia, Africa, or Australia, you translate 
for yourself. And if you were born in any 
one of the 500 U.S. cities in the program's 
database, Chart Interpreter wi ll input the 
longitude and latitude; otherwise you'll 
need to do it yourself. 

You can choose which astrology type 
to use: tropical or sidereal (each is based 
on a different theory of where the zodiac 
(conti1wes) 
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Astrology Chart 

Chort Interpreter generotes 11 personolity profile ofter you in· 
put notol dato.lf you don't understond the chort, don't wor· 
ry-tlre progrom olso generotes 11 I S·poge interpretotion. 

begins). You can also use any of the nine 
house systems, such as Placidus, Koch, or 
Equal. All I know about these options is 
that the program defaults to tropical and 
Placidus because, the manual says, they 
are the most commonly used. 

Once all the information has been 
entered into the Info Card, the program 
draws a chart and produces a 15-page 
interpretation (see "Astrology Chart"). 

At 5199.50, Chart Interpreter is for the 
serious amateur or professional astrolo
ger. It is limited to personality inte rpreta
tion and does not evaluate compatibility 
between two people or predict what your 
clay will be like. But it is extremely com
prehensive in what it does. 

The Phrase Thesaurus 
The Phrase Thesaurus from L'Intelligence 
Active Software ($69) is a HyperCard stack 
that walks you through the process of 
creating a scholarly report or paper. The 
program's developers did linguistica l 
analysis on professional repons and found 
that most of them can be broken down 
into a hierarchy of sections, topics, and 
commonly used phrases. The program 
leads you to create a report section by 
section, to create the sections topic by 
topic, and to create the LOpics phrase 
by phrase. 

You begin at the Menu Card, selecting 
one of the following sections: Introduc
tions, Materials, Methods, Discussions, or 
Abstracts. Each section card contains a 
number of subordinate cards, or topics. 
For example , the Discussions section con
tains five topics: Comments, Results, Com
parison, Reasons, and Conclusions. Each 
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topic card allows you to build a phrase by 
choosing subphrases or words. For ex
ample, the Results card contains the fol
lowing phrase broken into three parts: 
"There were/ marked/changes in." By click
ing any of the three sections, you can 
change the words (see "Crafting a Report 
Phrase by Phrase"). You can change marked 
to clear, major; obvious, or significant. 
When you complete the phrase and click 
the Copy to Draft button, the phrase will 
be pasted on a card in your draft report. 
The final draft can be primed right from 
HyperCard, or you can copy and paste it 
into your word processing program. 

Anyone who has created a lengthy 
report knows that the biggest effort is 
organizing the mountain of infom1ation to 
be included. The Phrase Thesaurus does 
a good job of automating that task. 

EPS School Administrator's Assistant 
EPS (Educational Productivity Stacks) 
School Administrator"s Assistant from Chan
cery Software ($79) is a HyperCard stack 
for administering an elementary or secon
dary school. Like business organizers such 
as Focal Point, EPS School Administrator's 
Assistant contains modules that cover most 
aspects of an administrator's job. It also 
has buttons for launching other applica
tions you have. 

The most-used parts are the Diary, 
Week, and Month cards. You can copy 
text to or from any of the calendar cards. 
The Diary card has an Action Items section 
with check mark buttons allowing you to 

A• .. tiHoall , .. ,u, a f tlb atdoo• b 
c;.,\toun 

Crafting a Report Phrase by Phrase 

Like most topic cords in The Plrrose Thesaurus, Ad11an· 
toges- subcord under the Moterials section-<ontoins 
two phrose sets. Wlren you first click on a phrase box, alter· 
nate words oppear about one e11ery second. Clicking on tire 
box a second time stops tire lllclcer of words. In tlris example, 
An additional may be changed to A recent, The main, A 
major, and so on. 
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denote completed tasks. Option-clicking 
the Action Items button brings up a dialog 
box that lets you move any unchecked 
items to a selected date. While these fea
tures are helpful, they fall a bit short of 
other organizer programs where data from 
day pages can automatically be distribu
ted to weekly and monthly pages, and to
do items can be forwarded to the next day. 

The Directory stack provides an ad
dress card for t:a<.:h name, and when used 
with a modem can automatically keep 
track of the date, time , and length of 
telephone calls. You can dial a phone 
number by selecting the telephone icon. 
Also, while working in any of the program 
modules you can have your Mac locate 
and dial any telephone number by click
ing on a name. You can type Notes about 
the call (and password-protect them if 
you choose), or select standard notes such 
as Left message. (The program comes 
with SLX standard messages, but you can 
add your own.) You can also enter the 
date and time of an appointment on the 
Directory card and have the program 
transfer the information to the appropriate 
Diary page. 

The Staff stack is a database for track
ing such information as job history, edu
cation, certification, medical history, and 
performance appraisal. The Appraisal card 
comes with a list of eight appraisal indica
tors, such as Assigns homework, Spends 
most of school day on academics, and 
Creates a climate in which students can 
succeed. You can add or delete indicators. 

The Crisis stack keeps lists of students 
along with emergency information. It also 
logs any emergency calls to parents. The 
Incident stack (its icon is a bomb) tracks 
students' poor-conduct incidents, along 
with ca lls to parents and suspension infor
mation. The Bus stack helps you schedule 
transportation. 

EPS School Administrator's Assistant is 
a well-integrated, all-encompassing pro
gram. It allows customization, has a nice 
graphical interface, and is inexpensive. 
Even if you use only a few of the modules, 
you will get your money's worth. ~ 
See Where to Buy ar drde 732 (A Country Christmas), 
805 (My First Book af Paetry), 726 (Chort Interpreter), 
816 (The Phrase Thesaurus), or 747 (EPS Schaal Admin· 
istrator Assistant) on reader service card. 



Modtl crro ttd with Mode/Siro1J by Mark Vmr Normnu, reutleriug by Sartdy Clmsc using StudioS"' nnd l.nst>rPnint": 

TAKE YOUR IDEAS TO A HIGHER LEVEL 
Now you can sell your design ideas almost as fast as you 

create them. ModelShop'" is powerful, yet easy-to-use archi
tectural design software that lets you sketch your ideas in three 
dimensions. 

With ModelShop, you can quickly explore designs from a 
variety of views - including fast perspectives. And signifi
cantly reduce the time spent on costly revisions and presenta
tions. 

ModelShop easily handles everything from tiny architec
tural details to urban planning models-all while maintaining 
a 1 / 1000-inch accuracy! 

What's more, ModelShop creates letter and poster-sized 
prints on a standard Image Writer or LaserWriter. Or dramatic 

color views on a color printer or film recorder. You can even 
export color views to other graphic applications for further 
rendering. 

Take it from a higher authority. Call (415) 543-3848 today. 
Demo disks are ava ilable for $10. 

PARACOMP 

Pnrncomp, Inc. 
123 Townsend Street, S11ite 310 
Sn 11 Francisco, Cn 94107, 415-543-3848 

ModeiShop is o trademark of Porocomp, Inc. Other brand end product names ore trademarks of their respective holders. Cl 1989 Pcrocomp, Inc. 

Circle 229 on reader service card 



If you don't see exactly what 
you're looking for, just ask. 



Chances are, we'll have it. 
Because, at Kensington, we're 
always finding ways to make 
your Macintosh® quicker and 
more convenient. 

Our award-winning Turbo 
Mouse trackballs will make 
your Mac quicker with their 
automatic acceleration and 
advanced button features. 

Our best-selling System 
Saver Mac will keep your Mac 
Plus cool, calm and collected 
with its quiet cooling fan, surge 
protection, and extra outlets. 

And everything you see here 
will make your Mac more com
fortable. Our Mac II Stand and 
Cables will get your Mac II off 
your desk and out of your way. 
And our Anti-Glare Filters are 
a sight for sore eyes- in every 
shape and size. 

In fact, we've got so many 
good ideas, we couldn't fit 
them all in one ad. But we did 
manage to fit them in a free 
20-page brochure, so call for 
yours today. Or ask about a 
dealer near you. 800-535-4242 
or 212-475-5200. Or write to 
Kensington, 251 Park Ave. 
South, New York, NY 10010. 

I KENSINGTON <)® 
Setting new standards 

of performance. 

Syste:m 52\-er. Macuuoriea, Masttr Piece, 1\ubo Mouse, KenJinJton, and the Ktn.sineton Joao are reaiJttrtd tr.ldt:awb and Ptnro-er Backer, SuperllaR and Slidu•"JY are trademarks or KtnsinJton Microwart Ltd. 
AU other product namu a.rt tradtawb ortheir respecfu"t holden. >01989 Ken.aineton MICJ"OWo-an Ltd. 



JMP'" toAII 
the Right C.o elusions. 
New JMP Statistical Visualization S are from SAS Institute Inc. 
Make the quantum leap in data discovery with JMP ... 
the easiest, fastest, most reliable way to visualize your ' ~ 
data. Yours today on the Apple Macintosh~ ~ 

JMP lets you combine powerful statistics and 
graphics in one highly interactive process. Just 
point and click. Tools for manipulating, analyzing, r 

and scatterplot matrices. JMP handles all combinations 
of measurement levels-interval, ordinal, and 

nominal-with appropriate statistical methods. 

and storing data all fit together so that one 
simple command generates a whole series of results! 

Data Analysis with a VIsible Difference 

JMP organizes classical statistics in six logical areas: 
Distribution of Y's, Fit Y by X, Fit Y by X's, Specify 
Model, Spin, and Y's by Y's. Each area comes com
plete with appropriate graphics. There's always a pic
ture available for visually exploring your data, so you 
can make discoveries that just aren't possible through 
numeric reports alone. 

Generate leverage plots for a point-by-point view 
of hypothesis tests ... means comparison circles for 
viewing differences among group means ... and multi
dimensional data views such as spinning plots, biplots, 

Call Today for a Free Technical Summary 

.JMP brings you superior statistics and graphics ... 
backed by a full year of free technical support. 

For more details about JMP, call our JMP Sales 
Department at {919) 467-8000. In Canada, call 
(416) 443-9811. 

J; 

JMP- From SAS Institute Inc., 
the number one name In data analysis software. 

SAS Institute Inc. o JMP Sales Dept. 
Box 8000 o SAS Circle o Cary, NC 27512-8000 
Phone (919) 467-8000 o Fax (919) 469-3737 
To use JMP, you need an Apple Macin tosh with 1 + meg, 2 meg 
recommended. 

JMP is a trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary. NC. USA. Apple and Macintosh 
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Copyright e 1989 by SAS Institute Inc. p,;nted in the USA. 

See us at the LA Macintosh Conference & Exposition at Booth # 1319 



NEW PRODUCTS 
Edited by 
Mary Margaret Lewl• 

This section covers Macintosh products 
formally announced but not yet evaluated 
by Macworld. All prices are suggested 
retail. Please call vendors for information 
on availability. 

1/ARD\FARE 

Array Scanner-Oize 
Electronic still camera that 
can be used on the desktop 
to create color separations 
and to perform other image
acquisition and processing 
functions. Can be used as a 
copy-stand camera, tripod
mounted studio camera , and 
slide or film scanner. Requires 
IEEE 488 port. $20,000. Array 
Technologies, 415/633-3000. 

Array Scanner-One 

Color Page 
Full page color-display system 
for the Mac II family. Includes 
monitor and video controller. 
Displays at a resolution of 
72 dots per inch. $2095. E
Machines. 503/646-6699. 

Designer Series Pen Plottet·s 
Family of large-fom1at pen 
plotters, available in two sizes 

to handle media from 8'12 by 
11 inches up to 36 by 48 
inches. Comes with multiple
pen option. 52695 to $2995; 
multipen feature $450. 
Zericon, 415/ 490-8380. 

LabefWriter Printer 

LabelWriter Prilller 
Miniature printer occupies just 
a 3-by-6-inch spot on a desk
top and prints 1-by-2'h-inch 
labels suitable for envelopes, 
file folders, floppy disks, bar 
codes, and so on. Printer is 
driven by a desk accessory 
that lets you clip text from a 
document and reformat it 
before printing. DA manages 
its own mailing list and gives 
user access to mailing lists 
created by a variety of word 
processors. $249.95. Costar, 
203/661-9700. 

MaciuStor Erasable 
Optical 
Family of erasable optical 
drives with average seek time 
of 35 milliseconds using Max
tor's Tahiti I drive. Has capac
ity of 1 gigabyte per cartridge. 
$7995; 650MB cartridge $295; 

1GB cartridge $395. Storage 
Dimensions, 408/879-0300. 

Maclan 4 Media Filter Kit 
Kit that connects Mac II com
puters to token ring local area 
networks over unshielded 
twisted pair wiring. Patch 
panel connection system 
allows computers to be 
connected through standard 
RJ-11 modular phone jack for 
portability. S55. Nevada 
Western, 408/734-2700. 

MacPro Keyboard 
Keyboard designed for use 
with SE, SE/ 30, II, llx, and 
Ilcx. Plugs in to the ADB 
connector. Provides large L
shaped Return key and large 
Delete key, and has Control, 
Option, and Command keys 
on both sides of the space 
bar. Bundled with Tempo II 
macro package. S197. Key
Ironic, 509/928-8000. 

MacRascol Print 

MacRascol Priut 
Color primer controller that 
works with Lasergraphics' 
rasterizing software and SCSI 
interface. Print controller is an 
independent external device 
that plugs in to the Macintosh 
SCSI port and connects to a 
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variety of color printers. 
$1995. Lasergraphics, 
714/ 660-9497. 

MaxStream Model 2200 
8mm data-cassette drive with 
storage capacity of up to 2.2 
gigabytes and data-transfer 
rate of up to 14MB per 
minute. Archive's proprietary 
universal tape format allows 
data transfers between Macs 
and IBM PCs equipped with 
ArchiveVP Model 2200 sys
tems. $6695. Archive Corpora
tion, 800/237-4929. 

Maynstream Tape Backup Drive 

Maynstream 60, 150, atld 
2200HS Drives 
Portable tape backup systems 
store, respectively, 60MB, 
150Mll, or 2.2GB of data on 
8mm cassettes. Systems use 
helical scan technology and 
have effective backup speed 
of 5MB per minute with trans
fer rate of up to 14MB per 
minute. 6oMB $1595; 150MB 
$1895; 2.2GB $7495. Maynard 
Electronics, 407/ 331-6402. 

Microtecb 68030 Board 
Design board for the Mac II 
for programmers and engi
(continues) 
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, VOUBLE CUCK 
ON BEDFORD! 

I Now the Macintosh User can have full pro
fessional composition using a "point and click" 

mouse, pull down menus; or keyboard commands for 
full production speed. 
Bedford offers sophis
ticated typographical 
tools used by the finest 
typographers worldwide. 

Ask about: 
• Mac®OS to A/UX<!> 

TIFF Translation! 

• PostScript<!>Text 
Translation! 

• Pixel Editing of Images! 

• Import Encapsulated 
PostScript Files into 
A/UX! 

• Professional Type· 
setting Tools at 
Affordable Prices! 

BD3-BB8-3400 

000-431-1403 

FAX 803-SBB·8383 

TWX 710·3B4-10eo 

37 lnduatrlal Drive, Londonderry, New Hampehlre 03063 USA 

Circle 505 on reader service card 

PREVENT MACINTOSH THEFT! 

M acKablit Security System 

Heavy duty I 0' steel cable secures and locks computer, printer, other equipment, 
up to 4 components. The unique MacKablit system includes 2 brackets that 
snap into existing slots on the Macintosh or its peripherals. Additional hardware 
included for other peripherals that can be secured using existing screws in the 
equipment. Internal component security: Kablif'M fasteners secure rear panel 
of CPU preventing unauthorized removal of internal boards and hard drives. 
When the cable is passed through the fasteners the screws are concealed. When 
the cable is passed through all the fasteners the Macintosh system can be se
cured to the desk. 
list price $39.95 plus shipping. Please specify Mac, Mac Plus, Mac SE, or 
Mac IL Quantity pricing also available. Money back if returned in 30 days. 
Purchase orders accepted. Send for catalog. 

Kablil security systems also available for most computers. 

Secure-It, Inc. 18 Maple Court • East Longmeadow, MA 01028 

1-800-451-7592 Dealer Inquiries invited . j ESJ=::~~Qj 

Circle 239 on reader service card. 

§ 
- - ----• NEW PRO DUCTS -------

Mlcrotech 68030 Boortl 

neers who require access to 
features specific to the Mo
torola MC68030. Contains 
on-board PMMU, test points, 
and indicators for real-time 
software debugging. $796. 
Microtech, 203/ 488-7744 or 
800/ 325-1895. 

NuBus BusTrak 
NuBus analyzer designed to 
support the parallel process
ing industry. Works with any 
system using NuBus architec
ture and communicates with 
standard ASCII terminals. 
$2495. Applied Physics, 
317/ 497-1718. 

NuSuper 
Coprocessor system for the 
Macintosh that uses RISC 
technology and has 6MB of 
memory-ready cache and 
direct access to 32MB of 
DRAM on the NuBus. Code 
to run on the NuSuper under 
the Macintosh operating 
system can be compiled to 
Mac, PC, Sun, or VAX hosts. 
Under $2800. Yare Systems, 
818/889-4388. 

Nutmeg 30/2 Card 
Card that drives Apple Two
Page Monochrome Monitor 
and Apple Macintosh Portrait 
Display without requiring 
special software. Card senses 
whether a monitor is attached, 
determines what the monitor 
is, and displays data accord
ingly. $699. Nutmeg Systems, 
203/ 966-3226. 

Odyssey 2000 
Kit to make a portable Mac 
designed for the presentation 
market. Contains a removable 
Kodak DataShow screen and 
accommodates internal hard 
disk. Compatible with all 
Macintosh software . Requires 
Mac keyboard, hard disk, 
mouse, and system board. 
$2195. Odyssey Systems, 
208/ 362-0023. 

Otlyssey 2000 

Orga11izer for 
LaserWriter II 
Pedestal base fo r the Laser
Writer II printer that raises 
the printer to desktop height. 
Provides built-in storage 
for a ll LaserWriter supplies, 
such as 20MB hard disk used 
as a font server, extra paper 
trays, up to 2000 sheets of 
8 1/2-by-14-inch paper, and a 
toner cartridge. Has casters 
for po rtability. $299. Costar, 
203/ 661-9700. 

Page View 
Monochrome display, full
page system for the Mac II 
that provides single-page 
desktop publishing and word 
processing capabilities. Has 
15-inch flat-screen monitor 
with dark glass, 97Hz refresh 
rate, and antiglare filter. 
$1399. Sigma Designs. 
415/770-0100. 

Radius QuickColor 
Graphics accelerator for the 
Mac II that executes graphics 
(continues) 
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MEETYOURNEW 
MIS DEPARTMENT 

t•" ,, • 

Tomorrow's leaders are being 
shaped by two of the most 
powerful forces in America 

today. Computers and You. 
In an unprecedented way, the 

computer industry is bringing 
.. technology and learning to 

neighborhoods more commonly 
associated with hardship than 
hardware. In San Francisco's 
Tenderloin, kids have given up 
graffiti to study PC architecture, 
graphics and desktop publishing. -"'!"'!!'-- , - They work in a learning center 

Apple and IBM are registered tr:tdcmarks of their respective owners. 

equipped with Apple® com
puters and IBM® PC-compatible 
systems, as well as an impressive 
and growing software library, 
all provided through donations. 
And they're learning from vol
unteer instructors like David 
Bunnell and Adam Osborne. 

The goal of Computers and You 
is to make a difference through 
technology. And it's working. 
By the end of the first quarter, 
students had already found jobs. 
For some, their first ever. And it 
doesn't stop with the Tenderloin. 
Our vision is to fully develop the 
San Francisco center and then re
create it in cities across the U.S. 

A donation of equipment, time 
and especially money from you 
or your company can help make 
this vision a reali ty. To find out 
how, call us at (415) 922-7593. 
Computers and You, 330 Ellis St., 
6th Fl., San Francisco, CA 94102. 

A Nonprofit 
Community 
Learning Center 
at Glide 
Memorial 
C hurch 

INDUSTRY FEEDING THE FUTURE ONE BYTE AT A TIME 



Now, for the first time, a complete accounting Microsoft Excel spread
sheet General Ledger ARIAP/Inventory program that looks like manual 
books, works like manual books yet offers all the advantages of computeriza
tion. Accounting the way you1ve learned it, translated to the speed and power 
of Microsoft Excel, the ultimate spreadsheet. No long start-up periods, no 
extensive employee training, no difficulty in audit ... just the most logical, 
fastest, most flexible way to keep books you1ve ever seen. For information, 
call Absolute Solutions at 1-800-458-3399 inCA, 1-800-633-7666 elsewhere. 

Computerized 
Classic AccountingTM 

ABSOLUTE SOLUTIONS 

As seen in the A pple Computer booth at Mac World 

and in both the Apple and Mierosofl booths at Comdex .. 

Available on IBM, IBM compatible and Macintosh platforms. 

by A bsolute Solutions, Inc. 3142 Vista Way, S uite 400, Oceanside, CA 92056 

Circle474 on reader service card 



Make Irwin® do it. 
An Irwin tape backup system, that is. So go home early. 

Because an Irwin system will back up your data, your 
programs, your breakthrough ideas-all automatically. 

No complicated commands. 
No sloppy floppies. 

Our EzTape® software makes 
it easy to store whatever data 
you want. Whenever you want. 

It doesn't matter whether 
you're backing up a Macintosh® or a PC. 

An Irwin backup system works with them all. Along 
with all the popular local area networks. Providing up to 
150 megabytes of reliable storage. 

In fact, with its patented AccuTrak®precision tracking 
technology, you can transfer data from a Mac to a PS/ 2® to a 
PC and back again. Something that would throw a floppy 
right off its track. 

All in all, that's why more people rely on Irwin mini
cartridge systems to do their backup than all others 
combined. 

Just calll-800-BACKUPl for the dealer nearest you. 
Becau.se.the best way to make backups is I~WIN& 
to avoid It. ., 

A Cipher PrOducts Group 

CCopyright 1989. 1rwin Magnetic Systems, a subsidiary of Cipher Data Products. Inc. 2101 Commom~o>ta lth Bl\'d., Ann /\rl>nr. Ml <18105. 1twin, f...z'Thpe and AccuTrnk are ~gistered 
trademarks of lrv.dn Magne tic Systems. Inc. PS/2 is a rtgistcred trademark of International Busin~J Machines Corporation and Macintosh is a rtgi.stered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 

Circle 471 on reader service card 
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Pel eo Peper • Science 
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Bibliographies 
Word! • 1n 

Keep a database of up to 32,000 references. Create 
bibliographies automatically in the style you need. Access 
your database from your word processor using the EndNote 
DA. Works with Microsoft Word (including Word 4.0!), 
MacWrite, WriteNow and WordPerfect. $129. 

EndNote@ 
A REFERENCE DATABASE 
AND BIBLIOGRAPHY MAKER 

'ilK! progmm is wonlt tlS weiylu 
r.n !]Old to I hose ojus fn rhe 

desktop-publtsft·or-pertsh sel. 
(MaciVorld. February 1989( 

Niles & Associates, Inc., \4 15) 655·6666 
2000 Hearst Street, Berke ey, CA 94709 

Circle 399 on reader service card. 

ATTENTION DESKTOP PUBLISHERS! 

FREE 
SAMPLE 
Design studios charge as much as $10,000.00 to design a 
brochure, annual report, catalog, stationery system, or 
newsletter ••• We'll give you usable Pagemaker 3.0x templates 
of each- FREE. 

911 Graphics is a new concept in desktop publishing that gives you award
winning designs and templates with style sheets. ready to use. Imagine .. . 
your own library of great designs at your fingertips for any design project, 
from layouts to final art. 

For only a few dollars per layout, 911 Graphics templates for Pagemaker 
3.0 (or later versions} will save you countless hours of design time. Ready 
to use and easy to add your own creative touch. For details and a free disk 
with usable templates, write or call today. 

911 
911 Graphics, Inc. 
14621 Titus St.,/229 
Panorama City, CA 91402 

GRAPHICS {818} 785·5155 

"The nation's only award-winning design template seNice for desktop 
publishing and computer design.· 

Circle 494 on reader service ca rd. 
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Radius OuickColor 

on a 6 MIPS RISC processor 
to increase Apple's 32-bit 
Q uickDraw performance by 
up to 600 percent. Accele rates 
common graphics fu nctions, 
such as window movement 
and text scroll ing, by bypass
ing the Mac II p rocessor. 
$895. Hadius, 408/ 434-1010. 

RPBB Coprocessor Board 
Mac II series-compatible 
coprocessor that uses Motor
o la 's 88000 RISC architecture. 
Board has a built-in floating
po int processor. provides up 
to 7 million floating-point 
operations per second. 
provides 17 mmion instruc
tions per second. and oper
ates at 20MHz. 59575 with 
2MB DRA.J\1, 32K cache, 
sample programs, and user 
documentation. Tektronix, 
503/ 627-7343. 

SCSI Target Emulator & 
Error Generator 
Designed for SCSI random 
access devices to facilitate 
early testing and detection of 
production problems in 
asynchronous SCSI targets. 
Tests for margins, timings, 
and error conditions. DSC-
302A $1960; DSC-302B $2450. 
Ancot, 415/ 363-0667. 

Sorwr 600S Optical 
Subsystem 
Erasable optical 600MB sub
system. External un it consists 
of Sony optical drive and 
includes one Sony cartridge, 
two SCSI cables, Dolphin-

installed software, and a 
manual. Has universal power 
supply. ISO and ANSI 
compatible. 55995. Dolphin 
Systems Technology, 
714/ 558-3220. 

Super Digitizer Tablet 
Family of d igitizing tablets 
that can be used with pres
sure-sensitive stylus to vary 
line width, airbrush density, 
and color gradation. Comes in 
sizes ranging from 12 by 12 
inches and up. Prices range 
from $895 to $1295 for 
desktop d igitizers and $125 
fo r pressure-sensitive stylus. 
Wacom, 201/265-4226. 

Output from Super Digitizer Tablet 

Tecmar Helical System 
THS-2200 
SCSI interface, 8mm helical
scan tape subsystem is 
compatible with IBM 286/ 386 
and PS/2 compute rs, and all 
Macs. Designed for tape 
sto rage fo r high-capacity data 
backup and archival applica
tions. Interface kits are 
available for THS-2200 
compatibility with ind ividual 
system architectures. $6495; 
Interface kits $195 to S695. 
Tecmar, 216/ 349-0600. 

Twi11 Axcess for the Mac II 
Mac II board that has direct 
twinax attachment. Allows 
file transfer between a Mac II 
and an IBM AS/ 400 o r Sys
tem/3X. Supports up to sev
en concurrent host ses-
sions. S995. KMW Systems, 
800/ 531-51 67. 
(continues) 
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The table 
Apple would have designed, 

had ~eygone into 
the furniture business. 

Any company with the vision to create a 
product as elegant and useful as the Macintosh. 
would have hit it big in any industry. 

Fortunately, Apple. chose computers. 
We, on the other hand, chose to make 

furniture. More specifically, the MaCfahle. 
Like the Macintosh itself, the MaCfable was 

created to put information at your fingertips, 
quickly and easily. We accomplish this by 
thinking of the workspace not as an inflexible 
monolith, but as a network of individual 
surfaces onto which you can place each of 
your Mac components, like your printer, 
modem, external drive, mouse, even manuals. 
Everything with plenty of elbow room, easily 
within reach, and there when you need it. 

Next, e-ach surface tilts to optimize your 
eye-to-screen and hand-to-component 

efficiency. Rest assured that as your comfort 
increases, so does your productivity. 

Finally, there's the overall design- sleek, 
contemporary, and mindful of the future of 
your computing needs. Because MaCfable's 
surface panels can be arranged, your 
workspace can accommodate any model of 
Macintosh, from the Plus to the Mac II ... to 
who knows what. 

Surprisingly enough, all of this Mac-like 
versatility and European beechwood framing 
is more than affordable: only S299 for 
MaCfable and $139 for the optional roll-away 
cabinet (doubles as a Laserwriter stand); S279 
for the matching, ergonomically balanced 
chair; lateral file cabinet $239; bookshelves 
Sll9; and two-door cabinet $159. 

Circle 296 on reader service card 

MaCI'able. It's the workspace that organizes 
the tools that organize your life. And it's 
available by calling (800) 722-6263 which, 
by the way, is not Apple's phone number. 

Mac'Iable. 
The ultimate Mac peripheral 

== (ffi) 

To order your Mad'able or 
for more information call: 
TOLL FREE (800)722-6263 
inWA state (206) 481-5434 
Prices do not include U.P.S. shipping. 

~ScanCo 
I~ 0. Box 3217. Redmond. \VA 9!!073·3217 



TX SE/ 30 Display System 
Large-screen color display 
system for the Mac SE/ 30, 
with 16-inch display and 
72Hz refresh rate . Screen 
is coated ro reduce glare. 
$4495. E-Machines, 
503/ 646-6699. 

Voyaget· 030/33 
Accelerator card that plugs 
in to the main logic board 
of the Macintosh II o r llx 
and increases its performance 
by from 200 to 400 percent. 
Card is compatible with third
party peripherals such as 
hard disks, as well as with 

Xapsbat 

§ 
IIEW PROD UCTS------------

A/UX and other major soft
ware. $5195. Total Systems, 
800/874-2288. 

WM...!'n7n IJisk Drive 

Stand-alone 5 '!~-inch write
once optical disk drive that 
works with several computer 
platforms. Supports ISO
standard caJtridge, media, and 
fom1at for interchangeability. 
$3595. Toshiba, 714/ 583-3108. 

Xapshot 
Camera that uses 2-inch video 
floppies to record analog 
video still images that can be 
converted to digital using a 
standard video digitizing 
board or device and saved as 
TIFF, PICT, or other standard 
image files on the Mac. 
Designed for use in desktop 
publishing, image databases, 
desktop presentations, and 
similar applications. $999. 
Canon USA, 516/933-6300. 

SOF11VARE 

AcqK11owledge 
Waveform data analysis 
software designed to help the 
Mac work like a digita l signal 
processing workstation. Uses 
interactive wavefom1 display 
with cut, copy, and paste 
functions. Includes measure
ment and transformation, 
filtering and spectral analysis, 
and printing and file handling 
functions. 1MB min. memory. 
$495. Biopac, 805/967-6615. 

Aperture 
Visual information manage
me nt system designed to help 
architects, engineers, space 
planners, and faci lities 
managers build relational 
databases for information 
related to their drawings. Has 
report generator and online 
technical drawing capabilities. 
1MB min. memory. $795. 

AcqKnowletlge 

Aperture Technologies, 
203/975-7587. 

Artcare 
System for managing art 
galle ries. Records and 
coordinates gallery business 
functions such as inventory, 
sales and disbursements, 
specialized client lists, and 
catalogs. 1MB min. memory. 
Sl250. ArtCare, 212/222-7381. 

ASD Professiollal CAD 
Symbol Library 
CAD symbol library with 
more than 2400 architectural , 

Where will your electronic mails: 
Some people see electronic mail tion and productivity five minutes after installing it. 

as a simple desktop utility for shooting And five years after running it. 
messages down the hall. Period. Introducing Microsoft~ Mail version 2.0-the 

Microsoft, however, sees it as a only company-wide electronic mail system built so 
~~~ strategic businesS investment that you won't outgrow it. Now you can instantly send 

264 should dramatically boost communica- messages and files Mac~ to Mac, Mac to PC, Mac to 
CuSiomers insid< the 50 United Stat<S. call !8001 f>11·1261.1lept. j85. 1n Canada. call (416) 673-7638. Ouuid< the US. ard Canada. call C206l 882-8661. C Ulpyright 1989 Microsoft Corporatioo. All rights reser.-.d. Micmooft ard theM 



mechanical, electrical, and operate a Mac on a network ClipS hare rive numerical data. Supports 
electronic symbols for design or through modem connec- Network clipboard applica- four levels of Undo and Redo, 
and engineering profession- tion from another Mac on the tion that allows all Macs on a plus a feature called Don't 
als. Symbols conform to network or serial connection. network to share clipboard Do to cancel changes inune-
ANSI standards. $119.95. Provides file transfer between contents and messages. 1MB diately. Can be used to draw 
Advanced System Design, Macs, supports multiple zones min. memory. Network pie, bar, and line charts. In-
303/ 674-0375. and multiple serial ports, has license $295. Olduvai, eludes irs own basic spread-

telephone directory, and in- 305/665-4665. sheet and exports data into a 
11Je Bard's Tale eludes multiple levels of variety of other spreadsheet 
Game that revolves around password security. Operates Europeatl MacProof programs. 512K min. memory. 
the user's attempts to halt the as a desk accessory. 512K Proofing program for users $149. For Your Information, 
influence of the accursed min. memory. $299 for two who need to write in English, 805/733-2990. 
Mangar, the evil wizard, by pack; $199 for single pack. but who speak English as a 
leading an assembled cast of Microcom Software, second language. Checks for Flexware 
characters to victory through 203/798-3800. writing style, language usage, Point -of-sale inventory-man-
magic, sorcery, and wizardry. and spelling. Works with agement system that consists 
Characters represent ten ccmail LAN Aldus PageMaker, MacWrite of Point of Sale, Accounts 
professions and six status Electronic mail system that II , MacWrite 4.6 and 5.0, and Receivable, Inventoty Control, 
levels, and rounds of combat provides communications Microsoft Word 4.0. $249. and General Ledger modules. 
are fought to accumulate among users on remote net- Lexpertise Linguistic Software, Tracks customer information, 
points. 512K min. memory. works and electronic mail 800/354-5656 in the United credit history, back orders, 
$49.94. Electronic Arts, systems connected via gate- States; 41 38 55 31 31 in and inventory movement. 
415/ 571-7171. ways to mainframe mail Europe. Comes with 80 standard re-

services such as TeleMail , ports and can generate an 
Carbo11 Copy Mac EasyLink, and IBM PROFS. FlexiGraphs unlimited number of custom-
Remote operations product 1MB min. memory. $495. Software that lets you draw ized reports. 1MB min. mem-
that allows the user to cc:Mail, 415/ 321-0430. graphs and use them to de- (continues) 

tern be five years down the road? 
VAX~ potentially Mac to whatever. And, for the first Either that, or get a less sophisticated mail system. 
time ever, you can send and receive mail directly from And risk buyer's remorse. 
Macintoshe programs like Microsoft Excel and 
Microsoft Word-it's never been this convenient. --~so"'r· 

Call (800) 541-1261, Dept. ]85 for an eye-opening .0..,_ V 1• 
Mail2.0 Handbook or see your dealer for a demo. Making it all make sense· 26s 

r<gistmd trademarl<s and Making it oil IMM.....,. is a trademarlc of Miaoooft Corporation. Macintosh and Mac are r<gistmd trademarlcs of AP!)Ie Comput«, Inc. VAX is a registmod trademarlc of D;gital Equipment Corporation. 
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I D G List Services 

1·800·343·6474 

for MA · 508·879·0700 
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ory. $2995. Flexware, 800/ 
527-6587 or 818/ 961-0237. 

Gamblin' Times 
Assortment of games includ
ing craps, roulette, keno, 4 x 
4, blackjack, liars poker, stud 
poker, slot machine, tic tac 
toe. Supports Las Vegas mles 
and odds. Contains unlimited 
betting, rapid repeat bets, 
card counting, and adjustable 
speeds. 1MB min. memory. 
$47.95. Wilson Advertising, 
818/791-3656. 

The Gene Construction Kit 
Software that provides a 
graphical interface for ma
nipulating and tracking DNA 
sequences. Lets you cut and 
paste representations of 
DNA segments with attached 
comments. Graphical DNA 
editor keeps track of details 
automatically. Also can be 
used to create illustrations. 
Runs in color. 1MB min. 
memory. $895; academic 
price $495. File Searching 
Accessory $350. Textco, 
603/643-1471. 

11Je Gene C011struction Kit 

Iconizer 
Programmer's tool and re
source type collection. Con
tains more than 1000 icon, 
PICT, ACUR, and CURS re
sources for use in program
ming projects and customizing 
applications. 512K min. 
memory. $75. DiscTech, 
716/ 872-4693. 

IV Utilities 
Package of utilities for hard
disk mainte nance that lets you 
view and modify volume 
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information, file sectors, and 
file information. Lets you 
copy and paste volume sec
tors , and view them as a 
catalog tree block, an extens 
tree block. Lets you search 
your volume and files for 
decimal byte, and a decimal 
long. 512K min. memory. 
$49.99. cR&s, 8oon67-4911. 

KitlsMath 

KidsMatb 
Math education program for 
kids from preschool through 
third grade. Lets them move 
among eight different games 
designed to teach and re
inforce basic math concepts. 
Includes graphics, animation, 
and sound. 512K min. mem
ory. $49.95. Great Wave 
Software, 408/ 438-1990. 

LogoPower a11d Logo 
Superpower 
Create logos and publication 
graphics on a Mac. Enables 
the user to place a base 
object on a page, then add a 
graphic image; move; change 
sizes; change proportions; 
rotate; squeeze; skew; and 
clone images. 1MB min. 
memory. LogoPower $249; 
Logo SuperPower $495. 
Decathlon, 800/ 648-5640. 

LunaTrace 
Software that allows the user 
to load an optically scanned 
drawing or image directly into 
a CAD system without manu
ally converting it to CAD 
format. Can be used with all 
scanners that support PCX 
(continues) 



this, and paying for a new 
computer worlt souna so great. 

No one wants to pay for bells and whistles they don't 
need. But thafs what most people do when they buy a new 
computer. 

The vast majority don't need the latest technology
even for business. But they pay for it anyway. And end up with 
a bunch of high-priced extras that are unnecessary, such as 
music-making and color enhancements. 

The truth is, the basic technology behind computers 
hasn't changed much since the PC and Macintosh were intro

duced several years ago. 
And the basic things peo
ple need computers for-
communications, word 

processing, accounting 
-haven't changed 

Get a Mac Plus starting at $1,095, much either. Whafs 
ora similarly-co11/igured Lisa [rom $695. changed is the price. 

A sound solution. A reconditioned Apple computer 
from Sun Remarketing has the performance, capacity, and 
power you need to execute all of your applications. The only 
thing it doesn't have is a big price tag. 

Whether you need a single workstation or a whole net
work, Sun Remarketing offers a full line of Apple products from 
the Apple I I I to the Usa and Mac Plus; along with the necessary 
software and peripherals to tailor a system to your own needs. 

A no-risk guarantee. We're confident in the quality 
of our extensively-tested products. In fac~ we're so confident 

that we offer an unsurpassed 30-to 90-day money-back 
warranty* on everything we sell. If you're dissatisfied for any 
reason, just send the product back 
to us for a replacement or full 
refund. You won't find a more 
comprehensive guarantee anywhere 
on reconditioned or out-of-production 
computer products. 

Apple authorized. Sun 
Remarketing offers a lot more than From simple word processing 
. . . to amwal reports, compultTS from 
JUSt low-pnced computer eqwpmenl Su11 Remarketing will meet your 
As the only company authorized by business lleeds. 

Apple Computer Inc. to sell and service their used and out-of
production computers, Sun Remarketing gives you selection, 
service and support that no other dealer of reconditioned Apple 
equipment can match. 

Free catalog. You can't buy Sun Remarketing com
puter products in any store. But you can order them directly 
through our free catalog. Just mail the attached card or call our 
toll-free number today, and receive the new Sun Remarketing 
catalog with our complete line of Apple products. 

s~ 
Remarketing, Inc. 

Because you don't have to pay for 
unnecessary bells and whistles to get a com
puter solution with a nice ring to il 

For a free catalog call 
1-800-821-3221, ext 366. 

© 1989 Sun Remarkcling, lnc. P.O. Box 4059 Logan, Ulah 84321. FAX (801) 563-3226 ' Customer responsible for shipping cost 

Circle 186 on reader service card 



There's been a lot of fast THE IMAGESETTER 
talk lately about PostScript4l THAT GROWS WITH 
imagesetter speeds. YOUR BUSINESS. 

So we'd like to set the Speed is only one of the 
record straight, courtesy of reasons for choosing the 
the Seybold Report on Pub- S d 'I.e f 9600-PS. The color output 
lishing Systems. Their tests · ·J~;-R st~ 0ti more and more of your 
showed that the AGFA ·•. PostScr:;~ ~=:esetters customers are asking for is 
Compugraphic CG 9600- :. another. The 9600-PS is 
PS was faster than the Linotype~ .. "Z.ii*:'~;ii!P" ....... .,_...,~ specially calibrated to keep 
L-300, in six out of eight typical jobs. spot color-and process color-films in 

Simply put, its new PS-MAX raster image register for professional-quality output. 
processor (RIP) lets you run more jobs each And you can configure the 9600-PS to fit 
day. Which, of course, adds to your produc- your business, by adding our GenicsT"' RIP 
tivity and your bottom line. to output your traditional CG files, and a 

POSTSCRIPT lMAGESETTER COMPARISON CHART* 
MACHINE RES. (dpi) PRICE CLIPPATH ROSEITE SMALL MON01 35 FONTS NO PIX WITH PIX TROUT 

Agfa CG 9600 1,200 dpi $68,000 1:30 0:57 0:59 4:38 1:19 3:01 12:23 16:10 
Llnolype L300 RIP Ill 1,270 dpi $75,000 2:03 0:57 1:06 5:29 1:55 3:13 10:24 17:06 
o/o Difference 27% Oo/o 11% 16% 31% 6% (16%) 5% 



Hewlett-Packard-certified DirectSet'"' option 
to handle PCL files. Its modular design lets 
you upgrade either the RIP or the writing 
engine without replacing the entire system. 

Or breaking the bank. That's because our 
upgrades cost about half as much as our 
closest competitor's. Even the system itself 
costs less-about $7,000 less than an L-300. 

WORRY-FREE SERVICE 
AND SUPPORT. 

Like all AGFA Compugraphic 
equipment, our new imagesetter 
is backed by the industry's 
largest team of service rep
resentatives. If you ever 
need service, we guarantee 
that one of our representa-
tives will be in your shop 
within a single business day. 
Which is something our 

competition won't promise. 
And if they promise you a faster image

setter, just take another look at these numbers. 
If you'd like to speak with an AGFA 

Compugraphic representative or get more 
information, send in the reply coupon, or call 
us toll-free at 1-800-227-2780, extension 
9600 (in Canada 1-800-387-9533). 

I Moil to: AGFA Compugrnphic - - - I 
P.O. Box N l098, Now Btdford, MA 02746·9961 

0 I'm v<ry int<rtst<d in the CG 9600-PS. Pions. hov< a 
t(prtsentative contact me. 

0 I'd like to know more. Please send me mort information. 

Nam•--------------------------

Totle/Company --------------------

Address------------------------

City/State/Zip------------

Phone --------------------:-:M'""W--1"::"::"::"289 

AGFA + 
AGFA COMPUGRAPHIC DIVISION I 

- - - - - - - ~ 

Circle 114 on reader service card 



Don't Forget! 
Send for the latest 
edition of the free Con
sumer Information Cata
log. 0 The Catalog lists 
over 200 selected federal 
publications of consumer 
interest on subjects like 
health, nutrition, federal 
benefits, money manage
ment. 0 The Catalog is 
free and so are many of 
the booklets. 0 Just send 
your name and address, 
no strings attached. 
Write today: 

., Consumer Informat.ion Cente r 
., Dep artme n t D F 

Pue blo, Colo rado 8 1009 

A publac scrvace of this publication and the Consumer Information 
Center of the U.S. General Services Administration. 

Remember when 
computers were 
going to change 

tlieworld? 
Homelessness. Child abuse. 

Environmental disaster. TI1rough 
CompuMentor, people who know how to 
solve computer problems are matched up 
with resourceful, exciting organizations 
working to solve human problems. 

In the last rwo years, we've put 
computers to work for more than 200 

possible for you to replicate this miracle 
in your own area. 

For your free stan-up kit, just write 
or call our director, Daniel Ben-Horin. 

Individual and corporate suppon is 
also welcome. 

Together, we can make sure 
computers keep their promise. 

non-profits in the 
San Francisco Bay 
Area. Now it's CqmnllMentor 

§ 
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formal. Outputs as ASCII text 
file. 512K min. memory. 
$79.95. American Imaging 
Services, 800/ 234-7226 or 
214/ 484-3339. 

MacE11velope Plus 
Envelope and label printing 
software that performs postal 
bar coding, can import lists 
from any word processor or 
database, and maintains a 
database of up to 100,000 
addresses. 512K min. mem
ory. $295. Synex, 800/447-
9639 or 718/ 499-6293. 

Math Rabbit 
Mathematics program for 
children 4 to 7. Has digitized 
voice, sound effects, and 
music. Uses animated rabbit 
character to teach children 
basics of mathematics. 
1MB min. memory. $59.95. 
The Learning Company, 
415/792-2101 or 
800/ 852-2255. 

Old Fashioned Christmas 

Oltl FasiJioued Christmas 
Christmas clip art that 
includes 40 scanned images 
and is part of a series using 
historical illustrations from 
the 18th, 19th, and early 20th 
centuries. Others in the series 
are Sailing Ships, Automo
biles, Holidays, Musical 
Masters and Instruments, 
Broadsides and Word Frames, 
and Foods and Menu Illustra
tions. 512K min. memory. 
$39.95 per edition; sampler 

disk $9.95. Archive Art, 
213/ 538-7101. 

Onzate T)'}Jefaces 
Set of ten ornate typefaces, 
most with a Victorian flavor. 
Requires a PostScript output 
device. 1MB min. memory. 
$45. Ingrimayne Software, 
219/ 866-6241 

BILLY 

Ornate Typefaces 

PageMaker Stzulio 
PageMaker extension consist
ing of seven templates, each 
designed by a European de
signer, that can be used to 
create business documents 
such as product folde rs, news
letters, and annual reports. 
1MB min. memory. $169. Soft
ware Solutions, 212/353-3356. 

PersoualDefl 
CASE software that lets you 
use the Mac interface to 
design the schema for rela
tional databases. Supports the 
data types and index struc
tures specific to each of the 
following databases: dB2, 
Oracle, Ingres, Sybase, Rdb, 
Informix. 1MB min. memory. 
$2900. Deft, 416/249-2246. 

Plus 
HyperCard-compatible soft
ware toolkit that supports 
color and multiple window 
size; lets you create cards that 
can be displayed in any size; 
includes database and word 
processing fields so text can 
(continues) 
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Trade secrets revealed ... 

How To Save Money 
On Hard Drives 

and Other Macintosh 
Products! 

Would you like to save money? 
A lot of money? 

If so, before you go through the 
pain and expense of buying a nard 
disk drive for your Macintosh, 
there's something you should know. 
It's a trade secret that Apple and 
others would rather you didn't 
know. 

Just listen to this. Apple only 
offers three hard drive cl\oices. But, 
when you know how, you can have 
an almost unlimited selection. 

You can select a 20 megabyte or 
600 megabyte - or more- all from 
major brand name drive manufac
turers. You can even purchase the 
same drive that Apple sells! 

What's the secret? Everything 
that you need to know is explained 
fully on a diskette titled- BYOM. 

BYOM is published by UniMac. 
And, its yours for just seven bucks! 
A small price to pay for inside trade 
information. Wouldn't you agree? 

But, that's not all. Included is 
information on hundreds of prod
ucts you can buy from other compa
nies that will enhance the value and 
performance of your Macintosh! 

Now, here's the best news of all. 
We guarantee that this $7 invest
ment will save you money or we'll 
double your money back! No kid
ding. If BYOM doesn' t show you 
how to save money on your next 
hard drive using any of our internal 
or external kits, we will cheerfully 
refund you $14.00! 

So why wait? All you have to do 
is send us your request along with 
your $7. Send in your order today
and learn the trade secrets that 
we've dared to share! 

Universal MacProducts, Inc. 
942 Calle Amanecer, Bldg. A 
San Clemente, CA 92672 

Oh, lnj the way, a full-size poster of 
this illustration is available from our 
dealers. Details included with your 
order. Thank you. 

<DI989 Universal MacProducts,lnc. 

~~~~~~~~~~~BY~~:~ t~1td"';~:; ~nn~=~~!osh 
are salesmarks of UnivefSoll MacProducts, lnc. All other 
product or company names are trademarks of their 
respective rompames. All rights reserved. 
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The Story Of Apple"& Eve': 
[I] n the beginning, there was an Apple. & a 

lot of software. Cjreat stuff to use. Cjreat 
stuff for pirates to copy free. 

Then came a bigger, more powerful Apple called 
the Mae. The temptation for free software rose 
once more. & piracy again had its way. 

Then Eve arrived. To quickly end the free-loaders' 
rule. & the rest is histo-ry. 

Introducing EVE for the Apple-the 
software developer's key to a 
secure return on development 
investment. 

EVE protects Macintosh software 
from piracy-with a simple but 
virtually foolproof concept: The 

"""~.-.=!~software won't run unless the EVE 
hardware key is plugged in. And 
only those who purchased the soft
ware have a key that works with 
the program. 

lopers, EVE's imple 
is simple. Key codes 

imbedded in the software 
require a correct response 

from EVE any time the program 
is accessed. 
Without EVE, 
the software 
doesn't run. 

And to users, 
EVE is totally 
transparent. 
The software runs as if 
EVE wasn't even there. It~ 
that simple. 

KEY FEATURES: 
• For the Macintosh SE and II • 
Developer implemented • Com
pletely transparent to the user • 
Permits unlimited backup copies 
• Seven programmable security 
locks • Up to seven programs per key 
• Multi-level password-based access 
• Installs via any Mac ADB con
nector • Compact and easy to install 

EVE. The perfect companion to 
Mac software. For additional infor
mation, call Rainbow Technologies. 
European inquiries can be con
veniently made to Rainbow Tech
nologies Ltd, United Kingdom. 

Rainbow Technologies also provides 
~he Sentine!Pro and Sentinel-C 
hardware keys to protect software 

developed for IBM 
PCs, PS/2s and 

compatibles, and 
the Atari Sf. And 

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 

18011 -A Mitchell South , Irvine, CA 92714 • (7 14) 261-0228 • TELEX: 386078 • FAX: (714) 261-0260 
~~="-~~ Rainbow Techno logies, Ltd .• Shirley Lodge . 470 London Rd .. Slough. Berkshire. SL3 8QY, U.K .• Tel: 0753-41512 Fax: unJ-4JOIIU,·/ 

C 1989 Rainbow Technologies. All produc1 names.,. u•dcmarlts or 1hcir respcc1ivc manufae1urm. 
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be formatted and different 
fonts can be used. Includes 
a drawing environment and 
lets you create any shape 
buttons. 1MB min. memory, 
2MB for color. $199. Olduvai, 
305/665-4665. 

Prl11tBar 
Collection of Code 39, Inter
leaved 2 of 5, UPC, and EAN 
bar code fonts that enable the 
Mac to print bar codes on any 
Mac-compatible printer. In
cludes set of PostScript fonts 
that support high-resolution 
PostScript printe rs. 512K min. 
memory. $395. Bear Rock 
Software, 916/ 622-4640. 

Proposal Ma11ager 254/ 255 
Program for architects and 
engineers to create federal 
government proposals in 
accordance with standard 
forms 254 and 255. Runs with 
PageMaker and includes an 

interactive database genera
tor. 1MB min. memory. $279. 
Wordscapes, 415/968-8737. 

Publish-It 
Se lf-contained desktop pub
lishing program for the Mac
intosh designed for both 
professional and nonprofes
sional publications. Includes 
on-screen reference system, 
manual, 36 icons, and more 
than 70 sample page layouts. 
512K min. memory. $395. 
Timeworks, 800/ 535-9497 or 
312/948-9200. 

QuickerPri11t 
Programmer's source code 
engine that creates a print
able index for all marked 
lines of code in MPW. Does 
background printing with 
System 6.02. 512K min. 
memory. $89.95. B]] 
Kingston Software, 
914/ 462-4865. 

Sooner or later your Macintosh will need the security of 
data back-up. So the question is, which method? Removable disk 
media is too expensive. Floppies are too slow. And some systems/ 
media are too volatile. 

That's why the Braemar SX40 Data Cartridge Sub-system 
makes sense. There's no faster, safer method of back-up than 
cartridge tape. And now, the Braemar SX40 makes it affordable. 

Braemar is a leading manufacturer of tape-based systems 
for the OEM marketplace. In fact, we make many of the drives sold 
by our competition. 

So obviously we can back our claim. And build it for less. 

Dealers Circle 41 on Reader Service Card 

RetixMail 
Electronic mail system that 
allows Macintosh users to 

send and receive messages 
and share data files with 
other users on PCs, mini
computers and mainframe 
systems, and other Macin
tosh workstations using 
x.400 protocol. 100-station 
netw ork, including Retix 
OpenServer Message Pack
age and WAN network 

Publish-It 

adapter, approx. $7300. Retix, 
213/ 399-2200. 

ScrlptEdit 
Desk accessoty designed to 
make it easier for HyperCard 
users to create and modify 
scripts, or the instructions that 
control your HyperCard envi
ronment. Lets you display 
multiple script windows 
simultaneously. 1MB min. 
memory. $79. Somak Soft
ware , 619/942-2556 or 
800/842-5020. 

Sou11d Creative 
CD ROM disk in French and 
English offers library of 
sounds for use in presenta
tions and applications written 
in a variety of languages. 
$259 plus shipping charges. 
Creation Development Re
search, BP32 91470 Limours, 
France. 
(continues) 

TO ORDER THE SYSTEM THAT 
BACKS YOU UP, CALL. 

1-800-328-2719 
' 60Mb per Canridge Capacity. The SX40 uses the DEI or 
3M Series 2000 Data Canridge. 

"A WORLD LEADER B 
STORAGE TECHNgtg~~~ raemar • 
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After 10 minutes 
with us, most 

people can't keep 
their Word. 

It's easy to see why. 
With over 50 added features, our 

completely new MacWrite~II software 
delivers all the power and performance 
you'll ever need from a Macintosh word 
processor. Without any of the complexities 
or awkwardness of Word. 

In minutes, you'll discover the first 
program to take the process out of word 
processmg. 

Everything you need. 
Now it doesn't take an Einstein to format 

your page any way you want. Mac Write II 
can directly import graphics. Incorporate up 
to ten columns and include footnotes. 
Create custom font sizes from 2 to 500 
point and add your favorite styles right 
in the menu. 

Whatever your document winds up 
looking like, you can always rely on 
our 100,000-word dictionary to check 
your spelling. Our 220,000-word 
thesaurus to help you fmd the right 
word. And our extensive search 
and replace to globally change 
words, fonts, or styles. 

Circle 497 on reader service card 

sa~~8~'C~09rof2t}3:Al~~l. ~~~m~ g~ri~·i~~~~~'!ark 
ofCiaris Corponuion. MacWrite is a registered trademark of 
Claris Corporation. Macintosh is a registered t~Jdemark of 
Apple Computer. Inc. 

Once your document is ready, our 
editable page preview verifies it's letter 
perfect. From here, you can very easily send 
it out into the world with our mail merge 
capability. 

But don't toss out your old word 
processor just yet. At least not before you 
directly import your old files to Mac Write ll. 
Our file compatibility also lets you export 
files. 

We give you our word. 
With Mac Write ll there's fmally nothing 

standing between what you want to say 
and how you say it. So don't let anything 
stand between you and MacWrite ll. 
Calll-800-729-2292 ext.6 today for the 

Claris dealer nearest you. 



Checked out the price of color PostScriptqD 
printers lately? Was red the only color you saw? 

Well hold on to your mortgage, because 
now there's Freedom ofPressqD for the 
Mac. It's the remarkable software 
program that takes the output from any 
color PostScript application-like your 
desktop publishing, spreadsheet, paint or 
graphics software-and lets you create 
magnificent color output on nearly any non-PostScript 
color printer. For as little as one tenth the investment. 

Fact is, Freedom of Press works with over 40 of the 
most popular non-PostScript printers-both color and 

PostScript plotters and film recorders. All 
without giving up any of the fabulous font 
and graphics control that PostScript is 
rightly famous for. It even comes with 3 5 
BitstreamqD typefaces, equivalent to the ones 
you get with the AppleqD LaserW riterqD II NT. 

So why tum green with envy every time 
you see a color printout? With Freedom of 

Press, you can have the fUll rainbow of PostScript colors, 
without investing a pot of gold. Freedom of Press is just 
$495.00. PC version also available. Call l-800-873-4367 
ext. 460 today for complete information. 

Tb<colos 1"1" sbo ... fso,. >'f7tne<tcJ >ithAJobc lll•stn:Jo.e ..J AI&..* P•gc.lf•.,a Colos &tnuiOft .. • M.c II," .,..4 pn.uJ >ith f,ccJom o{P.m on • Snlo• CH-JJ04 colo• prio~n. 
Fru dom ofPrtu u • ttsUrcml tradttmri: ofC&mOn Appbcariou loc. PoMScnp: 11 a rta,nu:rtd rradtr:urk o( Adobe S)'tll:mt Inc. AU pro<h.o ru.mu J rt rrp.stt:ml tl*krw.rL of tht•r ruprttn~ owncn.. @ 1939 CAl 

CustomAppllutlonslnc. Building 8 • 900 Technology Park Drive • Billerica, MA 01821 • Tel: 508-667-8585 • Fax: 508-667-8821 
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Vocabulaty Creator DL 

Russian-English online 
glossary and LaserWriter 
fonts for teachers, students, 
and translators. Recognizes 
words in two languages and 
sorts them into separate 
alphabetical lists; creates 
vocabularies from its own 
text documents or from 
text imported from word 
processors. Requires 
ABTOP III dual-language 
font package. 512K min. 
memory. $74.95. GLPS 
Products, 919/933-6530. 

VocabuLeanz/ CE 
Vocabulary-based language
learning program that in
cludes a HyperCard stack and 
two 90-minute audio tapes. 
Flash card-style system uses 
nouns, verbs, and commonly 
used phrases. Available in 
French, German, Japanese, 
Spanish, and Italian. 1MB 

min. memory. $49.95. Penton 
Overseas, 619/431-0060. 

ACCESSORIES 

The Agio Arm 
Rotating desktop arm de
signed to lift Mac computer 
or monitor above a desk to 
increase workspace. Has 12-
by-12-inch platform, ma
chined components, and 
brass bushings. $119. Agio 
Designs, 503/690-1400. 

The Agio Arm 

/roll-Oil Transfer Toller 
Toner lets you print Mac-

derived images on plain 
paper and then heat-transfer 
them onto fabrics, metal 
surfaces, and other objects. 
Come in washable red, green, 
blue, and black. Compatible 
with laser printers. Profes
sional Transfer Cartridge $199; 
Personal Transfer Cartridge 
$79. Black Lightning, 800/ 252-
2599 or 802/436-3257. 

Mouse Master 
Device that enables the Mac 
512K or Mac Plus to switch 
between any of three input 
devices-joystick, mouse, or 
trackball. Has LED display to 
show the input port selected, 
and automatic reset. Comes 
with molded-plastic case. 
$69.95. Practical Solutions, 
602/ 322-6100. 

P.S. Computer Cover-ups 
Custom-cut cotton-blend 
washable covers for all Mac 

Mouse Master 

models. Animal faces includ
ing cats, dogs, mice, a rabbit, 
a bear with a bee on its nose; 
monograms available. Plain 
cover $20.99; animals $25.99, 
$30 for monograms. ~ 

To have your produd considered for inclusion in 
Ne.v Products, send on announcement with produd 
name, desaiption, minimum memory, peripherals 
required, pricing, company nome, ond phone 
mmber (and two copies of software) to New 
Products Editor, Mocworld, 50 I Second St., Son 
Frondsco, CA 94107. We reserve the right to edit 
srhmissions. 

America is worth fighting for. 
From the Atlantic to the Pacific, 

the Arctic to the Gulf, our land is con
stantly under attack from the polluters 
and despoilers. 

That's why Sierra C lub Legal 
Defense Fund attorneys are pursuing 
dozens of cases nationwide in defense 
of wildlife, rare habitats, the air we 
breathe and the water we drink. 

Most of our support comes from 
individual contributors like you. Please 
help us win. Because America is worth 
fighting for. 

I enclose my tax-deduClible contribution co save 
what I love mosc abouc America. Send me ) 'OUT 

quarcerly newsleccer.s in rerum. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund 
2044 Fillmore, San Francisco, CA 941 15 



A funny thing happens when you use our 
new page printer for the presentation of your life. 

Introducing the Silentwriter LC 890XL. 

Use our new Silentwriter0 for 

your next big presentation and be 

prepared for some extraordinary 

results. Skeptics turn into optimists. 

Furrowed brows rise in wonder. And 

impatient finger-tappers become clenched-fist sup-

porters of your ideas. 

A fantasy? Only if your team isn't using an 

LC 890XL. You see, this laser-class printer is in a class 

all its own. 

It's ideal for work inten-

sive , multiple user environ

ments. With a 68020 processor 

and 4 MB of main memory 

(expandable to 8MB), this work-

horse delivers volumes of eye-popping output and 

handles graphics-intensive applications easily. It's 

PostScript0 compatible, comes with 35 resident fonts 

and accepts many more. It works in all operating 

environments and with every leading desktop publish

ing and presentation software package. Plus it's from 

NEC, the $24 billion world leader in computers and 

communications. 

So the next time you have to make a big pre

sentation to a stone-faced, Mount Rushmore-like 

committee, look to NEC. 

One of the members of 

our Silentwriter family 

will bring them to life. 
NEC 

WE'RE MAKING THINGS BETTER FOR YOU. 

NEC Information Systems, Inc., 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough,,MA 01719. 1-800-NEC-INFO. In Canada, 1-800-343-4418. 
C&C ~-c--.- ® Copyright 1080 Nt:C lnformailo n Syst••ms. lnc. Sllc tuwrhcrlsa n.•glsu~rrd trndcmnrkuf Nl::C Curp. l'wnScript is a registered tnulemark of Adolx> Systems, Inc 



CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9 AM- 9 PM 
SATURDAY 9 AM- 6 PM (EASTERN TIME) 

Insight Expert Accounting Series 
by Layered Inc. 
A series of stand-alone or fully integrated 
accounting modules for general ledger, ac
counts receivable w/billing, accounts P,?Y· 
able, payroll, inventory control and time btlling 
which gives you answers, advice and analy-
sis. Now includes Data Import! ...... $409. 

WORD PROCESSORS & DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Advanced Software OocuComp ......... 89. 
Aegis Showcase FfX ...................... 1 89. 
Allan Bonadio Associates 
Expressionist 2.03 ..... .. ....... .. ........... 79. 
Aldus Corporation 
Color Extension .. .. ........................ 175. 
Aldus Persuasion ........................... 375. 
Page Maker 3.01 ........................... 389. 
Ashton Tate 
FuiiWrite Prolessional ...................... 249. 
Broderbund 
DTP Advisor .................. ... ............ .4 7. 
Caere 
Omnipage ..................... .............. 555. 

Clarls 
MacWnte 11 .................................. 185. 
Design Science 
Math Type 2.0 ................................ 79. 
Emerald City 
Smart Art I Text Eflects ........... . Special 85. 
Smart Art II GraphiC Effects ................ 85. 
Smart Ari lll Advanced Text Eflects ........ 85. 
Exodus 
Expresswrite .......... ......... .. ....... ...... 65. 
Lelraset 
Design Studto 1 ........ .. ........ .......... 459. 
Ready, Sel Go! 4.5 ....... .. ................ 275. 

Letra Studio .......... ....................... 275. 
LetraRmts (Va!ious Vol. 1-45 ea) ......... 65. 
Microsoft 
Microsoft Word 4.0 .......... .. .... ... ...... 249. 
New Horizon 
Word Maker ..................... ... Special 69. 
Niles & Associates 
EndUnk ...................... ................. 58. 
EndNote .......... .. .. .... .................... 75. 
Paragon Concepts 
Nisus v2.0 ........ ......................... .. 245. 
Preferred Publishers Vantage ............ 55. 
Quark, Inc. QuarkXPress V2.0 ......... . .489. 
QuarkStyle .................... .. .......... .. 175. 

PixeiPaint/Professional 
by SuperMac Software 
There's a Pixel Paint that's right for you. 
PixeiPafnt 2.0 ($225}, to get the 
most out of your 8-bit color Mac. Or 
PixeiPafnt Professional ($399}, the 
first true color paint program, which 
can grow with you from 8-btt to 32-
bit systems. Pixe/Paint Professional 
gives you advanced yet intuitive tools 
to let you create or modify photo~ra
phic-quality images for the first lime 
on a personal computer. 

Symantec 
More 11 .......... .. ... ... .. .... ............... 249. 
Symmetry 
Acta Advantage .................... Spec/a/ 65. 
T/Maker Company 
WrlleNow V2.0 ....... ........ ... ............ 109. 
U.S. Mlcrolabs 
Font Sizer ............. .................... .... 75. 
Word Perfect Corporation 
Word Perfect .......... .. ................... 1 85. 
Working Software 
Findswell ................. ....... ... .. ...... ... 36. 
Ouickletter .... ... .... .. ... ................... 73. 

MacKids Preschool Pack 
by Nordic Software 
MacK/ds Preschool Pack ($49}, includes 
six educational lessons in color. It teaches 
your child the ABC's, shapes, counting and 
more in a fun and exciting manner. Ten 
additional MacKids programs are available 
in black~ white format 

Quicken 1.5 
by Intuit 
Forget financial hassles with Quicken, 
the world's lt1 selling finance soft
ware. It's the absolute fastest, easiest 
way to do your personal or small bus
iness bookkeeping. Quicken slashes 
the time you spend on your finances 
by automating all your routine finan
Cial tasks, from printing recurring 
checks without typing, to providing 
detailed tax deduction summaries 
instantaneously. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $36. 

NETWORKING SOFTWARE & HARDWARE 
CE Software In/Out {5 user ,oak) ........ 129. Nuvotech 
ln/Oul (10 user pak) ........ .......... .... .. 189. TurboNel ST (DinB or 089) ................. 30. 
Quick Maill -S users ... .. ................ . 175. TurboBridge .......... .. ................ .. ... 319. 
Quick Mail1-1 0 users 2.0 ................. 259. Olduval Software Clip Share ....... .. .. . 109. 

Wealth Builder 
by Money Magazine 
WealthBuflder turns your PC/MAC 
into your very own financial planner. 
Taking into account your financial 
profile, the goals that you want to 
accomplish and the risk that you are 
willing to assume, Wea/thBuilder rec
ommends the best investments avail
able to fulfill your objectives. The pro
gram also allows you to change any 
information or assumption and view 
its impact on your overall financial 
picture. . ...... .. .. ............ S149. 

Dove 
FastNet Ill or Fast Net SEISE30 .. .. ..... .. 375. 
FastNet SCSI. .. .. ... .......... ...... ........ 7 49. 
Farra lion 
PhoneNET Apple Talk ......................... 9. 
Phone NET Din 8 or DB9 .................... 35. 
Ttmbuklu .. ....... .. ................ ......... .. 95. 
TrafficWatch .... .. ........... .............. .. 129. 
Ttmbuktu Remote ...... .. ....... .. ... ...... 195. 
Phone NET Repeater ... ................. .. . 325. 
Phone NET Star Controller .... ........... 1095. 
LaCie Silverserver .. ......................... 85. 
Nag nus FileMagic ......................... .49. 
Nlcrocom Software Carbon Copy . .. .. 119 
Nlcrosoft Microsoft Mail1·4 users ..... 195. 

Orange Micro 
Orange Port .. .. .. ...... ................. .... 209. 
Shlva NetModem V2400 ... ......... .. ... 439. 
Net Serial X232 ............ .. ............ .. 279. 
Nei Bridge or TeleBridge .................. 339. 
Tactic Software Font Share .......... ... 149. 
TOPS 
Tops 2.1 Mac ... ....... ................ ..... 145. 
Tops Dos or Net Prinl. ..................... 115. 
Tops Flash Box ....... .. .. ...... ... .. .. ...... 125. 
Tops Repeater .............................. 129. 
Tops FlashCard ....................... .. .... 159. 
lnBox-MacCoonection .. ................... .45. 
lnBox-Starter Kil ... ... .................. .. .. 149. 
Tops Teleconnector DinS or DB9 .......... 29. 

Business Sense 
by Monogram 
Business Sense is serious business 
software for the small to medium size 
business. It's easy to use and hard to 
outgrow. General Ledger, Accounts 
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Pay
roll, Invoicing and Budgeting functions 
are fully integrated in one powerful 
package. All this power is easy to use. 
If your business has what 1! takes. 
Business Sense from Monogram can 
take you all the way. . . . . . . . . . $269. 



DELIVERY 

FileGuard Extended Ed. 
& FileGuard 1.04 by A.S.D. 
FileGuard Extended Edition ($129} 
protects your hard drives from unau
thorized access (including security 
bypass with a system diskette), copy
ing and erasure; applications and ftles 
from unauthorized access, deletion 
and/or illegal copying; desktop (in
cluding system folder) from alterations 
by unauthorized users. FileGuard 1.04 
($95} is for those who require file 
protection only (encryption/decryp

..,....._---':.:.u..-;......w""""._,......,_ tion that is quick and automatic). 

MODEMS 
Abaton lnlerFax 12/48 ................ .. .. 265. Prometheus Promodem 2400M Ext 
Anchor Automation 
MacPac 2400E w/software & cable ...... 179. 

(MAcKNOWLEDGE & Cable/ ........... 199. 
Pronnodem 2400SE lnt 

Best Data Products 
SmartOne 2400/1200 

w/soltware & cable ............ Specia/ 145. 
Hayes Mlcrocomputing 
Smartmodem 1200 ........................ 295. 
Smartmodem 2400M w/smarlcom II .... .459. 
Practical Peripherals 
Practical Modem Mini 1200SA .. .. ...... .. .77. 

(MAcKNOWLEDGE & DA} ........ .. .... 209. 
Pronnodem 2400MII tnt (II, 1/x, 1/cx} 

(MAcKNOWLEDGE & DA} .............. 269. 
Pronnodem 9600M Plus Ext 

(MAcKNOWLEDGE & Cable} Specia/ 750. 
Supra Corporation 
Supra Modem 2400 ..................... .. 129. 
STF Direct FAXstf .......... .. .......... .... 445. 

Practical Modem 2400SA .. .......... ..... 179. U.S. Robotics 
MacCommpack (2400SA 

w/Microphone & Cable} ..... .. Spec/a/ 225. 
Courier 1200 (Hayes Compatible} .... .... 199. 
Courier 2400 (Hayes Compatible} ........ 335. 

Go Master & Joseki Tutor 
by Toyogo, Inc. 
Go: the oriental strategic board game. Go 
Master ($49): world's strongest pfaying pro
gram, "one of the most extraordinary auto
mated aids to Go instruction developed" 
(MacWorld June '89). Jose/ci Tutor {$30}: 
advanced corner-opening study. 

DESK ACCESSORY PROGRAMS 
Affinity Mlcrosystems Tempo II Specla/ 75. 
Alfinifile .......... .. .. .. ..................... .. 45. 
Casady & Greene, Inc 
OuickDex 1.4A ................ .. .. ...... .. ... 31 . 
CE Software Disk Top v4 .............. ..... 65. 
Deneba Software Comment 2.0 .... ...... 59. 
lcom Simulations MacKern .. .. .... ...... 115. 
Jam Software 
Smart Alarms w/Appl Diary .. .. ............ 49. 

Smart Alarms Multi· User Awl Diary 
(1-4 users} .......... ........ ........ .. ..... 99. 

Smart Alarms MuHi·User Appt Diary 
(5-B users} .... .. ...... .. .... .. ........ .. .. 149. 

Smart Alarms Multi· User Appt Diary 
(9-15 users} .............. .. ........ .. .... 199. 

Solutions, lntematlona1 Super Glue II .. 62. 
SmartScrap & The Clipper V2.0 ............ 45. 
Symmetry HyperDA (Req. 512K} ........ .49. 

Smart Art 
by Emerald City Software 
Smart Art from Emerald City Software 
brings custom text effects to your 
favorite word processor, page layout 
or presentation program. Wrth Smart 
Art you simply select one of the 
pre-programmed effects, customize it 
with the powerful, but simple controls, 
and place it in your document. Smart 
Art comes with the fifteen most 
wanted text effects for a word proces
sor, desktop publishing and graphics 
design. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . $85. 

Specials good through 
December 31 , 1989 

Now Toll-Free 
In Canada 
1-800-344-7753 

Monday thru Friday 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
(Eastern Time) 

Saturday 
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
(Eastern Time) 

Lunar Rescue 
by PCAI/(XOR) 
Lunar Rescue is an intense space adventure 
incorporating arcade-style action and free
market trading strategies. Battle against lunar 
weaponry (lasers, space cannons, bombs) 
and defend against attacks with decoys, 
shields and cloaking devices. . . . . . . . . $34. 

DATABASE MAUGEMENT 
Acius 4th Dimension v2.0 .......... ...... 469. 
4th Dimension (Free Upgrade} ........... 349. 
4th Dimension Runtime .. .. .. .......... ... 229. 
Actlvislon 
Reports for Hypercard ...... .............. .. 65. 
Apple Computer Hypercard ............. .42. 
Blyth Software 
Omnis 5 ..................................... 359. 
Borland Reflex Plus ....................... 1 85. 
Clarls File Maker II ......................... 229. 
Exodus Retriever .......... .. .......... .. .... 59. 
Fox Software FoxBase+ V2.0 .......... .. 255. 
RlxBase+ Multi-User V2.0 .. ........ .. ... . 355. 
RlxBase+ Runtime V2.0 .. .. .......... .. ... 155. 
Generation Four 
Multiuser Business Administration Series: 
MBtl Clients ......................... ........ 115. 
MBtl Distlist ............................. ... 115. 
MBtl Docutrak ............ .. ...... .. ........ 115. 
MBtl Inventory .............................. 115. 

MBtl Massmail .. ... ... ............ .. .. .. .... 115. 
MBtl Netmail.. .. .. ....... .......... .. ....... 115. 
MBt\ Personnel .. ...... .. ......... .. ........ 115. 
MBtl Projects .... .. ................... ...... 115. 
MBtl Ship rec ................... ......... ... 115. 
MBtl Telesell ................................ 115. 
MBtl Travelog ............................... 115. 
lcom Slmwatlons Formulator ............. 89. 
Microsoft 
Microsoft File 2.0 .. ......................... 125. 
Microsoft Ollice (includes Excel, 

Word, PowerPoint & MaiQ .............. 529. 
Odesta Double Helix Ill ........ ........... 339. 
DalaDesk Professional .................... 285. 

~(e~~r:d' iiiitiii5iieiS · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 199
. 

DAtabase .... .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... ...... .. ....... 69. 
ProVUE Panorama ............... Speclal 205. 
Software Discoveries 
RecordHolderPius .................... ....... 65. 

Checkwriter II 
by Aatrix Software 
Aatrix Checkwriter II allows you to 
print on virtually any business or per
sonal check. Reports include income 
vs expense, budge~ cash flow, check 
ledger, budget types and uncleared 
check summaries. Aatrix's Check
writer II also allows you to keep un
limited number of ledgers for different 
checking accounts, and can be op
erated as a desk accessory or as a 
stand alone program. . .. ...... $35. 
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Simply Accounting 
by Computer Associates 
Simply Accounting, lor small to me
dium size businesses, is sophisticated 
enough to please CPA's but simple 
enough to allow accounting and 
computer neophytes the power of a 
full accounting program. Includes 
general ledger, accounts payable, ac
counts receivable, payroll (50 state 
and federal tax schedules built-in), 
inventory and jobcost. It received a 
7.9 rating from lnfoworld and four 
mice from MacUser. .......... $219. 

DISK DRIVES/HARD DISKS/UPGRADES 
1 Meg SIMMS ........ .. .. ............ .. ..... Call 
Cambridge Maclite ZBB w/160k ........ 699. 
Maclite Z88 w/544k ___ _______ ___ ___ ____ __ 969. 
CMS 
SO Ser. MacStack SD20 (Mac+/SE/11) ... 519. 
SO Ser. MacStack SD30 (Mac+/SE/11) __ .539. 
Connectix Virtual VM1 ... _ .. _ .... ......... 519. 
Virtual VM2 ____ __ .... ____ __ . ____ ___ __ ____ __ _ .195. 
Virtual VM3 ..... . _ ... __ ... .... _ ....... __ .. _ .. 209. 
Cutting Edge Under The Mac 20 __ . __ __ 439. 
Cutting Edge BOOk Drive_ ....... ........ .. 149. 
Under The Mac 30 ......................... 499. 
Under The Mac 40 __ ____ ------- -- -----.. ... 549. 
Under The Mac 65 __________ _______ ____ ____ 629. 
Under The Mac 80 ..... .................... 739. 
Removable 44MB Hard Drive .. .. ........ 995. 
Dolphin Systems Flipper 44 ... __ _____ .1139. 
Flipper 150MB Tape Backup .......... .. 1419. 

MSE 4 (16 Mhz w/1 MB & Math Chip) .... 899. 
MacSnap524E(512Eto IMB) .... ....... 187. 
MacSnap 25 ......................... ....... 279. 
MacSnap 4S ...... ........... ---- --- -- _____ _ 549. 
MacSnap 524S (512E to 1MB w/SCS/) .. 239. 
MacSnap 548 (512K to 2MB) __ ______ ____ .419. 
MacSnap 548E (512E to 2MB) ..... .... _. 499. 
MacSnap 548S (512E to 2MB w/SCSI) _ .479. 
MacSnap Plus 2 (MacPius to 2MB} .... .. 312. 
MacSnap 2SE or 1024 Option _ ... ..... .. 312. 
SCSIInterfaceiPort .... ___ .. .. ............. 109. 
Epson Epson 40MB Internal ........... .. 435. 
Epson 70MB Internal ..... .............. .. . 555. 
Mobius Technologies 
MultiScreen Video Card ........ ... ........ 309. 
Peripheral Land 
Turbo Aoppy 1.44 Drive ......... Special 355. 
Infinity Turbo 40 MEG ........ .. ...... .. .. 1119. 

111e Dinosaur Discovery Kit 
by First Byte 
The Dinosaur Discovery Kit presents chil
dren ages 3-8 with a multi-media world lull 
of realistic and imaginative dinosaurs. Zug 
is a delightful talking magasaurus who helps 
children learn about dinosaurs and build 
early reading skills .. . .. .. ....... ...... $27. 

Integra 20 .. .. ..... ............. ............. 545. Pensonal Computer Peripherals 
Integra 30 ..................... .. ............ 595. Platinum Color. Optional Built-In Modems. 
Integra 40 .. .................. .. ............. 765. MacBottorn HD-45 (45MB SCSI} ........ 789. 
Integra 60 .. ........ ......................... 815. MacBottorn HD-70 (70MB SCSI} .... ..... 999. 
Integra 80 ....... ....... ........... .... .... 11 75. MacBottorn HD 84 (84MB SCSI) .. ..... 1249. 
Dove Computer Marathon 030 Ace ..... 969. HD-WSI.. .................................... 199. 

Word Maker 
by New Horizons 
The new high performance, personal 
word processor for the Macintosh. 
WordMaker's intuitive design makes 
it easy to learn and to use. It has a fast 
WYSIWYG display, headers and foot
ers for both left and right pages, color 

..,.,.:;;'l:fME-i-·1 capability, multiple document support, 
a 100,000 word spelling checker, print 
merge, and more! You can even wrap 
text around irregularly shaped graph
ics. It reads and writes MacWrite files 
for compatibility. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $69. 

BLANK MEDIA 
Single Sided 3'12" Diskettes 

Moriarty's Revenge 
by Bull City Software 
Moriarty's Revenge is an intriguing detec
tive game. Track a suspect around the world 
and determine his characteristics in order to 
catch him. Cases increase in difficulty. Com
puterized detective's notebook and ·over 
1,000 clues .. . .. .... .............. .. ... $32. 

MaxeiiJY1' DS/DD Disks {box of 10) .... .. 16. 
Bulk (Sony} 3'12' SS/DD Disks I 10} ........ 14. lkrbatim JY1' DS/DD Disks (box of 10) .... 15. 
Sony 3'12' SS/DD Disks {box of 10) ....... . 16. 
Double Sided 3112" Diskettes 
BASF JY1' DS/DD (box of 10} ...... __ ...... 15. 
Bulk {Sony) 3'12' DS/DD (10) ............... 14. 
Centech 3Yz' DS/DD Color Disks {10) .... 19. 
Sony 3YI' DS/DD Disks (box of 10) ....... 15. 

3M JY1' DS/DD Disks (box of 10) ..... ... .. 20. 
High Density 3112" Diskettes 
Sony 3YI' HD/DD (10) .... .......... .. ... .. .. 31. 
Verbatim 3'h' HDIDD {10) ......... ....... .. 31. 
Dolphin Flipper 44MG Cartridge ......... 115. 
Peripheral Land Turbo 40 Cartridge .... 1 09. 

Datastor 8000 
by Microlytics 
Datastor 8000 Personal Organizer 
is a portable, pocket-size information 
manager that reminds, notes, files, 
transfers, calculates and organizes 
your life. Carry important information 
with you by downloading it from your 
computer to the Oatastor 8000 Per
sonal Organizer. When you return, 
any information you entered can be 

l __ J~~~~--J easily uploaded to your computer. It's all you need to get on top of things ... 
and stay there .. . .......... ..... $95. 

OUR POLICY * VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. No surcharge. * Your credit card is not charged until we ship. * If we must ship a partial order, the shipment that completes the order is 
sent freight free. 

* All shipments insured; no additional charge. 
* Upon receipt and approval, personal and company checks now clear 

the same day for immediate shipment. * No sales tax except orders shipped within CT. add 8% tax. 
* COD maximum $1000, cash or certified check. COD orders ship via 

UPS Blue Label unless UPS Ground delivers next day. * 120 day limited warranty on all products. Defective software replaced 
immediately. Defective hardware repaired or replaced at our discretion. 
Prices subject to change without notice. All items subject to availability * Call us anytime Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00 Eastern Time, or 
Saturday 9:00 to 6:00 Eastern Time. You can call our business offices 
Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 5:30 Eastern Time at (203)375-3560. * Purchase Orders accepted at our discretion, for more information call 
(203)378-1926, 9:00 to 5:30 Eastern Time. 

SHIPPING * Continental U.S.; Add $3.00 per order to cover Federal Express Standard 
Overnight Service, unless UPS ground delivers next day. Some areas require 
an additional day. * All (instock items) ordered by 7:00PM Eastern Time Monday thru Friday will 
ship that evening for overnight delivery, barring computer failures or other 
catastrophes. 

* Alaska, Hawaii, outside Continental U.S., APO and FPO; call (203)378-
3662 or write for shipping information. * Mail-in orders (especially from foreign countries). please furnish telephone or 
fax number. 



TOLL 
FREE 

Hyper X 
by Millennium Software 
Hyper X is the The HyperCard Expert 
System. Teach HyperX how to trou
bleshoot problems or provide advice 
when you're not around. Distribute 
expertise anywhere you have a Mac. 
Applications include: intelligent data
base interfaces, data analysis, com
puter assisted instruction, trouble
shooting, automate complex proce
dures and executive information 
systems. Provides an excellent intro-

..._ ____ _........,.....,....,......, duction to expert systems ...... $69. 

HYPERMEDIA & LANGUAGES 
Aztec C + SOB ............................... 95. Bantam Publishing 

Complete HyperCard Handbook ........... 23. Aztec C + MPW .......................... .... 95. 
Microsoft Quick Basic .......... ....... ..... 65. Beacon Technology 

Hyper Bible King James ....... ...... .... ... 145. Millennium Software 
Hyper Bible International ... ... ... , .. , ...... 175. Hyper X .............................. Speelal69. 
Borland Turbo Pascal ......... .... ...... .... 68. Olduval Corporation Olduvai Plus .. .... 1 09. 

Bright Star Technology 

Monsters & Dinosaur Days 
by Learning Lab 
All kids love Monsters and Dinosaurs. What 
better way to encourage writing skills and 
have hours of tun to boot! Kids create limitless 
characters with a mouse click using multiple 
backgrounds and hundreds of pieces of clip 
art Built-in word processor. ........ $24 ea. 

Power Up Hyper Tutor .... .. .... ...... .. .. .. 29. 
Hyper Animator ........ ........ .... .. ...... .. 99. Smethers Barnes 
Broderbund 
Whole Earth Catalogue 

lCD ROM) ............ .................... .. 89. 
Consulair Mac 68000 Dev. System .... ... 57. 
Mac 68020/030 Dev. System .... .. .. .. .. .. . 99. 
Digitalk, Inc. 
Smalltalk/vmac ....... .... .. .. .... ...... .... 129. 
Hyper Press Icon Factory ....... ... .... .... 29. 
Script Expert. ...... ...... ... .. .... . , ........ . .45. 
Intelligent Developer .. ...... ............ ... 219. 
!com Simulations 
HyperTMON ..... .. .. .. ... .. .. ............. ... 59. 
TMON ... ... .... ... .. ........ .......... ........ 89. 
Individual Software 
101 Scripts& Buttons HyperCard .. ...... .. 35. 
Manx Aztec C .. .. .................... .. .... .. 63. 
Aztec C Unitools ........ .... ................ . 63. 

Prototyper ....... .. .. .. .. .. .................. 189. 
Somak Software ScriptEdit ................ 55. 
Symantec 
Think C .. .... ........ .. .......... ........ .... 155. 
Think Pascal .... .. ... ..... ........ .. .. ........ 95. 
Just Enough Pascal ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. ...... 47. 
TENpolntO Focal Point II .. .. .. ........ .... 117. 
the Result Software 
Dialoger .. ....... .. .. ....... .. ..... .. ....... ... 59. 
Timeworks Hyper works Organizer ........ 60. 
Trendware Corporation 
Stack Cleaner .................. ...... .. .. .... 29. 
Hyper Tools 1 or 2 ........ .................... 52. 
XCAL .... .. ......... .. ........ ... ... .. .. ..... .. 79. 
T.M.L. TML Pascal II V3.0 .. ............ .. .. 109. 
TML Source Code Library II ..... ... .. ...... . 39. 
Zedcore ZBasic 5.0 ........ .. .... .. .. ....... 89. 

Exposure & Direct Mail 
by Preferred Publishers 
Exposure ($54} is an integrated CDEV 
screen graphics utility for screen cap
ture, patnting and formatting of color 
and gray scale images. Unique format 
includes built-in painting tools and 
fonts. Direct Mail {$55} is the complete 
correspondence solution for labels, 
envelopes, addresses, form letters and 
telephone dialing. Easily searches, 
sorts and mails address files for select 
mailing, merging or exporting. Avail
able as DA or application. 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
3GGraphlcs 
Images wnmpact Graphics & Symbols ... 52. 
Images wnmpact Bus1ness 1 .......... .. .. . 65. 
Adobe Systems Adobe Illustrator 88 ... 289. 
Streamline .......... ....... ........... ...... 229. 
Adobe Collector's Ed. 2 ............ ....... 139. 
TrueForm ............ ... .. ...... ....... ... ... 229. 
Newsletters ... .. ...... .......... ......... ... 239. 
Forms & Schedules ............... .... ..... 289. 
Presentations .................. .... ....... .. 289. 
Aldus Freehand ...... .......... .. .. ... .... 349. 
Allsys Corp. Fontographer 3.0 .......... 249. 
FONTastic Plus 2.02 .. ... .................... 51. 
Art Importer .... .. .. .. : .. .. .. ........ .. ....... 69. 
Broderbund Print Shop .. .. ..... .. .. .... ... 35. 
Poster Maker Plus .. ..... .. ......... ... ... ... 35. 
Drawing Tables ...................... .. .... ... 75. 
Ca~ & Greene VIVid Impressions .. ... 67. 
Quill Pack {vol. 8 & 20) ............. .. .. .. ... 89. 
Headline Pack (vol. 10-12} ........ .... .... 125. 
Modern Pack {vol. 7, 14·18} or 

Distinctive Pack {vol. 8, 19·22) .. ....... 159. 
Class1c Pack {vol. 3-6, & 13) ... .... ... ... . 159. 
CE Software Calendar Maker ............. 32. 
Claris MacPaint II .. ....... ......... ........ . 99. 
MacDraw 11 ........ ...... . .. .. .. . ... ..... .. .. 299. 
Claris Cad ... .... ..... ... .................... 599. 
Computer Assc. Cricket Draw ... .. .... .. 139. 
Cricket Paint. ..... .. .. ...... ................. . 65. 
Cricket Graph .... ...... ............. ....... 115. 
Cricket Color Paint... .. .................... 179. 
Cricket Presents .. ...... ... ........ .. .. ... .. 285. 
Deneba Software Canvas 2.0 

(Includes Desl< Accessory} ..... ........ 169. 
Dream Maker Cliptures (vol. 1 or vof. 2} .. 69. 
MacGallery {HyperCiJJd or Pain~ .... .. ..... 27. 
Dubi-CIIck Software 
World Class Fonts: Originals 1 & 2 ........ 42. 
World-Class Fonts: Stylish 3 & 4 .... ...... .42. 
World-Class Fonts: Giants 5 & 6 ......... .. 42. 
World-Class Fonts: Triples 7 & 8 ...... .. .. .42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 1 

Aukland, Calais, Metropolitan ...... .. .... 42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 2 

Hoboken, lxtapa, Saigon ................ .42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 3 Versailles ...... . 42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 4 

El Paso, Tijuana ............ .. .. .... .. .... . 42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 5 Hancock Park 42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 6 

Symbols Gabre, MathWhiz ....... ... ..... 42. 
World-Class Lasertype. 7 Frankfurt .. .... .42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 8 Santa Monica .. 42. 
World-Class Lasertype: 9 Aspen .......... 42. 
WetPaint: Classic Clip Arlit & 2) .. ........ 42. 
WetPaint: Publishing 13 & 4/ .. .. .... ........ 42. 
WetPamt: Ammal Kingdom 5 & 6) .. ...... .42. 
WetPaint Special Occasions (7 & 8) ...... 42. 
WetPaint: Printer's Helper 19 & 10) ........ 42. 
WetPaint Industrial R~lution 11 1 & 12) 42. 
WetPaint: Old Earth Almanac 113 & 14) .. .42. 
WetPaint: Island Life 115 & 16} .. .. .. ...... .42. 
WetPaint: All the People 117 & 18} .. .. ..... 42. 
Electronic Arts Studio 8 (Mac/1} ........ . 299. 
Studio 1 .. .. .. .. ...... ......................... 99. 

~~~~C~~~~o~v. ~~i~-3~-~~~~s_ ::~j: 
Clip 3D Fonts ...... .. .. .. ............ .. .. .... 57. 
Clip 3D Geography ................ .. ........ 57. 
Clip 3D Lifestyle .. ....... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... 57. 
Clip 3D Messages .............. ... .. .. ...... 57. 
Clip 3D People .......................... .. .. . 57. 
Clip 30 Recreation .. ................ .. .. .. .. 57. 
Foundation Publishing Comic People .. 22. 
Comic Strip Factory .. .............. .. .. ..... 39. 
Generic Software Generic CADD ........ 85. 
Basic Home Design .. .. .... .. .. .. .......... . 32. 
Bathroom Design ................... ........ .49. 

CommiResidential Plumbing .. ............. 32. 
Cornm/Residential Furnishing ............. 32. 
Row Charts & Schedules .. .. .. ............. 16. 
H.V.AC. Heat!VenVAir Conditioning ....... 32. 
Home Landscaping .......... ............... 16. 
Kitchen Designs ........ ..................... 49. 
Landscape Architecture ............. ....... 49. 

~~~i~~~ Mini ca(J·+·.·.·.·.-.·.-.·.-.·.·_·s;;ecJa; 4~~: 
Blueprint ............. ......... .. .. .......... 349. 
lnformlx Wingz ....... .... ..... ........ ... .. 259. 
Innovative Data Design Dreams .. .. .... 265. 
Residential Construction .................. 135. 
MacDraft 1.2B ........ .. .. .. ................ 144. 
Klex Software MacConcept ... Special 999. 
Letraset lmageStudio 1.5 ................. 275. 
MacroMind MacroMind Director ...... .. .449. 
VideoWorks Hyper Card Driver ............ 60 . 
VideoWorks Accelerator .. .............. .. 118. 
VideoWorks 11 ........ ....... ................ 175. 
Math Soft Math CAD ...... .. ............... 309. 
Metro lmageBase Art Deco ..... Spec/al 85. 
Borders & Boxes ........ ... .. ...... Speclal 85. 
Business Graphics ................ Speclal 85. 
Computers & Technology .. ...... . Speclal 85. 
Exercise & Fitness .. ...... ........ . Special 85. 
Food ...... .. .............. ....... .. .. Specla1 85. 
Four Seasons ............ .......... . ~al 85. 
NewletterMaker ................... . Special 85. 
Nine to Five ........................ . Speclal 85. 
People .. .. ...... .............. .. .... ~185. 
ReportMaker ............... , ...... . Speclal 85. 
Team Sports ........................ Speclal 85. 
Travel .. .. .. ........ .... .. .. .. ........ ~al 85. 
Weekend Sports ... ...... .......... Special 85. 
Micro: Maps MacA!Ias Hyper Atlas .. .. ... 59. 
MacA!Ias Paint v2.0 .. .. .............. ...... .45. 
QuickMap .......... ........... .. ............. 59. 
MacA!Ias Professional 

(PICT/MacDraw Version} ...... .... .. ... 1 05. 
MacA!Ias Presentation Pack .............. 1 05. 
Microsoft Microsoft Power Point 2.1 ... .. 249. 
Mlcrospot Maclnteriors .... ............... 199. 
MacPiol Color Thermal .... .. ...... ........ 339. 
MacPiot DMA Bectrostatic .. .... ........ 1715. 
MacPlot DMA Color Thermal .. .... ....... 889. 
MacPiot Electrostatic ...... .. .. ............ 685. 
MacPiot Pen Plotter Professional .. ....... 275. 
MacPiot Pen Plotter Standard ............ 135. 
Miles Computing 
Mac the Ripper or Orchestra of Fonts .... 32. 
People, Places-Things or Taking 

Care of Business .... ........ .. .... .. .. .... 32. 
Mlndscape Zing .............. ............. 125. 
NuEquallon Nu Paint .. .. .. .... .. .. ......... 88. 
Paracomp Swivel 3D ...... ................ 245. 

~r~!~~~o~iilliisiiers ·ExiiQSure ·s;;ecian~: 
Silicon Beach Software SuperCard .... 128. 
SuperPaint 2.0 .... ........ .. ............... 128. 
Digital Darkroom .. ................ .. ....... 249. 
Super 30 2.0 ...................... ......... 315. 
SoftStream HyperHIT .. .... ............... 125. 
Solutions International The Curator .... 72. 
Springboard Certificate Maker .. .... ...... 22. 
Springboard Publisher .... .. .. .... .. ...... 1 09. 
SuperMae Software 
Pixel Paint v2.0 . .. ........ ...... . Special 225. 
Pixel Paint Prolessional. .. .. .... . Special 399. 
Synergy KaleidaGraRh ........... ......... 145. 
Tactic Software Art Clip vol 2 ...... .. ... .. 69. 
Art Clip or Artfonts 1, 2 or 3 .. .. .... ...... .49. 
Taylored Graphics Fonlliner .............. 79. 
TimeWorks Publish· II! ......... . Special 219. 
T/Maker Christian Images .......... ........ 35. 
ClickArt EPS Illustrations or 

EPS Business Art. ................... .... .. 7 4. 
Zed cor DeskPaint 2.0 ....... ............. .. 65. 

IIHI::+IIIIIIII FAX: 203/381-9043 
I I ~(- · Inquiries: 203/378-3662 

Canada: 1/800/344-7753 
~: · 75 RESEARCH DRIVE 
:~ STRATFORD, CT 06497. 

·r-n=H· 1/800/832-3201 



BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Abacus Concepts StaiView II (Mac+, 

SE, II w/68020 & 68881} ............... 295. 
StatVIew SE+ Graphics ....... .. ........... 225. 
A. E. C. Fast Track Schedule ........... .... 115. 
AEC Informal ion Manager .. ... ....... ..... 409. 
Antle Software 
Rexforrns Business Template 1 ........ .. . .49. 
Flexforrns Bus1ness Template 2 ............ 49. 
Ashton Tate Full lmpacl ... .. ....... .. .... 249. 
BrainPower Archil ext ....... .. ............ t 69. 

Sound Clips Vol. 1 or 2 
by Tactic Software 
Anyone can make that impact pres
entation when they use Sound Clips 
Volumes I or II by Tactic Software. 
Each Volume has over 115 high quality 
sounds for use with Hypercard, Mac
Recorder, Video Works Director or 
Plus! Dazzle your audience with on 
screen effects but win them with high 
quality sounds that drive the message 
home with Tactic Software Sound 
Clips . .......................... $49. 

Palo Alto Software 
Business Plan Toolkit .... .. .... .. ....... .. .. . 7 5. 
Paracomp Milo ............................ 155. 
Portfolio Systems OynoDex .... .. ... ..... 89. 
Power Up Calendar Creator .... ........... 38. 
Address Book Plus (Book Binder} ...... .. .. 85. 
Fast Forms .............. .....•................ 89. 
Preferred Publishers 
Direct Mail. .. ... ..... ............... Special 55. 
Pro Plus WaiiStreet lnvestor V3.0 .... .. .. 449. 

Bulk Mailer 3.3 
by Satori Software 
Bulk Mailer is a powerful program specifical
ly designed for managing mail lists. It does 
everything you could want in a mail list pro
gram, including duplication elimination, zip 
and alpha sorts, plus much more. . . . . $78. 

Chang Laboratories CA I.. ... Special 225. 
MacCalc ... .................... ...... ......... 83. 
Claris MacProject ll ....................... 379. 
Smartlorm Designer ........ ..... .... ...... 299. 
Individual tO I Macros For Excel. .... ..... 35. 
Mainstay Capture .... ..... ... .. ............. 49. 
Mac Row 3.0 ....................... ........ 125. 

Satori Software 
Bulk Mailer 3.3 ..................... Special 78. 
Bulk Mailer Plus .. .......................... 189. 
Select Micro Systems, Inc. Exstatix .... 209. 
MapMaker v4.0 .. .. .. .... .. .......... ....... 239. 
SoftStream Endeavour Planner ........... 99. 
Soft View MaclnUse ....................... .42. 

Mac Schedule ................ .. ..... .. ..... 109. Form Set Business Forms .................. 52. 
Micro Planning International 
Micro Planner 6.0 .... ......... ........ ..... 325. 
Microsoft Microsoft Works 2.0 .. ......... 185. 

Symmetry KeyPian .. ...... ........ ........ 279. 
Synex 
Mac Phone Book ........... .. .... ...... ..... .45. 

Microsoft Excel 2.2 ... .. ....... .......... .. . 249. 
Micro Trading Software 
Stock Watcher ....... .. ..... .. .. ............ 185. 
Nolo Press Will Maker 3.0 ................ .. 32. 
For the Record ...... .. ................. .... .. 28. 

Mac Envelope 4.t .... .. ............. ........ 55. 
Mac Envelope Plus .. ...... ............. .. .. t18. 
Systat Systal4.0 

(Specify MacPius, SE or Mac II} ....... .459. 
Fastat .. ...................... .. ...... .. ...... 165. 

Electronic Art 
by Metro lmageBase 
High quality, 300dpi, electronic art 
created by leading professional illus
trators. 4 ttmes sharper than "clip art". 
Enhances brochures, menus, news
letters, reports and presentations. One 
large image per file (100 files per 

It · . . package). Volumes include Newslet
·t~ ~ ter Maker; Computers & Technology; 
• , • Business Graphics; Report Maker; 

~·-:. """"'" .. ~ ._ ~ Four Seasons; Nine to Five; Art qeco; 
<-=·.;. ,.,.?".. ~ ~ Borders & Boxes; People; Exerctse & 

·· .. Fttness; Team Sports; Weekend 
Sports; Travel; Food. . . ... ... $85 ea. 

EIITERTAIIIMIIIT SOFTWARE 
Access 
World Class Leader Board Goll .. .......... 27. 
Accolade Hard Ball or Mean 18 ........... 27. 

Mlcroleague Sports 
MicroLeague BaseBall II .. ....... _ .... ...... 39. 
MlcroProse Pirates ..... ........... ......... 34. 

4th & Inches ...... .. .................. ........ 27. 
FasiBreak ... . _ ............... .. ..... ...... .... 27. 
Grand Pnx Circuit... ....... ....... .. .. ....... 27. 

Microsoft Flight Simulator 1.02 .... ...... . 32. 
Miles Computing Inc. 
Harrier Strike Mission II or 

Actlvislon Universal M1hlary Simulator 
or Manhole ............ .. ......... .......... 30. 

Manhole CD ROM ...... .. .. ................. 35. 
Cosmic Osmo _ ............ .. ......... .. ...... 42. 
Artworx 

The Foors Errand .. .. ..................... 32. 
Puzzle Gallery ... ... ......... .. .... ... ....... . 27. 
Might and Magic .. ........... .... .. ........ .. 35. 
Mlndscape 
Balance of Power 1990 or 

GraiiQuest or Daily Double Horse Racing 19. 
Bridge 6.0 .. .... .. .. .. ............ ....... ..... 24. 
Bethesda Softworks 
Wayne Grelzky Hockey .................. .. . 39. 
Broderbund 
Ancient Art of War or AI Sea ............. ... 27. 

Crossword Magic ......................... 30. 
Deja Vu or Deja Vu II ............... .. .... .. . 30. 
King 01 Chicago, Shadowgate 

or Siboot .............. ..................... 30. 
Defender olthe Crown. Colony 

or The Uninvited ....................... ... 30. 
ShulflePuck Cafe or Star Wars ...... .. ..... 24. 
SlmCity ... ...... ................. .............. 29. 
Bullseye Software 
Fokker Triplane Right Simulator .. .......... 24. 
PSI Mustang or Ferrari Grand Prix ...... .. 32. 
Casady & Greene, Inc. Crystal Ques1... .25. 
Crystal Ouest w/Criller Editor ........ ...... 4t. 

Captain Blood, Hostage or Gauntlet... .... 30. 
PCAI(XOR) 
MacGolf or Lunar Rescue ....... . Special 34. 
MacCourses ..... ................... .......... 20. 
Road Racer ............... ........ .. .......... 39. 
Mac Goll Classics ....... ........... ..... .... 53. 
NFL Challenge .... ..... ... ... ... ............ . 53. 

SmartOne 2400/1200 
by Best Data Products 
The Smart One 240011200 - a complete 
package for the Mac. Includes free commun
ication software, free cable assembly, free 
access to Compuserve and Con-nect Profes
sional Information Network. 100% Hayes 
compatible. Two year warranty. ...... $145. 

Centron 
Crapsmaster. Roulellemaster 

or BlackJack Ace .................... .. .. . 27. 
Pokemasler or Baccaratmaster ............ 27. 
Casino Master ......................... ... .... 49. 

Premier Technology Net Trek ... .. ..... ... 35. 
Strategic Conquesl Plus 2.0 ......... .. .. .. 35. 
Prlmera Smash Hit Racquetball II .. .... .. . 1 B. 
Shodan Leprechaun ............. ........... 35. 
Sierra On-Line 

Casino Master (Mac II} ...................... 55. 
Data East Super Hang On .. .. .. ........... 27. 
DataSoft Time & Magik .. ............. .. ... 29. 
Hunt for Red October ......... ....... ....... 32. 

Space Ouest or Space Ouest II .. .. ...... .. 29. 
Leisure Suft Larry, Silpheed 

or Gold Rush ... ......................... .. 23. 
Police Quest or ManHunter ................ 29. 

Discovery Software Arkanoid ............ 26. 
Electronic Arts 

King's Questl. ll or Ill .. .................. .... 29. 
Silicon Beach Software 

Bards Tale ............. .. ....... ..... .. ...... 32. 
Chuck Yeager Right Simulator .. ...... ..... 32. 
Star lleetl .............................. .. .. _ .. 36. 
One-On-One, Pinball Construction Sel 

Seven Cities of Gold, SkyFox, or 
Patlan vs Rommel. .. ... .. .......... .. .. ... t5. 

Airborne or Enchanted Scepters ........... 15. 
Dark Castle or Apache Strike ........... .. . 32. 
Beyond Dark Castle .... ........... ........ .. 32. 
Sir-Tech Mac Wizardry ..................... 35. 
SoftStream, Inc. Colour Billiards ...... ... 35. 
Mac Man or Solitaire DA .................... 23. 

EPYX Software Toolworks 
Sub Bailie Simulator (Mac or Mac/f) ..... .. 29. 
Hayden Software Sargon IV .. .. ..... ..... 29. 

Chessmaster 2100 ... .. .. .......... .. ....... 32. 
Ufe & Death ........... .. .. .. ........ ...... ... 32. 

PUBLISH-IT! 
by Timeworks 
PUBUSH-m is the first completely self
contained desktop publishing program for 
Macintosh computers. It allows both profes
sional and non-professional business com
municators to write, design and produce 
dynamic sophisticated documents ... $219. 

Hyper Press Silver Screen ................. 40. 
lnfocom 
Leather Goddesses ol Phobos ... ...... .. .. 15. 

Sphere, Inc. Tetris ......................... .. t9. 
Tetris (Mac 11} ..... .. ...... .......... .... ...... 24. 
GATO, Orbiter or Pl-109 ...... .. ............. 26. 

Beyond Zork or HitchHiker's Guide .. .. ... 15. 
Zork Trilogy or OualerSiaff ............... .. 30. 
Zork Zero ........ ........ .... ... .. .. ..... ... .. 35. 

Velte! ....... ........ .......... ....... ... ..... .. 26. 
Solitaire Royale (SE or II} ..... .. ....... .. ... . t9. 
Falcon 2.0 ......... ......... .................. 31 . 

Arthur or Journey ...... .... .. .......... .. .. .. 30. 
lnllne Design Bomber ........... .. .. ....... 25. 
Maxis Software 
Sim City Terrain Editor .... .. ..... ... ........ . t8. 

Springboard Hidden Agencla ............ . 36. 
Subloglc Jet .......................... .. .... 32. 
Toyogo, Inc. Go Master ....... ... Special 49. 
Joseki Tutor ......................... Special 30. 



ACCOUNTING PACKAGES 
Aatrix Software 
Aatrix TimeMinder ......................... 149. 
Aatrix Payroll Plus .......................... 149. 
Aatrix Checkwriter v2.0 .......... . Special 35. 
Aatrix TimeCard ......... .................. .. . 69. 
Aatrix Payroll v3.5 ............................ 95. 
Brown-Wagn Macledgers ............... 155. 
Service Industry Accounting .... .. ........ 205. 

c~~~~~~g~~k ~i.ctles_ ............. 355. 
Rags to Riches Retail 

Business 3 pack .............. ........... 355. 

Panorama 
by ProVUE 
Panorama will permanently alter your 
viewpoint on flat-file databases. Pan
orama is easy to use yet powerful. It 
includes: data entry shortcuts (like 
clairvoyance), blazing speed, record
able macros, comprehensive mail
merge capabilities, a full palette of 
form design tools and relational links. 
Chosen by MacUser as the year's 
best flat-file manager with a 4Y2 mice 
rating! ........................ $205. 

Intuit 
Quicken V1 .5 ....................... Special 36. 
Layered 
Insight One Write ... ......................... 99. 
AI Once! ........................... Special 289. 
Insight Expert INV or 

Time Billing .................. .. . Special 409. 
Insight Expert GL AR, AP or 

Payroll ........................... SpecJal 409. 
MECA Managing Your Money ............ 125. 
Money Magazine 
Wealth Builder .................. .. Special 149. 

ProModem 9600 Plus 
by Prometheus 
The Promodem 9600 Plus is a 9600 bps, 
V.32 compatible modem. This means the 
Promodem can connect with other V.32 
modems. With the PreModern's MNP-5, your 
data will be sent error free and speeds up 
to 19,200 bps are attainable ......... $750. 

Rags to Riches Gen. 3-Pak 3.1 
(GLIAR/AP) ............................... 285. 

Rags to Riches Inventory Control ........ 235. 
Rags to Riches Professional Billing ...... 235. 
Rags to Riches GL AR, or AP ............ 118. 
Check Mark 
Multi ledger ..................... ............ 259. 
Payroll ............................ ........... 189. 
Cash ledger ................................ 129. 
Computer Associates 
Simply Accounting ............... Special 219. 
Dac Software 
Dac-Easy light. .............................. 42. 
Dow Jones 
Market Manager PLUS ............... ..... 189. 

Monogram Business Sense ... . Special 269. 
Dollars & $ense 4.1c ........................ 81. 
Niles & Associates 
Grant Manager ............................. 249. 
North Edge Software 
nmestips 111 ................................. 169. 
Peachtree 
Back To Basics Professional 

(GLIAR/AP/INV} .. ....................... 155. 
ProPfus Software 
ProPius Accounting ... .. ........ ........... 619. 
Satorl Software 
Components Gl. ........................... 369. 
Survivor Software 
MacMoney 3.0 (Enhanced Ver.) .......... . 59. 

C•A•T Version 3 
by Chang Labs 
Placing a new definition on "personal 
productivity"! C•A•T combines a rela
tional database with an integrated 
word processor, drawing program, 
forms generation, and on-line calen
dar, that files each document by per
son, type and date/time of creatton for 
instant retrieval. And the multi-user/ 
sharing/and database publishing fea
tures allow extension of this produc-
tivity to an entire group ........ $225. 

MacCommpack 2400 
by Practical Peripherals 
Macintosh Communication Package. A 
2400 baud stand-alone intelligent modem 
just for the Macintosh. Even the color is Mac 
compatible. Made in the USA. Five (5) years 
warranty, parts and labor; factory repair or 
replacement ........................ $225. 

COMMUIIICAnOII SOFTWARE 
Compuserve Compuser\1! Starter Kit .... 24. 
Compuser\1! Navigator ................... .45. 

lnslgna SoftPC ............................ 245. 
Prometheus MAcKNOWLEDGE ......... 139. 

Data VIz Maclmk Plus/Translator ........ 105. Meta Comet 
Maclink Plus w1th Cable ........ .. ........ 125. Accu-Weather Forecaster .................. 58. 
Dow Jones Software Ventures 
News/Retrieval Membersh p Pack ........ 24. Microphone II v3.0 ......................... 219. 
Desktop Express ............................. 95. Solutions, International Back Fax ...... 125. 
Freesoft Red Ryder V10.3 ... .. ............ 52. Synergy Software Versa Term ............. 89. 
Hayes Smartcom II 3.1 ....... ....... ....... 88. Versa Term-Pro ............. ................. 175. 
lnfosphere liaison ......... .. ....... ...... 175. Traveling Software lAP-UNK ............. 82. 

WIN A JACKPOT BONANZA 
Programs Plus is making an offer that Macworld 
readers cannot refuse - the chance to win a gift 
certificate for $500.00 in merchandise. 

It's easy to enter, simply place an order before 
December 31, 1989 (or complete this form, drop it 
in an envelope and mail it to us). 

Name 

Address 

Cotyi Sialei Zop 

Contest Rules 
I ) No purchase necessary 10 won. 2) Pnze wog be one gd1 cerbficate only. 3) Original entnes only. 
4) All entnes must be recerved by December 3t. t989. Sponsor noc responsible lor late,lostO< 
masdrrecled m&L 5) Wrnner selecled by kldependent Certllied Publrc Accountant lor Programs 
Plus on random drawong. All decosoons are final. 6) Odds of wonnong depend on number of enuoes. 
7) W1nners responstbte lor taxes. B) Programs Plus woll announce winner on 0< about January 5 
t990. 9) W10ners notified by ma1l. 10) If unable to oontaC1 winner. an ahcrnale woll be selecled by 
random drawong. II) Contest os open 10 U.S. residents excepl whore proh•blted by law. 
12) E10pklyees of Programs Plus and suppliers are not eligible. 

- ·-~ --, 

,,~f~: Macinware Carrying Cases 
by 1/0 Design .-.~ .;P· .. 

l
·:~"fd . 

... 

Features a tear and soil resistant Cordura 
outer shell and ultra-high density foam. Com
partments which holds mouse, cords, ex
tended keyboard and extermal hard drive. 
Comes in navy, platinum and black. 

FAX: 203/381-9043 
Inquiries: 203/378-3662 
Canada: 1/800/344-7753 
75 RESEARCH DRIVE 
STRATFORD, CT 06497 

1/800/832-3201 



PictureBook 
by loop Software 
PictureBook is a powerful finder -like DA that 
replaces the scrapbook and uses mulliple 
windows to store, name and annotate your 
clip-art II reads PICT, EPS and MacPaint 
formats; resizes, crops and even prints. Rated 
5 mice by MacUser. . ...... .. ......... $40. 

EDUCAnONAL/CRUTIVE SOFTWARE 
A Lasting Impression ResumExper1. .... 49. Great Wave Software Kids Time .......... 26. 
ResumExpert Cover Leiters ... .. .......... .49. Kids Math .................................... . 26. 
ResumExpert Sales & Marketing .......... 49. Number Maze ................................ 26. 
ResumExpert Management ................ 49. Crystal Painl. ................................. 25. 
Ars Nova Practica Musica 2.t ............. 73. Learning Company Reader Rabbil. ...... 3l. 
Barron's Barron's SAT ...................... 35. Math Rabbit ...... ............................ 31. 

MiniCad+ 
by Graphsoft 
MiniCad+, the U.S. and A.Jstralian 
1989 MacWorld CAD Award winner, 
provides the Mac's best integrated 
CAD solution. MiniCad+ offers: full
featured 2D, full 3D, a hotlinked 

=:::-...._ ..... ~ spreadsheet and programming lan-
guage. The new v2.0 adds a DXF 
translator, constraint palette, EPS and 
more. And for those needing profes
sional 2D only, don't forget Blueprin~ 
top-quality CAD at a price you can 

Bogas Productions Sound Effects .... .. . 14. 
String Ouarte~ Country or Heavy Metal .. . 14. 
Super Stud1o Session ....................... 69. 
Bright Star Technology Talking Tiles .... 27. 
Alphabet Blocks ............................. 30. 
Broderbund Type! ... ... ..................... 19. 
Sensei Geometry, Calculus or Physics .... 59. 
Where in the World is Carmen 
SanDiego? ................................... 27. 
Where in Europe is Carmen SanDie~o? .. 29. 
Where in the USA is Carmen SanDiego? 29. 
Jam Sessions ................................ 29. 
Carina Software Voyager 1.0 .. ... .... .... 69 
Coda Mac Drums ...... ........ .. .... ........ 31 . 
Perceive .. ........................ ............ 50. 
Finale ..... .. ..... ............................ 4 79. 
Davidson & Associates 
Speed Reader II .................... .... .... .27. 
Math Blaster or Word Allack!. .............. 27. 
Electronic Arts Mavis Beacon Typmg .... 32. 
Deluxe Music Construction Set V2.5 ...... 84. 
Deluxe Recorder ............................ 95. 
First Byte 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit. .......... . Special 27. 
Puzzle Storybook or Rhym1ng NoteBook 27. 

afford! ............ ...... ...... $499. 

Learning Lab 
Monsters & Make Believe ......... Special 24. 
Dinosaur Days ................. ..... Special 24. 
Nordic Body Works ... .................. .... 2B. 
Clock Works ............ ................... .. . 2B. 
Coin Works ................................... 2B. 
TurboMath Facts ............................. 2B. 
Earth Works .................................. 26. 
Flash Works ............ .. ............. ....... 26. 
Lemonade Stand ............................ 2B. 
Naval Battle ..... .............................. 2B. 
PreSchool Disk 1 .. .. ........................ 26. 
PreSchool Disk 2 .... ........... .......... ... 2B. 
Word Search ........ .. ... .. .......... .. .... .. 26. 
PreSchool Pack ............ ........ Special 49. 
Penton Overseas VocabuLearn Special 

Spanish. French. German or Italian (ea} 30. 
Japanese ..................................... 36. 
Primera Software Dilferent Drummer .... 59. 
Simon & Schuster 
Typing Tutor IV ......... ....... ... ....... ...... 30. 
Springboard Top Honors .................. 59. 
Family Matters .. ...... ....................... 26. 
Atlas Explorer .................... ............ 26. 
Tactic Software SoundClips 1 or 2 ...... 49. 

HyperDialer 
by DataDesk 
HyperDialer allows you to connect your 
Macintosh to your existing telephone for 
automatic dialing. Works with HyperCard, 
SideKick, Focal Poin~ CAT, SuperCard and 
OuickDEX phone numbers. Connects to the 
speaker port .......................... $32. 

ACCESSORIES 
Advanced Gravis Printer Muffler BO ........ .................... 43. 
Mouse Stick (Plus or ADB} ........ .......... B5. 
Basic Needs Keyboard Flip ................. 7. 
HardTop Kybd Cover .. ..................... . 14 
HardTop Image II Cover ..................... 16. 
Laser Pnnter Stand .......... ...... .......... 29 
Large Screen Monitor Stand ........ .. .. ... 39 
Cutting Edge 
Cutting Edge MCK-1050K 

Keyboard w/Quickeys ................... 135. 
DataDesk Hyper Dialer ......... .. Special 32. 
MAC-101 Kevboard/Beige 

(12Bkl512k & MacPius} ....... Special 139. 
MAC-101 ADB Keyboard/Platinum 

(Mac SE & Mac II} ........... .. Special 139. 
Foreign Keyboards Atailable .............. Call 
Ergot ron Mouse cleaner 360' ............. 15. 
Mac Tilt (Mac, SE or II} ....................... 66. 
MuzzleSE ....... ..... .. .. ... ............ ... .. 62. 

System Saver Mac (Beige or Platinum} .. .. 64. 
Space Saver Printer Stand ............... ... 17. 
Super Base ................................... 34. 
System Saver SE.. ........................... 52. 
Masterpiece Mac 11 ......................... 105. 
New Turbo Mouse (Reg. or ADB} ......... 109. 
Universal Copy Stand .................... ... 22. 
Universal Printer Stand ...................... 15. 
Apple Color Monit01 or Full Page 

Display Polarizing Filter ......... Special 65. 
Two Page Display Polarizing Filter ....... 135. 
Power Back 330 ........................... 269. 
Power Backer 450 .. ....................... 339. 
Power Backer 520 .................... ..... 399. 
Lynx Computer 
Turbo Trackball (Mac & Mac+ or 

Mac SE & Mac II} .......................... 65. 
MlcroSeeds WristMac .... ................ 149. 

Muzzle Mac 11. ................................ 69. Wrist Mac Executive ........................ 199. 

Vocabulearn 
by Penton Overseas 
Dynamic foreign language program for the 
Mac! This interactive Hypercard Stack is 
available in five languages and two levels. 
Each program contains (2) 90 minute audio 
cassettes, complete word list and HyperCard 
Version 1.2. 

Farallon MacRecorder Sound System 
(Mac SE or Mac II} ....................... 164. 

Goldstein & Blair 
Macintosh B1ble 2nd ed .. ...... .. .. .... .... 20. 
Impulse Audio Digitizer w/soundware .. 135. 
UO Design 
Mac Luggage in Navy, Black or Plat Special 
Macinware Plus Carrying Case ............ 64. 
Macinware SE Carrying Case .............. 75. 
Macinware IICX Carrying Case ............. B9. 

Anti-Glare Filters 
by Kensington 
Large Screen Anti-Glare Fitters 
features, optical quality glass with 
anti-reflection coating, with special 
cleaning fluid included. Benefits in
clude reducing screen glare by 96%. 
Improved screen contrast and clarity 
by up to 20 times, eliminating the 
fuzzy "halo" around the text and 

W[a~~i.~~ ·. ~~~ ~~.i~-~t~l~ ~~~ ~.~~~~t-~~~~ 

Macinware II Carrying Case ................ 99. 
lmageware II Carrying Case ................ 49. 
Kalmar Designs 
Teakwood Roll· Top Disk Cases: 
Micro Cabinet (holds 45 disks} ....... ...... 14. 
Double Micro Cabinet (holds 90 disks} ... 21 . 
Triple Micro Cabinet (holds 135 disks} .... 31. 
Kensington Mouseway (Mousepad} ........ B. 
Image Writer or Image Writer II Cover ........ 9. 
Mac1ntosh Plus/SE Dust Cover .............. 9. 
Apple Security Kit... .................. ....... 34. 
Antiglare Polarizing Filler ................... 33. 
Mac II Stand and Cable Kit ........ .. ....... 65. 
Mac II Monitor Stand ........................ 65. 

P~~~~ J~~~S~le .~~.~r~~~~ .. .......... Call 
Model Fax Protector 10 .............. .. ..... 15. 
Modem Fax Protector 20 ................... 25. 
Printer Muffler Stand (80 & 132} .. .... .. .. . 24. 

Mobius Fanny Mac OT 
(Be!ge or Plarinum} ....................... . 60. 

Mouse Systems A+ Mouse (MacPius} .. . 63. 
A+ ADB Mouse (Mac SE!Mac II} ........... B3. 
Moustrak Mouse Pad 7' x9' Size ........... B. 
Mouse Pad 9' x 11 ' Size .. .................... 9. 
Moustrak Pad UF 9' x 11 ' .................. 1 0. 
Orange Micro Grappler Spooler .......... 39. 
Grappler C/Mac/GS or AlphabiiS .......... 79. 
Grappler UQ or Grappler US ............ 1 03. 

Ribbons 
Available in Black, Blue, Blown, 

Green, Orange, Purple, Red, 
Yellow, Silver & Gold 

lmageWriter Ribbon .......................... .4. 
Image Writer Black 6-pack .................. 20. 
tmageWriter Rainbow Pack 

(6 Colors} ....... ........ ..... .... .......... 20. 
Image Writer !!·Four Color Ribbon ........... 9. 
Image Writer LO Black.. .......... ........ .. . 17. 
Image Writer LO Four Color ................. 20. 
Seikosha Ribbon Black ....................... 6. 
Soprls 
High Trek tmagewr~er II Carry Case ...... .49. 
High Trek Mac Plus Carry Case ..... ....... 59. 
High Trek Mac SE & ext kybd Carry Case 69. 
Targus lmagewriter II Carry Case Blk ... .. 49. 
Macintosh Plus Carry Case Blk ............ 59. 
Deluxe MacPtus-XKB Blk .......... .. .. ... ... 69. 



TurboFioppy 1.44 
by Peripheral Land 
TurboF/oppy 1.44 1s a high density 
disk drive which increases your Mac
intosh floppy disk data storage capac
ity. It also allows you to copy MS/DOS 
files from 3.5' MS/DOS disks and 
then transfer them for use with Ma
cintosh applications. The TurboFiop
py comes standard with a 5 volt linear 
power supply, an on/off external ter
mination switch, TurboCache & Turbo-
Back software. MacPius compatible 
and SCSI connected. . ....... $355. 

PRINTERS, DIGITIZERS & MONITORS 
Aapps Micro TV __ .. __ ...................... 259. 
Complete PC 
Complete Half Page Scanner ............. 375. 
Complete Full Page Scanner .. ........... 775. 
Cutting Edge 
Two-Page Display Monochrome Monitor995. 
Digital Vision 
Computer Eyes Mac ______________ __ ....... 209. 
Computer Eyes Mac 11 . .... ................ 349. 
Koala Technologies Corp. 
MacVision 2.0 (Digitizer) ................... 219. 
Mac Director ................................ 1 09. 

Kurta 
IS ADB Tablet8'hx11 ________ .............. 255. 
ISADBTablet12x12 ....................... 385. 
IS ADB Tablet12x17 ....... ................ 625. 
Cordless 4 Button Cursor-------- ........... 65. 
LogiTech ScanMan ........................ 345. 
Selkosha 
SP1000(/magewritercomp.} ............. 235. 
Summagraphlcs Bit Pad Plus _ .......... 325. 
ThunderWare ThunderScan ........... _. 189. 
UghtningScan ...... _ .. ..................... 369. 
Mac II Power Accessory ................ .... 42. 

Acta Advantage 
by Symmetry 
This popular outliner takes your work from 
rough idea to organized reality. As both a 
desk accessc~y and a stand-alone applica
tion, use Acta Advantage as a writing tool, 
planner, organizer, scheduler, presentation 
aid, list maker. note taker - even a simple 
database. . ..... ............. .......... $65. 

SPELUNG & GRAMMAR CHECKERS 
Aegis Development 
Doug Clapp's Word Tools 

2nd Edition ...... ........................... 42. 
Deneba Software 
Big Thesaurus ...... .. ... ...... ___ .... ....... . 59. 
Spelling Coach 3.0 

Professional .... ...... .... .. ... ....... .... 115. 
Electronic Arts 
Thunder! 11 ................... . ................ 52. 

Lundeen & Associates 
WorksPlusSpell ---------- ·-- -· .............. 55. 
Microlytlcs, Inc. 
Word Finder (Synonym Finder) ... .......... 36. 
Electronic Word Finder ____ _____ ___ ......... 59. 
DataStor Personal Organizer .. .. . Special 95. 
Sensible Software 
Sensible Grammar or BookEnds __ __ ______ _ 53. 
Working Software Spellswell2.0 ......... 45. 

MacConcept 3.0 
by Klex Software 
The 30 conceptual design system, 
sophisticated enough for engineers 
to illustrate complex wireframes, yet 
simple enough for artists to manipu
late them into masterpieces. It pro
vides multi-dimensional spacial de
sign features that match those found 
in industry's most sophisticated de
sign systems. Those include real-time 
dynamic rotation and perspective, 
multiple design levels, animation and 
floating point accuracy. . ..... $999. 

UTILITY SOFTWARE 
Adobe ATM ..................... .............. 57. 
Abbott Systems, Inc. CanOpener ....... 65. 
ALSo It Master Juggler ..................... 64. 
Multi DISk ..... .......... ...................... .49. 
Disk Express II .... ........................... 64. 
FonVOA Juggler Plus ...................... .42. 
A.S.D. TWINS ................................ 69. 
FileGuard v1.04 .............. .. .... Spec/a/ 95. 
File guard II ........................ Spec/a/ 129. 
Berkeley System Design After Dark ..... 25. 
Stepping Out II .. .. ...................... .. ... 50. 
Beyond Inc. Menu Fonts 2 ................. 28. 
Borland Sidekick 2.0 ....................... 68. 
Bravo SPAMM .. .... ......................... 49. 
Bull City Software Moriarty's Revenge .. 32. 
Central Point Software 
Copy II Mac (Includes Mac Tools} .......... 24. 
PC Tools Deluxe Mac ........................ 45. 
CESoftware 
OuicKeys (Macro Program} ........ .. .. ..... 65. 
MockPackage Plus Utilities ................. 32. 
Dantz Software Development 
Retrospect .............. .. .... .............. 155. 
Dubi·Ciick 
Calculator Construction Set v2.0 ........... 45. 
Electronic Arts Disk Tools Plus ........... 31. 
Faralion Computing 
Screen Recorder ....... ............ ....... . 129. 
Fifth Generation Systems Suitcase II .. .45. 
Disk lock .................................... 108. 
FastBack II .................................. 1 08. 
Power Station ................................ 35. 
Pyro!. ................. ......................... 15. 
HJC Vuex ....................... .... ......... 55. 
lcom Simulations On Cue .. .............. . 35. 
ldeaform Maclabeler Plus ................ .42. 
Insight Development MacPrint ........... 79. 

Kent Marsh Ouicklock ..................... 57. 
MacSafe or KnightWatch .................... 87. 
Loop Software PictureBook .... . Spec/a/ 40. 
Lundeen & Assoc. 
WorksPius Command ....................... 85. 
Magic Software Auto Save II .............. 28. 
POWERICONS ............................... 39. 
POWERmenus ............................... 39. 
Back-Malic ................................... 50. 
MainStay AntiToxin or ClickPaste ......... 59. 
Microlytlcs, Inc. 
G0ferv2.0 ...... ... ....... ............ .. ... .. .47. 
Microseeds I NITPicker ...... .. ............. 27. 
Redux ................ ......... .......... .. .... 52. 
ScreenGems ................................ .42. 
Olduvai Software MultiCiip ................ 51. 
Read-ttl O.C.R. Personal ................... . 99. 
Read-it! O.C.R. 2.1 ........ ................. 245. 
PCPC HFS Back-Up 3.0 .................... 54. 
Peripheral Land TurboOptimizer .... _ .. ... 39. 
TurboBack ·-·-·- ________ ...................... 55. 
TurboCache -· ---- --- ----··· ·· ····· ··· -· -·-- ·· 73. 
TurboS pool ................................... 73. 
SuperMac Software SuperSpool5.0 .... 59. 
SuperlaserSpool2.0 ..................... ... 89. 
Diskfit 1.5 ....... .. .. .. ........................ 59. 
Sentinel 2.2 .................................. 89. 
Symantec MacSQZ1 ...................... .. 52. 
Symantec Utilities for Mac (SUM II} .... ___ .95. 
Symantec AntiVirus for Mac (S.A.M.} .... .. 63. 
TENpointO OpenfTI ........................ .49. 
Williams & Macias DiskFinder ............ 27. 
myDisklabeler w/Color __ ................. _ .29. 
myDisklabeler 

w/LaserWriter Option ........... .... .. ... . 34. 
StickyBusiness. __ .. ___ . _______ ............ __ .89. 
XTree Company XTree _ .................... 52. 

atOnce! 
by Layered Inc. 
atOnce! is the next generation in high-speed 
small business accounting. Included in one 
seamlessly integrated module are four full 
featured applications: General Ledger, Ac
counts Receivable w/Billing, Accounts Pay-
able & Payroll. .. ..................... $289. 

FAX: 203/381-9043 
Inquiries: 203/378-3662 
Canada: 1/800/344-7753 
75 RESEARCH DRIVE 
STRATFORD, CT 06497 

1/800/832-3201 
Circle 44 on reader service card 



Rodime Introduces the Standard 
for Hard Disk Technology. 

COBRA DRIVES SET THE STANDARD. Cobra high 
performance internal and external hard drives are the finest drives 
available for your Mac. With capacities of 45MB, 70MB, 100MB, 
and 21OMB, Cobra is the answer to all your storage needs. External 
Cobra drives come in a new, sleek low profile cabinet that fits neatly 
beneath your Mac Plus, Mac SE or Mac SE/30. Internal Cobra 
drives come with two mounting brackets. One, for installation in 
the Mac II or Mac Ilx , and one for mounting in the Mac SE/30 or 
Mac SE which allows you to keep both floppy ports active. 

FAST ISms ACCESS TIME. Nothing is faster! With an average 
access time of 18ms Cobra is the fastest drive available on the 
market for the Macintosh line of computers. Cobra drives also come 
with a 16K Caching Buffer which allows even faster access to your 
data, (sub 18ms), by storing frequently used data in "instant access" 
RAM. 

CONVENIENT SINGLE POWER SOURCE. With the external 
Cobra, the flip of one switch on the drive activates your CPU, 
printer and other peripherals, eliminating cumbersome cables. 

LED'S THAT PUT YOU IN CONTROL. Now you can be 
aware of the status of the drive at all times, with power,on, drive 
activity and fault warning lights. 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY. Rodime Systems offers the level of 
reliability, innovation and support only an original equipment 
manufacturer can provide. 

FREE BACK,UP AND UTILITY SOFTWARE. Cobra drives 
come with a FREE copy of FASTBACK™ back,up software, a 
$99.00 value, as well as Rodime's Utility Software which allows 
partitioning (including A/UX), media verification, formatting and 
driver installation. 

RODIME'S COMMITMENT TO QUALITY. At Rodime 
Systems, the craftsmanship built into every drive is our commitment 
to produce the finest, most reliable drives available. When you buy 
a Rodime Systems product, you are buying years of manufacturing 
experience, state of the art engineering and peace of mind that 
comes from knowing that more Mac users have chosen Rodime 
drives than any other. 

Rodime Systems 85 1 Broken Sound Pkwy. 
Boca Raton, FL 33487 407-994-5585 
UK, Nasmyth Rd., Southfield Industrial Estates 
Glenrothes, KY6 250, Fife, Scotland 592-774-704 
France, Pare d'Affaires de Jouy-en-Josas 
5bis Rue du Petit Robinson, 78530 Jouy·en·Josas, 1-34-659798 

Fastba~ is a trademark ot Fifth Generation Systems. Inc .. Macintosh. Mac SE. Mac SE30. Mac H. 
Mac I he and AJUX are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., Cobra iS a trademark of ROd•me SysHtms 

Circle 149 on reader service card 
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Quick 
Tips 

Foiling floppies, 

circular text, spacey 

tiles in FreeHand, 

and more 

by Lon Poole 

i 

H 
QUICK TIPS 
HOW TO 

yperCard buttons and fields that 
function in a similar manner when 
you click them probably have 
identical scripts for handling 

specific actions. For example, all fields in 
a set of the check box fields described in 
a tip last July respond the same way to 
mouse clicks because their scripts are the 
same. (These fields work like check-box 
buttons but can have different on-off 
settings on each card.) 

You can put the duplicate script lines 
in the card, the background, or the stack 
script and remove them from the button 
and field scripts. Where you put script 
lines determines their purview. Put them 
in a card script and they handle events 
only when that card is open. Put them in 
a background script and they handle events 
when any card of that background is 
open. Script lines in a stack script handle 
events for any card in the stack, and the 
Home stack script handles events for any 
card in any stack. 

If you click a button or field whose 
script has no handler for that mouse
click action, HyperCard automatically 
looks elsewhere for a handler. It looks 
first in the card script, second in the 
background script, third in the stack 
script, and fourth in the stack script of 
the Home card. By centralizing duplicate 

butto n a nd fi e ld 
scripts into ca rd , 
background , and 
stack scripts, you can 
reduce the overall 
size of your stack 
and simplify future 
script modifications. 

The most com
mon action handled 
in button and field 
scripts is a mouseUp 
event. It occurs as 
you finish clicking 
the mouse button. If 

a card, background, or stack script handles 
mouse Up events for buttons or fields, you 
may need to add lines to the script that 
determine what has been clicked. Other
wise the script may try to do something 
impossible, like highlighting a card or 
putting text into a button. For example, 
you can remove individual scripts from 
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check-box fields if you put the follow
ing script lines in the background or 
stack script: 

on mouseUp 
get the short nome of the target 
if it contains "Check" then 

if target is empty 
then put "•" into target 
else put empty into target 

end if 
end mouseUp 

These script lines were revised by John 
R. Robbins of Hunstville, Alabama, from 
the ones published in last July's column. 
This script will not work unless the 
names of all check box fields-and only 
those names- contain the word Check. 

SEPARATION LOSS 

Q At Chemica/week magazine, we use 
PageMaker to lay out four-color 

pages that contain graphics saved as en
capsulated PostScript files in FreeHand 
2.0 and Adobe Illustrator 88. Some of the 
graphics contain PICT images. For ex
ample, we used a scanned dollar bill for 
the bars of a bar chart drawn in Free
Hand. When we make color separa
tions using Adobe Separator, we lose the 
PICT images. (The same thing happens 
to MacPaint images.) We tried autotrac
ing and redrawing the placed PICT im
ages, but the quality isn't good enough. 
How can we separate PageMaker pages 
that contain PostScript graphics that in 
turn contain PICT images? What about 
converting the PICT images to Post
Script before placing them in FreeHand 
or Illustrator? 
Karen Mattejat 
New York, New York 

A You can save a PICT or TIFF image 
as an encapsulated PostScript (EPS) 

document using PixelPaint. Then you can 
place the EPS document into a FreeHand 
or Illustrator graphic, but the resulting 
hybrid graphic still won't separate prop
erly when placed in PageMaker. There's 
no way I know of to do color separations 
of pages that contain hybrid graphics. If 
anyone out there has the answer, please 
let us know. 
(continues) 
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A STRANGE SOUND 

Q My dear little Mac 512KE is three 
years old. For the past three months 

it has been acting rather strange. After 
running smoothly for 30 minutes to an 
hour, it begins to emit a barely audible 
high-pitched sound. I would guess the 
sound has a frequency of approximately 
15kHz. What is causing this, and will it be 
expensive to fix? 
Hearing 7bings in S.F. 

A The sound you describe is probably 
caused by the flyback transformer. 

It's part of the video circuitry on a Mac 
Plus, 512K, or 128K, and is located near 
the top-left comer of the power supply 
board. The transformer can usually be 
quieted by being removed, disassembled, 
and having a drop of oil placed in the gap 
of its armature (see "Bad Vibrations"). 
This procedure should only be done by a 
qualified technician. It costs about $60 at 
C]S Systems in Berkeley, California (415/ 
849-3730), a company that specializes in 
Mac repairs but is not an authorized Apple 
dealer. 

The noise does not mean the flyback 
transformer is failing, according to j ohn 
Sawyer of CJS Systems. When that hap
pens, the screen goes black, the case gets 
very hot on the top-left side, and you may 
even see a puff of smoke. Then if you 
switch your Mac off and back on, it may 
make a chirping sound every quarter- or 
half-second. Replacing the transformer 
costs about $120 at CJS Systems. If you 

One drop of lighlweight machiae oil 
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take your noisy Mac to an Apple dealer
ship, you'll probably get a reconditioned 
power supply board that will cost you 
between $250 and $300. 

NEW CHICAGO 

Q How do I replace the Chicago font 
with a version that I edited using Res

Edit? The changes I made don't show up 
in menus, windows, and so forth, but I 
examined my new Chicago with ResEdit 
and found that the changes are there. 
Matthew Strange 
Mansfield, Pennsylvania 

A Your Mac is getting the Chicago font 
from its ROM (permanent memory), 

not from the System file. The Chicago font 
is in the ROM of all Macs except the 128K 
and the unenhanced 512K. To make your 
Mac use your customized Chicago, you 
must give it a new font number and put 
the related font ID into the Chicago FOND 
resource. Normally, Chicago is font num
ber 0. You can change it to any other 
number less than 256 that's not in use by 
another font. (Most font numbers below 
40 are taken by popular fonts.) Multiply
ing the font number by 128 and adding the 
point size of a particular FONT resource 
gives you the font ID for that resource. For 
example, the standard font ID for 12-point 
Chicago is 12 (0 X 128 + 12 = 12). Chicago 
also has a 0-point resource-font ID 0-
that contains only the font name. If you 
changed the font number to 100, the font 
(co111inues) 

here. 



New Forms of Business. 
Paperwork. The essential inconvenience. 
Whether it's invoices, travel expenses, office memos or 

tax returns, Informed"' and Macintosh® computers can help 
you change mountains of paperwork into well-organized 
forms of information. 

It's a new way to draw, fill out and manage forms. 
Design and Draw. Informed Designer"' comes 

packed with high performance drawing features. All to help 
you draw crisp, professional looking forms in no time at all. 

Grids, guides, rulers, tables, fields, combs, lines, ovals, 
rectangles, arcs, polygons, type- plus a whole lot more. 
With over 1/lQOOh of an inch accuracy 

Draw or scan. 
Make revisions in I No. I 6 I 7 I - I 1 I 3 I - I 2 I 9 I 4 I 
minutes. No more Draw combed f ields or ~pllisticaled 
obsolete forms. lablesaseasyasdrawinga box 

Fill Out With Informed Manager,"' filling out forms 
becomes an effort!~ error free task. 

Add inteUigence to your forms so they can think for 
themselves. Eliminate repetitive typing with powerful 
calculations, choices and automatic lookups. Create custom
ized on-line help to answer common questions. 

Just imagine the results. Assured aa:uracy on picture 
perfect forms. 

Store, Sort, Search, Retrieve. Since Informed 
Manager is actually a database, you can organize and ma
nipulate forms like never before. Search and sort at blinding 
speeds. Print single forms or group them for batch printing. 

And because forms are stored electronically, you print 
less. The bottom line is less paper, less cost 

So it's time to think about forms the new way Just give 
us a call. We'd be happy to tell you more. 

Then form your own conclusion. 

For more information, please call or write 

~ana . 
Corporation 
Advanced Technology Center 
105, 9650 - 20 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta Canada T6N IGI 

Tel. {403) 463 · 3330 FAX (403) 428 · 5376 
AppleLink CDA0004 MacNet SHAN A 

AIR TRAVEL 
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Get Informed. 

Informed Designer Informed Manager 
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Copyrighl 0 1989 Shana Corporallon.lnformed, lnformed Designer and Informed Manager are lrademarks of Shana Corporal ion. Macinrosh Is a rcgislered lrademark of Apple Compmcr. lnc. 
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OD NEWS FOR "SOME" OPTIMIZER OWNERS 

OW TO SHIFT YOUR DISK 
OPTIMIZER FROM MANUAL 
TO FULLY AUTOMATIC 

Only AlSoft will let you upgrade your old disk optimization package to 
DiskOptimotic™. DiskExpress II features AlSoft's revolutionary new Disk 
Optimotic technology designed to automatically optimize your hard drive's 
performance forever. • Whatever optimization software you currently 
own, Disk Express II is the newest, fastest and safest way to optimize. • 
Disk Express II is fully automatic and runs transparently in the background 
mode. That means DiskExpress II works intuitively around your busy 
schedule without ever tying you up and causing computer gridlock. Don't 
expect that kind of awesome power and intelligent performance from any 
other disk optimizer. • You 'II need much more than SUM™ T uneup utilities 
to get you in the fast lone. Shift into Disk Optimatic with DiskExpress II. 
Simply send or FAX us o photocopy of your manual cover (any disk optimizer 
or AlSoft product will do) along with just $45 plus shipping and handling. 
We'll speed you your brand new DiskExpress II to keep you optimized 
automatically FOREVER. Suggested retail $89.95. Network licenses avail
able. 

ALSoft, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 927 • Spring TX 77383-0927 
713/ 353-4090 SALES • 713/ 353-9868 FAX 
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lD for the 12-point size would be 12812 
and the font lD for the 0-point resource 
would be 12800. 

To change Chicago to font number 
100, use ResEdit to open the copy of the 
System file that contains your new Chi
cago. Select the FONT resource type and 
choose Open General from ResEdit's File 
menu (do not double-click the FONT 
resource type). In the window that opens, 
select the FONT resource identified as 
"Chicago" ID = 0 and then choose Get 
Info from ResEdit's File menu. In the in
formation window that opens, change 
the ID from 0 to 12800. Close the informa
tion window. Back in the window that 
lists FONT resources, select the one iden
tified as 10 = 12. Choose the Get Info 
command , change d1e lD to 12812 in the 
information window that opens, and close 
the window. Close the FONT resources 
window and open the FOND resources. 
Find the Chicago FOND and open it. 
Scroll to the end of the FOND editing 
window that appears and change the 
entry labeled Res ID from 12 to 12812. 
Quit ResEdiL, answering Yes when it asks 
you whether you want to save changes. 
After quitting, remove your current Sys
tem file from d1e System Folder (but don't 
drag it to the Trash yet). Put the copy of 
the System file that you've been editing 
into the System Folder, and rename the 
ftle System. Restart your Mac. If every
thing works OK, dlrow out your old Sys
tem file. If not, try a different font number 
for Chicago. 

FLOPPY DISK FAILURE 

Q Help! When I insert a floppy, all too 
often the Mac responds "This is not 

a Macintosh disk. Do you want to initial
ize?" or "This disk is unreadable ." I use a 
number of Mac SEs and Mac lis and it 
seems that at least three of dlem have this 
problem. My dealer doesn't know what's 
happening but I can't believe I'm the only 
Macintosh user who's experienced this. 
Billy Ray McKelvy 
De Queen, Arkansas 

A If the problem is apparent on only 
certain machines, their floppy disk 

drives may need servicing or replacing. 
(continues) 



Why Ralph Volk '"":ll""~<Cio. 
for a Varityper -"1:~T-,~ ...... 
"I made head-to-head comparisons 
between Unoty~ and 'A:Jrltyper• 
PostScript imagesetters far the 
same jobs. What I found. more 
often than not. was thO! Unatype 
prodiiCeda I pointmissarOYW/ap 
at what laal<ed li~e uniform intervals 
on the po(JO. I'm told this banding is a 
result ofthelrstartlstapschemeand 
that it will only get W()'SC as the 
equipment gets older. WhatiM!t' It 
is, the ~Its are unacceptable for 
my worll, particularly my color 
worll. On the other hand, 'A:Jrillfper 
produced flawfess. high-quality 
outpUt at speeds much faster than 
those other gujl$. And when I found 
out that I could get the Vorlf.llper 
for substantially less money, there 
was no contest ... I said, buy the 
'A:Jrltwerr 

"My advice to anJIOne loo/<ing for 
a high quality PostScript fmageset
ter: Do you~ff a favor. Ccnslcler 
'A:Jrityper and ma~ your own 
comparisons.· 

V~rityper 

A Clarification 

See for yourself. Just call ond .w 
will send you output samples 
from 'A:Jrityper /magesetters. 
You'll see the quolitu difference 
faryou~lf/ 

Give 'A:Jrityper a Call TOday 
/-800-631-8134 
(In New .Jersey 201-887-8000 x-999) 

The It I Supplier of lmogesetters ..mto 
1\dobes PostScript lnLI!IfNI!Ier 

The Varityper advertisement reproduced above 
appeared in the June, 1989, July, 1989 and August, 
1989 issues of MacWorld. The advertisement in
accurately portrayed the comparisons conducted 
by Varityper's customer, Ralph Volk, in his evaluation 
and purchase of a PostScript imagesetter. Mr. Volk 
neither had nor cancelled a purchase/ license 
agreement for a Linotype PostScript imagesetter. He 
did not test Linotype's current PostScript imagesetter, 
the Linotronic 300 recorder with RIP 3 processor, 
and he made no head-to-head comparison of that 
imagesetter with the Varityper 4300P PostScript 
imagesetter. We regret these inaccuracies and 
any confusion they might have caused. 
Varityper's message, then and now, is that before 
you conclude the purchase of a PostScript image
setter, make your own comparisons. We urge you to 
speak with representatives of Varityper and Linotype 
and accurately evaluate each company's products. 



Draw our own 
Cone usions! 

Having a hard time drawing conclusions with your spreadsheet program? Get FlexiGraphs'"! The 
intuitive approach to preparing budgets, forecasts, and more. 
'/bois for Solutiofl8! 
With FlexiGraphs' palette of tools, you generate numbers by drawing. Forecast your sales curve 
by drawing with line tools. Select the pencil icon for refinement. Save time by not having to 
type data or create complex formulas! FlexiGraphs includes FlexiLine,'" FlexiBar:• FlexiPie,'" 
and FlexiSpread'" for creating interactive graphs for 
any situation. 
FlexiGraph8 Extends your Spreadsheet CapabiUties! 
Spreadsheet programs force you to SQlve problems 
within their limitations. FlexiGraphs gives you more ; r 
flexibility in manipulating numbers. Trial by error r 
now suddenly becomes trial WITHOUT error! Flexi
Graphs Is compatible with any spreadsheet program 
although one is not required. 
A Picture Points a Thousand Words 
Experience shows that pictures convey more data in 
a single glance! Maybe you're not an artist, but 
you've worked with numbers enough that you know 
what your results should look like. Call us at 
1-BOo-366-6045 for your copy of FlexiGraphs. And 
see how simple drawing your conclusions can be! 

D :-
i -~----1'-'#---'--1 . --

~ 

J JI : 

ll'ee Star 
1802 Hillside Ro.cl 
SenU! Berba111, CA 93101 
(805) 682-4096 

Special 
Introductory Price 

5149.00 FlexiGraphs™ 
FlexiGraphs, FlexiPie, FlexiLine, FlexiSpread and FlexiBar are registered trademarks of Tree Star 
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Panorama's Secret "Eddy"Award 
Database Recipe Revealed! 

INGREDIENTS: 

1 FileMaker® 

1 SmartForm Designer™ 

1/2 Excel™ or Wingz™ 

1 Expert Typist 

2 T sp. MS Word® 

1 Tsp. H yperCard® 

100 Mhz CPU 

Directions: Mix dat:Jbase and form design package, 
then let simmer for 2 years of development. Add 
charts, macros, and analysis funct ions from spreadsheet. 
Stir in expert typist to reduce keying errors and data 
entry time. Season with mail-merge from word proces
sor and lightly spice with HyperCard buttons. Whip it 
up with 100 Mhz CPU speed until any trace of usual 
database sluggishness is eliminated. 

Serving Suggestions: This PanoramH recipe 
delivers breathtaking database performance when 
served on anything from a Mac Plus to a llci. It con
tains all the nutritional requirements for improving the 

productivity of any business, wh ile the 
tas[C appeals to both novices and 

power user gourmets. 

Call today for our 
$9.95 Panorama video 
taste test! 

P1oVUE 
DEVELOPMENT 

15180 Transistor Lane 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 

(714) 892-8199 

FiloMNo.et & Srna.ttf<WI'I'I Ot~ aro rradomar\&01 CW.. Exc.! & WOfd ara leQdlel'«t u~ ot MICrOSOft W IIQZIJ • tt~ Ollnlatm~J HyperC.an:~ rs a letJ!Stlllfed r ldOtnQrll d ~Compuw 
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H's also possible that those computers get 
the heaviest use, or pe rhaps they are 
located in ha rsh enviro nmc nLS. 

A floppy disk's brown magne tic coat
ing, which stores your documents and 
a pplicatio ns, gradually erodes from nor
mal use because the disk drive's read
w rite head touches the d isk surface w hile 
the disk rotates. As a result, all floppy 
disks fai l eventually. They may last any
whe re from six months to te n years, with 
two years being about ave rage. Because 
there is no guaranteed safe time limit, 

you should regularly copy your valuable 
documents onto backup disks. 

Because d isks wear o ut faster in smoky, 
dusty, o r hot e nviro nments , you should 
store them in an area whose temperature 
is between 39 and 127 degrees Fahrenhe it 
( 4 degrees and 53 degrees centigrade) 
and whose re lative humidity is between 
8 and 90 pe rcent (no ncondensing). Also, 
store disks away fro m things that create 
magne tic fie lds, such as e lectric motors 
and electric tools, which can e rase the in
formatio n on disks. 

REPRINTING ONE FORM LEITER 
TIP: After printing 150 form letters using a 
me rge document and a database d ocu
ment in Microsoft Works, you discover 
that letter numbe r 89 conta ins an e rror. To 
correct and re print only lette r 89 

1. Correct the informatio n for le tte r 89 
in the database. 

2. Select record 89 in the database. 
3. Switch to the form letter using the 

Window menu. 
4. The revised le tte r 89 should appear 

in the fo rm lette r window. If you see fie ld 
names in the form lette r ins tead of the field 
informatio n for letter 89, choose Show 
Field Data from the Edit menu. 

5. Choose Print-not Print Merge
from the File menu and o nly letter 89 
prints . 
Nicholas W j ones 
New City , New York 

CURVED TEXT 
TIP: To cente r text at the top of a circle in 
Aldus FreeHand 2.0, choose cente r a lign
ment for the text, join it to the circle , and 
rotate the joined text and circ ular path 90 
(continues) 



Fast Statistics. 

3-D and Dynamic Gt'Bphlcst 
Three-dimensional full color scatterplots with 
surface smoothing, and sophisticated dynamic 
graphics like scatterplot brushing and movies. 

~.-.....;._ 

Because you don't have time to waste. 

You don't have time to read a 1000 page 
manual, to play games, to wade through a pile 
of confusing menus. 

You have lots of data. 
You need graphs, tables, financial projections, surveys. 
The report is due tomorrow and the stat package 
you thought had everything can't do the job. 

Now you can do it. 
The company that brought professionals 

uthe best statistics package on the Macintosh"• 
introduces the easiest: FAST AT. 
Designed just for the Macintosh, FASTAT makes 
high-powered, accurate statistics easy. 

You can do dependent and independent t-tests, 
time series analyses, factor analysis, two-way and 
n-way tables, correlations, nonparametric tests, 
regressions, analysis of variance and covariance, 
exploratory data analysis - even if you've never 
done them before. 

You can also create full-featured graphics such 
as X-Y plots, bubble plots, line plots, histograms, 
box-plots, stem-and-leaf diagrams, autocorrelation 
and time series plots, as well as state-of-the-art 
displays, like scatterplot matrices. 

Some of the graphs are only a click away. 
Click on a variable name, and you get a histogram 
or a box plot of the variable. Click on a regression 
output or a cell in a correlation matrix, and you get 
a scatterplot of the variables. 

Need to customize a graph? 
With FAST AT's MacDraw-like tools you can 
color, draw, add text and move things. 

Need help understanding a statistic? 
FASTAT's upop-up tutor" tells you what the 
numbers mean. 

Need reports? 
FAST AT's built-in text editor lets you scroll 
through results, cut and paste, change fonts, 
add explanatory notes, and save your work. 

System requirements: 1 megabyte of memory and hard drive. 
Mac II version available. Unlimited free technical support 

Dealers circle 492 on reader service card 
End users circle 491 on reader service card 

FAST AT 

For $195:• you can stop wasting time. 

Systat. Intelligent software. 

Call or write for further information: 

SYSTAT, Inc. 
1800 Sherman Avenue. Evanston, IL 60201 
312 864.5670 FAX 312 492.3567 

' MacWeek September 13, 1988 
" Suggested Retail Price 



Above and Below 
In Altius FreeHantl, you can easily center text above anti 
below cirdes anti ovals by first ;aining the text to the 
curvet/ shape anti then rotating the ioinetl elements. 

degrees. Centering text at the top of an 
oval requires first drawing the oval on its 
side. Then you can join center-aligned 
text to the sideways oval and rotate them 
90 degrees. To position the joined text 
above, below, or along the curved path, 
use the Element Info command (after se
lecting the joined text). 
Brian Korver 
Beaverton, Oregon 

To center the text at the boNom of a circle or oval, rotate it -90 
degrees instead of 90 degrees, and then refled it 90 degrees to 
make it read corredly (see NAbove and Below'). You can also cut 
a closed shape like a circle or ova~ as Aldus documentation 
suggests. Joining text to an open path is fairly intuitive in 
freeHand 2.0. 

E-ZOPEN 

TIP: Moving through folders looking for 
an application you want to open can be 
tiresome. You can open many applica
tions by double-clicking their settings or 
preferences files located in the System 
Folder. 
Ravi Kothari 
Morgantown, West. Virginia 

I have a folder named Alias that contains an empty document for 
each application I use often. To open one of those applications, I 
double-dick its document in the Alias folder. I put the aliases in a 
folder rather than on the desktop, because under MultiRnder, 
icons on the desktop don't come to the front when you switch to the 
Finder. (If you don't use Multifinder, puffing them on the desktop 
will work fine.) for infrequently used applications, you can use 
Find File from the Apple menu. When the application name ap· 
pears in the Find File window, seled it and choose Move to Desktop 
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from the Find File menu (X-M). If the application has support 
files that must be in the same folder as the application, such as a 
help file or a spelling didionory, then find and move the folder 
that contains the application instead of the application itself. You 
can easily return the application to its original folder by seled· 
ing its icon on the desktop and choosing Put Away from the Finder's 
File menu. 

TILE STYLE 
TIP: Aldus FreeHand 2.0 lets you fill an 
object with square tiles you design your
self, but it always places the tiles edge to 
edge. If you want the effect of space 
around each tile, place your tile image on 
a background square of the desired color. 
Then copy the background along with 
the image as your paste-in tile art (see 
"Laying Tile"). 
Dean Morris 
New York, New York 

Laying Tile 

Altius FreeHand has fillet/ each circle with the tile pattern 
to its left. All the tiles are scaled to 30 percent, anti in the 
bottom circle, they are laid at a 45·tlegree angle. lnaeas· 
ing the amount of background in the tile results in a 
sparser·looking fill. 

FLOPPY COVERUP 
TIP: The FDHD floppy disk drive in the 
Mac SE/ 30, Ilx, and Hex can store 1.4 
megabytes on an HD (high-density) flop
py disk. A hole in the disk shell, located 
across from the write-protect hole, in
forms the FDHD drive that it has an HD 
disk. If you initialize an HD disk using an 
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800K drive, which ignores the extra hole, 
you get an 800K disk that an FDHD drive 
won't be able to read. By covering the 
hole in the HD disk with a piece of tape, 
you can make an FDHD drive treat it as an 
800K disk. 
Ilja Bedner 
Malibu, California 

KIND SELECTION 
TIP: There's an easy way to select all 
objects of one type in Claris CAD and 
MacDraw II. Simply choose the tool that 
corresponds to the type of object you 
want to select-text, rectangle, oval, line, 
and so on-and then choose Select All 
from the Edit menu. This is a fantastic way 
to change the font or size of all text, alter 
the thickness of all lines of one type of 
object, or add a fill pattern to a set of 
objects. 
Michael E. Bierman 
Canoga Park, California 

WARNING: PAPER ALMOST OUT 
TIP: When you set up a big box of printer 
paper for your lmageWriter, it's easy to 
imagine it will last forever. But often the 
paper runs out in the middle of an impor
tant print job. If you tear off and separate 
the last 50 or so sheets on the bottom, 
you'll have a reserve supply that will warn 
you that you're almost out of paper. You'll 
probably have a few days to restock 
before really running out. 
David Kulka 
Burbank, California 

We pay from 525 to S I 00 for tips published here. Send tips or 
questions (include your address and phone number) to Quick 

Tips, Mocworld, 50 I Second St., San francisco, CA 94107. Send 
eledronic mail to [ompuServe (10310,702) or MCI Mail 
(addressed to 294-8018). All published submissions become 
the property of Macworld. 1:1 

Lon Poole answers readers' questions and 
offers advice in this monthly column. He 
bas collected many of the tips in his book 
Mac Insights (Microsoft Press, 1986) and 
more recently bas written the quick refer
ence guide HyperTalk (Micmsoft Press, 
1988). 



The TurboPS/300 is the fastest 300 dpi 
desktop PostScript-compatible printer you 
can buy. 

It's over eight times faster than the Apple 
l.aserWriter~ liNT and NEC~ LC -890 when 
printing most pages. The TurboPS/300 is 
even three to five times faster than the 
LaserWriter IINTX- but at a substantially 
lower price.* 

The reason: our dual-processor controller 
design, utilizing a 20 MHz graphics RISC 
processor, gives you the performance you 
need to spend your time creating-instead 
of waiting. 
Choose 300x300 or 600x300 dpi. 
When you'r~ ready to move up to higher 
resolution, your NewGen reseller can add 
the 600x300 upgrade kit and double your 
resolution to 180,000 dots per square inch. 

If you need more performance, add up 
to 5MB of memory for double buffering 
*Based on suggested retail price 

slower PostScript® printer! 

and additional downloadable fonts, or a 
SCSI hard disk for on-liAe access to large 
font libraries. The TurboPS/300 is versatile, 
so you can upgrade as your needs change. 
IBM and Macintosh compatibility. 
The TurboPS/300 gives you plug and play 
Macintosh compatibility-with l.aserWriter 
IINTX compatibility, AppleTalk~ interface, 
Adobe~ downloadable font support and 35 

Mac screen/printer fonts. 
IBM compatibility includes HP® Laser Jet II, 

HPGL, Epson® emulations and parallei!Serial 
interfaces. 
See for yourself. 
Get the full story on the fastest PostScript
compatible desktop laser you can buy. Write 
or call NewGen, and we'll send you a 
package including timing test results, print 
samples and the lowdown on our other 
remarkable laser, the TurboPS/400. 

We'll also give you the name of a 
NewGen reseller in your area. So you can 
see for yourself. And believe. 

• ,. 
NewGeo SJ$r. CQtntill,. 
17580 Newhope Street 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
(714) 641-sgoo 

NewGen, NewGen Systems Corporation, NewGen logo, TurboPS/300 and Turboi?S/400 are trademarks of NewGen Systems Co(poration. 
All other brand product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companles. 

PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. 
NewGen's compatible interpreter is compatible with Adobe PostScript. 

Circle 409 on reader service card 
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Feel free to 
compare Bitstream 

fonts to Adobe's. 
Absolutely free. 

Right now, Bitstream is offering anyone who has 

purchased an Adobe® font a free Bitstream® typeface family for the 

Macintosh~ One that Adobe doesn't offer.* A $180 value. 

Plus a typeface that Adobe does offer, so you can compare. The design. The 

character spacing. The kerning. And the overall quality. 

We think you'll like what you see. And the fact that Bitstream offers the largest 

library of typefaces for both Adobe PostScript® printers· 

and clones. In fact, hundreds more faces than Adobe. Naturally, 

an offer this good is valid for a limited time only. 

Call 1 .. 8Q0 .. 848 .. 8220 ext. 612 for your free typeface. 

Thb c6r II made in tbc U.S. ad c.n.da only. Limit one per- ()(fa lUllS Ocdlcr 1. 1989 ad apfla llmW"f 15. 1990. Allow 4-6 wccb for ddiYay. 0 1969 Bacam Inc. Biauum b a cqismcd 
awlcmark oflliauam Inc. Addle ad a..IScripc ~Riqbtcmt tnclcmub of Adobe Symw.lnc. Mac!DIOib II a cqismcd awlcmark of Apple Campzczr Inc. •A. ofScpumbu IS. 1969. 
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G 
GETTING STARTED 

HOW TO 

ood afternoon, Mr. Phelps. Your 
mission, should you decide to 
accept it, is to program a com
puter. You must assemble a se-

ries of instructions in perfect sequence
with no typographical errors--that per
form their intended task exactly as planned. 
Fail on any one of these counts, and your 
mission will fail. Good luck. This column 
will self-destruct in about 2500 words. 

Mission impossible? Not at all. It's 
done every day (although, as far as I 

Gettt·n~o Started ~:v:~).n~~o::a~it:~ 
~ is tricky, but without it, 

with 
the Mac wouldn't exist. 

Programming on the Mac can be a 
challenging, enjoyable, and yes, fmstrat
ing, experience. This month, I explain the 
concepts involved and show how Mac 

P • programming differs from roorammtno that of other computers. 
~ ~ I'll also spotlight some 

What programming is, 

how it's different on the Moe, 

and o look ot some programming 

languages ond products 

by Jim Held 

popular programming languages plus some 
products that simplify the process. Want 
to try writing a short program in Hyper
Card? You'll find instructions in "A Hyper
Card Programming Project." 

WHAT IS PROGRAMMING? 
Programming involves thinking about a 
problem, devising a list of steps for solv
ing the problem, then supplying those 

steps to the computer in a form it 
understands. For example, let's con

sider the problem of calculating 
a car's gas mileage. First, let's 

list the steps needed to 
solve the problem: 

• Find out how many 
miles were driven. 
• Find out how many 
gallo ns of gas were 
used. 

send the answer to the screen? To a 
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printer? Should it 
record the answer 
on disk? Or on a 
tape recorder? In 
human languages, 
a word can have 
many meanings. 
We pick the cor
rect meaning (usu
ally) when we hear or read the word in 
context. 

Today's computers can't decipher a 
word's meaning from its context. That's 
one reason why the ultimate word pro
cessor--one that responds to dictation
doesn't yet exist. 

LANGUAGES TO PROGRAM BY 
You can't program the Mac in English, but 
you can use a reasonable facsimile-a 
programming language. These languages 
use vocabularies of English-like words, 
called keywords, combined with symbols 
for representing math instructions and 
other functions. To create a program, you 
assemble the keywords and symbols ac
cording to the mles, or syntax, of the 
language you're using. "BASIC Gas Mile
age" shows what our gas mileage problem 
looks like in BASIC, a popular beginner's 
language. 

Just as human languages have stan
dard parts of speech-nouns, verbs, ad
jectives, and so on-computer languages 
provide different categories of keywords 
for controlling the computer and process
ing information (see "Keyword Catego
ries"). The keywords themselves, their 
exact spelling, and the ways they're 
combined are three factors that make each 
language different. "Three Ways to Count" 
illustrates this point by showing, in three 
languages, a simple program that counts 
from one to ten. 

A variety of computer languages have 
evolved over the decades. Many even 
have their own dialects, variations in syntax 
that programmers must keep in mind if 
they program for a variety of machines. 
Many beginners prefer BASIC because it's 
more like English; its syntax isn't as rigid 
as that of other languages. But this flexibil
ity can lead to sloppy programs that are 
difficult to read and understand. Pro
(conrinues) 
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Insurance 
For 

Fried 
~ Apples? 

your surge protector fails will your in
surance save you? SAFEWARE · computer 
insurance covers power surges, lightning, 
theft, fire, accidental damage and more! Full 
replacement of hardware, media and pur
chased software for as little as $39 per year. 

Total Value, Hardware. 
Media & Purchased Software 

up to $2,000 
$ 2,001-$ 5,000 
$ 5,001-$ 8,000 
$ 8,001-$11 ,000 
$11,001-$14,000 

Annual 
Premium 

$ 39 
$ 69 
$ 89 
$109 
$129 

For immediate coverage, information 
and rates on higher coverages. call 

~ 1-800-848-3469 
Locally 614·262·0559 On Compuserve, GO SAF 

(Snt !liAR£) 
SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

2929 N. High St .. P.O. Box 02211, Columbus. OH 43202 
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GETTING STARTED 
HOW TO 

gramming pros use more structured lan
guages such as Pascal and C. Both require 
more rigid syntax than BASIC, but they 
are better suited to creating legible, well
organized programs. That's important, be
cause the person who modifies a program 
a year after it's written may not be the 
same person who wrote it. 

Another difference between languages 
is the amount of programming required to 
perform certain tasks. High-level languages 
like Pascal and BASIC look most like 
human languages and let you perform 
complex tasks--such as reading some
thing from a disk file-with relative ly few 
lines of code. To the uninitiated, low-level 
languages such as assembly look like gib
berish. More to the point, they require an 
intimate knowledge of the Mac's memory 
and microprocessor, and often require 
dozens of lines of code to perform even 
simple tasks. Some languages, such as C, 
straddle the fence between high-level and 
low-level. With C, you're not intimately 
involved with the Mac's memory and 
microprocessor, but you're very close 
friends. 

Why use low-level languages if doing 
so means more work? Because the pro
grams they create generally run faster than 
those created by high-level languages, 
and they often require less memory. 

THE PROGRAMMING PROCESS 
The process begins with brainstorming, 
which might involve drawing a flowchart, 
(continues) 

,., Mfleeae Proarem 
How mony mtl•t cUd you «tYt? lOCI 
Uow manu gallons Otd you ust7 10 
Vow- cer got 30 miles per go lion 

llsUnq or "G•s Mlleeae Pnwaram• 
R£n Got mlltogt ~In OASIC 

INPUT "HOw mony mil" did you drhe". m11HOnvtn 
IIIIPUT "'How fMt1V gellem. dtd you ust" . goiiOMUsld 

n"Og o: milnDrwen J geiiOMUled 

PII:INT "Yt:Nrcor got·~ cnc>0. "•tnltt per gollon: 

BASIC G11s Mlle11ge 
This BASIC program, written in Miaosoft' s Quick BASIC, 
colculotes o car's gos mileage. The top window shows the 
progromi source code; the bottom one shows its output. 
As with many programming produds, Quick BASIC displays 
keywords in bold. This isn't o Moe-lib program, since it 
doesn't use dialog boxes lor interoding with o user. 
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Industry Figures Tell the Story .. . 

the Manhole 
Is a Breakthrough 

''The first full- fledged 
interactive storybook 

available on a personal 
computer ... a charming 

and engaging fantasy uni
verse . . . proofthatinnova
tion in personal computing is alive and well.' ' 

- Mitch Kapor, founder of Lotus Development 
and chairman, ON TECHNOLOGY 

'' If you want a glimpse 
of what a computer pro
gram can be . .. see the 
Manhole. ' ' 

-Jerry Borrell, 
editor-in-chief, 
Mac world 

'' A provocative, idea
stimulating glimpse of a 

whole new genre ... ' ' 

- Stewart Alsop, 
editor, P.C. Letter 

Get the Manhole and see for yourself. ~ 

See your local retailer or calll-800-227-6900 to order. Circle 444 on reader service card 
0 1989 Activision. the Manhole ©1988 Cyan. MS·DOS version ©1989 Activision. t~e Manhole is a trademark of Activision. Distributed by MEDlAGENIC. 



Most programming products provide 
debugging features to help you catch bugs. 
Some products offer source-level debug
gers, which let you run your program one 
line at a time (see "Stepping through 
Software"). 

A more advanced level of debugging 
involves watching how each machine
language instruction affects memory and 
the Mac's microprocessor. Think's Light
speed Pascal is one product that offers this 
machine-level debugging. Many advanced 
programmers also swear by separate 
debuggers such as ICOM Simulations' 
TMON. Generally, only advanced pro
grammers who are writing complex pro
grams need to descend to this nitty-gritty 
debugging level. 

PROGRAMMING THE 
MACINTOSH WAY 
Programming on the Macintosh differs 
from programming on most other com
puters. With most computers, a program
mer must spend a lot of time designing the 
program's user inteiface-the way it inter
acts with the users. Programs for d1e Mac 
use standard user-interface elements-
pull-down menus, dialog boxes, windows, 
and so on. 

GETTING STARTED 
HOW TO 

When programming the Mac, you don't 
have to design user inte rface elements, 
but you do have to know how to create 
and use d1e elements the Mac provides. 
That means becoming familiar with the 
Mac's Toolbox, a library of small, special
ized snippets of software , often called 
routines. 

The Mac's Toolbox routines are stored 
in the Mac's read-only memory (ROM) 
chips and in the System file, and are 
grouped into categories called managers. 
The Menu Manager, for example, contains 
routines that create menus, while the 
Dialog Manager creates dialog boxes. Mac 
programmers use the Toolbox routines to 
create windows, menus, dialog boxes, 
and other user-interface elements. 

Another concept that often trips up 
budding Mac programmers is the fact that 
Mac progr.tms are event driven. A Mac 
progr.tm doesn't say to a user, "These are 
the things you're allowed to do now. 
Don't try to do anything else. " Instead, it 
says, "I'm ready for whatever you might 
do. Go ahead, move my mouse. Click its 
button. Press a key. I can hand le it." A 
Macintosh program is always ready to 
respond to anything. 

But this flexible operating style means 

FOLLOW THE FLOW CHART 
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Flowcharts graphically 

depict a program's d irec
tion of movement, with 

each shape denoting a 

specific activity. The 

paralle logmm represents 

user input or progmm 
output, the rectangle rep
resents processing, and 

the d iamond represents 
a decis ion. 
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FOR count = I TO 10 
PRINT lhts ts number· ; count 

NEXT count 

• inc lude <sldlo. h> 

oooi nO 
( 
inl c:CM.A"'' t ; 
for (count • 1; c:04.M"'t < 11 ; c~l++ > { 

pr lnlf<.Thls Is .......,., • d \n•, C<>llll>; 
) 

,....,._ C4untToTon; 
Ylllr 

..... t : inlf901" ; 

Mt1ll 
ootl"'t :- 0 ; 
fer ....,l ;oo l ta i O,. 

wrllt'k\(Thls Is numbtr", count) ; ..... 

Tltree Ways to Count 
This is one program-it counts from one to ten in three 
languages: BASIC (top}, C (niddle}, and Pasco/ (bottom}. 
Note the tl'lllerences in tbekeywords themselves, in their 
speOing, and in bow they're arranged. The more rigidly 
strudured C and Pascal require certain statements at the 
beginning of the program to set aside memory and control 
the compiler. This program a/sa illustrates the concept of 
looping, executing a given set of statemeats repeatedly. 
The statements within the loop are indented to set them 
oH from the rest of the program. 

more work for programmers, and if you're 
used to programming other machines, it 
means rethinking some basic concepts of 
program design. A Mac program spends 
most of its time in an event loop, essentially 
running in circles, waiting for something 
to happen. When an event occurs, the 
program must determine what kind of 
event it is-a mouse-down event, a key
board event, or another type of event
and then respond appropriately. 

Yet another unique Mac programming 
concept is that of resources. In Mac pro
grams, e lements such as menus, dialog 
boxes, and text messages are stored sepa
rately from the program code, and they're 
called into use as needed by the Mac's 
Resource Manager. This separation of code 
and resources allows programmers to 
create fore ign-language versions of their 
software by editing the appropriate re
sources, without changing the code. For 
example , you might edit the menu re
source to list choices in Spanish or French 
without having to change the code that 
(continues) 



Industry Figures Tell the Story .. . 

the Manhole 
Is a Breakthrough 

''The first full- fledged 
interactive storybook 

available on a personal 
computer ... a charming 

and engaging fantasy uni
verse . .. proof that innova
tion in personal computing is alive and well.' ' 

-Mitch Kapor, founder of Lotus Development 
and chairman, ON TECHNOLOGY 

'' If you want a glimpse 
of what a computer pro
gram can be ... see the 
Manhole. ' ' 

- Jerry Borrell, 
editor-in-chief, 
Mac world 

'' A provocative, idea
stimulating glimpse of a 

whole new genre . . ·' ' 

- Stewart Alsop, 
editor, P.C. Letter 

Get the Manhole and see for yourself. ~ 

See your local retailer or calll-800-227-6900 to order. Circle 444 on reader service card 
Ql989 Activision. the Manhole C>1988 Cyan. MS-DOS version ©1989 Activision. the Ma nhole is a trademark of Activision. Distribured by MEDIAGENlC. 
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HOW TO 

I 

I<EYWORD CATEGORIES 

Category Purpose Example 

assignment assigns o value too variable Thanksgiving = •JI/23/89" 

conditional tests for conditions ond responds ocrordingly IF rold THEN 
wear overcoat wear gloves 

ElSE 
wear J.shirt wear shorts 

input/ output gets entries and disploys results INPUT "What's your sign?" 
PRINT •sun off, aeep.• 

logical tests relationship between two or more entities IF lunchtime AND hungry THEN 
eat lunch 

looping performs o task until o certain condition is met WHILE plate contains food 

relational tests relationship between two entities 

a graphic blueprint that illustrates the 
components of the program and how it 
will work (see "Follow the Flowchart"). 

After brainstorming, you're ready to 
write your program's instructions-its 
source code--using a text editor. These 
cousins to word processors provide spe
cialized features designed for program
ming. For example, programmers indent 
certain program lines to indicate their 
relationship to the lines around them (see 
"Three Ways to Count"). Lines nestled 
within a loop, a portion of a program 
whose instructions repeat a certain num
ber of times, are indented to allow some
one reading the program to quickly iden
tify them as instructions that repeat. Text 
editors provide formatting features that 
make these indents easier to create and 
adjust. The text editors built into products 
such as Think's Lightspeed Pascal (from 
Symantec) and Microsoft QuickBASIC 
automatically indent lines and format 
keywords in boldface so they stand out. 

After you've typed your source code, 
you'll be eager to test your program to see 
if it works. Here's where you'll encounter 
the most significant difference between 
programming packages: whethe r they use 
an interpreter or a compiler to translate 
your program imo the instructions the 
Mac's microprocessor needs. 

An interpreter translates source code 
on the fly--one line, or statement, at a 
time- as a program runs. To use your 
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toke o bite 
IF myPoy < yourPoy THEN 

me= jealous 

program, you must start the interpreter, 
open the program, and then tell the inter
preter to mn the program. 

A compiler translates the source code 
into machine code-the internal language 
used by the Mac's microprocessor. From 
there, a component called a linker pro
cesses the machine code to create an 
application file. 

A compiler's strength is its ability to 
create a complete application that you (or 
anyone) can start from the Finder-some
thing an interpreter can't do. In addition to 
producing stand-alone applications, most 
compilers can also produce desk accesso
ries (whose internal structures differ from 
application files ') and other types of pro
gram code, such as HyperCard external 
commands (XCMDs) and external func
tions (XFCNs). And compiled programs 
generally run faster than interpreted ones, 
since that on-the-fly translation process 
isn't needed. 

Anothe r drawback of interpreters is 
that anyone who wants to run an inte r
preted program will also need a copy 
of the interpreter. But interpreters have 
their strengths as well. Because they trans
late and mn a program one statement at a 
time, you can make changes in a program 
listing(the source code that comprises d1e 
program) and then immediately run the 
program to see d1e results. Compilers gen
erally don't offer this start-and-stop pro
(continues) 



Letraset knows that it takes a company that 

understands graphic design and software to 

develop software that lets your creativity run 

wild. Software that keeps pace with your 

imagination. Tools with the power and flexibility 

you need to turn a good idea into a great one. 

Letraset Graphic Design Software helps you 

create incredible layouts. Develop type 

solutions you thought you could only get by 

hand. Create custom halftones and effects 

without ever calling the lab. 

Letraset Graphic Design Software - what you 

would expect from a company with 30 years 

experience in graphic design and the expertise 

to create software tools that understand the 

way you work. Software that puts graphic 

design fi!.&1. 
Come see Letraset for graphic design software 

from the graphic design specialists. In the U.S., 

call 1·800·343· TYPE for information. Elsewhere, 

contact any Letraset international subsidiary. 

-This advertisement was created and produced using 
Letraset Graphic Design Software. 
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A HYPERCARD PROGRAMMING PROJECT 
P"v!WCIJ•~ includes a built-in program· 

ming language called HyperTalk.ln this 
introduction to HyperTalk program· 

ming-or scripting, as Apple calls it-you'll 
add a button to your Home stack that lets you 
calculate a car's gas mileage. 

To try this example, you must set Hyper· 
Card's user level to Scripting. With the Home 
stock open, choose Last from the Go menu, 
elide on the Scripting button, then choose First 
from the Go menu. 

P H A S E 1 : Create the BuHon 
Here's how to create the button that, when 
clicked, will run your program. From the Ob
jects menu, choose New Button. One (named 
New Button) then appears in the middle of the 
first card in the Home stack. Drag the new 
button to a blank area of the card. 

Next, double-click on the new button to 
display the Button Info dialog box. Select the 
following options, but don't click OK yet: Show 
Name, Auto Hilite, and Rectangle.ln the Button 
Name text box, type Gas Mileage. 

PHASE 2: Type the Script 
You're ready to type the program, or script. 

1. Click on the Script button 
HyperCard's scripteditorwindowappears, 

containing two lines: on MouseUp and end 
MouseUp. Notice that the insertion point is 
between the two lines; your script goes there. 

2. Type the text shown in Script 1. (Note 
the .,(called a soft-return symbol) that appears 
at the end of several lines. If a statement is too 
long to fit on one line, put this symbol [type 

Option-Return) where you want the line to 
break so that HyperCard knows the statement 
continues on the next line.) 

Proofread your work as you go; when 
you're finished, click OK or press the Enter key. 

gramming convenience, although some, 
such as Think's Lightspeed C and Think's 
Lightspeed Pascal, come close. 

CALL THE EXTERMINATOR 
Few programs run perfectly the first time. 
It is more like ly that your program will 

300 

on mouseUp 
ask ' How many miles did you driver 
if It is empty then exit mouse Up eke put It into ., 

miles Driven 
ask ' How many gallons did you user 
if It is empty then exit mouse Up else pull I into., 

gollonsUsed 
divide milesDriven by gollonsUsed 
put milesDriven into gosMileoge 
onswer'Yourcorgot' &&gosMJ1eoge&& "miles., 

per gallon.' 
end mouseUp 

Saipt 1 

Repeal with count = I to the length of miles Driven 
putt he chorloNum of char count of milesDriven-, 

info temp 
if temp <48 or temp >57 then 

answer • Sorry, you must enter numbers only.' 
exit mouseUp 

end if 
end repeal 

Script 2 

PHASE 3:Trylt 
To try the program, choose the Browse tool (the 

pointing finger) from the Tools menu, then click 
on the Gas Mileage button. If all goes well, 
dialog boxes appear asking how many miles 
you drove and how many gallons of gas you 
used. Finally, a dialog box appears telling you 
your gas mileage. 

If you got an error message beginning 
"Can't understand," your script may contain 
same typographical errors. To display the script, 
press :}g·Option while clicking on the Gas 
Mileage button. 

contain some errors, known as bugs. 
Perhaps you will omit a keyword or forget 
to type a symbol. With low-level lan
guages, bugs can result if you handle the 
Macintosh's processor or memory care
lessly (such as changing or moving infor
mation vital to the Mac's operation). These 
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PHASE 4: Trap those Errors 
A good program anticipates errors and traps 
them before they cause problems. This pro· 
gram already does some error trapping-the 
lf".then statements check ta see if you left a 
dialog box blank and slop the program if you 
did. But what if you type letters in the box 
instead of numbers? Try it, and you'll receive 
an error message when the script tries to divide 
the letters. 

The solution is to scan each dialog box to 
make sure it contains only numbers. The code 
in Script 2 does just that. Insert those lines just 
before the line in Script 1 that asks how many 
gallons you used. Then copy all inserted lines 
(select them and press :H:·C) and poste them 
(using :H:-V] just before the line reading udivide 
milesDriven bygollonsUsed." Next, in the newly 
posted section, change the two occurrences of 
milesDriven to gallonsUsed. Finally, try the 
program again and type some letters ta see the 
error trapping in action. 

The error-trapping routine works by first 
determining how many characters you typed, 
and then examining each character in tum ta 
verify that it's a number. If it encounters a 
character that isn't a number, it displays the 
error message. 

Important Concepts 
Our script uses these programming concepts: 
•Input/output sfafements (ask and answer) to 
interad with a user. 

• Variables (mdesDriven and gamlollliUSj~. ;;: 
which are named storage places in 
• A math operator(dtvide) to perfl~,i 
values you enter. 
• Conditional statements 
perfonn lests and act on 
• A looping strucfurle n 
to perform a task a 

are only a few of the types of bugs that can 
surface; you might also create a program 
that performs calculations incorrectly (bad 
news if you are writing accounting soft
ware) or whose steps simply aren't in the 
proper sequence. 
(continues) 



ntroducing the. first color 
PostScript printer priced to 
keep you in the black. · 

The QMS 
ColorScript 100 

Model 10. 
Just $9,995. 

Show-stopping presentations, powerful 
projections and crystal clear calculations in 
hard copy or transparency fonn . . Everything 
your business needs to stand out from the 
crowd. All in a full spectrum of color for 
just sg, 995. The QMS ColorScript"' 100 
Model 10 easily connects to your Mac® or 
PC to add full color and the power of true 
Adobe® PostScript to your business - and, 
at this price, it helps you stay in the black! 
It's another first from QMS® and a 
breakthrough in color PostScript® prin~rs. 

Limitless Possibilities. The new QMS 
ColorScriptlOO Model 10 allows you to have 
total control over the final appearance of 
your hard copies and transparencies. The 
Model 10 includes 35 resident typefaces 
that, thanks to PostScript, can be scaled to 
virtually any size and shape. Put that 
together with its ability to print over 16 
million color variations and you1l see an 
entirely new dimension to composition. 

Exclusive Advantages. The compact 
Model 10 gives you advantages you won't 
find with the competition. For example, PC 
users can put the Model 10 to work without 
adding any additional boards. And Mac 
users simply plug the Model 10 into the 
Applelhlk® port. The Model 10 prints at 300 
dpi for near typeset quality presentations 
that spring to life in colors that adhere to 
PANTON£®~ Color Standards. If you need 
to expand your printing capabilities or 
memory, the Model 10 is designed to easily 
accept a 1 MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade. The 
Model 10 also features an SCSI interface that 
makes adding enough memory to store the 
entire PostScript typeface library as simple 
as plugging in a lamp. 

1-800-523-2696. If improving your business 
edge is important to you, call our toll free 

number for the nearest Laser Connection® 
dealer. Your Laser Connection dealer can 
give you a demonstration and show you 
how the QMS ColorScript 100 Model 10 
will add a colorful dimension to your 
presentations - and help keep you in 
the black. 

~~fi~~CTIOn® 
The following are trademarks of their respective companies: QMS, QMS 
ColorScript, Laser Connection o( QMS. Inc. PostScript, Adobe of Adobe 
Systems, Inc. Mac, Applt!llllk of Apple, Inc. PANTONE of Pan tone, Inc. 
• Pan tone, lnc:s check·standard trademark for color reproduction and 
color reproduction materials. 

Circle 104 on reader service card 

A QMS Company 

1-800-523-2696 

©1989 Laser Connection 



ConsistentlY, people who work with num
bers have some noticeable traits. 

They're intelligent, organized and thor
ough-buttoned up, 1f you will. 

Which explains why MicrosofrExcel has 
been the spreadsheet standard for Macintosh• 
ever since it was introduced in 1985. Today, 
90% of Macintosh spreadsheet users do their 
calculating, manipulating, analyzing and pre
senting With it: 

And while Microsoft Excel has always 
been easy to learn and use, it can now perform 

all the complex functions you perform, but with 
labor-saving benefits. 

You can easily build complex models and 
conveniently link multiple sheets with a simple 

point and click. 
So the left hand knows 

what the right js doing, 
~ weve added a feature that 
~ will tie your data into 

Microsoft Word docu
ments. Then update that 
same data automatically 

With Microsoft Excel you can produce impressive documents, choosing from 256 fonts and colors, variable row height and shading. 

Profitability by division WinMark Copiers 

WxC2000 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Gross Profit $6,552 $9,102 $10,425 $6,438 $10,140 $21,300 

WxC 1000 
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 



when it's been changed in Microsoft Excel. 
To insure data integrity, we've even built 

in alerts that will warn you of such grievous 
errors as circular references. In fact, Microsoft 
Excel is so bright, it will actually review your 
worksheet and flag any formulas that don't fit 
an established pattern. 

And to give you more artistic license, 
we'll even throw in a free copy of Canvas 2. 0 
DA: a draw and paint accessory. Just buy the 
Microsoft Excel package before January 3L 1990. 

Now, we've left a lot out in this short 

discourse, but Microsoft Excel hasn't. So be sure 
to ask your dealer for a complete explanation 
of its capabilities. And you'll see how Microsoft 
Excel will make your job easier and better. 

Or, if you look at it a different way, you'll 
become a more effective manipulator. And a 
more efficient calculator. 

MiciOsofl· 
Making it all make sense· 

Then you can Paste Link those worksheets and charts into your Microsoft Word documents and update tlwn automatically. 

TO: Shannon Pitts 

FR: Peter Cohen 

DT: November 13th, 1989 

RE: Presentation to the Board 

In preparation for the annual meeting, I've 
created a 20-minure slide presentation on our 
successful entry into the small printer market. 

The presentation will explain to the share
holders that, on a basis of sound marketing 
strategy, reinforced with our knowledge of the 
printer business a t o ther levels, we have been 
able to grow from a 2 percent share of market, 
to 9 percent in 18 short months. 

To the right is an excerpt of the presenta
tion which illustrates our growth. Anticipated 
concerns will probably center around quality of 
service and the ability to meet market demand 
over the next year. 

We should be able to squelch any fears by 
explaining that our small printers have a very 
low (4%) field repair call requirement at 
present. 

And our assembly resour~ here ~n the 

WinMark Copiers 

WxC 2000 
JUL AUG SEP 

Revenue 
(In Thousands) 

~~~~---~-, . c-tu I. .'· · :*,~'S . · . :U,aoO:' ·· ' , . 9 -~ .......... ~ ' ;.•• • ~:;(~,(>'~ ~I«·M'~ ..... ~ ......... ~Mo;k.;..>. • ·.-..« 1-.;.:;.~ .. 
Forecast $6 453 $8 800 $10,050 
~ITh. D&ll'$«'f~~""r·w!so~ PS!)...e '· • . . ..• It . l 3 -" 0: m:'i~~- ,!,;, 
% 130% 140% 138% 

With a very respectable 9 percenJ sluue after only 18 monJIIS, 
we feel we can reach 15 percenJ by the end of the next fiScal 
year (see six monJh projection). 



Most programming products provide 
debugging features to help you catch bugs. 
Some products offer source-level debug
gers, which let you run your program one 
line at a time (see "Stepping through 
Software"). 

A more advanced level of debugging 
involves watching how each machine
language instruction affects memory and 
the Mac's microprocessor. Think's Light
speed Pascal is one product that offers this 
machine-level debugging. Many advanced 
programmers also swear by separate 
debuggers such as ICOM Simulations' 
TMON. Generally, only advanced pro
grammers who are writing complex pro
gmms need to descend to this nitty-gritty 
debugging level. 

PROGRAMMING THE 
MACINTOSH WAY 
Progmmming on the Macintosh differs 
from progmmming on most other com
puters. With most computers, a program
mer must spend a lot of time designing the 
program's userinteiface-the way it inter
acU; with tht: users. Programs for the Mac 
use standard user-interface elements
pull-down menus, dialog boxes, windows, 
and so on. 

GETTING STARTED 
HOW TO 

When programming the Mac, you don't 
have to design user interface elements, 
but you do have to know how to create 
and use d1e elements the Mac provides. 
That means becoming familiar with the 
Mac's Toolbox, a library of small, special
ized snippets of software, often called 
routines. 

The Mac's Toolbox routines are stored 
in the Mac's read-only memory (ROM) 
chips and in the System file, and are 
grouped into categories called managers. 
The Menu Manager, for example, contains 
routines that create menus, while the 
Dialog Manager creates dialog boxes. Mac 
programmers use the Toolbox routines to 
create windows, menus, dialog boxes, 
and other user-interface elements. 

Another concept that often trips up 
budding Mac programmers is the fact that 
Mac programs are event driven. A Mac 
program doesn't say to a user, "These are 
the things you're allowed to do now. 
Don't try to do anything else." Instead, it 
says, "I'm ready for whatever you might 
do. Go ahead, move my mouse. Click its 
button. Press a key. I can handle it." A 
Macintosh program is always ready to 
respond to anything. 

But d1is flexible operating style means 

FOLLOW THE FLOWCHART 
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Flowcharts graphically 

depict a program's direc
tion of movement, with 
each shape denoting a 

specific activity. The 
paralle logram represents 
user input or program 

output, the rectangle rep
resents processing, and 
the diamond represents 

a decision. 
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FOR count= 1 TO 10 
PRINT "This is number" ; count 

NEXT count 

• I nclude <stdlo .h> 

.., In<> 
{ 
lnt COW'\t; 
f or (CC<M'\l = I; count < II ; CC<M'Il++ > { 

prl nlf("Th ls I s .....t>r trd\n", c0<r1t>; 
) 

,...,.._ CooJntToTH>; 
Y W' 

tOWlt: 1nttgtr; 

"till 
COI.Wtt :cO; 
fer count :-I te 10 do 

Yrltt ln('Thls Is numbtr' , count); -· 
Tltree Ways to Count 
This is one progrmn-it counts from one to ten in tbree 
languages: BASIC (top}, ( (niddle}, and Pascal (boN om}. 
Note the d"dferences in thdeywords themselves, in their 
spelling, and in how they're a"anged. Tlte more rigidly 
structured C and Pascal require certain statements at the 
beginning of the program to set aside memory and control 
the compiler. This program also Hlustrates the concept of 
looping, executing a given set of statements repeatedly. 
The statements within tile loop ore inJented to set them 
oH from the rest of the program. 

more work for programmers, and if you're 
used to programming other machines, it 
means rethinking some basic concepts of 
program design. A Mac program spends 
most of its time in an event loop, essentially 
running in circles, waiting for something 
to happen. When an event occurs, the 
program must determine what kind of 
event it is-a mouse-down event, a key
board event, or another type of event
and then respond appropriately. 

Yet another unique Mac programming 
concept is that of resources. In Mac pro
grams, elements such as menus, dialog 
boxes, and text messages are stored sepa
mtely from the program code, and mey're 
caJled into use as needed by the Mac's 
Resource Manager. This separation of code 
and resources allows programmers to 
create foreign-language versions of their 
software by editing the appropriate re
sources, without changing the code. For 
example, you might edit the menu re
source to list choices in Spanish or French 
without having to change the code mat 
(continues) 



Sumner Stone, Adobe's 
Director of Typography Is 
a pioneer in the world of 
electronic type. He's the 
mastermind behind 
Adobe Originals, our dis
tinctive new designs and 
typeface revivals that 
combine the traditions of 
great typography with 
the requirements of 
modern communication. 

And Adobe is just the type to do it. As the undisputed leader of the electronic 
publishing industry, Adobe has the perfect typeface for every communication 
style-more than 500 downloadable fonts in all. 

But there's more to our Adobe" Type Library than just variety. Because we 
licenseoriginaltypefacedesignsand painstakingly create them in PostScrip~format, 
the quality simply can't be matched. And our technology assures that every font 
prints perfectly, regardless of point size or resolution of your PostScript printer. 

You' ll find that same level of quality in our screen fonts, too. In fact, the new 
Adobe Type Managerr ... allows you to scale Adobe typefaces precisely to any size 
right on your Macintosh" display. 

We've also added the Adobe Originals;" our unique collection of classic and 
original typefaces specifically designed and produced for today's electronic 
publishers. They' re complemented by extended character sets-available sep-
arately-which may include r------------------- -- -------.., 
small capitals, old style figures, To receive your free Font & Function Adobe Type 
fractions, ornaments and Catalog, mail to: Font & Function, P.O. Box 7900, 
titling capitals. Mountain View, CA 94039-7900. 

For more information about Check appropriate box(es): 
the Adobe Originals and the rest I usea O Macintosh O IBM PC computer. 
of the Adobe Type Library, send 
for our free Font & Function'"' 
catalog. It's full of tips and tech
niques by type experts from 
around the world. With a little 

Name 

help from our catalog, your Post- company 

Script printer and your Macin- :-:AdCO'd,.,. ... ------ -----,c;"'""•y-------

tosh or IBM" PC computer, you'll 
be all set to publish like a pro. 

just mail this coupon for your 
free copy of Font & Function. 
Or, if you're the type who can't 
wait, call us at 

State Zip 

Please allow 4 weeks 
for delivery. 

Phone OH2.o2·2 

800-83-FONTS. ~1D 11\Y'TltV..t ----- - --- ---------------..J 
~~~~~~~':11.~ 

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PmtScript ond the PmtScript logo are rogistorod tr>* 
marts and Adobe Type Manager, Adobe O~glnolland Font & Function are Uade
marks of Adobe Systems lncOJPOrated. Maclnto~ Is the registered trad~ 

look for this symbol on computers. printers 
and othet products that Include PostSuipt 
software from Adobe Systems. It's yourguar. 
an tee of quality and compatiblity. of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is the rfglstered trademark of IBM Corporation. 

C 1989 Adobe System• ln<o'J)Oratod.AII ~hU reserved. 
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GETTING STARTED 
HOW TO 

A BEGINNING 
PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT 

o you want to learn to program. The 
first thing you'll have to do is choose 
a language. Start with Poscal, not be

cause it's the best or easiest Ia learn, but 
because Apple's official technical monuals 
far the Toolbox-the lnsicle Macintosh series 
from Addison-Wesley Publishing Company 
(1985-1988)-use Pascal in their examples 
and instructions. If you end up programming 
in o different language, yaur familiarity with 
Pascal wan't be wasted. 

A great way to learn Pascal is to use Just 
Enough Pascal, a disk-and-book tutorial that 
yau use with Think's Ughtspeed Pascal (see 
Reviews, July 1989). In Just Enough Pascal, 
you build a Mac program step by step, 
pasting in new sections of code as you learn 
what they do. It's an excellent way to learn 
Pascal and to learn how to use Ughtspeed 
Pascal. 

You might also try a code·generating 
program such as Smethers/Sames' Proto· 
typer or Bowers Development's AppMaker. 
These programs let you click and drag to 
create menus, dialog boxes, and other user· 
interface elements. Choose a commond, and 
the program generates the Pascal or C source 
cocle that you'd otherwise have to type your
self. Bath Prototyper and AppMaker can 
generate code for Ughtspeed C and Pascal, 
and for the C and Pascal compilers that run 
under Apple's Macintosh Programming Work
shop (MPW), a heavy-duty programming 
environment that Apple and many large 
software firms use. 

If pecking out programming statements 
seems too daunting, consider starting out 
with a product such as Mainstay's V.I.P. or 
Moxem's Cause. With V.I.P. (short for visual 
interactive programming), you program by 
drawing a Rowcharl--interconnecting icons 
representing keywords and program func· 
lions. You can create a stand-alone V.I.P. 
application by using Translator to Ught
Speed C, Mainstay's code-generation utility 
that tum V.I.P. programs into C code. With 

Cause, you create programs by drawing the 
windows and reports used for entering and 
viewing dota and then specifying how they 
interact. Neither VlP nor Cause has what it 
takes to create and maintain a mojor-league 
program like Microsoft Word or MacDraw, 
but either is up to handling small program
ming tasks. And both are great ways to hone 
your stepwise programming skills without 
doing a lot of typing. 

And you' ll need reading material. Vol
umes I through V of Inside Macintosh are the 
standard reference bibles for the Mac's Tool· 
box. Apple's Tech Notes series are invalu
able supplements to Inside Macintosh; they're 
available from the Apple Programmer's and 
Developer's Association (800/282·2732). If 
you're new to Pascal, Oh/ Pascal/ by Doug 
Cooper and Michael Clancy rN.W. Norton, 
1985) is an excellent introduction to the 
language. 

If you're familiar with Pascal or another 
language but you're new to Mac program· 
ming, Stephen Chemicoff' s three-volume set, 

Macintosh Revealed (Howard Sams, volumes 
1-2, 1987; volume3, 1989), willgetyauup 
to speed. Scott Knaster's Haw to Write 
Macintosh Software (Howard Sams, 1988) 
and his Macintosh Programming Secrets 
(Addison-Wesley, 1988) will help, too. A 
first· rate guide to learning Think's Ughtspeed 
Cis Macintosh Programming Primer by Dave 
MarkandCartwrightReed(Addison·Wesley, 
1989). Apple's own Programmer's Introduc
tion to the Macintosh is a superb primer for 
programmers wha are new to the Mac. 

Another excellent source of help and 
guidance is CompuServe. Its APPDEV ond 
MACPRO forums contain source cocle far 
hundreds of programs that you can lalce 
apart and modify. Symontecalsohasforums 
for Ughtspeed C and Pascal users (type GO 
THINK at any ! prompt!. Also consider a sub
scription to Mac Tutor (P.O. Box 400, Placen
tia, CA 92670),a monthly Mac programming 
journal that covers all papular languages. 
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Stepping through Software 
A source-level debugger lets you run y011r program one 
step at a time and watclr the results of eaclr instrudion. 
In Tl!inlc' s Ughtspeed Pasco~ a pointing finger denotes the 
line that will execute neid. lf a syntax error is found, tbe 
pointi11g finger turns Into a "thumbs down" icon and a 
dialog box appears desuibing tbe nature of tbe error. Tlle 
Pascal code in this window is part of an application's main 
event loop. 

tells the Mac when to display that menu. 
Indeed, resources are so easy to alter that 
even nonprogrammers can edit them us
ing Apple's ResEdit resource-editing util
ity, available through user groups and 
communications services. You can also 
get ResEdit from the Apple Programmer's 
and Developer's Association (APDA), if 
you become a member of APDA. 

As you learn to program the Mac, 
prepare to be frustrated. Grappling with 
Toolbox concepts, event loops, and re
sources can be taxing for those unfamiliar 
with the peculiarities of Macintosh pro
gramming. Fortunately, you don't have to 
start from square one. You can take ad
vantage of the many sources of help 
ava ila ble (see "A Beginning Pro
grammmer's Toolkit"). And don't try to do 
too much too soon. You wouldn't try to 
write a novel in a language you had just 
learned to speak; similarly, you shouldn't 
make your first programming project a 
complex one. Start small and master one 
concept at a time. 

But first, turn the page before this col
umn self-destructs. And good luck. 1::! 

j im Heid is a Macworld contributing edi
tor who each month focuses on a different 
aspect of Mac f undamentals. His latest 
book is Inside the Apple Macintosh, an 
advanced uset·'s gu ide p u blished by 
Brady Books. 



The power and performance of 
big system CAD D. .. MicroStation Mac 

Intergraph introduces MicroStation Mac
microCADD software merging the power of 2D/3D 
engineering design software with the ease of the 
Macintosh user interface. 

Multiple-screen graphics 
MicroStation Mac supports a maximum of eight 
separate views of a design. These are resizable and 
can be placed on any of up to six graphic screens, 
the maximum supported by the Macintosh. This 
allows for better display flexibility, resulting in 
more productivity and less design time. 

Reference files 
MicroStation supports 2D and 3D design and 
reference files so a user can attach up to 32 design 
files to the current file for reference. Reference files 
can reside locally or be accessed remotely over a 
network, thus allowing users working on the same 
project to view ail the files simultaneously. 

Image showing the Apple Macintosh user interface. 

Fully Intergraph-compatible 
Files are maintained in the same binary format 

. on every platform so that MicroStation/IGDS files 
can be freely transferred between the VAX, PC, 
lntergraph workstation, and Macintosh with no 
translation required. 

With over 450 commands and features to meet your 
design needs, MicroStation Mac exemplifies the 
most complete functionality of any CADD package 
available for the Macintosh, making MicroStation 
Mac your best choice for design needs. 

For further information on MicroStation and 
the Intergraph Education Center and Reseller 
programs: in the u.s., can 800-345-4856; in 
Alabama only, call800-345-0218; outside the 
U.S., contact an Intergraph sales office. 

INTE~?/\?H 

lnterpph is a reSislered tndemarlt of IJU!graph Corporalion. MlcroStallon Is 
a lt2demark of Bendey Systtms Inc., an lnterg12ph alllllaae, Madnrosh Is a rtgistered lt2demark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

.. Macintosh Ilx Circle 66 on reader service card 



The GEnis™~.ujS£)~ts.you 
take your bestsho~ 'i\iliotit,shooting 
y5ur budget That1S~use ow: · 
non~prime timeratesar~~gOQd and 
low. ln fact, it's just $6 an nour fOr 
1200 baud access~ 

And that means niore time for 
more fun and games. Exciting multi
player games like Air Wanior, Stellar 
Emperor, Orb Wars and Gemstone. 
Where you can test your skills 
against some of the best in the world 

We bring good things to life. 



Insights 
on 

M 
INSIGHTS 
HOW TO 

ao\IJ.oney, the popular fina n
cial management program from 
Survivor Software, is so simple 
to use that people seldom 

encounter major problems with it. Despite 
its ease-of-use, there are tips and points to 
remember that can save you time and help 
make your bookkeeping as smooth as 
possible. Thanks to David Sander, who 
heads up Survivor Software's technical 
support for MacMoney, for his help in 
preparing this column. 

NAMING FILES 
When you first open MacMoney, you are 
asked to name the data files in which the 
program will store all your transactions. 
MacMoney then creates ten separate fi les

MacMoney 3.5 each with a name you 
have chosen plus a dif
fere nt suffix-that ap

Tips for making this 

easy-to-use finance program 

even simpler 

by Alan L. Slay 

pear on the desktop. But you need to 
remember that if you late r decide to 
change the name of a file, you'll have to 
change all of them; all the files must have 
the same name or you won't be able to 
open any of them (see "All or othing"). 

The simplest way to name files is to 
use your last name and the calendar (or 
fiscal) year. Then, when you create files 
for the next year, it's best to give them a 
new name that consists of your name plus 
the next year. If you use exactly the same 

name you used for the previous year, the 
Mac (after a warning) replaces the old file 
with the new one, and you lose all the data 
for the prior year. 
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ELIMINATING CATEGORIES 
If you have a catego1y with transactions in 
it, MacMoney (following accounting prin
ciples) won't allow you to re move it. But 
suppose you've created a category called 
Clothing and later you decide to break 
down your expenses into Mary's Clothing 
and Sam's Clothing. You can't split up the 
old Clothing category, so instead you just 
add two new ones. Your total clothing 
expenditures for the year will equal the 
sum of all three files, with Mary's and 
Sam's expenses ava ilable for only the 
latter part of the year. When you move on 
to the next year, the Clothing category will 
have no transactions, so you can delete it 
and continue using Mary's and Sam's 
clothing accounts. Note, however, that 
this deletion may be made only in version 
3.5, not in previous versions. 

The way you search for files should 
determine the file-naming convention you 
follow. For example, mouse users will fmd 
names like Clothing-Mary and Clothing
Sam helpful when they're looking for files 
(starting the names with the same word 
keeps them together in alphabetical order 
so they'll be easier to find and select). 

But if you regularly use the keyboard 
rather than the mouse to locate accounts, 
avoid such names as Clothing-Mary and 
Clothing-Sam, because you'll have to type 
at least c-1-o-t-h-i-n-g-m to get to the Mary 
account. Instead, name them Mary's Cloth
ing and Sam's Clothing; then you'll have to 
type only the first few letters before pressing 
~-F to locate the account. 

TRANSACTION EDITING 
Some people run into problems when 
they try to edit interaccount transactions. 
Say, for example, you have two bank 
accounts-one at Farmers Bank and an
other at Merchants Bank-and you write 
a check transferring $50 from the Farmers 
Bank account to the Merchants Bank 
account. When you open the Merchants 
Bank account, the $50 shows up as a 
deposit. 

A few weeks later when you're look
ing at the Merchants Bank screen, you 
might easily forget the source of this $50 
deposit. If you cl ick on the transaction to 
edit it within the Merchants Bank account, 
(continues) 
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All or Nothing 
MacMoney ueates ten data Iiles based on the name you 
assign when you initiate the program. If you change the 
name of one data file, you'll have to change all ten, or you 
won' t be able to open any of them. (In this case, you'd 
have to replace Hogan89 with The Hogan Family in each 
of the ten Iiles.} Don't change the suffix letters-MMII, 
MMBO, and so On-Gnd don't remove the space between 
the name and the suffix. 

instead of seeing the transaction on screen 
for edit, you'll get a warning beep. You 
can't edit the transaction in the Merchants 
Bank account because it didn't originate 
the re. To edit the transaction, you'll have 
to open your Farmers Bank checkbook. 

Also, when you're in the Farmers Bank 
entry screen, if you click on the Farmers 
Bank account as your check category, 
you'll get another warning beep. That's 
because you can't write a check as a de
posit to the same checking account. In this 
case, you could charge it to any account 
but the Farmers Bank category. 

ASSET ACCOUNTS 
Normally, when you create a fund account 
such as a muwal fund, you set it up as an 
asset account. However, transferring 
money from an asset account requires 
entering an adjustment, which can be 
somewhat complex. In MacMoney, you 
can set up the fund as a bank account 
instead. Then, to tr-ansfer money to your 
bank checking account, for example, you 
merely write a check transferring money 
from the fund to your bank account. 

ADDING TRANSACTION CATEGORIES 
MacMoney allows for up to eight catego
ries per transaction, which should be 
enough in most cases. But if you need to 
split transactions among more than eight 
accounts, you'll be glad to know there is 
a way to circumvent the limit. 
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HOW TO 

Let's say you want to split a transaction 
into ten accounts. just set up a transfer 
account (for example, a checkbook ac
count) and make it the eighth category; 
this is where you initially charge the 
expense. Later you can enter an adjust
ment or a check, moving the money out of 
the transfer account and putting the ap
propriate amounts into two separate ac
counts (see "Going over the Limit"). 

When you finish, the transfer account 
should have a zero balance, with the 
expenses charged to the separate ac
counts. If the transfer account is not empty, 
print out a report for that category to find 
out where the error occurred. 

Of course, any subsequent transac
tions involving those added accounts 

Going over the Limit 
Here's a case in which I needed to distn"bute expenses 
among ten categories, overriding MacMoney' s fllflit of 
eight categories to a transaction. In the eighth category, 
I set up Property Expense as a cllecking account contain
ing a check lor $196.25/rom my personal checkbook. I 
then distributed the $196.25 between Property Repairs 
and Property Maintenance. A her saving my distribution, 
I was left with a zero balance in the Property Expense 
account. II there had been any balance in the account, 
either plus or minus, it would mean I'd made an error. 
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Cash·btuk Deposlf 
In this cash-back transaction on a deposit, a payroll check 
is deposited and a $35 cashier's check is received from 
the bank to pay a phone bill. A her the $35 cashier's check 
is subtracted, the net deposit is $1 165. The transaction 
is entered on a split personal checkbook deposit sueen; 
the split sueen is used when a transaction is charged to 
more than one category. 

would have to be entered in the transfer 
accoum and then transfe rred to the sepa
rate accounts just as you did with the 
original transaction. 

TRACKING A STOCK TRANSACTION 
MacMoney can be used to track stock 
transactions, as long as you remember to 
enter any changes in the value of the stock 
at regular intervals (probably monthly). 

Let's say you buy ten shares of Big 
Board stock for $50 per share, with a 
broker's fee of $25. You set up an account 
category Big Board Stock, as a bank ac
count. You enter the original transaction 
in the appropriate checkbook account as 
a check to the broker, putting $500 into 
the category Big Board Stock and $25 into 
the Broker Fee category. 

You should also set up a Dividend 
category as an Income account. (If you 
want to track dividends separately for all 
your stocks, you can set up separate 
Income accounts, such as Dividend-Big 
Board Stock.) You would then deposit 
each dividend into the checkbook ac
count under the Dividend category. 

To track the value of your stock, you 
would set up an Income account called 
Stock Gain (or Loss). Each month, you 
would bring up the Big Board Stock 
account and enter the change as a deposit 
(if the stock goes up) or as a withdrawal 
(continues) 
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acMoney, the popular finan
cial management program from 
Survivor Software, is so simple 
to use that people seldom 

encounter major problems with it. Despite 
its ease-of-use, there are tips and points to 
remember that can save you time and help 
make your bookkeeping as smooth as 
possible. Thanks to David Sander, who 
heads up Survivor Software's technical 
support for MacMoney, for his help in 
preparing this column. 

NAMING FILES 
When you first open MacMoney, you are 
asked to name the data files in which the 
program will store all your transactions. 
MacMoney then creates ten separate files--

~~ , ~~ 3 5 each with a name you 
1,~ ac1,~ one"' have chosen plus a dif-J • ferent suffix-that ap-

Tips for making this 

easy-to-use finance program 

even simpler 

by Alan L. Slay 

pear on the desktop. But you need to 
remember that if you later decide to 
change the name of a file, you'll have to 
change all of them; all the files must have 
the same name or you won't be able to 
open any of them (see "All or Nothing"). 

The simplest way to name files is to 
use your last name and the calendar (or 
fiscal) year. Then, when you create files 
for the next year, it's best to give them a 
new name that consists of your name plus 
the next year. If you use exactly the same 

name you used for the previous year, the 
Mac (after a warning) replaces the old file 
with the new one, and you lose all the data 
for the prior year. 
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ELIMINATING CATEGORIES 
If you have a category with transactions in 
it, MacMoney (following accounting prin
ciples) won't allow you to remove it. But 
suppose you've created a category called 
Clothing and later you decide to break 
down your expenses into Mary's Clothing 
and Sam's Clothing. You can't split up the 
old Clothing category, so instead you just 
add two new ones. Your total clothing 
expenditures for the year will equal the 
sum of all three files, with Mary's and 
Sam's expenses available for only the 
latter part of the year. When you move on 
to the next year, the Clothing category will 
have no transactions, so you can de lete it 
and continue using Mary's and Sam's 
clothing accounts. Note, however, that 
this deletion may be made only in version 
3.5, not in previous versions. 

The way you search for files should 
dete rmine the file-naming convention you 
follow. For example, mouse users will find 
names like Clothing-Mary and Clothing
Sam helpful when they' re looking for files 
(starting the names with the same word 
keeps them together in alphabetical order 
so they'll be easier to find and select). 

But if you regularly use the keyboard 
rather than the mouse to locate accounts, 
avoid such names as Clothing-Mary and 
Clothing-Sam, because you'll have to type 
at least c-1-o-t-h-i-n-g-m to get to the Mary 
account. Instead, name them Mary's Cloth
ing and Sam's Clothing; then you'll have to 
type only the fi rst few letters before pressing 
~-F to locate the account. 

TRANSACTION EDITING 
Some people run into problems when 
they try to edit interaccount transactions. 
Say, for example, you have two bank 
accounts-one at Farmers Bank and an
od1er at Merchants Bank- and you write 
a check transferring $50 from the Farmers 
Bank account to the Merchants Bank 
account. When you open the Merchants 
Bank account, the $50 shows up as a 
deposit. 

A few weeks later when you're look
ing at the Merchants Bank screen, you 
might easily forget the source of this $50 
deposit. If you click on the transaction to 
edit it within the Merchants Bank account, 
(coil/ i nues) 
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1eed a label printer for? 

1 

Circle 484 on reader service card 

Front Des k 

Introducing The LabelWriter;M from CoStar-the first dedicated single
label printer for the Macintosh environment. After a week with it, the 
question won't be "Why do I need one?" but, "How did I ever get along 
without ond, 

The LabelWriter takes up no more desk space than a tape dispenser. 
And is equipped with two powerful software programs. 

One automatically extracts addresses from letters and prints them 
while your main printer takes care of the letter itself. The other allows you 
to design labels one at a time, controlling things like type size, font, 
and text position. 

You can store labels from both sources in the 
LabclWriter's built-in database. Plus, you can even 
import labels from most software applications. 

The LabelWriter is whisper-quiet, and 100% 
maintenance-free. You never have to add toner, or 
change a ribbon. Just pop on a fresh roll oflabels and 
you're off and printing. 

If you're already wondering how you ever got 
along without a LabelWriter, let us send you our brochure 
and tell you where you can go see one in action. Just call 
l-800-426-7827, or complete and mail the coupon below. 
(In Connecticut, call66l-9700.) 

,--------------------------~~ 
Cut out and mail to: CoStar Corp. , 22 Bridge Street, Greenwich, cr 06830. I ~ 
Or fax to: (203) 661-1540: I ~ 

0 Please send me more information on the CoStar LabelWriter, including the I ~ 
location of the dealer nearest me. 

I ~ 
0 Please send me _ _ CoStar LabelWriter(s). Enclosed is a check for $249.95 
plus $8.00 shipping and handling for each LabelWriter.* If after 30 days I am not 1

1 completely satisfied, I may return it for a full refund. 

N=,~---------------------Ttrl~---------------------

~mpmy·----------~----------------------------------

T~of~n~------------------------------------------

U t:)'-----------------------Stat"-c __ _..Zip·----- K•l 
Phon,c.__ _ _ _________ __ STAR 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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All or Nothing 
MacMoney ueates ten data files based on the name you 
assign when you initiate the program. II you change the 
name of one data file, you'll have to change all ten, or you 
won't be able to open any of them. (In this case, you'd 
have to replace Hogan89 with The Hogan Family in each 
of the ten files.} Don't change the suffix letters-MM/1, 
MMBD, and so on-and don't remove the space between 
the name and the suHix. 

instead of seeing the transaction on screen 
for edit, you'll get a warning beep. You 
can't edit the transaction in the Merchants 
Bank account because it didn't originate 
the re. To edit the transaction, you'll have 
to open your Farmers Bank checkbook. 

Also, when you're in the Farmers Bank 
entry screen, if you click on the Farmers 
Bank accounr as your check category, 
you'll get anothe r warning beep. That's 
because you can't write a check as a de
posit to the same checking accounr. In this 
case, you could charge it to any account 
but the Farmers Bank category. 

ASSET ACCOUNTS 
Normally, when you create a fund account 
such as a mutual fund, you set it up as an 
asset accou nt. However, transfe rring 
money from an asset account requires 
enrering an acljustmenr, which can be 
somewhat complex. In MacMoney, you 
can set up the fund as a bank account 
instead. Then, to transfe r money to your 
bank checking account, for example, you 
merely write a check transferring money 
from the fund to your bank account. 

ADDING TRANSACTION CATEGORIES 
MacMoney allows for up to e ight catego
ries per transaction, which should be 
enough in most cases. But if you need to 
split transactions among more than eight 
accounts, you'll be glad to know the re is 
a way to circumvent the limit. 
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Let's say you want to split a transaction 
into ten accounts. just set up a transfer 
accounr (for example, a checkbook ac
count) and make it the eighth category; 
this is whe re you initially charge the 
expense. Later you can enrer an adjust
ment or a check, moving the money out of 
the transfer account and putting the ap
propriate amounts into two separate ac
counts (see "Going ove r the Limit"). 

When you finish, the transfer account 
should have a ze ro balance, with the 
expenses charged to the separate ac
counts. If the transfer account is not empty, 
print out a report for that category to find 
out where the error occurred. 

Of course, any subsequent transac
tions involving those added accounts 

Going over the limit 
Here's a case in which I needed to distribute expenses 
among ten categories, overriding MacMoney's Umit of 
eight categories to a transaction. In the eighth category, 
I set up Property Expense as a chedcing account contain
ing a chec/c lor S 196.25 from my personal chedcbook. I 
then distnouted the S 196.25 betweerr Property Repairs 
and Property Maintenance. Alter saving my distribution, 
I was left with a zero balance in the Property Expense 
account. II there had been any balance in the account, 
either plus or minus, it would mean I'd made an error. 
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C1JSh·b111k Deposit 
In this cash·back transaction on a deposit, a payroll mec/c 
is deposited and a $35 cashier's chedc is received from 
the bank to pay a phone bill. A Iter the $35 cashier's check 
is subtracted, the net deposit is S 1165. The transaction 
is entered on a spHt personal cbedcbook deposit sueen; 
the split sueen is used when a transaction is charged to 
more than one category. 

would have to be entered in the transfer 
account and then transferred to the sepa
rate accounts just as you did with the 
original transaction. 

TRACKING A STOCK TRANSA CTION 
MacMoney can be used to track stock 
transactions, as long as you remember to 
enter any changes in the value of the stock 
at regular intervals (probably monthly). 

Let's say you buy ten shares of Big 
Board stock for $50 per share, with a 
broker's fee of $25. You set up an account 
category Big Board Stock, as a bank ac
count. You enter the original transaction 
in the appropriate checkbook account as 
a check to the broker, putting $500 into 
the category Big Board Stock and $25 into 
the Broker Fee category. 

You should also set up a Dividend 
category as an Income accounr. (If you 
want to track dividends separately for all 
your stocks, you can set up separate 
Income accounts, such as Dividend-Big 
Board Stock.) You would then deposit 
each dividend into the checkbook ac
count under the Dividend category. 

To track the value of your stock, you 
would set up an Income account called 
Stock Gain (or Loss). Each month, you 
would bring up the Big Board Stock 
account and enter the change as a deposit 
(if the stock goes up) or as a withdrawal 
(continues) 
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Best Performer! 

FOXBASE+/Mai 

FoxBASE +/Mac: The Most Celebrated Mac DBMS 
Now Includes a Powerful Report Writer! 

New FoxBASE+ I 
Mac Version 2.00 is 

here-and stealing the show! 
In its first year, FoxBASE+ /Mac 

won more awards-both in the U.S. 
and Europe-than any other DBMS ever 

created for the Macintosh! And Version 2.00 is 
faster and more powerful than ever-packed 
with innovative new features and language 
enhancements! 

New FoxReport! 
FoxReport lets you create virtually ~ny col
umnar or free-form report-without any pro
gramming! FoxReport includes: 
• Page Layout: Designate many layout set
tings for your report: number of columns, left 
margin setting, column width, space between 
columns, measurement size for each page, 
and more! 
• Report Layout Window: Define the dif
ferent areas within your report, using Fox
Report's new "band" system. Start with the 
default bands: Page Header, Body, and Page 

Footer, then bring in other bands like Title, 
Summary, Column Headers and Footers, etc. 
• Object Menu: Control the lYpe Font, Sizes 
and Styles of text objects. Fill and Pen options 
let you change the color and shading of almost 
every object! 
• Page Preview: "What-You-See-Is-What
You-Get" design ensures that the report on 
your screen is exactly as it will appear in print! 
• Label Generator: Create labels of almost 
any size and configuration. You can even 
include pictures anywhere on the label space! 

New Features! 
• Enhanced XCMDIXFCN Support: Load 
up to 16 external XCMD's and XFCN's, then 
access them directly from within Fox
BASE+/Mac 2.00 programs! 
• Language Enhancements: Other features 
include: support for custom hierarchical menus, 
new commands to help handle resources, new 
system functions to improve filename and 
screen management, and much morel 

Fox Software, Inc. 
134 W. South Boundary 
Perrysburg, OH 43551 

(419) 874-0162, Ext. 650 
Fax: (419) 874-8678 
Telex: 6503040827 Fox 

Circle 152 on reader service card 

Perfect Connectivity! 
FoxBASE+ /Mac 2.00's Multi-User version 
allows complete data and application sharing 
between networked Macs and PCs! (when used 
with FoxBASE+ /LAN). It also runs on the 
most popular network systems: AppleShare, 
Novell and 3Com! ... And It's Faster Than 
Ever! 

Order or Upgrade Now! 
FoxBASE+ /Mac Version 2.00 is the new 
Leader of the Mac! And at only $495 ($695 
for Multi-User), it's a phenomenal bargain! If 
you're already a FoxBASE+ /Mac registered 
user, you can upgrade to Version 2.00 for 
just $75! 
To order your copy (or ask for a FREE demo 
disk), call (419) 874-0162. Or visit your local 
quality software dealer. 
After all, when it comes to the Macintosh, 
Not/zing Runs Like a Fox! 

FoxBASE. FoxBASE+ /Mac, ond FoxR<port ar< trad<morks of 
fox Softwar<. Macintolb il I trod<mark of Appl< Comput<r, Inc. 



(if the stock goes down), with Srock Gain 
(or Loss) as the category. 

If you sold the stock, you would ente r 
the transaction into the Big Board Stock 
account as a check to your personal check
book account; the stock account would 
zero out, and the cash would be in your 
checking account. If a broker fee is sub
tracted from the proceeds, charge it to the 
Broker Fee category, with the balance of 
the money going into checking. 

IN SIGHTS 

HOW TO 

HANDLIN G HOME EQUITY LOANS 
You can set up a home equity loan as a 
bank account or a credit card category. Set 
up the account with a zero balance. When 
you draw on the account the amount 
appears as a bank account deficit or as a 
credit card Liability. You enter interest 
charges as a negative charge. 

To make a payment on the loan, you 
write a check from your regular checking 
account, charging the amount to the cate-

Call, scream, bark, 
or whistle right now 

and receive over 
one hundred sounds 
for your applications. 

314 

~ound 
·<(lips 

Ten Disks For Only $99. 
Don't prepare a presentation half
way. Go the distance and add 
high-quality professional sounds. 
Easily Installed in HyperCard™ or 
other applications, Sound Clips 
adds a completely new dimen
sion to any presentation. 

Call us for the dealer nearest 
you and information on the rest 
of the TACTIC Software linel
which includes FONTSHARt a 
completely new version of the 
best-selling utility, ICON-IT!, 
and ART-CLIPS. 

Circle 502 on reader service card. 
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Income & Expense 

To: ®Sc:rten o•nnter O llie ~ (E) 

A Full Report 
When you print a MacMoney report, don't seled Print 
Window from the File menu or only what's visible on the 
screen wnt be printed. To print the entire report, select 
Printer, not Screen (the default, shown here), as the 
destination from the opening Report screen. Note that 
you may choose the font in which you want your report 
printed from the Font menu that appears in the window. 

gory you've chosen (such as Home Equity 
Loan). If you use the bank account method, 
the payment reduces your deficit in that 
account by the amount of payment; if you 
use a credit card category, the payment 
reduces your liability on the account by 
that amount. Just be sure to enter in the 
Memo section what you're doing, so you 
will have an audit trail to follow later. 

LOST H ELP FILE 
Have you recently d iscove red that 
MacMoney was suddenly unable to find its 
Help file? Then you're one of many people 
who received a Microsoft product update 
containing a macro INIT called Automac. 
This INIT tricks MacMoney into looking 
for its Help file in the System Folder, rather 
than the MacMoney folder (where it's 
normally kept). To solve the problem, 
remove Automac or copy (or move) the 
MacMoney Help file into the System Folder. 

SHARING THE WEALTH 
If you've found a tip or shortcut not men
tioned here, spread the word to other 
Macworld readers by sending it to Quick 
Tips, Macworld, 501 Second St. , San Fran
cisco, CA 94107. 1:1 

See Where to Buy for contact in formation. 

Alan L. Slay is a free-lance writer based in 
Saint Louis who specializes in f inancial 
and accounting software. 
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We Deliver Macintosh 
Ad 6 28-12 

~-Complete Ready-to-Run Systems--
* ~ of CD A's Complete 
Ready-to-Run Systems 
include the following: 
• CPU, Keyboard and Mouse 
• HyperCard Software 
• All necessary cables & manuals 
• Sony 3.5'' diskettes (box of 10) 
(lligh Density Diskettes for 

SE/ 30 and Ilci Systems) 
• Mouse Pad 
• CPU dust cover set 
• Hard drive and memory size 

indicated in each package 

Mac Plus Entry System 
This affordable Mac Plus system includes 
1 megabyte of memory, 1 internal 800K 
disk drive, 1 SystemGate BOOK external 
d isk drive and all of the listed items•. 

Sugg. List 52135 CDA $1499 
Delivery Charge 558 Packa~e =8980 

With a 30 meg hard drive in~tead of the 
SystemGate 800K drive ... CDA $1849 
Delivery Charge 570 Package =8981 

Mac SE/30 HD40 System 
This cornpact yet powerful SE/30 system 
includes Apple's 40 meg hard disk, the 
1.44 meg disk drive, 1 meg of memory, 
and all of the listed items•. 

S,ugg. List S5356 CDA $3749 
Delivery Charge $94 Package #8984 

New! Macintosh Dei System 
Now stocking the new Mac Ilci featuring 
a built-in video interface and a super-fast 
25MHz clpck speed. System includes a 
40 meg hard disk, 2 megs of RAM, an 
Apple RG B color monitor, an extended 
keyboard and all of the listed items•. 

Sugg. List S8575 CDA $6495 
Delivery Charge 5139 .Package #8991 

New! Macintosh Portable 
Finally-the Mac Portable has arrived! 
ft includes an Active Matrix LCD display, 
a 16MHz 68000 processor, 1 meg of 
memory, the FDHD 1.4 meg Superdrive, 
an internal 40 meg hard disk, 4 expan
sion slots, 9 external pons, a rechargable 
battery (lasts 6-8 hrs), a power adapte r/ 
charger, a built-in keyboard and track 
ball, ADB Mouse, & carrying case. 

CDA $4995 
Delivery Charge $69 

Please Note- Call one of our sales 
representatives for more infonnation 
on other custom systems including 
the Mac SE, Mac llcx and Mac llx. 

---Printer Packages---
Im.agewriter II Package LaserWriter liNT Package 
• ImageWriter IT 220 cps Printer • LaserWriter liNT Printer 
• Printer Cable • Two Loca!Ta lk Cables 
• Extra fmageWriter Ribbon • Extra To ner Cartridge 
• Printer Dust Cover • LaserWriter Dust Cover 
• Package of Computer Paper • Package of Laser Paper 
Sugg. List $633 CDA $475 Sugg. List $5274 CDA $3795 
Delive ry $39 Package #8940 De Jjvery $99 Package #8942 

US/Canada Call Toll Free 800-526-5313 
Outside US/New Jersey 201-832-9004 

Shipping Information & Policies 
Delivery charge includes shipping, hand ling & 
insur.tncc for DH.L Door to Door Express 
Se.rvice to the cont inental US, Alaska, Hawaii 
& PR. DI'IL w Canada add 520 to delivery 
charge. DHL worldwide t:all or fax for r&tes. 

~ 
Visa, MC, Amex, and Discover Accepted. 
Leasing is available to quallfled business -
please call (800) 526·5313 for more infor
mation. 
COA " nul :ln :oulhnnz<:d Apple d.,l.-r. ll"><.luct 
n:olll\." ;ore tr.tdenurk., or rcgi>~cred tr.tdcm:~rb of their 
n:'~-.:li•c nwntof:~uun:r.. All pric;c, ~uhj.:cl 10 dmnh"-'· 

CDA Computer Sales, 1 CDA Plaza 
PO Box 533 Califon, NJ 07830 
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30am-10pm, Sat. 9am-6pm 
Sun. 12am-5pm Fax" (201) 832-9740 
Customer Se.vice - Please call direct 
(201) 832-9007 between the hours 9am-4pm 
Compuse.ve's Electronic Mall- GO CDA 

~ 
~ 

sales 
Mailorder Exclusively Since 1980 

,------------------, 
I 

Yes! Please send me CDA's Free Catalog 1 
featuring Macintosh computers, complete system packages, I 
hardware, software and accessories. 2a-12 

: Name 

I 
I 
I 
I L CDA Compu~ Sales:.:_o~u.:_:3.:_Califo.::_NJ 07830 _ 

Circle 32 on reader service card 
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UPDATES 
This list brings you the highlights 

of soltwore updates recently 
received but not yet tested. The first price 
is the upgrade cost lor registered owners; 

the second is the wrrent list price. 

AccuText version 1.1 includes sup
port for HP Scanjet Plus and can 
recognize seven languages in 
addition to English: French, Span
ish, Italian, German, Dutch, Swed
ish, and Norwegian. Xerox Imag
ing Systems, 1215 Terra Bella 
Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043; 
415/ 965-7900. Free if originally 
purchased before july 1, 1989; 
$10 if purchased after mat date; 
$995 new. 

4th Dimension version 2.0 increases 
speed of import, index, update, 
delete, search, sort, and other 
operations from 5 to 100 times. 
Automates and simplifies data
base design and use. Includes a 
Quick Report editor and executive 
report generator, as well as more 
than 350 new features to acceler
ate the process of designing 
databases. Adds time and Boolean 
logic to supplement data storage 
capabilities. Process of creating 
reports and labels has been re
designed for novices. Adus, 10351 
Bubb Rd. , Cupertino, CA 95014; 
408/ 252-4444. Free plus s/ h with 
upgrade manual addendum; $80 
plus s/h wim full set of manuals; 
$795 new. 

Grafpolnt version 2.0 has TCP/ IP 
support, performs complete Tek
tronix terminal emulation using 
the Mac interface, has an option 
for a separate dialog window, 
supports cut and paste in both 
graphics and dialog area, and 
supports any Mac with a 256-color 

board. This version also has faster 
throughput than me previous ver
sion and includes sizable graphics 
windows. Grafpoint, 1485 Sarato
ga Ave., San Jose, CA 95129-4934; 
408/ 446-1919. Free, plus $25 for 
documentation; $995 new. 

leonia version 7.0 contains a large 
icon and mask editor with Pre
view feature, places Tool Set in a 
separate window, supports edit 
commands and multiple formats 
and lets you import icons from 
any file. MultiFinder-compatible. 
Seagull Engineering of Sweden, 
Box 909 S-220 09, Lund, Sweden; 
046 12 54 64. Contact dealer for 
update policy; $125 plus $12 
s/h new. 

Inspiration version 2.0 is a diagram
ming and outlining tool mat lets 
you use a variety of symbol 
shapes, selective text styling, and 
color. Includes Find and Replace 
functions to locate and change 
words or phrases wimin a dia
gram. Ceres Software, 2520 S.W. 
Hamilton St. , Portland, OR 97201; 
503/ 245-9011 . Free plus $5 s/ h; 
$249 new. 

Jet{.lnk Express version 1.01 gives 
full support for gray scales and 
most major drawing applications. 
Allows for use with a larger 
variety of paper sizes, and has 
a new feature mat enables a 
driver to tell the application me 
resolution at which it is printing. 
Includes two new drivers devel
oped for me HP Laserjet printers 
and compatibles. GDT Softworks, 
P.O. Box 1865, Point Roberts, 
WA 98281; 604/291-9121. Free; 
$149 new. 
(contfnues) 
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PASSAGE 
PUBLICATION 

QUALITY 
GRAPHICS AND 
DATA ANALYSIS 

., 

., 

Data Analysis Highlights: 
• Rapid ll'fl)Ortlng of da ta In a va riety of 

formats. 
• Seamless Integration of numeric routines 

which Include dlfferen~atlon. lntegraflon. 
Fast Fourie r Tra nsformaflons. polynomia l 
fitting, smoothing, lnterpola tlon. and 
nonlinear least square fitting. 

• Nonlinear least squares fitting routine 
can fit any algebraic expression with up 
to 9 tree fitting porameters. 

Graphic Highlights: 
• Plots Include legends, text annotations 

and labels with superscripts, subscripts 
and Greek symbols. 

• Plots can have log a xes In base 10, e, 
and 2 

• 47 different p lot symbols are a vailable In 
both b itmap and PostScrlptTM form 

• Supports printers at their maximum 
resolution 

• Can produce stacked histograms 
conta ining up to 1000 bars 

For more lnformaflon ask us for our 4 
page flyer with Sample LaserWrlterTM 
OUtput. We accept phone and purchase 
orders. 

Passage f designed for all 
Macintosh computers 

$200.00 

Passage II written exclusively $395.00 
for the Mactl for uncompromising speed. 
Shipping for U.P.S. for U.S. orders $4.00 

Passage Software, Inc. • 
P.O. Box 8874 
Fort Collins, co 80525 
(303) 490-1380 

• See our review In MacW01Id ·July, 1988. pooe 153. 
Apple. Moclnt.,_,, and LaserWrlle<, ate tractemarks ol 
Apple Compute<. Inc. PostSCript Is a registered trademark 
ol Adobe Systems. Inc. 

Circle 169 on reader service card. 
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Whether you're a marketing maven on your way 
up, a scientist knee-deep in fonnulas, or a temp trying to 
cope with an unfamiliar corporate mindset, when it 
comes to putting thoughts to paper, Microsoft is the 
Word for you 

And our users aren't the only ones who think so. 
Recently, the editors of Mac User gave Microsoft® Word 
version 4.0 the highest rating of Macintosh® word 
processing program. Period. 

A move we weren't al
together surprised by. You see, 
besides being perversely com
mitted to research and develop
ment, we use a highly sophisti-

1
i'l: ~~~-Altiil 

cated approach to improving 
our product. We listen. 

All of which has led to innovations like Word 40s 
powerful Table feature, enabling users to create side-by
side paragraphs, lists and even fonns, without the hassle 
of dealing with tabs. 

And since there are other word processing pro
grams, Word 4.0 provides connectivity to Microsoft 
Word version 5.0 for the PC, PC WordPerfect,® OCA and 
other file fonnats. So now you can share your work with 
those less fortunate than yourself 

What's more, Word 4.0 is uniquely capable of 
delivering even more perfonnance when it's used with 
other applications. For example, even highly educated 
executives can import Microsoft Excel tables and charts 
and automatically update them. Making it easy to en
sure document accuracy. Plus, Microsoft Mail can be 
sent from within Word 4.0, significantly boosting work
group productivity: 

For something a tad more informative than this 
ad, call (800) 541-1261, DeptJ92, to receive a brochure or 
ask for the location of your nearest dealer for a demo. 
Yotill fmd that no matter what type of word processing 
you're performing, you could be doing it better. 

Just take our Word for it 



Igor 
The Physi ( i st ' Assistant 

Chem1st s 
Electr ical Engineer's 
Biologist's ..-

Sophisticated graphing and data 
analysis for the Macintosh. 

Spectrum 

2SOO 

1500 

Professional high-resolution output with true 
dashed lines. 

• Extensive curve fitting to built-in 
and user defined functions 

• Fourier transforms 
• Integration & differentiation 
• Smoothing 
• Histograms 
• Descriptive statistics 
• Sorting & searching 
• Real and complex waveform math 
• Structured macro language 
• Powerful page layout 

Only $195 plus shipping 
Visa & MasterCard accepted 
Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

Ask for detailed brochure and sample graphs. 

320 

Wave Metrics 
P.O. Box 2088 
Lake Oswego. OR 97035 
(503) 635-8849 

Circle 493 on reader service card. 
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Madnstor Installer version 2.0 pro
vides automatic reallocation of 
bad blocks, password-protected 
and read-only partitions, manual 
or automount partitioning, full 
support for A/UX, and CDEV. 
Changes have also been made to 
the user interface. Storage Dimen
sions, 2145 Hamilton Ave., San 
Jose, CA 95125; 408/879-0300. 
$25; bundled with all Macinstor 
products new. 

Read-It O<R version 2.1 includes 
drivers for Dest, Abaton 300S and 
300GS, and the Logitech ScanMan 
scanners. Also includes new type 
tables designed to work with doc
uments printed using Epson dot
matrix and HP Laser]et printers, 
and an option that lets you direct
ly open type tables created with 
the PC version of Read-It OCR. 
Olduvai, 7520 Red Rd., Ste. A, 
South Miami, FL 33143; 305/665-
4665. $29 plus s/h if purchased 
before July 31, 1989; free plus 
master disks if purchased after 
that date; S495 new. 

Shanghai version 2.0 lets players 
choose from different game op
tions, including solitaire, head-to
head matches against the clock, or 
muJtiplayer tournaments. Has an 
option to automatically alert you 
when there are no more moves to 
make. Activision Entertainment, 
3885 Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, 
CA 94025; 415/ 329-0800. $13; 
$29.95 new. 

Smartfonn Assistant version 1.1 has 
built-in help messages and choice 
lists, performs automatic calcula
tions and error checking, and 
electronically routes and collects 
forms into sets with like formats. 
Form data can be exported to 
standard file formats for use by 
database and spreadsheet pro
grams. Claris, 5201 Patrick Henry 
Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95052-8168; 
408/ 987-7000. Free; single-pack 
S49, ten-pack $399 new. 
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Smartform Designer version 1.1 has 
greater integration with FileMaker 
database, and contains Collect 
tool for sorting and exporting 
records in a batch. Claris, 5201 
Patrick Henry Dr., Santa Clara, 
CA 95052-8168; 408/ 987-7000. 
Free; $399 new. 

Thnbuktu version 3.0 includes 
ability to transfer files on a local 
area network. Lets two or more 
Mac users share screens via 
AppleTalk networks. Farallon 
Computing, 2201 Dwight Way, 
Berkeley, CA 94704; 415/849-
2331. $40; $149 new. 

Turbosynth version 2.0 includes 
three new modules: Time Com
pressor, Noise Oscillator, and 
Pitch Envelope. Records via the 
AD IN Analog to Digital Convert
er, performs harmonic analysis 
and synthesis, includes basic sam
ple editing tools, and has enve
lope removal and conversion ca
pabilities. Digidesign, 1360 Willow 
Rd. , 11'101 , Menlo Park, CA 94025; 
415/327-8811. $35; $349 new. 

Yirex version 2.0 includes Virex
Guard feature that continuously 
runs in the background monitor
ing the system to prevent a virus 
attack. Also incorporates a diag
nostic tool that can be used to 
detect new or previously un
known viruses. Has improved 
ability to diagnose. HJC Software, 
P.O. Box 51816, Durham, NC 
27717; 919/490-1277. Free for sub
scribers and registered owners of 
prior versions if purchased after 
july 15, 1989; $15 for all other 
registered owners; $99.95 new. Cl 

To hove products listed In this section, ssnd 
upgraded soltwore, on outline of major changes 

since the previous release, upgrode price, 
suggested retail price, company nome, moiling 

address, and phone number to Updates, Mocworld, 
501 Second St., Son Francisco, CA 94107. 



Full 
Page 
Buffering 

Your Assurance of Quality and Performance in lmagesetting 

W hen you see this seal on Varltyper® Series 4000 imagesetters, it's your assurance that the equipment you're 
buying has been engineered with a distinct advantage ... Full Page Bufferlng'11

• This feature, which allows a 
full page to be processed and printed without interruption, provides the highest output quality and system 

perfonnance. With Full Page Buffering, you get better quality and improved perfonnance over other Adobe PostScript® 
imagesetters, which periodically halt printing to process more data only to then resume printing. 

Full Page Buffering makes Varityper lmagesetters: 
#lin Quality-Continuous Imaging eliminates the problems 
associated with start/stop schemes and provides greater long 
term reliability. 

#lin S,eed-Varltyper has the fastest Image recording systems. 
Full Page Buffering allows them to run without Interruption. It's 
just that simple. 

#lin Performance-Offering the broadest line of lmagesetters 
with Adobe's PostScript Interpreter. From the 4300P and the 
4200B-P for photomedla, to the VT600W and VT600P for high 
resolution on plain paper, Varltyper Is the name to remember 
for lmagesettlng quality and performance. 

Call now for details. 
ToUFree: 

1-800-631-8134 
In N.J.: 201-887-8000, Ext. 999 

V~J:!typer 
Varityper Is a repterod mdemari< of V.ntyper, Inc. 
PostScript Is a ro&~ntrtd tndemari< ol Adobe Systems, Inc. 
Ful f'tr Bullerlnz Is a uademari< of Vartyper.lnc. 

VT600W 
600dpl 
Up to II" X 17". 
7 p"eslmln. 

41008-P 
1800dpl 
13.31ncheslmln. 
60MB f>tr Buffer 

4JOOP 
1100/ 2400 dpl 
20 Inches/min. 
91MB f'tr Bufftr 

Circle 93 on reader service card 



"I drove for 12 hours to attend 
MacCamp™ and I would do it again!" 

Do what again? Attend MacCamp' .. ! For overS years Financial Freedom Report has served the Macintosh user as a 
Value Added Reseller (VAR) and software developer. We have come to know the Macintosh inside and out. MacCamp 
was a natural development in the course of this evolution. 

What we heard from you was: "Show me how." And that is what we did! 
MacCamp is an intensive 2 day training seminar that will "SHOW YOU HOW" to better utilize the Macintosh and its 

most popular software applications. Introduction and advanced workshops are offered on the Mac, Microsoft® Word, 
Microsoft® Excel, FileMaker® II, PageMaker® and Hypercard™. · 

The Cost to you is $249.00. This includes the 2 days plus materials, lunch and more. As one person put it: "I learned 
enough in the first class to more than pay for the workshop!" That is known as value. 

And that is exactly what you will receive from MacCamp- VALUE! Additionally that translates to more profitability 
for your company. And that is what you need to look for in a training program. There are many programs out there that 
provide training, but there is only one MacCamp. After all, who would you want to get answers from- the ones who make 
the stuff or some user that "think" they know all the answers but don't even scratch the surface. 

Some of our Clients and what they are saying. 
Cornel! University 
Motorola-. 
GTE 
Citibank 
ABC News 
Poloroid 
Novell 
·Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Illinois Bell 
MCI 
NBC 

December 

Washington, DC 
Charlotte, NC 

"I drove 3 hrs each way for the 2 days and I would do it again! The seminar 
was well worth the time." Marsha J. Swaminathan 

"WOW! Finally a Training Program where the instructors were great, very 
friendly and really knew the software programs. They were able to talk in 
"English" so that I could understand what was being taught. My knowledge of 
software has been enhanced tremendously. 

Thanks for everything. I definitely recommend your program to everyone 
that owns a Macintosh." William K. Lindsey 

"We attended a training session conducted by MacCamp instructors. We 
found the session to be extremely informative and also enjoyable.,, Aileen D. 
Zanco; San Rafael, CA 

MacCamp Schedule 
Find a location nearest you and plan to attend. 

January 

Portland, OR 
Seattle, WA 

February 

San Francisco, CA 
Glendale, CA 

March 

San Diego, CA 
Phoenix, AZ 

Albuquerque, NM 
Denver, CO 

The training you asked for • • • The results you need 
at a Price you can afford! 

• • • 

MacCampTM 

THE ultimate in Macintosh'M training. 

Call or write today for more information or to make reservations to attend MacCamp in your area. 
Group rates are available. 

MacCamp 1831 Fort Union Blvd., Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 
Call toll free 1-800-338-9715 Fax (801) 942-7489 

MacCamp is a division of Mark 0. Haroldsen, Inc. 

Circle 431 on reader service card 
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WHERE TO BUY 
This listing provides 

company addresses and phone 
numbers for products mentioned in this 

issue. Allow severo/ weeks 
for responses to reader service cord 

inquiries. Asterisks indicate 
vendors who prefer to be contacted directly. 

Rtodtr 
Strtlct 0 
701 Accu-Weather Forecaster Meta-

comet Software, Hartford, Cf; 

203/223-5911, 800/ 345-9111. 

102 Adobe IUustrator 88 Adobe 

Systems, Inc., Mountain 

View, CA; 415/961-4400, 

800/833-6687. 
703 A£( lnformotion Manager AEC 

Management Systems, Inc., 

Sterling, VA; 703/ 450-1980, 

800/ 346-9413. 

Alacrity Jason Osgood, 

206/746-0680. 

704 Aldus FreeHand, Aldus PageMaker 

Color Extension for the Madntosh 

Aldus Corp., Seattle, WA; 

206/622-5500. 

70S The Andent Art of War ot Sea 

Br0derbund Software, Inc., San 

Rafael, CA; 415/492-3200, 

800/ 521-6263. 
706 Anti-Toxin Mainstay, Agoura 

Hills, CA; 818/991-6540. 

101 Anti-Virus Kit 1st Aid Software, 

Inc., Boston, MA; 617/782-4676, 

800/843-3497. 

701 A+ Mouse ADB Mouse Systems 

Corp., Fremont, CA; 

415/656-1117. 
709 Applelink Personal Edition 

Quantum Computer Services, 

Vienna, VA; 703/ 448-8700, 

800/227-6364. 

710 Apple Security System Kensington 

Reader 
Servlct 

Microware, Ltd., New York, NY; 

212/ 475-5200, 800/;35-4242. 

111 Apple Tape Backup 40SC Apple 

Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA; 

408/996-1010. 

712 AppMaker Bowers Develop

ment, Lincoln Center, MA; 

617/259-8428. 
713 ArchAccount Gardner Partner

ship, Cedar City, UT; 

801/ 586-9494. 
714 ArchiCAD Graphisoft USA, South 

San Francisco, CA; 415/266-

8720, 800/ 344-3468. 

71S Architect's BudgetEstlmator 

Combination Building Pro Soft

ware, Reno, NV; 800/ 346-4694. 

716 Architect's Office COG Architects, 

Tucson, AZ; 602/629-9752. 

717 Architrion II Gimeor, Inc., 

Washington, DC; 202/546-8775. 

711 Atelier Interiors and Atelier Structures, 

Ateher Management and Atefier 

Finance Anel Software, Inc., 

Pawtucket, Rl; 401/724-1896, 

800/726-7570. 

719 atOnce Layered, Inc., Boston, 

MA; 617/ 242-7700. 

120 AutoCAD Autodesk, Inc., Sausa

lito, CA; 415/ 331-0356. 

721 Bi-Directional Adaptor Microseeds 

Publishing, Inc. , Tampa, FL; 

813/882-8635. 
722 Building Code Analyst Architec

tronica, Redondo Beach, CA; 

213/ 376-7054. 

723 Calendar Creator Power Up Soft

ware Corp., San Mateo, CA; 

415/ 345-5900, 800/223-1479. 

724 Canvas Deneba Software, 

Miami, FL; 305/ 594-6965, 

Reader 
St rvlct 

800/622-6827. 

72S Capture Mainstay, Agoura Hills, 

CA; 818/ 991-6540. 

726 Chart Interpreter Time Cycles 

Research, Waterford, Cf; 

203/444-6641. 

Clarls CAD Claris Corp., 

Mountain View, CA; 

408/987-7000. 

727 Clerk of the Works Samsara, 

Spring House, PA; 

215/ 628-3565. 
721 Clip Art Dubl-Ciick Software, 

Inc., Chatsworth, CA; 

818/ 349-2758. 

729 The Colony Mindscape Inc., 

Northbrook, IL; 312/480-1948. 
730 CompuServe CompuServe In

formation Service, Columbus, 

OH; 614/457-8600. 

731 Cosmic Osmo Activision Enter

tainment, Menlo Park, CA; 

415/ 329-0800. 

732 A Country Christmas B&B 

Soundworks, San Jose, CA; 

408/241-7986. 

733 Courier HST U.S. Robotics, 

Skokie, IL; 312/982-5010. 
734 Cricket Paint Computer Asso

ciates International, Inc., San 

Jose, CA; 800/531-5236. 
73S Custom Trackballs Kensington 

Microware, New York, NY; 

212/475-5200. 

736 DataRescue Diskettes Polaroid 

Mag-Media Ltd. , Santa Rosa, CA; 

707/ 578-3200. 
737 Dayna SpeedGuard Collision Filter, 

DaynaTalk Dayna Communica

tions, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT; 

801/ 531-0203, 800/ 531-o60o. 
739 Design Dimensions Visual In

formation Development, Inc., La 
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Puente, CA; 818/918-8834. 

740 DeskPalnt & DeskDraw Zedcor, 

Inc., Tucson, AZ; 602/881-8101, 

800/ 482-4567. 

741 DirectDigltal Tape, Dlrec!Tape Jas

mine Technologies, Inc., San 
Francisco, CA; 415/ 282-11 11. 

742 Dlscalculator The Computer 

Giftware Co., Glendale, CA; 

818/ 500-7857, 800/ 543-7326. 

743 DMP 61 Houston Instrument, 

Austin, TX; 512/ 835-0900, 

800/444-3425. 

744 Dreams Innovative Data Design, 

Inc., Concord, CA; 415/ 680-6818. 

74S DynaPerspectlve Dynaware 

Corp., Foster City, CA; 415/ 349-

5700, 800/ 444-3962. 

746 The Electronk Whole Earth Catalog 

Br0derbund Software, Inc. , San 

Rafael, CA; 415/492-3200, 

800/ 521-6263. 

747 EPS School Administrator's Assistant 

Chancery Software, Ltd., 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada; 

604/ 685-2041. 
741 ExecutivePad The Computer 

Giftware Co., Glendale, CA; 

818/ 500-7857, 800/ 543-7326. 

749 Fastback II Fifth Generation Sys

tems, Inc., Baton Rouge, LA; 

504/291-7221, 800/225-2775. 
7SO Fee Si11ple Nolte Software, San 

Diego, CA; 6191234-1008. 

7SI Fish Tom & Ed's Bogus Soft

ware, Bellevue, WA. 
752 FlashTalk TOPS, A Sun Micro

systems Co., Alameda, CA; 415/ 

769-9669, 800/ 445-8677. 
753 FlexiCAD Amiable Technolo-

(conlinues) 
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gies, Inc., Philadelphia, PA; 
215/ 222-9066. 

754 Fhpper Dolphin Systems Tech
nology, Santa Ana, CA; 
714/558-3220. 

755 Frame Mac Compuneering Inc., 
Ontario, Canada; 416n38-4601. 

756 FuiiPaint Ashton-Tate, 
Torrance, CA; 213/ 329-8000, 

800/437-4329. 

757 Generic CADD Generic Software, 
Bothell, WA; 206/487-2233, 

800/228-3601. 

751 Giga 1235, Gigapadt-Mac Giga
Trend, Inc., Carlsbad, CA; 

619/ 931-9122. 

759 GlgaTape Summus Computer 
Systems, Houston, TX; 713/492-

6611 ' 800/ 255-9638. 

760 Gorillas in the Mix Rykodisc USA, 
Minneapolis, MN; 612/375-9162. 

761 Gravis ADB MouseStldt 
Advanced Gravis Computer 
Technology Ltd., Burnaby, B.C., 
Canada; 604!434-7274, 

800/663-8668. 

762 Halls of Montezuma SSG!Elec
tronic Arts, San Mateo, CA; 415/ 

571-7171, 800/ 245-4525. 

763 hammerDAT, hammerTape 150 
FWB, Inc., San Francisco CA; 

415/474-8055. 

764 HeatLoss Yeoman Technical 
Software, Jewett City, CT; 

203/376-2952. 

765 Hewlett·Padtard DeskWrlter 
Hewlett-Packard, Cupertino, 
CA; 800n52-0900. 

766 Hidden Agenda Springboard 
Software, Minneapolis, MN; 
612/944-3915, 800/445-4780. 

767 HIPerformance 60, HIPerformance 150 
ProCom Technology, Inc., Costa 
Mesa, CA; 714/549-9449. 

761 HyperAnimator Bright Star 
Technology, Inc. , Bellevue, WA; 
206/451-3697. 

HyperComposer Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Co., Reading, MA; 

617/944-3700. 

769 HyperTape II GCC Technologies, 
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Waltham, MA; 617/890-0880, 

800/634-9737. 

0 
110 Impact 60, Impact 150 

Everex Systems, Fremont, CA; 
415/498-111 1, 800/821-0806. 

771 interFACE Bright Star Technol
ogy, Inc., Bellevue, WA; 
206/451-3697. 

772 Irwin Models 5040 and 5080 Irwin 
Products Group, Ann Arbor, Ml; 
313/930-9132, 800/ 421-1879. 

0 
773 Jetstream PCPC, Tampa, FL; 

813/ 884-3092. 

774 Just Enough Pasta! Symantec 
Corp., Cupertino, CA; 

408/ 253-9600. 

775 Kodak Datashow 480 Projection Pad 
Eastman Kodak Company, 
Rochester, NY; 716n24-4000. 

776 LabeiOnce Multicomp, Inc., 
Abilene, TX; 915/ 676-0844, 

800/ 541-4351. 

777 Large ScrHn Anti·Giare Fdter 
Kensington Microware, Ltd., 
New York, NY; 212/475-5200, 

800/535-4242. 

111 MacBravo Fadlltles Schlumberger 
Technologies, Ann Arbor, MI; 
800/366-0060. 

779 Mac Cozy Future Studio, Los 
Angeles, CA; 213/660-0620. 

710 Madnware SE Extended Carrying Cast 
VO Design, Inc., Exton, PA; 
215/ 524-7277, 800/241-2122. 

711 MacUnk Plus PC Data Viz, Inc., 
Trumbull, CT; 203/268-0030. 

712 MacMoney Survivor Software 
Ltd., Inglewood, CA; 
213/ 410-9527. 

713 MacPalnt Claris Corp., Santa 
Clara, CA; 408/ 987-7000, 

800/ 334-3535. 

714 MacPerspectlve Knick Drafting, 
Satellite Beach, FL; 407n77-0275. 

715 MacRecorder Farallon Comput-

Reader 
Servl11 

ing, Berkeley, CA; 415/849-2331. 

716 MacScuba Paradise Software 
Corp., Phoenix, AZ; 
602/893-8324. 

717 MacTape/SCSI-4, MacTape/SCSI·5, 
MacTape/SCSI·8 Blackhole Tech
nology, Winchester, MA; 617/ 

721-7690, 800/227-1688. 

711 MacTJit Ergotron, Inc., 
Eagan, MN; 612/ 452-8135, 

800/888-8458. 

719 MagicTape 60, MagicTape 150 Mac
Products USA, Austin, TX; 512/ 

343-9441, 800/ 622-3475. 

790 The Manhole Mediagenic/ 
Activision, Menlo Park, CA; 
415/ 329-0800. 

791 Master Outhne Spec Yeoman 
Technical Software, Jewett City, 
CT; 203/ 376-2952. 

792 MasterSpec AlA American 
Institute of Architects, 
Washington, DC; 202/ 626-7300, 

800/ 424-5080. 

793 Max Stream 60, MaxStream 150 
Archive Corp. , Costa Mesa, CA; 
714/966-5589, 800/ 237-4929. 

794 MaynStream 60 for the Madntosh, 
MaynStream 150 for the Macintosh, 
MaynStream 2200 HS for the 
Macintosh Maynard Electronics, 
Inc., Casselberry, FL; 407/ 263-

3500, 800/ 821-8782. 

795 MlaoLeague Baseball Micro
League Sports Association, 
Newark, DE; 302/368-9990. 

796 MlcroStatlon Mac Intergraph, 
Huntsville, AL; 205n72-2760, 

800/345-0218, 800/ 345-4856 

outside Alabama. 
797 MlaoStore Disk Wallet MicroStore, 

Le Sueur, MN; 612/665-3284, 

800/962-8885. 

791 MlniCad+ Graphsoft, Inc., 
Ellicott City, MD; 301/ 461-9488. 

799 Mlnlstreamer Qualstar, 
Chatsworth, CA; 818/ 882-5822. 

100 ModeiShop Paracomp, Inc., San 
Francisco, CA; 415/ 543-3848. 

101 The Moonlight Artworks Holiday Set 
1-Jired Hand Design, Long 
Beach, CA; 213/ 429-2936. 

102 MT-60, MT·150, MT·320 Micro
Net Technology, Inc., Irvine, 
CA; 714/837-6033. 
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103 Multi-Ad Creator Multi-Ad 
Services, Inc., Peoria, lL; 
309/692-1530, 800/ 447- 1950. 

104 MultJColor 6248 Agfa Matrix, 
Orangeburg, NY; 914/365-0190. 

105 My First Book of Poetry and The 
Dream Called Storm B&B 
Soundworks, San jose, CA; 
408/241-7986. 

106 Nemesis Go Master Toyoga, Inc., 
Lexington, MA; 617/ 861-0488, 

800/ 486-9642. 

101 NetTrek Premier Technology, 
Inc., San Francisco, CA; 
415/882-7766. 

Network DiskFlt SuperMac Tech
nology, Mountain View, CA; 
415/964-8884. 

aoa NT60, NT150 Microtech Inter
national, Inc., East Haven, CT; 

203/ 468-6223, 800/626-4276. 

109 NuPaint NuEquation, Inc., 
Richardson, TX; 214/699-7747. 

• 
110 150t Maxcess, Philadelphia, 

PA; 215/ 386-2208, 

800/ 356-2892. 

111 Overlays A.M.S. Firstside Studios, 
Pittsburgh, PA; 412/422-3888. 

112 PalmTop Unk for the Macintosh 
Traveling Software, Inc., 
Bothell, WA; 206/ 483-8088, 

800/ 662-2652. 

au PC Laser 6000/PS Ricoh Corp., 
West Caldwell, NJ; 
201/ 882-2000. 

114 PEGASYS II IGC Technology, 
San Francisco, CA; 

415/ 945-7300. 

liS Perspective for Architects First 
Logistics, Inc., Woodside, NY; 
718/ 397-5927. 

au The Phrase Thesaurus L'Intelli
gence Active Software, Macomb, 
IL; 309/833-5959, 800/344-0571. 

117 Pirates MicroProse, Hunt 
Valley, MD; 301/771-1151 , 

800/ 867-11 51. 

PixeiPalnt Professional SuperMac 
(continues) 



DtJwAc 
Call now for 
orders and 
free catalog 

1-800-825-MACS 
FAX· 1-818-501-3760 

Examine 
Us! 

Dr. Mac provides new low pricing. 

Check this symbol for 
Dr. Mac's special 

prescriptions. 

DR MAC PRESCRIBES THE BEST 

ADOBE SYSTEMS 
Adobe Illustrator '88 ................... 275 
StreamUne ................................. 225 
Fonts .............................. Please Call 

AEC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
AEcynfockManaaer

18 
..................... 409 

Fast ra : Sche'llu ................... 113 

liAP~~~aker ................................ 385 
Freehand 2.0 ............................. 335 
Persuasion ............................... 359 

AS~il~~~~-~ ........ ,.. .................. 119 
Fjleguard Extended edition ........ 149 
Flleguard Ext. Ed. 10 Pack ........ 559 

BEDFORD SOFTWARE 
Simply Accounting ..................... 218 

CAERE 
Omnipage 2.0 ............................ 539 

CENTRON SOFTWARE 
Casino Master ,.,. ........................ ... 38 
Casino Master volar ................... .45 

~~t~~-~-~~ ............................. 219 
• Ra~~ to Riches ~-Pack .............. 279 

~~ !g =:~ ~ew~·BliiliiQ·~ 
DIS8~t~~~25.~~~-~~ ............... Call 

DR2~~~fe~~-~~~~~~~:~~: :::::::: :: ~~ 
EL~CTRONIC ARTS 

tu loS ...................................... 2 
tUgiO 1 ........................................ ~§ 

EMERALD CITY SOFTWARE 

~~,;,'),-A,:Jk1 : ~.~~.~.:::::::::::::::::::::: .:·; ~~ 
Fo~o~~~!r~ac2o ................. Call 

FoxBA§e +/Mac Multiuser ......... 349 

INFORMIX 
W•ngZ ......................................... 245 

INSIGHT DEVELOPMENT 
MacPrint ....................................... 77 

INS~~1tc ....................................... 245 

KE~~~~~ ...................................... 219 
Dnve 2.4 ..................................... 349 

LA~~~~r~~~:::::::::::::::::: :m 
LASTING IMPRESSION 

ResumExpen ............................... 39 

MUJ.1~~f,ft~~rs ............................... 189 
MICROSOFT 

Word 4.0 ................................... 243 

~~~~rPoiiii·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ 
Microsoft Office .......................... 545 

MONOGRAM 
Business Sense ......................... 259 
Dollars & Sense .......................... 88 

ODESTA CORPORATION 

~~\!llt~~,:li.•.~~~ .. ~.~:.i.~-~ .. 3:.0 .. ::::: ?~§ 
DataDesk Professional ............. 275 

PARACOMP 

~~~~~ ~~oii ·:: ::::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::: :: 5~~ 
PRO PLUS 

li 
Wall Street Investor 3.1 .............. 445 

QUARK 

~~:S-~.~ .. ~.~ .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~~ 
siLBr.~~. ~~fnfros~~~-~~ ........ 12s 

sJlJl:'~g;:;k~-~-~.':':' .. :::::::::::::::::::::::: m 
SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL 

~
manScraP. & The Clipper ........... 46 
u Glue 11 ............................... .. 
hrcurator .................................. ~~ 

SOf.I'WARE VENTURES 
Mocrophone II ............................. 199 

SYMANTEC 

~~~~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~0 
More 11 ........................................ 256 

TIMEWORKS 
Publish It! Mac ...... , ..................... 228 
Hyperworl<s Organ•zer ................. 59 

;

TOPS 
T§P~ lor Mac ............................ 135 
T P fpr DOS ................... _ .. _. 109 
T P Flashcard ......................... !~ 

f~~~.::: .. ::·:::::::::::::::::.~~ 
lnbox .......................................... 179 
Netp(~nt ....................................... 114 

MACINTERIORS $189 

~~~~,~~~~~f~Ue~~~t s~~c~ ~~~n~l~p 
d~stgn tn f,erspecttve and'61r~s ·er, t~en 
~k~Plt~~ r~~ Y.0~~ ~~fb~:r~W(t~ use 
Macln!eriors sp9Cial objed llbrarv. It's a snap 
to des•gn a room. a hJ)use, an otfice. 
F!!atur~s i~clude 3D Rotanon, 3D Re· 
d•mens1omng and 64 surfaces per Item. 

WO~~t~!~atica for SE .................... 398 
Mathematics for Mac II .............. 678 

WORDPERFECT CORP. 
Wordperfect ............................... 179 

= HARDWARE = 

AOX 
Doublenme·16 .......................... 239 

CUTTING EDGE 

~g ~211 ~:~ ~~fe"l=tiiicfl5ifve·:: ~3 800K~oppy 'llnve ..................... 145 
DATADESK 

Mac · 101 Extended Keyboard .. 139 
DAVNA COMMUNICATIONS 

3.5 • Drive 1.44 M ...................... 695 
Dayna Talk .................................. 139 

E MACHINES 
Monochrome lor SE ................. 1229 
Other Monitors ........................... Call 
Color 19 inch ............................ 4465 

FARALLON COMPUTING 
MacRec~tp'/i ... s ........................ 162 

~~g~:~ T Pt~s fio'P"iieiii":::::::·:ifg 
PhoneN T Star Controller ....... 1 068 
nmbuktu ...................................... 93 

GEtifr~e~o~~~,~~.~~~ .................. 514 

~~si};;:Lf~::'rtWrFnl~~ ::::::::::::: ~~~~ 
KEYTRONICS 

105 Keyboard Inc. Tempo II ....... 125 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

Desk Writer ................................ 828 
Data Copy Scanner .................. 1668 

KENNECT TECHNOLOGY 

S:Je~"4· ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: 5~ 
~~r.~~;" 11 ................................ s11 
Fast Path 4 ............................... 2084 

LACIE 
Cirrus 40 Meg ............................ 579 
Citrus eo Meg ............................ 995 

ME?~ ~~~£1';,\iJ~~rome SE/11 .... 1175 

1§: ~;'b'l,~~~sfl~tet'l~ nc:x· 5Ws 
MICROTECH 

45 Meg Removable Hard Drlve 1059 

MIC"a9~-~256 GS 300DPI ........... 1 3 Colo~eanner ............................ ~an 
NEC 

~~~~~3cr: ::::i:;;:6:~: :::::: ::: ::: : ~u 
C'll~r~n·3oxtf~7'~D Rom0.~ .. ::::::J66 

WORDPERFECT $179 
WordPerfect for the Macintosh combines 
the ease of the Mac with the worlds best 
se llln~ord p~cessor.Vou can transfer 
flies the acto another svstem that 
uses ordPe act without a ~hverslon 

~~~~~~~~~a~~r~~a~~? ~~~~~ 
acres. Mall Merge, lndexing, llfutlinl ng, 
peller. Thesaurus, Footnotes. Endnotes ... 

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY 
MacSprint !IJ ...... ..,. ....... ,. .... T"""" 239 
MacF!Ix/Mooem "600 cauo ....... 444 

PERIPHERAL LAND 
InfinitY. 40 .................................. 1029 
Tu~Fioppy 1.4 ......................... 329 
OptiCal DriVe 535 Mb ............... 3995 

au~ ryst I Print Publisher ............. 2995 
pfen ................................... 3269 

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 
2400 Baud External Modem ....... t 77 
Mac Comm. Pac 2400 ............... 219 

POLICIES 
• Vlsa. Mastercard, and AMEX accepted. 
• Credit card Is not charged until Older Is 

shipped 
• Calrtomia resklents add 6.5% saJes tax 
• Hours j Mon · Fri. 1().10 EST. Sat Noon · 5 EST. 
• caD (818) 501-6581. FAX t (8 18) 501·3760 
• AN prices A potlcies subject to cllango ~~ 

notice. 
Shipping 
• $3. U?S Stanclatcl Alrl81ua. Hardware over 10 

lbs wiD be shipped ground. 
• Same day shipping on Otdors placed by 

8:45pm EST. d hems are on hand. 
RIIUMI 
• Oolectlle software only Will be replaced 

lmmedi.a!ety by the same i1em. Call 
(818) 50t.Qil6t lOt A.A. number before retum. A 
restod<ing tee may apply. 

Dr. Mac Inc. 
14542 Ventunt Blvd., Solie 200 
Sherman Oaks. CA 91403 

CoRPORATE, EDUCATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL ORDERS Now 
30 Day aprroved credit 

Circle 368 on reader service card 
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Technology, Mountain View, 

CA ; 41 5/964-8884. 

818 Portable Pack Farallon 

Computing, Berkeley, CA; 

415/ 849-2331. 

819 PowerDraw Eng ineered Soft 

ware, Greensboro, NC; 

9191299-4843. 

PowerPoint Microsoft Corp., 

Redmond, WA; 206/ 882-8080, 

800/ 426-9400. 

820 Professional CAD SymboiiJ'brary 
Advanced System Design, 

Evergreen, CO; 303/674-2222. 

821 Prototyper SmethersBames, 

Po rtland, OR; 503/274-2800, 

800/ 237-3611. 

122 The Punle Gallery: At the Carnival 
Electronic Ans, San Mateo, CA; 

415/ 571-7171, 800/245-4525. 

• 
823 QMS ColorSaipt 1 00 Model 30 

QMS, Inc., Mobile, AL; 205/633-

4300, 800/ 631-2692. 

•!• 
WHERE TO BUY 

Rtadtr 
Service 

824 QT-Mac40, QT-Mac80, QT-Mac150 
Tecmar, a subsidiary of Rexon, 

Inc., Solan, OH; 216/ 349-1009, 

800/624-8560. 

QuickBASIC Microsoft Corp., 

Redmond, WA; 206/882-8080, 

800/426-9400. 

m QuickDex Casady & Greene, 

Inc., Carmel, CA; 408/624-8716, 

800/331-432 1. 

826 QuicKeys CE Software, Inc., 

West Des Moines, lA; 

515/224-1995. 

827 RamSnap Dove Computer Corp. , 

Wilmingto n, NC; 919n 63-7918, 

800/622-7627. 

828 Read-It Olduvai Corp., South 

Miami, FL; 305/665-4665, 

800/822-0772 . 

829 Rendetvous PMC Telesystems, 

Inc., Vancouver, B.C., Canada; 

604/ 255-9949. 

830 Retrospect Dantz Development 

Readtr 
Strvice 

Corp., Berkeley,CA;415/849-0293. 

0 
831 SAM Symantec Corp., Cuper

tino , CA; 4081253-9600. 

832 SA 150, SA 1250, SA2300 Racet 

Computes, Ltd., La Brea, CA; 

714/ 579-1725. 

833 Service Industry Accounting 
Brown-Wagh Publishing, Los 

Gatos, CA; 408/ 395-3838. 

834 Shanghai Activision, Menlo 

Park, CA; 415/ 329-0800. 

a3S ShOglln Infocom, Inc., Menlo 

Park, CA; 415/ 329-0800. 

136 SimOty Maxis Software , 

Mo raga, CA; 415/ 376-6434. 

137 SlmpleSpan and BackSpan Arch 

Software, Cincinnati, OH; 

513/ 681-1642. 

Ill 60MB Tape Plus, 150MB Tape Plus 
Relax Technology, Unio n City, 

CA; 415/471-6112. 

839 Smart Art Emerald City 

Software, Inc., Menlo Park, CA; 

Readtr 
Service 

415/ 324-8080. 

uo Snap Fonhought, Sunset, SC; 

803/878-7484. 

141 SnapJot Trillium Software, 

Lombard, TL; 312/ 916-9360. 

142 SpaceMaker SketchTech, 

Minneapolis, MN; 612/ 379-1435. 

Specifications Guidelines, 

Orinda, CA; 415/254-9393, 

800/ 634-7779. 

143 StarDrive 60TX, StarDrive 150TX 
Ruby Systems, Inc., Mountain 

View, CA; 415/ 967-1187, 

800/888-1668. 

144 StrataVision 3d Strata, Inc., St. 

George, UT; 801/628-5218. 

us Struclumber and StrucSteel 
Yeoman Technical Software, 

j ewett City, CT; 203/ 376-2952. 

146 Studio/1 Electronic Ans, San 

Mateo, CA; 415/ 571-7171, 

800/245-4525. 

147 SUM II Symantec Corp ., 

Cupertino, CA; 408/ 253-9600. 

148 Sunpas and Daylite Kine tic Soft-

INTRODUCING SYMANTE.C ANTIVIRUS 
FOR MACINTOSH (SAM). 

they enter your system. Before they can do any harm. 

A virus. It sneaks in on a floppy, by modem or over 
your network. At first, you see nothing. Or maybe a few 
glitches. Then it spreads, replicating in every file, in 
every folder. Possibly destroying irreplaceable data. Per
manently. Left unchecked, it could ruin all of your hard 
disk data. And shut down your entire network. 

Protect yourself with SAM:" SAM is the only virus 
protection that detects and eliminates viruses before 

First, SAM detects and repairs any virus-infected 
files. It destroys known viruses such as nVir, Scores, 
Hpat, INIT29, MEV#, AIDS, and ANTI. 

Next, SAM stands guard, monitoring your system 
for suspicious activity that could signal a possible virus 
attack. It prevents infected applications from launching, 
which keeps them from infecting other files. It examines 
every floppy disk you insert, and every file and folder on 
your hard disk for infected files. 



Reader 
Sell leo 

ware, Woodside, CA; 

415/851-4484. 

SuperPaint, Super 3D Silicon 

Beach Software, Inc., San Diego, 

CA; 619/695-6956. 
149 SX40 Braemar Corp., Bums

ville, MN; 6.121890-5135. 
ISO Syndtronidty Visionary Soft

ware, Ponland, OR; 503/ 246-

6200, 800/877-1832. 

G 
151 Tape(rate 60, Tape(rate 155 

Crate Technology, North Holly

wood, CA; 818/766-4001. 
152 Tape 60, Tape 150 CMS Enhance

ments, Tustin, CA; 714/259·9555. 
IS3 Tempo II Affinity Microsysterns, 

Ltd., Boulder, CO; 303/442-

4840, 800/367-6771. 

154 TextPert CTA, Inc., New York, 
NY; 2121759-6201. 

ass TG-4000 Tallgrass Technolo

gies Corp., Overland Park, KS; 

913/492-6002, 800/825-4727. 

Reader 
se .. Jce 

156 Think's Ughtspeed C. Think's 

Ughtspeed Pascal Symamec 

Corp., Cupenino, CA; 

408/253-9600. 
IS7 THS-2200 Tecmar, Inc. , Solan, 

OH; 216/ 349-1009. 

lSI fnnbuktu Remote Farallon 

Computing, Berkeley, CA; 

415/849-2331. 
IS9 Time Is Maney Collier Software, 

AusLin, TX; 512/ 476-1110. 

160 TimesDps Ill North Edge Soft

ware, Essex, MA; 508/468-7358, 

800/338-5314. 
161 Tricks af the HyperCard Masters: The 

Stacks Heizer Software, Plea

sant Hill, CA; 415/943-7667. 
162 TurboBridge Nuvotech, Inc., 

Sausalito, CA; 415/331-7815. 
163 Turbo Mouse ADB Kensington 

Microware, New York, NY; 212/ 

475-5200, 800/ 535-4242. 
164 2Gig Genius, Inc., Studio City, 

CA; 818/905-8866. 
16S Tyler Matchups, Medford, MA; 

Reader 
Service 

617/ 395-4190. 

166 Ultimate Music Box Product Con

cepts, West Conshohocken, PA; 

215/828-1826. 

0 
167 VersaCAD VersaCAD Corp., 

Huntington Beach, CA; 

7I4/ 960-7720. 
161 'fwex HJC Software, Inc., 

Durham, NC; 919/ 490-1277. 

The Waite Group's Tricks of the 

HyperCard Masters Hayden 

Books Division of Howard W. 

Sams & Co., Indianapolis, IN; 

317/298-5400, 800/257-5755. 
169 WetPaint Special Occasions Chp Art 

Dubi-Ciick Software, Inc., 

Chatswonh, CA; 818/349-2758. 
170 Wizard Electronic Organizer Sharp 

Corp., Mahwah, NJ; 201 / 529-

See Your Dealer; Call for Finally, SAM runs a complete virus check every 
time you shut down or restart With this three-stage 
method, SAM is complete protection against past, pres
ent and future viruses. From the people who brought you 
Symantec Utilities for Macintosh (SUMTM). 

Put SAM's unparalleled virus prevention, detection 
and elimination power between you and attacking viruses. 
With SAM on guard, you may never have to worry about 
virus attacks again. 

Our Free "Virus Crisis" 
EducatUmalPamphlet, or 

OrderSAMNowforOnly$99.95 
on Our 30-Day Money-Back 

Guarantee (800) 228-4122 Ext. 640G 

Symantec Corporation, 10201 Torre Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. 4081253-9600. 
SUM and SAM an tradnnarks o{SymtmttcCotporaliml. () 19/J9Symmtl« Corporation 
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9500, 800/ 526-0264. 
171 WordMaker New Horizons Soft

ware, Austin, TX; 5121328-6650. 
112 WristMac Microseeds Publish

ing, Tampa, FL; 813/882-8635. 

173 ZBASIC Zedcor, Tucson, AZ; 

6021881-8101, 800/482-4567. 

174 Zing Enabling Technologies, 
Chicago, IL; 31 21427-0386, 

800/ 544-0629. 
17S Zork Zero Mediagenic/Activision, 

Menlo Park , CA; 415/ 329-0800. IZl 

Public domain software, freeware, and shore
wore ore ovoiloble through onfine information 
seNices; user groups (col/ 800/538-9696 
ext. 500 for information on o local user 
group); or moil-order clearinghouses such as 
Budgetbytes (800/356·3551 for orders, 
913/211·6022 in Konsos), Educomp (800/ 
843-9491, 619 /259.()255 in (olifomio), or 
the Public Domain Exchange (800/331· 
8125, 408/496.()624 in California). 

327 



COntents Open to th.e table of contents 
in any publication and you can 

+ find some insightful stories.You'll 
also find some missing. Because 
the advertising isn't there. 

Advertising is important. It's 
informative. It lets you know your 
options. And helps you to make 
decisions. 

Like which car to buy. Which 
airline to fly. And what to serve 
for dinner. 

So, next time you open a maga
zine, read it. From cover to cover. 

Because what's on the back 
cover, may be just as important as 
what's on the front. 

ADVERTISING. 
Without it you wouldn't know. 
IAAFI 
AME~AN ADVERTISING 

FEDERATION 



MACWORLD 
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Dcheck box and fill in the appropriate information to subscribe to Mscworld. 
You will be billed $24.95 for a 1-year (12 issue} subscription (U.S. only). 
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FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION! 

Get valuable information about the products which interest you. There's no cost; no 
obligation . 

Simply print your name, title, address (with zip) and telephone number. Circle the numbers 
on the card for the products which interest you. Mail the card. We even pay the postage! 

Numbers for advertised products can be found in the ad and in both the Product Index and 
the Advertiser Index. Product listings mentioned editorially can be found in the "Where to 
Buy" section. 
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MACWORLD 
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Ocheck box and fill in the appropriate information to subscribe to Macworld. 
You will be billed $24.95 for a 1-year (12 issue) subscription (U.S. only). 
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Name Title 

Company 

Address 

City. State. Zip (lip code needed to ensure delivery) 

Phone: Area Code/Number 

(501-550) 

258 259 260 
268 269 270 
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212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 661 662 663 664 665 666 667 668 669 670 861 
222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 471 472 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 400 671 672 673 674 675 676 577 678 679 600 871 
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FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION! 

Get va luable information about the products which interest you. There's no cost; no 
obligation. 

Simply print your name, title, address (with zi p) and telephone number. Circle the numbers 
on the card for the products which interest you. Mail the card. We even pay the postage! 

Numbers for advertised products can be found in the ad and in both the Product Index and 
the Advertiser Index. Product listings mentioned editorially can be found in the "Where to 
Buy" section. 
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TRUE STORIES. 

With this interactive brochure. anyone can design a 
custom pair of sunglasses on screen and orcer automati
cally. This multimedia standalone uses color. digitized 
music and voice. animation and custom menus. 

CAMEO Valdez 
$ '* l*t I IIMiott 

NOAA and the U.S. Coast Guard monitored the Exxon 
Valdez oil spill cleanup and conducted daily buefings 
using this interactive information system that combmes 
maps, graphs and databases. 

Marketing Strategy Planner 

This hypermedia information system was designed for 
boardroom presentations and strategic analysis. By 
clicking on the graphics, speakers can puff up relevant 
data and analyze it quickly in response to questions. 

Super Animator is a toolkit for creating animated 
·agents" with synchronrzed sound. A commercral 
product created in SuperCard. rt rncorporates the 
elements of a traditronal Macrntosh' application. 

This stunnrng graphrcaf interface is the interactive front 
end to a multrmedia database related to Prcasso·s famous 
paintmg. Starting from Guernica. users can explore 
nearly any path of association imagrnable. 

Context Information System 

Steclcase Furmture uses lhrs rnteractrve multimedia 
presentation and electromc catalog to present their new 
line of modular offrce furniture. "Context." II rncorporates 
Super 30"' models and animatrons. 

This multimedia composition environment was created 
as an Apple Classroom of Tomorrow project to affow12· 
year-aids to create therr own educatronal applrcatrons by 
combining information from a varrety of sources. 

Cardiac Imaging 

r r 1 PJ 1 I ~ ' . , )' I ) j 1,.' ' )' 

This rnteractive medrcal education project makes use of 
color graphics. interactive video. digitized sound and 
images created in Super 3D'" to teach residents and 
clinical stall at Yale University Schoof of Medicrne. 

Inigo At Home 

Inigo achreved lame in the HyperCard· story stack 
entitled. "Inigo Gets Out.· Author Amanda Goodenough 
easily converted her charming character to Super Card 
and colored his world. 

Suggested 
Retail Price 

$199 SuPER CARD' 
Available Now 
Through Your 
Local Dealer 

the personal software toolkit. 
System requirements: Mac intosh Plus, SE, SEt:lO, II, llx or llcx, Syslcm 6.0.2 or later. 

SupcrCard. Super 3D and the Silicon Beach Software logo arc trademarks of Silicon Beach 
Software, Inc. All other t rademarks are the 1>roperty of their respective owners. 

Circle 266 on reader service card 

S I LICON B EACH 
5 () I I W ,\ N I· 

P.O. Box 26 1430 
SAN D IEGO, CA 92126 

(6 19) 695-6956 



INTERNAL KITS FoR MAC SE, II, llx, llcx 

20Mb Seagate 40ms $ 299 
30 Mb Seagate 40ms $ 349 
45Mb Seagate 40ms $ 399 
40Mb Quantum 19ms $ 449 
80Mb Quantum l9ms $ 695 
105Mb Quantum l9ms $ 799 

INTERNAL KITS FOR MAC II ONLY 

80 Mb Seagate 28ms $ 499 
160Mb Micropolis 16ms $ 1095 
320Mb Micropolis 16ms $ 1695 
600Mb Micropolis 16ms $2595 
Internal kits come complete with a pre-formatted, pre
tested hard drive, formatting & partitioning software, mount
ing hardware, cabling and How-To manual. 

When we win . . . YOU WIN! 

Top Ten Mari.Qfdtr Company 
PERSONAl COMPVllNG 

EXTERNAL DRIVES FOR MAC Plus, SE & li 

POWERDrive 20 
POWERDrive 30 
POWERDrive 45 
POWERDrive 60 
POWERDrive 80 

40ms $349 
40ms $399 
40ms $449 
28ms $539 
28ms $588 

All units use autoparking Seagate hard drives and are factory-tested and pre
formatted for hassle-free setup. Each steel external case comes complete with 
power supply, cabling, partitioning software and a comprehensive reference 
manual. 

External drives include a pre-formatted, pre-tested hard drive, Uni
Mac external case, power supply, cabling, reference manual and 
formatting & partitioning software. 

45Mb 
40Mb 
80Mb 
105Mb 
160Mb 
320Mb 
600Mb 

Seagate 
Quantum 
Quantum 
Quantum 
Micropolis 
Micropolis 
Micropolis 

Factory-trained Technicians 
are on hand to answer 

your questions! 

40ms 
19ms 
19ms 
19ms 
16ms 
16ms 
16ms 

$ 499 
$ 549 
$ 799 
$ 899 
$ 1145 
$1 795 
$2795 

In U.S. & Canada Never a Surcharge 
for Visa & MC! 

All products 
come with a 

(800)-234-DISK 
International orders: (602) 967-7435 
24 hr. Order Status: (800) 776-3472 
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30 Day 
"Worry-Free" 

Guarantee 



WARNING: Beware of money-back offers on hardware! Macl.and sells only NEw, NEVER USED 
merchandise. We will not send you re-packaged, slightly-used hard disks. 

Externals 

Reg. 
Price 

20Megabyte 
Cache Systems 20 65ms . . . . . . $549. 
CMS Enhancements 20 32ms . . . $549. 
Cutting Edge 20 65ms . . . . . . . . $529. 
MacBEST 20 32ms . . . . . . . . . . $499. 

30Megabyte 
Cache Systems 30 2Bms ... . . . $559. 
CMS Enhancements 30 32ms ... $589. 
Cutting Edge 32 30ms ......... $579. 
MacBEST3028ms . . . . .... .. $549. 

Cache Syatems 

Sale 
Price 

$429. 
$429. 
$419. 
$429. 

"CacM Systems 150 megabyte tape 
unit provides the user with such" fea-
tures as file by file and mirror backups 
of your hard disk drive. Unit comes 
complete with cables and one tape car
tridge~ An unbelievable price of only 
$799.00 this month I 

40Megabyte 
Cache Systems 45 28ms . . . . . . $629. 
CMS Enhancements 45 32ms . . . $649. 
Cutting Edge 47 30ms . . . . . . . . $649. 
MacBEST 40 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $599. 
Quantum 40' 19ms. . . . . . . . . . . $699. 

60Megabyte 
CacM Systems 60 28ms . . . . . . $729. 
CMS Enhancements 60 40ms . ... $749. 
Cutting Edge 60 28ms . . . . . . . . $699. 
Mac BEST 60 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $729. 

SO Megabyte 
Cache Systems 80 28ms . . . . . . $849. 
CMS Enhancement 51 28ms . . . . $899. 
Cutting Edge 85 28ms . . . . . . . . $725. 
Mac BEST 80 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $849. 
Quantum 80' 19ms . . .... ..... $949. 

100 Megabyte 
MacBEST 105 25ms . . . . . . . . . . $989. 
Quantum 105' l9ms .. ....... $1,099. 

120-180 Megabyte 
CacM Systems 150 16ms ..... $1.499. 
Cache Systems t5Q/150 

Tape 16ms .............. $2,499. 

$549. 
$589. 
$539. 
$569. 
$579. 

$579. 
$649. 
. 599. 
$649. 

$679. 
$779. 
$699. 
$749. 
$799. 

$939. 
$899. 

$1 ,299. 

$2,159. 

Prices are good through December 1989 

CMS Enhancements 170 l8ms . $1,799. $1 ,549. 
MacBEST 180 18ms ...... ... $1,749. $1,659. 

300-600 Megabyte 
Imprimis- CDC 300 16ms . . . .. $2.499. $2,099. 
Imprimis- CDC 300 

Wren Runner 10.7ms ..... . $2,999. $2,649. 
Imprimis- CDC 600 16ms ..... $3,399. $2,799. 
CMS Enhancements PO 300 

16ms ........... . .. . ... $2,349. $2,195. 
CMS Enhancements PO 600 

16ms . ... . . ...... ... ... $3,699. $3,499. 
MacBEST 300 16ms ... ... ... $2,399. $2,179. 

•Quantum Drives Have a Two Year Warranty! 

SE, SE30 & llcx, llci Internals 

30Megabyte 
Cache Systems 30 28ms . . . . . . $425. 
CMS Enhancements Pro 30 38ms . $479. 
Cutting Edge 32 30ms . . ...... . $479. 
MacBEST 30 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $449. 

40Megabyte 
Cache Systems 45 28ms . . . . . . $499. 
CMS Enhancements Pro 45 32ms $569. 
Cutting Edge 47 30ms . . . . . . . . $529. 
MacBEST 45 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $499. 
Quantum 40' 19ms . . . . . . . . . . . $599. 

80Megabyte 
Quantum so· 19ms . . . . . . . . . . . $889. 

Megabyte 

carries the line 
drives made by Osicom. All drives are 
complete with cables, software and a 
manufacturers one year warranty. 

Mac II & IIX Internals 

40Megabyte 

$375. 
$399. 
$395. 
$399. 

$449. 
$469. 
$444. 
$465. 
$479. 

$699. 

CacM Systems 45 28ms . . . . . . $499. $449. 
CMS Enhancements Pro 45 

32ms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $569. $469. 

Hard disk drives, tape back ups, 
removable hard drlvas, high capacity 
drives, CMS has them all and we carry 
their full line. 

Cutting Edge 47 30ms . . . . . . . . $529. 
MacBEST 45 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $499. 
Quantum40' 19ms ...... . . . .. $599. 

60Megabyte 
CacM Systems 60 28ms . . . . . . $639. 
CMS Enhancements Pro 60 40ms $649. 
Cutting Edge 60 28ms . . . . . . . . $679. 
MacBEST 60 28ms . . . . . . . . . . $629. 

SO Megabyte 
Cache Systems 80 28ms . . . . . . $729. 
CMS Enhancements Pro 80 28ms . $749. 
Cutting Edge 80 28ms . . . . . . . . $689. 
MacBEST 80 28ms . ....... . . . $749. 
Quantum 80' l9ms. . . . . . . . . . . $889. 

100 Megabyte 
Mac BEST 105 25ms . . . . . . . . . . $949. 

- .lwl,nttJim 105' 19ms ...... .. .. $999. 

120-210 Megabyte 
CacM Systems 150 16ms .. ... $1,429. 

Enhancements Pl170 
16ms . . .. . .... . ........ $1 ,699. 

MacBEST 150 17ms . .. . ... . . $1,499. 
MacBEST 180 18ms . ... . . ... $1,649. 

300-600 Megabyte 
CMS Enhancements Pl300 

16ms . ..... . . . . . ... .... $2,399. 
MacBEST300 17ms ...... .. . $1,999. 
Imprimis- CDC 300 16ms . . . . . $2,349. 
Imprimis -CDC 300 

Wren Runner 10.7ms . . .... $2,649. 
Imprimis- CDC 600 16ms .. . .. $2,949. 
CMS Enhancements PI 600 

16ms .. ... . . . .. ... . . .. . $3,599. 
MacBEST 600 16ms . . ... .. .. $3,599. 

$444. 
$465. 
$479. 

$499. 
$579. 
$489. 
$549. 

$575. 
$669. 
$599. 
$679. 
$699. 

$859. 
$799. 

$1,199. 

$1,499. 
$1,279. 
$1,559. 

$2,195. 
$1 ,899. 
$1,999. 

$2,499. 
$2,699. 

$3,499. 
$2,799. 

•Quantum Drives Have a TWo Year Warranty! 

Standard Air which Is 1 to 2 day service. COO's Shipped by UPS 
2 day air. Call for shipping costs. Products purchased in error 
are subject to a 20% restocking fee. All prices subject to change 
without notice. All products sutiject to avallabi1ity. 
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a Delivery-
• • We offer Same Day 

Shipping on all in stock Jlj~~~.-AJ~'" 
a Technical Support-
~ Macland, Inc. has the best 

technical support, period. We 

Price
Because of our 
multi-million dollar 
buying power, we 
purchase large 
volumes of quality 
hardware at low 
prices and pass 
the savings on to 
our customers. 

items if we receive your 
order by 3 pm Mountain 
Standard Time. ALL 
credit card orders are 
shipped by FEDERAL 
EXPRESS STANDARD 
AIR service which 
means you get your 

Inspected & Tested 
by Macland Technician 

provide you with technical 
support BEFORE AND 
AFTER your purchase. Best 
of all to assure you the high
est quality, our trained techni
cians test ALL hard disk No. <e 

merchandise fast! 

Quantum Hard Disk Drives 
Industry leading Quantum quality, 
dependability and fast access speeds 
a( affordable prices. Backed by our 
Two \'Bar ~rranty, all Quantum 
drives come complete with cables 
and software. 

Removables 
Tape Back-Ups 

Reg. 
Price 

. 44 Megabyte Removable& 
CMS Enhancements4425ms .. $1 ,299. 
Cutting Edge 44 25ms ..... .. $1,149. 

60-150 Megabyte Tape Back-Ups 
CacM 150 ..... .. . .... . . .. $1,199. $799. 
CMS Enhancements 60 .... . .. . $749. $649. 
CMS Enhancements 150 . . . . . . $999. $849. 

SyQuest Removable Cartridges 
(Will fit Any 44 Removable Drive) .. $119. $94. 

Printers 

CrystaiPrlnt Publisher 
The 1989 MacUser Editor's Choice 
Awards Winner is lightning fastllf you 
are looking for a quality laser printer at 
an affordable price look no more, 
Qume·s Crystal Print Publisher is the 
answer. 

General Computer 
Personal LaserWriter ... .... . $1,699. $1,549. 
Qume 
Crystal Print Publisher ....... $3,299. $2,949. 
ScriptTEN Postscript Printer .. . $3,499. $2,999. 

Monitors 

E-Machines Big Picture 
Plus/SE ... ... .. . . .. .... $1.399. 

E-Machines Z-21 SE . . .. . . . . $1,999. 
E-MachinesZ-21 SE30/II ..... 52,099. 
E-Machines Z-21 10 Grayscale . 52,799. 
E-Machines T-16 Color ... . ... 52,999. 
E-Machines T-19 Color ...... . $4,679. 

radils": ... .. ........... . 

Magnavox 14' Color Mac II . . . . . 5599. 
RasterOps 19" 

MonochromeSE . ... ..... $1,599. 
RasterOps 19' Monochrome II .. $1,399. 
RasterOps 16' 108 Color . . ... . $3,499. 
RasterOps 19" 108 Color . .. ... $4,299. 
RasterOps 16' 108 SE30 Color . $3,869. 
RasterOps 19' 108 SE30 Color . $4,495. 
RasterOps 108 Color Board . . . . 51 ,599. 
RasterOps 264 Color Board . . . . $999. 
Sarnsung 15' Full Page Monitor 

& Card. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $895. 
Sony Multiscan 1302. . . . . . . . . . $999. 

$1,299. 
$1,789. 
$1,879. 
$2,589. 
$2,829. 
$4,489. 

Call 

$549. 

$1,429. 
$1,199. 
$3,229. 
$4,099. 
$3,499. 
$4,379. 
$1 ,339. 

$699. 

$589. 
$679. 

Accelerator Boards 

MacSprint II Cache Board . . . . . . $299. 
MaraThon020MSE 1 . . .. . .... $469. 
MaraThon 020 MSE 2 (I Meg) . . . $779. 
MaraThon 020 MSE 3 (Malh Chip) $649. 

$219. 
$412. 
$707. 
$589. 

drives for quality and viruses 
before we ship them to you. 

MaraThon 020 MSE 4 
(1 Meg/Math Chip) . . . . . . . . . $999. 

MaraThon030Accelerator .. . . $1,099. 

radus·~ · -···· ···· · ···· · ·· 
Memory Upgrades 

MacSnap 524 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $225. 
MacSnap 524E ....... ... .... $219. 
Mac5nap524S ......• . . ... .. $279. 
MacSnap 548 . .. . .. . • .. . . . . $489. 
MacSnap 548E ..... ...... .. . $479. 
MacSnap 548S . . . . . . • . . . . . . $529. 
One Meg SIMMS ... ... . . ....... . . 

. Scanners 

$884. 
$944. 

Call 

$189. 
$179. 
$235. 
$424. 
$413. 
$472. 

Call 

Abaton300/S ....... . ..... $1,299. $1,179. 
Abaton 300/GS . .... ..... .. $1,699. $1,475. 
Microtek MSII Sheet Feed .. .. $1.159. $1,089. 
Microtek MSF 300GS . .. . .. .. $1,699. $1,599. 
Microtek MSF 400GS .... ... . $3,299. $21959. 
Microtek MSF 300Z - Color . ... $2,495. $1 ,949. 

SIMMS 
Macland has memory in stock! Call us 
for our current prices. Remember, if 
you bought your memory from some· 
one else, you probably paid too much I 

All hard disk drives carry a manufacturers one 
year warranty except for the *Quantum drives, 
which have a manufacturers two year 
warranty-

For Ordering and Technical Support C811 1·800·333·3353 (FAX # 602·345·2217) -= - 5006 South Ash Avenue, Sulte101 Tempe AZ 85282 



AMERICA's SoURCE 
UPGRADES 

1MBSIMM's $119 
Available now. Ufetime Manufacturer's Warranty! 
256K SIMM's _ _ _ $59 
Magic SCSI __ _ _ $69 
128K-512K Upgrade _ _$149 
128K-1024K Upgrade -- _ $295 
512K-1024 UP2rade. _ __ $149 
800K Drive ana ROM's .... ____ _ $299 

MAGICNET 

100% Flash Box, Phone Net, Local Talk compatible 
SALE __ 19.00 

STAR Controller_ _ _ 1149.00 

MAGICMODEM 

100% Hayes Compatible -Auto DJall Auto Answer 
2400/ 1200/ 300 Baud- 2-Year Warranty -·--$99 
RedRyder_ _ _$54 

Mt\GIC DRIVES 

lntL'ftla! External Internal External 

20 megabyte .... $389 .... $499 100 mb CDC ... .. $850 .... $950 
30 megabyte ..... $399 .... $599 150mb CDC .. $1395 .. $1495 
Quantum 40 .... $559 .... $639 300mb CDC .. $1995 .. $2350 
Quantum 80 .... $789 .... $879 600mb CDC .. $3550 .. $3650 
Quantum 105 .. $889 .... $979 60mb Tape Backup ..... $695 
45 egab $519 $649 150 mb Tape Backup .. $895 m yte..... .... 600 mb Read/Write 
4455 mbmb RCartriemovdgable ........ $999$95 Optical Drive .............. $3750 

es, ea ..... 1.2 gig Tape Backup .. $2995 
60 megabyte ..... $599 .... $699 2.3 gig Tape Backup .. $3995 
80 megabyte .. .. $699 .... $799 

DISPLAY SOLLTIONS 

19" B&W Monitor - 2 Page Display. 72 dpi, 78 hz. 
Includes card for +, SE, SFJ30, n, IIx, Dcx $999 
13" & 14" 1000/o~le Compatible 8 bit color card....$399 
19" 8 bit color $799 
19" 32 bit color card $2995 

• SCSI Disk Cache $99 
• Tracks your history and optimizes 

using 64 caching aigoritluD.s 
• CUts 30-500/o off the access time of any SCSI hard drive 
• Write through cache for maximum data integrity 

ACCELERATORS 

020/030 
16 mhz 68020 ____ $499 
25 mhz 68020 $895 = ~~t~-=~-199J~~ 

D MacProducts USA~ 
8303 Mopac Expressway • Suite 218 • Austin, Texas 78759 • USA • 1-800-622-3475 

1-800-MAC-DISK 



FoR MAcPRonuCIS 
SOFIWARE 

Adobe Fonts 33% off retail!! 
Adobe ATM1/ATM2 $59/$119 
101 Macros for Excel $47.00 
101 Scripts for HyperCard $47.00 
4th Dimension $429.00 
Acta Advantage $79.00 
Aldus Freehand $325.00 
AntiToxin $59.00 
At Once $295.00 
Beyond Dark Caslle $29.00 
Big Thesaurus $54.00 
Business Power Tools call 
Business Sense $265.00 
Calendar Creator $38.00 
Can Opener $65.00 
Canvas 2.0 $169.00 
Carbon Copy $92.00 
Casady & Greene Fonts call 
Casino Master Deluxe $55.00 
CheckMark Cash Ledger $129.00 
CheckMark Mulll Ledger $258.00 
CheckMark Payroll $189.00 
CornpuServe $23.00 
Copy II Mac $20.00 
Cricket Graph $1 10.00 
Cricket Presents $283.00 
Curator $70.00 
Dac Easy Light $47.00 
Desk tog Help for Excel $59.00 
Digital arkroom $247.00 
Disk Express $48.00 
Disk Rt $59.00 
DiskTop $29.00 
Dollars and Sense $81.00 
Dow Jones tMatl<otManager) $189.00 
Dreams $265.00 
Early Games $27.00 
Falcon $30.00 
Fast Forms $89.00 
RleMaker II $225.00 
Flex Form Business 
Templates Vol. t 
Administration 

and Accounting 
Human Resources 

Fluent Laser Fonts 
For the Record 
Fox Base + Multi User 
Fox Base+ 
Full Impact 
Full Write Professional 
GOFer 
HotSpot 

$54.00 

$30.00 
$30.00 
$45.00 
$29.00 

$255.00 
$255.00 
$249.00 
$249.00 
$43.00 
$48.00 
$69.00 
$69.00 

$285.00 

HyperTMON 
Hyperworks Organizer 
Illustrator '88 
Individual Training 

for PageMaker $47.00 
Inventory $30.00 
Kids Time $26.00 
Mac Academy Training Tapes $39.95 
Mac Envelope $59.00 
Mac Link PC $139.00 
Mac Money $59.00 
Mac Paint $95.00 
MacDraft $149.00 
MacDraw II $298.00 
MacKNOWLEDGE $149.00 
MacPrint $78.00 
MacProject II $369.00 
Macrornind D1rector $448.00 
MacWrite II $180.00 
Man Hole $30.00 
Managing Your Money $125.00 
Master Juggler $64.00 
Master Tracl<.s Pro $258.00 
MathBiaster $27.00 
Mathematica for Mac II $669.00 
Microphone II $238.00 
MicroPianner Plus $359.00 
Microsoft Office $559.00 
Milo $165.00 

SOFTWARE 

MiniCAD+ 
Model Shop 
Monotype Fonts 
Morell 
MSWord 4 
MSWorks2.0 
MultiCiip 
NoteWnter 
Omn1Page 
PageMaker 3.1 
PC Tools 
Persuasion 
Photo Mac 
PhotoSho!) 
Pixel Paint Professional 
Power Point 
Print Works lmageWriter 
Print Works Laser 
Publish IT 
Quark XPress 2.11 
OuicKeys 
OuickMail (1-5 Users) 
Read It OCR 
Read It! Personal 
Reader Rabbit 
Ready Set Go 
Red Ryder 
Retrospect 
SAM 
Sentinel 
SimCity 
Simply Accounting 
Smart Alarms 
Smar1Art l/ll/lll 
SmartCom ll 
Smar1Form 
SmartScrap 
SmartTalk iV 
Soft PC 
StatView II 
SE Plus Graphics 

Strategic Conquest 
Studio 1 
StudioS 
Suitcase II 
SUM II 
Super Glue 
Super Laser Spool 
Super Spool 
SuperCard 
SuperPain1 
Swivel 3D 
Table Tools 
THINKC 
Thunder Scan 
TMON 
TOPS DOS 
TOPS Mac 
Trapeze 
Typing J'utor 
UltraPa1nt 
Vi rex 
Virtual 
Vision 
Will Maker 
WingZ 
WC Leaderboard Golf 
WriteNow 
XTree 

$519.00 
$379.00 

call 
$254.00 
$249.00 
$189.00 
$50.00 

$189.00 
$558.00 

$379.00 
$44.00 

$355.00 
$509.00 
$503.00 
$409.00 
$289.00 

52.00 
$98.00 

$239.00 
$475.00 

$64.00 
$169.00 
$248.00 
$98.00 
$30.00 

$274.00 
$51.00 

$154.00 
$59.00 
$88.00 
$29.00 

$199.00 
$49.00 
$85.00 
$88.00 

$305.00 
$45.00 

$130.00 
248.00 

$293.00 
$224.00 
534.00 
S98.00 

$298.00 
$44.00 
$99.00 
$61.00 
$87.00 
$58.00 

$128.00 
$128.00 
$289.00 
$269.00 
$169.00 
$179.00 

$89.00 
$113.00 
$144.00 
$179.00 
$40.00 

$127.00 
$54.00 

$189.00 
$375.00 

$31 .00 
$249.00 

$27.00 
$109.00 
$49.00 

MODEMS/ FA.,'XJ"-.'i 

Abaton lnterfax 
Hayes 2400 Ba"d Modem 
MacFax 9600 

$365.00 
$419.00 
$448.00 

Relisys T-Fax RA2110M 
Shiva NetModem v2400 

DIUVES 
800 K Drive/1.4 mb 
BOOK Drive & ROMS 
CMS20 
CMS30 

call 
$438.00 

175.00/call 
$299.00 
$439.00 
$499.00 

SCANNERS 
Data Cop~ Scanners 
Lightning Scan 
MlcroTek Scanners 
Scan Man 
SharpJX450 
Thunder Scan 
Truvel Color Scanner 

VIDEO 

call 
$399.00 

call 
$348.00 

$5100.00 
$179.00 

call 

32 Bit Color Card $2995.00 
Canon Still Video call 
Color Board 264 $749.00 
ColorBoard 108+ $1149.00 
ColorBoard 108+ (SE/30) $1359.00 
ColorBoard 224 $3850.00 
ColorBoard 232 $2229.00 
Colorboard 264 (SE/30) $969.00 
Extended Desktop OptJOn $356.00 
FrameGrabber 324 NC $2229.00 
Hitatchi 19" call 
Magnavox Monitor $528.00 
NEC Monitors call 
Pan/Zoom Option $139.00 
SFX Video Option call 
Sony Trinitron 19" $2999.00 

ACCELERATORS 

68881/82 Co-ProcesSO<s $199/$299 
68851 PMMU $299.00 
Cyclone 68030 call 
Daystar 68030 25·50 mhz call 
Dove SCSI $109.00 
Dove Upgrades call 
MacSprint $229.00 
Marathon 030 $968.00 
Orion 16 mhz $699.00 

KEYBOARDS/ MICE 
A+ Mouse $62.00 
A+ Mouse (ADB) $82.00 
Cutting Edge 105 Keybd $115.00 
Datadesk f01 Keyboard $139.00 
Fast Keys $37.00 
Gravis Mouse Stick $79.00 
Gravis Mouse Stick (ADB) $85.00 
Krall Premimum 3 Joystick 
Kraft Quick SE. + $35.00 
Kurta Tablets (12x12) $379.00 
Turbomouse $109.00 

PRINTERS 
HP Deskwriter 
OMS ColorScrlpt 100 
Oume Crystal Print 
Oume Scrip TEN 
Seikosha SP 1000 

$849.00 
call 

$3195.00 
$3195.00 
$235.00 

DISKS & RIBBONS 
DiskRie 80 
DiskRie30 
High Density Disks 
KAO Bulk (50) 
MacDisk Bulk (50) 
Sony Boxed (10) 
Sony Bulk (50) 
Teak Disk Box 100 
Teak Disk Box 150 
Teak Disk Box 50 
Blk Ribbons 
Colored Ribbons 
lmageWriter LO 4-Color 
lmageWriter LO Ribbons 
Toner Recharge 

$12.00 
$7.00 

$25.00 
51.35 
$0.99 

$ 13.50 
$1.10 

$21.00 
$31.00 
$14.00 
$3.00 
$3.50 

$19.00 
$15.00 
$39.00 

MEDIA CONVERSION 

Thousands of formats supported: 
3.5", 5.25", 8" and Mag Tape. 

Circle 465 on reader service card 

NETWORK INTERFACE 
DaynaTalk $129.00 
Dove FastNest 3 $415.00 
EMac SpeedTalk $99.00 
EtherNet $209.00 
EtherPort SE/11 $525.00 
Grappler lnterfaces/Spoolers call 
MacRecorder $164.00 
MIDIInterface $87.50 
TOPS FlashBox $124.00 
Turbo Bridge $349.00 

ACCESSORif-.'i 
Apple Secunty System $36.00 
DustCover for SE $1 1 
HardTop Ext. Keyboard $12 
HardTop for Datadesk 101 $12 
HardTop for lmageWriter II $15 
HardTop Mac Plus Kybd $11 
HardTop Standard Kybd $11 
Mac Plus, SE Bag 59.00/69.00 
Large Scm Monitor Stand 45.00 
Mac II Stand 
and Extension Cables $65.00 

Universal CPU Stand S 17 
Fanny Mac QT $59.00 
Mouse Cleaner 360 $12.00 
System Saver $69.00 
MacGuard - Surge - $20.00 
Universal Power 110SE $317.20 
Universal Power 1200UX $1108.68 
Universal Power 330XT $317.20 
Universal Power 450AT $474.28 
Universal Power 520ES $553.58 
Universal Power 800RT $870.78 
Universal Power AP4501 $553.58 

MACINTOSH I" SYSTEMS 

MacProducts USA System Special 
• Mac I lex, 5mb RAM, Quantum 80, 

19" mooilor, ext. kybd. -$5,734.00 
· Mac I lex, 13" Color System -$5,683.00 

ORDERING 

Orders ONLY: 1-800-622-3475 
Information: 1-512-343-9441 
International: 1·512·343-9441 
FAX: 1·512-343-6141 
International FAX: 1·512-264-0354 
Tech Support: 1·512-343-9441 
Hours: 7am- 10pm. M-F, 

10am- 6pm Sal-Sun CST 
Tech Support Hours: 9am - 5pm. 

M-FCST 
Minimum Order: $40.00 

~:<illtiiliil-EJ'"'" Payment: -~ 
Visa, MasterCard American 
Express, Qptima (NO surcharge), 
Checks, C.O.D., and Company & 
Institution PO's. Net 15. 

Tax: Texas residents only. add 
7'/.''lo sales tax. 
Prices and items are subJect to 
change and availability. 
Terms: You are not charged until 
your order is shipped. Returns 
may be subject to a restocking fee. 
Shipping: Minimum $4.50 -
AirbOrne, UPS Next Day & 2nd 
Day Air, US Mail. 
Leasing: Available on orders over 
$2500. Call for more information. 

MacProducts USA carries ever 3500 
products tor the Mac, so cell tor pre- ••• 

ducts net listed. can tor 8 tree catalog. 



PRINTERS & MONITORS 
Dot Matrix Hard Drives 

CMS Externals 
MacStack 20 ... . ...... . ..... .. s3ga 
MacStack 30 . ........ .... ..... s4ga 
MacStack 45 ... . . . ... ......... 554a 
MacStack 60 .. ... ............. 564a 
MacStack ao ............... . .. 574a 
PD 100 .... .................. .. saga 
PD 170 .. ... .. . ........ . . .... S14ga 
44 Megabyte Removable .. .. ... sa4a 

Monitors 

Selkosha .......... ..... .... s215 CMS Internals 
lmagewriter/Mac Compatible (SE, II , llcx) 

EPSON Letter Quality Printers 
40 Megabyte ... . .. . .. ... .. . . .. 547a 
100 Megabyte .... . ... .. ....... 577a 

LQ-500* . .... .. .. ... . .. ........ 53gg 200 Megabyte ........... ... . 514ga 
LQ-a50, LQ-1050, LQ-2550 . .... Call 

External Hard Drives EPSON LQ Printer Software .... s5g 
External/ Internal ....... . .... . . Call 

Magnavox 14" Color Mac Display 
(*Requires Serial Card) 

FJ/jj'a HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 

-
Hewlett Packard 
H.P. DeskWriter 

Tape Back-up Systems 
CMS TS-60 .. . .... .. .. .. ...... 56ga 
Cache 150mg ... . .. ..... . .. .. . saga 

GCC Technologies 
Write Move Portable Ink-Jet .. . . 551g 

GCC Business Laser ..... . s2gga 

640 x 4aO Resolution ........ 550g 
Fine Dot Pitch, Tilt & Swivel Base 

E-Machines 
Big Picture Z21 .. .... .... .. .. s17ga 
Big Picture Z21 IQ ........ ... 525ga 
Big Picture T-16 color . ... . .. 525ga 
Big Picture T- 1g color . .. . ... 544ga 
New ColorPage .. ..... ... ... 516ga 
NEC 
Mac Sync 14" color ... .... ..... s5ga 
Other Models ...... .... . . . .. .. Call 
Sigma Designs 
Pageview SE 15" .... ....... . . . s7ga 
Siverview 21" ... . .... . . .. . . .. 515ga 
Silverview 21 " (GS) .. ....... . 523ga 

300 d.p.i. .... .. .. ....... ,,, sa4g Datadesk Keyboard 
GCC PLP Laser ...... .. .. . .. 515g5 Mac 101 or ADC version . ...... 512g 
PLP Plus Laser .............. 516g5 Farallon 
Call for Systems/Simms Pricing MacRecorder Sound System ... 516g 

If
~ •A/Jn Computer professionals ~~odne~set Connectors . . ... .. . . . s33 

Everex MD 2400 . . .. .... . . . .... s1gg 

--· {1ft\ T~M [3 since 1975
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V"''"' ~ Fax Machine 

• Plain and simple. Hardware: your sat isfaction 
guaranleed or your money back. 

• Soflware delcclive software will be replaced. 
Manufacturers policies prohibit us from 
offering refunds on opened software. 

• We accept most major credit cards w1th no 
surcharge added. 

From Beverly Hills 
~.¥.-~~!:.i~'."1' ·~ (213)273-371 0 (213)675-2522 

279 South Beverly Drive. Suite 1200. Beverly Hills. California 90212 
• Your credit card is not charged until we ship. 
• Please allow 10 days l or personal and 

company checks 10 c lear. 
• C.O .D. orders accepted. 
• We gladly accept purchase orders from most 

ma1or Institutions. 
• International orders accepted. 

SHIPPING 
• Cali forn ia. Texas. Georgia and Anzona 

restdems please add tho appropriate local All items in stock will ship In 24 hours. We offer 
sales lax. dally service from Federal Express. UPS. U.S. 

• To place orders call Monday thru Fnday 7AM Pos1a1 Service. Call lor handling and shippmg 
to GPM P.S.T.. fees. Minimum sh1pping charge '4.00. 

• Prices and availability subject to change. 

Circle 5 on reader service card 



MAIL·ORDER 
CONSUMERS 
DO HAVE RIGHTS. 

The ,.ndon and de,.lootrs who adl'trbse '" the paces of lhar011d share 
with us a common toaf- 10 seM JOU, the cc.~sumer. And as a mail-order 
consumer, you ha,. cert.in ri&hls you shoukf know and undersland. 
Mail-Oilier sales must comply with the rules of the Federal Trldt 
Commissioo (FTC) and ,.rious SIJie fawt Here are some cuidelines to alert 
you to your n&hls and help you Sh09 by mail more effecbvely. 
THE FTC MAIL ORD£R RULES STATE: 
I. The Seller must ship your order wrthrn JO days of receivin& it unless 
clearly stJted otherwise in the advertrsement 
2.11 lho Seller cannot ship your order when promised, you must bo 
notified in writina prior to the fromised date. The notice must specify a 
new date if available. and mus clve you the opportunity to (a) cancer with 
a refund; (b) acree to a speci fied delayed shlppln& dato; or (c) aereeto an 
indefinite delay. 
3. The Seller's notico mustlncludo a postJ&o-pald reply onvelo:r. or card 
so that you may indicate your preforencl If you do not respon • tho Seller 
may assumo you aeree to tho dola~ 
4. Even if you acree to an indofinito dola~u retJin tho ri&hl to cancel 

;~ rt:~~n~1t0~~ ~o~h~~ahn:;s:,~~s paid n~h~~~-or money order. tho 
Soller rs obliJaled to moll your to lund within settn business daJ1 If )OU 
paid Itt aedrt card. the Seller must Cledrt your occount within one brUin& 
cycle (ollowrnc rectipt ol/our cancellation. Store credrls or •ouchers are 
notaccep!Jble rn pllce o a tofund. 
6. If the item you order rs u"'•arloble. the Seiter may not send you 
substitute merchoncise wrthout your consent 
DO'S AND OOII'TS 
By mail: 
• Compato pnces, rncJudrn&llles Ill 1nd skrppifli fees, before you 
order. 1\lur purchase may be mmpt from Illes 111-<heck your stJte laws 
on toller:bon retul•"""• Hand lina, pldrna. ond shrpprnc fen 110 1•&•1 
and most stJtes to• these serricot 
• SIJto the precrse spocrfrcatrons of the merchandise, such as modet 
make. size. compone,t parts, etc. 
• Confirm the pnce and "P<Cied del...,., do to as adYOrtised. 

:e ~~~ :':"'~ft:i ~h:~:,r:'b'r:\'1 ;;::~~~:";~ a~~~~i~ if 
state that your payment should be returned. 
• RecO<d of payment is nsentio l if 1 problom onses, so do not send 
cash. 
• l<tep copies of your order and all associoted correspondoncl \bur 
records shoukf include the company's "'mo. address. and phone number. 
a deseription of the merchandise your canceled check or monoy-order 
carbon; the dato you mailed tho order; and any sales slips and ship pin& 
receipts. 
• Do not insure your order. It is the Soller's rosponslbility to malre sure 
you receive your merchandise. 
By phon~ 
• Nolo the name of the person who talres your order, and the time and 
date of yoor conversation. 
• Makt a record of your cwder, the price. promised availability, and the 
expected compononts. 
• s .. e all ccwrespondence, inc lud in& your canceled check cw monoy-o~der 
carbon and any written confirmotion sent by the Soller. 
~estlons to ask: 

• Does tho ad,.rtised merchondise include a!l necessary parts and 
accessories? Are they made by the 11me manufocturer? Is the vmion 
number cw model number the 11me? Is the P<oduct compatible with the 
hanlwaretsoftwore you intend 10 use it wiltl! 
• Con your cwder be shrpped immedrately? lf nol when will it be 
m ifobfe for shippinc? 
• Has the advertised P<ice rnaeased? 
• What "'rranlies dlts the merchandise carry? Who prOYides the senice? 
• What is the Soller\ return policy? uchango cw repair? The refund 
policy? 
• If a problem orrsn. with whom should you correspond! 
PROBlEMS! SOWTIOIIS: 
I. If you do not recoi,. your order as p<omised cw if the merchandise is 
defect~Yl write to the Soller immedlllt~. lnchrde . description of rour 
order, the pr ice. dOll and account number or ordor number if ani abl• ""'f a copy of your lettor. 
2. I you register your complaint by phone. send • foffow·up letter to 
confrrm and lreep a copy of it 
3. If you think the merchandise IS defecfi'l r.<iew your rroduct 
instrucfions ond warronty corefut~. Malle sure rou expoc only those 
features and abilities that tho product is supposed to ha<l Then contact 
~nsf:~~r~~u;,:-· Do not retu~n the merchandise until you ha,. 

4. If you return the merchandrSl lreep the shrpper's receipt or packln& 

r.t
i . \bur ri&hl to reimbursement of posiJI costs is de termined by sforo 

ICJ, 
. If )OU have diS(ussed your problem thorouehfy with the Soller and 

remam dissatisfied, write to the consumer complaint aaency in the 
Seller's star. If you po id for tho merchondise by credit cord, you may 
hm the ri&hl to withhokf payment under the (ederol Trade Commissron's 
Fair Credrt Billin& Act 

Macw011d bcfina that tho customtr has 1 rl1ht to P<oducl and serrico 
11tisfaction. If JOU cootlnut fo llporitnco problems with mai~cwder 

~i!t!r:t~:.rJ~,~::::.~ ~r~~ ::.~~~ r:~n-
to: Jim Mortin. Presidenl Mocwortd Communlcatioru. or letten to the 
Editor, Maarorld, 501 Stcond Slletl San Frucisc~ CA 94107. 1\lu 1111J 
ofso phone the President at 415·243·0505 to discuu JOUr situotion. 
Our aoaf is to fltfp you b"""'' • 11tlsfitd mai~order consumor. 

MACWORLD 

Circle 222 on reader service card. 

5 "SS - .74 
3.5 "08 - .7 4 
3 .5 "HD- 2~ 

II ::::~!:7;.;~~~:~:~ 
;:::: P.O. BOX 1674, BETHANY, OK. 73008 

lll)) Nevada 1·800· 621·6221 
·.·.· P.O BOX 12396, LAS VEGAS. NV. 89112 

I: Mrnrmum order ~}00.9 No Surch'&§le on Vrsa 
:;: : MasterCard · C D orders add S3 _ Surface 
:;:: ShiPQtna UPS add 54'29 per 100 for 3h"or 5'14. 
:;;:; add 54® per 100 for 8" US Marl delivery add 
{:,9~ "Prrces subJec:..'o change wrthoul Notrce~ 

::::: CiC BSj IAX .. tOS ·195 4598 

Circle 79 on reoder service card. 



Mac lnker 
NEVER BUY ANOTHER RIBBON 

Mac InkerT"', the original, automatic 
ribbon r e-inker. Mac lnker (model 
234IM) re-inks lmagewriter 1/ll black & 
single color cartridges. The Universal 
Mac Inker re-inks hundreds of cartridge 
types (including the lmagewriter LQ, 
one color and multicolor) with suitable 
adapters. 

Each Mac lnkef shopped oomp'ete Wl!h free 
ilk bottle,reservoir cover ard lfli< dispenser. 

Proprietary, extra dark, dot matrix , $42.00 
lubricant ink yields better than new 
print quality and extends printheadlife. New feltless reservoir fo r precise.: ink 
metering. Average number of re-inkings per cartridge is 60-100. With the 
optional Multicolor Adapter (model M422, $40.00) your Mac lnker re-inks 
4-color lmagewritcr II cartridges. Full range of accessories available, inks & 
cartridges. indelible ink, heat transfer etc. Colors: red, green, blue. yellow, 
purple, brown, orange, silver, gold. Free catalog. 

lmagewriter VII Mac lnker (model 2341M) _ _____ __ 42.00 
Multicolor Adapter (model M422) 40.00 
Universal Mac lnker (model 234U) 68.50 
Heat Transfer Adapter 25.00 HT cartridge ------:-9.00 
lmagewiter cartridge 3.15 4·color ______ 10.00 
lmagewriter LQ cartridge __ 14.00 4-color LQ _____ 20.00 
Extra Ink bottle 3.00 pint ____ __ 18.50 
Shipping 4.50 

Special Offer: Order for more than $60.00 and say "I saw it in MacWorld" and get a free 
mouse pad. Order for more than S t OO.OO and get a f ree key-beeper with nash l ight 
combined, or get an accur:ue LCD electronic pedometer and calcul:nor for only $15.00. 

LightFax 9624 
9600 BPS FAX and 2400 BPS MODEM 

High speed Fax and 2400 baud Modem in o ne compact unit. 
9600 baud fax (fully Group 3 compatible) for fast transrrtission and lower 
telephone bills. Fax directly from your application or from text / graphics editor. 

Software features include Scheduled Sending, 13roadcasting, NameCard Data 
Management, File Queuing, Choice of Standard or Fine Mode and many more. 

Full front panel control lights d isplay precisely the status of the communication 
and w hether you arc in fax or modem mode. Superb quality of transmitted fax, 

$499.00 

superior to conventional fax machines. 
Modem (lOOOAl Hayes compatible) 
~vailahle via software toggle switch, 
2400/1200/ 300 baud speeds. Cable and 
software included for fax and modem. 

Free "Facts on Faxes" bulletin 
available. 

Llghtfax 9624 (includes Fax & Modem Software), _______ 499.00 
Remote Power Center 199.00 
9600 baud V.32 9600!2400/1200 modem (NEW PRODUCT) 799.00 

Order Toll Free 800·547·3303 In Oregon (503) 626·2291 
fax (503) 643-5379 · telex 4949559 CF · Apple Lin k D0438 

Com uter Friends Inc •. 14250 NW Science Park Drive, Ponland OR 97229 

Circle 61 on reader service card. 

338 

Together At Last ••• 

EPSO~ and Macintosh TM 

Macintosh Users Are No Longer Tied to Expensive lmageWriter Printers 
Now Macintosh users can take advantage of the special paper-handling features and the affordable prices of Epson printers. 

Macintosh Plus and LQ-51..0 or LQ-1..050 create letter quality printing for a superior value! 
The Epson LQ-510 or LQ-1050 otters Macintosh 
users superior value for SIGNIRCANTLY LESS 
than the lmageWriter II or lmageWriter LQ. 

LQ-510 

NARROW CARRIAGE 
LQ-510 vs. lmageWrlter II 

lma,aWrttar II 

WIDE CARRIAGE 
LQ-1050 vs. lmageWrlter LQ 

MUCH, MUCH 
LQ-1050 LESSIII 

lma&aWrltar LQ 11399 
MSRP 

' 
USA~--= =--:F -- -----.,~- ----, "- ----

· Paper parking 
· Micro Adjustment 
· Short Form Tear-oft 

Epson Macintosh $4995 
Interface 

EPSON' 
Wli£11 TIII1YE 60T All EI'SOil 

T1111YE 60T A lDT If CIIJIUUC 

Call Toll Fr- 7 ·7 M·F. 9-2 Sat. 

800-872·3539 
Prices and specifications 

are subject to change without notice 
135 N. Brandon Drive, Glen Ellyn, IL 60139 CCopyrlghted 1989 Epson America. Inc. Epson is a registered trademark of Selko Epson Corporation. Macintosh Is a registered 

trademark of Apple Computer. Inc •. 

Circle 269 on reader service card. 



• PDS trading system, pinpoints 
enuy, exit and stop-loss prices. 
Predse and accurate. 

• Compkte charts, including 
Point & Figure, created at the 
touch of a key. 

• Professional analysis tools 
like Stochastics and RSI, many 
unique to our program. 

• Option pricing and analysis, 
take the guesswork out of 
buying puts and calls. 

• Built-in commrmicatimiS, 
with automatic downloading 
from five major services. 

Why setde for less! For only S495 you can have it all and your satisfaction is guaranteed. Call for 
details on our 30 day triaJ offer and find out why we say Persona! Hotline is . . . Tbe lowest risk 

P.O. Box 6481 investment available for your Macintosh todlly! 
Santa Ana, CA 92706 
714/ 547-5005 

800/825-1852 

Circle 495 on reader service card. 

One Of 
AmericaS Best 

Run Companies 
Gives 95% Of Its 

MonBr1b 
Chaiity. 

CARE was recently named the 
best run, best managed charity 
in America. 

We aren't surprised. 
95% of every dollar we receive 

goes to help impoverished 
people. Only 5% goes to run 

our organization. 
No other company could sur

vive on margins like that. But a lot 
of starving people can. 

ICARE•I V\e'reHel~People Learn1b Live Without Us. 

J-800-242-GIVE 

Datacopy 30GS Sc 
Bundle: $1325 

1 yr.; Includes: Accutext &: Maclmage Kit 

Levco SpeedCard.JSE: $349 
Doubles speed; Includes Mathco 68881, 
math calc up to 40X faster, 16MHz, 1 yr. 

Canvas 2.0: $149 
NCP, Pro graphics, 16.7 Mil. colors, 

Bezier curves, 3200% zoom 

Join with Our Other 
Satisfied Corporate 
Customers: 

Lockheed • General Dynamics • NASA • 
Eastman Kodak • ABC 20/20 • Procter 
& Gamble • Floridn. Power & Light • 
Fingerhut • Texo.s A & M • Northern 
Telecom • Trout Creek Architects • Purdue, 
Rice, Clemson, Cornell, Penn State, Baylor, 
Vanderbilt, Harvard, Yale, Notre Dame, 
Texas, Johns HQPkins, & more Universities 
and Colleges • Sears Roebuck & Co. • 
Peat, Marwick & Mitchell • Prudential
Bache • Nordica Intl. • Telecheck • AT&T • 
Celestial Seasonings • Rio Grand Transit • 
Business Land • Lunar Radiation • State 
of California • Consolidated Press • 
Schlumberger Well Service • U.S. Sprint • 
Welex • Naval Aviation Supply • French 
Trade Comm. • Century 21 Admiralty • 
Mobil Oil • Aero{Ww bidustrUs • Aniway • 
LA Dept. of Water & Power • NBC • Olan 
Mills • Chevron • Texas Instruments • 
NYMEX Information Resources • Smith 
Barney • Sailspar Design • Union Texas • 
American Express • Exxon Carribean • 
KRON Telev'-Sion • Kinko's • Metro Intl. • 
DeltaAirlines • UnoCal • Westinghouse • 
Holiday Inn • Alcoa • Shearson Lehman • 
Apollo Computer • Lyondell Chemical • 
Arthur Anderson Co • General Mills Inc. • 
Digital Equipment Corp. • Honeywell 
Inc. • 3Com ... and Many More. 

.Jpft.wqr~,M~raw. 
For Your FRE~ Macintosh 
Business Solutions, CALL: 

800 847-5775 
Circle 258 on reader service card. 



TOPSforMac .............................. ... $144.75 ~. 
~g~~~:~ni ::: ::: :::::::: ::::::::::::~~ ~:;~ -.:.-
TOPs-Repeater ... ............ ............... 124.63 -
TOP5-Fiashcard ............................ . 158.75 
TOP5-Flashbox .... .......................... 124.50 

WHY PAY 
RETAIL? 

LX610 ......... CALL LOS tO ......... All 
EX800 ....... MDW'• L0650 ....... EP50N 
FX650 .... FOR BEST l0950 ..... MODELS 
FXIOSO.PRICE EVER L01050 ..... READY 
LO Scltware $45.95 L02550 .... TO SHIP 

R{tJterQps MDWNSetts 
for less LASER 128 

COLOR BOARD 264 MAC II .................. . 
COLORBOAAD 264 MAC SE .. ...... .. 
1948$ 19· Trinitron ... 
1648S 16~ Trinitron •...... 
lilt &Swivel 

HARD DRIVES & STORAGE DEVICES 

EXTERNAL- MAC PLUS, SE II 
SO 20MB ....... $481.61 
SO 30 MB .... .......................... ..................... 516.09 
SO 60MB.... ... ...... .......................... .. ... 734.48 
SO 60 MB . ........ .......... ........... ... ...... 656.32 
SO 100MB ...... ............ ............ .... . .. ...... 1067.82 
SO 140MB ......... 1194.25 
INTERNAL-MAC II 
30 Meg .. ............................... .. .... . $399.95 
45 Meg . .. ............................ ....... 487 .21 
I 00 Meg ............................. .. ... 975.58 
ltiTERNAL-SE ONLY 
30 Meg ..................................... .. $399.95 
45 Meg .......... ......................................... ..... 487.21 

~ERE)f- IEMAC 

IMPACT SERIES EXTERNAL 
20 Meg ............ .... $497.64 
40 Meg I 60 Meg ................................ 599.29 1819.62 

~~~E'SERiES8~aiiabiO:::.C8iiiO;·yc;u~·~0iJc!6 
INTERNAL 
20 Meg 1 40 Meg ............................. $419.20 I 621.54 
60 Meg I 80 Meg ................................ 799.12 I 969.43 
150 Meg (Mac II & IIX) .................................... 1159.72 

INTERNAL 
&9SNf}ate 

20 Meg I 30 Meg ........................ ...... $314.70 I 352.35 
46 Meg I 60 Meg ................................ 409.76 I 638.82 
63 Megl.. .............. ... 753.53 

CUTTING EDGE 800K External .. .... ................ 146.80 

The Hayes Smartmoderns Hayes· 
set the 10dustry s tandard in 
features and performance. 
You don't have to setlle lor ~ 
less v.ilen )'OIJ can ~ lhe 
reallhingai MOW" 's prl::es. · ft ;; 
~::,r:~modem 2400 lnl ..................... $407.41 
~:!,Y."~modem 1200 ........................... $284.10 
~;:r.~~modem 2400 ........................... $430.68 

MODEMS & CONNECTIVITY 

~¢~~~~n~~8Q~~Ci08i'iOr·Mac:::::::::::: ::::::: :::~~~:~g 
5~~:g:s~~~~··Miideiii:::::::::::: .............. ~m 
OCAMCIAMA ................................................. 759.70 
US ROBOTICS Courier 1200 .......................... 176.25 
US ROBOTICS Courier 2400........ . .. 287.06 
US ROBOTICS 14,400 HST ................ . .. 610.58 
US ROBOTICS Dual HST ................. ...972.76 
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS Mac Ktt ............. 225.68 
TOPS for t..tac .. •.• .................. ............... ..144.75 
TOPS for DOS .............. ... 113.75 
TOP&--Netprint ...... ..................... .. ....... . ..... 113.75 
TOPs-Repeater. .. .... 124.63 
TOPs-Flashcard ...... .. ............ ........ .. ......... 156.75 
TOP5-Fiashbox. .. ......... 124.50 
IN BOX STARTER ............................................ 148.80 
PERSONAL CONNECTION- MAC ................... 42.25 
PERSONAL CONNECTION- PC ................... . 117.55 
SHIVA Net Modem 2400 .................................. 410.34 
SHIVA Net Serial x232 ................ ..................... 273.57 

~~~~ ~:~;;e:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~m 
IE!i'•=•·s+l:t••=t 

IRWIN 5040 40 MB ......................... ........... ..... $859.40 
IRWIN 5060 MB .............................................. 1054.n 
EVER EX 60 MB Ext . ........................................ 682.87 
EVEREX 150 MB Ext... .. .. ...... 1065.44 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 48 HOURS! 

MAC SOFTWARE 

ALDUS Pagemaker .... .. ..................... $398.83 
ALDUS PersuasM:m ....................................... 318.96 
ALDUS Freehand 2.0 ................... 320.56 
ADOBE Illustrator .... .... .. ............................ 264.70 
ADOBE All Fonts .... . . . .. ........................... CALL 
ADOBE Stroamtine ..... .. .. . . ......... 224.72 

~~~Mrm~~~~~~;;;; ....... :::::: · .. :::: ::::::JU~ 
ASHTON TATE Full Write Pro 1.1 ................. 260.25 
ASHTON TATE DBASE MAC .... .................... 309.95 
BLYTHE Omnis 3+- ExPfeSs .......................... 399.95 
BORLAND Sidekick ......................................... 68.23 
BORLAND Re'lex Plus ....................... ........ .. 194.11 
BORLAND Pascal ........................................... 69.42 
CE Scftware Calendarmaker ....... .................... 29.37 
CE Scttware Oulckkeys ................................... 63.22 
CE Scftware Ouickmail.. .............. .. ................ 252.96 
CENTRAL POINT Copy II MAC .... ..... ............ 24.70 
CLAAIS MACOAAW 2 .................... 269.04 
CLAAIS MAC PROJECT 2.0.. . .. ............ 334.11 

PRINTERS 

EPSON 
LX610 ............. CALL LOSIO ........... All EPSON 
EX800 ............ MDW'• L0650/l09SOMODEL 5 
FX8SO ......... FOA BEST L01050 ........... READY 
FX I 050 ..... PRICE EVER L0 2550 .......... TO SHIP 
LO Scftware .. .$45.95 

brot:her. 
M· 1724l ........... $579.64 M-1709 ................ $364.47 
H A20 ................... 340.60 HA40 ..................... 629.12 

Plea so eall MOW"' tor current Interface. 

NEC 
P2200 ................ $344.65 P5300 ................. $685.63 
P5200 ............ ...... 519.12 P960XL ........ ........ 1039.24 

PleaM ca ll MDW1"' for correetlntertaee. 

Of\10\TA 
Ml162 Turbo.IN STOCK Ml 321.. ...... ......... $479.28 
Ml172 .............. $ 199.95 Ml 390 .................. 475.96 
Ml1621BM .......... 232.50 ML 391.. ................. 639.48 
LASEALINE 6 .... 1292.69 Ml393 ................... 995.90 
Ml320 ............... 339.63 ML 393 Color ....... 1067.60 

Pleau call MOW"' tor eorrect lnterltee. 

Panasonic 
11 24 ................. .. $351.76 1191 ...................... 244.12 
11 60 ................ .. ... 193.95 1524 .. .................... 562.10 

PltaM cnll MOW"' tor correct Interface. 

LASER PRINTERS 
BROTHER Hl·6e ................ ....................... $1799.90 
H·P Laser Jet Modei21 11D ............ 1699.95 1 2835.95 
H·P DeskJet ............. ....................... ................ 599.00 
H·P Oeskwr~ter .......... .. . ....... IN STOCK 
NEC LC890 ................... ....................... ......... 3090.60 
PACIFIC DATA 25 ;n I canridge ..................... 296.86 

CALCOMP 
23120 ................ $396.82 23240 .............. $1669.41 
23180 .................. 732.94 

SUMMAGRAPHfCS 
12 k 12 Mac ......... 414.44 12 x 18 ................. . 646.46 
BitPad Plus ........ $309.99 

KURT A 
12X12 1SI ........... $378.63 8.5x11.. .. ...... ...... $268.24 
12x17 ............ ....... 614 .12 

GTCO 
12X12 Mac+ ....... $370.59 12x12 SE · MAC 11.$328.24 

LOGITECH 
Log I Scan Man................ $324.65 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
HP7440A ............. $968.30 
HP7475A ............. 1389.89 
HP7550 ................ 2926.56 
HP7570 ....LOWEST PRICE 
HP7576·EXL ........ 4546.40 
HP SCANJET • ....... $AVE 

HOUSTON 
INSTRUMENTS 

HI OMP·52 1 DMP· 
52MP 

HI OMP-56A 
HI OMP-61 
HI OMP-62 

Image Maker 

LASER 126EX. .. ........ 499.00 

LASER 126EX/2 .. .............. 509.00 

CRICKET SFT. Cr<:ket Draw .............. ..S1n.64 

g~~EKBEJ ~~ltng1 Jo'acii"f>'io:::::::::: :: :::: ::: :::: m:~ 
OENEBA Canvas.... ................... . ....... 170.58 
FIFTH GENERATION Fastback ............ ......... 108.23 
FIFTH GENERATION Pyro.................... .. .... 74.45 
FIFTH GENERATION Suitcase II 2.2 ............... 47.93 
FOX Base Plus .............................................. 199.95 
IDO MacOraft 1.28 ................ ............. .. ..... 142.90 
INFORM IX Wingz .............................. .. ..... 262.45 
INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS Soli PC 1.3 ............. .248.59 
INTUIT Quicken 3.0 ............................. . .... 32.35 
LETAASET All Fonts ............. .......... . .. ............ CALL 
LEXPEATISE MacProol ................. ...109.45 
MAINSTAY SFT. MacFiow 3 0 ........................ 124.64 
MAINSTAY SFT. MacSchedule ......................... 99.20 
MICRO PLANNING Micto Planner 6.X ........... 328.16 
MICROSOFT Excel 2.2 .. ............................ ..... 265.29 
MICROSOFT Powerpoinl 2 .0 .......... .... 265.33 
MICROSOFT Word I Works... .. .. 265.29 1198.23 

BATTERY BACKUP & SURGE 
~~ 

AME· 1200VX .......... ~.~-~ .... ....... ... ........... $929.45 
AME-330XT ............................. .. ..... 279.72 
AME-450AT ............. .. ............. .. ..... 395.62 
AME-520EX ...................................................... 449.48 
M1E·800AT ............... ........... .............. .... .......... 699.19 

l!3.at:a S hleld 
500 Wan .......................... ........... ........ .......... $555.05 
800 Watt ............................. ............................ 628.56 
5100 ........ .......... ........ ........... .. ...... . 59.55 
SS700 ........ .......................... .............. ........... 787.90 
1200 Wan .............................................. ........... 962.75 
6 Outlet Surgo .......... .......................... .. .. ............ 27.85 + Durant Technologies, Inc. 
BPS-300 .... ..... .......... ... .......................... .. .. ..... $330.10 
BPS-500 ........................................ .............. ..... 465.11 
BPS-550 ...... ................. ............................. ....... 499.65 
BPS-1200 ......................................................... 710.65 

oe> BC-450 . ....... . . .... • .. ....................... $349.50 
BC-1200 ........ ........................... .. ............. ......... 649.55 
BC-2000 ................ ........................... .............. 1179.80 
4 oullet ............................ ....... .. ......... ... ........ 44.25 
LC-1200......... ........................ .. .......... ........ 158.65 
LC-1800 .. .............. .............. ...... 196.80 

MEMORY MODULES 

MICROSOFT File I Offoce ............................. $499.06 
M ICROSOFT Mu~uplan ...... ............... ............. 131.17 
MICROSOFT Write ...................................... ..... 64.70 
NASHOBA File Maker ...................... .............. . 202.35 

~~~~~B~ 'fa~ Foiiiis: ::::: :::::: :::::::: :: : : :s.:u~ 
SILICON BEACH Digital Darkroom .... ............ 182.87 
SILICON BEACH 30 Enhanced .................... . 305.90 
SILICON BEACH Superpaint2.0 ...... .... .......... 123.53 
SOFTWARE VENTURES Microphone 111 ........ 199.11 
SUPERMAC Pixel Paint .................................. 224.87 
SUPEAMAC Disklrt ................. .......................... 57.65 
SUPERMAC Superspool 5.0 ............................ 56.90 
SUPERMAC Superlaser Spool ......................... 85.36 
SYMANTEC More II 2.01 ...... .......................... 247.41 
SYMANTEC Sum ........................................... 67.54 
TIMAKEA Wrhe Now 2.0 ................................ 111.61 
TRAVELING Software l aplink ............... .......... . 79.95 
WHITE PINE Mac241 Emulator ............ ........ . 182.67 
WOAD PERFECT MAC. .. .......... .......... 199.99 

MONITORS & VIDEO BOARDS 

SONY 1302 ......... .. §.9~~ .................. $629.68 
SONY 1304 ...... .. ................. 694.18 
SONY 1954 ..... . ........... .......................... 2784.09 

m:mf[ERm 
VIKING 11 ..... ........... ................................ ........ 5852.64 
VIKING 2400 Mono ........................................ 1284.54 
VIKING 2400 Controller Board ........... .. ............ 579.10 
VIKING 21 ............................. ......................... 2320.09 
VIKING Grayscale Color Board .............. ........ 1230.54 

~SIGMA 
SIGMA Laserview 19" 
SIGMA PAGEVIEW .... .............. . 
SILVEAVIEW SE-12662 111·256 
COLOR MAX 19' ........ 

NEC 

... $1 655.40 
.. ...... . 749.95 
...... 1434.10 
.. .... 3795.45 

NEC Multisyni: 30.. .. ..................... $633.34 

~~g ~~:~ ~~.:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::~m:i~ .... .....,...,. 
The BIG PICTURE 1008 MAC 11 .................. $1280.68 

t:: g:g ~g~~~ f&~ ~~no..~~~?..~~~- ::::::: U~:gg 
t:: g:g ~~g~~~ 2 ~l ~o~1~~f-~i;1 ::::::mug 
The BIG PICTURE Tl9 Color ........................ 4374.15 
The BIG PICTURE Tl6 Color ...... .................. 2761.62 

1MB XSSimm ..... ... 
256K X 8 Slmm 
256K 150 Dram 

A,~M'l()/l< 

·.Fg~\_~~~~~ ggl ~8 ~~ ~~g ~-E' ::::::: Iowe1~N~8~ 
..... MEMORY PRICES CO AD 224 ....................................... 3688.67 

"""-' CO AD 106 + .................................... 1095.90 
1948S 19· rinitron ............ .............. .. ............. 3151.14 MAC II 

MAC SNAP Model •2 ..................................... $312.49 
MAC SNAP Model 25 ...................................... 368.96 
MARATHON 030 Accelerator ............ ............... 964.92 

1648$ 16~ Trinitton ........................... .............. 2250.20 
1948H 19" Color ............................................. 2399.70 
1650S 16" Trinilron ............ ............................ 2250.20 
TrJt & Swivel .... . ..................................... 224.15 

MACSE 
MAC SNAP 2SE ............................................. 454.55 
MARATHON 020 MSE I . ..... .. .... $45.55 
MAC SNAP Model524....... . .. .. .. . 199.25 rB~~~~-
MAC SNAP Modle 524E .. .................. ............. 186.80 
MAC SNAP Model 5245 ................ . . ...... . 249.10 
MAC SNAP Modei546S ... .. .496.15 
MAC SNAP SCSI Adaptor .......... .... ...... . 112.97 

PGS Ultrasync 12 .......................... $493.33 
PGS Ultrasync 14 ............................ 519.66 
PGS Ultrasync 16 ............................ 887.77 

MACCESSORIES 
KENSINGTON MAC II S1and & Ex1eosion cables .$52.85 
KENSINGTON Turbo Mouse ........................... 114.11 
KENSINGTON Masterpiece MAC 11 ................ 11 1.32 
KENSINGTON MAC II Oust COver ......... .. ........ 14.95 
KENSINGTON Masterpiece • ......... ................ 119.20 
KENSINGTON Masterpiece remote .............. .. 118.75 
SONY 3.5 Disl<enes ....... .......... .............. .......... 16.72 
OATADESK MAC 101 Keyboard ............. ........ 144.27 
FIFTH GENERATKJN t.og;cal Comeaion 256K .. -463.29 
FiFTH GENERATKJN LogicaiComeaion 512K .... 529.42 

FARALLON limbuklo 3 .0 ............... ................. $95.30 
FARALLON Timbukto Remote ... ................... . 189.42 
FARALLON Phone-Net Connec11ons ....... ........ 32.75 
FARALLON PhOne-Net Star Controller ...... ... 1072.75 
FARALLON MAC Recorder Soundsystom 2.0 .. 159.94 

g:~g~ ~~g~g g;:=; ~~~~.:::::::::::::::::~:~ 
ORANGE MICRO Grappler for Laser 24 Pin .. 117.80 
ORANGE M ICRO Grappler lor HP ................. 109.87 
KEYTRONIC Mac ....... ... ......................... .......... CALL 

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED PC Magazine says ... "Vou may find a 
better cfeal here than an here else." 2840 MARIA, NORTHBROOK, IL 60062 FAX (312) 291-1737 

WHY WAIT? CALL MAC DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE'M NOW! MW89 

MI)W'M ~DEDHOURS 
Sales 7:30-7:.30COT Mon-fn. 

9:00;3:.30COT Sat 
Tech Support 9 ro5:00COT Mon-fn. 

~c..~-""'......._~-~~~~~ 
...,/Wdt"IO~ o..•'-~--.-peooo~ 

-.JJI:i.a:!~~ *"'---...-.:r·-....M f~!«oi~.-ct)'li,~IOI"UM.--W)~IIo~W 
ti"OIIPII'O -~"'tll'~ct«::o..._"""' _ __. __ .... _,..~~·GIII'9' 
• ,..,_Y--..ol iftl,ol..-c~ 

A DIVISION OF COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE~ """""" 

800-MACS-NOW MM~ 
8 0 0 6 2 2 7 ~!~=~:!: 

In Illinois FAX 
(708) 291-8899 (708) 291-1737 



Instant Link: Macintosh Products, Manufacturers, Seruicesiif 

01~~~~~1 n sta nt Link:~~~~~§ 

Now Macworld connects you with the world of 
Macintosh products instantly. And cost-effectively. 

The Macworld Catalog is your immediate 
access to hundreds of Macintosh products, manu
facturers, and services. Each month, this special 
direct response section brings you detailed product 
infonnation arranged by category-so you can 
quickly compare prices and capabilities. Then 
pick up the phone and order! 

For the best Macintosh buys, scroll 
through The Macworld Catalog. 



tl Instant Lin~: Macintosh Products, Manufacturers, Seruicesiif 

o~~~§§The Macworld Catalog~~~§§t!J 
Accessories Software Graphics ...................... 356 Miscellaneous 

Health .......................... 356 

Furniture ..................... 343 Bar Code ...................... 352 Languages .................... 356 Business Oppor . ......... 359 

Hardware ..................... 343 Business ....................... 352 Medical ........................ 357 Mailing Lists ................ 359 

Mouse Pads .................. 343 CAD/ CAM ..................... 352 Mental Arts .................. 357 

Supplies ....................... 343 Clip Art ••...................... 352 Music/ MIDI. ................. 357 Calegories are subjecllo change 

Hardware 

Bar Code ...................... 344 

Computer Systems ...... 344 

Data Acquisition ......... 346 

Emulators .................... 346 

Memory Upgrade ........ 346 

Miscellaneous ............. 348 

Peripherals .................. 348 

Printers ........................ 348 

Scanners ...................... 349 

Hypercard Stacks 

...................................... 349 

Ser\'ices 

Computer Insurance .. 349 

Consulting ................... 350 

Data Conversion ......... 350 

Desktop ·Publishing .... 350 

Laser Recharge ............ 351 

Sales Marketing ........... 351 

Training ..............•........ 351 

Communications ........ 353 Programming Tools ... 357 

Data Base ..................... 353 Public Domain ............ 357 

Desktop Publishing .... 353 Real Estate ................... 358 

Educational ................. 354 Religion ....................... 358 

Engineering ................. 354 Sales/Marketing .......... 358 

Entertainment ............. 355 Scientific ...................... 359 

Fonts ............................ 356 Statistics ....................... 359 

Genealogy . ................... 356 

Advertising Rates & Information 
The 'Macworld Catalog 

The Macworld Catalog section is a monthly link-up for adver
tisers and volume purchasers of Macintosh-relaled products and 
services. The Catalog offers advertisers a low-cost marketing 
opportunity and provides readers with a timely, easy-to-use menu 
for product buying. 

Display ads are sold by column inches (2" minimum). 
Standard red is available as a second color. Text-only listings are 
available for a minimum ofthree issues at $399 per issue $1197 
total). 

For more information, space closings, and material dead
lines, please call toU-free 800/888-8622. 

Instant Link: 
Macintosh Products, 
Manufacturers, 
Services 

The Macworld 
Catalog 
50 I Second Street 
San Francisco, 
CA 94107 
800/888-8622 

Account Managers 
Niki Stranz, 
Western U.S. 
Carol Felde, 
Eastern U.S. 

Th~~est 
Investment 
Yol!_~an 
MM. e. 
~ w 

Take advantage of the direct link 
with you r buyers that maximizes 
exposure at a low cost. 

Tbe Macworld Calalog rcOccts 
the expanding corporate Macintosh 
audience whose purchasing activities 
increasingly include mail order. The 
cost-eflective direct response advertis
ing available monthly in Tbe Macworld 
Cala/og links you instantly with nearly 
500,000 qualified buyers. 

Get into the link. Call 800.H88.8622 
and place your ad now! 

800.888.8622 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call800/888-8622. 



ti Instant Link: Macintosh Products, Manufacturers, Seruicesilf 

o~~~§The Macworld Catalog~~~§eJ 

The MacDesk 
Comput..er Stud 

HarweU St'I"'Yiccs 
386 Frwnaa Suite 3 
Loog B<ach. CA 9081~ 

Christmas Special $25 
Reg. Price $30 

Call 213/433-3807 to ~ 

• Raises the Mtlcintosb .. inches 

• llandm•d< of 100!5 wood 

• We cust.omiu for specific needs 

• Finished in cherry. golden oak, or walnut 
• Models ror aU MICS and Mon.i.ton 

• llolcb both rncrnol and bard disk drives 
• K<yboard and other peripb....U r~ und<n><llb 

• Coot ooly $25 plus sbipping and handling 

CI~E 5Q9 ON RfADER SEIMCE CARD 

Furniture 
~ u. Macintosh 

Nationally advertised fine oak furniture 

Saveupto 
40% 

ANDUOAE.

Call Now 
For Free Catalog 

1-800-333-8095 
The Walker Company Petaluma. CA 

CIRClE 60 r ON REAOfR SEIMCE CARD 

(,____H_a_rd_w_a_re ________ ) 

Lock Your Disk Drive 
Eas ily locks into SE, 512e, Plus , 
Lisa & II drives in unde r 7.5 sec. 
Prevents syste m boot, duplica
tion of hard drive fi les & 
accide nta l erasure of data by 
o the rs in you absence. Uses 
tubular lock and keys.Send 
519.95 each and model type. 
Pate nt Pending. Quantity 
discounts- keyed alike o r not. 
Also PS/2 & clone disk drive 
locks. 
Z-Lock Mfg . Co., 1201 N. 
Catalina #949, Redondo Beach, 
CA 90277, 213/372-4842 

(,____M_o_u_se_P_a_ds ____ ) 

Company Logo Specialist 
Qty,. Canvas Hard Surface 
•12 $8.50w/ logo N/ A 
• 72 $4.90w/ logo $5.90w/logo 
• 144 S3.70w/ logo $'1.70w/ logo 
• 500 S3.14w/ logo S4.14w/ logo 
• 1000 S3.03w/ logo S4.02w/ logo 
Canvas Pads: Grey, Red, Gold 
Hard-Surface: Grey, White, Blue 
Size: 9.5" x 8" x 3/ 8" Multi-color 
OK. SAMPLES with your logo 
$12.50. ENTIRE pad imprintable 
Imprints 100% GUARANTEED 
Computer Expressions, 3833 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, 
PA 19104, 8001443-8278 

Mouse Pads 
Custom Printing Available 
Clo th: Blue, Gray, Burgundy, 
Red, Brown , Green, Black, 
Navy & Platinum 
Size: 8 x71/2 8 x 9 1/2 8 V2xll 
12 Pads 3.25 3.50 3.75 
72 3.00 3.25 3.50 
144 2.85 3.10 3.35 
PLASTIC: Blue, Platinum, 
Gray & Red 
Size: 8 1/2 x 11 
12 Pads-6.50 36-6.00 
72-5.75 144-5.25 
CALL AND ASK US ABOUT OUR 
VIEW PAD AND PICTURE PAD. 
Precision Line Inc., 74100 23rd 
Ave N., Minneapolis, MN 55441 
J-800/328-0077, 6121557-1979 

(,___ __ S_u..!....Jpp"--li_es ___ ) 
Reclaims Desk from Disks 
The VDS 240 
_... ___ 
....... ~DWo..,._ .. ..., .,-,_""""""'" 

To Order: 1·800·942-4008 

CIRClE 694 ON READER SEIMCE CAR0 

THE FINEST MACINTOSH 
LUGGAGE AVAILABLE 

The Finest Luggage available for the Macintosh anywhere at any price. 
Each bag comes with a comfortable professional shoulder carry strap, not a 
cheap, painful piece of plastic. Dividers and pockets on the inside with two 
additional pockets on the outside distinguish the Mac Bag from many "rag 
bags" on the market now. Available In assorted colors for SE, SE with 
extended keyboard, and lmagewriters. Also available with backpack straps. 

We also manufacture freight cases for shipping or the frequent flyer. The 
only way to transport a Mac II or Laserwriter. The Best in Custom Cases. 

L• b k 6431ndustry Drive. Seattle WA 98188 fie ac ef Call Us at 1-800-228·7042 or 1-206·575-1180 

CIRCl[ 694 ON ~EADER Sf.RVICE CARD 

3.5" SONY High Density 1.44 MB 
1-4 BOXES OF 10: $29.50 .... 5+ BOXES: $28.90 

5.25" DS/ HD 1.2 MB.L'lU .. >os&ubs. lllACK 

Lots of 100 - 49¢ ............... Lots of 50 - 59¢ 

5.25" DS/ 00 360K, "CLSiotns& lobs 

Lots of 1,000- 21¢ ............ Lots of 200- 25¢ 

3.5" DS/ DD SOOKB BULK (1MB) 
Lots of 100- 59¢ ................. Lots of 50 - 79¢ 

3.5" DS/High Density 1.44MB (2MB) 
Lots of 100 - $1.95 ........... Lots of 25 - $2.50 
,:;;.;;;::~~~ :~t'::::!JD ·····-··· .... ··~ ............. .. 
800·288·8025 
12132 Sherman Way, N. Hollywood CA 91605 

CALL OR MAIL rmE'le&iE!i! 
CIRClE o7o ON READfR SEIMCE CARD 

Dust 
Covers 
Ia a Clean MocNne ~ 4*\ 
P 

rotecf your equip-
ment hom dus1 . ,..c ustom-fitted. stylish. 
spills. and oggra· and durobkl. 

voting downtime wt!h ,.. With !he original rdn· 
ABCOM DUST COVEilS oow r1bbon occent . 
fe< personal comput811. ,.. Extensive selection 
, Attrcxttve. water re- of duat covOfS fOf ovor 
sistont pockcloth In 400 modeb.lnclu<fng: 
NAVY. SILVER. 0< 

BROWN •IBM 

CIRClE 552 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 



ti Instant Link: Macintosh Products, Manufacturers, Seruicesiif 

o~~~§The Macworld Catalog~~~§t!J 

C RClf 608 0.'1 ~EADE~ SEIMCE CARD 

.;;::,<::> ~ ComputerWear 
~ ~~ 100% 
~(:j COTION 
CANVAS {___; 

MAC, SE, II, & PRINTERS 
Beige wl Grey Trim Breathable! Statlc-Freel 

1-(800) 826-5761 
ln!'l:(415) 759·1466 Fax: (415) 564.0506 

Contemportry CompllttfWe.u 132G-36th s.n Franc:isco94122 

C RCtE 580 ON READE~ SERVICE CA~D 

High Quollty/100% Guarantee 

3'1/2" 05/00 
3.5 HO 
BULK RAIE 

$.95 
$1.98 

Includes Iobei. sleeves. ond)obs 
Minimum $4 tor shipping arid handling 
MCM so accepted • 
CA residents odd 61-7% soles 

VNB · P.O. Box 42579 
san Francltc:o, CA 94142 
Phone 1·415-346-3913 
FAX 1-415-346-2&53 

CIRClE 080 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

Pack your Mac 
in seconds! 

Cordura case has internal 
padded pockets for mouse, 

keyboard and drive. 
Available in s ix colors. 

Extended Keyboard version 
also ava ilable. 

For a deal-er near you 
call toll free 

1-800-548-0053 
West Ridge Designs 
1236 N. W. Flanders 
Portland, OR 97203 

CIKIE 670 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Persona{ Printers 
-----~- --------------· - --- --- - ---- - ~ - - -

Postscript Printers 
Starting Onder $3,000 
Laser Accessories 

Labels - assorted sizes 
Paper - assorted colors 

Laser Envelopes # 10 
Laser Transparancies 

Call for quotes & samples 
Lowest Price Around 

CIRClE 626 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Chocolate Snackwarent 
Better than stackware! 
MacSNACKSTM are solid 
chocolate floppy discs with your 
logo/ message on each label. 
Great for promos, shows, 
birthdays, etc. Available in 2 
pack with reusable case (holds 5 
real discs) S6. In bulk 10/box 
525. (3.50 S&H) Qty discounts. 
Free catalog: 200+ items. 
The Chocola te Gallety, Inc., 
5705 Calle Real, Goleta, CA 
93117 800/426-4796 (outside 
CA), 8051967-4688 (in CA) 

BAR COOE & 
MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS 

FOR MACINTOSH PLUS, SE & II 
Connects on keyboard or ADB 
Requires no additional program or port 
Does not affect keyboard or mouse 
Industrial quality, haavy-duty units 
Also available 

SmartCard encoder/reader 
Magnetic encoder 
Code 39 UPC & Printing Software 
Portable Bar Code Reader 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

415·856-6833 
Telex: (Graphnet) 37t 9097 

FAX: 415-856.3843 

CI~ClE 060 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

( Computer Systems ) 

MacLite/ Z88 Computer 
A portable 2 lb. compute r. 
Can upload/ download Excel 
and W.P. , SS, DB, Basic, Diary, 
Terminal software, 32K expand
able to 1.5 Mb. Runs 20 hours 
on 4 AA batte ries. MacLite con
tains Z88, HC organizer for 
5779.95 Call o r write for info 
and the lowest prices. 
Visa/ MC accepted with 3%. 
Sharp's, Box 326, 
Mechanicsville, VA 23111, 
8041730-969 7 
FAX 8041746-1978 

DATA (213)470-9555 
Computers Fax 470-9457 

2253 Westwood Blvd LA CA 00064 

LaserWtr.5C/NT/NTX 2095J3549. 
Qume Laser Printer 3295. 
Mac Plus 1Mb· lOr. U9S • 
Mac SE 1Mb 2Dr. 1969. 
Mac SE 301Mb lOr. 3095. 
Mocll 1Mb l Or. 3269. 
Mocll X 1Mb lOr. 3569. 
Mocll ex 1Mb lOr. 3469. 
Memory Upgrade 149. 
lmageWriur 11/LQ 4SOJ99S. 
MonilorMono/Color 325J72S. 

AI hard Disk Conll&•ratlolll Auluble 

•~ COD & Next Day DeVIl very Available 
No Tax Outside Cahlornia 

CI<C!E 589 ON READE!! SI'IMCE CARD 

Build Your Own Mac 
from catalog parts & save 555 
over new or used systems. Save 
$$$ on upgrades to your own 
Mac too! Assemble your CAT 
Mac from readily ava ilable new/ 
used catalog parts with little or 
no soldering req 'd. Have fun, 
gain experience, break no laws. 
Read "Build Your Own Macin
tosh" & learn secrets. Illustra
tions/photos show how. Makes 
a great gift. 524.95 postpd. Visa/ 
MC, chk. 
Brant Associates, 4420 S£ Mark 
Kelly Ct. P.O. Box 68708. 
Pori/and, OR 97268 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 



ti Instant Link: Macintosh Products, Manufacturers, Seruiceslif 

• IBM PS/2 SOZ, 70, 80 
• Compaq Oeskpro 3865, 

386E, Portable Ill, SLT/286 
• Mac SE, SE/30, Mac llcx 
• Apple LaserWriter NT,NTX 
• H-P Laser Jet Series II 

OK:lE 55 1 ON READER Sl'IMCE CARD 

We BUY Mac's & Mac Stuff!! 
We Buy, Sell, & Horsetrade Popular Computers!! 

Shreve 
Systems 2421 Malcolm Street Shreveoort,La. 71108 

Fax 318-865-2006 visa/m.c. O.K. 318-635-1121 
CRCIE 044 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

• Complete Apple Macintosh® Systems • 
• Laser Printers • Hard Drives • Monitors • 
• Scanners • Memory Upgrades (SIMMS} • 

• Mac Parts • Networking Products • Cables • More • 
We Guarantee You The Best Combination Of Price, 

Availability, Technical Help and Prompt, FriE!Ildly Service. 
Our Overall Value WILL NOT Be Undersold! 
Whether You Need A Complete System or Just 
Componenls, Call Us Toll-Free, Nation-Wide At: 

CIRClE 092 ON READER SfRVICE CARD 

CIRClE 017 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

NA Tio:-.:'s Tor 
!vl-\Cl:\TOSH " 

SYSTE\1 I:\TEGRA TORS 
CPUs: II, SE, SE/30, Plus, llx, llcx, 

Compaq,AST 
Monitors: RasterOps, Radius, Apple 
Printers: lint, llntx, Lino300, QMS, 

NECLC890 
Film Recorders: Matrix ProColor, 

LaserGraphics 
Hard Drives: CMS, Evcrex, Rodime, 

Micronet, PCPC 
Scanners: Sharp, Dcst, A baton 
SIMMs and Software 
(Maintenance contraCts & financing available.) 
• MC/VlSA add 3% • 15% res~ocking charge 
• 30day nial period/guarantctd 100% 

satisfaction · 100% satisfaction guarantctd. 
• 90 day warranty on Apple 

Hi End Specialty Systems 
(214)620 .. 9332 

r.iiiiiii>l FAX (214)241-0929 [ e.a•l 
~ P.O. Box 260576 ~ 

Plano, TX 75026-0576 
Ho ENI §rK..., S,.~ • fVC., ..tw.urd AC"f''t •• , lhnri'Pf ..0 
90d.-. ....,_.,~ W...IJ t. wn1 m UESS b 'fl*l Alllf.._U ~lr"'' 
tct llwlltTif'KllW-fl 

CIRClE 000 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

DISCOUNT 
MACINTOSH 

Mac Plus ................... . 
Mac SE 2drive .......... . 
Mac SE40mb ........... . 
Mac SE/30 CPU ...... . 
Mac SE/30 40mb ...... . 
Mac SE/30 80/4mb ..... .p-..n•J 
MacllcxCPU ........... . 
Mac llcx 40mb ........ . 
Mac llcx 8014mb ..... . 
Mac IIx 8014mb ........ . 
Apple color monitor ..... $750 
Apple 8 bit video card .. $495 
Apple keyboard ............ $100 
Apple ext keyboard ...... $175 
lrrlagewriter n ............... $450 
Imagewriter LQ ............ $995 
Laserwriter NT ........... $3595 
H.P. Deskwriter.. .......... $895 

All items new. 90 day wmty. 
Most items in stock 

CIRClE 006 ON READER SERVICE CA~D 
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Mac Plus w/ lMB RAM, 20MB iltemd Hard Disk, 
(already includes keyboard and mouse) 

HARD DRIVES 
LIFETIME WARRANTY 

3~ =~g :=~~==:t ::: CALL 
40 • MEO INTERNAL 1505 ON 

UPGRADES! 
512Ke- Plus $295 
512K - Plus $625 
128K- Plus $695 $1799 •• MEG INTERNAl .... CURRENT 

110~ =~g :m:::~ = LOW 
20 MEG EXTERNAl .... PRICE 

!! :~g ~:~~=~:t ::!; WILL Mac II CX 1MB RAM, 
40 MB Hard Disk t f1 e S e 
$3925 (Jt 

... MEG EXTERNAl l5110 MATCH ANY 

:~ =~g ~=~~=::t :~:: OTHER 
10 MEG EXTERNAl SIOS ADVERTISED 

',"00 =~g ~:~~=::~ s:~~ PRICE 
Fits In SE + Mac II with 2 drives 

We buy and sell new & 
used equipment also! 

Peripheral Outlet 
314S.Bdwy • Ada,OK74820 ecK o 

lncl~~~~i,~tu~:~~"J'.~~!~•re 
Seagate-Minlscrlbe-Ouantum 

l WESTCOM"COMPUTER 
P.O. Box 154-Ayden, NC 28513 

800422-8591-919-7464961 
CIRClE 671 ON READER SEIMCE CAAD 

(405) 332-6581 
Via& & MC oby (add 3") 

CIRCLE 687 ON READER S<IMCE CARD 
CIRClE 678 ON RfAOfR SI'IMCE CARD 

( Data Acquisition ) ( Memory Upgrade ) 

MacPacq 
The MacPacq transforms the 
Macintosh into a digital oscillo
scope, chart recorder & wave
form generator. A complete 
data acquisition & contro l sys
tem. 8 channel AID, 8 digital 
T/ 0, programmable gain, 64K 
RAM. Optically isolated, line or 
nicad powered. Runs remote 
and/ or connected to Mac. Com
prehensive software interface 
provides for powerful & flexible 
system. $1195 complete. 
Biopac Systems, 5960 Man
darin Dr.,ztD5, Goleta, 
CA 93117, 805/967- 6615 

(..__ __ Em_u_la_to_r_s ____ ) 

][ina Mac 
An Apple I I e computer 

... all in software! 
Run Apple II software on 
your Macintosh. 
Convert Apple II files to 
Macintosh files. 

$149,95 AddSHorPAH 

COMPUTER:appUcations, Inc. 
12813 Lindley Drive Raleigh. NC 27614 

(919) 846-1411 

CIRClE 583 ON READE~ SEIMCE CARD 

Lowest 
SIMM (Memory Modules) 
Diamond-Pact"', Top Quality 
American made memory mod
ules offer easy and economical 
expansion of Mac Plus, SE, II. 
DRAM by 1,2,4 or 8 megabytes. 
MCNISA/ AMEX 
See display ad this issue! 
AMDI 

80ns · Low Profile • High Quality 4-Layer Board 
lifetime Warranty • VISA, MC No Surcharge • Same Day Shipping 

American Micro Distributors, 
I nc., 16897-D Algonquin, 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 , 
7141840-5560, 

SOUTH COAST ELECTRONICS 
10920 Wilshire Blvd. 11100. los Angeles, CA 90024 800 • 289 •880 1 
213·489·7824 Fax 213·489·0266 

Fax: 7141846-0570 

Mac Rescue™ 
for the Classic Mac 
Some ·experts• ore telling us to trosh out the 
128K and 512K Mocs. Don't do it! Classic Mocs 
ore for from moribund. Computer Core developed 
Moe Rescue, a daughter board that snaps on the 
enhanced Classic Mac motherboard. No need to 
fold, spindle or mutilate. Installs in minutes to get 
Moe Plus functionality. 

Mac Rescue has 6 SIMM slots so you con 
upgrade the Classics to 1 meg, 2 megs, 2.5 
megs or 4 megs of RAM. 

It also has a SCSI port to breathe even more life 
into your faithful servant. 

CIRClE 654 O'l READER SEIMCE CA~D 

c;.~~7c~Jl/h11/. 
{ ""' ') .... , i ,< '· ...... . -~~ I 

\ ;::_._t ~ r ~<f~:_-:!J_ 
........ _/--.::::::..-:..----711~,-' ·--- \====--=--- / ~ - \~ 

limited time offer: We'll buy bock your old 
fashioned expansion boards when you order 
Moe Rescue, call for exoct price quote. 

Ford Centre, Suite 1180, 420 North Fifth St. 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 
(612) 371-0061 (800) 950-CARE (2273) 

Oomputer 
re, 
· Dealer Inquiries welcome. 

Visa/MC accepted. 

metE S8d O'l 1EADE~ SEIMCE CA1D 
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CIRClE o31 ON IIEADER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 034 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MEMORY UPGRADE 

LOWEST PRICE ! ! ! 

• 1 Meg SIMMs 

• Lifetime Warranty 

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

• Credit Cards & Personal Checks 

FREE Installation Kits 

(800) 622-2210 
PO FAX#:(512) 794-8520 

Same day shipping 

TeChDOIOUYWORKS ;~r~~ ~~~ker Lane west 
Austm, Texas 78759 

CIRClE 6QD ON REAI)(R SERVICE CARD 
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Hardw•re & Acceaom • UMYJ sr-tetM 

5121<. .................. $679.00 M3Xcess 20 to 300 MB HD 
Wlv"le you wa~ service for 
local customers. Same day 

512Ke ................ $889.00 BOOK Drive (int & ext.} tum 8/0Und for nor>-locaf 
MacPius .......... $ 1179.00 1200 & 2400 n· Modems customers. 
Mac SE ........... $2050.00 Apple Laser Dot Matrix 

Printers 
IUnvRom U~radn New 5y!te,. GCC Ink Jet & Laser 

Printers 128K -->5 2K 
Mai:Pius 128K --> 512Ke 
Mae SE 12BK --> MacPius 
SE/30 (21~ 352-6883 12BK -->2MB MacP/us 
Ma~cx rt 30 512K -> MacPius M {x 512Ke -> MacP/us 

Simmons 

eonsult/ng 
114cjntotb sv.tcm Enbancementa 

6417 U.rllet Street 
Upper O.rlly , A4 19082 

CIRCLE 646 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

More Muscle for your Mac! .. :" 
MEMORY SIMMS 

•1 Me~ 

• 256K 

• 120m 

• 100m 

SOJ 

DIP 

PO's 

TERMS 

We carry only q u ality new parts from the same 
manufac turers w ho supply Apple® OEM m emory board s 

SECOND SOURCE (602) 464-4720 
1832 W. Broadway Rd. #102, Mesa, AZ 85202 
Fax: (602) 464-4729 

CIRClE 64 1 ON !EADER SERVICE CARD 

DON'T LET THIS 
HAPPEN TO YOU! 

SINGLE 
IN-LINE 

MEMORY 
MODULES 

CDC ENTERPRISE (714) 630-4633 
2992-D E. LA PALMA, ANAHEIM, CA 92806 

CIRClE 574 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Upgrade w/ Accu-Simms 
Upgrade you r Mac Plus, SE or 
Mac II with our low profile one 
MEG SIMM modules. We 
assemble tes t, and have strict 
quality control, and can give a 
life time warranty. Sl 10 per meg. 
(Q ry. discounts.) Full instruc
tions come with orde r. (All 
SIMMS a re 120NS or faster.) 
Prices may be lowe r by the time 
this ad comes out. Call fo r quote 
& info: 1-800/662-SIMM. 
Data Memory Systems Co., 15 
Union St., Lawrence, MA 01840 
Tel : 508/683-2325 Fax: 5081 
9 75-5232 

( Miscellaneous ) (..__ __ P_r_in_te_r _ __,) 

$ 

2 0 0 '020 based Mac ll 's 
to run Virtual Memory 
with Sys 7.0 or AIUX 

Apple Daisywheel Printer 
TRUE lette r quality on a ll Mac's 
& Apple II's. Proport. spacing, 
boldface , 198 columns. Fast 
40cps speed and full1 30 charac
ter printwheel. NEW $449, 
RECONDITIONED 5349 in
cludes easy MAC point & click 
driver software & cable . New 
bi-di tractor 599, sheetfeeder 
549. All heavy duty with 90-day 
guarantee. Bay Tech 

1-813-360-8617 
--- ------------------

CIRCLE IJ'/6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

( ____ P_e___;rip:::..._h_er_a_ls ____ ) 

REMOVABLE HARD DISK STORAGE 

FOR THE MACINTOSH 

HARD DISK CARTRIOOB SYSTEMS 

• A.llldomAall:::a 
• UaUmittd ca~atitl 
• 20.\10 10 50MB ClpK~tio A\'2ibblt 
• Ptcl\~11 Winc:boJcr T« IUIOkJI)' 
• Maximum ()2ta Sccunry 
• I INIF llac:t.-llp 
• 1001. Media hucrduntcabiliry 
• 2C Mooi.JI: Wam Qiy 

DMA TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
601 Pioc Ave., Golcu, CA 93117 

CaU ~964-0733 Cor IAtorm.atioo 

Fu Ioqu:irica: fOS..964-0'734 

CIRCI[ 58D ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Quality Discount Computer~~ 
Inc., 135 Artist View Dr., 
\'(le//ington, 1W 89444, 
702/465-2473, 415/ 487-8148 

POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS 

NEC LC-890 . . .. .. .. $ 3,195 

QMS PS 810 . . . .. . . • 3,495 

QMS ColorScript 100 7,995 

Qume CrystalPrint . . 2,895 
Other PrintersAvallable 

u-PlBisH 
(619) 292-8066 

9350 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. , Ste E 
San Diego, CA 92123 

CI1CLE ~3 ON REA!lfR SEIIVICE CARD 

Two Pages: $1,145 
A 19" dual-page monitor is 

· essentia l if you're doing serious 
work on the Mac . Especially if 
you're a designer or publisher. 
We have the best price on the 
HOT new MegaScreen Rival. the 
latest version o f the b lack and 
white monitor rated # 1 by Mac 
world magazine. We ha ve Rivals 
for all Mac II and SE models, 
including the SE/30. All priced a t 
$1.1 45 (plus tax & shipping) . But 
we d on't hove a lo t of them. So 

hurry. Money-back guarantee. Visa/MC. 
----------------------. 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call800/888-8622. 
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SHARP COLOR SCANNERS 
JX-300 & J X-450 for Mac, AT & PS2 

Tel: (818) 882-7034 • Fax: (818) 341-3017 ··••1 ALLI ED INTERNATIONAL PURCHASING 
~--~ Corporate Accounts Welcome 

Cli!ClE 557 ON READER SERVICE CA~D 

llv crcard Stacks 

A o o SPREADSHEET 
CAPABILITY T O STACK S 

¥t~-;ES~~~V~~;:;:=;;J T r endwar e XCAL ™ allows you to imc-

l~~~~=~i~~l!!!!l!,}::j grate calculations into new or existing stacks. Initiated from HyperCard"s standard menu, 
XCAL displays a spreadsheet-like grid over 

11?,==~~===:::===~~~~:1 cards in your stack. Clicking over HyperCard 
1 f items in the grid window lets you create for---L __ ···-~• mulas for fi elds & buttons similar to those 

available with most stand-alone spreadsheet 
lt==---- ------__::....__.:1 programs. Over 100 functions built-in! 

Performs calculations automatically on numerical data. text nnd dates when data is entered or 
an item is clicked. Apply numeric, text and date formats to fields. Fields are reformatted auto
matically when data is entered! Calculations can be performed on groups of cards and subsets 
that match a search criterion. Usc the built-in macro editor for advanced capabilities. $149.95 

Hyperlools"' #! Icon Edi10r. Alignment & Ar
ray Crention Tools. Script Analysis Tools. usc the 
Font Tools on groups or fields & buttons. Checkbox 
Tools. XCMD tools. Button Tools & more. S99.95 

Hyperlools"" #2 Add Mult iple Choice Lists to 
Fields, FieldSoning. Data Fonnntt ing & Valid:uion. 
Sound Tools. Group Tools for moving & copying 
groups or objeciS. Cord Reordering & more. S99.95 

Stock C leaner n4 Add menus to stacks with the Menu 
Edi tor. Plus util ities to merge, split, clone and reduce the 
size orscripiS. Plus ResCopy rrom Apple. Now includes 

•II Sl3cks on your disk. $49.95 

C RCl£ 607 ON READEt SEIIVCE CARD 

Learn French Russian German Spanish! 
MacFlash Cards: powerful, yet easy to use vocabulary stacks. 
2000 words & up lo 1000 synonyms. Save word sets to disk. 
Thst noun gender. Use "Look Up" to find just the right word. 
Ex tensive user control. German 1/ 11, French I / 11, Russian I. 

Spanish 1:$25 each. S&H $3, CARes add 7% tax Ask for free 
brochure. Call 8 AM -8PM PT or send check /MO. Available 
only from: The Language Quest Software Co. 

101 First Street, Suite 428, Los Altos, CA 94022 
VISA/ Mastercard /COD / info: 1-800-283-4080 X850 

CIRClE 683 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

ScriptEdit 
A poweJful new desk accessory 
script editor for HyperCard® 
• Edit multiple scripts simultaneously 
• Global T'ind-and-lte pl:tce command 
• Compa1t: any two scripts instantly 
• Move to othe r stacks while editing 
• Window lbting of all stack objects 
• Quick comment & uncommenl 
• XCMD for easy custom access 
• I lypc(11tlk pop-ups and info lxtr 
• Includes 24-page manual, fold-out 

n:fcrencc card and installat ion stack 

CIRClE 51l3 ON READE~ SEIMCE CARD 

CIRClE 002 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

(samwtf) 
INSURES YOUR 
COMPUTERS 

Full replacement ol hardware. med.a. 
purchased sollware As tow as 
$39 yearly. Covers hre. theh. power 
surges. other accodents Blanket 
coverage. no lost ol eouopment 
needed Call lor onlorma110n or 
ommedoate coverage 

--- 1·800·848·3469 
~ Local (614) 262·0559 

SAFEWARE The lnsura11ce Agency Inc 
2929 N Hogh Street P 0 Bo> 02211 
Columbus OH J3202 

ORCIE 040 ON READER SERVICE CA~D 

C~tE 590 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

CL<CIE 686 0 '1 READER SERVlCE CARD 
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( Consulting ) 

Mac Software Contractor 
We specialize in Macintosh User 
Interface, Drivers, Graphics, 
Networks, large app lication 
design & embedded software. 
Expert in: 
• Mac Tool13ox 
• MPWI 
• HyperTalk 
• C++ and C 
• Pascal 
• 68000 
H++ Software Development, 
408/725-0202 or 
408/252-4358 

( Data Conversion ) 

TAPE/DISK ~ 
CONVERSIONS "' -o. 
Conversion services to or from 
over 2000 computer systems: 
• Magtapes • Mini Computers 
• Micro Computers • Typesetters 
• Word Processors 

CALL THE INDUSTRY LEADERS 

PIVAR 
COMPUTING SERVICES, inc : 

800-HI-PIVAR 
165 Arlington Heights Ad #M 

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 

WE CAN CONVERT DATAFILES 
TO/FROM OVER 1.500+ SYSTEMS 

IN VIRTUALLY ANY FORMAT! 
- ON DISKS OR TAPES! 

lm-llkt: 
• Mainframes • Dedicated Word 
• Minis Processors 
• Microcomputers • T ypeseners. etc. 
F...tsllu: 
• MacWrite• • FileMaker· 
• Microsoh Word' twor'<S ' • Jazz' 
• WordPertect• • Excel' 
• Omnis' • Tab·delimited 
• 4th Dimension' ASCII, etc. 

.,~ . .. ~CO!'CIIt* 

CompuData Translators, Inc. 
3325 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1202 

Los Anoeles. CA 90010 
800/825-8251• 213/387-4477 

CRetE 579 ON iEADEi SUV'CE <:AiD 

( Desktop Publishing ) 

~0$A 
GRAPHICALLY SPEAKING 

LINO OUTPUT 
HIGH RESOLUTION LINOTRONIC OUTPUT 

• Low Rates 
• 24-Hour Turnaround 
• Disk or Modem 

ORClf 597 ON REAOEi SEiV.CE CA~D 

2 New! Varityper 4300PS 
Typesetting from your Mac/PC, 
disk or modem, offers superior 
imaging using Adobe's fastesr 
PosrScripr RIP, 1200/2400 dpi 
negs or paper; all Adobe fonts. 
• Color PosrScripr Priming 
• 24-bit Colo r Scanning 
• Color Seps/ Proofs 
• OCR & Image Scanning 
• 24 hr. Turnaround 
• 9600 bps Modem 
• Fax/Fed. Express 
• Low Prices; M/ C Visa; Try Us! 
lmageSefTh1 Service Bureaus 
111 \17. Kingsley , Ann Arbor; MJ 
Voice: 3 131668-7330 
24 hr. BBS; 313/668-6319 

15 • Laser Scanned Color 
g Separations Up To 30"x40" 

~ • 4 Color or Black & White 
5 Ads (Precision Stripping) a 
~ i 
~ • Linotronic 300 Output (Rip 3) ~ 

~ • 1 Day Service ~ 
5 SHARP COLOR S 
g EXPR E SS ll 
15 5 605 Blnglo a g Hous ton , TX770 9 2 i 
~~~~~~~~~!~~~~8 

CI'K:IE 5¢1 ON i EAOER SEIMCE CARD 

LINO & COLOR 
• Uno output- as low as $2.50/ pg 
• COLOR PostScript" printouts! 
• Canon 4-color laser copies 
• 24-hour access via modem 
• Call for a complete info packet 
Don't j ust image it ... 

1-800-AVENIR-IT 
800-283·6474. 303-433-8000 

e· 
Aven1r. ~:.=:~·~~=L 
3141 Federal Blvd • Denver, CO 80211 
Awnir Is n <~Or\leommk of Avcn lr Corp All rights res. 
-- - - - -

CIRClE 6 15 ON ~R SEIMCE CAiD 

Printe rs + Typographers 

Desktop Designer's 
Super Service Bureau 

Maintain highest quality standards and 
lower your costs. We can accepl any 
PostScript fi le for BIW and full color 
output. Original electronic art and 
PostScript effects our specially. Com
plete Visionary Gateway and V.I.P. 
services to powerful Scitex color cen· 
ler. Knowledgeable people, high reso
lution output, color proofing, quick 
turnaround. 

• 1270 & 2540 dpi pages from 
Linolronic L300s • Repro, Pos. & 
Neg. film • Disk Conversion • 24 

hour Modem • OMS ColorScript 100 
• Sci1ex Color Imaging & Separations 

• Full Electronic Prepress • High 
Quality Color Printing • Mailing 

• 20 Messengers to NYC, Phila., N.J. 
• Discount Adobe Dealer 

Call Mike Gladden or 
George Gunzelman for more 

Information about our 
extensive DTP services. 

609/662·9111 800/543-0955 
Modem - 609/662·3788 

C RCIE ()69 0.'1 fEAOER SEIMCE <:AiD 

SCG,Inc. 
High Quality 35mm 
Slide Imaging 
as low as $6.95 per im age 

Also, overheads and 4x5 
for p rint, 8000 line resolution 

24 hour delivery available 
anywhere in the country 

phone 305-563·7667 
(in Aorida) 1-800-829-6800 

Fax 305-561-5568 
Modem 305-566-5745 

SCG, Inc. 
523 NE 26 St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305 

CIRClE 69S ON ~EAOE~ SEIMCE CA~D 

Mac 35m.m Film Recording 
Professional quality slides from 
your Mac files. • Most presenra
rion packages (Powerpoint, 
Persuasion, M ore II, Cri cket 
Presents, MacDraw II, etc.) • All 
Pict or pict2 fi les • All Laser
writer Plus fonts • 2000-4000 
line reso lution • 1-7 day service 
• $3-$12/ slide • Modem 
available. 
Mac/mage, 2982 Pascal Dr., 
Beavercreek, OH 45324, 5131 
429-9505, J/800-223-9505 

Unotronlc 300 
Co mpugraphlc 9400 
24 hour modem service 
Complet e Adobe type library 
All popular Mac software 
Varityper, Laserwriter 
Friendly, knowledgeable service 

TOP 
COPY Modem : 41 5.553,8630 

CIRClE 604 ON l EADER SERVICE CARD 
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SLIDE IMAGING 
PROFESSIONAL JSmm SLIDES 
DIRECT FROM YOUR DISK 

OR VIA MODEM 

C. ill. FOR DIT.UIS! <n 
Slidcmastcrs 
Dallas, Texas 
214·437 .0542 

800-969-8228 

CI~ClE 1>48 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

( ____ La_se_r_R_e_ch_a--"-rg'--e ______ ) 

ATTENTION: TONER CARTRIDGE OWNERS 
Save $$$$$ Recharge Your Cartridges in America 

Why Buy New? 
Satisfaction Guaranteed • 24 hour turn-around 

UPS your cartridge & dirty cleaning wand 
with $44.00 (includes return shipping) to: 

Atlantis Laser Printer Service 
4340 S. Hopkins Ave., Ste. 218 ·Titusville, FL 32780 

1-800-633-4469 

No Pooling • Cleaned • Fully Disassembled • No Holes Cut 
High Density Toner Used • Tested 

C RClE 562 ON READER SEIW<:E CARD 

SOUTHERN CARTRIDGE SERVICE, INC • ..-0 N fiER 
!Jfigfi. 'Tuft. ~manufacturers 11 ! I 'Ill 

( 1-&0G-44%-6288 ) 

ABSOLUTE SAME DAY SERVICE 
Nationwide Guarantee We Buy EITplles 

33 Mathews Drive, Hlhon Head Island, S.C. 29926 

PREPAID UPS RETURJ(. 
"" P.C.'a S35 

ORClE 655 ON REA:JER SERVICE CAR:> 

LOS.eL~ \/ LONG-LIFE RECHARGED 
~OVer"\ TONER CARTRIDGES 
1352 Flflh Ave • San Diego • CA • 92101 -....;...;.,.;...;.~..;_.;;..;...;.;.;;.,;..;;..;.~.;;..;;;;.;;...._ 
,------:--:.__--., • 30% More Printing • Your Cartridge 

$44 I 
Return • Blacker Blacks • Colors Available 

Shipping • 24-hr Turnaround • 100% Guaranteed 
Included 1-800-234-3383 

(......_S_al_es_/M_ar_k!_etm_· ~g____,) 

Through our EDC ora.~~·.rna 
program for mP1rch;•nt« 

-1> lower P<OCe551ng co5ts 
-1> eliminate co5Uy paperwork 
-1> speed up the authorizatiOn P<OCe55 * receive 2 day U5e of funds 
-1> help reduce chargeback5 

Note: New Merchant5 Welcome! 
fOt-~e ~'or"ni:Z)nuf 1·!01::).4)6-0)0it~C.Oor i'tfte 

DATA CAPTURE SYSTEMS,,nc. 
231 Quincy Street 

Rapid City, S.D. 57701 

Cll!O.E 632 ON READER SERVICE CAl!D 

CIRClE 69Q ON READfR SERVICE CARD 
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CIRClE o73 ON READfl SERVICE CAQD 

YourCnrtridgcTONER OurCanridgc: 
Rcbuih 

24 
h d Black .... 59.50 

Black .... 44.50 1 oo%'s~~~r'::.i:. color .... l9.so 
Color .... 64.50 T ~ NEC R' oh PC ......... 9.50 
PC ........ 39.50 p:::O~c. Qu~.~~tc. · New can ridges 

•Fmnchises 
•Wholesale ( 800-777-8444 

OROf 611 ON QEADf~ SERVICE CARD 

(......__Tr_ru_·ru_·n~g _ ____,) 

4th Dimension® Training C lasses 
TWO ALL NEW TWO DAY SEMINARS FOR VERSION 2! 

• DATABASE DESIGN & PROGRAMMING IN 4th DIMENSION (lor beginners). 
• ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN 4th DIMENSION (lor experienced users) 

Generation Four Inc. Seminar C\0\teriotl.s include the highly ratC'd G4 £>e.wolopmcnt Shell$ 

~ U.S. Locations & Info : (505) 294-3210 
3232 S.n ~tltto. NE • 199 Albuqutrqut>, NM 81110 

CIRClE 679 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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PrintBar Fonts for Macintosh Bor CoJe 
UPC-A, UPC-E, EAN PostScript® fonts for ffU//1, Ill Fo111 
LaserWriters and high-resolution printers ff//f!lll!#l!$f!Jh S 

~~~~:~~~:r;-~~~·L~~~~~r~t:r~~ I 2 of 5 for 0 7 2 J ~ 5 6?8 ul 
Use PrintBar with database managers, label, DTP and 5 
drawing programs. Print bar codes as easily as printing text. 

Complete Line of Mac-Compatible Bar Code Readers. 

FREE BROCHURES CALL (91 6) 622-4640 ·FAX (916) 622-4775 

6069 Enterprise Drive • Diamond Springs, CA 95619 

OIICt£ 567 ON llfAOU SfiMCE CARD 

( Business 

MacTracke r 
Designed to support managers 
and professionals in the ir man
aging roles and functio ns. 
MacTracke r rakes care of most 
everyday activities: reminders, 
follow-up, meeting scheduling 
and postponing, resource 
scheduling, record tracking, 
multi-projects and multi
resource capability. 5185. 
Call Now! Visa. 
Magimac, 230 St:facques, 
Suite 3 70, Montreal, Canada 
H4C3N4 514/939-1515 

Do-it· Yourself 
Business Plan 

) 

Tim Berry's Business Plan Toolkit for 
PC or Mac, praised by Inc, Home 
Office. Bankers Monthly. Cmporare 
Cash Flow: " . . . well thought-out, 
clearly written . . . includes all the 
spreadsheets you need. designed to 
provide all the sumdard :malyses such as 
multiyear protit and loss, rauo analysis. 
sales forecasts and the like ... some 
impressive graphs ... a great buy." With 
fully -linked financials, sample plan. text 
tiles. <md manual. $99.95 

Palo Alto Software 
(415) 325-3190 

CiRClE 630 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

Mail Ord er Manager 
Supe!MOM-a complete database 
solutio n for catalog mail order 
businesses. • Easy order entry • 
unlimited ship-to addresses • 
Inventory with multiple pricing 
• AIR • UPS • Credits & returns 
• Customer tracking by Group, 
Market, Promo & Salesman • 
Thorough reporting o n sales, 
inquiries, & advertising 
response • Demo S15 
National Tele-Press, P.O. Box 79 
Mendocino, CA 95460, 
707/937-2848 
800/448-0988 

BizPowerTools 
/Ji:.PianUui ldtrfM lnluirivc & logical buliiness & 
rnarkcling plan temp hue on diskette for r.tising en pi· 
lal.l;aunchmg new products or ~rvicc~. 90-+ pages 
of ou1Jincs. hc:~<llinc~ . wrincn texis & ideas ... for· 
maned in1o 33 MacWrilc/MSWord files. Sales & 
markcling oriented- follow tutorials. fi ll in the 
blanks . edit into a finis hed plan. Linked rinancials 
in ExccltSYLK). Proven successful. $99 

"We npplicd for u loun In early November 
nnd by Chrislmus we hnd $4,200,000."' 
"It's cxccllent-jusl the thing we need. 
Jt"s sa,•in~ us about 90% or the work." 

"My CPA hl~hly recommends 11.• 
C omptmimt softwurr packa~:ts: 

• Eml>loycc l'oli<le.< ltnndbook S99 
• Sales Quo1u/Fc.as1 Mgmt for mgrs• ·reps $149 
• l'roducllon Fcast/Costs/Mni'I/Lubor $149 
•l'rivntr Stock Offerin~t r:aiM: up 10 SIMil Sl49 
• Limited Porlncrship J\grt"emt nt Sl49 
• Forec:nst Express rM Ca'>h mgm1·PC Sl99 
• OcuiMnkcrtM Dusinc)S Vnluation S395 
....f Lcvcmgc your time & lcchnology. MC 
I.Litilil !100/ 442-7373 Visa 
- 4151941-9191 (CA) Amex 

CIRCLE 603 ON READER SEIMCE CAAD 

( 

LOAN & LEASE 
PROCESSING 

Amortiza tion -$49.95-589.95 
Balloons. ARMs. GPMs. Biweeklys. 
Extra principal. Skipped. APRs. 
Analysis. Custom Reports & more. 

Tracking -$69.95-5149.95 
Tracks loon. lease. & rental 
payments for entire porlfolios 
or single accounts. Generates 
detailed schedules. summary & 
delinquency reports. & more 

Comparison -$59.95-$129.95 
Compare 5 loon sceneries at 
once. Handles any loon. Full 
reports & summaries. 

Custom Program ming 
We will customize our products to 
your exact specifications. 

Call or write for 
FREE Sample Reports & Brochures 

Softflair, Inc . 
8753 Porkvlew•Milwoukee. WI 53226 

(414) 797-4490 
Add $5 S/H MCIVISA 

C Rei£ 6<10 ON READER SfiMCE CARD 

CAD/CAM ) 

Over 2, 700 Symbols in 
One All-Inclusive Package 

For All of Your CAD Needs: 
Mechanical Electronics 
Architectural Hardware 

General Drawing Aids 
And Much More, All tor $1 t9.951 

Compatible Wlih ClarisCAD'" and MacOraw 111" 

(303) 674-2222 to Order 
1590o~CinCADCfMiclloiW uv .... , 

Advanced System Design, Inc. 
10t0 Siagecoach BlVd .. P.O. Box 3131 

Evergreen, Colorado 80439 

CIRQE 643 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

(..__ __ Cl-Lip_A_rt _ __,) 

World, Conlinents, USA & states by county I 
Object·oriented and bit·mapped avai lable. 

tdeat for publications and presentations. 
For FREE brochure p lease call or write: 

800-334-429 1 

CIRClE 625 ON l!fAOER SERVICE CARD 

Color EPSF Art 
5 new Volumes 
• Flags of the USA 
• Flags of the World 
• lnt'l Symbols 
• Creative Theme Art 
• Seasonal Art 

$125 each 
To Order Cal l 

Dis.kArtTh1 

800-333-3305 
415-820-3734 

CIRClE 600 ON READER Sf~E CARD 

CIIICIE 621 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

* A rchive Arts 
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MILITARY CLIP ART 
Army Art .... Navy Art .... Air Art... !b 

Ordera: 800·441-1228 $89.9Sea+ S4slh ~~ 
Info : 913-682-3668 Visa • Mastercard -'::::.::::::· •::::!: , ~ 

Stonn King Technology • 37 Dragoon • Leavenworth KS 66027 

C~ClE 057 ON READER SERViCE CARD 

~ W.C & PC DESKTOP PIS.ISitlG-ARTJ.IASTER 

~ Cll' ARl DI!K!! r.:~:i 
HIGH QUALITY 300 DPI GRAPHICS ! 

~~~ 
~'a~ 

(714) 621-3282 FAX: 714-621-1323 
ORC!f 67 7 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

MAC INTOSH & I 
Defense graphics library designed for 
military and industry professionals. 
Call or write for a FREE brochure. 
PAINT·HYPERCARD·PICT·PCX·EPSF 

817-737-7941 
NOVA C"be 1704 Treil'ort Ft Wo1n TX 76107 

mCtE 001 ON lEADER SEIMCE CARD 

Newt InternatiOnal des1gn elements 
1n EPSF for MAC or IBM Art you 
Will use everyday I ONLY $89 

Call!wnte for FREE brochure. 

817-737-7941 
~~r·•IM''@:.Jt«;et:tmw• 

C QClE 050 0'1 ~:~R SfiMCE CARD 

( Communications ) ( Data Base ) 
~------------------~ 

Burroughs emulation 
ContactTM emulates TD/MT/ET 
and T27 terminals. Sophisticated 
data capture - all screen data can 
be used by spreadsheet, database 
or word processor ... CAN DE file 
transfer, fully a Ia Mac interface, 
soft keys, multiple pages & ad
dresses, password protection .. . 
Soon: advanced file transfer 

Avenue Sot1ware Inc. 
1173 W. Charest Blvd. 1390, Ou6bec, Oc 
Canada, GI N 2C9- Tel. (418) 682·3088 

CIRClE SOd ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

( Desktop Publishing ) 

HEL-P! 
With 4th Dimension 

• Pre-written procedures and applications that you 
can use as templates or as examples to learn from. 
• A desk accessory that enables you to COP.Y and 
paste our procedures directly into your appliCations. 
• 160 Page Manual. 
• Applications include Statistics, Communications, 
lnvoteing, G~ics and much more . 
• $129.00. 

I ~~~~~~·.,,,-~. 
Q 4th =nslonls a ISlefe<S~ oiAOus lne. 10 

CI~ClE 590 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

Japanese Word Processor · 
EGWord ™ 

Distributed by: 

Qualitas Trading Co. 
6907 Norfolk Ad., Berkeley, CA 94705 
Phone:415-848-8080 Fax:415-848-8009 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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SAVE TIME 
MAKING TESTS 

New! Make Test~ is easy to 
use, convenient & flexible. 

Prints great tests. 

Only $149.95. 30·day money
back guarantee. Call today for 
free brochure: 415-752-6515 

MOUNTAIN LAKE ., 
5 0FT W II R E. I N C 

I ().II l~1ke Strccl. S.1n Froncisco, CA 94118 

CIRCI( 627 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Art your children Just t•trnfng •bout m•p•, 
cloch, calandar• •nd boob? 
KldaCatd It an Nty·to-uH ~re.rd a~tion tor 
thiklran. Fe.a~ur .. nduda: A tl.lltlng c:~Jitndar, 
three diU.,tnl cloclca, en atlaa, t cllvlly 
chuta, talking books, acrapbooh and mora. 

Send a chock or monfly ordBr lor $34.95 to 
Kid's Conc:tpt• P.O. Box 91112, Portland, e>r.gon 
$72Si t - t112. For inform•riotl cal {503} 2fg..,ug 

CIRClE 639 ON ~EADER SERVICE CARD 

Perfectstudy 3.05 
• Study for exams • Guarantees 
100% recall accuracy • Study up 
to 3 times faster than conven
tional methods allow • Input 
your own information to study • 
Automatic on-screen and hard
copy multiple-choice test 
generator • It really works 
• 512K, +, SE, II, llx, Ilcx. 
• $39 + SS S/ H Visa/ MC/ AX 
Powerware Systems, 755 North 
100 West, Orem, UT 84057, 
800/336-6644 

TEST GENERATION & SCORING! 
LXA·TEST'" 4.0 is the most advanced testing 
system available. Full character slyling (tabs. 
leading), exact graphic placement database 
selection, scoring, mastery reporting, item 
analysis, and much more! Certilied question 
banks available from major exam publishers. 

For free presentation disk. call, write, or fax: 

Logic eXtension Resources 
9651-C Business Center Drive 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
(714) 980·0046 Fax: (714) 987·8706 

CIRClE 61 4 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

An all new edition of the 
Macintosh Educational 

Software Collection 
• Hard-to-Find & Best Sellers 
• HyperCard 1 Shareware 
• Over 150 Titles 
• All Subject Areas 
• Teachers, Students, Parents 
Send for Free Catalog! 
CHARIOT •3659 1ndia St. • San 

Diego, CA 92103 (619)298-0202 
mCIE 575 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Algebra I 
HomeworkTutor™ 

· An electronic Algebr.l wori<book ... a lc:trning tool. 
Excellent instruaionill hints ... -MacGuidt!, 8189 
..Designed to help students whh homework .. 

-Classroom & Compwer uarning. 7189 
; , ..... ,, ..... 

....... ,, .. , .,~11: •• 
·J ~ ·2 • ...._ ... , H•• . , 

'"*'"''VIt"•' " • ..;.·, ......... ,t4 , ...... ... .. 
u .:::::lllrlll!flt ttcrl.\::,~""~'~=:·•~:;=•-,___,.l 

'"'"" ... ''IIIIVI,..~ll.,.. •-1, 
U'~IM .. r.!U.-efiUII'-.w•llll .,. ., 

~ ·· 
• Enter your own problems 
• Tutor checks each slep 
• Tutor offers delailed hims 
• Tutor solves similar examples 
• Easy ma1hcmmics editor 

GUARANTEED. 
M1ssin~ Link Software 

For brochure, dill X00-222· YAWN, or wntc: 
PO Box 3280, Suulh Amboy, II:J 08879. 

CII1CIE 646 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

Teacher's Rollbook 
A complete classroom manage
ment tool! Grade averaging and 
reporting. • ·ew quick grade 
entry • Full attendance records 
and totals • Records disciplina1y 
actions • Class size reports • Up 
to 315 students per file • Rem
ember b irthdays & checked out 
items • l etters to parents • Min. 
req. Mac 512KE, 2 drives • S99 • 
Demo 510. 
Current Class Productions. 
22824 BerendoAve., Torrance, 
CA 90502, 213/326-4246 

(...__E_.!ngLin_e_er_in~g __ ) 

IEEE 488 
Interfaces 

Mac/1488 • NuBus IEEE board for Macll 
MacSCS/488 • SCSI/IEEE conlroller 
Mac488B • SeriaVIEEE controller 
MacSeria/488 • IEEE plotter inlerface 
Mac0A488 • IEEE desk accessory 
Mac0river488 • IEEE language driver 

Call or send for your 
FREE Technical Guide 

ORCIE d)O ON READE~ SE~ CARD 

RFDesignerTht 
... a powerful productivity tool 
for nodal analysis and gradient/ 
random/yield optimization of 
complex RF/ MICROWAVE 
electronic circuits. Full TEXT/ 
GRAPHIC Mac interface. 
Options: fu ll-featured schematic 
capture, Network Analyzer 
interface, S-Parameter Library. 
Works on all Macs (1-SMB). 
Starts at: $1 ,500. 
ingSOFT Limited, 
213 DunviewAve, Willowdale, 
Ont M2N-4H9, Canada 
416/730-9611 

STR UCTU RAL-SURVE VING 

~r~n ~ -.: ~-, 

New'"veRsJON!! LAND~;~g·~·.~. 
lor surveying & land & road 

• lmpon/EJipotl data: fadiaJ stakeout; log; sideshots. 
• AD lnfonnation is disJ)Qyed graphically at a!1 t•mes. 
• PolniS. Unes. curves. boundaries and rraversos can 

be added, changed, copied, pasiOd, and 
• FRAME mac. BEAM mac 2, BEAM mac: lor 

suuaural anaJyw oi2·D frames, ttUSses. and beams. 
• Mac:Shapes for calculat•ng strucrural propen18S. 

have fun Maontosh interlaces. 

Compuneering Inc. - 1416) 738·4601 
113 111cCabe Crescent 

Thornhill. Onlario L4J 256 CANADA 

CI11CtE 581 ON READER SoRVICE CA~O 

Srbcmgtjr Enlry/ Oigjul Simulation 

Design Works" 
Full ~ integrated and fully functional schematic 
and ~imul ation on the Macintosh. featuring: 

• fully interactive digital simulation 
with Jogic·analyl.er style liming dbpla)' 
• fully comp>tiblc wi th Dougla• 
CAD/CAM .. PCB la~oUI 
• full 741NI. -llNNI. lSI. analog l ibradcs 
• full high level language PLD suppon 
..., hen used with LPLC logic compiler 
• dot•matrix. laser. pen planer output 
• u~r.definabl c device 5ymhols wtlh 
full simulaiion 

lksignWorks: Sf>ll5 LPLC: S5J5 
Low-cost educational versions also 3vailabh: 

Capilano Computing 
.~-1!'-- Ultich NE. Sum: t> 
Bclk-\ut WA ~l().f 

(604) 669·6343 

C ~CIE 573 ON ~EADER SE~E CARD 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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E(E)PROM, MICRO & MEMORY CARD PROGRAMMERS 

WITH INTEGRATED MAC USER INTERFACE 

• Connects to modem por i. P\lll·down con1mDnds mrnus. 
• No ptrsOMIItr modults for E(l!)l'roms & Intel Micros. 
• AU 24128132 pin [proms to I MHit (upgradeable to32M b). 
• 8741,·2.-4,-8,-811,-9,-9H,-51,-C51,·52.·5S,9761; EEPROMS. 
• MrmoryCard.f (SeilcoiEpson,GI);flath [proms; On Uoud 

Programming capabilit y; Modular dulg.n;Easy FIW upgrades. 
• S taad aloa~t E(E)Prom and McmOf)' Card duptialion/\-c rify. 

• OfbeUsplit Hex. Bin.ary, Intel&. Moc.orob S. 16.32 bit 
• Ballt-ln EnstrfT1mtr optloo (S.50): Ga na Modu~ ready. 

• Direct technical iUppor1: f'uU lru r warnn•r· 
VISA ll.tC AMEX Calf today {M dutaJhuu ! 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS 

lSS WEST OLIVE AVE.. SUr<t<YVALE CA 9-IQS6 
PH: (408) 730-55 11 FAX: (408) 730-5521 TELEX: 9Sil85 

C'IICI£ 505 ON RtADE~ SEIMCE CARD 

Road Design ( Entertainment ) 
MacRoad is a fu lly interactive ~-------------
road design program that a llows 
you to: 
• Design cross sections using a 
pale tte of edge & surface types 
• Design vertical gradings 
graphically 
• Produce a schedule of 
quantities 
• Adjust the grading & immedi
ate ly see the effect on the cross 
sections & quantities 
• Produce drawings on a range 
of printers or pen plotters 
Creative Engineering, 6 Antill 
St, \Vilston Queensland 4051, 
Australia, +61 73566271 

Electronic CAD 
The powerful, easy· to-use Douglas CAD/CAM 
Professional System talces you from the schematic 
dDwing 10 !he final routed board with: 

• Color suppon on Mac II 
• Unlimited multilayers 
• SMT capability 
• 1 mil resolution 
• l...>yout w / pans-placement facility 
• Schematic w/ digit.tl slmulaaion 
• Aexible, mulci-pass router 

Take your fU'St step into the new age of elecrronic 
CAD by ordering a full-feature demo with all 3 
progr.1rns inc:luded. Call or write to u.s today. 

Pro. l...>yout: $1500 
Schematic: $700 
AutoRouter: S700 
Demo: $25 

Douglas 
Elat:lronlt:•,tne. 

718 Marina Blvd. 
San Leandro, CA 94577 
(4 15) 483-8770 

Ct~CIE 595 ON lEADER SEIMCE CARD 

Three powerful, yet easy-to·use 
collectible inventory programs. 

• Built-in prices & descriptions. 
·Prices updated annually. 
Demo $1 5, Call for FREE catalog. 

COMPU·QUOTE 
6914 Berquist Ave. Dept. CM 

Canoga Park, CA 91307 
800/782-6775 ext. 39 

In CA 818/348-3662 ext. 39 

CIRClE 578 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Pardon me, boys, Is this the 
Maclnooga Choo-Choo? 

You an build ckbo r:nc rnoc:kl niJtOad systems on 
your Mxlnla.h 2nd brine 'hem 10 life wkh the ctlctt 
ol a switch You Wnply pbc'C' dot~ inuen ot 
U'Xks, ~. on, 2nd 1crntn on :a pid In any 
conf1g1.1mton Build b youu o1 Of'le K'f'ttn Ot mon:. 
Run your train :ac fU&ht. Ute Machine co cmuc ~ 
x:m<ry. 

_Mbracadata 
~ so. 2..0, ()opt • "' 

Eu<,~ene, OR 97402 

s-<9.95 
+<I.OOS111Pfllno 

MltterCatd tVIsa 
CSOJi 3-12·3030 

CIIIClE 553 ON READER SERVICE CA~D 

Tired of Arcade Games? 
Try t>o chalengo ol bii!M n-oy amiAotlon, Nino original, cpgrUod _.. Romnel'a DESERT WAA • MIDWAY 
or SOLa.!ONS e..tsldons • Rome•a ~In BARIIARIAN or EAGLES N THE SAND • a .. W•ldon In WESTEftol 
~PAIGNS or ARMY OF N~ VIRGNIA • USISolitt-ln NORWEGIAN SEA or US Invasion In RED 
STARS. Comlru Soon: Potton'S-"" RLUII, Hl(n'bel'• Wa Wfl Rome, US Wain VletNm. 
S3U5 cod! • S3 S&H ($5 Ovwao11), VISA & MC ~- 5t2K• Fleq.*ed. Spedfy moc:lli>o. 
Wartime Slmulatlons'""<Div.otSJPEnLJ PO Box 246 McHenr IL 60050 

CIRClE 047 0'-1 READER SEIMCE CARD 

Go lw ~a:.~~~~ tD~~t f!~~!~~: much • 
philosophy as it iJ a game. Go is considered by many to be the secret of 
Japanese succesJ ... ,,~ l~ading Go game for 1M Macintosh ... Using it is 
an impro~·tmtnt Ol't r ltarning tht g~ from books or from all buttht 
most patitnt humaiiS ... /his is without qutstion ont of tht most txtra
ordiMry autornDttd aids to go instruction dt,•tl~... MacWorld 6119 

Toyogo, Inc. 76 Bedfonl Str<e:t, Suite 34-C, Lexington. MA 02173 (617) 861-0488 
(800) 4-TOYOGO $79 NEMESISOoMast<r, $49 IOS<kiTutor. $59 Taclica1Wh:ani+ $6 USS&II 

CIRClE 665 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

A Gift Made to 
~~Order ... 

$45 

Bird Songs! 
This season reward your favorhe Mac 

fanatics whh the sounds of real song

birds that sing In the background. The 

songs are played randomly or by menu 
selection, and do not Interfere whh the 

foreground application. BirdSong sf will 

provide a wonderful enhancement to 

your office environment. 

• 17 Beautiful songs included. 

• Extensive library of recorded 

birds & wildlife available. 

1 505-897-4024 1 
Visa 

& MC 

Corrales Software 
POB 2730 Corrales NM 87048 

CIRClE 587 ON READER SE RVICE CARD 

Lotto Pro 
$1 ,000,000.00 
BECOME A MILlON A IRE! 
IT COULD Happen to YOU! 

For those serious about winning 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

lithe 

LOTTERY 
*Priceless lnfonnation• 

Lono Pro'~'~~ $49.95 • SIH 

Call: (408) 426-2766 
Visa, Mastii!Card or Send Check to: 

matkttmaktt 
3t2 CENTENIAL ST • SANTA CRUZ. CA 950eO 

OIICIE 0 18 ON READER SEIMCE CA~D 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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Orbital Mech 

A Specaf iiQh lmulator 

75228 
2-9222 x933 VISNMCIAMEX 
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(..._ __ F_on_ts __ ~) 

D s p L A 

You need'em cuz 
they'll read'em. 
Need proof? You just read'em! 

y 

We havelhe fonts you need a\'a.ilable in an 
El'S"' or Adobe !IS"' file format ready to ship for 
512.95. You rnn bend'em - strctch'em- fold'em
anything. but best of all they'll read' em. 

=/:~~~,:~~ur:tt~~oor 
plus $3.50 shipping. Allonlm shipp<d f.,.,;, COD. 

PO Box 496, Haymall<at, VL 22069 -,:.,;~, 
CIRClE 652 ON READER S:IMCE CA~D 

Beverly Hills 
nBut/magewriterTM fonJ available!" 

• 'Typcaet" look, II sizes, 6-36 pu. 
• Multi-digit fractions; horiz. lines 

Fmc spacing. math/musical symbols 
Includes disc, 7G-p. printed manual 
Two compatible vemons available: 
• v 20 (ImageWriter I or II): $29.95 
• v LQ-1.0 (IW LQ, Mac+): $39.95 
Direct orders, add $3.00 S/H (plus 
$1.80 or $240 sales tax in Calif.) 
Sile licenses; dealer inquiries invited 

ADH Software 
P.O. Box 67129 
Los Angeles, CA 90067..0129 

CiRClE 554 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Your Ad 
Gets More 
For Less. 

Call The Macworld Catalog 
and see why. 

liT . • 

800.888.8622 

(...__G_e_ne_al~og~y _ ____.) 

R EUNIONThl 
the family tree software 

Reunion is the only soflwarc that quickly records 
and grophically di splays infonnarion about your 
en tire family: g( ncalogy facts. digitized photo~. 
und up to 5000 words of notes per person. Pouu 
and click to navigate through generations of your 
ances tors. Create. d isplay and print l:u,;e, graphic 
pedign:e ond dc'"'ndam chans. 

CIRClE 6l J ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MacGene,.... 
•• LARGEST INSTALLED BASE •• 
Easy 4 Novice/ Extras 4 Experts 
100% Mac. Combines Data
Entry, Search & Graphics: Group 
Sheers , Pedigree, Family Tree, 
HOT-key, Biography, Lists, 
Labels, His tory, no record limits, 
Auto-Link & Generation 
Publish-Ready, FASTEST. 
• Custom fields & re ports 
• Import/Export 
• No copy protect 
• S145-S bk guar. Demo 525 . 
Applied ideas, Inc., P.O. Box 
3225, Manhattan Beach, CA 
90266, Free info: 213/545-2996 

Family Roots™ 
Do it YOUR way! Huge variety 
and capacity for your family 
history. Make pedigree charts, 
descendants charts, person 
shee ts, group sheets, indices 
and much more. Customize to 
your own preferences. Standard 
Mac interface. Call for FREE 
information. Satisfaction 
guaranteed MC/Visa/ AE. 
Quincept, Box 216, Lexington, 
MA 02173 , 61 7/641-2930, 
800/63 7-ROOT 

Family Heritage File 
Most powerful genealogy pro
gram on the Mac. Rated "Best" 
by Macworld. Lise. ver. of 
Personal Ancestral Fi/en.1 

produced by the LDS Church. 
New enhancements for non
LOS. • Mac user interface • All 
Macs & hard disks except 128K 
• Exports data to WP/data
bases/ modems • Pedigree, 
Family Group, Individuals, 
Marriages, Surnames, ·Doc., etc. 
S149 + S5 s/ h (Utah res. +6%). 
Demo S7 
Star• Com Microsystems, 
Windsor Park East, 25 West 
1480 North, Orem, UT 84057, 
801/225-1480 

(..._ __ G:........ra......!.p_ht_· cs _______ ) 

Mac Perspective"' 
Irs smple and ec:Jif to construct accurate 

pe11pect111es on JCTtHHl with dimension 
coordinates Input by telathle commands. 

(left/right - ~~t>ldt::Nin - forwad/bOCI() 

( 

KNICK DRAFTlNG.Inc. (407)m~m 
12755. Pill1dt 1). Se. P, Sallllile Beadl. A. 32937 

~lE <n1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Health ) 
Analyze Diets, Menus ... 
so much more with the FOOD 
PROCESSOR II! This TOP-rated 
software has the best database 
of any system on the market 
today! Used by USDA, schools, 
colleges, hospitals, fitness 
centers & health programs. 
• 2400-3000 foods - 30 nutri
ents. 5295 
• CALL OR W'RlTE TODAY FOR 
FREE DEMO DISK! 
ESHA Research, P.O. Box 13028, 
Dept. D, Salem, OR 97309, 
503/585-6242 

( ____ L_a~ng::::..._u~ag::::..._es ____ ) 

MACTRAN PLUS 
The versatile Integrated Made
for Mac Development System 
• Includes: Editor, Optimizing, 
Compiler, Source Level Debug
ger, Linker, Library Manager 
• Supports: 68020/ 68882 in-line 
code generation. Significant 
VAX FORTRAN & ANSI 8X ex
te nsions. Comprehe nsive MAC 
Tool Box Interface. Unlimited 
code segme nt size. 
DCM DATA Products, 610 One 
Tandy Center, Fo11 Worlh, 
TX 76102, 817/ 870-2202 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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Fortran on Your Desktop 
No need to wait for time on the 
"big" computer any longer. Lan
guage Systems Fortran lets you 
run the same high performance 
Fortran programs at your desk. 
V AX-compatible extensions, 
high precision IEEE floating 
point data types, complete acc
ess to Toolbox, direct code gen
eration for the Mac ll, and the 
MPW programming environmem 
make this compile r the most 
powerful Fortran for the Mac. 
Language Systems Corp., 
441 Carlisle Drive, Herndon, 
VA 22070, 703/478-0181 

(~_M_ed_ic_al ____ ) 

Medical Office Mgmt. 
TessSystem™ software for 
insurance and billing. Our 51295 
package out-performs software 
selling at three times that price. 
Expandable line to grow with 
your needs. Call for 
product literature and DEMO 
software today! New modules 
include electronic claims and 
multi-user for Mac networks. 
\'(!abash Medical Resources, Inc. 
6865 Parkdale Pl., Suite A, 
indianapolis, IN 46254 
31 7-299-7800 

=~~suo. 5(7)uL.dp..- cmA-
v"""'v•r.cA92284 (7)uL.dWa.,. CroA" 
Solo and muftlpractltloner office mane~ment 
eyet.m• tor the Uaelnto•h 512)(£. Plua, SE 
and II. Compare tMM tutu,.•: 
P~~p~r aai'ns Appointments MuiJ Usef 
E~ronic wlh Reed M~.:ll Taking 

Qain Fles Management Network~: 

Supor8" Aepo<ts Aj>pioShanl, 
Patient Production Cotvut, TOPS, 

Lodgoro MaJyob 1.1acSoM1 
FNnclol Aaaponslblo Pany Fllo .. ..-nge 

- ll&'lg wth ...... Dala 
Olagnollle Audll & Badwp _.,.. 

Ol&a Ba:se Patiera Label& 

Please Call 
(619) 365·9718 

OROE 577 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

Macworld Catalog~~~§0 
( Mental Arts ) ( Programming Tools) (--_P_ub_li_c_D_o_m_a_in~) 

Make Life a Game you Win 
Turns stress into strategy by 
stimulating intuition. Comple
ment logical approaches with 
fresh insights into your re lation
ships, negotiations, romance & 
office politics. Eloquent 
hypertext with beautiful 
animated art & Random FrogsTM. 
Easy, effective and never boring. 
Underpriced at $49.95. Visa/ 
MC, COD Demos SS. 
Visionary Software, P.O. Box 
69191, Portland, OR 97201, 
800/877-1832 (orders) or 503/ 
246-6200 (inquiries) 

J..LASM™ 
.. 400 
.. 1802 
• ·6502 
.. OS() I 
.. ()!!(» 
· ·6105 
• · 6!109 
· oiiC II 

: : ~~ ~H::::::~ US$129.95 
• • ~ 80&518080 f:anul~ each 
• ·1':096 S096/80CI96 bmlltt\ 1 sfh• 
:: ~io ~~11lo r~mil)' P us 
Fa,I . ~~)'IOu).C · full Mocimo~h lnu:rface. Sor llulilc 
Olllpul downi~'\IOnlO'\f EPH.OM l)rogr-Jmmeh. f"c:.t· 
lUte\ mxfO\, Condition:tl II\\)'. loc:al :md 3UIOI'Il;IIIC 
labch. \ymbol Ubk 4'1'0\\·rd. moduk -.«horuns 
Ed• aor •ncl. MC/V/AE. Micro Oial~ts. lne:. 

$4 cool. USA 
SX~W Can. AK.HI 
SIS 0\ croca, 

l)(pt W, PO 8o \ .3001 .& 
Cmc mnati. 011 J~2.\0 

(513) 271·9100 
Appk-LWIL \t Ot 

CIRClE 624 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Your best PD/Shareware values: 
only $19.95 per PAK! 

0 ArtPAK 250 (I & II) 0 GamePAK (1111) 100 
0 BuslnessPAK 100 0 KldPAK 100 
0 DeskPAK 200 (I & II) 0 laserPAK 100 
0 FontPAK 200 p & II) 0 SoundPAK 150 
0 EPS PAK 100 0 utllltyPAK 150 
0 HyperPAK 100 (Volumes! thru VI) 

FREE Smack-a-Mac 
wh~n youold('l 5 or mo1c>PAK $ {59 95 value' lm11tCd tlml' OI/('t'J 

E.adl PAXon • DS<Jsl<s. Sa>. mora: • PAK"JSEUS;5 PAK"J$8US; 
6 PAX"• $99.t5, 8 PAK"J S11US; 12 PAK"J $159.95, aJ 20 <rif 
$23U51Add$<.00poronlerS&H (S7C....SI21orf9'P<S oddSll 
<ax. O.....lton>nearly 11100<Jsl<s.lton>IJiow1S$1.99each10nlor 
1011Jy,ard,..1 Wod you FREE our hugaeolalogdescriW>oltlouJo<ds 
.. programs lnd """"""'Y oCemJ lor your Mar:w<osh al 1ht -
liscourllpricoJIOrwd$2.00 anlor). Alsol1walo 
leSO!dlorYI!uJtLNao" 

r-------, 
( Music/Midi ) I Mob.y\\brdsM I 
'----.:.....:::..........:..:...:..:....:.....:_~----' I Un.>hrid~ocd En~lish IOI1b"•J:CdmahlSC$onl.5"1 

CIRClE 697 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

"Best New Education Program, 1987" 
·Macll.M' Magtn.i"~ 

•Tcad19 interv.tlJ, chords, melody, rhythm 
•Interactive sbH not:.Uon •S.tves I<'Orft 
•High qu:.lity sound • MIDI comp;Uiblt: 
• Historic.tl &: computer-generated melodies 
• Custom en train ing melodies 
• Bf'ginners to .tdnnr~td 

5125 • Call Toll Free 800-44S-4866 

ARSNOVA 
110\ 63i, KIJtKI A,D , \\ \ %0S3 

CIRC1£ 500 ON READER SERVICE CARl) 

I daskc lle:j for 1he full)··['(-'m'Crl"tl de\·cloper.lS,CXX) I 
.SCn .. "Cruof A.._"Cll d11;1. Qnnpaa~~dt S)Sltm ].0. 

I Original MobyWords·· $79 1 

1
530,000+ unique words and phmscs I 

Tile l..1rgcst n'OrJ-onlyd.uabasc tha~cxlsu 

1 ..?-.-' Mob{ Hyphenator $1291 

1
150,000+ fully syllabified words 1 

Never ~ivc the user a Md brt:-t~l.: again 

I .,?-<'' Moby Parr-of-Spcech $1491 
1 200,000+ words with part·of-spccch 1 

For r.uor-shnrp Englbh l.ms.,•t~agc JXINinJ,: 

I ..?-.-'· Moby" Pronunciator $1991 
1 150,000+ words with II'A phonemes I 
I 

(incluJingcmphasl:j) Forpcrfi.!CtlcxHo·~pccch 

1 All products licensed royalty-free. 

I SmlclleckorMCl(tl&S4s&h-c,.,add6.5%) ro• • 
.~ luu~usv Us.-. .. n·(m cv 

I .,(s' 57111Etlle'5r .• Sr•.A "1-t, I <Iff;, ... ~ MCtmRrY. CA 93940 1),_ 
... ~~~ COD OR()[RS 1-800·752-4115 ' ·~ 

L (WmuNCA<"'""' l-408·373·1491) o, I _______ ... 
C~CIE 682 ON READER stRVICE CARD 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 
CATALOG 

Over l OCO Moc1nrosh ouohty 
software. 

For fosr serv1ce 
Wnte to: 

SOFTSHOPPE,INC. 
PO. Sox 3678 

Ann Arbor. Ml <:8106·3678 
(313; 761-7638 

ORCIE 05 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

The most readers. The least cost. Immediate 
access. just call The Macworld Catalog at 
800.888.8622 and place your ad-today! 

~ 
~ 

800.888.8622 
For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call800/888-8622. 
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o~~~§The Macworld Catalog~~~§BJ 
~ . . . . . . . . . . ~ 

F R E E • 
288-Page Catalog of • 

Public Domain Shareware • 
most • 

• 

CI1ClE 572 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

(.._ __ Re_al_E_st_at_e __ ) 

• Prope rty Manager $195 
Acxountin~ ~)'1'-l\."111 for muhipl~ pmpcnic~. 
h.k;~l fc)f' im t..o;o.fc)n- whc• m:Jn~~t..· tl,cir (I\\ n 
pmp:nk~. 

• ProAna lysis !!!!! $295 
A Sophi-.tic..-:•tt..""t.l in\'c..C.rnent analy'i' 
prc,.;ro~lll clc:-.i~m:d rc •r Il k.' in\·t..~lnr whc• 
dt"nt•n<h pmfc:-..,iunal ljli:Jiiry :m:.ly,,i.;;. 

Demos Now Available! 

Metropolis ~~l~~~~;-t•onAH·. 
-Soflu•an- ;~~~~~~--~1'>• ;(I t 

CIRClE 023 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

New from RealData- ( Sales/MarketinO 
Real Estate Investment Analysis, Version 6.0 

Real Estate Investment Analysis has been our best-selling product since it 
was introduced in 1982. Many software products have come and gone 
over the years, but RealOata and our Investment Analysis have stoOd the 
test of time. Now Version 6.0 adds new power to thiS popular program. 

MarketMaste.r for Mac 
MacGuide calls it "the best sales 
lead follow-up you can buy." 
Enter leads whenever you get 
them & MarketMaster™ 
contacts the right people the 
right way at the right time. Prints 
letters, envelopes, phone lists, 
scripts, & NEVER FORGETS! 
Easy to learn & use. Frees 
salespeople to SELL & supports 
them to SELL MORE! 
Breakthrough Produclions, 
10659 Caminilo Cascara, 

What can It do? Real Estate Investment allows you to make ten-year 
projections of the income, exP.:CJlSes, cash flows, re-sale and tax implica
tions of your property. It performs virtually all of the complex Tax 
Reform, financing and rate-of-return calculations for you in just seconds. 
It also includes a lease analysis and annual operating statement 

Real EsUlle Investment Analysis, Version 6.0 runs with Microsoft 
Exce[IM or WorksTM on the Mac 512 or greater-just$250. 
To order, call or write today. MC, VISA, AMEX Welcome 

or send $2 for our catalog of real estate software for the Mac and PC. 

AL~ 14\.,./i\ ® 78 North Main Sl &MAl ufAl South Norwalk, CT 06854 
(203) 255-2732 

CRCIE 638 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Property Management 
Compre hensive software fo r 
managing reside ntial, commer
cial, condos, and more. Two 
versions: Basic PM for owne r/ 
manager-5495, De luxe PM 
with complete general ledger 
for professional management
$1,195. Includes check writing, 
recurring expenses, financial 
statements, comple te manage
ment re porting. 
Yardi Syslems, Inc., 813 
Reddick St., San/a Barbara, 
CA 93103,805/966-3666 

Your Ad 
Gets More 
For Less. 

Call The Macworld Catalog 
and see why. 

~ 
~ 

800.888.8622 

( _____ R_e__,lig~io_n _____ ) 

San Diego, CA 92108 
619/281-6174 

Bible study tools that grow with you. 
THE WORD processor 

1
1 _ /(jj} The most comprehensive Family 
~~ of Products for Bible Study. 

Y (:_ Start with VERSE SEARCH 
1\ \.._\ . including the Bible translation of 

~ tS._~I # . - your choice with Instant Access 
~0 1_ . • \' ~1 

•. to any verse. Search for any 
<ic'~\'0'1.'' • ~ ~ . . . words or phrases_. Separate 

}. - '1 wmdows for companng verses. 
' , And much more! Only $99.95 

.. ,,. · AS YOU GROW, addNIV, RSV, 
)t KJV or NKJV text, Greek or Hebrew 
T \. . , • transliterators or topical cross 
~ ) references, personal commentary, 
·~/ · a chronological Bible and chain 

references. Our memory resident 
VERSE TYPIST transfers 

verses to your word processor. 

Bible Research Systems 
1 .. 8Q0 .. 4 23 .. 1228 

2013 Wells Branch Parkway #304 • Austin, Texas 78728 
Tech Support (512)251· 7541 Postage cxlrn. For IBM. MSDOS, Macintosh. 

CIRClE 568 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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o~~~§The Macworld Catalog~~~§0 
(..__ __ Sc_ie_n_tifi---'c'---_____,) 

DIGITIZE for the Mac- Ver. 1.0 
Digitize points, lines and polygons in any coordinate system • Edit window 
for 'Viewing and changing points • Area and length calculations • Export 
routines • For ADB compatible digitizers. 

test I /'-. LINE : IQ7. 92 I4QCI . Q2 IQ&. 72 o ~~ Call, write, or 

.. 1! ~~H~~:~ · :!QI .42 1258.0 1 /tv: for free 
~~~~:~- ~~ .... o .... . 1o 19 catalog of 
lDIOlll- 1504 . 33 geologica l L irE : -3 .30 723. 76 l49tt ,4 1 72 
LDtOTH • 14Q9. 72 ' soft ware for PO IHT : 1137. 36 52S .92 
POIIiT : 1055. 0Q 3Q4 .00 the Mac & 

ij@l ~~ 
POL'IGOtl : 

PC. -3 . " 1$01.04 
1502 . 83 14Q4. 5? 
1502 . 10 -5.16 
O. Q8 0 .22 I -3 . 15 1501.04 li'\ EI10-POL 'IGOtl : ,. 

Rock Ware, Inc. 4251 Kipling St. #595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033. 
(303) 423-5645 Fax: (303) 423-6171 

O'!C\f 588 ON READE~ SflMCf CAR!> 

FAST; online access to scientific 
and technical information 
That's what you get when you use S1N 
Express® software to search the 80 
databases on STN International~ 

Ask for your FREE preview package for 
Macintosh® by calling: 

STN International 
% Chemical Abstracts Service 

1-800-848-6538 extension 3731 

ORCIE 576 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD 

( Statistics ) 

CLRANOVA 
Analysis of variance program 
that can compute up to a 10-way 
design with repeated measures 
and unequal n. Marginal means, 
plots of inte ractio ns, simple 
effects, range tests, contrasts, 
and more. Full Mac interface. 
Can read text files w/ entries 
separated by spaces, commas, 
or tabs. $100 + S3 s/h. 
Clem· Lake Research, 
24 76 Bolsover #343 Houston, 
Tx 77005, 713/523-7842 

Cali UP, 
Your Ad 
On Our 
Screen. 

The Macworld Catalog. 

~ 
~ 

800.888.8622 

Unbelievable but True 
If you have $25,000 to invest in 
your own desktop publishing 
business and must earn $60,000 
to $80,000 this year with an 
established leader in the fine art 
market and publishing call for 
complete de tails! Not A Fran
chise! 
(404) 881-5395 

Pr ometheus Needed 
New Prometheus needed. 
Model 7.0 and pink package 
preferred . 
R & D funding available. 
G.P.O., Box 13639, Connaught 
Place, Hong Kong 

(..__M_a_ili~ng~L_is_ts_~) 

MAILING LIST 
of Mac Users 

Choose from hundreds of thousands of users! 

Only 5¢ per name, with no 
charge for selecting, 

sorting, media, or delivery. 
Stnllphote COipOfllion. 207 G.-o Or. Aptos. CA 9500:1 
(408) 688-9200 (VIX.e) 662-2717 (rn:x811) 

CIRClE 642 ON READER SEIMCE CARD 

For your ad to appear on The Macworld Catalog screen, call 800/888-8622. 
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t 
0 
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~ 
'Y BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

1 Microsoft Word Microsoft 

2 Microsoft Excel Microsoft 

3 Microsoft Works Microsoft 

4 Aldus PageMaker Aldus 

5 MacWrite Claris 

6 QuarkXPress Quark 

7 Aldus FreeHand Aldus 

8 Wing% !nformix 

9 WordPerfect for the Macintosh WordPerfect 

1 0 Adobe Illustrator 88 Adobe 

T 'Y T EDUCATION SOFTWARE 

22 1 Reader Rabbit The Learning Company 

9 3 2 Where in the World Is Cannen Sandiego? 

38 

15 

Brederbzmd 

3 Math Blaster Davidson & Associates 

4 Math Rabbit The Leaming Company 

5 Early Games Springboard Software 

'Y 'Y 'Y ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 

38 4 
37 2 
34 1 

6 3 
14 

1 MacGolf PCAJ 

2 Flight Simulator Microsoft 

3 Dark Castle Silicon Beach Software 

4 Crystal Quest Casady & Greene 

5 Beyond Dark Castle Silicon Bf!fJcb Software 

'Y 'Y T NETWORK/DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

34 

30 2 
23 3 
4 

37 4 

TOPS TOPS 

2 AppleShare Apple Computer 

3 PhoneNet Farallon Computing 

4 Netware for the Macintosh Novell 

5 LocaiTalk Apple Computer 
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of c 
0 
E .. 
~ 
'Y HARD DISKs• 

1 MacStack SD20 CMS Enhancements 

2 Rodime 20 Plus External Rodime 

3 Apple Hard Disk 20SC Apple Computer 

4 EMAC 40 External Everex 

5 MacStack SD60 CMS Enhancements 

T ADD-IN BOARDS/MEMORY 

Radius Accelerator Radius 

2 Radius Interface Display Radius 

3 Apple 2MB Memory Expansion Kit 
Apple Computer 

4 Apple 1MB Memory Expansion Kit 
Apple Compw er 

5 Video Board/Large Screen Ryad 

PRODUCT WATCH 

Recen t or jonbcomingproducts ojpanlcular interest. 

DeltoGraph DeltaPoint Graphing program 

Personal Press Sllfcon Beach Software Low-end 

page-layout package 

PrecisionColor Calibrator Radius Optical 

sensor for display-color calibration 

Source: Exclusive JnjoCorp su1vey of more than 125 

Macintosh retailers and selected mall-order vendors. 

Covers sales during August 1989. 

•ooes not include bard disks installed at the factory. 



The Right Choice ... 
WriteNow. 

"Best New Word Processor" 
MacUser Magazine, May 1989 

"Readers' Choice" 
MACazine,January 1989 

"Golden Gavel Award" 
MacGuide, Winter 1988 

AWARDS & RECOGNITION 
Write 1ow is the highest-rated word processor in the Macintosh 
world. MacUser Magazine said it best-"\VriteNow wins best new 
word processor bands down. ·· 

EASY-TO-LEARN, EASY-TO-USE 
I f we were to pick one word that our customers use to describe Write ·ow, it"s 
usable. A great word processor is more than just a stockpile of features-it's the 
usability of those features, how easy they are to learn and usc, and how they 
feel under your fingertips when doing real work. Everyone claims ease-of-use, 
hut Write Now actually delivers it-and our awards and ratings prove it. 

BUSINESS POWER & PERFORMANCE 
WriteNow has all the power business users need , including: Mail merge; 100,000 
word spelling dictionary; multiple columns; in-line graphics; format accelerators (style 
sheet equivalents); outline indenting, character and word counting, fixed and flex ible 
line spacing, and much more. As important, Writel'\ow is the fastest word processor 
in the Mac world , w hether you've got a small.\llac 512KE or a loaded Mac Ilcx. 

AIIIC"..,\J'I'ff~ .w'IUIJ • lilt I I! ~kU~c:on•MtelflliCNII"'II\"'Illl • 1l'llftll'r,k NIISdo1l. Full ~JIIUioOI'If'(rfMIW'ii'"''-IW«•""Y C I~T/\t&.I~Compa~~) AllflJf'W•K~t<. fht ll)llo• ~t ~r,..ookm,l-.lljiiWJookmll~lvftlwc'""""""'" 
lftk<d "- rok~.locii'IW'dtol/\t.UrCco ~~A.ppWC.~~. h.: \t~V. ntt. <-'WI•CCJtP . \l oerooofLM~COI'P 

For more information: 

T/ Makcr Company 
1390 Villa Street 
Mountain View • CA • 9404 1 
Telephone: (415) %2-0195 
FAX: (4 15) 962-0201 

-

Circle 332 on reader service card 



1987 Macworld 
World Class Award 

1989 Macworld 
World Class Award 

Turbo Mouse. 

1988 Macworld 
World Class Award 

That~s right. For Wins again and again Thrbo Mouse is 
the third year running, the readers and aa.r.:~ ~n quicker, quieter, and easier to use. 
of Macworld magazine have voted bu.& • It delivers the winning combination 
the Kensington Thrbo Mouse,. of speed, precision, two buttons 
"Best Input Device" for Macintosh,.computers. with extra features, and a comfortable, space-

Who were the contenders? Every other track- saving design-all for just $169.95. 
ball and mouse on the market. (Not to mention For a free brochure, or a dealer near you, call 
joysticks, keyboards and graphics tablets.) The (800) 535-4242. Outside the U.S. orin New York, 
winning secret? Simple. call (212) 4 75-5200. 

I KENSINGTON <)e 


